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%  —THE TEACHERS' PAY DISPUTE IN SCOTLAND
■  emorandum by the Secretary of State for Scotland

The Scottisn teachers' pay dispute has been running for 19 months with 
growing levels of disruption, including strike action and boycott of 
examination duties^-»in support of the unions' demand for an independent pay 
review. The cur/iintnposition is described in Annex 1. Strike action this 
term has built upî tjihidi.ly to the point where it is likely that over half 
th secondary schooWiajthe country will be on a three-day week on average 
from now until the term. Despite the efforts of the Scottish
Examination Board to t̂f̂ rp̂ nie the effects of the boycott of examination 
duties there is still a ( a & & o us shortage of markers and the Board is likely 
to be unable to make aw^£<f^m. a number of key subjects such as English.
2. I have thoroughly exp'foirecnjthe possibility of pursuing in Scotland the 
kind of settlement which the^ggwi&ory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service 
(ACAS) have arranged in EnglaitfP'arro Wales - precarious though that may 
prove to be - and I have to rep^r^^ffhat this simply cannot be done: the 
union side in Scotland is dominaTraqM&. the Educational Institute of 
Scotland, representing over 80 pe£^£era\of teachers, who have refused point 
blank to contemplate a settlement o^€n||Xkind agreed for England; and 
neither the unions nor the local auther^ty. employers are prepared to enter 
into serious negotiations on the basisC^^^che resources currently available 
- indeed the unions have not even submitfreji^ pay claim for 1985-86.
3. In the light of these difficulties th^ Ministerial Group on Teachers' 
Pay (MISC 122) have considered the possibility of setting up an inquiry for 
Scotland. They are agreed that it would not at present be right to attempt 
to abort the ACAS-led deal for England and Wales^Tt^though they accept that 
it would be necessary to set up an inquiry for England and Wales if that 
deal broke down. They have however asked me to ptra^fbAward to Cabinet a 
proposal for a separate inquiry for Scotland.

INQUIRY FOR SCOTLAND
4. It is important that any such inquiry should be:

i. wide-ranging, not merely concerned with pay;. \ V / / a

ii. focused on specific points of concern to the GoverniMMTc^S
iii. capable of extension to England and Wales later if nê Je'^^Ky.



5. I therefore suggest the terms of reference set out below. These are 
as proposed by Cabinet Office officials and as agreed in MISC 122, subject 
to minor amendment and further consideration of the asterisked point in 

> item c. I have included in the terms of reference some passages in ,square 
2-brackets which should be omitted from the terms of reference of an inquiry 
/"y^ich is to relate to Scotland only (because they would strike Scottish 
-^rttferests as unnecessary or irrelevant) but which should be added in if the 
/'Jroqfĉ iry were to be extended to England and Wales. The suggested terms of 
'jeMMnce are as follows:

light of the Government's educational objectives [, as set out 
✓f^iTtngland and Wales in "Better Schools",] and the need to reconcile 
th^jr^ith public expenditure restraint and the interests of taxpayers 
an^^riirapayers, to consider:

the duties, pay structures, pay levels and other conditions 
ov service of schoolteachers, with particular regard to the need 
to recruit, retain and motivate teachers of the right quality, to 
address staffing difficulties in shortage areas [such as 
mathematical and science and in particular localities], and to 
improvi^thvpromotion and career prospects of effective teachers, 
particuraViy^ccperienced teachers of proven ability who remain in 
the classrQQS!r/̂ \
b. teachers//^2bdes and responsibilities and their definition 
in contracts c0^«n^oyment;
c. the arrangeid^OT^Yfor managing and financing* schools and the 
teaching service;
d. future arrangem^ci^ror determining teachers' pay and 
structure, duties, res^^d^^J^ilities and conditions of service 
[including arrangements i^X^ettling these issues together rather 
than separately];
e. the mechanisms for impitmejflying and enforcing the above
arrangements; s ' )

and to make recommendations."

_______________________________  O
*MISC 122 wish to draw to the Cabinet's attention z b a & y i y  is for 
consideration whether the words "and financing" shouM'T&^ncluded in the 
terms of reference. To do so would allow consideratioq^^£C/*^ome important 
issues but would also inevitably draw the inquiry's att£ic®mi^to the 
complex issue of the respective roles of central and loca^x^^rnment. My 
own view is that these words are better left out. J )

■ m,



6. Whoever would be appointed as Chairman of a Scottish inquiry would 
probably have to take over as Chairman of a parallel inquiry for England

\ and Wales if it were later decided to set one up. Suitable candidates are 
^ \ n o t  easy to find, especially since the time commitment will be heavy. My 
^Nirst choice is Sir Donald Maitland (63), a former diplomat who retired as 
( /èrmanent Secretary at the Department of Energy in 1982; his ability and 
^--^CgVrous personal character would equip him well for this particular task 
M̂ eihprUze his public service background. My second choice is another Scot 

\ f y S A J a s made his career outside Scotland - Sir Peter Main (61), who retired 
1 5 s a s  Chairman of The Boots Company Limited. He is very capable and 
conmiri£5^experience of medicine and industrial research with the successful 
manaj^efnenp of a larger company. If neither of these were acceptable or 
availatJ^Jt-yould be inclined to favour Sir James Munn (65), who was by far 
the mos^^Létinguished headmaster of his generation in Scotland, is 
Chairman s / y y *y Consultative Committee on the Curriculum, was on the 
Universitywrants Committee and is proving to be a highly successful 
Chairman of^the Manpower Services Commission (Scotland). He is a person of 
considerable intellect and common-sense and carries great authority in 
Scotland and beyomi-^
7. I suggest trvkt^ae. Chairman should be supported by a panel of four
members to cover th^Scattish dispute, and I attach a suggested list of 
names at Annex 3. inquiry is extended to England a separate panel
of the same size woul^^Bre^ to be found. There would also of course have 
to be a small secretariA^jra&se work would if necessary be extended to 
cover an inquiry in Engl^rf^a^d Wales. I should be very happy for the 
Secretary to be provided fr#j£a\'"neutral" Department with support staff 
from the Scottish Office. < y / ) \

TIMING OF THE ANNOUNCEMENT
8. The situation in Scotland ii^terfcously deteriorating by the week and I
am under enormous pressure to anndjjif£ê >h Government initiative to break the 
deadlock. If the inquiry proposal I should like to be able to
announce the decision forthwith — by me^K^cjf an oral statement in the 
House of Commons on the afternoon of 6 March. I attach a first
draft of such a statement at Annex 2. ( j

9. I therefore invite my colleagues to a©ree:
1. To the setting up of an inquiry, initially restricted to 
Scotland, with the terms of reference set oi^àbove.
2. That the inquiry Chairman should be onet-^i^i^e candidates listed

3. That I should announce the decision to set ucr^^inquiry and the 
terms of reference by means of an oral statement o^^o^sday 6 March.

M R
Scottish Office . ' Z ~ y y \

5 March 1986 ' v y ' y )



STRIKE A C T I O N  B Y  T E A C H E R S  IN S C O T L A N D

Educational disruption in Scotland has now been going on for nearly 
19 months. Since the New Year the scale of EIS strike action has 
mounted rapidly, as the following figures demonstrate

Week Ending No of teacher days lost No of pupil days lost

10 January 1,127 22,244
17 January 639 9,840
24 January 3,487 50,594
31 January 7,451 126,255
7 February 10,122 187,375
14 February 12,542 214,787
21 February 11,967 210,043
28 February 16,856 319,834

The EIS has stated that it intends to concentrate its action on the 
secondary sector during March - the most critical period of preparation for 
the national examinations, which begin in the last week in April, not long 
after the schools resume after the Easter break. There is a likelihood 
that over half the secondary schools in the country will be on a three day 
week on average from now until the end of term. Already the number of 
pupil days lost is more than double what it was during January/ February 
last year.

ANNEX 1



D R A F T  S T A T E M E N T  B Y  S E C R E T A R Y  OF S T A T E  F O R  S C O T L A N D  O N  T H E  
TEACHERS' P A Y  DISPUTE IN S C O T L A N D

With permission Mr Speaker I should like to make a statement about the 
teachers' dispute in Scotland.

This dispute has now run for nearly 19 months. The education of pupils 
is suffering increasing disruption, and continuation of the dispute can do 
nothing but harm. The Government have made repeated efforts to find 
an acceptable basis on which teachers and their employers could negotiate 
a settlement; yet formal negotiations have not even begun.

This situation is unsatisfactory from any point of view. It is also in 
marked contrast to events in England and Wales, where, as the House will 
be aware, an agreement for the current year has been reached; and 
constructive negotiations on pay, pay structure and related matters are 
about to begin under A C A S  auspices. The Government hope that these 
negotiations will lead to lasting peace and to worthwhile solutions to the 
problems of the English schools; and m y  rt hon Friend the Secretary of 
State for Education and Science will be watching their progress with great 
care. Meanwhile I very much regret that there is no sign of a similar 
initiative in Scotland. The statutory negotiating machinery has failed to 
function and it is therefore necessary to find some means of breaking the 
deadlock. I therefore propose to set up an independent Committee of 
Inquiry with wideranging terms of reference in an effort to bring this 
dispute to an end and establish a basis for the pay, conditions of service 
and management of the teaching profession in Scotland which is appropriate 
to the conditions of today.

ANNEX 2



The inquiry will accordingly be given the following terms of reference:

In the light of the Government's educational objectives and the need 
to reconcile them with public expenditure restraint and the interests 
of taxpayers and ratepayers, to consider:

a. the duties, pay structures, pay levels and other conditions 
of service of school teachers, with particular regard to the 
need to recruit, retain and motivate teachers of the right 
quality, to address staffing difficulties in shortage areas, and 
to improve the promotion and career prospects of effective 
teachers, particularly experienced teachers of proven ability 
who remain in the classroom;

b. teachers' duties and responsibilities and their definition in 
contracts of employment;

c. the arrangements for managing [and financing] schools and 
the teaching service;

d. future arrangements for determining teachers' pay and 
structure, duties, responsibilities and conditions of service;

e. the mechanisms for implementing and enforcing the above 
arrangements;

and to make recommendations.

I hope to announce the names of the Chairman and members very soon.
The Committee will be asked to begin work as soon as possible and to. 
report by the end of the summer so that its findings can be taken into 
account in the 1986/87 pay settlement.. The Committee will take evidence 
from all interested parties and will give the teachers in particular the 
independent hearing which they have asked for since the beginning of the 
dispute. I therefore expect, and I believe I shall be supported by all



sides of the House in this, that the teachers' unions will call off their 
industrial action forthwith and allow the life of the schools to return to 
normal; and I hope that teachers arid employers will meantime agree on a 
pay settlement for 1985/86 in the normal way while they await the 
Committee's findings on the wider issues.



N A M E S  O F  POSSIBLE INQUIRY M E M B E R S

In appointing members other than the Chairman I should want if possible
to draw on expertise in the following areas:

i. Local Government administration. There is one candidate here who 
is ideally qualified, namely Robert Peggie (57) who retires as Chief 
Executive of Lothian Region at the end of March. He is not only an 
outstanding administrator who has worked well with the minority 
Conservative leadership in Lothian; he has been closely involved in 
the attempts (thwarted by lack of a Conservative majority) to 
enforce teachers' contracts more vigorously during the dispute.

ii. Education. It is important that at least one member of the inquiry 
team should command the confidence of the teaching profession.
There is an obvious difficulty here in finding someone who can bring 
to the inquiry both up-to-date experience of schools and an objective 
view, but I believe that Sister Maire Gallagher (52) Headteacher of 
Notre Dame High School Dumbarton would meet that requirement.
She is Vice-Chairman of the Consultative Committee on the 
Curriculum and has made a dedicated contribution to the work of 
that organisation for several years, being noted for her common 
sense, balance and devotion to the education service; she is also a 
singularly effective headteacher of a rather tough school in a 
difficult area. It would in any case make sense to have at least one 
woman on an inquiry into a profession which has such a high 
proportion of women members. Another excellent candidate, who is 
also m y  third choice as Chairman, is Sir James Munn (65) a recently 
retired headteacher who is Chairman of M S C  (Scotland) and Chairman 
of the Consultative Committee on the Curriculum.

iii. Academics with experience in economic or industrial relations affairs. 
Here m y  first choice would be Professor Donald Mackay (48) of 
Heriot Watt University, now head of PEIDA Consultants. If he is 
not available I should look to Professor Christopher Blake (59) 
professor of Applied Economics at Dundee University and now 
Chairman of the William Low supermarket chain. Both are sound

ANNEX 3



and likely, in particular, to be sympathetic to our public 
expenditure policy. I have in mind as reserves Professor Laurence 
Hunter (51) of Glasgow, a very experienced arbitrator who is 
currently deputy chairman of the Police Negotiating Board(but now 
also Vice-Principal of the University, which may make new demands 
on his time).

iv. Commerce and Industry. James Gordon (49) the Managing Director 
of Radio Clyde is very shrewd and energetic. He has privately 
taken a keen and intelligent interest in the progress of the teachers' 
dispute and is strongly critical of the teachers' tactics and the weak 
management response to them. He is a former teacher (and Labour 
Parliamentary candidate - though I believe he is no longer a Labour 
supporter). If however he is unable to serve I would propose to 
approach Bill Hughes (45) Chairman and Chief Executive, Grampian 
Holdings, Chairman of the CBI Education and Training Committee 
(Scotland) and a member of M S C  (Scotland). He is a knowledgeable 
enthusiast for our educational policies in Scotland. M y  reserves 
would be Allan Blacklaws (61) until recently Group Managing Director 
for Personnel, Scottish and Newcastle Breweries; and Alexander 
Soutar (52) who was for 13 years Personnel and Industrial Relations 
Manager,(Scotland) Rolls Royce Ltd and is now a Director of Inbucon 
Management Consultants. Both of them have extensive experience of 
industrial relations and a lively interest in education.
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LAND ROVER - LEYLAND 
Report by the MISC 126 Group

The MISC 126 Group was established following discussion by the 
Cabinet on 20 February (CC(86)7.1) to review the tactics and 
handling of discussions relating to the possible disposal of 
BL' s Leyland Truck, Land Rover and Freight Rover businesses. 
Separate consideration is being given to the disposal of 
Leyland Bus (see paragraph 9 below).

Bids received
2. Following that discussion potential purchasers of the BL 
businesses in question were invited to submit, by 4 March, firm 
indications of interest, together with their views on the future 
development of the businesses and an indication of the terms they 
would offer. In the event bids were received

a. from General Moters (GM) for the bulk of Land Rover- 
Leyland's (LRL) businesses other than Leyland Bus;

b. from Schroder Ventures (with which the current Land 
Rover management were associated) for Land Rover, Range 
Rover and Freight Rover;

c. from Lonrho for Land Rover and Range Rover;

d. from Aveling-Barford for Land Rover only (i.e. 
excluding Range Rover).

e. In addition a more speculative expression of interest 
in Leyland Trucks was received from Lancashire Enterprises 
Limited (LEL) .

The course of the negotiations
3. The details of the bids have been clarified, so far as poss
ible, in further discussions involving BL, the Department of 
Trade and Industry, and the Company's and the Department's 
financial advisers. The BL Board has had preliminary 
discussions of the bids, but has made no definitive recommend
ation to the Government as its principal shareholder.





4. It has been clear throughout that the best prospect for 
the establishment of a strong UK manufacturer of trucks lay- 
in the rationalisation of the current BL and GM operations.
Some rationalisation of UK van manufacturing capacity may well also 
be inevitable, and this could have been achieved by bringing 
together Freight Rover and Bedford vans. There is no 
comparable need for rationalisation of UK 4-wheel drive 
vehicle manufacture; but the Land Rover and Range Rover 
operations need the financial and marketing support of a 
major manufacturer with world-wide interests. MISC 126 
accordingly concluded that sale of Leyland Trucks to GM would 
be desirable and that the possibility should be explored 
with GM of arrangements which would maintain a UK controlling 
interest in Land Rover, with GM taking a substantial share
holding and contributing thereby to the development of that 
company's world-wide business. MISC 126 concluded, however, 
that it would not be acceptable for GM to take outright control 
of Land Rover now, as part of a wider deal.

5. The Secretary of State for Trade and Industry accordingly 
pursued his discussions with GM on this basis. It eventually 
emerged on 21 March that GM would not agree to any arrangement 
which did not give them immediate strategic and management 
control of Land Rover, together with a clear and public 
assurance that they would achieve majority ownership within
a relatively short time. The Secretary of State told GM he could
not recommend this to colleagues, and asked them whether they 
would be willing to do a deal confined to trucks and vans. GM 
refused to consider this alternative, and thereupon broke off 
the negotiations. Subsequently the BL Board met informally, 
and indicated that they regretted the Government's inability 
to accept GM's total offer, which they considered offered the 
best prospects for the development of the businesses concerned, 
their employees and BL's shareholders.

Next steps
6. MISC 126 considered the resulting situation on 24 March.
They concluded that the Government could not go ahead with the 
deal as originally put forward by GM, which would have given 
them 100 per cent of Land Rover. It will now be necessary to





reappraise the options for BL’s LRL businesses in the light 
of the new situation created by the withdrawal of GM.

7. In the first instance this will be a matter for the BL 
Board, which will shortly be joined by the Chairman-designate, 
Mr Graham Day. The BL Board will evaluate further the 
Schroders and Lonrho bids. It appears less likely that the 
Aveling-Barford bid (because it excludes Range Rover which
is part of an integrated manufacturing operation with Land 
Rover) and the LEL bid (because it apparently has no 
substantial financial backing) can be taken further, though 
some further study will be necessary. Other possible 
approaches to the early privatisation of Land Rover and 
Freight Rover will also be considered; whatever route is 
eventually chosen must carry with it assurances that the 
company will have the financial and technical resources needed 
for commercial success in world markets, and that the 
Government will be seen to have made a satisfactory deal in 
the interests both of the company’s employees and of the 
general taxpayer. The Secretary of State expects to receive 
a report on possible ways forward from the BL Board by the end 
of April.

8. Particular care will be needed in dealing with the 
future of Leyland Trucks. This company has good manufacturing 
facilities, a good record of productivity improvement, and
a range of products which is competitive in the market place. 
That was its attraction to GM. It will be important, now that 
the company will not benefit from the rationalisation of its 
operation with Bedford, to avoid creating an impression that 
it has no long-term future; but equally the Government must 
avoid any commitment to maintaining Leyland Trucks' 
operations on their present scale, whatever their future 
commercial performance may be.

Leyland Bus
9. Leyland Bus has not been included in the discussions 
with GM, and separate negotiations are under way for disposal 
of this business. There are four options on the table: 
continuation of a stand-alone Leyland Bus, sale to the Laird





Group pic (parent of Metro-Cammell Weymann, bus and coach 
manufacturers), a management buy-out proposal and an 
expression of interest from Aveling Barford. BL are pressing 
for clarification of the last two by about 8 April, so that 
they can make recommendations to the Government on the same 
timescale as their report on the other LRL businesses.
Volvo and Walter Alexanders (a Scottish vehicle body 
manufacturers) have declined to make merger or take-over 
proposals; Volvo may be prepared to consider collaboration.
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SECTION I: INTRODUCTION

1.1 This White Paper covers the Luxembourg Presidency of the Council of 
Ministers from 1 July to 31 December 1985. The major preoccupation of the 
Community was the Inter-Governmental Conference on institutional reform 
called for by the European Council in Milan in June. The period also saw the 
finalisation of arrangements leading to the accession of Spain and Portugal. 
The European Communities (Spanish and Portuguese Accession) Bill received 
Royal Assent on 19 December, enabling the United Kingdom to ratify the 
Spanish and Portuguese Treaty and Act of Accession on 20 December. 
The two countries became full members of the European Communities on 
1 January 1986.

1.2 The formal decision to convene an Inter-Governmental Conference 
was taken by Foreign Ministers at their meeting on 22 July. A series of 
Ministerial meetings and official level meetings were held leading up to the 
European Council on 2-3 December. The Government made clear that they 
would judge proposals for treaty amendment by whether they contributed to 
the achievement of the Community’s and the United Kingdom’s objectives, 
particularly completion of the common market, and would bring about real 
improvements in decision-taking. The European Council on 2-3 December 
reached agreement, subject to general reserves by Denmark and Italy, on 
measures to complete the common market by 1992; steps to bring the EC 
Treaty up-to-date by new articles on technology, environment and the 
regional fund; procedural changes to enable the European Parliament to play 
a more constructive role; and separate treaty provisions on co-operation in 
foreign policy on the basis of a draft originally presented by the United 
Kingdom.

1.3 The Government believe the changes agreed represent worthwhile 
improvements in the operation of the Community. The agreements to 
complete the common market by 1992, to speed up decision-taking, to 
strengthen our co-operation in foreign policy, and to ensure that our efforts in 
research and development are geared to the exploitation of a growing market 
will help to achieve objectives which we have consistently pursued, enabling 
the United Kingdom to realise more fully the benefits of membership of the 
Community.

1.4 Following the adoption by the Council on 7 May of the new Own 
Resources Decision, the United Kingdom introduced on 14 June the 
European Communities (Finance) Bill seeking Parliament’s approval of the 
measure. This received Royal Assent on 30 October, and the United Kingdom 
formally notified the Secretary-General of the Council of the completion of 
our procedures for approval on 4 December.

1.5 The United Kingdom received an abatement of £604,634,000 in respect 
of 1984. This abatement of 1,000 million ecus was the last of the ad hoc 
arrangements before the more favourable Fontainebleau system of



abatements entered into force. Of this amount 270 million ecus (£ 160 million) 
was received by the end of 1985 and the rest in the first few days of January 
1986.
1.6 The Community’s 1986 budget provides for an abatement for the 

United Kingdom of 1,400 million ecus (£824 million) in respect of 1985 as a 
result of the Fontainebleau agreement.

1.7 Following the failure of the Council and European Parliament 
to agree on the 1986 Budget at a special Budget Council in Strasbourg on 
11-12 December, the European Parliament voted for a budget including 
629 million ecu (£391 million) in payment appropriations and some 
473 million ecu (£294 million) in commitment appropriations over and above 
the Council’s revised draft budget. The 1986 budget was signed by the 
President of the European Parliament on 18 December. The Council decided 
on 20 December to begin proceedings before the European Court against the 
Budget adopted by the European Parliament.
1.8 In July the Commission issued a Green Paper “Perspectives for the 

Common Agricultural Policy” (CAP). The paper addressed the issues of 
surplus production and its budgetary cost; the trade aspects of the CAP; and 
social and environmental issues including the need to integrate agriculture 
within a viable rural economy. The key elements of the Commission’s 
approach in the paper were sustained action on prices as the main means of 
bringing about a better balance between supply and demand in the market; 
various measures to tackle the problems of the cereals sector; the possibility of 
direct income support for producers most affected by a restrictive price policy; 
alternative production and uses; and various measures to benefit the environ
ment. A further memorandum in December recorded the Commission’s 
conclusions in the light of the views expressed on the Green Paper. It covered 
similar ground but also suggested that new budgetary resources would be 
needed to finance the measures envisaged before savings were made. The 
United Kingdom has repeatedly stressed the importance which it attaches to 
the contribution of price policy to resolving the problems of surplus and the 
need to observe the agreed financial limits.
1.9 The Commission issued specific memoranda in November and 

December with ideas for changes in the cereals and beef regimes as well as 
proposals for a Community milk outgoers scheme. For cereals the central 
feature was the suggested introduction of a co-responsibility levy, together 
with possible restrictions on the availability of intervention. For beef the 
Commission suggested a much reduced role for intervention and the 
rationalising of the various premium schemes. The milk proposals envisaged 
the purchase of some 3 per cent of the Community’s quota which would then 
be cancelled to reduce the level of surplus production. These memoranda 
formed the basis of a discussion in the Agriculture Council on 19 December 
on the future operation of the CAP. The basic problems as outlined in the 
Commission’s Green Paper were generally accepted, but a wide divergence of 
opinion remained on how best to deal with them. The Commission indicated 
that its conclusions would underlie its CAP price proposals for 1986-87.



1.10 The revised Common Fisheries Policy (CFP) agreed in January 1983 
has continued to function smoothly. The necessary detailed arrangements 
have been made in accordance with the Act of Accession to take account of 
the accession of Spain and Portugal to the Community. Total allowable 
catches (TACs) and quotas have, for the second year running, been settled 
before they are due to come into effect and they now include catch limitations 
applying to Spanish and Portuguese vessels. The major 1986 fisheries arrange
ments with third countries, including Norway, have also been concluded. The 
United Kingdom successfully defeated a proposal to increase the permitted 
whitefish by-catches when fishing for Norway pout. Significant amendments 
to the Community control measures as well as certain additional measures to 
ensure compliance with the post-enlargement regime were agreed.

1.11 On Regional Policy the Council in December adopted amendments to 
the main European Regional Development Fund Regulation so as to provide 
for the participation in the Fund of Spain and Portugal.

1.12 On the Internal Market the Council on 12 December endorsed a 
rolling Presidency action programme for 1986. This was originally proposed 
by the United Kingdom, in close consultation with the Netherlands, so that 
significant action to open up the internal market can be carried forward during 
our Presidencies. This is the first time that such an agreed plan covering more 
than one Presidency has been worked out jointly.

1.13 On steel the Industry Council on 29 October agreed a new, restrictive 
regime on state aids which will ensure that United Kingdom steel firms in both 
the public and private sectors will not face the threat of extensive subsidies to 
continental competitors. A new production quota system was also agreed 
which combines a welcome return to a free market with increased quotas for 
United Kingdom firms.

1.14 In the area of research and development agreement in principle was 
reached at the Research Council on 10 December on two major programmes 
of research in the environment and materials sectors. The European Council 
on 2-3 December agreed new Treaty articles on Research and Technological 
Development. These provide for an overall Framework Programme governing 
the Community’s scientific and technological activities. The Framework will 
define Community scientific and technological objectives, establish priorities, 
set the main fines of envisaged activity, fix an appropriate overall level of 
funding and determine a financial breakdown between the respective 
activities. The EUREKA programme, which goes wider than the Community 
and for which the United Kingdom currently holds the presidency, took 
forward work to promote market-oriented collaborative ventures in high 
technology between European firms.

1.15 At the Environment Council on 28 November Ministers resolved a 
number of outstanding points on the draft directive on polluting emissions 
from vehicles. They also agreed that the marine pollution information 
system for the control and reduction of pollution caused by hydrocarbons



discharged at sea should be extended to cover other harmful substances. Work 
was set in hand to prepare for the European Year of the Environment which 
will run from 21 March 1987 to 20 March 1988.

1.16 In the inland transport sector agreement was reached that a free 
market in transport without quantitative restrictions should be created by 
1992 at the latest. The liberalisation of transport services within the 
Community is a major priority for the United Kingdom and, although the 
details of the transitional period remain to be worked out, the commitment in 
principle to liberalisation by 1992 is a welcome step forward. It was, however, 
disappointing that very slow progress was made in work on draft Community 
instruments on sea and air transport.

1.17 In the social and employment field, agreement was reached on the draft 
directive on noise and on a revised European Social Fund (ESF) regulation to 
accommodate the entry of Spain and Portugal in 1986. It was also agreed that 
the basic rules of the ESF should be revised to provide support for unemployed 
people wishing to set up their own businesses from 1986. The Commission 
issued a supplementary decision on applications for ESF assistance allocating 
the United Kingdom a further £ 16 million for 1985 employment and training 
schemes. A programme of co-operation between industry and higher 
education in the field of training in technology was also agreed.

1.18 On energy issues the Government welcomed the extension of the coal 
state aids regime for a further six months. Agreement was also reached to 
continue sales aid for coking coal until the end of 1986, but at a reduced level. 
Discussion continued on the new energy objectives for 1995 with acceptance 
that they should be expressed principally in qualitative terms* Approval was 
given to the final texts of regulations renewing Community support for energy 
demonstration projects and projects to develop new technologies in the 
hydrocarbons sector. The Government regretted that proposals for continued 
support for social measures resulting from the restructuring of the coal 
industry were not agreed and had to be remitted for further discussion.

1.19 On external trade the Community, as the world’s biggest trading bloc, 
welcomed the decision by the Contracting Parties of the General Agreement 
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) to establish a Preparatory Committee for the 
new round of multilateral trade negotiations. (The Preparatory Committee is 
due to conclude its work by mid-July 1986 and make recommendations to a 
GATT Ministerial Meeting in September, which the Government hopes will 
agree to launch the new round.) As a contribution to more liberal trade, the 
Community decided to accelerate certain tariff cuts agreed in the Tokyo round 
of multilateral trade negotiations. The Community welcomed the US 
Government’s re-affirmation of its support for the open trading system but 
continued to follow closely the progress of draft protectionist legislation in 
Congress. An arrangement for future levels of Community steel exports to the 
US was concluded. The Community took note of the series of measures 
adopted by the Japanese Government, including the 3-year Action 
Programme, to liberalise the domestic market and stimulate domestic



demand. The Community continued to press the Japanese Government to set 
itself a quantified target for a significant increase in imports of manufactured 
goods and processed agricultural goods and to take further steps to expand 
domestic demand and strengthen the Yen. The Community reaffirmed its 
determination to respond to unfair trade practices on the part of all trading 
partners and imposed anti-dumping duties on certain products from a number 
of countries including Japan, the US and China.
1.20 The Community and member states continued to provide famine 

relief on a very large scale. The Commission reported in November that 
delivery had been effected of nine-tenths of the food and other aid committed 
under the Plan agreed at the European Council in Dublin (December 1984) to 
provide at least 1.2 million tonnes of grain to the worst affected countries. For 
1986 the Community has agreed to establish a reserve to finance food aid for 
famine relief and on a special programme for rehabilitation in the famine 
affected countries.



SECTION II: INTER-GOVERNMENTAL CONFERENCE (IGC)

2.1 The European Council in Milan on 28-29 June 1985 decided by 
majority vote to convene a Conference of Governments of member states to 
consider institutional reform of the Community and possible treaty 
amendments, as well as the proposals put forward by the United Kingdom and 
others for a treaty on foreign policy and security.

2.2 The Foreign Affairs Council on 22 July took the formal decision to 
convene the Conference at Foreign Minister level. The first meeting was held 
in Luxembourg on 9 September, with representatives of the Commission, 
Spain and Portugal attending.

2.3 The Inter-Governmental Conference (IGC) subsequently met six times. 
The United Kingdom was represented by the Secretary of State for Foreign 
and Commonwealth Affairs or by the Minister of State (Mr Malcolm Rifkind). 
Twelve preparatory meetings of officials also took place, led on the United 
Kingdom side by our Permanent Representative to the European 
Communities. A full list of IGC and IGC related meetings is at Annex B. 
Discussion covered the following subjects: internal market, role of the 
European Parliament, powers of the Commission, technology, environment, 
cohesion, monetary co-operation, social policy, European Court of Justice.

2.4 At the European Council in Luxembourg on 2-3 December Heads of 
Government reached agreement, subject to Italian and Danish overall reserves 
and some outstanding reserves on individual aspects of the texts, on a Single 
European Act, comprising amendments to the Treaty of Rome in the areas 
fisted in paragraph 2.3, as well as Treaty provisions codifying foreign policy 
co-operation among the member states. This outcome was reported by the 
Prime Minister to the House of Commons on 5 December.

2.5 On completion of the internal market the Community set itself a target 
date of 1992 and agreed to make greater use of majority voting. Unanimity 
will be maintained on important issues such as fiscal provisions and those 
relating to the free movement of persons or the rights and interests of 
employees. The main effect of agreement will be to speed up completion of the 
common market in goods and services. The agreement does not affect frontier 
controls to deal with terrorism, drugs or immigration. It includes safeguards 
enabling the United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland to protect their high 
standards of animal and plant health.

2.6 As regards the European Parliament, the co-operation procedure which 
was agreed will give the European Parliament the opportunity to play a more 
constructive role in Community decisions on the internal market and in other 
important areas, while leaving the last word with the Council of Ministers. The 
European Parliament’s assent will be required for new accession and 
association agreements.



2.7 The new articles on technology and the environment will update the 
Treaty of Rome by writing into it the pattern of collaboration already 
established in the Research and Environment Councils, and will provide a 
basis for future action. In technology emphasis is placed on market-oriented 
programmes to improve the competitiveness of European industry.
2.8 The article on cohesion gives a treaty base for the first time to the 

Regional Fund, which was set up in 1975 and has had a considerable impact 
on the poorer regions of the European Community, including areas of 
industrial decline. The structural funds operated by the Community (Regional 
Fund, Social Fund, Agricultural Guidance Fund) are to be better co-ordinated 
with one another and with the activities of the European Investment Bank.
2.9 Agreement was reached that a reference should be made to the 

European Monetary System in the Treaty in a way which records what has 
already happened in this field without conferring new powers.
2.10 On the European Court of Justice agreement was reached inter alia on 

new Treaty articles providing power to set up a Court of First Instance. It is 
hoped that when this power is exercised it will enable the Court of First 
Instance to deal with staff matters and cases raising complex issues of fact 
(especially competition and anti-dumping cases). The changes are designed to 
reduce the Court’s heavy workload.
2.11 The new treaty on European Co-operation in the sphere of Foreign 

Policy, based on the British text tabled earlier in 1985, formalises and 
strengthens the commitment to consult and concert. It applies to the existing 
pattern of consultation on the economic and political— but not the defence 
— aspects of security.
2.12 The European Council also endorsed Commission plans to relieve the 

burdens of Community requirements on businesses (deregulation) in response 
to an initiative of the Prime Minister.
2.13 A further meeting of the Inter-Governmental Conference took place 

in Brussels on 16 December. Discussion centred on relatively minor points 
which, following the decisions taken at the European Council, required 
clarification or further work.



SECTION III: ECONOMIC BUDGETARY AND 
MONETARY MATTERS

New Own Resources Decision
3.1 The United Kingdom introduced on 14 June the European 

Communities (Finance) Bill seeking Parliament’s approval of the new Own 
Resources Decision. The Bill completed its House of Commons stages on 
22 October and all its stages in the House of Lords on 28 October. It received 
Royal Assent on 30 October. The formal notification to the Secretary-General 
of the Council of the completion of our procedures was made on 4 December. 
This made the United Kingdom the second member state to make this 
notification. The last notification, that of Italy, was received on 28 December 
and the new Own Resources Decision came into effect on 1 January 1986.

Amending Letter to the 1986 Preliminary Draft Budget (PDB)
3.2 The Commission published on 11 October a letter of amendment to the 

1986 PDB proposing that the provision for the United Kingdom’s abatement 
should be increased from 1,400 million ecus (£824 million) to 1,664 million 
ecus (£979 million). This proposal was made because the VAT adjustment 
paid on 1 August increased the United Kingdom’s 1985 VAT share, which is 
used for calculating our entitlement to abatement under the Fontainebleau 
system, from 21.34 per cent to 22.83 per cent. Because of the size of the 
resulting correction, the Commission felt that prudent budgetary management 
required this to be reflected in the budget at the earliest possible moment.

3.3 The Economic and Finance Council (ECOFIN) discussed the amending 
letter on 28 October. The Council accepted that the United Kingdom was 
entitled to the increased abatement, but expressed some anxiety about the 
timing of the Commission’s proposal on two grounds. The first was that, 
although the adjustments had been made on 1 August, the Commission had 
failed to make its proposals in time for them to be considered at the first 
Budget Council on 17 September. The second was that the agreed 
methodology for the calculation of the abatement made no specific provision 
for a correction at that stage in the budgetary process.

3.4 The Council decided accordingly that a better solution would be to 
invite the Commission to bring forward a supplementary budget in September 
1986 to correct the United Kingdom’s abatement. This would take account 
not only of the VAT adjustment, whose effects had already been established, 
but also of the latest available information on receipts shares. The Council 
undertook to take the necessary decisions on the Commission’s proposals at 
that time.

19000 million ecus abatement in respect of 1984
3.5 The European Council at Fontainebleau in June 1984 agreed that the 

United Kingdom should receive a 1,000 million ecus flat-rate abatement of its 
VAT payments in 1985 in respect of its excessive net contribution in 1984. 
Provision for this was included in the new Own Resources Decision as well as 
in the 1985 budget. It was agreed that the abatement would be made not later



than the first working day of the month following the second working day after 
the receipt by the Secretary-General of the Council of the last notification from 
member states that they had completed their national procedures for approval 
of the Own Resources Decision.
3.6 The last of these notifications was received on 28 December. The 

Commission made a payment of 270 million ecus to the United Kingdom on 
31 December. The remaining 730 million ecus were paid at the beginning of 
January 1986. The payments were made at the exchange rate prevailing on 
16 December 1985 (1.65 ecu = £1), giving the United Kingdom a total of 
£604,634,000. The whole payment will be debited to the 1985 budget.
1986 Budget
3.7 The start of the 1986 Budgetary Procedure was delayed by the late 

adoption of the 1985 Budget on 13 June 1985. The 1986 Preliminary Draft 
Budget, containing some 35,051 million ecu (£21,776 million)(1) in payment 
appropriations and some 36,359 million ecu (£22,589 million) in 
commitment appropriations, was considered by the Budget Council on 
17-18 September. The Council established a draft budget by qualified 
majority. The expenditure agreed by the Council totalled 32,056 million ecu 
(£19,916 million) in payment appropriations and 34,218 million ecu 
(£21,259 million) in commitment appropriations. This was consistent with the 
1986 Reference Framework adopted in July and the Budgetary Discipline 
conclusions of December 1984. It also took into account the budgetary effects 
arising from the accession of Spain and Portugal. On the revenue side it 
included provision for the United Kingdom to receive a VAT abatement of
1.4 billion ecu, in accordance with the Fontainebleau agreement of June 1984.
3.8 On 13 November the European Parliament adopted a number of 

amendments and modifications to the 1986 draft budget. The total effect of 
these was to increase non-obligatory expenditure by some 1,786 million ecu 
(£1,110 million) over the draft budget. The Budget Council met again on 
26 November and responded by proposing to limit these additions to 
821 million ecu (£510 million) comprising 321 million ecu on account of 
enlargement, 400 million ecu for the so-called ‘cost of the past’ overhang of 
past commitments in the Regional Development and Social Funds, and 100 
million ecu in other budget lines. Two member states, the United Kingdom 
and Republic of Ireland, for different reasons, voted against the revised draft 
budget. The United Kingdom was opposed to making special extra provision 
for the ‘cost of the past’ problem and considered that the increase proposed for 
this purpose represented a threat to budget discipline. The Budget Council 
accepted the Parliament’s proposal for establishing a new budget line for 
emergency food aid relief and reaffirmed its commitment to review the 
Community food aid arrangements in the light of need.
3.9 The European Parliament’s Committee on Budgets made clear that the 

European Parliament wished to see substantially greater increases in 
expenditure. The Presidency called a further meeting of the Budget Council on 
Wednesday 11 December in Strasbourg in an effort to promote agreement
(1) Converted at the rate of 1.6096 = £1 used, by the Commission for the 1986 Budget.



between the Council and the European Parliament. The Council decided by 
qualified majority to offer the European Parliament a further 242 million ecu 
(£150 million) of non-obligatory expenditure, provided that the European 
Parliament was willing to settle on this figure. The United Kingdom voted 
against this further offer on the same grounds as at the second Budget Council.
3.10 The European Parliament’s plenary session voted on 12 December to 

increase the Council’s revised draft budget figures by 629 million ecu (£391 
million) in payment appropriations and some 473 million ecu (£294 million) 
in commitment appropriations— mainly for regional and social purposes. The 
President of the European Parliament then signed the Budget, as voted by the 
European Parliament, on 18 December.
3.11 The Council agreed on 20 December to take action before the 

European Court against the adopted Budget.

Economic and Finance Council Business
3.12 In accordance with the new arrangements for budget discipline, 

ECOFTN on 8 July reached an agreement by qualified majority to fix the 
reference framework for 1986 at 29.7 billion ecus (£17 billion). The major 
element in this was the guideline for limiting agricultural expenditure relating 
to agricultural markets for the ten member states to 20.6 billion ecus 
(£ 12 billion). The July Council also agreed that the 20th VAT Directive, which 
concerns special national aid for German farmers, should be adopted.
3.13 In discussions at its 28 October and 18 November meetings, the 

Council decided on measures to liberalise the marketing of unit trusts 
throughout the Community (see paragraph 5.14). The text was agreed for 
co-ordination and capital movements Directives, establishing common rules 
for unit trusts and other undertakings for collective investment in financial 
securities.
3.14 The Council in October discussed two budgetary matters. The 1986 

Budget provision for the United Kingdom’s VAT abatement in respect of 
1985 was considered (see paragraphs 3.2. to 3.4.). There was discussion also 
on how the financial guideline limiting agricultural expenditure should be 
extended to cover the Community of twelve member states.
3.15 The Council in November approved a loan to Greece, to be made 

under the Community Loan Mechanism, of 1.75 billion ecus (about 
£ 1 billion). It agreed also to raise the ceiling on the issue of Euratom loans from 
2 to 3 billion ecus (roughly from £1.2 billion to £1.8 billion).
3.16 The Council continued its regular reviews of the economic situation in 

the Community, culminating in agreement at the 9 December Council to 
adopt the Annual Economic Report for 1985-86. The Council in December 
also discussed a progress report from the Economic Policy Committee, on 
labour markets and employment.
3.17 Following several previous discussions on indirect tax approximation 

in the context of the internal market, the Council in December agreed on the 
setting up of a high level working group to take the matter forward.



3.18 The Council’s discussions also covered: in the context of the Inter- 
Govemmental Conference on Treaty amendment, possible changes to the 
Treaty of Rome in respect of monetary co-operation; tax measures to 
encourage co-operation between undertakings in different member states; the 
system of commercial interest reference rates for export credits; and the 
application of Community competition rules to insurance.
European Monetary System
3.19 On 20 July, central rates within the European Monetary System 

(EMS) were adjusted. The effect of the adjustment was to devalue the central 
rate for the lira by 8 per cent. The Monetary Committee continued its 
consideration of the official and private ecu, and of further liberalisation of 
capital movements. The European Council of 2-3 December requested the 
Commission to let it have a progress report, before the end of 1987, on the 
European Monetary System and the liberalisation of capital movements.
European Investment Bank (EIB): Loans
3.20 EIB own resources loans to the United Kingdom totalling £522 

million were approved over the period. £295 million of this sum went to public 
sector bodies for energy, infrastructure and communications projects. The 
remaining £227 million went to private industry and was mainly in respect of 
two large projects in the energy sector— British Nuclear Fuels Ltd for the 
construction of a Thermal Oxide Reprocessing Plant at Sellafield, Cumbria, 
and Hamilton Oil Great Britain to help finance the development of the 
Esmond Gas Field in the North Sea.
Customs Union
3.21 Work on harmonisation of customs and VAT legislation continued. 

The Council on 15-16 July adopted the 17th VAT Directive which introduced 
a harmonised system of VAT temporary importation reliefs. Subject to 
conditions relief may be claimed for specific classes of goods temporarily 
imported or, for a limited range, imported for possible sale. Relief is also 
available on temporary importation from another member state for any goods 
which belong to a person established outside the territory of the importing 
member state. The United Kingdom implemented the Directive on 1 January 
1986.
3.22 The Council on 12 December adopted a regulation defining the 

conditions under which a person may be permitted to make a customs declara
tion. The Council on 20 December adopted a Regulation and a Directive 
effective from 1 July 1986 increasing from 35 to 45 ecu (£20 to about £27) the 
value of goods which may be relieved of duty and tax, when sent in small 
consignments of a non-commercial nature from third countries.
Excise Duties
3.23 As a result of amendments to the United Kingdom’s criteria for 

granting relief from duty on alcohol used in perfumed spirits and toiletries, 
which were introduced on 1 August 1985, the Commission has withdrawn its 
action before the European Court of Justice in which it had been alleged that 
the criteria in force prior to 1 August were in breach of Article 9 5 of the Treaty 
of Rome.



SECTION IV: AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES 
Milk Supplementary Levy
4.1 A Commission Regulation was published on 17 October transferring

2.5 million litres from direct sales to wholesale quota under the milk 
supplementary levy arrangements. In November the Commission published 
its proposals for a Community Outgoers’ Scheme to buy up and cancel quota. 
It is proposed to purchase and cancel up to 3 million tonnes of quota (approxi
mately 3 per cent of the total quota), split between member states in 
proportion to their national quotas. Member states would have the option of 
using their own national funds to purchase further quota for reallocation at the 
same time. (The proposals will not be discussed by Agriculture Ministers until 
early 1986.)
Heat-Treated Milk
4.2 The Agriculture Council on 15-16 July agreed a directive on intra- 

Community trade in heat-treated milk which includes various provisions of 
special interest to the United Kingdom.
Sheepmeat and Beef
4.3 The Agriculture Council on 15-16 July agreed a decision authorising a 

further exchange of letters with Hungary to extend the arrangements for 
sheepmeat exports to Community markets considered to be sensitive areas, i,
4.4 The Council on 16-17 September agreed a decision authorising an 

exchange of letters with Argentina to extend, until the end of 1987, the 
arrangements for sheepmeat exports to Community markets considered to be 
sensitive areas.
4.5 The Council on 19 December adopted a regulation making arrange

ments for the import of sheep and sheepmeat during 1986 and subsequent 
years from third countries which had not concluded voluntary restraint 
agreements with the Community.
4.6 Following discussions with the member states most concerned which 

failed to reach agreement, the Commission adopted, on 6 December, a 
regulation imposing a clawback charge, with effect from 9 December, on ewes 
and ewemeat exported from Great Britain within the EC of 50 per cent of the 
rate applying to certified lambs. The United Kingdom implemented the 
regulation forthwith but France excluded ewe and ewemeat exports from 
Great Britain from 2-16 December and only lifted the ban after repeated 
protests had been made.
4.7 The Council on 9-10 December adopted regulations to extend 

eligibility for annual premium payments at 80 per cent of the normal rate, 
with effect from 1986, to untupped shearling ewes of the Herdwick breed in 
the Lake District and to goats in certain regions, in particular Greece, South 
Italy and Corsica.
4.8 The Council on 20 December adopted a regulation amending the basic 

sheepmeat Regulation 1837/80 and Regulation 1985/82 so as to apply the 
sheepmeat regime to Spain and Portugal upon accession to the Community.



4.9 On 29 November the Commission adopted a regulation amending the 
rules under the sheep annual premium scheme so as to allow member states 
to fix two alternative periods for the submission of applications within the 
overall period from 1 December to 30 April.
4.10 The Council on 16-17 December adopted regulations to open two 

Community import quotas for 1986 covering 29,800 tonnes of high quality 
cuts of beef and 2,250 tonnes of buffalo meat.

Pigmeat
4.11 In October, the Commission adopted a regulation on the detailed rules 

for the Community scale for grading pig carcases according to lean meat 
content. Member states have until 1 January 1989 to implement the new 
arrangements.

Eggs
4.12 In July 1985 a Commission regulation came into force setting out 

detailed rules governing the use of the description of eggs as ‘free-range’, as well 
as other standards for egg marketing. The regulation sets out provisions for the 
labelling of such eggs and criteria for their production. These rules are designed 
to provide better information for consumers and protect them from fraud.

Animal Health and Meat Hygiene
4.13 The Agriculture Council on 18-19 November adopted a directive 

which determines the measures to be taken by member states in the event of 
outbreaks of foot and mouth disease. It enables the United Kingdom to 
maintain its slaughter and non-vaccination policy and to retain certain 
measures which are more stringent than the directive’s provision.
4.14 At the same Council a decision was adopted with effect from 1 July 

1985 which amends Council Decision 77/99. This extends Community 
financial assistance in dealing with outbreaks of serious animal diseases to 
include non-exotic foot and mouth disease.
4.15 A Council directive was also adopted which extends, until 

31 December 1987, the trade rules relating to enzootic bovine leukosis 
contained in Council Directive 80/1102. These rules provide guarantees that 
cattle traded within the Community are free from the disease.
4.16 Two directives supplementing Directive 81/602 concerning the 

prohibition of certain substances having a hormonal action and any 
substances having a thyrostatic action were adopted by the Agriculture 
Council. On 15-16 July 1985, a directive specifying control measures on the 
manufacture, distribution and use of certain hormonal substances was 
adopted. On 31 December 1985 a further directive was adopted which will 
prohibit, from 1 January 1988, the use in livestock farming of certain 
substances having a hormonal action and will restrict others to therapeutic use 
only.



4.17 On 18 September, in compliance with Article 9 of fresh meat 
Directive 64/433 as amended, the European Commission adopted Decision 
85/446 concerning on-the-spot inspections of fresh meat establishments 
approved for intra-Community trade. The Decision provided for Commission 
veterinary experts to check routinely and in the event of disputes between 
member states that EEC approved fresh meat establishments do in fact 
comply with the fresh meat Directive.
Food Additives
4.18 The Council on 20 December adopted a directive amending Directive 

64/54 on preservatives for use in foodstuffs. The Directive removes the 
deadline on the use of one substance and adds another, which will be used in 
wine-making, to the list of permitted preservatives.
Plant Health
4.19 On 19 December the Agriculture Council adopted a directive 

amending the text of Directive 77/93/EEC on the protective measures against 
the introduction of harmful plant pests and diseases into member states.
Sugar
4.20 The Agriculture Council on 9-10 December agreed to proposals 

extending the current sugar and isoglucose regime for the period 1985-86 to 
1990-91 subject to the opinion of the European Parliament. Production 
quotas and levies remain unchanged for two marketing years, but before the 
end of that period, the Council will have to take a decision on the arrange
ments to apply for the following three years. An additional ‘elimination’ levy 
has been introduced which is designed to recoup, over the next five years, the 
accumulated deficit on the production levy/export refund account.
Processed Fruit and Vegetables
4.21 The Agriculture Council on 23 July adopted a proposal estâblishing 

the general rules for a permanent system of minimum import prices and 
countervailing charges for dried grapes. It became effective at the start of the 
marketing year on 1 September.
4.22 The Commission on 2 August acted under its safeguard powers in 

Article 14(2) of Regulation 516/77 to impose a temporary ban on imports of 
frozen and other processed sour (Morello) cherries for the period 3 August to 
30 September. On 30 September the Commission revised the minimum 
import price arrangements for frozen and other processed sour cherries 
introduced in June 1985. A two tier system of minimum import prices was 
introduced from 1 October to take account of the major price differences for 
cherries marketed with or without the stones.
4.23 The Agriculture Council on 21 October adopted a proposal allowing 

the Commission to derogate for 1985-86 from the additional production aid 
arrangements for tomato products adopted at the 1985 price fixing.
Agri-monetary
4.24 The Agriculture Council on 19 December agreed to a devaluation of 

the representative (“green”) rate used to convert sheepmeat support prices into 
French francs, to apply from the start of the marketing year on 6 January 
1986.



European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund (EAGGF)
4.25 Under the Guarantee section of the EAGGF, United Kingdom 

receipts during the period were £637 million, with the main areas of benefit 
being payments for export refunds on cereals, milk products and beef, oilseed 
production aids, skimmed milk feed aids, butter aids, the storage of milk 
products, and beef and sheepmeat premiums. United Kingdom receipt from 
the Guidance section of the EAGGF amounted to £56 million during the 
period, with £5 million for direct (project type) measures and £2 million for 
non-marketing of milk.
Fisheries— Internal
4.26 The Fisheries Council on 16-17 December agreed two changes to the 

Regulation on 1985 total allowable catches (TACs) and quotas for member 
states. These were an increase in the TAC for plaice in the Bristol Channel and 
changes in the quotas for monkfish and megrim. The Fisheries Councils on 
16—17 December and 20 December agreed in principle to TACs and quotas 
for 1986 and to their implementation on a provisional basis until 25 January. 
As provided for in the Act of Accession of Spain and Portugal, the Council 
reached agreement on the allocations to Spain and Portugal of stocks already 
subject to TAC and the introduction of TACs and quotas for the enlarged 
Community for pollack and Norway lobster in Western waters as well as for 
a number of other species in Spanish and Portuguese waters.
4.27 At the 16-17 December Fisheries Council the Commission agreed to 

withdraw its proposal for an increase in the whitefish by-catch when fishing for 
Norway pout, which the United Kingdom had firmly opposed. Guide prices 
for 1986 were agreed as a matter of urgency at a Council other than Fisheries. 
Certain changes in the market and trade arrangements for fish and fish 
products were also agreed in the context of enlargement.
4.28 The 20 December Fisheries Council also adopted a series of 

improvements to the Regulation on the control of fishing activities in order to 
provide in particular for better enforcement of catch reporting and control of 
transhipments. Additional controls on vessels of other member states fishing 
in Spanish and Portuguese waters as well as on Spanish and Portuguese vessels 
fishing in the waters of the existing member states were also adopted.

External Regime
4.29 Negotiations were concluded with a number of third countries on the 

fishing arrangements for 1986. These provided for fishing by Norwegian, 
Swedish and Faroese vessels in the waters of member states and for fishing 
opportunities for member states’ vessels in the waters off Norway, Sweden and 
the Faroe Islands as well as off Canada and Greenland. An agreement was 
concluded with Norway and Sweden on the 1986 fishing arrangements in the 
Skagerrak and Kattegat. The Fisheries Council on 20 December agreed to the 
implementation of the agreements with Sweden and the Faroes and of the 
trilateral agreement; it agreed to the implementation of the Norway 
agreement, subject to Parliamentary scrutiny procedure, on a provisional basis 
to 25 January. The Council also agreed the 1986 licensing arrangements for 
third country vessels fishing off French Guyana.



SECTION V: REGIONAL POLICY, THE INTERNAL MARKET AND
INDUSTRIAL AFFAIRS !

Regional Policy
5.1 The Foreign Affairs Council on 16-17 December adopted four 

regulations which completed the second and final set of non-quota measures 
under the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF). Two of these 
provided some other member states with the kind of aid already available to 
the United Kingdom in respect of certain areas suffering from the decline in 
the textile and shipbuilding industries. The third regulation extended the 
geographical scope of the existing regulation concerning border areas of the 
Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland. The changes in respect of the 
United Kingdom concerning ERDF aid for the border areas of the Republic 
of Ireland and Northern Ireland resulted in the inclusion of the whole of 
Northern Ireland except the urban area of Belfast. It also extended the 
activities eligible for aid in order to include investment aid to small firms, 
promotion of innovation and the setting up of economic promotion agencies. 
The fourth regulation concerned aid for areas affected by the decline in the 
fishing industry, and provided in respect of the United Kingdom for aid to the 
Travel to Work Areas of Hull, Grimsby and Blackpool (which includes 
Fleetwood). The United Kingdom should receive as a result of, these 
regulations about £9.5 million in respect of Northern Ireland and about 
£8.5 million in respect of the fisheries regulation, in each case over a period of 
five years.
5.2 On 20 December the Agriculture Council adopted amendments to the 

main regulation governing the ERDF in order to provide for the participation 
in the Fund of Spain and Portugal with effect from their accession to the 
Community on 1 January 1986. The main amendment provided for 
minimum and maximum percentages of the Fund for each new member state, 
and for consequential reductions in the percentage ranges of the existing 
member states.
5.3 About £1,450 million was available in 1985 for commitments to all 

member states under the support measures section of the Fund, and in 
addition the budget provided some £68 million for the special measures (non
quota) section. The United Kingdom was allocated about £354 million from 
the support measures section. Just over £62 million of the United Kingdom 
allocation constituted the first annual commitment, of an overall grant of £153 
million to be made over a three year period, to three national programmes of 
community interest (in respect of Glasgow; the Mersey Basin; and Shildon, 
Newton Aycliffe and Bishop Auckland). These programmes were the first in 
any member state to be approved since provision for programme financing 
was introduced under the new main Regulation in January 1985. In addition 
the United Kingdom continued to receive aid under the non-quota section of 
the Fund, in respect of certain areas affected by the decline of the steel, 
shipbuilding and textiles industries, and in respect of certain border areas of 
Northern Ireland.
5.4 In October the Commission reported to the Council on the application 

of Regulation 1739/83, which provides assistance for urban renewal in Belfast, 
indicating that it was satisfied that the additionality requirement had been met



in respect of the first two tranches of aid. In November the Commission 
approved the third and final tranches of 34 million ecu (£20 million), for 
infrastructure projects in the Belfast area.
Internal Market
5.5 The Internal Market Councils on 7 October and 12 December 

considered the follow-up to the conclusions of the European Council in Milan. 
The Council in October agreed that the Internal Market Council should act as 
the focal point for co-ordinating and monitoring progress on the proposals 
contained in the Commission’s White Paper ‘Completing the Internal Market’ 
and that the Luxembourg Presidency should prepare with the two following 
Presidencies (the Netherlands and the United Kingdom) an action programme 
to the end of 1986. The programme was approved by the Council on 
12 December.
5.6 The Council on 12 December reached a common position on the 

Co-ordinated Development Project, which is designed to develop 
interconnection of the computer systems of the member states’ customs 
administrations, the Commission and the trade, in order to facilitate both 
intra-Community and third country trade.
5.7 The first application of the new approach to technical harmonisation of 

standards envisaged in the Council Resolution of 7 May 1985 is in the field of 
simple pressure vessels, on which the Commission has consulted experts from 
member states with a view to making a formal proposal to the Council early 
in 1986.
Information Technology Standards
5.8 The high level group established to oversee the harmonisation of 

information technology standards met on 18 September and 25 November. 
The Commission has contracted with the European standards bodies 
(CEN/CENELEC) to provide the infrastructure and procedures necessary to 
ensure the swift generation of harmonised functional standards, which will 
relate baseline international standards to products and services. An open 
meeting held in Brussels in October considered the initial standardisation 
programme. The programme is now well under way. Proposals received in 
response to the Commission’s call for bids to provide European conformance 
testing services for products which are claimed to comply with the emerging 
standards have been considered and after having held detailed negotiations 
with the proposers the Commission is ready to issue contracts: two UK test 
centres are involved. Discussion has begun to establish Community wide 
arrangements for the mutual recognition of certification of products for 
conformity to standards. Within the multi-annual programme on data- 
processing, the research programmes on the development of Ada (an advanced 
computing language) and international distributed databases are proceeding 
on schedule.
Steel
5.9 The Industry Council on 29 October agreed a code governing state aids 

to the steel industry for the next three years and a new system of production 
quotas for the next two years. The new state aids code bans operating aid and



investment aid (including regional aid) for the steel industry. Aid for research 
and development and for environmental protection will be permitted on terms 
similar to other industries. Closure aids can be paid, if member states wish, for 
the costs of redundancy, and to firms leaving the steel industry altogether. All 
funds made available by Governments to the steel industry must be notified 
to the Commission in advance. The Commission will scrutinise proposed 
payments to ensure that they are on commercial terms and include no aids 
other than those types permitted under the new code. Coated sheet and 
reinforcement bar are freed from the revised steel production quota system on 
1 January 1986. All other products will remain under quota control, but the 
position will be reviewed during 1986. The Council also agreed to suspension 
of the system of minimum prices. The Commission will continue to monitor 
trade flows in steel products between member states for evidence of possible 
breaches of the price rules in the European Coal and Steel Community Treaty. 
The new arrangements also make provision for extra quota to be given to firms 
such as the British Steel Corporation, which have had to make regular and 
significant purchases of quota under the past system.

Shipbuilding
5.10 On 5 July, it was announced that the negotiations for a new 

Shipbuilding Intervention Fund regime had been concluded. The new arrange
ments, which will apply to orders taken from July 1984 and last until 
December 1986, permit an increased rate of up to 20.5 per cent Intervention 
Fund plus 2 per cent Shipbuilders Relief. For vessels over 70,000 deadweight 
tonnes built in Northern Ireland, the maximum may be increased to 25.5 per 
cent plus 2 per cent Shipbuilders Relief. The Commission has indicated also 
that it will be prepared to consider payments above these levels on a case by 
case basis particularly for orders where there is no Community competition. 
Intervention Fund assistance is essentially intended as a temporary aid to 
merchant shipbuilding and it is provided only for contracts taken on a non
profit basis. Aid of this kind will thus not normally be appropriate for, nor 
provided to, yards which have been or are to be privatised by British 
Shipbuilders. The Commission has, however, agreed to consider any case 
where exceptionally, for reasons related to the maintenance of defence 
capacity, Intervention Fund assistance might be given.

Patents and Trade Marks
5.11 Following a request from the Presidency, a diplomatic conference was 

arranged for 4-18 December with the aim of adopting an instrument to allow 
swift entry into force of the Community Patent Convention and an associated 
Protocol on litigation. During the Conference it became apparent that 
agreement could not be reached on entry into force and the matter was referred 
to the meeting of the Internal Market Council on 12 December. This meeting 
was also unable to reach agreement on bringing the Convention into force in 
the near future but asked the Conference to continue to work. The Protocol on 
Litigation which provides a revised system of settling disputes in Community 
patent cases was agreed, subject to detailed examination and any change in 
circumstances in advance of entry into force of the convention. The Council



Working Group on Intellectual Property (Trade Marks) met six times for 
detailed discussions on the Commission proposal for a Council Regulation on 
a Community Trade Mark and completed the second reading of this proposal 
in November.
Insurance
5.12 No progress was made on the proposed non-life insurance services 

directive or the insurance contract law directive. Further discussions took 
place on the EC/Swiss agreement on non-life insurance.
Company and Securities Law
5.14 The regulation to introduce the European Economic Interest 

Grouping (EEIG) was adopted on 25 July which will make it possible to 
register EEIGs as from 1 July 1989. Negotiations continued on the proposed 
5 th Company Law Directive (worker participation, company structure) and 
on the proposed directive on the accounts of Credit institutions. The adoption 
on 20 December of a directive establishing common rules for unit trusts and 
other undertakings for collective investment in transferable securities (UCITS) 
was a noteworthy step forward in eliminating barriers to the Community’s 
internal market in financial services. Under the directive, which is to be 
implemented by 1 October 1989, UCITS authorised by any member state will 
be able to market their units freely throughout the Community, subject only 
to complying with the rules on marketing in the member state where the units 
are sold. An associated directive adopted on the same day will remove 
exchange controls applied to units of UCITS.



Towards a Technological Community
6.1 An informal session of the Research Council was held in October which 

was devoted exclusively to an initial exchange of views on the Commission’s 
proposals for implementing its ideas for improving Europe’s technological and 
industrial competitiveness. The Council expressed broad agreement on the 
need for an overall strategy for European Community Research and 
Development reflecting current priorities and objectives and on the need for 
more effective exploitation of the results of R & D in the market place. In this 
context the Council also discussed complementary European collaboration as 
envisaged under the EUREKA initiative.

Environment
6.2 The Research Council on 10 December reached agreement in principle 

on the technical content of and financial resources for a continued programme 
on Environment and Climatology. The programme will cover research into 
environmental protection, climatology, including a small element on 
earthquakes, and major technological hazards and has been allocated a total 
of 75 million ecu (£44 milllion) over a five year period 1986-1990.

Materials
6.3 A third materials programme was also agreed in principle by Council 

in December. The programme will provide for continued activity on primary 
and secondary raw materials and wood research. New work will be undertaken 
in the field of advanced materials (EURAM) and will account for nearly 
one-half of the programme. A total of 70 million ecu (£41 million) was 
allocated to the programme over a four year period 1986-1989.

Science and Technology for Development
6.4 The December Council considered the possible integration into the 

existing Science and Technology for Development programme of a new 
research proposal covering the development of endogenous scientific and 
technical research capacity in developing countries. No decisions were taken 
and the Commission will submit formal proposals for the enlarged programme 
during 1986.

Joint Research Centre
6.5 Following a report by the Centre’s Board of Governors that allocated 

funding would be insufficient to carry out the Centre’s planned programme for 
1987, the Council approved a Commission proposal to make savings of 
20 million ecu (£12 million) during 1986 and 1987 and agreed to review the 
Centre’s work during 1986. The Joint Research Centre carries out direct 
action research programmes in the fields of industrial technologies, fusion, 
fission, non-nuclear energy sources and environment.

SECTION VI: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT



RACE
6.6 The Commission’s proposal for research in the field of 

telecommunications was taken a stage further on 25 July 1985, at which a 
Decision was adopted at a meeting of the Industry/Steel Council initiating 
the D efinition Phase of Research and Development in Advanced 
Communications Technologies for Europe (RACE). This is to continue 
for 18 months froml July 1985 and is in two parts. Part I will consist of 
analytical work to formulate a reference model for integrated broad-band 
communications. Part II will involve projects to evaluate and explore 
technological options for research and development, to be carried out under 
shared-cost contracts.

ESPRIT
6.7 The December Research Council gave its approval to the 1986 work 

programme for the European Strategic Programme for Research and 
Development in Information Technology (ESPRIT) and an Evaluation Report 
on proposals submitted under the 1985 Work Programme was accepted by the 
Commission. There was a Supplementary Call for proposals on Software 
Technology. A Mid Term Review on the Programme, as required under 
Article 8 of Council Decision 84/130/EEC, was carried out by a Review Board 
and its Report was submitted to the Commission.



SECTION VII: ENVIRONMENT AND TRANSPORT 
Environmental Issues
7.1 The main item on the agenda for the Environment Council on 

28 November was the draft directive on polluting emissions from vehicles. 
Subject to a general reserve by two other member states and a Parliamentary 
reserve by the United Kingdom, agreement was reached on the points left 
outstanding from the June Council. A correction factor will be applied to 
emission standards for cars with automatic transmission; these cars will be 
eligible for the full fiscal incentive schemes being offered by some other 
member states. A derogation of three years in the timetable to meet the agreed 
emission levels is to apply to cars fitted with direct injection diesel engines; 
these cars will not be eligible for fiscal incentives during this period. The dates 
from which cars can be required to be able to run on unleaded petrol were 
settled as: 1988 for new models over two litres; 1989 for new models below 
two litres; and 1990 for existing models below two litres (with a derogation of 
one year for small cars, and three for medium cars if the existing model 
required major re-engineering).
7.2 Agreement was also reached on an extension to the marine pollution 

information system for the control and reduction of pollution caused by 
hydrocarbons discharged at sea to cover other harmful substances.
7.3 The Council discussed the chapter on the environment in the 

Commission’s Green Paper “Perspectives for the Common Agricultural 
Policy”, giving a general welcome to the Commission’s proposals; and held a 
preliminary exchange of views on the designation as European Year of the 
Environment of the twelve months beginning 21 March 1987. After 
discussion of the draft directive on the discharge of dangerous substances to 
water, it was agreed that further scientific assessment was needed to determine 
which substances should be covered by the directive.
7.4 Other items discussed included draft directives on the control of 

emissions to the air from large combustion plants; the sulphur content of gas 
oil; the use of sewage sludge in agriculture; pollution by waste from the 
titanium dioxide industry; and a proposed regulation establishing a scheme to 
provide forests in the Community with increased protection against fire and 
atmospheric pollution.

Transport Issues
7.5 At the Transport Council meeting on 14 November, Ministers reached 

agreement that for inland transport a free market without quantitative 
restrictions should be created by 1992 at the latest. In the meantime there 
should be a progressive adaptation of the existing bilateral road haulage quotas 
and a simultaneous development of the Community road haulage quota. 
Member States would also seek to remove distortions of competition during 
this period. The Council asked the Committee of Permanent Representatives 
(COREPER) to work out the details of the transitional arrangements.



7.6 The council also adopted revised regulations on drivers’ hours for 
commercial vehicles and conclusions on an Italian proposal for a Transport 
“Masterplan”. An increase in the Community quota for road haulage to take 
account of the accession of Spain and Portugal was also agreed as were 
conclusions on measures to be taken during European Road Safety Year in 
1986.
7.7 The Council was, however, unable to reach any agreement on the 

package of draft shipping legislation put forward in the Commission’s 
memorandum on sea transport. Similarly, the Council discussion on aviation 
was inconclusive and the Commission proposals on competition, tariffs and 
capacity in intra-Community air transport were remitted to officials for further 
consideration. The Council also considered a proposed directive on combined 
transport, the question of a maximum drive axle weight for lorries, and future 
policy on vehicle taxation, but without reaching any firm conclusions on these 
subjects.



Employment
8.1 Employment Ministers met informally on 24 September. The main 

topic of discussion was labour market flexibility. They also discussed the 
possibility of exempting small firms from the provisions of the Equal 
Treatment Directive. The Standing Employment Committee, a four sided 
group consisting of Employment Ministers, the European Commission and 
representatives of the employers and the workforce, met on 20 December to 
discuss growth and employment in a large internal market.
8.2 The Labour and Social Affairs Council on 5 December (see paragraphs 

8.4-8.5) agreed the draft directive on noise at work, and a programme for 
promoting co-operation between industry and higher education in the field of 
advanced training (COMETT). It also agreed a revised European Social Fund 
decision and regulation to take account of the accession of Spain and Portugal 
together with an amendment to the Fund rules so as to provide fund support 
for 1986 for unemployed people wishing to set up their own businesses. The 
United Kingdom maintained its opposition in principle to the draft parental 
leave directive. There was also a short discussion on the Commission 
memorandum on youth policies.
European Social Fund
8.3 The Commission issued a supplementary decision in December 

allocating to the United Kingdom a further £ 16 million for 1985 employment 
and training schemes. The main beneficiary is the Manpower Services 
Commission with £9.7 million, including £3.8 million for the Community 
Programme and £3.6 million for the Youth Training Scheme. Northern 
Ireland receives an extra £1.7 million. This brings the total Social Fund 
allocation to the United Kingdom in 1985 to £308 million.
8.4 The Labour and Social Affairs Council agreed a revised Social Fund 

decision and regulation to accommodate the entry of Spain and Portugal in 
1986 (see paragraph 8.2). The whole of Portugal and parts of Spain were 
granted special priority status giving them the same enhanced intervention rate 
of 55 per cent as the French overseas territories, Greece, Ireland, the 
Mezzogiomo (Southern Italy) and Northern Ireland. It was also agreed to raise 
the level of support available to these areas from 40 per cent to 44.5 per cent 
of the Fund.
8.5 The Council further agreed to amend the Social Fund basic rules so as 

to provide Fund support for unemployed people wishing to set up their own 
businesses from 1986.
The Anti-Poverty Programme
8.6 The Commission announced their final selection of projects on 

11 October 1985.61 projects, spread over participating member states, are to 
be financially assisted. A total of 14 projects have been selected in the United 
Kingdom— 9 in England, 3 in Wales, and 2 (combined) projects in Northern 
Ireland. The projects will begin in January 1986.
8.7 The United Kingdom have also submitted 3 projects to assist homeless 

people under the “marginals” theme of this programme. The Commission will 
make their selection by March 1986.

SECTION VIII: SOCIAL AFFAIRS



Rights of Establishment
8.8 Draft directives on the mutual recognition between member states of 

qualifications of pharmacists were agreed at the Foreign Affairs Council on 
16 September.
Consumer Affairs
8.9 A Council Directive (85/374/EEC) on product liability was adopted at 

the Industry/Steel Council on 25 July. The Directive, which makes 
manufacturers and importers throughout the Community strictly liable for 
injuries and damage to personal property caused by defects in their products, 
is to be implemented by member states within three years. The Department 
of Trade and Industry issued a consultative document in November 1985 on 
implementing the Directive. At the Internal Market Council on 12 December, 
Germany lifted their reserve on doorstep selling, clearing the way for the 
adoption of this directive at the Council on 20 December. The directive 
provides a statutory cooling-off period for most contracts of around £35 or 
more where these are concluded during an unsolicited call on the consumer at 
his home or place of work. Progress was also made at the Internal Market 
Council towards the setting up of a Community-wide accident surveillance 
system. The Council also took note of the progress made in discussions on the 
consumer credit directive. The Council discussed the Commission’s recent 
paper on a new impetus for consumer protection policy and agreed that this 
warranted further discussion. Discussions have continued on proposals for a 
toy safety directive where the United Kingdom is pressing for more rapid 
progress.
Education
8.10 The EC Education Committee has carried forward work on 

implementing the conclusions in a number of areas agreed by Ministers in 
June 1985.



9.1 The Energy Council on 11 November adopted a directive governing the 
use of substitute fuels in petrol. Approval was also given to the final texts of 
the regulations extending for another four years the Community schemes for 
aiding energy demonstration projects and developing new technologies in the 
hydrocarbons sector.
9.2 In discussions on the new Community energy objectives for 1995, 

Ministers were agreed that the objectives should be principally qualitative, 
acknowledging the uncertainty of market developments and the widely 
different energy resources and demands of member states. It was recognised 
that the inclusion of some illustrative quantification could be helpful as 
markers against which to assess changes. There was a wide variety of views on 
particular sectoral objectives but there was general acceptance that 
Commission monitoring of national energy policies as agreed in the 
conclusions of the November 1984 Council should continue.
9.3 The decision governing the payment of aids by member states to their 

coal industries, due to expire at the end of 1985, was extended for six months. 
This extension will prevent the legislative vacuum that would otherwise have 
arisen, and will allow proper time for discussion of the Commissions’s 
proposals for a new regime. Agreement was also reached on a continuation of 
sales aid for coking coal until the end of 1986 at a reduced quantity of
8.5 million tonnes. No agreement however was forthcoming on the need for 
continued support for social measures resulting from the restructuring of the 
coal industry. The question of making resources available for this purpose was 
remitted for further consideration.
9.4 On the issue of refining and the trade in oil products the Commission 

will closely monitor the measures announced by Japan to open its markets to 
refined products. Commissioner Mosar visited Japan in December to 
emphasize the importance the Community attaches to this question.
9.5 It was also agreed that energy arguments supported the raising of the 

ceiling on Euratom loans as proposed by the Commission. The matter was 
agreed by the ECOFIN Council in December. The Commission in August 
adopted the 1984 Illustrative Nuclear Programme under Article 40 of the 
Euratom treaty.
Receipts from the Community
9.6 The European Regional Development Fund paid grants totalling 

£1.2 million to the electricity supply industry and £2.3 million to the gas 
industry for projects in the United Kingdom. The United Kingdom Atomic 
Energy Authority (UKAEA) expects to receive sums in the full year in the 
order of £ 15-18 million in respect of the Joint European Torus (JET) and the 
Authority’s own fusion research programme, and £1-2 million for its radio
active management and safety research and development programmes. The 
National Coal Board received £2.0 million in research grants from both EEC 
and ECSC.

SECTION IX: ENERGY



SECTION X: EXTERNAL RELATIONS, TRADE AND AID 
External Trade
10.1 The Community played an important role in the 41st meeting of 

GATT Contracting Parties on 25-28 November. The Contracting Parties 
decided by consensus to establish a Preparatory Committee to determine the 
objectives, subject matter, modalities for and participation in a new round of 
multilateral trade negotiations. The Preparatory Committee will prepare by 
mid-July 1986 recommendations for the programme of negotiations for 
adoption at a Ministerial meeting to be held in September 1986. The 
Community agreed on 11 November to bring forward to 1 January 1986 the 
tariff cuts previously due to take place in 1987, according to its schedule agreed 
in the GATT Tokyo Round of multilateral trade negotiations.
10.2 The Community agreed on 4 July to impose anti-dumping duties of 

between 2.9 per cent and 31.9 per cent on imports of excavators from Japan 
and on 12 August imposed duties of 14.5 per cent on Japanese glycine exports 
and 20 per cent on imports of cycle chains from China. On 13 September the 
Community imposed a duty of 3.9 per cent on imports of polyester from the 
US. The Community are currently investigating dumping allegations against 
electronic scales and photocopier imports from Japan.

European Free Trade Association (EFTA)
10.3 Senior officials from the EFTA countries and the Commission met on 

29 October to review progress and to give further impetus to expert work on 
implementing the April 1984 Luxembourg Joint Declaration of EC/EFTA 
Ministers on further co-operation between the two blocs. Separate meetings 
were held in December between the Community and each of the EFTA 
countries on a variety of issues under the terms of its free trade agreements 
with these countries. There was a series of meetings at official level between the 
Commission and individual EFTA countries to discuss the Adaptation 
Protocols to the free trade agreements following the accession to the 
Community of Spain and Portugal. No final text for the Adaptation Protocols 
was agreed. It was therefore agreed to extend the current trade agreements and 
arrangements which exist between Spain and Portugal on the one hand and the 
EFTA countries on the other to 28 February 1986.

EC/United States
10.4 The Community was encouraged that the United States (US) 

President’s trade policy statement in September reaffirmed his Government’s 
support for the open trading system. However, protectionist pressures in 
Congress remained high; the Community continued to follow closely the 
progress of draft protectionist legislation. In August an agreement was 
concluded limiting the levels of Community exports to the US of steel 
‘consultation products’ for the remainder of 1985. A successor agreement to 
the 1982 EC/US Carbon Steel Arrangement was ratified on 10 December. 
Consequently, Community exports to the US of 33 categories of steel 
products, including pipes and tubes, will be subject to agreed restraint levels 
until 30 September 1989. In November the Community and the US resolved



a long-standing dispute over production aids granted for Community canned 
fruit producers. The US unitary system of taxation continued to be used in 
several states. The Community noted the US President’s statement that his 
Government will support federal legislation to resolve the issue. The 
Community has submitted a number of diplomatic Notes to the US 
Government concerning changes in US expert control laws. In July, following 
the passage into law of the amended US Export Administration Act, the 
Community urged the US Government to reconsider the need for extra
territorial export control laws. The Community also made representations in 
July and November on the new US Distribution Licence regulations. The US 
authorities were reminded that they would have to seek the permission of 
member states before sending US officials to carry out ‘audits’ of foreign firms 
under these regulations.

EC/Canada
10.5 The Community continued to urge upon the Canadian Government 

the need for Provincial Liquor Boards to remove discriminatory practices 
against imported alcoholic beverages. In the absence of action by Canada the 
Community requested the establishment of a GATT Panel to rule on the 
dispute. The Community sought GATT consultations with Canada following 
the Canadian Government’s extension of its restrictions on footwear imports 
for a further three years.

EC/Japan
10.6 The Foreign Affairs Council on 22 October took note of the series of 

measures adopted by the Japanese Government to liberalise the Japanese 
market, including the 3 year Action Programme announced on 30 July and 
the measures to stimulate domestic demand announced on 15 October. The 
Council acknowledged the Japanese Government’s intentions as reflected by 
the measures as a move in the right direction, but expressed doubt that they 
would have a significant and early enough effect on the trade imbalance. 
Furthermore the Council agreed that the Japanese Government should be 
invited by the Community to set itself a quantified target, with a timetable, for 
a significant increase in imports of manufactured goods; to take further steps 
to expand domestic demand; and to encourage the strengthening of the Yen. 
Three Commissioners visited Tokyo between 16-18 November to take up 
these points with the Japanese Government. The Community’s 3 year 
voluntary restraint arrangement with the Japanese Government expired on 
31 December, as the latter indicated its intention to continue monitoring 
export levels of certain sensitive items.

EC/Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN)
10.7 Community and ASEAN Ministers met in Bangkok on 17-18 

October to review relations and to discuss economic and commercial matters 
of mutual interest. A wide range of commercial and economic issues were 
discussed. In particular the two sides agreed on the importance of a new GATT 
round and on the need to look at ways of promoting private sector Community 
investment in ASEAN.



EC/China
10.8 The non-preferential co-operation agreement with the People’s 

Republic of China entered into force on 1 October. The second EC/China 
Business Week was held in Brussels from 2-7 December.
EC/Pakistan
10.9 A new non-preferential co-operation agreement with Pakistan was 

signed at Brussels on 23 July.
EC/Gulf Co-operation Council (GCC)
10.10 A ministerial level meeting between the Community and the GCC 

took place in Luxembourg on 14 October. The two sides agreed that EC/GCC 
discussion should move into a new and more active phase with the aim of 
concluding a mutually beneficial economic and commercial co-operation 
agreement.
Mediterranean Policy of the Enlarged Community
10.11 At the Foreign Affairs Council on 25 November, the Community 

agreed a mandate for negotiations with Mediterranean third countries on the 
adaptation of their co-opertion/association agreements to take account of 
enlargement. The Mandate is designed to ensure that their access to the 
Community market is not adversely affected by Spanish and Portuguese 
accession. At the same time the Community agreed a mandate for 
negotiations with Cyprus on the establishment of a customs union. General 
guidelines for financial co-operation with Mediterranean third countries were 
also approved.
EC/Central America
10.12 EC and Central American Foreign Ministers met in Luxembourg on 

11-12 November. A wide range of economic and political issues were 
discussed and a new non-preferential EC/Central America co-operation 
agreement was signed on 12 November.
Textiles
10.13 The Community agreed in July an initial position on the future of the 

Multi-Fibre Arrangement. Discussion began on a detailed negotiating 
mandate for the renewal of the MFA and of the bilateral textile agreements 
and arrangements on the basis of a proposal by the Commission. The 
Community took safeguard measures on imports from Turkey on a number 
of sensitive clothing and textile categories and a voluntary restraint arrange
ment was agreed in December on a further five textile categories. Agreement 
was reached with Malta on extending the voluntary restraint arrangement for 
1986 and 1987.
Steel
10.14 The Community approved the Commission’s negotiating mandate 

for the renewal of voluntary restraint arrangements operating in 1985 and 
earlier years covering steel imports from 12 countries; certain of the countries



of EFTA and the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA), Japan, 
South Africa and Brazil. The measures are designed to minimise the 
disruption of unfairly priced imports by granting exemption from anti
dumping action in return for suppliers’ agreement to keep within agreed 
margins of Community producers’ delivered prices and to respect quantitative 
ceilings based on traditional patterns of trade by time, product and geographic 
coverage. The 1986 regime provides for continuation of the principal features 
of the existing arrangements, subject to some relaxation of restraint levels. A 
system of basic import reference prices is applied to those supplier countries 
which do not conclude voluntary restraint arrangements.

Generalised Scheme of Preferences (GSP)
10.15 The Community’s mid-term review of the GSP has been completed 

and some adjustments made. Reductions in the benefits for competitive 
industrial products from the more advanced developing countries were agreed, 
thus permitting agreement on improvements for the poorer and less 
competitive developing countries. Regulations for the 1986 scheme were 
adopted by the Foreign Affairs Council on 16-17 December 1985 and came 
into operation on 1 January 1986.

Consumer Electronics
10.16 The Community agreed on 20 December to increase the duty on 

video tape recorders (VTRs) from 8 per cent to 14 per cent on 1 January 1986. 
In accordance with its GATT obligations, the Community also agreed to make 
offsetting duty reductions on semiconductors from 17 per cent to 14 per cent 
and to reduce to zero the duties on electronic calculators, portable radio 
receivers, portable cassette players and radio alarm clocks. Following the 
lapse, on 31 December 1985, of the Community’s voluntary restraint arrange
ment with Japan, imports of VTRs will no longer be subject to quantitative 
limitation.

Overseas Development
10.17 Preparations for the implementation of the third Lome Convention 

continued, and the United Kingdom deposited its instrument of ratification. 
The Minister for Overseas Development addressed the first meeting of the 
African, Caribbean and Pacific countries (ACP)-EC Joint Assembly under its 
new constitution, which was held in Inverness from 23-27 September.
10.18 The Foreign Affairs Council on 1 October agreed to introduce a new 

system of compensation for loss of export earnings on various commodities for 
the benefit of a number of least developed countries not covered by the 
provisions of the Lome Convention. An announcement to this effect was made 
at the mid-term review of the UN sponsored Substantial New Programme of 
Action for Least Developed Countries held in Geneva from 30 September to 
11 October.
10.19 The Development Council on 4 November reviewed 

implementation of the Dublin Plan, gave a favourable reception to the 
Commission’s outline proposal for rehabilitation assistance to the famine 
affected countries in Africa, and agreed on the need to create a food aid reserve



to be used if necessary to respond to crisis situations in Africa in 1986. The 
Council also followed up earlier discussion on co-ordination of member states’ 
aid policies, the role of women in development and trade promotion.
10.20 Under the framework Co-operation Agreement signed between the 

Community and the Central American States in November, there is provision 
for a substantial increase in EC aid with priority for projects designed to 
encourage greater regional co-operation.
10.21 Under the Community’s regular food aid programme, food aid 

worth £113 million was allocated. 76 aid projects in the ACP countries 
associated with the Community under the Lome Convention worth a total of 
£209 million were approved. Nine projects worth £60 million were approved 
under the Community’s aid programme to Non Associated developing 
countries; under the Community’s agreements with Mediterranean partners, 
6 projects to a value of £70 million were approved.



SECTION XI: EUROPEAN POLITICAL CO-OPERATION 
Introduction
11.1 The main feature of this period was the agreement reached at the 

European Council in Luxembourg on a Treaty on European Co-operation in 
the sphere of Foreign Policy. The Treaty provisions which derive from a 
United Kingdom initiative form part of the outcome of the Inter- 
Governmental Conference (see Section II). The member states, with Spain and 
Portugal, continued to consult and co-operate on a wide range of international 
issues, including East/West relations and the problems of the Middle East, 
Southern Africa, and Latin America.
Treaty on European Co-operation in the Sphere of Foreign Policy
11.2 The Foreign Affairs Council on 22 July instructed the Political 

Committee to draw up a draft Treaty on Political Co-operation on the basis 
of the texts put forward by the United Kingdom and others before the 
European Council at Milan in June. A draft Treaty on European Co-operation 
in the sphere of Foreign Policy, based closely on the United Kingdom’s draft, 
was agreed in principle by the Heads of State and Government at the 
Luxembourg European Council on 2—3 December. The Treaty gives a formal 
basis to the process of political co-operation which has hitherto rested on 
political agreements between the member states. It enshrines the member 
states’ commitment to consult each other on matters of foreign policy and to 
co-operate on certain aspects of security. The machinery of Political Co
operation will be strengthened, in particular by the creation of a small 
permanent secretariat which will help the Presidency with routine tasks and 
improve continuity between Presidencies.
East/West Relations
11.3 Foreign Ministers of the member states, Spain and Portugal issued a 

statement on 17 December expressing their satisfaction at the summit in 
Geneva between President Reagan and Secretary General Gorbachev. They 
reiterated their determination to make every effort to contribute to greater 
stability in East/West Relations.
Arab/Israel and Lebanon
11.4 During the Luxembourg Presidency the Ten maintained their support 

for the peace process and in particular the efforts of King Hussein of Jordan. 
This position was set out in a statement to the press after a meeting of 
Ministers on 19 November. The Ten reaffirmed their willingness to support a 
constructive effort to bring peace in the region and noted again the value of the 
Jordanian-Palestinian agreement concluded on 11 February. On 1 October 
the Ten issued a statement condemning the bombing by the Israeli Air Force 
of the PLO Headquarters in Tunis, and expressed the hope that this would not 
jeopardise the peace process.
Iran/Iraq
11.5 The Ten expressed their continuing concern about the Iran/Iraq 

conflict in a press statement after the 19 November Ministerial meeting. They 
welcomed the efforts of the member countries of the Gulf Co-operation 
Council to bring about a peaceful solution to the conflict.



Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE)
11.6 At the meeting on 30 July 1985 held to mark the tenth anniversary of 

the signing of the Helsinki Final Act the member states made clear their 
continuing support for all aspects of the CSCE process. They continued to 
work together within the CSCE process during the Budapest Cultural Forum 
in November.
11.7 The Ten worked together in the Conference on Confidence and 

Security-Building Measures and Disarmament in Europe (CDE) in Stockholm 
to promote a series of concrete measures on confidence-building and security 
whose formal acceptance would be a major step forward.

South Africa
11.8 On 22 July Foreign Ministers of the Community, Spain and Portugal 

agreed a statement condemning the continuation of the apartheid system, 
calling for the renunciation of violence by all parties in South Africa, and 
regretting in particular the declaration of a state of emergency. This common 
position was reiterated in a statement issued at Helsinki on 1 August. During 
September, the Ten agreed a package of positive and restrictive measures 
which gave a clear political signal to the South African Government of their 
condemnation of apartheid and the need to begin a genuine dialogue with the 
representatives of the black community. The statement reiterated calls by the 
Ten for urgent and fundamental reform.
11.9 At the Foreign Affairs Council on 19 November, member states 

reached agreement on a revised Code of Conduct for Companies from the EC 
with Subsidiaries, Branches or Representation in South Africa, up-dating and 
strengthening the previous text which had been adopted in 1977. The 
voluntary Code is concerned with the pay rates and working conditions of the 
black South African employees of Community companies.

Central America
11.10 The member states supported the efforts of the Contadora Group to 

bring about a negotiated, comprehensive, and verifiable settlement in Central 
America based on the 21 Contadora objectives. The meeting in Luxembourg 
on 11-12 November between the member states and the countries of Central 
America demonstrated the practical support of the Community for the 
Contadora process. The conference concluded with the signature of a Final 
Act recording all the participants’ agreement that the dialogue should be 
continued and developed.

Terrorism and Hijacking
11.11 On 22 July Foreign Ministers of the member states issued a statement 

expressing their deep concern at the recent resurgence of terrorism and 
hijacking. An examination of the possibilities of establishing and maintaining 
strengthened international standards for airline and airport security was set in 
motion. The Ten agreed to collaborate closely in the International Civil 
Aviation Organisation and to encourage third countries not party to the 
existing international conventions to adhere to them.



Judical Co-operation
11.12 In the field of civil law, the working group finalised a list of 

correspondents amongst the twelve for mutual assistance and the informal 
exchange of views on the operation of the European Convention on the 
recognition and enforcement of custody decisions and on the Hague 
Convention on the civil aspects of child abduction.
11.13 The working group completed preparation of a draft convention to 

provide for the abolition of legalisation of public documents within the 
Community.



SECTION XII: THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
12.1 The European Parliament held six plenary sessions, each lasting a 

week, five in Strasbourg and one in Luxembourg. The Parliament several 
times discussed the work of the Inter-Governmental Conference as well as 
technology in Europe, human rights questions and action to combat drug 
abuse. It was also particularly concerned with the Community’s 1986 Budget 
which is dealt with in Section III.
12.2 The following members of the Government visited Strasbourg during 

European Parliament sessions; Mr John MacGregor, Minister of State at the 
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, in July; Mr David Mellor, 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State at the Home Office in September; 
Mr Ian Gow, Minister of State at the Treasury, in October; Sir Geoffrey Howe, 
Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs, in November, and 
the Hon Peter Brooke, Minister of State at the Treasury in December.



SECTION XIII: EUROPEAN COURT OF JUSTICE 
Membership
13.1 On 16 July 1985 Mr Fernand Schockweiler was appointed Judge of 

the Court from 7 October 1985 to 6 October 1991, and Mr Jean Mischo was 
appointed Advocate-General from 1 January 1986 to 6 October 1991. They 
replace Mr Pierre Pescatore and Mr P Verloren Van Themaat, respectively, 
who have retired from membership of the Court.
Cases
13.2 References from United Kingdom Courts or Tribunals reached the 

ECJ in four cases. The United Kingdom either has submitted or is likely to be 
submitting observations in these cases. It has also submitted observations in 
seven references from other member states. In addition it has intervened as a 
party in three direct actions.
13.3 The last six months has been particularly characterised by an increase 

in the number of direct actions brought by the United Kingdom against the 
Commission. Two such cases involve challenges by the United Kingdom to 
decisions disallowing payments from Community funds on the ground of 
activities by the United Kingdom which are alleged to be contrary to 
Community law. One case involves differential milk pricing and the other 
concerns fishing quotas. Other member states have also suffered disallowance 
and are bringing actions challenging the relevant decisions. The United 
Kingdom has also brought two actions challenging other Commission 
decisions. One relates to the setting up of a prior communication and 
consultation procedure on migration policies in relation to non-member 
states. The other relates to the method of calculation of premiums payable to 
the United Kingdom in respect of ewes. An action commenced by the United 
Kingdom towards the end of the previous six month period, but not noted in 
the previous paper, seeks to reverse a decision reducing European Social Fund 
support for job creation schemes involving part-time work.
13.4 The Commission has brought four actions against the United 

Kingdom. Two are in respect of VAT exemption and zero rating, one is in 
respect of restrictions on the.importing of pasteurised milk and one in respect 
of differential pricing of milk for export purposes. A complete list of cases in 
which the United Kingdom has been involved is at Annex F.
13.5 The Court gave judgments of particular significance or interest for the 

United Kingdom on the following cases. In joined cases 25 and 26/84 
Ford-Werke v Commission the Court was concerned with a selective 
distribution system designed to prevent the purchase of right hand drive cars 
in Germany at considerably cheaper cost than in Great Britain. Such cars had 
to be purchased either from a Ford dealer established in the United Kingdom 
or from a subsidiary of Ford Britain. The Commission decided that this 
agreement contravened Article 85 of the EEC Treaty and Ford challenged that 
Decision. The Court however upheld the Decision of the Commission.
13.6 Case 181/84 E D & F  Man (Sugar) Limited provides an illustration of 

the operation of the principle of proportionality. In accordance with a 
Commission Regulation a security of 2.7 million ecus was forfeit when



the company failed to meet a deadline for applying for an export licence for 
export of sugar to non-member countries. The delay had been one of a few 
hours. The Court held that total forfeiture of this magnitude was 
disproportionate to the objective being sought to be achieved and that to that 
extent the Regulation was invalid.
13.7 In case 19/84: Pharmon v Hoechst the Court had to consider for the 

first time the question whether, and if so to what extent, the grantee of a 
compulsory licence under a national patent in one member state could use that 
licence for the purpose of selling in other member states where equivalent 
patents existed but where no equivalent compulsory licence had been 
imposed. Hoechst was the proprietor of a patent covering a medicine in 
Germany and of parallel patents in both Netherlands and the United 
Kingdom. DDSA, a United Kingdom company, obtained a compulsory 
licence to exploit the invention under the parallel patent which Hoechst had 
registered in the United Kingdom. DDSA had obtained a non-exclusive and 
non-transferrable compulsory licence covering the territory of the United 
Kingdom and subject to an export ban. Nevertheless, shortly before expiry of 
the United Kingdom patent, DDSA acted in breach of the export ban by 
selling to Pharmon a large consignment of the medicine which it had 
manufactured. Pharmon proposed to market the goods in the Netherlands and 
Hoechst proceeded against them in the Dutch courts to prevent them doing so. 
The Court held that Hoechst could prevent the importation and marketing of 
the medicine in the Netherlands in order to be able to exercise its exclusive 
rights arising under the patent. Articles 30 and 36 of the Treaty did not prevent 
it from so doing. That being so, it was immaterial that the compulsory licence 
had contained an export prohibition.



SECTION XIV: PARLIAMENTARY SCRUTINY OF EC LEGISLATION
14.1 Parliament was in session for 12 weeks. The House of Commons 

Select Committee on European Legislation considered 317 documents and 
recommended 43 of those for further consideration by the House. 7 debates 
were held on the floor of the House covering a total of 20 documents. 6 debates 
were held in Standing Committee covering 13 documents.
14.2 The House of Lords Select Committee on the European Communities 

considered 345 documents and recommended 56 for further scrutiny. 
7 reports covering 10 documents were presented to the House for debate and 
3 reports covering 3 documents were presented to the House for information. 
6 debates on the Committee’s reports covering 29 documents were held in the 
House of Lords.



ANNEXA
MEETING OF THE EUROPEAN COUNCIL

Date Location UK Ministers attending

2-3 December Luxembourg Rt Hon Margaret Thatcher, MP 
Prime Minister
Rt Hon Sir Geoffrey Howe, QC, MP 
Secretary of State for Foreign and 
Commonwealth Affairs

MEETINGS OF THE COUNCIL OF MINISTERS
Date Session UK Ministers attending

8 July Economic and 
Finance

Rt Hon Nigel Lawson, MP 
Chancellor of the Exchequer

15-16 July Agriculture Rt Hon Michael Jopling, MP 
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Food

22-23 July Foreign Affairs Rt Hon Sir Geoffrey Howe, QC, MP 
Secretary of State for Foreign and 
Commonwealth Affairs 
Rt Hon Paul Channon, MP 
Minister for Trade

25 July Industry/Steel Norman Lamont Esq, MP 
Minister of State for Industry

6 August Steel Norman Lamont Esq, MP 
Minister of State for Industry

16-17 September Agriculture Rt Hon John Selwyn Gummer, MP 
Minister of State, Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food

17-18 September Budget Ian Gow Esq, TD, MP 
Minister of State to the Treasury

27 September Fisheries Rt Hon Michael Jopling, MP 
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Food
Rt Hon John Selwyn Gummer, MP 
Minister of State, Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 
Rt Hon Lord Gray of Contin, PC 
Minister of State, Scottish Office



Date Session UK Ministers attending

1 October Foreign Affairs Malcolm Rifkind Esq, MP 
Minister of State, Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office

7 October Internal Market Rt Hon Paul Channon, MP 
Minister for Trade

21-22 October Agriculture Rt Hon Michael Jopling, MP 
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Food
Rt Hon John Selwyn Gummer, MP 
Minister of State, Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food

21-22 October Foreign Affairs Malcolm Rifkind Esq, MP 
Minister of State, Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office 
Timothy Eggar Esq, MP 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of 
State, Foreign and Commonwealth 
Office
Rt Hon Paul Channon, MP 
Minister of Trade

28 October Economic and 
Finance

Ian Gow Esq, TD, MP 
Minister of State to the Treasury

29 October Steel Rt Hon Peter Morrison, MP 
Minister of State for Industry

4 November Fisheries Rt Hon Michael Jopling, MP 
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Food
Rt Hon Lord Gray of Contin, PC 
Minister of State, Scottish Office

4 November Development Rt Hon Timothy Raison, MP 
Minister for Overseas Development

11 November Energy Rt Hon Peter Walker, MP 
Secretary of State for Energy

14 November Transport Rt Hon Nicholas Ridley, MP 
Secretary of State for Transport 
Lord Caithness, Parliamentary 
Under-Secretary of State for 
Transport



Date Session UK Ministers attending

18 November Economic and 
Finance

Rt Hon Nigel Lawson, MP 
Chancellor of the Exchequer

18-19 November Agriculture Rt Hon Michael Jopling, MP 
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Food
Rt Hon John Selwyn Gummer, MP 
Minister of State, Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food

25-26 November Foreign Affairs Rt Hon Sir Geoffrey Howe, QC, MP 
Secretary of State for Foreign and 
Commonwealth Affairs 
Rt Hon Paul Channon, MP 
Minister for Trade

26-27 November Budget Hon Peter Brooke, MP 
Minister of State to the Treasury

28 November Environment Hon William Waldegrave, MP 
Minister of State for the 
Environment, Countryside and Local 
Government

5 December Labour and 
Social Affairs

Rt Hon Kenneth Clarke, QC, MP 
Paymaster General 
George Walden Esq, MP 
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of 
State for Education and Science

9 December Economic and 
Finance

Hon Peter Brooke, MP 
Minister of State to the Treasury

10 December Research Geoffrey Pattie Esq, MP 
Minister of State for Industry and 
Information Technology

9-10 December Agriculture Rt Hon Michael Jopling, MP 
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Food
Rt Hon John Selwyn Gummer, MP 
Minister of State, Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food

11-12 December Budget Hon Peter Brooke, MP 
Minister of State to the Treasury



Date Session UK Ministers attending

16-17 December Fisheries Rt Hon Michael Jopling, MP 
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Food
Rt Hon John Selwyn Gümmer, MP 
Minister of State, Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food 
Rt Hon Lord Gray of Contin, PC 
Minister of State, Scottish Office

17 December Foreign Affairs Rt Hon Paul Channon, MP 
Minister for Trade

19 December Agriculture Rt Hon Michael Jopling, MP 
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Food

20 December Fisheries Rt Hon Michael Jopling, MP 
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Food

OTHER MEETINGS
Date Session UK Ministers attending

20-21 September Informal Meeting 
of Economic and 
Finance Ministers

Rt Hon Nigel Lawson, MP 
Chancellor of the Exchequer

23-24 September Informal Meeting 
of Agriculture 
Ministers

Rt Hon Michael Jopling, MP 
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and 
Food
Rt Hon John Selwyn Gummer, MP 
Minister of State, Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food

24 September Informal Meeting 
of Employment 
Ministers

Rt Hon Lord Young
Secretary of State for Employment

17-18 October EC/ASEAN 
Ministerial 
Meeting on 
Economic 
Matters

Rt Hon Paul Channon, MP 
Minister for Trade

23 October Informal Meeting 
of Research 
Ministers

Sir Robin Nicholson, F.Eng, FRS 
Chief Scientific Adviser representing 
the Minister of State for Industry and 
Information Technology



Date Session UK Ministers attending

11-12 November EC/Central 
American 
Meeting of 
Foreign Ministers

Rt Hon Sir Geoffrey Howe, QC, MP 
Secretary of State for Foreign and 
Commonwealth Affairs 
Rt Hon The Baroness Young 
Minister of State, Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office

20 December Standing
Employment
Committee

Peter Bottomley Esq, MP
Joint Parliamentary Under-Secretary
of State, Department of Employment



MEETINGS OF THE INTER-GOVERNMENTAL CONFERENCE AND 
OTHER IGC RELATED MEETINGS

IGC Meetings (7)
9 September 
21/22 October 
11 November 
19 November 
25/26 November
30 November/1 December (conclave)
16 December

Other Ministerial Meetings at which IGC issues were discussed (5)
20/21 September— ECOFIN (Economic and Finance Council)
26/27 October— informal Foreign Ministers 
28 October— ECOFIN 
18 November— ECOFIN 
2/3 December— European Council

Preparatory Group Meetings (13)
30 August
2/3, 17, 24, 30 September 
7/8, 14/15, 30/31 October 
5/6, 14, 21/23 November 
6, 12 December

Other Official Meetings (5)
10, 26 October (Monetary Committee)
9 November (Monetary Committee)
28 November (Legal Experts)
10 December (Legal Experts)

ANNEX B



MAJOR PROPOSALS ADOPTED 
Customs and Indirect Taxation
Council Directive 85/362— Seventeenth Council Directive on the 

harmonisation of the laws of the member states relating to turnover 
taxes— Exemption from value added tax on the temporary importation of 
goods other than means of transport.
Council Regulation 3632/85— defining the conditions under which a person 

may be permitted to make a customs declaration.
Council Regulation 3822/85— amending Regulation 918/83 setting up a 

Community system of relief from customs duty.
Council Directive 85/576— amending Directive 78/1035 on the exemption 

from taxes of imports of small consignments of goods of a non-commercial 
character from third countries.

Agriculture and Fisheries
Council Regulation 3643/85— concerning the import system applicable to 

certain non-member countries in the sheepmeat and goatmeat sector in 1986 
and subsequent years.
Council Regulations 3523/85 and 3524/85— extending annual premium 

payments to include goats in certain specified areas of the Community and 
untupped shearlings of the Herdwick breed in the Lake District of the United 
Kingdom, from 6 January 1986.
Council Regulation 3789/85— amending the Community rules'so Spain 

and Portugal can apply the European Community sheepmeat regime from 
1 March 1986.
Council Regulation 2089/85— establishing general rules relating to the 

system of minimum import prices for dried grapes.
Council Regulation 2939/85— amending Regulation 1320/85 on 

temporary measures for production aid to processed tomato products by 
revising processing quota arrangements.
Council Regulation 3582/85— opening a Community import quota for 

1986 for 2,250 tonnes of buffalo meat.
Council Regulation 3583/85— opening a Community import quota for 

1986 for 29,800 tonnes of beef.
Council Regulation 3772/85— amending Regulation 1678/85 fixing the 

conversion rates to be applied in agriculture.
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3720/85— increasing the TAC for Bristol 

Channel plaice and amending the quotas for monkfish and megrim.
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3721/85— implementing on a provisional 

basis to 25 January 1986 TACs and quotas for the existing 10 member states.
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3777/85— modifying 1986 TACs and quotas 

to allow for the accession of Spain and Portugal.

ANNEX C



Council Regulation (EEC) No 3778/85 and 3779/85— concerning member 
states’ fishing in Spanish and Portuguese waters.
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3602/85 and 3603/85— setting fish guide 

prices for 1986.
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3723/85— revising the control measures 

concerning fishing by member states.
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3730/85— implementing on a provisional 

basis to 25 January, the 1986 agreement with Norway.
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3725/85— concerning the 1986 agreement 

with Sweden.
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3732/85— concerning the 1986 agreement 

with the Faroe Islands.
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3551/85— allocating 1986 catch quotas in 

Canadian waters.
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3783/85— allocating 1986 catch quotas in 

Greenland waters.
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3729/85— concerning licences for third 

country vessels in the waters of French Guyana.
Council Directive 85/574— amending Directive 77/93 on protective 

measures against the introduction into member states of organisms harmful to 
plants or plant products.
Council Directive 85/585— amending Directive 64/54 on preservatives 

authorised for use in foodstuffs intended for human consumption.
Council Directive 85/358/EEC— Supplementing Directive 81/602/EEC 

concerning the prohibition of certain substances having a hormonal action and 
of any substances having a thyrostatic action.
Council Directive 85/397— on health and animal health problems affecting 

intra-Community trade in heat treated milk.
Council Directive 85/511— control measures dealing with foot and mouth 

disease.
Council Directive 85/571— extending the trade rules in relation to enzootic 

bovine leukosis.
Council Decision 85/212— on Community financial assistance in relation to 

foot and mouth disease.
Council Decision 85/359— relating to point 2 of the voluntary restraint 

agreement on mutton, lamb and goatmeat between the European Economic 
Community and Hungary.
Council Decision 85/431— relating to point 2 of the voluntary restraint 

agreement on mutton, lamb and goatmeat between the European Economic 
Community and Argentina.



Commission Regulation 1943/85— amending Regulation 95/69 which sets 
out detailed rules on the marketing of hen eggs in shell. The latest regulation 
describes the requirements for the use of special marketing terms such as 
‘free-range’ eggs and sets out criteria for the production of such eggs.
Commission Regulation 2229/85— temporarily banning the issue of import 

certificates for frozen and other processed sour cherries.
Commission Regulation 2752/85— amending Regulation 1626/85 on 

minimum import prices for sour cherries, setting separate minimum import 
prices for stone-in and stoned fruit.
Commission Regulation 2893/85— amending the UK direct sales and 

wholesale national reference quantities under the milk supplementary levy 
system.
Commission Regulation 2967/85— laying down detailed rules for the 

application of the Community scale for grading pig carcases.
Commission Regulation (EEC) 3378/85— amending Regulation (EEC) 

No 3007/84 laying down detailed rules for the application of the premium for 
producers of sheepmeat.
Commission Regulation 3655/85— laying down detailed rules for the 

application of the import arrangements provided for by Regulations 3583/85 
and 3582/85 in the beef and veal sectors.
Commission Decision 85/446/EEC— concerning on-the-spot inspections to 

be carried out in respect of intra-Community trade in fresh meat.
Science and Technological Research
Council Decision 85/372— on a Definition Phase for a Community action 

in the field of telecommunications technologies— R&D programme in 
advanced communications technologies for Europe (RACE).
Securities
Council Directive 85/611— on the co-ordination of laws, regulations and 

administrative provisions relating to undertakings for collective investment in 
transferable securities (UCITS).
Council Directive 85/583— amending the Directive of 11 May 1960 on the 

implementation of Article 67 of the Treaty.
Consumer Affairs
Council Directive 85/374— on the approximation of laws, regulations and 

administrative provisions of the member states concerning liability for 
defective products.
Council Directive 85/577— on doorstep selling.

Steel
Commission Decision 3484/85/ECSC— establishing Community rules for 

aid to the steel industry.
Commission Decision 3485/85/ECSC— on the extension of the system of 

monitoring and production quotas for certain products of undertakings in the 
steel industry.
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3708/85 of 10 December 1985 on the 

conclusion of an Arrangement in the form of an Exchange of Letters with the 
United States of America extending and amending the Arrangement of 21 
October 1982 relating to trade in certain steel products.



Council Regulation (EEC) No 3709/85 of 10 December 1985 amending 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 2870/82 on the restriction of exports of certain 
steel products to the United States of America.
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3710/85 of 10 December 1985 on the 

conclusion of an Arrangement in the form of an Exchange of Letters with the 
United States of America extending the Arrangement of 10 January 1985 
concerning trade in steel pipes and tubes.
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3711/85 of 10 December 1985 amending 

Council Regulation (EEC) No 60/85 on the restriction of exports of steel pipes 
and tubes to the United States of America.
Commission Decision No 3712/85/ECSC of 11 December 1985 on the 

conclusion of an Arrangement extending and amending the Arrangement of 
21 October 1982 concerning trade in certain steel products.
Commission Decision No 3713/85/ECSC of 11 December 1985 amending 

Decision No 2872/82/ECSC on the restriction of exports of certain steel 
products to the United States of America.
Environment
Commission Directive 85/469— on adapting to technical progress Council 

Directive 84/631 on the supervision and control of the transfrontier shipment 
of hazardous waste.
Council Directive 85/444— amending Council Directive 83/129 concerning 

the importation of skins of certain seal pups and products derived therefrom.
Council Directive 85/467— amending Directive 76/769 on the approxi

mation of the laws of the member states relating to restrictions on the 
marketing and use of certain dangerous substances and preparations 
(PCBs/PCTs).

Transport
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3820/85 of 20 December 1985 on the 

harmonisation of certain social legislation relating to road transport.
Council Regulation (EEC) No 3821/85 of 20 December 1985 on recording 

equipment in road transport.

Energy
Council Decision 85/537 Euratom amending Decision 77/271 Euratom as 

regards the total amount of Euratom loans which the COMMISSION is 
empowered to contract for the purposes of contributing to the financing of 
nuclear power stations.
Council Directive 85/536/EEC on crude-oil savings through the use of 

substitute fuel components in petrol.
Council Regulation 3639/85 on a programme of support for technological 

development in the hydrocarbons sector.
Council Regulation 3640/85 on the promotion, by the granting of financial 

support, of energy demonstration projects.



Health
Council Directive 85/443— on the mutual recognition of diplomas, 

certificates and other evidence of formal qualification in pharmacy, including 
measures to facilitate the effective exercise of the right of establishment 
relating to certain activities in the field of pharmacy.
Social Affairs
Council Regulation 3823/85, amending, on account of the accession of 

Spain and Portugal, Regulation (EEC) No 2950/83 on the implementation of 
Decision 83/516/EEC on the tasks of the European Social Fund.
Council Regulation 3824/85, amending, with a view to its extension to 

cover self-employed persons, Regulation (EEC) No 2950/83 on the 
implementation of Decision 83/516/EEC on the tasks of the European Social 
Fund.
Council Decision 85/568, amending, on account of the accession of Spain 

and Portugal, Decision 83/516/EEC on the tasks of the European Social Fund.
Economic, Monetary and Budgetary
Council Decision 85/619— adopting the Annual Report on the economic 

situation in the Community (1985) and laying down economic policy 
guidelines for 1986.
Regional Policy
Council Regulation 3635/85— amending Regulation 2617/80 instituting a 

specific Community regional development measure contributing to
overcoming constraints on the development of new economic activities in 
certain zones adversely affected by restructuring of the shipbuilding industry.
Council Regulation 3636/85— amending Regulation 219/84 instituting a 

specific Community regional development measure contributing to
overcoming constraints on the development of new economic activities in 
certain zones adversely affected by restructuring of the textile and clothing 
industry.
Council Regulation 3637/85— amending Regulation 2619/80 instituting a 

specific Community regional development measure contributing to the 
improvement of the economic and social situation of the border areas of the 
Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland.
Council Regulation 3638/85— instituting a specific Community regional 

development measure contributing to the development of new economic 
activities in certain zones affected by the implementation of the Community 
fisheries policy.
Council Regulation 3641/85— amending Regulation 1787/84 on the 

European Regional Development Fund.



ANNEX D
MAJOR MINISTERIAL SPEECHES ON COMMUNITY TOPICS

Date Speaker Occasion
2 July Lord Lucas of Chilworth 

Parliamentary Under-Secretary 
of State for Trade and Industry

London Chamber of 
Commerce

4 July Rt Hon Sir Geoffrey Howe, QC, 
MP
Secretary of State for Foreign 
and Commonwealth Affairs

European Movement 
“Enterprise Europe” 
British Council 
London

9 July Rt Hon Michael Jopling, MP 
Minister of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food

Home-Grown 
Cereals Authority 
Lunch, London

10 September Hon William Waldegrave, MP 
Minister of State for the 
Environment, Countryside and 
Local Government

Deutsche 
Gesellschaft fur 
Auswärtige Politik, 
Hamburg

3 October Rt Hon Sir Geoffrey Howe, QC, 
MP
Secretary of State for Foreign 
and Commonwealth Affairs

“Europe our Future” 
Speech in Bonn

7 October Rt Hon John Selwyn Gummer, 
MP
Minister of State, Ministry of 
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food

International Council 
for Exploration of 
the Sea

14 October Rt Hon Sir Geoffrey Howe, QC, 
MP
Secretary of State for Foreign 
and Commonwealth Affairs

Meeting of 
EUREKA Finance 
Ministers in London

28 October Rt Hon Paul Channon, MP 
Minister for Trade

Wilton Park 
Conference

29 October Rt Hon Lord Young 
Secretary of State for 
Employment

CBI “Europe for 
Business” Conference

30 November Rt Hon Paul Channon, MP 
Minister for Trade

European Movement

4 December Hon William Waldegrave, MP 
Minister of State for the 
Environment, Countryside and 
Local Government

University 
Association for 
Contemporary 
European Studies 
(UACES)
Conference, London



MAJOR TREATIES AND AGREEMENTS 
SIGNED BY THE COMMUNITY

1. Co-operation agreement between the European Community and Pakistan. 
Signed at Brussels on 23 July 1985.

2. Co-operation agreement between the European Community and Norway 
on a research and development programme in the field of metals and mineral 
substances.
Signed at Brussels on 19 September 1985.

3. Co-operation agreement between the European Community and Central 
America.
Signed at Luxembourg on 12 November 1985.
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LIST OF EUROPEAN COURT OF JUSTICE CASES IN WHICH 
THE UNITED KINGDOM HAS BEEN INVOLVED

(i) Cases referred to the European Court from United Kingdom Courts and 
Tribunals.
Case 192/85 Newstead v Department of Transport and H M  Treasury 
(Civil Service Pension Scheme)
Case 377/85 Burchell v The Adjudication Officer 
(Family benefits)
Case 387/85 Hinde v ILEA and Secretary of State for Education and Science 
(Student grant)

(ii) Cases in which Observations have been submitted by the United Kingdom
Case 102/85 Steinrucke 
(Free movement of workers)
Case 123/85 La Pieve 
(Judgment Convention)
Case 144/85 SNCF Luxembourgeois 
(Rail transport)
Case 198/85 Carron 
(Judgments Convention)
Case 237/85 Rummler 
(Equal pay)
Case 266/85 Shenavai 
(Judgments Convention)
Case 268/85 Bozdag
(Free movement of workers in relation to EEC/Turkey Agreement)

(iii) Cases in which the United Kingdom is a primary party 
Case 261/85 Commission v United Kingdom (Pasteurised Milk)
Case 353/85 Commission v United Kingdom (Exemption from VAT in 
respect of items for medical care: spectacles)
Case 384/85 Mrs Clarke v Chief Adjudication Officer 
(Disablement allowance)
Case 416/85 Commission v United Kingdom (VAT— Zero Rates)
Case 428/85 Commission v United Kingdom (Differential pricing of milk for 
exports)
Case 287/85 United Kingdom v Commission (Migration)
Case 305/85 United Kingdom v Commission (Sheepmeat)
Case 346/85 United Kingdom v Commission (Milk pricing disallowance) 
Case 347/85 United Kingdom v Commission (Disallowance in respect of over 
fishing)
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(iv) Direct Actions in which the United Kingdom has intervened 
Cases 114, 125 to 129/85 “Woodpulp” cases 
Case 181/85 France v Commission (Alcohol)
Case 213/85 Commission v Netherlands (State aid)
Case 84/85 United Kingdom v Commission (European Social Fund) 
(commenced in the previous period).



UNITED KINGDOM TRADE WITH THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY
Note: All figures in the following text and accompanying table are on the 
Balance of Payments basis. Figures for Greece are included in all years. Figures 
for Spain and Portugal are excluded.
Importance of Trade with the European Community
In 1985 United Kingdom total trade (exports plus imports) with other 
countries of the European Community accounted for 46 per cent of our 
overseas trade compared with shares of 45 per cent in 1984 and about 30 per 
cent before accession. In recent years the Federal Republic of Germany has 
been our second most important export market and six of our top seven 
markets are members of the European Community.
Trade Performance with the European Community
In 1985 United Kingdom total trade with other countries of the European 
Community amounted to £73 billion compared with £65 billion in 1984. The 
ratio of exports to imports was 96 per cent. This is the highest figure since the 
peak years of 1980 and 1981 and is markedly higher than through the 
seventies.
By Commodity
In 1985 exports of oil accounted for 30 per cent of our exports to other 
member states. The balance of trade in fuels reached a record level of £9.1 
billion. This surplus was more than off-set by deficits on such other areas of the 
trade account as manufactures and food, beverages and tobacco so that on all 
visible trade there was a deficit of £1.6 billion, the smallest deficit since 1982.

ANNEX G
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< ^ 6 ^ .  CABINETV̂ > —STATEMENT ON THE DEFENCE ESTIMATES 1986 
¿/✓ptfemorandum by the Secretary of State for Defence

I attach the draft of my 1986 Statement on the Defence Estimates, which I 
am currently plaryttSaNto present to Parliament on Monday 12 May.
2. The main messag^oiN this year’s Statement is stability, continuity
and consolidation. come to the end of seven years' real growth in
defence expenditure: sk now is to build on that achievement. But
the Statement signals ficulties lie ahead; and, in taking account
of comments made by memb<£&\c& the Defence and Oversea Policy Committee 
(OD) before and at its meetu^on 19 March, I have strengthened and 
clarified the passages tha^c^aV the real decrease planned in the defence 
budget over the next three y^^O^dnd the weighing of priorities that this 
will necessitate.
3. Chapter One of the StatemenV^t|k the strategic context, and 
emphasises the need for continuit3i(^dn<p\tability in defence policy.
Chapter Two deals with arms control^/$raj>ter Three records developments 
in Europe and the Alliance, including^jrf^efforts to promote equipment 
collaboration both within Europe and mgi^widely in NATO, and also covers 
our wider defence interests. Chapter F^^d^scribes the roles and 
equipment of the Services, concentrating rafts year less on deployments and 
more on activities. Chapter Five, on finance and management, includes a 
section on the initiatives taken over the past year to improve value for 
money in defence procurement; it also prepares the ground for the hard 
decisions that lie ahead. Chapter Six describes<?iik activities of the 
Services in the wider community. Annex A contains i{_detailed description 
of the military strengths of East and West.
4. As has now become customary, the Statement conE^w/a number of 
self-contained "essays" on defence policy or activitiesK>^hree of this 
year's seven essays are of particular importance: The y£ajRT^s s Robe, which 
is intended to rebut the persistent suggestions that we sfi£><$d undertake a 
fundamental review of defence policies and commitments; T&^81ysategic 
Defence Initiative, a timely explanation of the issues ands^qyj'/^proach to 
them; and The Ulster Defence Regiment, a corrective to w i d e s w ^ ^  
misconceptions about the Ulster Defence Regiment. The Staten&nV^also



includes a number of smaller "boxes" designed to break up the printed 
V>>text; more illustrations; and, for the first time in 20 years, half a 

ozen black-and-white photographs.
i invite the Cabinet to agree to the publication of the 1986 

^yt^èment on the Defence Estimates.%
■

Ministry of D e f e i i ^ v  

26 March 1986

m
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The use of italics below denotes material designed either to 
offer additional factual background or to indicate the 
Government's thinking on important general issues as a stimulus 
to debate. These passages are distinguished from the main text by 
their distinctive setting and typeface.
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PHOTOGRAPHS
misi'ie

1. A Galosh missile from the Soviet Union's anti-ballistic^system
2. The Multiple-Launch Rocket System, an example of transatlantic 

defence cooperation within NATO
3. A prototype Tornado air defence aircraft in combat air patrol 

conf iguration
4. The new SA 80 infantry weapon
5. HMS Newcastle shadowing the Soviet VSTOL aircraft carrier 

Kiev in the Norwegian Sea
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101. 1985 was a successful year for the security policies of the Government 
and our NATO allies. The Soviet Union returned to the negotiating table - 
not because of unilateral gestures by the West, but in response to the clear 
strength and cohesion of NATO. The Alliance's policy of both possessing 
sufficient defences to deter aggression, and pursuing a real and lasting 
improvement in East-West relations, was vindicated.

102. The first summit meeting for more than six years between the leaders of the 
two superpowers, held in Geneva last November, marked a key event in East-West 
relations. It helped to establish a measure of confidence and greater under
standing between the two leaders and produced a number of specific results, 
including the institution of regular summit meetings and exchanges on 
regional issues; the commitment to make progress on a wide range of arms 
control matters (See Chapter 2); and steps to increase East-West contacts.
We hope that the outcome will be improved relations, more extensive links 
and broad cooperation on the full range of East-West questions.

CHANGE AND CONTINUITY IN THE SOVIET UNION

103. Expectations of the new Soviet leadership have been high. Many have 
expressed the hope that a younger generation of Soviet leaders, who may have 
a more sophisticated outlook on the world, will be more prepared than their 
predecessors to cooperate with the West. The Geneva summit was indeed an 
encouraging sign of a new readiness on the part of the Soviet leadership to 
discuss the problems. But its results will be judged by deeds, not
words, over the months and years ahead.

104. It is still too early to reach a definitive assessment of whether the 
substance, and not merely the style, of Soviet foreign policy has changed.
There have been many fluctuations and differences of emphasis by successive 
Soviet leaders over the years; hut the overwhelming impression of Soviet 
behaviour since the war remains one of an underlying continuity’. To under-

CHAPTER ONE : THE STRATEGIC CONTEXT



w
stand why, we must look beneath the external manifestations of Soviet 
policies to the roots from which they spring - roots that go back beyond the 
establishment of the Soviet Union in 1917.

105. For superimposed at that time on to a traditional Russian world-view 
that emphasised the prime importance of national strength, was the ideology 
of Marxism-Leninism, which saw the world in two implacably opposed camps, 
capitalist and communist, each struggling to tip the global balance (or 
'correlation of forces') in its favour, and held it as scientific truth that 
communism would ultimately triumph. Whatever changes have taken place in 
the Soviet Union over the years, this ideology, as the three quotations 
[below] illustrate, has not altered fundamentally since the founding of the 
Soviet state.nearly 70 years ago. In one respect, however, there has been a 
vital development: since the advent of nuclear weapons and the means for 
their delivery in the 1950s and 1960s, Soviet leaders have ceased to regard 
war with the West as inevitable. It is on this recognition that we must 
seek constantly to build.

I I|'As long as capitalism and socialism exist we cannot live in peace. One 
Jor the other will triumph in the end'. |
! I

V. I. Lenin.
Speech to activists of the 
Moscow Party Organisation,
1920.!['The CPSU assumed and assumes that this class struggle between the two 

[systems, capitalist and socialist, will continue in the spheres of 
[economics, politics, and obviously, ideology. It cannot be otherwise,
[because the philosophy and class objectives of socialism and capitalism 
[are opposite and irreconcilable.'
! !L. IT* Brezhnev.

Pravda,
December 1972.!|'We state again and again that the outcome of the historical competition 

[between the two systems must not be solved by military means. Our 
[commitment to the policy of peaceful coexistence is evidence of the 
[strength of the new social system and faith in its historical 
[possibilities.'
> iM. S. Gorbachev.

Victory Day speech,
May 1985.

I________________________:____________________________I



106. Against this background, the Soviet Union has attempted to improve its 
political status and extend its influence on a basis of ever-increasing 
military power. Indeed only in this respect can the country lay claim to 
superpower status. The Soviet Union maintains some five million men under 
arms, more than half of whom face Western Europe. It produces more armaments 
than all the NATO countries combined. It has developed a massive armoury of 
chemical weapons, which is quite unmatched in the West. It possesses the 
largest air force in the world. And in the last 20 years the Soviet Navy 
has been expanded from a coastal force to one capable of projecting power 
worldwide. Most significantly, the Soviet Union has undertaken a sustained 
drive first to catch up with, and then to surpass, the West in nuclear 
weaponry.

107. Over the past 12 months, the Soviet Union has maintained its substantial 
programme of modernising existing weapon systems and deploying new ones.
Among the nuclear weapons brought into service were the SS-25 mobile inter
continental ballistic missile; another Typhoon submarine with SS-N-20 missiles; 
further strategic bombers carrying cruise missiles; and more SS-20 launchers. 
Ground force enhancements have included self-propelled artillery; further 
deployment of the latest T80 tank; and new surface-to-air missiles. The 
Soviet Air Force has continued to upgrade its fighter force with, for example, 
more deliveries of the new Fulcrum aircraft. While Soviet naval improvements 
are highlighted by the number and variety of submarine deliveries, the 
construction of a new larger aircraft carrier emphasises the growing unit 
size of Soviet surface warships. More details are given in Annex A.

108. After a period of relatively slow growth between the mid-1970s and the 
early 1980s, Soviet military expenditure is now showing more substantial 
increases. There has been much speculation in the Western media about a 
possible desire by the Soviet leadership to transfer resources from defence 
to the civil sector, and indeed it is clear that difficult decisions will 
have to be made. Nevertheless, there are indications that - despite the 
implications for both future economic growth and the Soviet standard of

THE CHALLENGE FOR NATO



living - the higher annual rate of increase in defence spending seen in 
recent years will be sustained until at least the end of the decade.

109. The challenge for NATO is not simply a military one. Soviet leaders 
have never renounced the ’ideological struggle’ and have used every means 
available to propagate their own brand of Marxism, taking full advantage of 
the freedoms that exist in Western societies to further Soviet aims. These 
activities are designed to weaken the cohesion of NATO, to foster misleading 
impressions of Soviet intentions, and to channel criticisms of Western 
governments into directions that suit Soviet purposes. The new Soviet leader
ship has shown considerable dexterity in handling the Western media, and we 
can expect intensified efforts over the next few months to drive wedges 
between the NATO allies - particularly between the United States and the 
countries of Western Europe.

110. Outside Europe, the Soviet Union's attempts to shift the global 
'correlation of forces' in its favour have suffered a political set-back 
as a result of the invasion and occupation of Afghanistan, and the failure 
of the Soviet economy either to provide a suitable model for the developing 
countries or to supply aid on a scale, and of a quality, that matches the 
West's. Third World countries have increasingly turned to the West for the 
aid and trade that they need. The Soviet Union nevertheless continues to 
seek to extend its influence worldwide. Preferred techniques include the 
provision of arms and military training; the use of allies and surrogates, 
like the Cubans in Africa, the Caribbean and Central America; and, as 
opportunities arise, the active encouragement of disruptive elements in 
Third World states. In many instances a major Soviet aim is to secure access 
to overseas military facilities, such as those at Cam Ranh Bay in Vietnam, 
which now support some 25 to 30 warships and auxiliaries in the South China 
Sea, and provide a forward base for a growing number of Soviet reconnaissance 
and combat aircraft.

111. The Soviet Union presents us with the paradox of a country obsessed 
with its own security but unwilling to acknowledge the implications of its 
massive military forces for the security of others. There is, moreover, 
sufficient evidence of Soviet ruthlessness, both against internal dissent



and against what are seen as external threats, to justify a permanent degree 
of Western caution. We fully accept the Soviet Union's right to protect its 
legitimate security interests; hut Soviet objectives have all too often been 
pursued to the detriment of the security and way of life of others, as events 
in both Eastern Europe and Afghanistan have shown. That is why, whether 
Soviet actions are interpreted as bridgeheads in a communist crusade or as 
a search for security, it is essential that we and our allies continue to 
provide an adequate political and military counter-weight to Soviet nuclear 
and conventional strength. Only in this way can we be certain of protecting 
the freedom and lifestyle that we have chosen. At the same time, we must 
seek to develop a dialogue which, over a period of time, could provide a 
foundation for security at lower levels of forces on both sides.

I 11'Despite our differences with the Soviet Union, we have to talk with them. |
Q For we have one overriding interest in common: that never again should 
J there be a conflict between our peoples.*
I 9

The Prime Minister.
Speech to a joint session 
of the US Congress,
20 February 1985.

9____________________________________________________ 9
NATO'S STRATEGY FOR DETERRENCE

112. Experience has shown us that, notwithstanding its ideology, the Soviet 
Union is in practice a country with a cautious leadership. Opportunities to 
increase Soviet influence will be exploited, but only if the risks involved 
are not too great. Our task, and that of our NATO allies, is to ensure that 
there are no such risk-free opportunities.

113. NATO deters Soviet aggression through its strategy of flexible response 
and forward defence. As explained in last year's Statement, we believe that 
this strategy will continue to provide a sound basis for meeting the Alliance's 
requirements for many years ahead. There is, of course, room for debate on 
how it can best be implemented, as technological change affects both our own 
equipment and force structures and those of the Warsaw Pact. We describe in 
Chapter 3 the ways in which, through the Conventional Defence Improvements 
exercise, NATO is aiming to increase the efficiency, cost-effectiveness and 
capabilities of its conventional armed forces; while in Chapter 5 we discuss 
the United Kingdom's efforts to obtain better value for the money we spend



on defence. In Chapter 3 we also consider the developments that will result 
in a substantial reduction in the number of NATO nuclear warheads in Europe.

114. The aim of NATO strategy is the prevention of all war, both conventional 
and nuclear, and nuclear weapons will play an indispensable part in this for 
the foreseeable future. NATO is determined to strengthen the credibility
of its strategy through the efforts described later in this Statement to 
improve conventional capabilities. But the continued possession of a range 
of nuclear forces remains fundamental to our security. For the most elaborate 
conventional defences in the world would be of no use against an opponent 
who could threaten a nuclear strike with no fear of nuclear retaliation.

I I5 'No householder could assume from the fact that he had not been 
I burgled while in the house that there would be no risk of burglary 
I if he left it empty. It is no more sensible to assume that the 
I Soviet Union would behave, in a situation where it had a nuclear 
|| monopoly, as it has behaved in a situation where it knows itself to ||
1 be vulnerable to devastating nuclear retaliation. The sensible 
| conclusion in both cases is to keep the insurance policy up to 
I date.'
I - 1

Lord Carrington.
Secretary General, NATO 
Address to
the Royal Institute of 
International Affairs, 
Brussels, October 1984.

I________________________________________________ 1
THE FUTURE ROLE OF NUCLEAR FORCES

115. In the longer term, changes in force structures on both sides could 
arise either from large-scale reductions in nuclear arms, or from a new 
balance between offensive and defensive systems. At this stage it is possible 
only to speculate on the implications of such changes, and speculation does 
not provide a sound basis for defence planning.

116. On page [ ] we describe how strategic offensive forces and strategic
defences have evolved since the 1950s; while on page [ ] is an account of
the wide-ranging Soviet research programme into technologies relevant to 
defensive systems. The British Government supports research under the US 
Strategic Defence Initiative (SDI) as a prudent hedge against this Soviet



programme. On 6 December 1985 we concluded an agreement with the US Administration 
providing a framework for British participation in SDI research. This 
participation will enhance Britain’s ability to sustain an effective research 
capability in areas of technology relevant to both defence and civil programmes.

I B|THE SOVIET BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENCE RESEARCH PROGRAMME
I 1
¡1. Mature Soviet research programmes are under way in most of the fields 
|that could contribute to a defence capability against ballistic missiles:
! 1

• Lasers: The Soviet Union has an extensive research and development
(R&D) programme on high-energy lasers, which dates from the mid-1960s, | 
is carried out at over half a dozen major R&D facilities, and employs 
more than 10,000 scientists and engineers. It includes research into 
three types of gas lasers: the gas dynamic laser, the electric
discharge laser and the chemical laser, as well as other types 
including the excimer and free electron laser. Development of 
high-energy lasers could include those intended for close-range 
defence of ships at sea, for defence of high-value strategic targets
in the Soviet Union and for air defence of theatre forces. An 
airborne laser, which could have anti-satellite (ASAT) or 
air defence applications, has been tested; and the testing of a 
ground-based laser, which could be a prototype ASAT weapon, has 
also taken place.

5 1
. Particle Beam and Radio Frequency Weapons: There is a vigorous R&D

programme into particle beam weapons, and this could lead to a 
prototype space-based system by the late 1990s. Research into radio 
frequency weapons is also taking place. These have the potential 
to interfere with components of missiles, satellites or re-entry 
vehicles. Testing of ground-based radio frequency weapons capable 
of damaging satellites could take place in the mid-1990s.

B B. Kinetic Energy Weapons: These use as a kill mechanism the high
speed collision of a small mass with the target. The Soviet Union 
has a number of long-standing research programmes in this field, 
including R&D of electro-magnetic rail-guns to accelerate projectiles 
to extra high velocities. There is, however, no evidence of work 
on space-based systems.

B B• Surveillance and Target Detection: The Soviet Union possesses
a launch-detection system based on a satellite-borne infra-red 
sensor in a highly elliptic orbit. It covers US intercontinental 
ballistic missile launches but in its present form is not capable 
of detecting submarine-launched ballistic missile launches. An 
experimental geostationary satellite aimed at improving the 
performance of the current system has been launched, and there
is a strong research programme to improve capabilities in this field. 5

B B• Pointing and Tracking: Any effective defensive system against
ballistic missiles would require pointing and tracking accuracies 
of the order of one metre at ranges of 1,000 km to achieve high



A Galosh missile from the Soviet Union's anti-ballistic missile system 
(photograph courtesy of Jane's Defence Weekly)



enough energy densities. Research is continuing in this field 
associated with the Soviet space programme, but major advances 
would be necessary to provide the Soviet Union with adequate 
capabilities for weapon systems.

I
. Space Capability: All the space-borne elements of a ballistic

missile defence system will require adequate facilities for their 
launch. The Soviet Union has eight space—launch systems, which 
are used to place objects in orbit, and is developing two more: 
a medium— and a heavy-lift launch vehicle. It is also developing 
an equivalent to the US Shuttle. The new heavy-lift vehicle should 
be able to lift as much as 150 tonnes into low earth orbit, adequate 
to launch the components needed for a large manned space complex 
or elements of space-based weapon systems. With its manned space 
programmes, the Soviet Union is also acquiring experience of main
taining complex platforms in space.

I
• Command and Control: The most serious deficiency in Soviet

capability is in the electronic systems required to manage the 
operations involved in detecting, tracking and recording all 
the missile movements covered by a ballistic missile- defence 
system.

I_________________________________________________________

BRITAIN'S CONTRIBUTION TO NATO

117. Britain's security rests on the collective defence provided by the North 
Atlantic Alliance. Our defence programme must be judged in terms of its 
contribution to the cohesion and military effectiveness of NATO. As we 
describe in Chapter 3, the United Kingdom plays a crucial part in the 
European pillar of the Alliance. British defence expenditure is greater in 
absolute and per capita terms than that of any other ally except the United 
States (see Chapter 5).

118. The defence budget in 1985—86 was some £3 billion higher in real terms 
than it had been in 1978—79; this was the longest period of sustained growth 
in defence expenditure in more than 30 years. With the ending in 1985-86 of 
the Government's commitment to meet the NATO aim of 3% annual growth in real 
terms, suggestions have been made that Britain can no longer sustain all its 
defence roles and that, as a consequence, a fundamental review of defence



policies is necessary. But as the essay on page [ ] shows, there is no strategic 
case for drastic change to any one of these roles; nor is there any necessity 
for such an approach, given the massively increased resources that the Government 
has committed, and continues to commit, to defence. We therefore believe 
that there is no justification for a fundamental review of policy priorities, 
which could only be damaging to NATO's cohesion and effectiveness.

119. Choices will, of course, have to be made about relative priorities in 
the forward programme, within this established strategic framework. It is 
to be expected that - in defence as in other public expenditure programmes - 
there will be more claims for expenditure than there is cash available.
This would be true of any realistic forward projection of defence expendi
ture. The ending of the 3% commitment will sharpen choices and heighten
the need - to which the Government is fully committed - to improve the output 
from defence expenditure as a whole.

THE PROSPECTS FOR EAST-WEST RELATIONS
\

120. The security that we seek for ourselves is not security at the expense 
of the Soviet Union. There is business to be done if Moscow is prepared to 
reciprocate. The Geneva summit has set the tone for East-West relations 
this year; we sincerely hope that it will mark a lasting turn for the better.

121. There is scope, and an urgent need, to seek common ground on which to 
build a relationship that will benefit both East and West, and the British 
Government is continuing to play a leading part in the search for improvements 
in this field. During the last year, for example, the General Secretary of 
the Hungarian Socialist Workers Party, Mr Kadar, visited this country; and 
the Foreign Secretary held further extensive discussions with the Foreign 
Ministers of the Soviet Union and a number of East European countries. The 
wide differences that separate East and West cannot be reconciled overnight.
But consistent and patient contacts over time can help to build the trust
and understanding that are needed to make progress on the key security Issues 
of our age.



ESSAY

I II THE STRATEGIC DEFENCE INITIATIVE 8
I -------------------------------------------------------------------------  |

I 5
8 1. The deployment in the 1950s of substantial numbers of thermonuclearI In weapons by both the United States and the Soviet Union changed quite funda- 
0 mentally the nature of thinking on defence matters. Since a nuclear war
■ could not be won in the traditional sense, the principal question facing 
D Western defence planners in the nuclear age became how best to prevent a 
| conflict in the first place.
8 8
| 2. We and our allies have sought to do this by maintaining a defence structure | 
8 designed not to attack our opponents but to deter possible aggression, by 
| being able to respond appropriately - and if necessary massively - if we 
8 ourselves are attacked. This concept of defence by deterrence has been 
| fundamental to NATO's approach since the Alliance was founded in 1949.
8 9
■ 3. The means by which the concept has been put into practice have evolved 
8 with the passage of time. In particular, the capabilities of the weapons 8■ concerned have markedly improved. In the 1950s the threat of strategic
8 nuclear retaliation was based exclusively on manned bombers; then in the 
| late 1950s and 1960s ballistic missiles capable of launch either from land 
8 or from submarines were deployed; more recently cruise missiles have begun 
| to appear on a variety of platforms. It was, however, the ballistic missile
8 that confirmed the revolution in strategic thinking begun by the atom bomb.
n Ballistic missiles came to dominate strategic thinking and the force disposition |
9 of the nuclear powers, by virtue of the certainty with which they could I
■ penetrate defensive systems and strike their intended target, combined with
8 the appalling power of the nuclear warheads they carried.
9 8
8 8
8 4. In the 1960s both superpowers worked on the development of defensive
8 9| systems against ballistic missiles. By the early 1970s, however, the United
8 States concluded that, given the available technology, such defences were
| unlikely to be cost-effective; and the Soviet Union came to recognise that
8 it was not in its interests to become engaged in a competition with the|| United States in this sphere. They therefore agreed, in the Anti-Ballistic
8_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   I



1 Missile (ABM) Treaty of 1972 and the protocol of 1974, not to develop or 
| deploy systems for territorial defence against ballistic missiles, although 
8 one geographically-limited system each was allowed.
I I
8 8
Q 5. The effect of the ABM Treaty was to ensure that the United States and
1 j■ the Soviet Union remained open to ballistic missile attack by each other.
8 In these circumstances, both countries were vulnerable to the risk of massive s■ damage in the event of a conflict; each had an overwhelming incentive to
8 refrain from attacking the other; and both were assured, by the certainty of 8| their ability to retaliate, that they were secure from attack. This equation g
1 - encapsulated in the phrase 'Mutual Assured Destruction' - has provided the
8 I• basis of the strategic relationship between East and West since that time,
8 and the framework within which the Western Alliance has conducted its defenceI „  8| policy.
8 88 8j 6. After the ABM Treaty was concluded, the United States ceased work jj
8 on the small anti-missile system to which it was entitled under the treaty.■ ■
| The Soviet Union, by contrast, clearly continued to see a role for defensive
8 systems. It retained around Moscow the Galosh anti-ballistic missile system8 8i (see photograph), which is currently being modernised, improved and expanded
| within treaty limits. And it has continued, as allowed by the treaty, an
| extensive and wide-ranging research programme into technologies relevant to
8 defensive systems (see page [ ]).a a8 8
| 7. On 23 March 1983 President Reagan, in a speech from the White House,
| announced that he had undertaken a new initiative, designed to determine
8 whether, and if so how, advanced technologies could contribute to the security
| of the West. In his words:
8 I8 8'What if free people could live secure in the knowledge that their

security did not rest upon the threat of instant US retaliation to deter
a Soviet attack, that we could intercept and destroy strategic ballistic
missiles before they reached our own soil or that of our allies?'8 8

8 8
II 8. The Strategic Defence Initiative (SDI) - misleadingly dubbed by the
g media 'Star Wars' - is a broadly-based research programme, which brings |



I :--------------------------------------- ----j together and steps up a number of existing US projects. It is designed to
I establish whether new technologies offer the possibility of cost-effective
J and survivable solutions, especially by non-nuclear means, to the problem of
I defences against ballistic missiles. If realised, SDI would in the US view
! provide the opportunity for both superpowers to shift the relative balance
between defensive and offensive forces to a greater emphasis on defence,j while at the same time strengthening deterrence and stability.

Sr.
9. SDI naturally carries many strategic and political implications, which,

I as the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary said in a speech in March 1985,
I will require careful consideration in the years ahead. The US Administration 
I has no preconceived notions about the outcome of SDI research, although it j has made clear that any defensive systems must meet strict criteria of
survivability and cost-effectiveness before development and deployment could 

j proceed. Should defensive technologies meet these criteria, the Administration 
intends to consult and negotiate with the Soviet Union under the terms of the 

j ABM Treaty, with the aim of managing jointly a transition to a more defence- 
reliant balance of forces. It has also made clear its commitment to close 
consultation with its allies.

| 10. The British approach to the political and strategic implications of SDI 
is governed by the accord reached between the Prime Minister and President 
Reagan at their meeting at Camp David in December 1984. As explained in 
last year's Statement, they agreed that:

. the US and Western aim is not to achieve superiority, but to 
maintain balance, taking account of Soviet developments;

. SDI-related deployment would, in view of treaty obligations, have 
to be a matter for negotiation;

. the overall aim is to enhance, and not to undermine, deterrence; and

. East-West negotiation should aim to achieve security with reduced
levels of offensive systems on both sides.



| 11. The British Government supports the SDI research programme. It is essential 
S to Western security that the Soviet Union should not gain a decisive unilateral 
| advantage in any particular capability. Given the research programme in 
I defensive technologies pursued by the Soviet Union over many years - and 
! against which the improved capability provided by the United Kingdom’s Trident 
1 D5 programme is a valuable insurance - a US research programme is prudent.
II
| 12. Early in 1985, the United States invited its NATO allies and certain 
| others to participate in SDI research. Detailed discussions took place 
fl between the US and British Governments, both at Ministerial and official 
! level, to determine the nature and scope of the research that could sensibly 
1 be undertaken by British firms and institutions. In December 1985, agreement 
| was reached on an information exchange programme; on the areas in which
I British companies and institutions have relevant expertise; and on the mechanisms 
| to facilitate cooperation.
!
| 13. To provide a comprehensive basis for British participation, draft frame-
II work documentation was drawn up in the form of a Memorandum of Understanding J signed by the British and US Defence Secretaries on 6 December. This safe-
9 guards British interests in the ownership of intellectual property rights 
! and in technology transfer, and provides for consultative and review mecha- 
I nisms. British companies, universities and research institutions now have 
! the opportunity to compete on a clearly defined basis for the research contracts 
| on offer from the US Government, as well as to participate in the information
| exchange programme on a fully reciprocal basis for the mutual benefit of the
| United Kingdom and the United States.
1
II 14. To act as a focal point for British participation in SDI, a special 
H office has been set up within the Ministry of Defence, including officials 
I from both the Department of Trade and Industry and the Department of Education 
| and Science. One of the main functions of the SDI participation office will 
I be to identify and promote relevant British skills and technological capa-
jj bilities available in our industries, universities and research institutions.
I
!
I



j 15. Participation in the SDI research programme will enhance the United 
I Kingdom's ability to sustain an effective British research capability in 
areas of high technology relevant to both defence and civil programmes. It 

I opens the way for research possibilities that we could not afford on our own, 
! in technologies that will be at the forefront of tomorrow's world.
I



ESSAY
| Ij THE SEAMLESS ROBE
« ----------------  !
11 1- Britain's present military commitments were defined in 1975 after an ■
! extensive defence review and have since been reaffirmed in Cmnd 8288 and in 1I successive annual Statements. They reflect our post-war role and our reliance|| on the collective security afforded by the NATO Alliance.
J
! 2. Our contribution falls into four distinct but complementary main areas:D] the provision of an independent strategic nuclear deterrent; the defence of 
| the United Kingdom itself; our land/air contribution to the European mainland;
I and maritime operations in the Eastern Atlantic and Channel. We thus maintain 
| a wider spectrum of capabilities than any other NATO ally except the United 
S States and France. Some have questioned whether we can or should continue to 
! maintain them all, and have asked whether all our roles still have the same 
j relevance today, some ten years after they were first defined. This essay 
| considers some of the issues.

| Nuclear Forces

| 3. The Government remains firmly committed to maintaining and modernising 
Q our independent strategic nuclear capability, for reasons that were fully set 
| out in Defence Open Government Documents 80/23 and 82/1, and in the essay on 
| Trident in last year's Statement. We do not repeat the arguments here, but 
| concentrate instead on our conventional capabilities, which together account 
i for the major part of our defence expenditure.
3a
| Defence of the United Kingdom
Iaa 4. Defence of the United Kingdom is both vital in itself and essential to 
| ensuring the reinforcement and re-supply of the Continent, on which our security 
0 also depends. Any Warsaw Pact attack on Western Europe would almost certainly 
| include a substantial air offensive against targets in the United Kingdom,
Q using both missiles and manned bombers. In addition, we face the risk of 
| mining and submarine attacks around our coast, and of incursions and sabotage
a _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



B by special forces. In recognition of this, we have been making major improve- 
g ments to our air defence, and to mine countermeasures and ground defence 
8 forces earmarked for the defence of the United Kingdom. These will continue.

I European MainlandI ---"--------I
fl 5. British ground and air forces are deployed permanently on the mainland 
U of Europe in accordance with our obligations under the modified Brussels 
I Treaty of 1954. Some have argued that this is a radical reversal of 
a traditional British defence policy, and that British Forces Germany, which 
I currently consists of 55,000 troops and a tactical air force, should be 
U reduced or withdrawn.
fl
U 6. The permanent stationing of British forces on the Continent is indeed a 
B new departure in history. It is one that successive Governments have believed 
| is the most powerful symbol of our commitment to the security of Europe, and 
B the most tangible manifestation of our belief in NATO's aims and strategies.
| There are three main arguments against weakening our commitment to the Central 
B Front:
I1

. First, as Cmnd 8288 said, 'the forward defence of the Federal Republic 
is the forward defence of Britain itself'. British Forces Germany is 
a major fighting force in its own right: none of our allies is able
to assume our responsibilities for the defence of 65km of front or 
to replace our more widely spread air assets. And yet the maintenance 
of strong forces there is central to the credibility of NATO's military 
posture, on which deterrence is based.

1
. Secondly, such a move would raise serious doubts among our allies, 

both European and North American, about our continued commitment to 
NATO's strategy of forward defence and to the efforts being made to 
strengthen the Alliance's conventional capability; and would send 
quite the wrong signal to the Soviet Union about the solidarity and 
cohesion of the Alliance.

B»

I



. Thirdly, unless the forces concerned were disbanded, it would cost 
more in the short- to medium-term to bring them home, to house them

■

and to provide training areas, support and infrastructure in the 
United Kingdom than it would to leave them in the Federal Republic.
We would have less money, not more, available for enhancements to 
our other capabilities.

II| 7. The integrity of the Alliance depends on the maintenance of a credible
! collective capability to respond to aggression, and this calls for the ability9
\ to reinforce areas that come under threat. Although the United States providesj! the bulk of NATO's reinforcements, we also contribute specialist reinforcementB1 forces. This role cannot be considered in isolation from the others: for 
| example, Soviet operations on the Northern Flank would have a major impact 
D on maritime operations in the Norwegian Sea and the Atlantic and on thei| defence of the United Kingdom itself.
i
■ Maritime Forces
I0| 8. The United Kingdom depends on the freedom of the seas for its security 
I and prosperity. In particular the sea-lines of communication across the5| Atlantic, Channel and North Sea are vital to NATO's reinforcement and resupply 
U plans. Without massive movements of US and British men and material to the 
! European mainland, land battles would probably be lost.
I
I 9. The Soviet Union is well aware of all this. The Soviet navy is no longer 
| a coastal force, as it was at the end of the Second World War, but a wide—II
| ranging, highly effective, all-purpose fleet capable of threatening Western
1 interests in every part of the world, and particularly in the sea areas around •| Western Europe. To counter this threat we and our NATO allies need a balanced 
] and versatile maritime capability.
II| 10. Britain provides 70% of the ready NATO maritime forces in the Eastern 
| Atlantic and Channel and is the only European member of the Alliance able to
I contribute to all areas of maritime capability. We are in a unique position,
| historically and geographically, to make such a contribution; and we intend
II that it should continue. ___________________________



| Interdependence and Flexibility
II| 11. The elimination of any of the United Kingdom's four main NATO commitments 
[ would substantially weaken the Alliance and would thereby make this country 
| itself much less secure. But there is more to it than that. The roles cannot 
I be viewed in isolation from one another. The pervasive coverage of modern 
| surveillance systems and the increasing range of new generation weapons,
| together with new operational concepts, serve to increase the interdependence 
| of the NATO regions and to interlink areas and capabilities that have hitherto 
i been regarded as distinct.
I
| 12. We have long talked of a 'seamless robe' of deterrence. If deterrence 
| is to remain credible we must think in similar terms about NATO's commitments 
B and capabilities. For it is quite certain that the threat we face is itself 
j 'seamless': it cannot be broken down into isolated, self-contained components, 
I limited to particular geographical areas. In short, our roles and commitments 
| are today more closely interrelated that at any time in our history.
I.j 13. Moreover, although the main threat to the United Kingdom's security 
| comes from the Soviet Union and its allies, we cannot ignore possible threats 
| to our interests from elsewhere. We have always looked both to Europe and to 
1 the wider world beyond; and, as we explain in Chapter 3, we retain national 
| responsibilities, treaty obligations and economic interests outside the NATO 
| area. Where possible we aim to influence, encourage and support friends and 
| allies by economic, political and military assistance rather than by the 
] direct involvement of intervention forces. But the unexpected can happen, as 
| it did in the Falkland Islands in 1982; and if it does, we need to be able 
B to respond. We can do this by taking advantage of the flexibility and mobility 
j of the units trained and equipped to meet the spectrum of threats that we 
B face in the NATO area.B
I
I 14. None of the above is to suggest that the United Kingdom's precise 
■ contribution in each field will, or should, remain unchanged for all time.
B The threat is constantly evolving, and priorities are constantly being re- 
! defined. Nor should we ignore the significant increase in capability inherent 
1 in new generation weapon systems. All this may lead to shifts of emphasis in

I



the proportion of resources devoted to each role. But the fundamental 
importance of each role, both itself and as a contribution to the overall 
structure, will remain.



201. Arms control is an integral part of the East-West relationship, and we
are firmly committed to achieving results. On page [ ] we set out the basis
for an approach to this subject and discuss some of the issues involved. The 
following paragraphs describe recent developments and prospects for the 
future. Figure 1 shows the participants in the four sets of arms control 
talks currently in progress.

NUCLEAR ARMS CONTROL

US — Soviet Negotiations

202. The most important talks in the nuclear area are the US-Soviet negotia
tions on nuclear and space arms control, which opened in Geneva in March 
1985. The agreed aim is to work out effective arrangements for preventing
an arms race in space and terminating it on earth; for limiting and reducing 
nuclear arms; and for strengthening strategic stability. The negotiations 
are divided into three groups: on space and defence; strategic arms; and
intermediate-range nuclear forces (INF).

203. During the opening rounds, the United States put forward a number of 
proposals developed from its positions in the earlier, separate, INF 
negotiations and Strategic Arms Reduction Talks, and emphasised its desire 
to discuss the relationship between offensive and defensive forces. The
US Administration stressed its flexibility and its wish to make progress in 
all three areas without holding one hostage to another. The Soviet opening 
position was to propose a familiar series of inequitable or unverifiable 
bans and moratoria, aimed at perpetuating Soviet advantages in a wide range 
of offensive systems, including a ban on Strategic Defence Initiative (SDI) 
research. Soviet negotiators also sought to make progress in the space 
group a precondition for progress in the other two. The Soviet approach 
appeared to be to sound out the US negotiating positions; to test the degree 
of Alliance support for them; and to see if any cheap concessions could be 
gained from the West. Little progress was therefore made in the first two 
rounds of the negotiations.

CHAPTER TWO i ARMS CONTROL



Figure 1 Participants in Arms Controi Talks
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204. At thè end of September 1985, during the lead-up to the Geneva summit, 
the Soviet Union tabled specific proposals for the first time. These included 
a proposed reduction of strategic nuclear delivery vehicles by 50%; limits
on 'nuclear charges' (bombs and warheads) of 6,000; and of all the nuclear 
charges possessed by each side, a limit of 60% on the number that could be 
carried on any one type of vehicle (intercontinental ballistic missiles, 
submarine-launched ballistic missiles, or aircraft).

205. While the tabling of specific numbers was welcome, many elements of the 
Soviet proposals were one-sided. In particular, the Soviet definition of 
'strategic' systems as those weapons capable of hitting the other side's 
territory meant that US medium-range missiles and aircraft and carrier-borne 
aircraft were included, while a large number of comparable Soviet systems 
were not. This was clearly unacceptable to the United States, since it 
would have involved agreeing to US inferiority in INF or strategic systems, 
or both.

206. At the INF level, the Soviet Union proposed a halt in US INF deployments, 
the elimination of Pershing IIs, and reductions to 100-120 US ground-launched 
cruise missiles (GLCMs) over an 18-month period, and to zero in a subsequent 
phase. In return, the Soviet Union would reduce its SS-20s in Eastern Europe 
to a lével equivalent to the combined total of US GLCMs and British and 
French strategic weapons. These proposals were essentially no more than a 
variation of the familiar Soviet insistence on matching SS-20s against the 
British and French deterrents in the INF negotiations.

207. NATO's position throughout the negotiations has been that they are 
bilateral between the United States and Soviet Union, and that INF systems 
on one side should be matched against INF systems on the other. The British 
deterrent, being seaborne, strategic, and national, has no place in these 
negotiations; nor has the French. The proposals did show, however, that the 
Soviet Union now accepted that an interim INF agreement could be reached 
independently of the space and strategic areas; and also implied an acceptance 
of some level of US INF deployments, at least on a temporary basis.



208. After consultation with the NATO allies, the United States tabled 
further proposals in early November, building on the earlier US position, 
picking up the positive elements of the Soviet proposals, and including: 
endorsement of the principle of 50% reductions in strategic forces, on an 
equitable definition of ’strategic'; specific proposals for reductions in 
launcher numbers; a limit of 4,500 on ballistic missile warheads and of 
1,500 on air-launched cruise missiles; and a limit on ballistic missile 
throw-weight. At the INF level, the United States made specific proposals 
for an interim agreement, with a limit of 140 US and Soviet long-range INF 
(LRINF) missile launchers in Europe, and warhead levels of perhaps 420-450. 
There would be proportionate reductions of SS-20s in Asia, and an agreed 
global LRINF warhead limit. The British Government welcomed this move, 
which reflected Alliance consultation and demonstrated the US commitment to 
pursuing agreement at the negotiating table.

209. At the Geneva summit meeting between President Reagan and Mr Gorbachev 
last November (see Chapter 1) the two leaders agreed to the principle of 
50% reductions in the levels of both sides’ nuclear weapons, appropriately 
applied; and to the principle of an interim INF agreement. In addition they 
committed themselves to accelerating the pace of the Geneva negotiations, 
and to making progress on a wide range of other issues.

210. In January 1986, the Soviet Union tabled further proposals, including 
a wide-ranging nuclear disarmament programme: this contained some important 
new features but also a number of familiar elements which, if agreed, would 
have allowed the Soviet Union to maintain its nuclear superiority in the 
short term and increase the significance of its conventional superiority in 
the long term. On INF, the Soviet proposal to eliminate US and Soviet medium- 
range missiles in the 'European zone' was linked to provisions that the United 
States would not supply strategic and medium-range missiles to other countries 
and that Britain and France would not build up their corresponding nuclear 
armaments.

211. After close consultation with allies, the United States responded in 
February by proposing a three-phase reduction in US and Soviet long-range INF 
missiles, which would eliminate such weapons worldwide by the end of the



decade, coupled with limitations on shorter-range systems. Whereas the Soviet 
offer would have allowed the Soviet Union to retain a mobile SS-20 force in 
Asia and build up shorter-range forces targetted on Western Europe, the US 
proposals offer a realistic basis for removing the threat from long-range INF 
missiles, in a way that is consistent with the maintenance of Alliance security. 
In accordance with agreed NATO policy, the United States also firmly rejected 
constraints on British and French nuclear forces as a precondition for an 
INF agreement.

The Government's Position

212. The Prime Minister, when replying to a letter from Mr Gorbachev about 
the Soviet proposals of January 1986, made clear the Government's view that 
nuclear weapons at present make an essential contribution to preserving 
peace and stability and that East and West will continue to rely on them in 
their deterrent role for the foreseeable future. This does not mean that 
nuclear weapons cannot be reduced, but security at lower levels of armaments 
depends on realistic arms control measures which are balanced and verifiable.

213. The Prime Minister suggested to Mr Gorbachev that there should be thorough 
negotiation on strategic arms proceeding from the US proposals of November 
1985 for 50% reductions; on space and strategic defence, where the Camp David 
four points provided a good basis on which to proceed; and on INF, working on 
the basis of the US proposals of February 1986, which had the full support of 
the British Government. The conditions specified by the Soviet Union, as
they relate to British nuclear forces, are unreasonable and unacceptable.
They seek to prevent the modernisation of Britain's independent strategic 
deterrent as a precondition for a bilateral US—Soviet agreement concerning 
quite different nuclear forces. We had previously informed the Soviet Government 
that the British force is strategic in character and is the minimum size 
consistent with its role as a deterrent. If Soviet and US strategic arsenals 
were to be very substantially reduced, and if no significant changes 
occurred in Soviet defensive capabilities, we would want to review our position 
and to consider how best we could contribute to arms control in the light of 
the reduced threat.



214. The Government has stressed its willingness to explore with the Soviet 
Union the wider aspects of arms control, including the need for increased 
confidence and greater stability in the East-West relationship. We hope that 
Mr Shevardnadze will take up the Government's invitation to visit the United 
Kingdom to pursue this dialogue with the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary.
We have emphasised that nuclear arms control cannot be considered in isolation 
from the balance of conventional forces. We have welcomed the Soviet Union's 
apparent recognition of the central importance of verification and hope that 
this can be reflected in the negotiations under way in various fora concerning 
both nuclear and conventional arms control.

Non-Proliferation

215. September 1985 saw the successful conclusion of the Third Non- 
Proliferation Treaty (NPT) Review Conference. The 86 countries taking part 
reaffirmed that the Treaty was essential to international peace and security 
and expressed their determination to enhance its implementation and to 
strengthen further its authority. We strongly support the NPT, and this 
successful result - despite differing points of view - represents a renewed 
recognition of the Treaty's importance in preventing the further spread of 
nuclear weapons.

Nuclear Testing

216. While our highest priority is the achievement of reductions in levels 
of nuclear weapons, we are also committed to making progress towards a 
Comprehensive Test Ban. Notwithstanding Soviet assertions to the 
contrary, important verification problems remain unresolved, and solutions 
to these need to be more visible before negotiations can be resumed. We are 
working to resolve them at the Geneva Conference on Disarmament (CD), and in 
July 1985 tabled a paper on Seismological Verification of a Comprehensive 
Test Ban aimed at contributing to this process. Unfortunately, because of 
Soviet tactics, it has not yet proved possible to secure agreement for a 
working body of the CD to resume work on this subject.



217. In September 1984 the United States had proposed to the Soviet Union 
that the two sides exchange observers at their nuclear test sites to help 
resoive uncertainties over the monitoring of nuclear tests. The Soviet Union 
did not agree, but in July 1985 the United States invited Soviet observers to 
the US test site for the same purpose. Once again the Soviet Union was 
dismissive, but in late July Mr Gorbachev announced a nuclear testing mora
torium to run from the beginning of August until the end of 1985. He subse
quently announced a number of extensions. Such a moratorium is not verifiable, 
and previous Western experience of Soviet behaviour under a pause in testing 
gives no ground for believing that it would serve our security interests.
In contrast, President Reagan's proposal in December 1985 that US and Soviet 
experts should meet to discuss verification, and his offer in mid-March 1986 
for Soviet observers to inspect a US test, are practical measures, designed 
to make realistic progress where it is possible.

CONVENTIONAL ARMS CONTROL

218. It is perhaps not surprising, in view of the nature of the weapons 
themselves, that public discussion of arms control and security issues is 
concentrated almost exclusively on nuclear weapons and the negotiations for 
their reduction. But security and stability depend also on the balance of 
conventional forces between East and West; and non-nuclear forces account for 
by far the largest part of the total resources committed to defence. The 
United Kingdom is an active participant in a wide range of conventional arms 
control and disarmament negotiations.

219. The greatest concentration of conventional forces anywhere in the 
world is in central Europe. At the Mutual and Balanced Force Reductions 
(MBFR) talks in Vienna we continue, together with our NATO allies, to seek 
agreement on balanced and verifiable troop reductions that will enhance 
stability and security at lower levels of forces. If we are to ensure that 
both sides can have confidence in any agreement, there can be no room for 
uncertainty or mutual suspicion. We must agree both on the number of troops 
in the reductions area (Federal Republic of Germany, East Germany, Benelux,



Poland and Czechoslovakia) and on measures to ensure that, once withdrawn, 
they cannot subsequently be re-introduced without the knowledge of the other 
side. The problem is further complicated by differences in the geography of 
NATO and the Warsaw Pact (see Annex A). Although we have continued to 
offer a dialogue with the Soviet Union and its allies on these and other 
issues, they have shown no evidence of a corresponding willingness to enter 
into serious negotiations.

220. On 5 December 1985, the United Kingdom tabled a new proposal on behalf 
of the NATO participants in the negotiations. This takes up an earlier 
Eastern offer and seeks to build on areas of agreement between the two sides. 
Initial reductions of 5,000 US and 11,500 Soviet troops would be followed by 
an exchange of information on forces remaining in the reductions area and a 
three-year commitment not to increase them. During this period, confirmation 
of compliance with the terms of the agreement and confidence in the accuracy 
of the information exchanged would be established by a range of verification 
measures. By putting forward this proposal, the West has made a constructive 
attempt to break the long-standing deadlock in the talks. It is disappointing 
that, in their response tabled in Vienna on 20 February, the East made no 
corresponding move, confining themselves to a restatement of earlier and 
inadequate verification proposals.

CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS

221. The agenda for the 40-nation Conference on Disarmament in Geneva covers 
a wide range of issues, but none is more important to our security than the 
negotiations on a comprehensive and verifiable global ban on the development, 
production and stockpiling of chemical weapons. During the past year some 
progress has been made towards drafting a Convention, but major problems 
remain over verification. As in other arms control negotiations, the parties 
to an agreement must be able to satisfy themselves that others are complying 
with their obligations - in this case, to destroy all chemical weapons and 
never to manufacture them again.

222. The United Kingdom makes a particularly active contribution to these 
discussions and has tabled a number of working papers, which have been well



received. In February this year, we assumed the chairmanship of the important 
ad hoc committee on chemical weapons. We hope that this will enable us to 
provide an added impetus to reaching an agreement that will eliminate the 
threat posed by these weapons, more than 60 years after the 1925 Geneva 
Protocol banned their use in war. If no agreement is forthcoming in Geneva, 
the United States may resume the production of chemical weapons, which it 
suspended unilaterally in 1969, in order to ensure that it continues to have a 
credible deterrent against Soviet use of its massive chemical weapons stockpile.

223. We cannot afford to be complacent. We describe in Annex A the threat 
posed by the formidable Soviet chemical warfare capability; but the further 
use of chemical weapons in the Gulf War illustrates the danger posed by the 
proliferation of these weapons in the Third World. In an attempt to make 
proliferation more difficult, the British government has imposed export 
controls on a range of chemicals that might be used to manufacture chemical 
weapons. But these measures are no substitute for the negotiation of the 
global ban to which we remain committed, and which is the only long-term 
solution to the problem.

224. For many years, biological and chemical weapons were bracketted together 
for arms control purposes, but the problems of reaching agreement on an all- 
embracing treaty were such that, in 1969, in response to a British initiative, 
separate negotiations began on biological weapons. The 1972 Biological 
Weapons Convention prohibited the development, production and stockpiling of 
bacteriological (biological) and toxin weapons. It has since been signed by 
more than 100 states and will be the subject of a Review Conference in Geneva 
later this year. This Conference will need to take account of the continuing 
negotiations on chemical weapons, of recent technological developments, and
of the need to seek verification provisions for the convention which at the 
moment are wholly lacking. We shall be playing an active part both in the 
preparations for the Conference, and in the Conference itself.

CONFIDENCE-BUILDING MEASURES

225. Worthwhile arms control measures are not confined only to those involving 
reductions in force levels or the elimination of groups of weapons; a climate



of confidence and trust is essential if we are to make real progress towards 
disarmament. In an attempt to introduce greater openness, and to reduce the 
risks of a misunderstanding leading to conflict, the 35 participating states 
at the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) in Helsinki 
in 1975 agreed to notify one another in advance of all military activities 
involving more than 25,000 men. They also undertook, voluntarily and on a 
reciprocal basis, to invite observers to military manoeuvres. The United 
Kingdom has adhered to both the spirit and the letter of the Helsinki Final 
Act. We have invited observers to every exercise that has taken place above 
this threshold since 1975, the most recent being Exercise Brave Defender (see 
page [ ]). Although other NATO nations and many of the neutral and non-
aligned states of Europe were represented, as with Exercise Lionheart in 1984 
neither the Soviet Union nor any other member of the Warsaw Pact chose to attend.

226. The Conference on Disarmament in Europe (CDE) meets in Stockholm. Its 
mandate is to agree a set of mutually complementary Confidence- and Security- 
Building Measures, which will extend the scope of the Helsinki Final Act and 
reduce still further the risk of military confrontation. As in other arms 
control negotiations, our approach is closely coordinated with that of our 
NATO allies. We have together put forward proposals for the package of 
concrete measures shown in Table 1. If accepted, they would be equitable, 
verifiable, militarily significant and applicable to the whole of Europe.

227. Proposals have also been tabled by both the Warsaw Pact and the group 
of neutral and non-aligned (NNA) countries. Those of the Warsaw Pact have 
been confined for the most part to declaratory measures that would do little 
to enhance either confidence or security, while the NNA countries* proposals 
are closer to those put forward by NATO. Much useful progress has been made 
on procedural issues, and the way has been opened for drafting to begin. We 
shall continue to work for early agreement on practical measures in time for 
progress to be reviewed at the Vienna CSCE Review Conference in November 
this year.



I II Conference on Disarmament in Europe (CPE) Table 1
| Western Proposals for Enhanced Confidence- and Security-Building Measures
B Helsinki Final Act (1975)
1 “ 1

. Notification of military manoeuvres involving 25,000+ troops.
I D

. Voluntary invitation of observers to attend military manoeuvres.
B 1
| Proposals Tabled by Western allies in CDE (1984)
i : " i. Exchange of information on the structure and organisation of 

military forces in the CDE zone (Europe from the Atlantic to 
the Urals);

B B
. Forecasting and subsequent formal notification of military 

activities at a level significantly lower than 25,000;S I
. Mandatory invitation of observers to demonstrate the non

threatening nature of these activities;I !
. Compliance and verification arrangements, including occasional 

inspections, to confirm that other states are complying with 
their obligations; J

B B
. Improvement of contacts and communication between participating 

states.
I ________________________________________________________ B



8 j
j ARMS CONTROL AND DEFENCE
i----------------- !
■I 1. Arms control has been very high on the international agenda this year.J It is therefore timely to look in depth at some of the issues involved.
i !
j 2. Defence and arms control are not alternatives; as was recognised in the
I 1967 Harmel report of the North Atlantic Alliance and is enshrined in NATO 
| doctrine, they are complementary, sharing a common goal - to make the world 
j in which we live a safer one. Arms control can make us safer in several 
j ways:
0 IIj . By contributing to stability: that is, a state of affairs in which

no-one would achieve a decisive advantage by firing the first shot, or1 Irisk suffering decisive disadvantage by failing to do so. This is more 
a matter of the structure of forces, above all of nuclear forces, than1 sof numbers alone. Closely coupled with this is the achievement of g
greater understanding of, and predictability in, the strategic relationship8 8between states, and especially the superpowers.

8 9
• By limiting the arms race: it is natural for states to seek to assure 

their own security by competing with, and reacting to, others' military 
deployments. But governments have a responsibility to do what they can 
to restrain and, if possible, eliminate this competition. The reason ■
is not just to save money, so as to free resources for other priorities; 
it is also to avoid the international tensions and misunderstandings to 
which an arms spiral can give rise.

8I I| • By preventing the spread of weapons: arms control can help prevent the 
proliferation of nuclear weapons to parts of the world in which they iare not already a feature of a stable security framework; it can also 
prevent the spread of other weapons of mass destruction, such as chemical 
weapons; and can reduce the motivation of all states to acquire more 
conventional weapons than are strictly needed for their own security.8 9

ESSAY



■ 3. Arms control can only be built successfully on a perception of common
| interest, which leads to agreements that confer benefits and obligations on| ,jj all parties. It is because arms control concerns interests which are both 
1 vital and shared that agreements must be equitable, balanced and verifiable. 
| It follows that there are a number of things that arms control is not:
I
■ . It is not a means by which one side can change the force-structure

of the other, so as to gain unilateral advantage. Arms control 
agreements are only achieved when the parties perceive a common 
interest, or at least the possibility of a trade-off of interests:

I , ,it is quite unrealistic to expect one side to bargain away what it 
sees as the foundations of its security.

1
1
I . Nor is arms control a means of preserving or freezing existing 
1 unilateral advantages. Some differences arising from geography and 

other factors will always remain, but arms control agreements will 
only contribute to stability if they lead to an equitable balance of 
forces.

II
I • Arms control is not an alternative to providing the necessary means for 

defence. It complements a policy of deterrence, and can be pursued 
only on the basis of strength, not weakness.

i
1 • Nor is it an easy route to improving East-West relations. While

confidence in the strategic relationship is a good basis on which to 
build better political understanding, arms control touches the deepest1 interests and concerns of nations. It is therefore easier to achieve 
when tension is low and trust is high; indeed, agreements are more 
likely to come about as a consequence of stable international relations 
than to be a precursor of them.

1
1
¡4. Arms control is not achieved quickly but by patient - and often
■ laborious — negotiation, building a basis for common understanding. It
5 has to deal with military realities, rather than pious hopes, if it is to 
| provide a substantial basis for security at lower levels of forces. Hard 
B questions on such matters as adequate verification need to be answered, notI

I



j by-passed. The ideal is seldom within easy reach, but it is important not 
| to give up on that.account. The complete abolition of nuclear weapons, for j example, is not a realistic prospect in the foreseeable future; nor, in the 
1 conventional field, is an agreement on the wholesale reduction of forces, 
j Steps towards arms control must for the present be more modest; but they are 
| nonetheless vital.

'I
| 5. Chapter 2 contains many examples of how the United Kingdom helps in J this process. We can best contribute not by unilateral gestures, which call 
| into question our commitment to our own security and provide no guarantee of J an adequate response; but by a sustained effort within the Alliance framework,
| including close consultation with the United States in the context of their 
J bilateral negotiations with the Soviet Union.
1
6* Our record is good. We have played a leading role in the most recent

| initiative in the Mutual and Balanced Force Reduction talks in Vienna; we
| have contributed much to the highly important negotiations on chemical weapons
| in Geneva; we have made major inputs into the Non-Proliferation Treaty Review
| Conference in Geneva, and the Conference on Disarmament in Europe in Stockholm;
f and we have played a significant part in promoting dialogue with the Sovietjj Union and its allies* We sincerely want progress, and we very much hope 
I that the coming months will see substantive steps taken towards a safer and 
■ more stable world.
II

I



301. The security of the United Kingdom is inseparable from that of our 
NATO allies. Successive Governments have recognised that the Alliance - 
whose Treaty enshrines the principle that an attack on one is considered an 
attack on all - provides the best guarantee of our security, and have re
affirmed our commitment to collective defence. In last year's Statement we 
discussed NATO's deterrent policy and its strategy of flexible response: the 
major contribution that we make to the Alliance helps to ensure the continued 
credibility of that strategy.

302. Crucial to NATO is the transatlantic relationship. There is no 
substitute for the commitment and contribution to collective security 
represented by the presence of substantial US and Canadian forces on 
European soil. At the same time, as was recognised in the 1974 Ottawa 
Declaration on Atlantic Relations, the forces of the European allies serve to 
defend both Europe and North America. NATO has long recognised the 
importance to common defence of maintaining a strong and cohesive European 
pillar.

THE EUROPEAN PILLAR

303. The current European contribution to NATO is a strong one. As we 
explained last year, the European allies collectively provide the major part 
of the ready forces stationed in Europe and of the warships in the Atlantic 
and European waters. Annex A describes the major improvements being made to 
European ground, air and naval forces.

304. The United Kingdom forms a vital part of this European pillar. In 
addition to our capability for the defence of the home base, we maintain 
substantial ground and air forces in Central Europe and provide the largest 
European naval contribution to the Eastern Atlantic and Channel. We also 
provide specialist reinforcement forces, in particular for NATO's Northern 
Flank; and make available facilities and support to forces from across the 
Atlantic. The range and extent of our contribution is illustrated in 
Figure 2.

CHAPTER THREE; BRITAIN IN EUROPE AND NATO



Figure 2 The British Contribution to Defence in Europe

Central and Northern Europe2
Among European 

nations'
Among NATO 
as a whole'

Main Battle Tanks 15% 10%
Anti-tank Guided Weapons3 25% 15%
Air Defence Aircraft 45% 30%
Ground Attack Aircraft 30% 20%
Manpower (active duty personnel) 25% 20%

The Atlantic and Channel4
Carriers 100% 40%
Submarines5 60% 30%
Destroyers/Frigates 60% 30%
Maritime Aircraft 80% 30%

Notes
Figures show the British contribution In each category as an approximate percentage of that of the European members of NATO and of 
NATO as a whole.
1. Excluding France and Spain.
2. Rgures relate to In-place forces stationed In Central and Northern Europe In peacetime.
3. Includes crew-served and/or mounted ATGW.
4. The calculation of maritime forces Includes those (mainly US Navy) based In the Western Atlantic.
5. Excluding SSBNs.



II 1II Host Nation Support
8 -------------  88 1. Like other European NATO nations, particularly the Federal Republic 
8 of Germany, Britain contributes to the common defence by supporting the 
8 stationing of allied forces in peacetime. Peacetime support includes 8
8 making available surplus land and buildings for the stationing of NATO 
8 forces, together with certain training facilities. The value of such 
8 support, though difficult to quantify, is considerable.8 85 2. No less important is the provision made for the reinforcement 
8 that would be required in Europe from North America in a crisis. The 
J US/UK Lines of Communication (LOC) Arrangement, drawn up in 1973, 
j permits the United States to establish, operate and maintain lines of 
J communication and ancillary facilities in this country as part of its 
8 NATO obligations.
0 883. We have agreed to ensure that requests for facilities will be 
8 considered, provided that the British Government always has priority in 
8 using national resources and that costs are borne by the US Government.
8 All plans to use civilian resources are drawn up in close consultation 
8 with other Government Departments, as well as relevant civilian 
8 authorities.I 8
I 4. Because peacetime medical facilities might prove inadequate for 
8 wartime needs, the United States is establishing its own contingency 
8 hospitals. These are pre-positioned hospital units in kit form, which 
8 would be activated in a crisis and would thereby reduce the burden on the J 
8 National'Health Service. These hospitals will be equipped, manned and 
| financed by the US Government.8________________________________________________ 8
European Defence Cooperation

305. Our policy is further to strengthen the European pillar of the Alliance 
by both bilateral and multilateral cooperation. We attach great value to 
our close links with other allies in Europe and to the work of the organisa
tions devoted to European defence cooperation: as Table 2 shows, the United 
Kingdom is a member of all the principal European security groupings. During 
the past twelve months, the nations of Europe have shown, through cooperation 
in practical ways, their firm commitment to their own defence. A particular 
effort has been made to strengthen equipment collaboration through the work 
of the Independent European Programme Group (IEPG), which is discussed in 
paragraphs 310-311 below.



306. Within. NATO, the Eurogroup carries out useful work in a wide variety 
of areas. Eurogroup Defence Ministers meet twice a year to discuss 
defence and security issues, and to direct the work of a number of sub
groups promoting collaboration between the European allies in such diverse 
areas as training, logistics, communications, operational concepts and 
military medicine. The Eurogroup also plays a valuable role in bringing 
European defence activities to the notice of a wider public, particularly in 
North America. Last year saw two speaking tours of the United States, con
ducted by panels of military and civilian speakers; and, in September, a 
successful meeting of information experts from the Eurogroup countries.

307. In last year's Statement we described the decision taken by Ministers
to reactivate the Western European Union (WEU) and to reform its institutions. 
The WEU provides a unique forum for bringing together both Foreign and Defence 
Ministers of the seven member states to develop a European consensus on issues 
of broad political and strategic concern. Ministers met in Bonn and Rome in 
April and in November, and agreed to set up three new agencies, under the 
collective title of Agencies for Security Questions, to carry forward the 
detailed work of the WEU. They have now been established and have begun 
their studies into arms control and disarmament, security and defence 
questions, and armaments cooperation.

308. The last year has also seen, in December, agreement by Heads of the 
European Community member states on the principles of the new Treaty on 
European Political Cooperation. This requires them to-coordinate the 
political and economic aspects of security, without impeding the work of 
either NATO or the WEU. The United Kingdom will be fully involved in 
this work.
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309. We have stressed in recent Statements that the NATO countries, if they 
are to make the best use of resources, must share the costs of modern equip
ment through effective collaboration. The thrust towards European collabora
tion stems from a number of factors, including pressure from the United 
States for Europe to make a greater, and more coordinated, contribution to 
the common defence; and a growing European recognition that a stronger and 
more cohesive effort within Europe will strengthen the Alliance as a whole, 
by reducing wasteful duplication of effort and increasing standardisation, 
while at the same time enhancing the strength of the European defence 
industrial base.

310. The principal multilateral forum for European defence equipment 
collaboration is the IEPG. Defence Ministers in the IEPG have stressed that 
if we are to succeed in making the most of collaboration, we must improve on 
the ad hoc arrangements under which collaborative projects have been generated 
in the past. A systematic approach requires us to:

- harmonise operational concepts, requirements and timescales, 
bringing Ministers into the process at an earlier stage;

- extend collaboration to cover the research stages before 
projects are begun; and

- encourage a more competitive European defence industry 
generally.

311. IEPG Ministers met in London in June 1985 and (with the assumption
by Spain from the Netherlands of the IEPG chairmanship) met again in Madrid 
in April 1986. They have been able to record substantial progress in all 
three areas:

EQUIPMENT COLLABORATION



- Harmonisation of requirements: the main responsibility for
following this up falls on Panel 1, which Britain chairs. This 
is making good progress: in the past year five outline European 
staff targets (the first in the history of the IEPG) have been 
agreed; these include sonar equipment, which is of particular 
interest to the United Kingdom. Studies are also under way in a 
large number of other equipment areas.

- Collaborative research: discussions are taking place on a range 
of potential cooperative technology projects (CTP), and
there are good prospects that a significant number will be 
launched during 1986. The United Kingdom and Spain have 
already agreed the first CTP on explosives injection moulding, 
and other projects are expected to follow in the near future.
The United Kingdom hosted a conference of Directors of 
National Research and Development Establishments in February 
1986. Its aim was to achieve a better mutual understanding 
between IEPG countries on the ways in which defence research 
and development are carried out, and to encourage better 
communication in an effort to achieve greater interdependence 
in research programmes.

- Improving competitiveness: a study is being undertaken by an
independent group of experts within the IEPG into ways of 
improving the competitiveness of the European armaments industry. 
The results will be presented by the study team towards the end 
of 1986. In the meantime Defence Ministers' intention that 
there should be wider application of competition is being reflec
ted in the negotiation of project arrangements.

312. These efforts to improve collaboration between the European members of 
NATO are not an alternative to transatlantic cooperation but, on the contrary, 
enable Europe to cooperate more effectively on an equal footing with the 
United States. The last year has seen useful progress in equipment collabora
tion between the European and American members of the Alliance. The US 
Congress has passed two amendments designed to encourage collaboration



with Europe: the Nunn amendment to the 1986 Defence Authorisation Bill set
aside $200 million for collaborative research and development; while the 
Quayle amendment to the Arms Export Control Act and to Title 10 of the United 
States Code removed some of the administrative obstacles to cooperation.
In addition, the US Secretary of Defense has issued instructions to ensure 
that the possibilities of procuring equipment collaboratively with allies 
are fully considered within the Department of Defense.

313. These moves have been welcomed by NATO Ministers. In December 1985 
they launched a new Improvement Strategy for Armaments Cooperation, which 
recognised that the will to collaborate more effectively in the development 
and production of defence equipment existed in full measure in NATO and that 
the essential need was to find effective means to translate that will into 
practice. Ministers agreed that greater efforts should be made towards both 
the coordination of operational requirements and the sharing of research in 
militarily useful emerging technologies. They also accepted that development 
of intra-European and transatlantic cooperation should go forward in parallel. 
For without a strengthened and more competitive European technological and 
industrial base, wider transatlantic cooperation in the development of advanced 
systems and a more effective European effort will be difficult to achieve.
The corollary is that Europe will hope to compete more effectively with the 
United States in NATO and world markets.

314. It is by results that collaboration is judged. But defence research, 
development and production form a long process - as much as 15 years from 
conception to entry into service of a major item of equipment - and therefore 
take time to come to fruition. There have, nonetheless, been a large number 
of successful projects over the years; and encouraging progress has been 
made, as described [below], on projects in hand during the last year.
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j European Collaborative Projectsi , !|| . A major achievement has been the agreement between the United Kingdom, || 

the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy and Spain to proceed with 
project definition for a European Fighter Aircraft (EFA). This 
began in September 1985 and is due for completion in the middle of 
this year. EFA is the most complex and technologically advanced 
collaborative project since the United Kingdom, Germany and Italy 
collaborated on Tornado - and will benefit from the experience of the || 
Tornado programme. The possibilities for cooperation between the 
industries of the EFA countries and of France on aspects of EFA and 
Rafale are being studied, as are the prospects for using components 
in common with US aircraft.8 f| . Tornado itself achieved a major success in 1985, when the first
export sales to Oman and Saudi Arabia were agreed (see Chapter 5).

i !] . Development of the Anglo-Italian EH101 civil/naval ASW helicopter J
is going well, and the first prototype is due to fly within the 
next year.

1 !| . We expect to make a decision later this year on full development of
the third-generation anti-tank guided weapon system (TRIGAT) with our J
French and German partners; agreement has been reached with five otherJ
European nations (Belgium, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands and Spain)
for their participation in the next phase.

1 !| . A feasibility study for a NATO helicopter for the 1990s (NH 90)
began in September 1985 and is due to last 14 months; the United
Kingdom, France, Germany, Italy and the Netherlands are
participating.1 !| . Efforts will be made, together with France, Germany, Italy and the
Netherlands, to define a single harmonised requirement for a
battlefield helicopter for use by the armies of the five nations.

I___________________________________________   i

|   J
j Transatlantic Collaborative Projectsi , J. The US version of the joint UK/US second generation Farrier

aircraft has now entered service; production of the first batch 
of the British version, the Harrier GR5, is under way, and the 
aircraft is expected to enter service in 1988. Negotiations are 
also well advanced on a further joint development to give both 
the British and the US aircraft a full night attack capability.

1 . J . The feasibility study for the NATO Frigate Replacement, in which 
the United States and Canada are collaborating with six European 
countries, including the United Kingdom, was completed in October 
1985. Decisions on the next phase will be taken this year.

1 I



The Multiple-Launch Rocket System, 
cooperation within NATO (photographan example of transatlantic defence courtesy of Hunting Engineering Ltd)



| . It has also been agreed that European production of the US-
developed multiple-launch rocket system (by the United Kingdom,
France, the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy) will begin 
during 1987; and the collaborative development of the terminally- 
guided warhead for that system (United States, United Kingdom,
France and Germany) which began in 1984, is proceeding well.

II________________________________________________1
NATO DEFENCE PLANNING 

Conventional Defence Improvements

315. Much has been done over the years to improve the quality of NATO’s 
conventional defences, chiefly through equipment modernisation. The past 
twelve months have seen further significant steps. As was foreshadowed in 
last year's Statement, Ministers endorsed an initial report on Conventional 
Defence Improvements (CDI) when they met in May 1985. The report identified 
key deficiencies that could, if not corrected, threaten NATO's ability to 
implement its strategy.

316. The report also highlighted areas on which attention will need to be 
concentrated to provide the greatest return. It emphasised that:

- special efforts should be made to acquire more ammunition stocks 
for selected battle-decisive systems;

NATO should continue to exploit the most advanced emerging 
technologies for defence purposes;

- more emphasis needs to be placed on planning over a longer period, 
and on coordinating the different elements of planning, so that 
resources can be distributed in a more balanced way.

317. The Conceptual Military Framework (CMF), which was endorsed by 
Ministers in December 1985, is an important step forward. In an era of 
scarce resources and rising defence costs, we need clear advice from the 
NATO military authorities on their requirements and relative priorities for 
maintaining an adequate defence posture in the longer term. The CMF provides 
such advice: it sets out the basic requirements of NATO strategy, and allows 
planners to see where resources could be most usefully spent. As such, it 
will be used by NATO and by individual nations as the basis for their long
term defence and armaments planning.



318. Much of NATO's work on improving conventional defences will take
time to come to fruition, and sustained effort and commitment will be needed. 
But there has been important progress. At their December meeting, Ministers 
welcomed this and indicated that they expected a steady pattern of improve
ments. Work under way includes steady modernisation of equipment and exploi
tation of emerging technology. Following the decision in December 1984 to 
double the NATO infrastructure budget and to increase the number of hardened 
aircraft shelters, planning is well advanced to increase the pace at which 
infrastructure projects can be completed; some 90% of the budget will be 
spent on CDI-related projects.

319. This special effort to strengthen the credibility of NATO strategy and 
enhance its conventional forces will continue. It will require an even 
greater emphasis within NATO on making better use of resources and on improved 
cooperation and coordination of the various planning activities.

Nuclear Policy

320. NATO remains committed to the maintenance of a full range of nuclear 
forces to contribute to deterrence. In the absence of an effective arms 
control agreement, it has continued to modernise its longer-range intermediate 
forces by the deployment of Pershing II and ground—launched cruise missiles 
(GLCMs) in Europe, in accordance with the 'twin track' decision on modern
isation and arms control taken in December 1979.

- The operational deployment of 108 Pershing II missiles in the 
Federal Republic of Germany has now been completed.

- In the United Kingdom the deployment of six flights of GLCMs at 
RAF Greenham Common has been completed; and construction work at 
RAF Molesworth, which will provide a second base for cruise 
missiles, has now begun.

- The deployment of GLCMs in Italy began in 1984; Belgium 
deployed its first flight in March 1985; and the Netherlands



government decided on 1 November 1985 to proceed with the 
deployment of GLCMs on its territory.

321. The Alliance has also been continuing its consideration of the other 
elements of its nuclear forces based in Europe. When they met at Montebello 
in Canada in October 1983, NATO Defence Ministers decided to approve the 
conclusions of a report from their High Level Group of officials, which 
recommended substantial reductions in the numbers of NATO nuclear warheads 
deployed in Europe. As a result these numbers will be reduced by some 2,400 
from the 1979 level. Ministers invited the Supreme Allied Commander in 
Europe (SACEDR) to prepare a plan for the reductions and to ensure the 
continued effectiveness and survivability of the reduced stockpile.

322. SACEUR presented his report to NATO's Nuclear Planning Group when it 
met in March 1985 in Luxembourg, and it was considered by NATO Ministers in 
October in Brussels. The report emphasised the continuing importance of 
maintaining a full range of effective nuclear-capable forces, including 
aircraft, missiles and artillery, in support of NATO's strategy of flexible 
response. It also made a number of specific recommendations, which SACEUR 
is now pursuing in coordination with the nations concerned. In some 
areas the need for action will not arise for many years, and no early 
decisions are therefore required. In other areas, SACEUR's proposals for 
reductions and improvements require early decisions or are already being 
processed. For example, NATO's atomic demolition munitions have already
been withdrawn, and Nike Hercules surface—to—air missiles will be progressively 
replaced by conventionally-armed Patriot missiles. No decisions affecting 
the modernisation of weapon systems in service with British forces have been 
made, but discussions are taking place about a number of recommendations 
made by SACEUR to improve their survivability and effectiveness in the longer 
term.

CHEMICAL WEAPONS

323. We describe in Annex A the formidable offensive chemical warfare (CW) 
capability possessed by the Soviet Union, and the measures currently being 
taken to protect our forces against attack. In the United States the President



established in January 1985, at the request of Congress, a Chemical Warfare 
Review Commission to consider the adequacy of the US CW posture, and in 
particular to look at whether the existing US stockpile should be modernised 
by the production of binary munitions (weapons in which two chemical ingre
dients mix in flight to produce the chemical agent). Other nations were 
approached for their views. The British Government expressed concern about 
the scale of the CW threat from the Warsaw Pact and emphasised that NATO 
should continue as a first priority to work urgently for a total ban on all 
aspects of CW. We noted that US moves towards modernisation would underline 
to the Soviet Union the benefits of reaching early agreement on such a ban, 
and reiterated the need to uphold NATO's deterrent strategy of flexible 
response.

324. The Commission's report, which was published last June, concluded that 
modernisation of the US CW stockpile would be more likely to encourage 
negotiations for a comprehensive ban than to hinder them. The Commission 
believed that the ability to retaliate in kind was necessary to deter the 
Warsaw Pact from using chemical weapons and that, although the existing US
CW stockpile provided a deterrent, it was becoming less reliable. It concluded 
that the US Administration's proposed modernisation programme would be an 
essential first step to the provision of a credible deterrent.

325. In December 1985, the US Congress approved funding in 1986 for the 
production, but not final assembly, of new binary chemical weapons, subject
to a number of conditions, including the requirement that the US Administration 
consult other NATO nations about its intentions. The Congressional decision 
permits the final assembly of complete binary weapons after 1 October 1987, 
but only if the United States has not entered into an arms control agreement 
by that date. Chapter 2 describes efforts that are being made at the 
Conference on Disarmament at Geneva to conclude a comprehensive and verifiable 
global ban on chemical weapons. There is no reason why, with goodwill on 
both sides, such an agreement should not be reached before then.



326. Although the commitment to NATO lies at the heart of our defence policy, 
British interests are not confined to the Treaty area. We have formal respon 
sibilities for the defence of our remaining Dependent Territories around the 
world; in most overseas countries there is a resident British community; our 
political and economic links are worldwide, and so are our trade routes.

327. We therefore have a legitimate interest in promoting stability in many
parts of the world, as well as a responsibility to provide garrisons in a 
number of places overseas. Our wider activities also make their own contribution 
to the security interests of the Alliance, which benefits from the flexibility 
and mobility of units trained to meet a wide spectrum of threats: our out-of
area capabilities, details of which are given in Chapter 4, provide protection- 
not only against threats to British national interests but also against 
challenges to the security of the West as a whole.

Commitments Overseas

328. Our main overseas presence is in the Falkland Islands, Fong Kong,
Belize, Brunei and Cyprus. The garrison in the Falklands reflects the 
continuing need for a military presence sufficient to deter aggression and 
to defend the Islands against attack. The new airport at Mount Pleasant was 
opened by HFH Prince Andrew in May 1985. We plan to concentrate major elements 
of the garrison there, and this will bring useful operational benefits as
well as financial and manpower savings. We have already cut transport costs 
by over £25 million a year, and since the new runway will enable us to reinforce 
the garrison rapidly if need be, we should be able to achieve a further 
reduction in force levels without diminishing our ability to defend the 
Islands.

329. Until 1997 Britain will have full responsibility for the defence and 
internal security of Hong Kong, and will maintain the necessary forces there.
We announced in September 1985 our decision to revert in 1987 to the force 
level that existed up to 1980 — a decision that was taken after full consul
tation with the Hong Kong Government and shows our confidence in the colony’s

BEYOND THE NATO AREA



stability. This means that we shall be disbanding the 2nd battalion 7th 
Gurkha Rifles, which was formed in 1980 as a temporary addition to the garrison 
to combat an upsurge in illegal immigration and was, in consequence, never 
established at the same level as the other Gurkha battalions. Its disbandment 
has no implications for the long-term viability of the Brigade of Gurkhas: 
we intend that there shall be a continuing role for the Gurkhas within the 
British Army after 1997.

330» The British forces in independent Belize and Brunei are not there to 
defend sovereign British interests but at the request of the host governments, 
who value their presence as a major contribution to national security. In 
return, our troops benefit from the varied experience of operating in a 
challenging environment, often in remote jungle conditions - experience that 
itself helps to maintain the preparedness of our forces for operations else
where in the world. Their readiness and flexibility were amply demonstrated 
in September and November when British forces from Belize went to Mexico City 
to assist in earthquake relief operations and to Colombia to help in disaster 
relief following the destruction of the town of Armero (see Chapter 6).

331. The Sovereign Base Areas in Cyprus play an important role in supporting 
peacekeeping operations in the region - particularly the United Nations Forces 
in Cyprus (UNFICYP) and Lebanon (UNIFIL) and the Multinational Force and 
Observers (MFO) in Sinai. They also provide our forces with excellent training 
opportunities that are not readily available elsewhere.

Military Assistance Overseas

332. A less dramatic, but very important, element in promoting regional 
stability is the wide range of military assistance programmes that we run to 
help friendly nations to maintain effective defence forces. These programmes 
not only help to foster good relations with the countries involved; they also 
contribute to an improved climate of regional security from which we derive 
other benefits, both direct and indirect. Last year nearly 700 British 
Servicemen were in loan service appointments in countries outside NATO, and 
nearly 4,000 non-NATO overseas students were trained at military establish
ments in the United Kingdom.



333. Both the nature and the scope of our assistance vary enormously. At 
one end of the spectrum we have had a single Warrant Officer in Papua New 
Guinea; at the other, substantial teams in the Gulf, Brunei and Zimbabwe.
Yet they all share in promoting goodwill and stability and, as a consequence, 
earn a degree of appreciation from their hosts and other regional governments 
which often far outweighs the scale of direct aid that we can provide. For 
example, our success in training the Zimbabwe National Army since 1980 has 
generated a request - which we are now meeting - for another small team to be 
set up in Zimbabwe to train soldiers from the Mozambique Army.



HOW NATO WORKS

1. The North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) is an association of 16 
free and sovereign nations, which have joined together to preserve their 
security through mutual self-defence. But the organisation is more than a 
military alliance; and it does not base its security on military strength 
alone. It also provides for continuous cooperation and consultation in 
political, economic and other non-military fields and aims to foster a 
constructive relationship between all nations. The signatories of the North 
Atlantic Treaty are pledged, for example:

. to settle international disputes by peaceful means, as set out in 
the United Nations Charter (which reserves the right of self- and 
collective defence);

• to refrain from the threat or use of force in any way that would 
would be inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations; and

• to eliminate conflict in their economic policies and encourage 
international economic cooperation between their countries.

Consultation in NATO

2. NATO members consult regularly both on issues directly involving the 
Alliance or its members, and on developments elsewhere in the world. The 
search for better East-West relations is at the forefront of Alliance policies, 
and NATO’s position on arms control and disarmament measures is developed 
through frequent and intensive discussion. On the defence side, consultation 
is concerned primarily with determining force requirements, coordinating 
national defence efforts in accordance with NATO goals and objectives, and 
setting up the infrastructure needed to enable the forces of member nations
to operate. Members also consult on such matters as the arrangement of 
joint training programmes and exercises.

ESSAY



3. There are three principal consultative bodies in the Alliance:

. The North Atlantic Council (NAC) is the highest forum for consul
tation and decision-making. Ministers of Foreign Affairs meet 
twice a year, and from time to time the Council also meets at 
Heads of Government level.

. With the withdrawal of France from the military side of the Alliance 
in 1966, the Defence Planning Committee (DPC), which had been 
established in 1963, became the coordinating and decision-making 
body for all military matters. It meets twice a year at the level 
of Ministers of Defence.

. Defence Ministers also meet in the Nuclear Planning Group (NPG), in 
which 14 countries now participate.

These bodies also meet regularly between Ministerial sessions at the level of 
Permanent Representatives (Ambassadors).

4. All meetings of the NAC, DPC and NPG are chaired by the Secretary General, 
who is responsible for promoting and directing the process of consultation
in the Alliance, and has the authority to offer to mediate between member 
nations in cases of dispute. He is assisted by an integrated international 
staff. As Figure 3 [below] illustrates, there are also specialist committees, 
which provide detailed advice to the NAC and DPC on a range of issues.

5. The Military Committee is the highest military authority in the Alliance. 
It is composed of the Chiefs of Staff of all member nations except France 
(which has only observer status and is represented by the Chief of the French 
Military Mission) and Iceland (which has no armed forces of its own). The 
Chiefs of Staff meet when necessary, but at least three times a year. At 
other times, the Committee is composed of Permanent Military Representatives 
appointed by the Chiefs of Staff. The Military Committee, assisted by an 
integrated international military staff, has as its main responsibilities 
advising the Council and DPC on the military measures needed for the common 
defence of the NATO area, and giving broad strategic direction to the Major
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NATO Commanders. It is also responsible for a number of NATO military agencies, 
including the NATO Defence College in Rome.

The NATO Commands

6. The North Atlantic Treaty area is divided among three Commands, each
under the authority of a Major NATO Commander: the Supreme Allied Commander
Europe (SACEUR); the Supreme Allied Commander Atlantic (SACLANT); and the 
Allied Commander-in-Chief Channel (CINCHAN). Figure 4 shows how the NATO 
area is divided between these Commands. The Major NATO Commanders are 
responsible for: developing defence plans for their respective areas; deter
mining force requirements; and deploying and exercising forces under their 
command.

7. Forces of member countries generally remain under national control in 
peacetime. But some, for instance certain air defence units on constant 
alert, are placed under NATO's operational control, and some form the integrated 
staffs assigned to the NATO Commands. Additional forces would transfer to
NATO Commands in time of crisis, while others are earmarked to join these 
Commands in wartime.

Defence Planning in NATO

8. The Alliance seeks to coordinate national defence plans in the light of 
NATO's common defence requirements. There are three key stages in the Alliance 
planning system:

. First, political directives for defence planning are developed and 
issued in the Ministerial Guidance approved by Defence Ministers in 
the DPC. This is updated every two years.

. Secondly, a year later, specific military planning targets are set 
for member nations in the form of Force Goals covering a six-year 
period. They, too, are updated every two years.



Figure 4 The NATO Commands
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. Finally, against the background of the latest Ministerial Guidance 
and Force Goals, a review is carried out annually of the forces made 
available by nations during the current year and their plans for the 
next five years. This leads up to Defence Ministers* adoption at 
a DPC meeting in December of a common NATO Force Plan for a five- 
year period.



ROLES, FORCES AND EQUIPMENT

401. In last year’s Statement we described in some detail the structure,
deployment and equipment programmes of the Services, including not only the 
regular forces but also the reserve forces and the United Kingdom's merchant 
fleet. But credible deterrence does not depend just on organisations and 
deployments: in the last resort, what counts is the perceived ability of
our armed forces to take swift and effective action when the need arises.
As well as covering force structures and equipment programmes, therefore, 
this chapter describes some of the ways in which the Services might carry 
out such action and the tactics they might employ.

EQUIPMENT

402. Since 1979, as Table 3 shows, a substantial quantity of new equipment 
has been ordered for the armed forces. In 1985-86 much of this equipment 
came into service, and more new orders were placed, as is illustrated in 
Tables 4, 5 and 6:

- Table 4, covering Royal Navy equipment, shows that the programmes 
to modernise the submarine and surface fleets have been maintained 
in 1985-86, several new platforms, equipment and aircraft having 
been ordered or brought into service.

- Table 5 illustrates the steady progress being made to improve and 
update the Army's equipment, especially its armoured vehicles, 
artillery, air defence, small arms and communications equipment.

- Table 6 shows that the RAF's major re-equipment programmes 
are continuing to come into effect, and that new, advanced 
weapons as well as aircraft are being accepted into service.

CHAPTER FOUR:



Table 3 Major Equipment ordered since 1979 11
Royal Navy

T~
Armyi

nrii RAF
I1I

Submarines 1 Tanks 1Strike/Attack 1
!

Nuclear-Powered Challenger Regiments
1

6 1 Tornado GR 1 73
!
!Fleet Submarines 5 Challenger ARRV, Regiments' 1worth 6 1Offensive Support 1Type 2400 Diesel 120mm ammunition Full | !Submarines 4 operational | Harrier GR5 62(3)|

1 stocks 1 1Frigates I APCs |Air Defence 5
Type 22 8 1

Warrior Battalions
1

12 1 Tornado ADV 162
!5Type 23 1 Saxon Battalions I 11 1 i Phantom F4J 15 11
lMCMVs

1
1Field Artillery I Transport/Tankers

Hunt Class 8 i MLRS Regiments
1

3 1 VC10 9(1)!
River Class 12 I BATES 1 system | Tristar 9 lSRMH 1 1 1 BAe 146 2 I|Air Defence Batteries 1 HS 125 6 !Patrol Craft 1 1 Chinook 5Rapier Field Standard B2 2 1 Helicopter 8 1Coastal Training Tracked Rapier 4 1 1Class 15 Javelin Launchers (2) 12 1 Basic Trainer 5

Naval Aircraft
1
I Infantry Weapons

1
1 Tucano 130 !1

Sea Harrier FRS1 23
1

SA80
1

175,000 1 11Harrier T4 3 51mm Mortar 2,400 1 !Sea King Mk5 13 1 1
Sea King AEW 8 I Surveillance 1 1Sea King Mk4 21 1 !Lynx Mk 2/3 10 1 Milan Night Sight 1,275 1 IJetstream Mk 2/3 4 1

1
1
1

!
II

Skynet Communications
1
1

1
1

J
Satellites^) 3 1

1
1

1
1
1 1

Notes: 1
II1. Conversions of existing aircraft. 12. Includes Territorial Army. 13. Includes two prototypes. II4. The satellites will be used by all three Services. \



Table 4 Royal Navy Equipment

Submarines
1
1
Numbers brought into | 

service 1985-86
Numbers

1985-
ordered
-86

Nuclear-powered 
Fleet Submarines

1
1
11

1
1 | 

1
1

Type 2400 Submarines
1
11 1 3

Carriers
1
11

1
11

ASW Carriers
1
11

1
1 | 1 -

Destroyers
1
1

1
1I

Type 42
1
1I

1
2 1 -

Frigates
1
1

1
1

Type 22 1
1

1
1 | 

1
-

MCMVs
1
1

1
11

Hunt Class 
[River Class

1
1
1I

1
2 1 
[7] I

2

Single-Role
Mine-hunter

1
1
11

1
11

1

Patrol Craft
1
11

1
11

[Coastal Training 
Class

1
1
1

1
1

[4] 1 -
Naval Aircraft

1
11

1
11

Sea Harrier FRS1
1
!1 14 -

Sea King Mk5
1
11

i
i i -

Sea King AEW
1
1

1
2 1 1 -

Sea King Mk 4
1
11

1
4 I 9

Lynx Mk 2/3
1
11 1 7

Jetstream Mk 2/3
1
1

i
2 1 1

-



Other Naval Equipment Ordered in 1985-86
Skynet Communications Satellite
Sea Dart: production of further missiles
Sting Ray Torpedoes: main production order
ESM for submarines: development and production of improved

systems for retrofitting to Oberon and 
Valiant/Churchill class submarines

Sonar 2031: inboard electronics for towed-array sonar
for ships

Sonar 2046: inboard electronics for towed-array sonar
for submarines

Notes:
(1) A joint procurement with the Army and RAF. The satellite 

will be used by all three Services.



Table 5 Army Equipment
INumbers Brought into 
1 Service 1985-86

1
1
Numbers Ordered 

1985-86
Tanks 1I 1I
Challenger
Night observation and gunnery system 
New 120mm ammunition
Challenger Armoured Repair and Recovery 
Vehicle

Armoured Personnel Carriers

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1 regiment 
3 squadrons 
Operational stocks 
completed

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
!

1 regiment 
4 regiments

6 armoured 
regiments' 
worth

Warrior (MCV 80) 
Saxon

1
1
1 2 battalions

1
1
11

12 battalions 
5 battalions

Field Artillery
1
1I

1
11

Multiple Launch Rocket System (MLRS)
1
1I Trials models 11 3 regiments

Air Defence 1I 11
Rapier Field Standard B2 
Tracked Rapier 
Javelin

1
1
1
1I
1 battery 
3 batteries

1
11

2 batteries

Infantry Weapons 
SA80
51mm mortar
Surveillance Equipment

!
1
1
1
1
1
1

One battalion's 
worth

2,000

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

175,000

Night sight for Milan anti-tank weapon
1
1
1

775
1
1
1

375

Other Army Equipment
Brought Into Service 1985-86
Ptarmigan Digital Communications System 
Wavell ADP System
Ordered 1985-86
Battlefield Artillery Target Engagement 
Bomblet Shells
Phoenix Remotely-Piloted Vehicle

System (BATES)



Table 6 RAF Equipment
T
1
1

Numbers delivered 
1985-86

1
1
1

Numbers
ordered
1985-86

Aircraft 1i 1|
Tornado GR1 (Strike/Attack)

1
1i 18

1
11 -

Tornado ADV (Air Defence)
1
1i 20

1
1I

-

Chinook (Support Helicopter)
1
1 5

1
11

-

VC10 Tanker 1i 2 11 -

Tristar Tanker/Transport
1
1 1

1
11

-

Harrier GR5 (Offensive Support)
1
1i

2 CD
1
11

Tucano (Basic Trainer)
1
1
1

- 1
1
1

130

Other RAF Equipment
Accepted in 1985-6
Sea Eagle Missile
JP233 Airfield Denial Weapon
Improved BL755 Anti-Armour Weapon
Radars for improved UK 
Air Defence Ground Environment
Satellite Communications Terminals
Skyguard Air Defence System
Ordered in 1985-6
Passive night/poor visibility flying 
aid for Tornado and Harrier GR5
[Defence-owned telecommunications system in UK]

Note:
1. Prototypes



Table 7
Estimated Programme Costs of Major Equipments
Entering Development in 1985-86

Estimated Total Development
Project & Production Costs

(1985-86 Prices)
A passive night and poor visibility 
flying aid for fixed-wing aircraft

£213.5 million

Challenger Armoured Repair and 
Recovery Vehicle

£90 million

Blue Kestrel Radar for EH 101 £102 million

Note:
1* Initial tranche of production only.

Table 8
Unit Costs of Defence Equipment 

Equipment
Unit Cost (1985-86 Prices) 
(excluding development costs]

SSK (Type 2400) £100 million
Minesweeper Fleet £4.5 million
Doppler Navigation Equipment £38,000
Radar Altimeter £10,000
Improved Kinetic Energy Round for 
Chief tain/Challenger £1,000

Emergency Life Support Apparatus 
for ships and submarines

£115



In addition, a number of major equipments entered full development during the 
year; these are shown in Table 7. The unit costs of defence equipment range 
from many millions of pounds for the most sophisticated weapon systems, 
down to a few hundred pounds for the simple items. Some examples are given in 
Table 8.

403. Annual expenditure on defence equipment has risen since 1979 by about 
40% in real terms. In 1986-87 we plan to spend some £8,250 million on equip
ment and on meeting related procurement costs; this represents about 45% of 
the defence budget. Figure 5 illustrates the main divisions of the procure
ment programme in 1986-87.

NUCLEAR FORCES

404. All our nuclear forces are committed to NATO. Since 1969 the Royal 
Navy has maintained at least one Polaris submarine on patrol at all times, 
providing the United Kingdom with an independent strategic nuclear force of 
last resort, and making a valuable contribution to the Alliance. Nine RAF 
strike-attack squadrons of Tornado GR1 and two of Buccaneer are based in the 
United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany. These are capable of 
nuclear operations with the British free-fall bomb, as well as conventional 
warfare. The Royal Navy can also deliver nuclear bombs from Sea Harrier 
aircraft and depth bombs from shipborne anti-submarine helicopters, and
RAF Nimrod maritime patrol aircraft can deliver US depth bombs against sub
marines. The British Army in the Federal Republic of Germany operates one 
regiment of Lance surface-to-surface missiles and five regiments of artillery 
capable of firing nuclear warheads supplied by the United States.

405. The programme to replace Polaris with Trident in the mid-1990s is on 
schedule. A contract is under negotiation with Vickers Shipbuilding and 
Engineering Ltd for the construction of SSBN 05, the first of the United 
Kingdom's four Trident class submarines; SSBNs 06 to 08 will be ordered 
progressively over the next few years. We have also placed the first contracts 
for the modernisation of the Clyde Submarine Base to accommodate both Trident 
and part of the growing fleet of nuclear—powered Fleet submarines (SSNs) and 
conventional submarines (SSKs). In the meantime, the programme to fit new



Figure 5 The Main Divisions of the Procurement Programme 1986-71



motors to our Polaris missiles will ensure that the force remains effective 
until Trident enters service.

406. At average 1985-86 prices and at an exchange rate of $1.28 to the 
pound (the rate used, by convention, for this year's re-costing of the defence 
programme), the estimated cost of the Trident programme is £9.87 billion,
of which we expect about 55% to be spent in this country. We still expect 
that Trident will absorb on average about 3% of the total defence budget or 
6% of the equipment budget over the period of its procurement.

407. British firms are eligible to obtain sub-contracts for D5 weapon systems 
for both the Royal Navy and the US Navy under the agreements for industrial 
participation made with the United States in 1982. The full-scale engineering 
development phase of the US programme is still under way, and the selection
of sub—contractors has continued into 1986. Despite the obvious difficulties 
of breaking into a well-established programme, British firms have been reason
ably successful in winning sub-contracts in areas where they have competed.
Up to the end of September 1985, 160 contracts with a total value of some $40 
million had been let to 51 British companies. These are initial awards: 
the potential for follow-on orders is much greater.

DEFENCE OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

408. The main aim of any country's security policy is to defend its territory 
and citizens against attack. But defence of the United Kingdom is not just
a matter of defending our homeland. This country serves as a forward 
operating base for SACLANT's maritime forces, a main operating base for 
CINCHAN's maritime assets, and a rear operating base for SACEUR's ground and 
air forces; it is also essential for the safe and timely reinforcement and 
re-supply of the European mainland. Just as NATO is fundamental to our 
security, therefore, the defence of Britain is inseparable from that of 
Europe.

Maritime Defence

409. The naval contribution to the defence of the United Kingdom lies partly
in deployment of ships and submarines in the Norwegian Sea and Eastern Atlantic



and partly in defence of ports and anchorages. The former constitute a first 
line of defence against ship- and submarine-launched land attack missiles, 
while closer to home frigates and shore-based helicopters help counter the 
threat posed by submarines operating in the shallow seas. In addition, 
surface ships operating within the UK Air Defence Region enhance our air 
defence capability. Uninterrupted use of our ports and anchorages is vital 
for our national survival in peace and war, and for the movement of material 
before and during hostilities. The security of key harbours is therefore as 
important as that of shipping at sea. The Royal Navy provides defence against 
water-borne attack, major contributions being made by the Royal Naval Reserve 
(RNR) and the Royal Naval Auxiliary Service (RNXS).

410. One of the more serious threats to shipping in shallow waters is that 
from modern mines, which the Soviet Union possesses in large quantities.
The laying of minefields could be an effective way, for example, of impeding 
seaborne reinforcement through European ports or inhibiting the movements of 
our Polaris submarines. Defence against mining begins by denying enemy 
submarines, surface ships and aircraft access to waters in which to lay 
their minefields. In the event that mines are laid, however, we need 
appropriate countermeasures.

411. The Royal Navy uses two types of mine countermeasure (MCM) vessel to 
combat the threat presented by ground and moored mines:

- the mine-hunter uses short-range, high-frequency sonar sensors 
to locate mines, which can then be recovered by divers for 
intelligence purposes, or neutralised by an explosive charge placed 
by a diver or a remotely-controlled vehicle;

— the minesweeper either uses a towed mechanical sweep to cut the 
cables of moored mines, or detonates the mines by simulating 
acoustic and magnetic ship signatures.



Mine—hunters offer the quickest and most effective MCM techniques, but in some 
areas obstructions on the sea—bed can reduce the effectiveness of the mine- 
hunter's sonar, and in these areas minesweepers would be employed.

412. The Reserves operate a significant part of our minesweeping force; man 
shore communications centres; implement the naval control of shipping; and 
provide medical support teams. RNR medical officers frequently take temporary 
posts in Service hospitals at home and abroad, thereby keeping in touch with 
Service procedures. The role of the RNXS has been broadened to include 
participation in measures for the defence of ports and anchorages, and further 
recruiting and training has begun.

Home Defence

413. The Army, supported by the Royal Navy, Royal Marines and RAF, has a
major role in the ground defence of vital installations against attack by 
groups of enemy special forces, and this was practised in Exercise Brave 
Defender last year (see page [ ]). In addition, Army units in the United
Kingdom have a wide variety of other military tasks: reinforcing BAOR; out- 
loading depots; maintaining the lines of communication to Europe; guarding 
prisoners of war; evacuating casualties from BAOR; and, if required, giving 
assistance to the civil authorities, including explosive ordnance disposal 
(EOD) (see Chapter 6).

414. We already have over 100,000 ground forces available for the defence of 
the United Kingdom. Most of them would have a direct operational role in 
guarding key points and as members of mobile reaction forces in time of 
tension or war. A significant proportion of these tasks would be undertaken 
by the Home Service Force, whose numbers are being expanded: 47 companies 
are being formed throughout the country, and recruiting is going well. In 
addition, since 1979 the RAF has formed six squadrons of the Royal Auxiliary 
Air Force (RAuxAF) Regiment to provide vital ground defence at airfields in 
the United Kingdom. For the future, the RAF is beginning a two-year trial to 
examine the feasibility of forming a RAuxAF Support Force similar to the 
Home Service Force.
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415. Three of the six new infantry battalions to be formed as part of the 
Territorial Army's expansion programme will have home defence roles. In 
addition, we are setting up:

- two more Royal Engineers Airfield Damage Repair squadrons, making 
eight in all, to keep RAF air stations operational after 
conventional attack;

- an Army Air Corps squadron, equipped with the Scout utility 
helicopter, to provide quick-response airborne reaction forces; and

- further Intelligence and Security, Royal Military Police and EOD 
units.

In addition, up to 20,000 Regular Army reservists, who previously had no 
mobilisation role, would also be used in wartime to provide extra companies 
for guards and general duties; a further 12,000 Army reservists would be 
used for other specified tasks.

416. Better command and control arrangements for United Kingdom Land Forces, 
including the 77 Tactical Area of Responsibility headquarters that would be 
activated at county level in time of tension, have greatly improved home 
defence training and coordination. We are enhancing communications systems, 
stockpiling defence stores for use at key points, and making available further 
surveillance and night viewing equipment.

Air Defence

417. Air defence of the United Kingdom is the responsibility of RAF Strike 
Command. In peacetime a Quick Reaction Alert (Interceptor) force, comprising 
fighter, airborne early warning (AEW) and tanker aircraft and command and 
control systems, is on a permanently high state of readiness to preserve the 
integrity of our airspace. Operations take place within the United Kingdom 
Air Defence Region (UKADR) to intercept, identify and, if necessary, shadow 
targets of interest. Any aircraft that intrudes into our national airspace



A prototype Tornado air defence aircraft in combat air patrol 
configuration, fitted with long-range fuel tanks, four Sky Flash 
and two Sidewinder air-to-air missiles



without authority is escorted back into international airspace using 
established international procedures.

418. In war, air defence would be achieved by a combination of aircraft on 
Combat Air Patrols (CAPs) far out over the North Sea, the Norwegian Sea and 
the Atlantic, and other fighters deployed from their operational bases, 
where they would be kept on high states of ground alert, or from naval task 
groups. These patrols would be directed by fighter controllers who monitor 
information from the radars of the United Kingdom Air Defence Ground Environ
ment (UKADGE) and AEW aircraft. Fighter CAPs would be supported by Victor, 
VC10 and Tristar tanker aircraft; by refuelling in the air, fighters can 
remain on patrol far from base for long periods. The aim is to prevent 
enemy aircraft from getting within the range necessary to deliver stand-off 
weapons, which are coming into service with the Warsaw Pact in increasing 
numbers, against British civil and military targets and against NATO naval 
forces within the region. Aircraft that eluded the outer defences would be 
engaged by other fighters on medium-range CAP or on ground alert, including 
Hawks armed with Sidewinder missiles. Closer-range defence would be provided 
by surface-to-air missiles (Bloodhound and Rapier) and radar-controlled
guns (Skyguard). The Skyguard system, captured during the Falklands campaign, 
is operated by a Royal Auxiliary Air Force squadron, and provides a valuable 
low-cost improvement to our air defences.

419. The substantial programme of investment in our air defences continues, 
as Table 6 shows. The fighter force is being progressively equipped with 
Tornado air defence variant (ADV) aircraft, of which 20 have been delivered 
so far. The Tornado ADV Operational Conversion Unit was formed in May 1985, 
and will become operational during the course of this year. When the re
equipment programme is complete, there will be seven Tornado squadrons; two 
squadrons of Phantoms will remain in service. Significant improvements are 
being made to the Sky Flash and Sidewinder missiles fitted to the Tornado 
and Phantom aircraft. Improvements to the Rapier missiles in service with 
the RAF Regiment are also under consideration. As part of the UKADGE 
modernisation programme, three radars have been delivered.



420. The serious problems experienced during the development of the Mission 
System Avionics of the Nimrod AEW aircraft have continued to delay the intro
duction into service of a modern capability for airborne early warning. On 
25 February, agreement was reached with GEC Avionics Ltd on risk-sharing 
arrangements for the project to continue for an interim period of up to six 
months, during which time the company will provide firm-price, risk-sharing 
proposals against a technical specification aimed at fulfilling the needs of 
the Royal Air Force. Other companies, both at home and abroad, have also 
been invited to submit firm-price proposals for meeting these needs. This 
approach will make it possible to identify the way forward that offers the 
best value for money. The AEW Shackletons are meanwhile being kept in service.

THE EUROPEAN MAINLAND

The Central Region

421. British ground and air forces are stationed permanently on the mainland 
of Europe in accordance with our obligations under the Brussels Treaty.
Strong, professional and well-equipped units, both in BAOR and in RAF Germany, 
are powerful symbols of our commitment to the security of Europe and the 
most tangible manifestation of our belief in NATO's aims and strategies.

British Army of the Rhine

422. BAOR has a current peacetime strength of 55,000 but would be expanded 
to a total force of about 150,000 on mobilization. It comprises a strong 
fighting formation, 1(BR) Corps, together with logistic support. 1(BR)
Corps itself consists of four divisions: three armoured divisions are located 
permanently in the Federal Republic, while the 2nd Infantry Division is 
based in the United Kingdom in peacetime and would deploy to the Federal 
Republic in a period of tension.

423. Together with corps from Belgium, the Netherlands and the Federal 
Republic, 1(BR) Corps forms part of NATO's Northern Army Group (N0RTHAG), 
which is responsible for the defence of Northern Germany roughly from the 
Ruhr to the coast. Within that area, 1(BR) Corps is responsible for a 65km



The new SA 80 infantry weapon



stretch of front. The Commander-in-Chief of BAOR also carries the NATO 
appointment of Commander Northern Army Group (COMNORTHAG).

424. NORTHAG's plans and concepts have recently been revised (see below), and 
new developments must obviously be matched by the right equipment. The 
Challenger tank and Warrior (MCV 80) armoured personnel carrier enable armoured 
brigades to achieve the degree of protected mobility required under the new 
concept. But battlefield mobility can only he achieved if our troops can 
counter enemy artillery and air attack. We plan to improve the fire-power, 
range, coordination, accuracy and survivability of 1(BR) Corps' artillery 
support; and three new systems, the Multiple-Launch Rocket System, the Phoenix 
remotely-piloted vehicle, and the artillery ADP system BATES, are being 
developed for introduction in the early 1990s. We also intend to form a new 
air defence regiment; and the introduction of tracked Rapier into BAOR is 
improving the mobility of our area air defence.

, |
| NORTHAG'S New Concept
!, i| 1. Since NATO's adoption of the strategy of forward defence and 
| flexible response in 1967, NORTHAG has planned to fight its defensive 
| battle as far to the East as possible, and has adopted a defensive plan 
| to defeat the enemy by wearing down the impetus of an attack. But 
| continuing improvements in Soviet fire-power and developments in 
I operational concepts have led us to reconsider these tactics. Soviet 
I military doctrine places great emphasis on the concentration of forces 
I to achieve surprise and local superiority, and the Soviet Operational 
| Manoeuvre Groups are intended to exploit initial breakthroughs and 
| penetrate rapidly into NATO's rear areas. Faced with these developments, j 
| NORTHAG's static defence began to look increasingly brittle. A revised 
| concept for the defence of the area was therefore prepared, and has now j 
| been approved by NATO and by the national authorities of each of the 
I countries concerned.
! , i| 2. The revised concept places greater emphasis on the selection and 
| defence of vital areas; on co-operation between ground and air forces; on j 
| tactical flexibility and mobility; and on the employment of reserves.
| Indeed, a key element of the plan is a considerable strengthening of the |
| armoured reserve forces available to NORTHAG. It is important to 
| recognise that the concept does not mark any change in NATO's essentially j 
| defensive posture; nor does it imply any abandonment of the principle of |
| forward defence, which remains a fundamental tenet of NATO strategy. But |
| it does recognise that force improvements permit the adoption of a more 
| mobile tactical concept. Static defence can lead only to a war of |
I attrition, while the new concept would allow the defenders to seize the 
j initiative from the aggressor, giving the Alliance a much better chance of|
I defeating the enemy, rather than merely delaying him.
I________________  |



425. Territorial Army enhancements will soon, greatly improve our ability to 
reinforce BAOR. Three of the six new infantry battalions being raised have 
NATO roles, as do five new Javelin-equipped air defence batteries, a new 
armoured reconnaissance squadron, two Special Air Service squadrons and 
improved medical support. BAOR's other logistic services will be strengthened 
with additional ordnance units and workshops. The trial of raising Territorial 
Army units on the Continent is going well: an ambulance-train staff and a 
transport squadron have been fully recruited, and three other sub-units are 
being formed.

426. Elements of 1(BR) Corps exercise regularly, taking particular advantage 
of the opportunity to use the actual areas in which they might have to 
operate. These exercises involve the reinforcement of BAOR with troops from 
the United Kingdom and a rigorous examination of the men, equipment and 
plans on which our operations are based.

RAF Germany

427. RAF Germany operates from four airfields in the northern half of the 
Federal Republic. Its forces, together with air forces from the Federal 
Republic, Belgium, the Netherlands and the United States, form the 2nd Allied 
Tactical Air Force (2 ATAF), whose tasks include the air defence of the northern 
half of the Federal Republic, the support of NORTHAG, and the disruption of 
attacking forces.

428. Our air defence forces in Germany comprise two squadrons of Phantoms 
and four of Rapier surface-to-air missiles. In peacetime, the Phantom 
squadrons have a national responsibility, shared with the United States and 
France, for policing the airspace over the Federal Republic and ensuring 
access by air to Berlin. Their permanent high state of operational readiness, 
including a quick-reaction capability, is designed to deter a surprise attack.
In war, all air defence units would contribute to the overall mission of the 
Commander—in—Chief Allied Forces Central Europe: the Phantoms would be
employed to defend the 2 ATAF area, and the Rapier squadrons would provide 
point defence for the RAF’s airfields.



429. The planned deployment of Tornado GR1 aircraft to RAF Germany is 
continuing. The aircraft is able to penetrate the Warsaw Pact's defences by 
day or night and in all weathers, and could strike enemy airfields, lines of 
communication and other key targets. Air attacks against the Warsaw Pact 
second echelon would contribute to the land battle by preventing reinforce
ment and follow-on forces from reaching the front line. Delivery to the 
Tornado force of the JP 233 cratering and area-denial weapon began in 1985; 
the Air-Launched Anti-Radiation Missile (ALARM) is planned to give the 
aircraft the ability to undertake low-level missions. The Jaguar squadron 
based in RAF Germany is employed mainly on tactical reconnaissance to provide 
intelligence on the deployment of Warsaw Pact forces, but could also be used 
in the offensive role.

430. Two Harrier GR3 squadrons are based in RAF Germany. Operating from 
dispersed sites, they could provide a rapid response to Army requests for 
close air support, and could be used in deeper interdiction sorties. These 
squadrons in Germany will be replaced in the late 1980s by the Harrier GR5. 
Two support helicopter squadrons — Puma and Chinook — provide in-theatre 
logistics and tactical air transport for 1(BR) Corps and RAF Germany. In 
war, these squadrons would be reinforced by UK-based helicopters.

431. The Air Transport Force, using Hercules and VC10 aircraft, would play a 
major part in carrying British troops to reinforce the Central Region, and 
UK-based aircraft would operate against a hostile thrust into the region. 
Harrier and Jaguar aircraft would deploy forward as necessary, while Tornado 
GR1 aircraft would operate from their United Kingdom bases; these aircraft 
would be used to counter enemy amphibious landings and to support NATO land 
operations.

The Flanks of NATO and Reinforcement Forces

432. The United Kingdom/Netherlands Amphibious Force - to which we contribute 
3 Commando Brigade Royal Marines and all the specialist amphibious shipping, 
supported by ships taken up from trade - is available to reinforce Norway, 
the Baltic Approaches or certain Atlantic islands. The possession of an 
amphibious force enables the Roy^l Navy to support NATO operations on the



Northern Flank, and allows for flexible intervention in out-of-area operations. 
The United Kingdom Mobile Force (1 Infantry Brigade and logistic support) 
is earmarked for deployment in tension or war to the Allied Forces Baltic 
Approaches, where it would reinforce either Denmark or Schleswig-Holstein.
The RAF's recently strengthened air transport force could be available to 
assist with the deployment of reinforcement forces.

433. The United Kingdom provides an infantry battalion and some force troops, 
including armoured reconnaissance, artillery, helicopters and logistic support, 
for the Allied Command Europe (ACE) Mobile Force (Land), which is available to 
SACEUR for deployment on either the Northern or the Southern Flanks of NATO. 
This requires considerable flexibility on the part of both men and equipment, 
and the Force needs to exercise to discharge either option: in 1985 it exer
cised in both Turkey and Zealand (see Annex B). We contribute air support 
to the Northern Region under SACEUR’s Rapid Reinforcement Plan, and to 
the ACE Mobile Force (Air) - commitments that are regularly exercised.
We could also deploy a RAF Harrier squadron to the region as part of SACEUR's 
Strategic Reserve (Air).

I I1 Amphibious Reinforcement of Norway
« n1 1. Once the United Kingdom/Netherlands force has been committed to 
| operations it may land directly from its own shipping across and over 
J beaches, without any need for ports and airfields. The force has 
1 sufficient helicopters and landing craft to enable it to establish and 
Q consolidate an initial lodgement ashore. The mobility afforded by 
1 these helicopters and landing craft makes the force particularly 
1 suitable for operations in North Norway, where land movement is 
| severely limited by fjords, poor roads, steep-sided valleys, bridges,
D defiles and tunnels, and where airfields are few and far between.
n n| 2. The terrain in Norway also favours the defender, and small 
1 numbers of specialist troops can tie down forces out of all proportion 
1 to their size, particularly in the valley bottoms and defiles that 
| canalise enemy movement. To prepare for such operations most of the
I landing force goes to Norway each winter to train in the harsh
| environment - with temperatures down to -30°C - in which it might
II have to fight.
1________________________________________________________________________ I



434. A key role of our maritime forces in war would be to conduct operations 
against Soviet naval forces, including the safeguarding of reinforcement and 
re-supply routes through the Eastern Atlantic and Channel areas. The freedom 
to conduct maritime operations in these waters and in the Norwegian Sea, and 
the denial of that freedom to enemy forces, are essential to support the 
defence of Europe.

435. The principal threat to the Atlantic routes would come from enemy sub
marines. Anti-submarine warfare (ASW) is a highly specialised field, in 
which the European maritime forces, particularly the Royal Navy and maritime 
patrol aircraft of the Royal Air Force, have a major role to play. Soviet 
submarines, which are being launched at a rate of about one every six weeks, 
can attack with a variety of weapons: torpedoes, short-range missiles, and 
anti-ship missiles fired from ranges in excess of 200 nautical miles.
NATO must therefore be able to project a multi-layered ASW capability over a 
huge area of ocean, if enemy attack submarines are successfully to be held 
at arm's length from the critical Atlantic routes. Defence against these 
submarines would begin when they sailed, forcing them to run a long gauntlet 
through 'killing zones' of increasing severity, and placing them under con
tinuous threat of destruction - from mines, submarines, ships and maritime 
aircraft - as they crossed the Norwegian Sea and attempted to break into the 
Atlantic.

1 Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW)I ' II 1. NATO ASW forces carry a variety of ASW sensor and weapon systems to 
| detect and locate enemy submarines, and then to attack and destroy them.
5 The most important sensor for sustained operations is the towed array,
I widely deployed in the submarine flotilla, and now being fitted extensively!! 
B in the surface fleet. The towed array is a long string of hydrophones
I capable of detecting at significant ranges the noises emitted by a sub-
II marine; sonar operators, with training and experience, can recognise and
| classify these noises. For searching large or distant areas quickly, the |j 
1 Nimrod maritime patrol aircraft (MPA) use the same principle of hydrophone | 
| deployment by laying a pattern of sonobuoys; these incorporate a radio linkj 
1 which relays information to operators in the aircraft. Submarines and 
B ships fitted with towed arrays and aircraft equipped with sonobuoys are 
B therefore the forward layers of ASW defence.
I B

THE EASTERN ATLANTIC AND CHANNEL



B 2. A target detected by towed array, particularly at long range, must be 
! localised before it can be attacked successfully. This process would 
B normally be undertaken by a MPA or by helicopters, using passive or active 
| sonobuoys or active dipping sonar. Once accurate short-range sensors had 
I detected the target, it could be attacked and destroyed by submarine, ship 
[ or aircraft using missiles or torpedoes.
B
B 3. Although towed-array sonar and passive sonobuoys are excellent at 
B detecting submarines, adverse oceanographic conditions or quiet tactics 
B might allow some Soviet submarines, particularly diesel-powered boats, to 
B break through the outer layers of defence and into the Atlantic, to 
| threaten our reinforcement shipping. Ships, helicopters and MPA would use 
I both active and passive sonar and radar as the final layer of defence.
J__________________________

436. The principles of layered defence would also be applied to protection 
from air attack. Air warning radar would give the first indication of an 
approaching threat. The initial counter would be made by fighter aircraft, 
either shore- or carrier-based. Enemy aircraft and missiles that managed 
to penetrate the outer air-defence layer would then have to contend with 
area air-defence missiles, such as Sea Dart, which would be launched by ASW 
carriers or Type 42 destroyers. Low-level aircraft and missiles, and 
other forces that had breached the outer layers, would be engaged first by 
point-defence missiles such as Sea Wolf, and ultimately by close-range, 
rapid-fire guns. Decoy and electronic countermeasure systems would also
be used.

437. Similar methods would be used in providing protection from attack by 
hostile surface vessels. The outer layers would be our own submarines, 
using torpedoes or sub—surface—launched guided weapons, and aircraft using 
air-launched guided weapons and bombs. Sea Harriers and Buccaneers, how 
deploying the Sea Eagle missile, provide a long-range ability to attack 
surface ships. The ability of Buccaneer aircraft to attack in all weather 
conditions has been greatly enhanced by improvements to electronic counter
measures and the use of self-defence missiles. Buccaneers from the same 
operating base could deliver low-level surprise attacks on targets many 
hundred of miles apart. Nimrod maritime patrol aircraft using Searchwater 
radar would also help to locate targets and direct aircraft to them, and 
could themselves add to the weight of the attack by launching their own 
Harpoon missiles. The inner layers of defence would be provided by ship- 
launched missiles (Exocet and, soon, Harpoon) and in the last resort by 
guns.



HMS Newcastle shadowing the Soviet VSTOL aircraft carrier Kiev in the 
Norwegian Sea (six months before taking part in the evacuation from Aden)



438. A Task Group commander would need to employ all the assets available 
to build layers of defence below, on and above the surface of the sea.
Each layer would be complementary, and rarely completely effective on its 
own; but, by proper coordination, would contribute to an effective defensive 
plan. This highlights the need for good command and control, and for inter
operability with our allies.

I ! I
1 Skynet 8
1 1. Since the early 1950s, the United Kingdom has made a significant 
5 contribution to our understanding of the potential of space. Early work 
1 included the development of Black Arrow, an all-British satellite 
| launching vehicle, and a range of experimental satellites.
i !1 2. In the early 1960s, work at the Royal Aircraft Establishment showed 
f that geostationary satellites were technically possible, and could be used J 
¡1 for civil or military communications. This work led to the development of | 
| the Skynet series of military communication satellies: Skynet 1, launchedl 
1 in November 1969, was the first of its type in the world. Over the next 
| few years three further Skynet satellites were launched; but only one, 
j Skynet 2B, is still in orbit, and it is now almost at the end of its usefulfl 
1 life.
1 !0 3. Plans for two Skynet 3 satellites were abandoned in 1975-76, when the |
| decision was taken to lease satellite capacity from other sources. This,
| however, gave us no direct national control over the satellites; and in the|
1 event suitable leasing capacity rapidly became less available. The Skynet || 
| programme was therefore re-established in 1981. Skynet 4 satellites will
| provide essential military communications for all three Services into the 
1 1990s, and will operate with a wide range of fixed and mobile terminalsn n
| 4. Three Skynet satellites of advanced design are currently on order 
| from British Aerospace, the main contractor; Marconi Space Systems are 
1 the principal sub-contractor. The first satellite, Skynet 4A, is 
5 scheduled to be launched by the US Space Shuttle from the Kennedy Space 
1 Flight Centre at Cape Canaveral. Subject to satisfactory resolution of 
1 the problems that led to the tragic loss of the Space Shuttle Challenger fl
| earlier this year, we plan to launch Skynet 4A as soon as the revised 
| schedules allow.
i i] 5. We remain confident in the Shuttle programme, and still intend to
I take up the invitation from the United States to provide a payload
|j specialist on board the Shuttle for the launch of each of the first two
II Skynet 4 satellites. As well as being the on-board experts on Skynet 4,
1 the payload specialists will conduct a number of experiments on behalf of 
1 various British academic and scientific organisations. These include 
| studies into the effects of weightlessness on motor skills, the co
ll ordination of head and eye movements, and the mixing and spreading 
| of glues.I I



6. To prepare for their missions, the payload specialists have been J
| thoroughly trained in the characteristics of the satellites, and in the 
H normal and contingency procedures that apply during launch and initial
I deployment. They have also undergone physiological and safety training 
5 at Cape Canaveral for the space flight itself.
II _____________________ :______________________________________________________ II

BEYOND THE NATO AREA

439. The current deployment of British forces outside the NATO area is 
described in Chapter 3. All our garrisons need regular support by air or 
sea, and all would need rapid reinforcement in time of tension. The RAF's 
Air Transport Force (ATF) undertakes the airborne task, as well as providing 
airlift for exercises both within and outside the NATO area. Its squadron 
of VClOs and four squadrons of Hercules are supported by the Tanker Force, 
in which Tristars are being deployed in both the tanker and the transport 
role, and the long-serving Victors are being replaced by VC10 tankers. A two- 
year trial of a RAF Volunteer Reserve (FAFVR) crew flying on VClOs from 
Brize Norton is just beginning, the first time the RAFVR has provided aircrew 
for a front-line aircraft for over 20 years. All front-line aircraft, including 
the ATF, are now being equipped with in-flight refuelling probes, and the 
RAF's ability to carry out air deployments is now much less dependent on the 
availability of overflying rights and staging airfields.

440. The Royal Navy's ability to sustain operations worldwide without shore 
support hinges on its techniques of replenishing fuel, ammunition, stores 
and food while remaining at sea. The Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) provides 
specialised tankers, ammunition and stores ships that can transfer fuel and 
stores while steaming alongside warships. Additional tankers can be taken 
up from trade, to maintain a constant fuel chain in support of front-line 
tankers with operational groups of warships. This extends substantially the 
endurance and range of Royal Navy Task Groups, as was demonstrated in the 
Falklands campaign.

441. The ground forces that we would be most likely to use in military 
operations outside the NATO area - 5 Airborne Brigade and 3 Commando Brigade 
Royal Marines - have their primary commitments within the Alliance, in the 
home defence of the United Kingdom and reinforcement of the Northern Flank.
The need to use these forces out of area could arise for a number of reasons:
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to protect British sovereign territory; to assist a friendly government; or 
to help in the evacuation of British nationals. Whatever the cause, we 
would have to respond quickly when the call came.

I IH Aden Evacuation
I I| 1. The importance of being able to react rapidly to out-of-area crises

was vividly illustrated in January by the sudden need to mount an 
evacuation from South Yemen. HM Yacht Britannia was in the Fed Sea, en

I route to New Zealand to undertake a Royal Tour, when fighting broke out
J in Aden. It was quickly decided, with the full agreement of Her Majesty | 
| The Queen, that Britannia should wait off Aden, since the fighting
II appeared likely to present grave risks to the safety of the British
| community there. She was later joined by HM Ships Newcastle and Jupiter, ||
0 the Royal Fleet Auxiliary Brambleleaf and the hydrographic survey ship
1 HMS Hydra. Two RAF Hercules were also flown to Djibouti, in case an

opportunity arose to mount an air evacuation, although, in the event,
| they were not used.
I I1 2. Operating closely with the Russians and French, Britannia mounted a

series of evacuations in and around Aden, taking off over 1,000 people 
| of many different nationalities. As a non-combatant ship, well 
1 equipped with boats and able to accommodate large numbers, she proved 
| ideal for the task. Further up the coast, the merchantman

Diamond Princess evacuated almost 250 more; while Hydra took off some 
| 50 people from the easternmost part of the country. Newcastle, Jupiter

and Brambleleaf played an invaluable role providing logistic and 
communications support to the ships operating inshore.

I________________________________________________________________________1

442. The improvements in our out-of-area capability foreshadowed in the 1980 
Statement - and accelerated by the events of 1982 - have now been largely 
put into effect. Command and control have been improved by the creation of a 
dormant Joint Force Headquarters (based at HQ South East District), to be 
commanded by a two-star officer. This would be activated in response to a 
crisis outside NATO, and would command limited operations. Depending 
on their nature, large-scale out-of-area operations would continue to be 
commanded from CINCFLEET, from HQ United Kingdom Land Forces, or from HQ 
Strike Command. The improvements to 5 Airborne Brigade announced in November 
1983, the completion of the Hercules stretch programme and the fitting of 
station—keeping equipment in the Hercules fleet, all mean that we are better 
able to launch a rapid and effective battalion group parachute assault, if 
ever the need arises.



443. Because the United Kingdom's merchant fleet is of great importance for 
defence needs, the scale of its recent decline has caused some concern. There 
are, however, still sufficient ships of most of the particular types that we 
need to enable us to meet our foreseen defence requirements for cross-Channel 
reinforcement and direct support of Royal Navy operations. The one exception 
is mine countermeasures vessels, referred to below. Last year the Department 
of Transport and the Ministry of Defence jointly sponsored a study into the 
future trends in those parts of the merchant fleet for which there is a 
defence requirement. This study has indicated that, for the foreseeable 
future, most of our requirements are likely to be met. Together with the 
Department of Transport, we continue to monitor the situation closely.

444. Last year we said that there was a serious shortage of trawlers suitable 
for mine countermeasures purposes, and that studies into alternative means
of meeting the requirement were in hand. These studies, examining the 
possibility of using North Sea support ships for the role, will be completed 
in the spring. Further information about the principal categories of British 
merchant vessels required for defence purposes, and the number of seafarers 
available to man them, are set out in Table 1.3 of Volume 2.

I I8 Warsaw Pact and NATO Merchant and Fishing FleetsI I| The primary role of the Warsaw Pact merchant and fishing fleets is 
| commercial. Nevertheless, all fleets have a significant secondary role 
| as an extension of the Soviet armed forces. Nearly all the ships 
| incorporate military design requirements and are used routinely in naval 
| exercise and for surveillance of Western military and economic targets of |
| all types, both at sea and on land. Total strengths  ̂of the Warsaw Pact |
| and NATO merchant and fishing fleets in 1985 were as follows:
I _ INumber of Ships * Gross Registered Tons | I
| Warsaw Pact 5,133 30,092,643

!
| of which USSR 4,076 23,632,219I II I
| NATO 7,819 118,804,399

, I| of which UK 3 876 13,800,034I II I

MERCHANT SHIPPING



| Notes:
I 1
| 1. Source: Lloyds Register of Shipping Statistical Tables 1985.
! 5
| 2. Figures cover all ships of 1,000 gross registered tons and over.
1 1
1 3. Includes all UK-registered merchant vessels. Not all ships are 
I suitable for defence purposes.
I________________________________________________________________________ I
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I
f EXERCISE BRAVE DEFENDER1 ----------------------
1
| 1. Exercise Brave Defender, which was the largest military Home Defence 
| exercise held since the Second World War, took place in September last year J  and was designed to test revised plans for the ground defence of installations 
| that would be vital to the United Kingdom and NATO in a period of tension or 
I war. There are several hundred of these key points located throughout the 
J country: they range from large facilities such as ports, airfields and J  storage depots to small, inconspicuous but no less important installations 
| like communications centres and relay stations. All would provide attractive 
| targets for an enemy, particularly if they were not adequately defended.
5
| 2. The main threats faced by installations in a period of tension or 
J conventional war would be air attack and sabotage. The United Kingdom has 
| over three thousand miles of coastline, which it would be impossible to seal 
J completely against small numbers of highly-trained sabotage teams. As we 
" explained in the 1984 Statement, the Soviet Union's special forces - spetsnaz 
| - are trained to conduct special or covert reconnaissance and sabotage 
I operations. In wartime, they would operate far behind our lines, with most 
j units providing reconnaissance and target-marking, and others carrying out 
! sabotage attacks on important installations. Sabotage teams are unlikely to 
J be large in size, but would have a potential to cause damage out of all 
| proportion to their numbers. They could move covertly and swiftly to their 
| targets, where a well-placed bomb or attack by a stand-off missile could 
| readily achieve their aim.
n
! 3. Our plans have recently been revised to improve the arrangements for 
J defending key points against such teams. These arrangements involve a number 
| of considerations special to home defence. Most important is the concept of 
J police primacy. In a time of tension or war, as in peacetime, the maintenance 
of law and order is the primary responsibility of the police, and the role of 

J the armed forces is to act in support of the civil authority when requested.
I
I



* 4. Secondly, because of the speed with which spetsnaz teams could act, we 
| need to pre-position forces at vital installations and have reserves that 
I could move rapidly and in good time to wherever they were needed. The 
| dispersal of such forces throughout the country requires complex deployment 
! and logistic arrangements, and detailed co-ordination of command and control 
■ between the three Services and with the police.
I
| 5» Thirdly, at vital installations it is neither sensible nor practicable
I for the guard force to operate solely within the perimeters of the
| facilities they have to protect. A man in a sentry-box, for example, could 
I not disrupt enemy reconnaissance and stand-off attack. Our revised plans
g include the identification, for each vital installation, of an individual
I Ground Defence Area (GDA) tailored to its needs and to the local geography, 
l and associated with the tactical plan for its defence. GDAs would be 
I patrolled by the installation's military guards.
I
1 6. In the preliminary phase of the exercise, which began on 2 September,
| logistic support was established and 'enemy* and umpire organisations were
I set up. Mobilisation and deployment of Home Defence Forces started on
I 6 September, and by the evening of 8 September some 200 exercise key points
I were being guarded. The main exercise concentrated on attacks by special
| purpose forces but also included conventional air attacks simulated by RAF

and USAF aircraft. The reinforcement of key points with mobile reaction
g forces was also practised. The enemy forces were provided by regular
| troops and numbered some 4,500 (including about 1,000 from BAOR). Enemy
| activity was kept deliberately high to ensure that all those being
| exercised were fully tested. Although Brave Defender was essentially a
g military exercise, police forces played a significant part both in providing
1 a presence at exercise key points and in undertaking a liaison role at
!| headquarters.
I
J 7. Exercise Brave Defender produced a number of notable 'firsts'. It was 

the first time that all three Services, regular and reserve, had beenIJ brought together in a nationwide military home defence exercise; some 65,000 
| men and women were involved, a major role being played by members of the 

volunteer and reserve forces, including the newly-formed Home Service Force,



the Royal Naval Auxiliary Service and the Royal Auxiliary Air Force Regiment. 
It was also the first time that police forces had joined in such an exercise; 
forces from each of the country's home defence regions were involved. And 
it was the first time that US forces stationed in this country had 
participated in an exercise of this kind in defence of the bases they use; 
about 1,000 US Servicemen took part.

8. The detailed assessment of an exercise such as this inevitably takes 
time, but many worthwhile lessons have been learnt. Particularly encouraging 
was the response by members of the volunteer and reserve forces, whose turn
out was well up to expectations; the exercise demonstrated the essential 
contribution made by these men and women to home defence. The Home Service 
Force had a successful debut in its first major exercise, and Brave Defender 
received much helpful comment and support both in the press and from the 
public at large: for example, some 1,800 landowners allowed the Services to 
use their land, and during the exercise itself there was a flood of offers
of assistance and information.

9. Most importantly, Exercise Brave Defender validated the revision of 
ground defence planning announced in the 1984 Statement. The new plans 
provide a more effective defence of vital installations and more efficient 
use of available manpower. Since these installations are vital not just to 
the United Kingdom but to the NATO Alliance as a whole, the success of Brave 
Defender has enhanced the value of our contribution to NATO's strategy of 
defence and deterrence.



CHAPTER FIVE : MONEY, MEN AND MANAGEMENT 

THE DEFENCE BUDGET

501. The defence budget for 1986-87 will be £18,479 million - higher 
in absolute terms than that of any other ally, except the United States.
This is illustrated in Figure 8. Figure 9 breaks down the budget by main 
areas of expenditure, while Figure 10 analyses defence resources by major 
programmes.

502. Apart from minor technical changes, the cash provision for defence
in 1986-87 is unchanged from the planned expenditure first announced in the 
1985 Public Expenditure White Paper (Cmnd 9428). It includes provision of 
£442 million for Falklands expenditure, compared with £552 million in 1985-86.

503. This year's defence budget is the first following the ending of our 
commitment to the NATO real growth target in the period up to 1985-86; and 
the Estimates for 1986—87 seek to consolidate the substantial enhancements in 
defence capabilities achieved during the past seven years of real growth in 
defence expenditure. Although the budget for 1986-87 and the two subsequent 
years, as published in the recent Public Expenditure White Paper, is planned 
to rise in cash terms, its value in real terms will decrease by about 6% over 
the three-year period. At the same time, expenditure on the Falklands will 
continue to fall significantly. We are currently engaged in the annual 
re-costing of the defence programme to provide an up-to-date framework for 
Ministerial decisions on expenditure commitments. We shall need to balance 
the preservation of our present front line numbers against the requirement to 
invest in expensive new equipment to strengthen further the fighting power of 
our armed forces in the 1990s and beyond. Some difficult decisions will have 
to be taken but there will be no need for any change in our main defence 
posture. Increasing importance will also apply to the extent to which we
can secure greater output from the cash made available to the defence programme; 
a number of initiatives in this respect are set out in the following paragraphs.



Figure 8 A Comparison of Defence Expenditure: NATO countries 1985

T h e s e  figures, which are provisional, h a v e  b e e n  compiled from 
N A T O  sources except (or the U K  a n d  w h e r e  indicated. Total e x p e n 
diture a n d  per capita (Igures are b a s e d  o n  1985 average mar k e t  
e x c h a n g e  rates, which d o  not necessarily reflect the relative 
purchasing p o w e r  of Individual currencies a n d  so are not a complete 
guide to comparative resource allocation.

(1) Figures for Danish defence expenditure In 1985 w e r e  not avail
able at time of printing. T h e  figures quoted are those for 1984.

(2) T h e  figures for Spain are complied from national sources.



Figure 9 The Divisions of the Defence Budget by Principal Headings 1986-7

Forces Pay and Allowances

Note
Percentages of equipment expenditure based on the last five years.



Figure 10 An Analysis of Defence Resources (1986-87) by Major Programmes

Not«
A more detailed functional breakdown of the defence budget Is given In Table 2.5 of Volume 2; the manpower devoted 
to each function is set out in Table 4.3.



THE EFFICIENCY PROGRAMME

504* As we have explained in recent Statements, we are determined to improve 
the value for money obtained from defence expenditure and the output that 
can be bought for a given cash input. We are pursuing efficiency and value for 
money on a number of fronts:

- in the management and organisation of the Ministry of Defence;

- in the control of defence manpower;

- in the procurement of defence material; and

- in the supply of goods, services and support to the armed forces. 

MANAGEMENT AND ORGANISATION

MINIS

505* The second round of MINIS (the Department's high-level management 
information system) ended in the summer of 1985. It led to a number of 
important general conclusions, including that:

- there was scope for simplifying chains of command and for other 
rationalisations in the support area;

- there should be more contacts with the private sector through 
exchanges of personnel, joint commercial ventures, contracting out, 
and use of external advice; and

- line managers should be given more authority and accountability.

The round also gave rise to a number of efficiency studies and is proving a 
useful vehicle for positive management by Ministers and senior staff.



506. MINIS is now nearing the end of its third round. The emphasis in the 
first two rounds was on organisation and management; this year both the MINIS 
documentation and the meetings with Ministers have focussed on achievement, 
objectives and efficiency measures in the 177 management areas of the Depart
ment. As a new feature, Ministers have held a series of meetings attended
by representatives of the three Services and the civilian staffs responsible 
for functional areas such as contracts, land and buildings, communications 
and information systems. These new opportunities to compare the situation 
in different parts of the Department have proved valuable.

Responsibility Budgets

507. MINIS has provided the framework and top structure for the widespread 
introduction of responsibility budgets. Staff Responsibility Budgets (SRBs) 
were first introduced in 1984 for civilian staff; they have now been extended, 
on an experimental basis, to military staff in the support area. Their aim
is to allow line managers more freedom to decide - within Department-wide 
budgetary and manpower constraints - the mix of staff and certain associated 
resources required to achieve objectives defined in MINIS. The system is 
still in its infancy, however, and work is in hand to refine and improve it 
wherever practicable.

508. As foreshadowed in last year's Statement, we are now introducing Execu
tive Responsibility Budgets (ERBs) into the support area. For 1985-86 some 
50 units, with operating costs of about £1.5 billion a year, were allocated 
budgets; and the programme will be extended over the next two years to the 
remaining units in the programme, whose total operating costs are broadly of 
the same order. It is too early to assess the full impact of ERBs, since in 
the initial stages we have been concentrating on making the system work and 
getting people used to it. There have been teething problems, as was to be 
expected with a major new enterprise of this kind, although already our 
experience has been that the system is fully workable. At the same time, 
management in the support areas has begun to reap benefits from ERBs, including:

clarification of issues of responsibility and authority;



- more systematic allocation of tasks and resources; and

- more timely provision of accurate information to managers to aid 
decision-making.

We are working to develop the system further, and paying special attention to 
the need for greater delegation of authority.

Defence Organisation

509. The new structure of the higher organisation for defence has been 
operating successfully for over a year. We are now looking at specific 
areas in which some refinement may be necessary, but no major changes are 
foreseen: it is a matter of fine tuning.

DEFENCE MANPOWER

Manpower control

510. Manpower is one of our major resources, absorbing some 30% of the 
defence budget. We need to use it as economically and effectively as possible. 
We have therefore sought to deploy our Servicemen and women where they will be 
of most operational value; and, as we have reported in previous Statements,»
we have introduced programmes of savings measures into the support area in 
order to strengthen the front line. We have also made savings in civilian 
staffs by putting work out to the private sector; by improving efficiency; 
and by eliminating inessential tasks. As a result, since 1979 we have reduced 
our UK-based civilian workforce by about 77,000 (some 30%).

511. In the reorganisation of the Ministry of Defence we have created new
machinery within the Office of Management and Budget and the Central Defence 
Staff to assess, on a defence-wide basis, the balance to be struck between 
manpower and other demands on the defence budget. We shall continue to make 
economies wherever practicable; in particular, we intend to reduce the number 
of civilians to about 165,000 by the end of 1986-S7. The transfer of the 
Royal Dockyards to commercial management (see page [ ]) will enable



further substantial cuts to be made in the number of civilian staff employed 
by the Department.

Recruitment, Retention and Morale

The Services

512. Recruitment to the Services remains generally very satisfactory. Most 
of our recruiting targets are being met, although there are still short-falls 
of officers, technicians and other skilled trades, in which we face fierce 
competition from the civil sector.

513. After the Government had restored full pay comparability in 1979, the 
voluntary outflow from the Services reduced considerably. It increased by 
comparison between December 1984 and December 1985; while it is not at a 
critical level, shortages of officers in a few areas in each Service are 
causing concern. The annual rate of applications from officers at December 
1985 was 3.9% of the trained strength (compared with. 5% in 1978-79 and 3.4% 
at December 1984), with actual exits at 3.4% (4% in 1978-79 and 2.9% at 
December 1984). Applications for premature voluntary release from Servicemen 
were 3.4% of trained strength (6.8% in 1978-79 and 3.2% at December 1984) 
with actual exits at 2.8% (4.4% in 1978-79 and 2.2% at December 1984). The 
situation is, of course, being closely watched; but there is no evidence 
that Service personnel are leaving because they consider their pay to be too 
low. We believe that the operation of a fair system of assessing Service 
pay is essential in maintaining a healthy state of morale, and that levels
of Service pay have been important in attracting and retaining good-quality 
recruits (see page [ ]). Other conditions of service are kept under review, 
and more detailed studies of the reasons for premature voluntary outflow are 
being undertaken.

Civilians

514. Recruitment and retention of civilian staff in the Ministry of Defence 
need close attention, to ensure that we have the numbers and calibre of staff 
that we need to manage the defence programme in an efficient and effective way.



515. Difficulty is being experienced in recruiting and retaining engineers, 
scientists, accountants and ADP specialists of good quality in adequate 
numbers; there are also problems over the retention of experienced clerical 
staff in London and a number of other areas. The rate at which staff - many 
of them graduates with high potential - are leaving the Department has 
recently increased. In certain specific categories we cannot recruit enough 
staff to make up the losses, and this is a matter of growing concern.

516. A number of measures have therefore been introduced to secure the staff 
we require. For example:

— increases have been made in the take-up of sponsored student 
engineers;

— since the autumn of 1985, sponsorship has been available for science 
undergraduates, and for graduates wishing to re-train in science 
disciplines relevant to the Department;

— special pay additions are being introduced for posts in certain 
high priority areas;

— across the Civil Service as a whole, unified grading at Principal 
level (introduced from 1 January 1986) will benefit key staff; 
and the pay of staff in other technological grades is being 
improved.

517. These measures will be helpful in securing the staff we need to maintain 
the defence programme; but the situation is being closely monitored by senior 
management in the Ministry of Defence.

Civilian Apprentices

518. The Ministry of Defence is a major employer and trainer of civilian 
apprentices, who are the main source of our craftsmen and technical officers.
In recent years we have not been able to offer as many training places as in 
the past; nevertheless, we recruited 1,040 apprentices in 1985 and at the



end of the year there were 4,100 in training. We are still the largest single 
employer and trainer of apprentices in the shipbuilding and engineering industries.

519. We plan to recruit enough apprentices to provide for the normal wastage 
of craftsmen and technical officers. We aim to concentrate on attracting 
more people with the academic ability to reach Higher National Certificate 
standard as technician engineers. Since numbers of school leavers generally 
are expected to decline during the remainder of the decade, we shall be 
seeking to widen our recruitment of applicants with qualifications in mathe
matics or physics at 'O’-level or GCSE. Hitherto we have tended to recruit 
in the South of England, where most of the defence establishments requiring 
apprentices are located; but in future we shall be making a bigger recruit
ment effort in the Midlands and North.

THE PROCUREMENT EXECUTIVE

520. The Ministry of Defence is British industry's largest single customer.
Of the total defence budget for 1986-87 some 45%, or £8.25 billion, will be 
spent specifically on equipment. This varies widely in sophistication and 
price - from Trident submarines to torch batteries. By far the greatest part 
of the equipment budget is spent with British suppliers, who, as both 
contractors and sub-contractors, range from the largest national organisations 
with turnovers of hundreds of millions of pounds to small firms employing 
only a handful of people.

521. The interdependence between the Ministry and British industry is 
illustrated by the fact that we take:

- 50% of the output of the British aerospace industry;

- 60% of the output of the British ordnance industry;

— 20% of the output of the British electronics industry; and

— 40% of the output of the British shipbuilding and ship—repairing
industry.



This work provides jobs for some 225,000 people directly and another 170,000 
indirectly. A further 120,000 jobs are supported if exports of defence 
equipment are included.

522. These statistics give only a broad indication of the size of the task 
that falls to the members of the Procurement Executive (PE) of the Ministry of 
Defence. The PE's overriding aim is to obtain equipment of the right performance 
and quality for the needs of the armed forces at the best possible price.
The work falls under three main headings:

- the development and procurement of equipment, through competitive 
processes wherever possible;

- the promotion of exports of British defence equipment; and

- research activities in both the public and private sectors.

This work is carried out against the background of our commitment to 
international equipment collaboration, which is described in detail in 
Chapter 3.

Competition

523. The initiative for greater use of competition in defence procurement is 
now in its third year. In 1983—84 the total percentage by value of contracts 
placed subject to competitive forces was 38%; in 1984-85 it rose to 46%; and 
in 1985-86 further improvements have been made. When the full year's figures 
are available and have been analysed, we expect them to show that the percentage 
has risen to some 60%.



Buying Defence Equipment
| 1. Equipment projects pass through a number of stages, and the Procurement 
Executive examines the opportunities for competition at each one. For 
a typical major project, the process is as follows:

I ' . The concept stage, at which ideas for the new equipment are 
first set down. They may have been stimulated by changes in 
the threat, advances in research or technology, obsolescence 
of existing equipment, or a combination of these factors. At 
this stage we consult industry and the trade associations 
to ensure that we have access to as many innovative ideas 
as possible and that we do not prematurely restrict the number 
of potentially interested firms. If the concept appears sound it 
is endorsed as a military staff target.

. The feasibility study stage, where work is done to determine 
whether the concept can be realised. Industry usually carries 
out feasibility studies, and wherever possible we insist on 
several firms doing studies in competition. Sometimes we pay 
for these, but firms often enter feasibility study competitions 
at their own expense and risk. If the project proves feasible, 
the staff target is refined and approved as a more detailed 
staff requirement.

I * The project definition stage, during which the necessary work
is done to take the project to the point at which it could enter 
full development with a fair likelihood of success. Project 
definition involves the demonstration of new technologies, the 
identification of areas of risk, and the drawing-up of detailed 
time and cost plans» We try to ensure competition at this stage, 
too, usually between the two or three firms that came out best in 
the feasibility study competition. We often fund all the 
competitors in project definition, an investment justified by the 
substantial advantages we derive from the competition.

I . Full development, carried out by the successful firm on the basis 
of specifications agreed with the Ministry of Defence. We are 
increasingly making use of cardinal point specification procedures, 
which define key performance features but otherwise allow industry 
the maximum scope to innovate, cut costs and enhance the export 
potential of the equipment. These procedures have to date been 
used on about 50 different contracts, worth nearly £1 billion.

. Equipment production, which we try to make the subject of fixed- 
price contracts wherever possible. Design contractors cannot 
assume that they will be awarded the first production order as a 
matter of course: they may have to prove the competitiveness of
their production plans against those from other firms. Even when 
equipment is in production, there can be no cosy assumptions abbut 
continuity of orders; this will only occur if price, performance 
and quality remain competitive for later batches of equipment.

I



J Major projects are referred to Ministers at each stage, starting at the 
i end of the concept stage but before feasibility studies have begun. This 
J very early reference ensures that Ministers are satisfied from the outset 
H with operational objectives and proposed approaches to procurement.a n0 2. Throughout development and production we try to drive a hard bargain
8 for the taxpayer. Bidders' conferences are set up to encourage involvement
9 by the widest possible range of firms in at least some of the work on offer,
9 either directly or as sub-contractors. We require prime contractors in
9 our more valuable contracts to tell us their plans for competition at 
9 sub-contract level. We obtain the right to free use of intellectual property J
1 in a product where this is sensible and practicable and would lead to 
] increased competition. Finally, we debrief unsuccessful tenderers on
| request and advise them on aspects of their tenders to which they could 
] usefully pay attention in future.9_______________________________________________ I
524. Examples of particular successes of competition are set out [below].
They represent significant achievements and have been obtained in two ways: 
by new competitive processes, and by improvements in organisation, management 
and financial information.

New Measures

525► Last year's Statement described a number of measures that had been 
introduced to promote competition. Since then the following significant new 
measures have been taken:

- Modification of Defence Contract Condition 15: under this condition 
design contractors normally expected to obtain at least the first 
production order. We now reserve full rights to go to competition 
for production. The company carrying out the development work 
will, of course, be well placed to compete; but there should be
no automatic expectation of future work: it will have to be
fought for keenly.

- Wider ranges of suppliers: many companies have regarded the
defence market as difficult to enter and likely to involve 
complicated security regulations. We have been at pains during 
the last year to demonstrate that defence business is accessible 
on a wide basis to British companies, and to encourage firms to 
make realistic proposals and submit tenders, even where they have 
not previously thought of competing. The response has been



enthusiastic: in most cases new companies have been delighted to
be approached and to be given the opportunity to show what they 
can do. As a result, we are receiving proposals for equipment 
that meets our requirements at lower prices than we would otherwise 
have expected to pay.

- New procedures for ’best and final* offers: in defence, as in 
other areas of procurement, there is often advantage in proceeding 
to second and subsequent stages of bidding, and in inviting 
companies to revise and sharpen their offers. We have therefore 
produced new procedures for 'best and final' offers, which will 
enable us, where we choose, to seek second and subsequent sets of 
proposals on a basis that is clear and fair to all concerned.

- Advertising contract opportunities: We are taking steps to
advertise major tenders and contracts at the earliest possible 
stage to encourage more firms to bid for defence contract and 
sub-contract work.

I I
I Successes for CompetitionI I
|| Some illustrative examples of the benefits stemming from competition are
I as follows:II II

. A new company has entered the field of remote ground sensors. 
Competition for the latest order between the two proprietary 
products has led to a saving of about 10% on the price 
previously paid by the Ministry.

I 1The decision to introduce competition into the supply of the 
Warrior armoured personnel carrier (MCV 80) was taken at an early 
stage in the programme, as mentioned in the 1984 Statement. We 
have so far saved about £100 million, or 12%, of the previously 
estimated costs.S 1

. The contract for the armoured repair and recovery vehicle for 
Challenger was won in a competition, and produced a saving 
approaching 20% of the initial budgetary estimate. We intend to 
place later orders for the vehicle following further rounds of 
competition.I I

. Successive rounds of competition for missile pallets provided
lower prices each time. For the first batch the winning tender's 
price was considerably below that of the design company, whose 
own tender was lower than the non-competitive prices we had 
previously paid. For subsequent batches the margin between the



successful tenderer and the design company was even greater. The 
final effect has been a saving of some 50% on the original price.

. The order for a batch of Type 2400 submarines was placed as a 
result of competition; the combination of batch ordering and 
competition saved about £20 million on the previously estimated 
costs.l_____________________________________________I

Organisation, Staffing and Information

526. To run an effective procurement organisation requires well-trained 
staff of high quality, working in the right organisational framework and with 
access to accurate, up-to-date information. A number of improvements have 
been made in 1985-86. They include:

- revised procedures for the operation of the PE Management Board, 
enabling it to consider major projects and their progress, and 
to act along the lines of the Board of a commercial company;

- the appointment of a small team to study aspects of organisation 
and project management so that opportunities for improvements can 
be swiftly determined, brought to the attention of top management, 
and implemented;

- the integration of contracts staff with project management teams, 
subject to professional safeguards; this puts the contracts 
function at the heart of project management, without division of 
management authority;

- improvements in training arrangements;

- an increase in secondments, both inwards and outwards;

- improvements in the scope, accuracy and distribution of financial 
information on our contracts and contractors; and

- increased use of expert legal advice in the framing of contract 
terms.

527. In addition, the creation in 1984 of a single Directorate General of 
Defence Quality Assurance (QA), together with continued encouragement for

I



industry to take on more responsibility for the quality and reliability of 
its products, has produced considerable economies: we have saved 500 staff
and have reduced the number of regional QA offices from over 70 in 1984 to 
under 30 now. We are also making efforts to improve the specification of 
defence requirements at the earliest stages of the procurement cycle by 
co-locating QA and project staffs whenever possible; and we have introduced 
the use of NATO standards in place of our own defence standards to specify 
QA requirements in contracts and for assessing contractors. In parallel, we 
are continuing to devolve the certification of sub-contractors to nationally 
accredited bodies» These measures are also of more general value to industry 
in international markets.

Defence Exports

528. The export of defence equipment brings both political and economic 
advantages to the United Kingdom. Politically, defence exports to friendly 
countries underline our concern for their security, strengthen their ability 
to resist aggression and help to protect Western interests. In economic 
terms, defence exports account for some 120,000 direct and indirect jobs
and constitute about 3% of total visible exports. Sales to overseas customers 
account for nearly a third of our national defence production and allow the 
maintenance of a stronger defence industrial base than could be sustained by 
British requirements alone. The prospect of such sales can stimulate firms 
to bid more keenly for defence contracts, resulting in better value for 
money in our own procurement. We have always encouraged companies to put 
forward proposals that will both meet our requirements and have good export 
potential; but we are now planning to include in defence contracts specific 
provisions to cover export possibilities.

529. Britain has been a consistently successful defence exporter. Even in 
1984, when the world defence market contracted by a quarter, we largely 
succeeded in maintaining our level of defence sales, consolidating our position 
in the top three of the free world's largest defence exporters and increasing 
our share of the market from 6% to nearly 8%.



530. New contracts recorded in 1984 amounted to some £2.25 billion, and a signifi
cant increase is expected to be shown for 1985, a year marked by spectacular 
successes for British defence manufacturers, who enjoyed active Government support. 
Substantial orders were received for a number of items of British equipment, inclu
ding the first sales of the Tornado aircraft outside the three partner countries. 
Further orders were received for the highly successful Hawk and Sea Harrier 
aircraft, and British electronics companies also won major overseas business.
The sales of Tornado aircraft showed what could be achieved from collaborative 
projects in which European nations work together to pool their knowledge and 
experience. These sales augur well for the future, as more major projects are 
becoming collaborative. Just as with national products, so internationally- 
developed equipment must be designed from the start with exports in mind.
This has been an important consideration in the discussions about the European 
Fighter Aircraft.

531. The Defence Export Services Organisation (formerly the Defence Sales Organi
sation) once again arranged the Royal Navy‘Equipment Exhibition at Portsmouth
in September 1985. Together with the British Army Equipment Exhibition (BAEE) 
and the Farnborough Air Show (the latter sponsored by the Society of British 
Aerospace Companies), this provides major opportunities for British defence 
exporters to demonstrate their wide range of products and expertise. Prepara
tions are now well under way for BAEE 86, to be held at Aldershot in June.

Defence Research

532. We plan to spend £398 million on defence research in 1986/87; this is about 
2% of the defence budget. Roughly two-fifths of this will be spent in industry 
and the universities, and the remainder in our own research establishments.

533. Defence research involves the application of scientific and technical 
expertise to the conception, selection, development, production, improvement, 
operation and support of weapon systems and equipment for the armed forces.
Notable recent achievements include:

Forward-Looking Infra-Red (FLIR): a thermal imaging system for 
night-flying, developed by the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE)



in close collaboration with industry, which will shortly be produced 
for the RAF and has great potential for worldwide sales;

- multi-processor computer system hardware: developed by the Royal
Signals and Radar Establishment (RSRE) in cooperation with industry, 
which will be capable of real-time interpretation of target images;

~ techniques to recover and identify minute traces of explosives:
developed at the Royal Armament Research and Development Establish
ment, these techniques have not only contributed to military work 
in this field but have become of great value to the civil author
ities in identifying explosives used in criminal activities.

534. We are taking further steps to develop the contribution that the intel
lectual and physical assets of our research establishments can make to the 
advantage of industry and society as. a whole. These include leasing part of 
the RAE site at Farnborough for light industry and general aviation, bringing 
revenue for the Department, a much—needed service to business travellers, and 
additional employment opportunities to the area. We are introducing research 
grants, financed jointly with the Research Councils, for universities or 
similar institutions which have proposals for research that are of high 
academic quality and of relevance to defence. Our research establishment 
facilities can be used if appropriate and available. An example of this is 
the scheme of research that we have recently launched in collaboration with 
the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI); this has begun with initiatives 
in pattern recognition and silicon microsystems at RSRE. A senior industria
list was also appointed last year to the post of deputy director at one of 
the establishments.

535. The DTI uses the facilities and staff of the research establishments
to carry out a programme of work for civil purposes. This programme, expected 
to be worth some £26 million in 1985-86, is carried out mainly at RAE and 
RSRE, and also in the British National Space Centre (BNSC), part of which is 
based at Farnborough. The research establishments' extramural programmes 
include, additionally, work estimated to cost £14 million in 1985-86 funded 
by DTI; and the establishments support some areas of the DTI's own grant-aided



work by providing technical appraisal and monitoring services. This year, 
about half the defence space research programme will be carried out in the 
BNSC; we therefore hope, with other participants, to reap the benefits of a 
more closely coordinated space research programme.

536. Last autumn saw the launch of Defence Technology Enterprises (DTE)
Ltd, the product of a joint initiative by the Ministry of Defence and a 
number of companies that have now become DTE's founder shareholders. DTE 
has the commercial and financial expertise to improve the spin-off to the 
civilian market-place of innovative ideas and technology that arise in the 
defence research programme. Our research establishments already have an 
impressive track record of innovation on which DTE can build. For example:

- RSRE invented the pyroelectric vidicon, a cheap and simple device 
for seeing in the dark by infra-red radiation; equipment based on 
this was used by British civilian rescuers in Mexico in the search 
for earthquake survivors (see Chapter 6).

- RAE Farnborough has developed a new alloy of aluminium and lithium 
that is lighter and stiffer than aluminium/copper and has considerable 
potential for future aircraft projects; the materials industry is 
being licensed to produce this alloy.

DTE will operate initially from these two establishments and from the Admiralty 
Research Establishment.

537. In the wider field of research and development, we are looking at the 
relative priorities of civil and defence needs for scarce scientific and 
technological resources. Our aim is to increase the contribution that these 
resources make to the development of the economy.

I------------------------------------------------------- 1| Higher Defence Studies
! 1I 1. Informed public debate on questions of defence policy is of great
I importance in a democracy, and the academic community has a major contribution!!
| to make. We are therefore keen to encourage closer links between the Ministry!!
I of Defence and the academic community in the field of defence studies. During!!
I the past year we have made a concerted effort to extend and improve these
I links, and we are encouraging the universities and relevant institutes to playj
B a more active role in the development of defence policy.



| 2. The Department already sponsors or participates in many seminars and 
| conferences, at which senior officers and officials can meet and exchange 
| ideas with members of the academic community, and we plan to extend these.
II We also hope to commission short papers from time to time on subjects in 
| which individual academics are intimately involved.
8 8 
I 3. Two new defence lectureships were established in 1985 - at London 
| (King's College) and the University College of Wales, Aberystwyth - to 
I specialise in the challenging area of the impact of technology on defence 
| policy. Together with two lectureships at Cambridge and one at Aberdeen,
| these bring the total number of lectureships funded by the Ministry of 
I Defence up to five.
I 8| 4. We regularly send serving officers to universities to study defence—
I related subjects at an advanced level, both to develop their intellectual 
| powers and to carry out research of value to the Services. Seven officers 8 are currently taking the one-year M Phil degree course in international 
8 relations at Cambridge; two are taking the MA in war studies at King's 
| College, London; and two are undertaking Defence Fellowships at Cambridge 
| and Southampton Universities.
I____________________________________________________________________________I

SUPPORT SERVICES

538. It remains our policy to put support services out to contract wherever 
they can be done more economically in the private sector and without damaging 
operational capability. Cleaning and laundry services are now almost entirely 
contracted out, and the proportion of catering carried out under contract will 
steadily increase between now and 1988. As well as these basic support 
tasks, we are extending the principle of competition to technical functions 
such as aircraft servicing and vehicle storage and servicing. Research and 
test facilities have been put out to contract at the Royal Military College
of Science at Shrivenham, as have the operations of the Procurement Executive 
Stores Depot at Aston Down, and the Proof and Experimental Establishment 
(P&EE) at Shoeburyness. At Shoeburyness we will not only realise significant 
savings in running costs but will he able to redeploy about 130 military 
personnel to the front line.

539. Looking ahead, we plan to contract out the work of about 70% of the 
total manpower at the P&EEs. We will complete this task in 1988. We are also 
examining the feasibility of placing a number of common support activities at 
several units under the same contractor. In each case we need to weigh up 
complex financial and operational factors; hut we intend to press on with 
increased use of competitive service contracts wherever we sensibly can.



540. The drive to shift the balance of Royal Naval manpower to the front line 
has cut some 6,000 billets in support areas since 1981. About 70% of manpower 
is now in the front line. In the largely civilian area of Fleet Support, we 
are also continuing to seek improvements in efficiency. In the last year a 
wide-ranging management audit of the Marine Services Organisation - consisting 
mainly of the Royal Maritime Auxiliary Service - has recommended major changes 
to cut costs. We are now acting on these recommendations. In the Royal 
Naval Supply and Transport Service we are rationalising depots, reducing 
some tasks and putting others out to contract. Of the Royal Naval Stores 
Depots, Deptford closed last year, Woolston will close later this year, and 
Llangennech in 1988; the torpedo range at Arrochar will also close this 
year. The system of quality assurance for naval weapons is being rationalised, 
with a prospective saving of about 200 posts. Consultancy studies on naval 
aircraft support have shown that costs can be cut by streamlining the management 
structure, improving information systems, and revising maintenance and logistics 
strategies. In putting these and other changes into practice in the Fleet Support 
area, we are taking care not to put at risk the operational effectiveness of the 
many services that the civilian work-force provides.

! I
| The Royal Dockyards
J r !| 1. The two Royal Dockyards at Devonport and Rosyth make up a sizeable 
I industrial undertaking. They employ between them some 19,000 people,
I and have a turnover of about £400 million a year.
I I
| 2. A number of studies have taken place over the last 15 years into the 
1 organisation of the Dockyards. Although their recommendations have 
J differed, there has been wide agreement on the nature of the problems 
J facing the Dockyards, and on the need for changes in the way they are run,J 
I to be sure of securing the greatest value for the taxpayer's money.
b o
1 3. Last April we published a Defence Open Government Document to launch 
J a period of public consultation on the future management of the Dockyards.J 
| This set out our objectives and a range of options for achieving them.
1 We identified as the primary requirements:i g

. safeguarding essential strategic and operational interests;g i

. a clear separation of the Dockyards, as suppliers, from the Fleet, 
their customer, combined with the introduction of accounting . 
procedures that reflect normal commercial practice and allow the 
customer to know the cost of meeting his requirements;i g
maximising the competitive incentives placed on the Dockyards, 
while also giving them the managerial freedom and autonomy to 
respond positively and compete on fair terms.

Naval Support .



| The options discussed ranged from a Trading Fund to full private 
| ownership. The Government's preference was for the introduction of 
commercial management by contractors: under this scheme, competent
British companies, selected after competitive tender, would manage the 
Dockyards under contract for a fixed period, although the land and assets 1 

| would stay in Government ownership.
!

| 4. This option, in our view, recognises the strategic importance of the 
| assets through retention of ownership, while providing a continuing spur 
to improved performance through the option of seeking new tenders at the 
end of a contract period; it also offers the Dockyards the benefit of 
commercial discipline and management in the shortest timescale. We did 
not consider, at the end of the consultative period, that any of the 
other options that had been suggested offered the same combination of 
advantages•
5. On 23 July 1985, therefore, we announced our intention of seeking 
tenders for the management of the Dockyards from April 1987. Appropriate | 
legislation (the Dockyard Services Bill) was introduced in November, and 
received its second reading on 2 December. We intend to form two 
companies, one at each Dockyard, to which management and workforce will 
transfer. The selected commercial managers will take over these 
companies for an initial period of seven years, transferring into them 
their own top and supporting management. We will then place contracts
for the refit and repair of ships with these companies.

I6. Commercial interest in the management of the Dockyards has been 
encouraging. Balfour Beatty and the Weir Group, and Babcock International! 
and Thorn EMI, have formed groups to prepare bids for the operation of 
Rosyth; while Trafalgar House, Plessey and A&P Appledore formed a similar! 
grouping last year to consider a bid for Devonport. A variety of other 
companies have also made their interest public. In addition, a small 
team of managers at Devonport Dockyard has formed a company and put 
together an outline plan to bid for the contract to manage the Dockyard. 
Subject to satisfactory progress of the legislation, tenders will be 
evaluated in time for the successful contractors to be chosen in the 
autumn, leaving a period of parallel running with the current management 
at the end of this year. This will ensure a smooth transition to full 
commercial management in April 1987. By this time we shall also have 
taken steps to ensure that the Dockyards can compete more effectively with] 
other ship-repairers in the United Kingdom and abroad, through a drive for! 
efficiency that will enable numbers at Devonport and Rosyth to be reduced | 
by 2,000 and 400 respectively from April 1985 levels.

!
7. We believe that the introduction of commercial management will offer 
the Dockyards the prospect of the most secure and competitive future, 
while giving the highest standard of service to the Royal Navy. It 
should place them in a better position not only to win additional naval 
work, but also to expand into new areas, to the benefit of the local 
economies.

I



541. In last year's Statement we announced the results of Exercise Lean Look, 
which identified 4,000 military posts in the Army's support area that could 
be transferred to the front line. We have begun to put these measures into 
practice, although full implementation will take until the end of the decade.
The search for increased efficiency continues, and we are carrying out 
further studies into areas suggested by Lean Look.

RAF Support

542. The RAF continues to press ahead with its contractorisation and 
efficiency programme, involving both uniformed and civilian posts.
Following the successful letting of contracts for service and supply tasks 
at RAF Linton-on-Ouse, we intend to let a similar contract for RAF Shawbury 
this year, and to extend the arrangements to other Basic Flying Training 
schools in due course. We also plan to put out to contract catering services 
at a range of stations. These measures will release scarce manpower from
the support area to the front line. While RAF reservists already provide mobile 
air movements, aeromedical evacuation, intelligence and other headquarters 
support units, as well as ground and air defence units, trials have begun on 
the feasibility of making even greater use of reservists.

Defence Medical Services

543. Last year we reported on our studies into ensuring that the medical 
resources available to the Ministry are used in the most cost-effective way. 
Further rationalisation measures have been implemented since then. The most 
significant were the closure of the Joint Services Medical Rehabilitation Unit 
at RAF Chessington and the transfer of its functions to RAF Headley Court; and 
the closure of the Joint Services School of Physiotherapists, future require
ments for physiotherapists being met by direct recruitment of qualified 
civilians. We are considering the possibility of putting out to contract 
work currently undertaken by uniformed and civilian dental technicians, and
we are investigating the direct supply of drugs to hospitals.

Army Support



I Energy Efficiency
| 1. The Government is seeking to promote a significant improvement in the 
I efficiency with which energy is used throughout the British economy, and 
I as part of this campaign has designated 1986 Energy Efficiency Year. Savings 
1 in running costs are important to both public and private sectors, and the 
| Ministry of Defence - a very large energy user - is therefore fully involved.
11 2. Most of our energy consumption is in the form of propulsion fuels for 
| aircraft, ships or vehicles; but domestic uses such as heating or lighting 
I also absorb large sums. In these areas in particular, good energy management 
| and investment in energy-saving techniques can reduce costs without any 
| operational penalty.
I( 3. Since the early 1970s, we have reduced our consumption of energy by 
| some 30%, but we believe that more can be done. We are therefore injecting 
| new momentum into our drive for energy efficiency. A senior officer from 
I the Defence Staff has been appointed 'Energy Coordinator' to oversee the 
j performance of the Ministry as a whole. In December a presentation was held 
| for several hundred senior staff to convince them of the importance of 
| examining critically the ways in which energy is used in the areas they 
1 manage, and a publicity campaign is being mounted to ensure that staff at all 
1 levels are aware of the cost of energy and the scope for savings.

I



I ~| THE SERVICE LIFE
I '
I| I. It is now some 23 years since the last conscript left barracks and J returned home to civilian life. Since that time the day-to-day defence of 
| the realm has been in the hands of regular volunteer Servicemen. In this 
j respect the United Kingdom is unique among the major European member states 
| of NATO, and it is perhaps timely to consider the direct and indirect J implications of manning our forces solely with volunteers.
!
2. For this country conscript forces are, of course, the exception rather 

I than the rule. Conscription was only introduced in 1916, two years after 
j the start of the First World War, and was abandoned when peace returned. It 
| was re-introduced in 1939, and this time lasted for 15 years after the end j of hostilities. Although the continuation of conscription after 1945 had 
| been found necessary to enable Britain to meet its widespread post-war 
| commitments, there were high training and administrative costs. It became 
| increasingly evident that an all-volunteer force would be more cost-effective; 
! and in 1957 the decision was taken to end conscription.
Ij 3. This resulted in training economies and a rise in professional standards, 
| together with improvements in morale. But manning an all-volunteer force j involves facing difficult challenges of recruitment and retention. The 
I Services need to recruit some 30,000 men and women every year. A considerable 
| amount of money and effort must therefore be spent on convincing potential 
1 recruits that there is a worthwhile and fulfilling career awaiting them, and 3 on retaining them when once they have been trained.
i
| Rewards and Penalties
1
! 4. Individuals' reasons for joining and remaining in the Services are many 
|| and varied; they include duty, comradeship, learning a trade, responsibility,
| travel, sport and adventure. The opportunities are substantial: the number 
|| of branches, trades and employment groups on offer to the potential recruit,
§ for example, runs into many hundreds. The RAF alone offers 15 branches for
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officer entrants and 143 different trades for airmen, who may be eligible 
for some 3,000 trade qualification annotations and many recognised civilian 
qualifications (for example, Higher National Diploma or City and Guilds).
Such training benefits not only the Services but ultimately the national 
pool of skills, when the Serviceman returns to civilian life.

5. Responsibilities can be heavy: a junior Army NCO could find himself in 
charge of an infantry section on patrol in Northern Ireland; a RAF flying 
officer could be at the controls of a Tornado aircraft; while a naval lieutenant 
might be the navigating officer of a £200 million nuclear submarine. All 
this before any of them reached the age of 30.

6^ Although the opportunities for service overseas have reduced in recent 
years, Figure 7, which shows the spread of British military deployments 
in 1986, illustrates the scope still available for travel. If short-duration 
training detachments are included, the number of countries that may be visited 
is considerably larger than shown. For the purposes of adventurous training 
alone, we sponsored some 600 overseas expeditions to 62 countries in 1984-85, 
in such diverse environments as Antarctica, the Sahara and the Himalayas.

7. Inevitably, some will suffer from disappointed expectations. Others 
may not have fully appreciated the disadvantages that go with Service life 
and can become especially apparent as personal circumstances change. The 
attraction of foreign postings, or extended sea-time, that appealed to the 
single Serviceman may fade once he has a wife and family and is faced with 
long periods of separation, the disruption of home life, and interruptions 
to his children's education. The Service commitment requires a very high 
standard of personal discipline, and this leads to constraints on an 
individual's freedom. The Serviceman is not able to seek alternative employ
ment other than at the end of his engagement or, if he wishes to leave 
earlier, either by giving a long period of notice or buying his release; he 
is liable to duty 24 hours a day and seven days a week and has no right to 
claim overtime; he must be ready to react as promptly and rapidly as NATO or 
national preparedness criteria require; he needs to be continuously 
vigilant, for example, against terrorist threats; and, above all, he must 
be trained and prepared to fight if necessary. In all, while there are__________



I many opportunities and advantages to Service life in the 1980s, there are 
| also considerable pressures on the individual and his family.
I
| Pay and Conditions of Service

[ 8. Because of the particular circumstances of Service life, we attach a 
high priority to ensuring that Servicemen and women receive a fair rate of 
pay for the work they do. The concept of a 'military salary', introduced in 
1970, enabled all Service personnel to receive pay related to that for comparable 
civilian jobs. Also implicit in the concept was that a fair price should be 
paid by Servicemen and women for their food and accommodation.

9. As there is no directly analogous civilian occupation, a process of 
detailed job evaluation has been adopted. This is undertaken by a joint 
Services' team on behalf of the independent Armed Forces Pay Review Body.
In carrying out its evaluations, the Review Body recognises that the Service 
life has certain disadvantages when compared with any civilian occupation.
As a result, an additional payment, called the 'X' factor, is made. This is 
currently 10% for Servicemen and 7%% for Servicewomen. The Government has 
accepted in full every recommendation of the Review Body since 1980.

10. Pay is probably the most important single element in the range of 
conditions of service, but other aspects also count a great deal to the 
individual. Various allowances and other benefits are therefore aimed at 
overcoming the particular difficulties posed by Service life, and can be of 
significant value. For example:

. Local Overseas Allowances compensate for extra costs of living 
abroad;

. all Service personnel receive free medical and dental treatment;

. all Service personnel are entitled to certain leave travel at
public expense; and



. married Servicemen with children at boarding school are eligible 
for an allowance to assist with school fees.

| The total cost of Service allowances, including benefits such as those above,J amounted to over £600 million in 1984-85.
ij 11. All conditions of service are kept under close review, and a number of 
improvements have recently been made:
! ^

. new family visits schemes have been introduced for those serving 
in Northern Ireland and the Scottish islands;

. Service parents no longer have to contribute up to 3% of their
salary towards the cost of holiday visits by children at boarding 
school in the United Kingdom; and

. in 1983 a scheme was introduced to enable Service personnel to buy 
surplus married quarters in England and Wales at a substantial 
discount; this is now being extended to the whole of the United 
Kingdom, on the basis of freehold rather than leasehold.

1.
I| The balance of advantage
i
I 12. We have only been able to touch here on the various factors that j influence the recruitment and retention of those who constitute our fighting 
j forces. We must offer them interesting, challenging and rewarding careers, 
with the prospects of advancement and the ability to employ their talents to 

| the full. They must receive a fair rate of pay for the work they do, and j conditions of service appropriate to their special circumstances. The very 
j nature of a Service career entails duties and obligations not found in j civilian life. Where operational considerations are involved, the penalties 
j cannot be easily ameliorated. But our aim is to combine fair pay and conditions 
j so as to ensure that the armed forces retain the fully-trained and well-motivated 
j personnel who are vital to the maintenance of our defence.

'
I



601. The armed forces have their own traditions, skills and requirements 
which reflect the role they play in society. But there is wide scope for 
them to benefit from the expertise found in the civilian community.
The Services look to industry to develop and produce their specialised 
equipment; they also draw widely on the skills of other sectors of society 
for a range of administrative and support services.

602. Chapter 5 discusses the steps we are taking to involve the rest of 
the community, and in particular the private sector of industry, in work to 
equip and support the armed forces. This chapter considers the support 
which, in its turn, the civil community looks to the Services to provide 
from the expertise and facilities maintained for defence purposes. Such 
support ranges from the informal contribution brought by Servicemen and 
women to their local communities; to help with socially and environmentally 
useful tasks; to vital assistance in emergencies. This work is valued not 
only by those who benefit directly: the Services themselves welcome the 
training opportunities and the test of their readiness that it affords.

MILITARY AID TO THE COMMUNITY

General Assistance

603. During the past year Servicemen and women have supported several 
projects at local schools and have helped with many fetes and fund-raising 
activities. Assistance in charitable work has included the repair of boats 
belonging to a centre for the handicapped in Cornwall by shipwrights from 
HMS Raleigh, and the administrative support given by HMS Nelson to children's 
homes and to the regional Blood Transfusion Unit. The Army has continued to 
support the Prince's Trust, a number of volunteers assisting during 1985 in
the work of restoring Maiden Castle (a 40—acre Iron Age earthwork construction). 
Other Army activities have included the building or strengthening of footbridges 
and paths, notably in Scotland; the construction of a harbour wall at Port 
Gordon in Morayshire; and the transportation of a railway engine on a military 
vessel to Alderney. In January 1985, following an urgent request from Gwynedd
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District Council, a Puma helicopter from RAF Odiham went to the site of a 
landslip on the A55 near Llanfairfechan and, after all other attempts to move 
material up the steep gradients had proved unsuccessful, completed six lifts 
of heavy earth—moving equipment and a compressor* In June the National 
Trust were assisted by two RAF Chinook helicopters in lifting stone and 
topsoil to rebuild foot-paths in the high fells.

604. A major military assistance task was undertaken in December, when serious 
bursts in the water mains threatened supplies to a large part of the city of 
Leeds. In response to an initial request, a small number of soldiers were 
deployed on pumping and water-carrying duties, hut when further difficulties 
resulted in a complete cut-off of water to some 250,000 people, a much larger 
operation was mounted at short notice. 193 bowser teams, involving over 550 
soldiers, sailors and airmen from all over the country, were deployed to 
provide water distribution points in the city until the emergency was brought 
under control three days later.

--------------- — -------- — ---------------------------------------- 1
Disaster Relief Overseas ------------------ — —
1. The Services’ relief effort in Ethiopia (known as Operation Bushell) 
continued during 1985. The RAF, helped by Army personnel from the Royal 
Corps of Transport, lifted food and other relief supplies from Addis Ababa | 
and the port of Assab to areas of need within the country. To do this they | 
frequently used the specialised technique of air-dropping. By the time the I 
last of our Servicemen withdrew on 19 December 1985, the detachment had 
flown 2,152 sorties and delivered 32,000 tonnes of supplies. There were 
flights on every day of the operation, a total of 409 consecutive days.
2. Perhaps the most swiftly mounted operation of 1985 was the relief 
mission sent to Mexico City in September, when an earthquake devastated 
the city and claimed thousands of lives. On the day after the Mexican 
authorities appealed for international assistance, a Royal Engineer team 
arrived from Belize, together with a RAF detachment operating two Puma

! helicopters and a Hercules. The Engineers, using a variety of specialist 
| equipment, spent over a fortnight restoring the vital nationwide telephone |
| centre, which had been severely damaged by the earthquake. They worked 
| around the clock in conditions that were difficult, dangerous, and often 
| distressing. While their work was under way, a second team, made up of 
| Royal Navy and civilian Fire Service rescue specialists, was sent out from J 
| the United Kingdom equipped with thermal imaging cameras capable of 
| detecting the presence of people trapped in the debris. This team operated |
| as a largely independent unit and, under the direction of the Mexican 
! police, travelled all over the city, helping in the search for survivors.
!



A RAF Hercules unloading relief supplies at Mekele in Ethiopia



I 3. Less than two months after the Servicemen from Belize had returned J
0 from Mexico City to their base, units from the garrison were once again
II called on to help in disaster relief. In early November, following the
1 volcanic eruption which devastated the town of Armero in Colombia, a team |
I drawn from all three Services was despatched to Bogota with two Puma
I helicopters and a Hercules transport aircraft. As soon as the team arrived,!
! it immediately set to work helping to evacuate survivors and, once that 
i phase had been completed, devoted itself to the distribution of food,
I medical supplies and equipment. Throughout its time in Colombia, the team 1 
! succeeded in making a contribution to the relief operation out of all
0 proportion to its size. I
1 !
J 4. The Servicemen involved in these relief operations, by their unstinting!
I efforts, won the gratitude and appreciation both of the Governments con-
I cerned and of all those whom they were able to help. The operations also !
1 proved their worth to the forces involved. The conditions under which they !
1 worked provided stringent tests of the training and high professional I standards of the personnel who took part and, particularly in Ethiopia, of j|
I the reliability of their aircraft and equipment.
1-----------------------------------------------  i
Northern Ireland

605. The Services have now been engaged in active operations against terrorism 
in Northern Ireland for 16 years. During that time, the nature of the operation 
has changed. We have come a long way from the peak of violence in the 1970s, 
and the armed forces are now operating entirely in support of the Royal
Ulster Constabulary (RUC). Force levels have come down from the 1970s, too, and 
the Army's strength in the Province has remained at about 9,500 for several 
years, augmented by the invaluable support of the nine battalions of the 
Ulster Defence Regiment (UDR), drawn from within the Province itself [(see 
Page [ ])]. But terrorism continues, and there will be no quick solution.
The terrorist has learned to be more careful and sophisticated over the 
years and is also much better equipped.

606. This year the Army has again demonstrated its ability to respond rapidly 
to changes in the terrorist threat and the needs of the RUC. An additional 
infantry battalion of some 550 men was deployed to the Province on 2 January 
1986 to meet additional operational commitments in support of the RUC, 
particularly in the border areas. The Royal Engineers have also been assisting 
the RUC with urgent building work as a result of difficulties caused by IRA 
intimidation of civilian contractors. In particular, they have undertaken
the rebuilding of RUC stations severely damaged in terrorist attacks just 
before Christmas; work began on the first of these at Ballygawley in 
January.



607. Much of the work is now concerned with the less spectacular but still 
vital tasks of deterrence and of providing reassurance to the community.
The Security Forces continue to keep up the pressure on the terrorist, and 
there has been a steady success rate in terms both of those charged with 
terrorist offences - 522 in the past year - and of the seizure of weapons 
and explosives. In all nearly seven tonnes of explosive were recovered 
during the year. There was a notable success in April 1985, when a joint 
RUC and military patrol found a store of 987 kg of home-made explosive in 
37 fertiliser bags during the search of a farm near Dungannon. The work of 
the Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) teams has continued to be outstanding. 
During the year they responded to 771 calls for assistance and neutralised 
3,500 kg of explosive - thus saving lives, property and jobs from destruction 
by terrorist bombs.

608. There is, regrettably, a continuing cost to be paid by both the RUC and 
the armed forces. In 1985 another six soldiers were killed, bringing the 
total since 1969 to 533; and a further 33 were injured. The full part 
played by the UDR is illustrated by the fact that four of those killed were 
members of the Regiment. In the last year members of the armed forces serving 
in Northern Ireland earned 73 gallantry awards, including one Military Cross 
and six Military Medals.

Bomb Disposal

609. Some 4,400 requests for. bomb disposal assistance in Great Britain were 
answered in 1985 by Royal Engineer, Royal Army Ordnance Corps (RA0C), Royal 
Navy and Royal Air Force EOD teams. Of this total nearly 4,000 involved 
the disposal of items of conventional munitions, many left over from the 
Second World War. The remainder were for suspected terrorist devices, of 
which 29 proved to be real, nearly 100 were hoaxes, and over 300 were false 
alarms.

610. The most notable incident occurred in June when a team from the RA0C 
was called on to deal with a major find of IRA bomb-making material dis
covered in a tenement block in Glasgow. The team successfully recovered a 
quantity of explosives, detonators,, weapons and documents. The clearance of



this cache was part of a successful police operation, which precipitated the 
end of the IRA’s planned summer bombing campaign against seaside towns in 
Great Britain.

611. In the aftermath of the bomb that devastated the Grand Hotel in 
Brighton in October 1984, there has been a marked increase in awareness of 
the threat from explosive devices. Demand for EOD training has been high:
RAOC teams have given lectures to 334 police courses and 177 other agencies, 
and a series of courses for policemen in search techniques has been run by 
the Royal School of Military Engineering at Chattenden.

612. But, as noted above, the bulk of EOD work consists of dealing with 
unexploded devices from earlier wars. A London Underground line had to be 
closed and the area evacuated when a 250 kg German bomb was discovered at 
West Ham in September 1985. It took a team of nine men 13 hours to remove. 
German ordnance and weapons were also cleared from a site in Guernsey.
Other tasks have taken teams outside the United Kingdom. In the early part 
of 1985, nearly 70,000 individual Second World War items were cleared by the 
Royal Engineers in the Solomon Islands; while from April to August a Royal 
Navy diving team assisted the Maltese Government in removing wartime ordnance, 
so that dredging could begin in the Grand Harbour in Valletta.

Search and Rescue

613. The permanent standby service operated by the Royal Navy and RAF, 
assisted by other Service support as necessary, was called out on 1,314 
occasions in 1985, and rescued 883 people, almost all of them civilians. 
Following the tragic disaster in June 1985, when an Air India Boeing 747 
with 329 people on board crashed into the sea off the coast of Ireland, an 
intensive search and rescue operation was mounted. This involved not only 
Royal Navy and RAF Sea King and RAF Chinook helicopters, RAF Nimrod aircraft 
and HMS Challenger, but also rescue vessels and aircraft from the US Air 
Force, the Irish Air Corps and Navy and the Royal National Lifeboat Institution, 
as well as British and Spanish merchant vessels. Over 268 hours were flown
by British and American aircraft before the search was called off, by which 
time 130 bodies had been recovered.



614. In April 1985, two youths were rescued by helicopter in worsening 
conditions from a cave into which they had been swept after their motor-boat 
smashed against Ramsgate cliffs. The incoming tide plunged the RAF winchman 
beneath the waves and into the cave during his rescue efforts, and he was later 
awarded the Air Force Cross. A widely reported incident occurred during the 
Fastnet Yacht Race in August, when the yacht Drum England overturned, and 
another was in difficulties. The crews were rescued by a Royal Naval diver, 
who was subsequently awarded the George Medal, and winched to safety by a 
Wessex helicopter. Another was the attempt, also in August, by the Virgin 
Atlantic Challenger to win the record for passenger-carrying Atlantic crossings. 
In the final stages of the attempt the vessel was damaged and had to be 
abandoned. The sinking vessel was quickly located by a RAF Nimrod and the 
crew picked up from the recovery vessel Geest Bay by a RAF Sea King helicopter.

Protection of Offshore Resources

615. The Royal Navy's Fishery Protection Squadron has continued to make a major 
contribution to the protection of our fishing and offshore oil and gas interests. 
Vessels of the Castle, Island and Ton class, whose officers are specially 
trained for the task, are used for boarding fishing vessels of all nationalities 
and inspecting papers, equipment and catches. Suspected offenders are detained 
and escorted to the nearest convenient port for the Fisheries Departments to 
carry out a full investigation and possible prosecution. A recent review
of operational patterns should lead to further improvements in the Squadron's 
ability to respond to the needs of the customer departments. The Squadron 
was formerly supported in the air by RAF Nimrod aircraft; but it has now been 
agreed that the tasks of observation and collection of data should be taken on 
by civilian aircraft under the direct control of the Fisheries Departments.

616. The armed forces, and particularly the Royal Marines' Comacchio Group, 
have remained ready to respond swiftly in support of the civil authorities 
to incidents involving offshore oil and gas installations. The operators
of these installations do, of course, take their own protective measures, 
and they are further protected by the high level of air— and sea—traffic 
around them, including regular patrols by Royal Navy ships. Against this 
background, the Government concluded last year that random patrols by Nimrod



aircraft on behalf of the Department of Energy would no longer be needed 
after July 1985. Details of expenditure on offshore tasks, and figures for 
boardings and convictions of fishing vessels, are given in Tables [6.4 and 6.5] 
of Volume 2.

THE SERVICES IN THE COMMUNITY 

Civil Use of Military Facilities

617. The Ministry of Defence owns various facilities which, because of 
the nature of Service operations, are not always used to full capacity in 
peacetime. In some instances these can be made available for civil use. A 
number of pistol and rifle clubs, for instance, pay to use Service ranges.
Most important perhaps are our many airfields, which in some places provide 
the only access for aircraft. Our policy has long been to encourage their 
wider use, provided that operations, security and safety are not affected 
and that no extra cost falls to the defence budget. This helps to ensure 
the full use of defence facilities and provides a useful source of extra 
revenue. It also benefits business and local employment. There are over 
200 registered regular users of these airfields: some are large commercial 
concerns; others include breweries, businessmen, flying clubs and private 
individuals. We are currently conducting a review into ways of improving 
our procedures and making them more attractive to business aviation. Part 
of the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough is to become a civil 
enclave for the development of light industry and general aviation (see 
paragraph 534). We are also considering leasing compact civil enclaves at 
the more commercially popular airfields at RAF Mansion and RAF Northolt.

Meteorology

618. The Meteorological Office serves both the armed forces and, as the 
national Meteorological Service, the public (through free weather 
forecasts and severe weather warnings), as well as an increasing number of 
specialist users who pay to receive its more detailed information. The last 
year has seen growing interest by customers in the information the Office 
can provide. A number of international airlines, including Pan American



and Japanese Airlines, have now joined British Airways in taking data direct 
from the Office for flight-planning purposes. Particular local authority 
and commercial interest is being shown in the short time-scale information 
obtained by combining data from rainfall radars (jointly paid for by the 
Office and Water Authorities) and satellite imagery. This technique helped 
the Office, for example, to give the Lawn Tennis Association advance warning 
last summer of a violent thunderstorm. Earlier in the year, the BBC intro
duced its new weather presentation on television. This was developed jointly 
with the Office, the additional costs involved being met by the BBC.

619. Most of the work arising from the 1983 Resource Control Review has 
now been completed, and we hope that by 1988 further savings can be achieved 
on the same scale as the £200,000 per annum reported in last year's Statement, 
mainly through increased use of commercial equipments. In addition, the 
Office is expecting to save about £500,000 each year from 1986, as the result 
of an initiative taken with its European partners in reorganising the North 
Atlantic Ocean Stations agreement. We are also working, with the help of 
consultants, to increase the commercial exploitation of the Office's global 
forecasting ability.

620. We shall continue to devote the main part of the Office's research 
effort (some 11%% of resources) to improving and updating forecasting 
techniques. The development and operational testing of a new mesoscale 
numerical model has made substantial progress. When used in conjunction 
with radar rainfall and satellite data, this should greatly improve our 
short-term and local forecasts. Work has also continued on weather-related 
aspects of pollution, such as acid rain; and on the effects of changes, both 
natural and man-made (for instance, increased carbon dioxide), on the climate.

Hydrography

621. During the past year, ships and craft of the Royal Navy's Surveying 
Flotilla, and chartered commercial vessels with Royal Navy Surveying Teams 
on board, have completed a full programme of hydrographic surveys .both 
overseas and around the United Kingdom in support of civil and defence 
requirements. In addition, contra.cts have been placed with commercial



surveying companies on behalf of the Department of Transport in support of 
civil hydrography for merchant shipping. The Royal Navy’s new coastal survey 
vessel HMS Roebuck was launched in November 1985 and will enter service 
this summer.

The Defence Estate and Conservation

622. The Ministry of Defence is a major land-owner; but we do not retain 
land unless it is required to support the armed forces. This policy led us, 
in the year to the end of November 1985, to dispose of 1,210 hectares, and at 
that time a further 2,000 were undergoing disposal. We have, however, also 
continued to acquire land where this is essential to meet Service requirements, 
mainly by the purchase of available land next to existing training areas.
Further details of the defence estate are given in Tables [5.15 and 5.16] of 
Volume 2.

623. In last year’s Statement we discussed in detail the conservation 
activities being undertaken on the defence estate. The amount and scope of 
work being done continue to increase. The recording and monitoring of flora, 
fauna, and features of geological or historical interest have produced some 
remarkable statistics. A British record was achieved at one site when 307 
species of plant were recorded within one kilometre square. At another 
site, our ornithologists have recorded a colony of 306 pairs of little tern,
one of the rarest terns in Britain; 400 pairs of house martin were found nesting 
in a single building; and 25,000 common scoter were observed wintering within 
a range danger-area.

624. Other groups of fauna have been studied by our conservation groups.
For example, 160 species of spider (a quarter of all known British species) 
were recorded at one site, while two further sites support over 130 species 
each. All six species of deer are present at a single location in Norfolk, 
and nine of the 15 species of bat roost at another. Defence property is 
also well endowed with ancient monuments, and active work on them is being 
carried out at 42 sites. On the geological side, the finest example in this 
country of a raised beach (an Ice-Age feature) is protected at a site in 
Dorset.



625. The Press Office of the Ministry of Defence in London, which is manned
24 hours a day, handles more than 1,000 calls a week and deals with journalists 
from both the United Kingdom and overseas on the whole range of defence 
topics. A viewdata information retrieval system is being installed to speed 
the flow of information to the press. It is expected to be fully operational 
by early summer. Promotions and facilities staff arrange media visits to 
Service units in the United Kingdom and throughout the world. Regular press 
conferences, briefings and interviews are also provided.

626. Our aim is to give the public a close-up view of the Services' day-to- 
day operations. Representatives of the media are encouraged to participate
in major exercises and deployments — during 1985, as far afield as the Falkland 
Islands, the Bosphorus, the West Indies and the Gulf. In exercise Brave 
Defender (see page [ ]), over 2,000 press facilities were organised in
different parts of the country. In addition, 80 correspondents visited 
the out-of-area exercise Purple Victory. The variety of Service work was 
seen by over 100 media representatives who flew in Hercules aircraft to 
witness at first hand the humanitarian food sorties in Ethiopia.

627. Exhibitions and publications reinforce this activity by taking the 
message direct to the public. A NATO/British defence policy exhibition 
toured eight major venues in 1985; and a NATO briefing tour was mounted
in Nottingham, Bristol and Oxford, at which speakers at open meetings explained 
defence policy and answered questions from the public. This year a revised 
and updated exhibition will tour the country, and the programme of the briefing 
tour will be extended to reach a larger audience.

628. The Government's response to the Report of the Study Group on Censorship 
(Cmnd 9112) was published in April 1985 as Cmnd 9499. This set out our plans 
to base the control of military information in war on an improved advisory 
service at home and an accreditation bargain with journalists in the field. 
Follow-up work will also take into account the study commissioned from the 
Centre for Journalism Studies at University College, Cardiff, into relations 
between governments, armed forces and the media, which was received last summer.

Public Relations



629. We are aiming to develop the widest possible consensus as to what 
constitutes legitimate protection of national security interests in time of 
conflict, and hope to begin a process of consultation with the Defence Press 
and Broadcasting Committee and the media this year. We also look forward to 
a further trial of accreditation arrangements in Exercise Eternal Triangle 
1986* Our NATO allies will be kept informed of, and involved with, the 
development of our policy.

Youth Training Schemes

630. We have set a target of 1,100 places in 1986 for school-leavers aged 16 
or 17 to train under the Ministry of Defence Civilian Youth Training Scheme.
Some of these will be on the new scheme, to be introduced this year, which 
includes two-year programmes for 16-year olds and opportunities for all to 
obtain, or work towards, vocational qualifications.

631. 550 of the places available are set aside for dependants of those 
serving with British Forces Germany. This year we shall be improving their 
'off the job' training, by establishing facilities to cater for City and 
Guilds, Business and Technician Education Council and Royal Society of Arts 
courses. We also intend to expand this scheme to cater for dependants of 
personnel serving in Hong Kong, Cyprus and Gibraltar, where there are limited 
opportunities for young people to gain worthwhile employment. We hope in
this way to encourage 16- to 18-year olds to accompany parents serving overseas, 
by enhancing their prospects of finding good employment on their return to 
the United Kingdom.

632. The armed forces themselves also provide many training opportunities 
for young people. To date there have been over 9,000 applicants for places 
under the Armed Services Youth Training Scheme (ASYTS), of whom nearly 2,700 
have been accepted. Although the rate varies between the Services, on average 
some 60% of those who enter the scheme transfer to regular engagements
with the armed forces. In line with the Manpower Services Commission’s 
scheme, the ASYTS is to be expanded to offer 16-year olds two years of 
training instead of the twelve months currently allowed.



j THE ULSTER DEFENCE REGIMENT
I
| 1. The Ulster Defence Regiment (UDR) was established in 1970 following the 
! report of Lord Hunt's Advisory Committee on Police in Northern Ireland. The 
| Committee's main recommendations were based on the principle that police and 
| military roles should be separate in Northern Ireland, as in the rest of the 
| United Kingdom. As a result, the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) was relieved 
8 of all duties of a military kind and the Ulster Special Constabulary, which 
| had assisted them, was stood down. At the same time two new forces were
1 established: the RUC Reserve was to be a force to assist the RUC with routine 
! policing matters; the UDR was set up as a locally recruited, and largely
8 part-time, regiment of the British Army under the control of the General 
| Officer Commanding, Northern Ireland, to support the regular forces on purely 
8 military duties. Over the last 16 years the Regiment has made an invaluable 
j contribution to the fight against terrorism in the Province and has evolved
8 to meet the changing nature of that threat.
8
8
8 2. The Regiment is unique in being a locally recruited force raised to meet
jj a local problem; all its members - both full- and part-time - live in their own 
8 homes. Nevertheless, the UDR is a regiment of the British Army and is fully j integrated into the Army's operations in Northern Ireland. All Army operations, 
8 including those of the UDR, are conducted wholly in support of the RUC, and 
| this principle is built into all levels of organisation, operational tasking 
8 and planning. The support required by the RUC is agreed and coordinated at 
| regular meetings, at every level, between the police and the Army. The 
8 employment of the UDR in sensitive areas is closely monitored and controlled,
2 and the need to patrol in or near these areas is kept under constant review;
8 such patrols are as far as possible accompanied by members of the RUC.
1a
8 3. With over 2,700 full-time and 3,700 part-time members, the UDR is the
2 largest infantry regiment in the British Army, it is organised into nine 
8 battalions of 14 permanent cadre (that is, full-time) and 36 part-time
J companies, 
n
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I !. Thé battalions are under the operational command of 8 and 39 Infantry 
Brigades, whose headquarters are in Londonderry and Lisburn respec
tively. They are commanded by Regular Army officers, and in addition

Ii some 35 officers and 70 non-commissioned officers are seconded from the
Regular Army to the UDR. They and the Commanding Officers are responsible]

I 1for the direction and supervision of training and the general administra- j 
tion of the battalions. In some areas ÜDR Commanding Officers also 
have Regular companies under their operational control, and other 
ÜDR battalions receive Regular Army support when the need arises.

! I. The company is the smallest sub-unit to have an independent base, and| ----------Company Commanders are responsible for the training, discipline and 
conduct of troops under their command, reporting to their CommandingI IOfficers.

5j| 4. Permanent cadre soldiers are in most respects directly comparable to 
I their counterparts in the Regular Army, although they are limited by theirj| terms of service to duty in Northern Ireland, and this is reflected in their
I training. They are excluded from certain roles, such as riot control, butj| are otherwise deployed exactly as any other Army unit in the Province.
I Part-time soldiers bolster the efforts of their full-time colleagues, in 
■ particular by providing support to the RUC at nights and at weekends.
I
| 5. On joining the Regiment, permanent cadre soldiers undertake nine weeks 
I of basic training, which lays special emphasis on the skills required by 
I soldiers who act in support of the civil power and who therefore come into 
I daily contact with members of the public. All initial training courses,
Ij whether full- or part-time, include instruction from the RUC. Basic training 
I is carried out in Northern Ireland, but UDR personnel also attend relevant
I| courses in Great Britain. These include six months* training for permanent 
I cadre officers at the Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst, and for officers 
I and NCOs at the School of Infantry at Warminster. Attachments of officers 
I and NCOs to Regular battalions in Great Britain are also encouraged.
I
I 6. The part-time soldier is training for a specific and limited task,
Ij which does not require the full range of military skills. His training is



| primarily for basic patrolling techniques, and these are covered in much the 
Q same depth as for regular soldiers. The recruit undertakes 14 days of initial 
| training, after which he must pass tests on subjects such as weapon handling,
| field-craft, powers of search and questioning and relations with the public.
S !jj All part-time soldiers are required to pass similar tests to those undergone by j
0 the Regular Army before being accepted for operational service.1 II IJ 7. It is regrettable that, at present, only about 3% of the Regiment are 
| Roman Catholics. This was not always so: when the Regiment was formed some 
Q 18% of its members were Catholic. The main reason for the decline has been the 
! pressure, of varying degrees, exerted by different sections of the nationalist 
1 community against those who might otherwise have joined the Regiment. This 
| has ranged from a deliberate campaign of intimidation by the Provisional IRA 
| at one extreme (of the first 25 members of the UDR to die in terrorist incidents
■ eight were Catholic), through powerful social and family pressures and appeals 
1 from community leaders. Roman Catholic members of the Regiment continue to
| be especially vulnerable, both because they are singled out as targets and 
1 because they generally live in areas where the terrorists can operate with 
I the greatest confidence.

!H r
g 8. The clearly defined duties of the UDR are to support the RUC in enforcing
1 the law impartially as between the two communities in Northern Ireland. In

'g spite of its predominantly Protestant composition, the Regiment's impartiality
| was clearly demonstrated during the 1977 Ulster Workers' Strike, when the I I! Government was under pressure from Protestant extremists. Nevertheless, except
I for brief periods, the predominant threat to peace has tended to come from
■ terrorists claiming to represent the nationalist community. The concentration 
1 of terrorist activity in nationalist areas has inevitably meant that the
| operations of the Security Forces, including the UDR, have had a greater 
B impact on the normal life of the minority community.
I IS !
S 9. Like any other soldiers, members of the UDR are trained in proper standards 
j of behaviour in dealing with the public, and these are strictly enforced. But 
I the best way of demonstrating impartiality would be for the Regiment to become 
| more fully representative of both communities. This is made difficult when 
fl even some respected members of the minority community urge their fellows not______|



to join. We shall nevertheless continue to urge Roman Catholics to join the 
Regiment and seek to persuade all sections of the community to give it their 
support.

10. The UDR is a disciplined force, well led and effectively trained for 
the range of tasks for which it is needed. Its members are defending their 
lives, their families, their livelihoods and their community against aggres
sion, and their courage and commitment are outstanding. In 16 years the 
Regiment has lost 153 officers and soldiers killed, including four women; 
and another 307 seriously injured in the fight against terrorism. These 
figures stand as an enduring monument to the bravery and dedication of 
the Regiment.



THE MILITARY FORCES OF EAST AND WEST 
CONVENTIONAL FORCES IN EUROPE

I Calculating the Conventional Balance
I
|l. Calculating the comparative conventional strengths of NATO and the 
|Warsaw Pact is a very difficult task. A comprehensive assessment of the 
|balance between opposing forces would need to take into account not just 
Inumbers of troops and equipments but how they would actually be used on 
¡the battlefield and how effective they would be. In practice, such 
(assessments are difficult enough to carry out even for small-scale 
(engagements, such as an anti-tank platoon against a squadron of tanks, and 
|for a defined scenario. To extend them to cover all arms, on both sides, 
jin all likely scenarios, is correspondingly more difficult, and the problem 
|is compounded by uncertainties about the performance of weapon systems and 
|their operators. All accounts of the military balance are, therefore, 
Inecessarily incomplete.
I
|2. The simplest accounts are those restricted to numbers of men, or 
(divisions, and equipment on each side. But even these simple comparisons 
|are beset with problems, for example:
I
|, . which forces to count: there is no single way of deciding which

forces to include; a global count has the merit of simplicity, but 
may have little bearing on the immediate threat to particular 
regions;

I
. reliability of counting: large items, such as ships, are easy to 

count; smaller ones, such as tanks and artillery pieces, are less 
easy; others, such as anti-tank guided weapons, are almost 
impossible to count accurately. Moreover, the Warsaw Pact’s 
excessive secrecy limits our knowledge of systems and deployments 
and may reduce the reliability of our figures;

I
. categorisation: arbitrary lines have to be drawn between, say,

frigates and patrol boats, or tanks and armoured reconnaissance 
vehicles. Putting a border-line case into one category rather than 
another could have a significant effect on the resulting balance.

I
|3. A more complex approach would, in addition, need to take into account:
I

. equipment characteristics: the age, technological sophistication, 
firepower, reliability and accuracy of equipment; and

I
. preparedness: the readiness of front-line forces, the extent to 

which they are under strength in peacetime, and the ease with 
which they can be reinforced.

I
(Attempts have been made to draw up military balances that include these 
|points, but it is difficult to present the resulting assessments in a readily



(understandable way. Moreover, such efforts rarely command universal aooroval:!1 
I different authorities may disagree over the relative weight to be given to 
leach factor. And, no matter how carefully such factors are incorporated 
I into the analysis, the result will still fall short of what would be necessary I 
I for a fully comprehensive military balance.
14. A complete net assessment would need to take into account not only the 
|factors mentioned above - which are all broadly quantifiable, even if their 
I interpretation may be a matter of dispute - but a whole range of other
|factors that are either wholly qualitative or so scenario-dependent as to 
Imake it impossible to draw general conclusions. These factors include:
I !

. differences in geography, terrain and environment (including the
weather) in areas where otherwise similar forces might be deployed; |

I I
. the different effects that these factors might have on the attacker I 

as ooposed to the defender;
I !

. differences in military strategy and force structure;
I I

. the sustainability of forces, which depends in turn on quantities 
and survivability of logistic stocks and supply lines for fuel, 
ammunition and spares; and

I I
. such other factors as surprise, deception and differences in 

political organisation, allied cohesion, training, leadership 
and morale.

iThere is so much scope for the exercise of judgement and opinion in assessing I 
I f actors such as these that the outcome is bound to be controversial.
I !
15. It is beyond the scope of this Statement to attempt a complete net
I assessment. Instead, in this Annex and its illustrations we give an account 
|of the forces of East and West which, though necessarily simplified and 
I restricted in scope, attempts to apply equal criteria to both sides.
I _______________________________________________________________________ I

Land/Air Forces

1. Figure 11 illustrates the conventional forces of NATO and the Warsaw 
Pact in place on the Central Front - that is, NATO forces in the Benelux 
countries and the Federal Republic of Germany, and Warsaw Pact forces estima
ted to be in Poland, Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic.
Figure 12 gives a broader picture of conventional forces in place in Central 
and Northern Europe including, for example, those in the United Kingdom and 
in the three Soviet Western Militarv Districts, which could quickly be mobi
lised and deployed to the Central Front. The illustration excludes other 
reinforcement forces on both sides. It shows, however, that the Warsaw Pact



Figure 11 The Current Balance of Forces on the Central Front
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Figure 12 The Current Disposition of Forces in North and Central Europe

Note*
'Leningrad Military Oistrict.
Three Soviet Western Military Districts.
'Includes French forces in the Federal Republic of Germany.
•France is a member of NATO but does not participate In its integrated military structure.
•Warsaw Pact divisions normally consist of fewer personnel than many NATO divisions, but contain more tanks and 
artillery.
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is better placed geographically to move additional forces to the front line 
and to sustain them once they are there. By contrast, most of NATO's addi
tional reinforcements of men and equipment would have to be moved across the 
Atlantic from North America.

Warsaw Pact

2. The Soviet Union's ground forces are being upgraded: new units are 
being created and expanded, equipment for existing units modernised and the 
logistics infrastructure expanded. The effect of such improvements is being 
enhanced by the reorganisation of these forces (to make best use of their
new capabilities); and by improved training and command and control procedures. 
Soviet tank and motor rifle divisions are being steadily expanded and reorganised 
to provide greater firepower. Equipment improvements include self-propelled 
artillery, with better ammunition; better conventional warheads for short-range 
ballistic missiles; and further deployment of the latest T80 tank, which has 
a gas turbine engine and a laser range-finder system, and can fire an anti-tank 
guided missile (ATGM) through the main gun barrel. The wheeled SA-9 air 
defence system has largely been replaced by the tracked SA-13, and a new 
division-level surface-to-air missile, the SA-11, which has increased 
mobility and target handling ability, is starting to enter the inventory.
The standard front-line SA-4 is due to be replaced in the near future by 
the SA-X-12, which can shoot down tactical ballistic missiles.

3. Soviet air forces are being upgraded with new fighters that have a true 
look-down/shoot—down capability. Both the Foxhound interceptor and the new 
agile fighter Fulcrum are coming into service in increasing numbers. Designed 
as an all-weather fighter-interceptor and similar to the F18, Fulcrum will 
increase the threat to NATO low-flying aircraft, and is assessed to be able
to engage cruise missiles; a ground-attack variant may also be developed.
Its slightly larger partner, the Flanker air superiority fighter, which is 
similar to the F15, is also now nearing operational deployment. The airborne 
early warning and tanker variants of the Candid airframe will enhance the 
operational capabilities of the new interceptors, and the heavy—lift 
capability of the air force will be significantly enhanced by the Condor, a 
new large transport aircraft currently being flight-tested. The Frogfoot,



designed to provide close air support for the ground forces, has seen extensive 
service in Afghanistan and is now being deployed with Warsaw Pact forces in 
Europe. The Hind anti-tank helicopter is still being added to the front 
line at a fast rate, and logistic support for the ground forces will shortly 
be improved by the new heavy-lift helicooter Halo.

NATO

4. Chapter 3 describes the special effort currently being made to improve 
NATO's conventional capabilities. In 1986 the European members of NATO will 
introduce some 500 new main battle tanks into their inventory, mainly of the 
advanced Challenger and Leopard II types, and a further 350 tanks will be 
upgraded. Over 400 other armoured vehicles are being introduced, including 
Saxon armoured personnel carriers and over 30 new bridge layers. More 
effective use of tactical mobility will permit personnel and materiel to be 
concentrated, and this will be assisted by new highly mobile helicopters and 
support vehicles. Ground forces will be supported by new weapons such as
the multiple—launch rocket system (MLRS); and command, control and communications 
systems supporting NATO forces in battle are being upgraded. More man-portable 
and hand-held anti-tank weapons are being produced; over 550 Milan and TOW 
systems will be acquired by the European armies in 1986; and large numbers 
of new man-portable anti-aircraft missile systems are being introduced.

5. US forces stationed in Europe include four army divisions, two brigades 
of US-based divisions and two armoured cavalry regiments, along with 28 US 
Air Force (USAF) tactical air squadrons. The United States plans to be able 
to field ten army divisions, 88 USAF squadrons and one marine amphibious 
brigade within ten days of a decision to mobilise. More US materiel is 
being pre-positioned in Europe. Major improvements to the US ground forces 
modernisation programme include the introduction of the Ml Abrams main battle 
tank, the Bradley fighting vehicle equipped with TOW anti-armour missiles, 
and the Apache attack helicopter carrying Hellfire anti-armour missiles.
Canadian forces in Europe are being increased by 1,200 men, and Canada will 
commit a dedicated battalion to the ACE Mobile Force (Land).



6. NATO has traditionally relied on its theatre air forces to offset the 
Warsaw Pact's great combat potential on the ground. NATO's tactical air 
forces are being steadily improved, as F15 and F16 aircraft are increasingly 
introduced into service with the USAF, and over 70 F16s and Tornados will he 
added to European air forces in 1986, together with 100 more combat aircraft 
of other types. The flexibility of these forces will be enhanced by the 
introduction of support aircraft including more tankers and transport 
helicopters. The infrastructure programme will provide 665 hardened shelters 
in Europe for reinforcing aircraft. Increases in missile stocks are planned, 
and new air-to-surface missiles, airborne and low-altitude targetting systems, 
and electronic countermeasures equipment are being developed. Air defence in 
the central region will be enhanced by the Patriot and Roland missile systems. 
The AWACS airborne early warning system, together with the air command and 
control system, will provide a capable structure for the direction of allied 
air forces and air defence systems in Europe and its maritime approaches.

Maritime Forces

T . Figure 13 shows the principal naval forces of NATO and the Warsaw Pact 
normally located or based in the North Atlantic and seas bordering Europe.
Ships and submarines could be deployed anywhere in this area, but the naval 
forces have been divided according to sea or fleet areas relating to home 
bases. It is not sensible to view the maritime balance in simple ship—against— 
ship terms, not least because there are fundamental differences in the missions 
of the naval forces of NATO and the Warsaw Pact: NATO's concern to protect
its reinforcement and re-supply shipping, for example, has no parallel in 
the Warsaw Pact. The largest single contribution to NATO maritime forces is 
that made by the United States, but the availability of US ships in the 
Eastern Atlantic at the outbreak of hostilities cannot be assumed. European 
navies, and in particular the Royal Navy, must therefore be ready to play a 
leading role in initial operations.

Warsaw Pact

8. The Soviet Navy maintains at sea a submarine ballistic missile force 
and practises the defence of that force in war. Further wartime tasks include



Figure 13 NATO and Warsaw Pact Principal Naval Forces

Key
10 Surface Ships' Warsaw'Pact (North)

Notes
'Principal Surface Combatants; frigates, destroyers, cruisers, aircraft carriers.
'Excludes SSBNs.
'Includes US Forces based in Europe.
«France and Spain are members of NATO, but do not participate in its integrated military structure. Their naval forces are divided 
between the Atlantic and the Mediterranean.



control of sea areas, or at least their denial to NATO. The Soviet Navy 
keeps a small proportion of its strength deoloyed far afield. It does so as 
a demonstration of its own worldwide reach, as an indication of potential 
Soviet interest in overseas areas, and to monitor Western activities.

9. A significant part of Soviet naval strength lies in submarines, which 
are being added to the fleet at a rate of about one every six weeks. This 
building programme comprises a variety of new classes of submarine (currently 
at least six, of which five are nuclear powered), and spans the whole range 
of undersea warfare and brings with it advances in quietness, speed, deep- 
diving capability and damage resistance. As with the submarines, Soviet 
surface warships have, within the last decade, become larger and more techno
logically sophisticated: examples are the Kirov and Slava class guided missile 
cruisers, and the Udaloy and Sovremenny class destroyers. All have greater 
endurance than their predecessors, and improved weapon systems and sensors 
provide greater firepower and flexibility. The fourth Kiev class VSTOL 
aircraft carrier is nearing completion, and a new larger aircraft carrier
has recently been launched.

NATO

10. NATO nations are improving their own maritime capability, both through 
the provision of new warships and submarines and the modernisation of existing 
vessels. US and European navies are continuing their force expansion and 
modernisation programmes designed to ensure the preservation of an essential 
margin of allied maritime superiority in key ocean areas.

11. The US Navy is aiming for a 600-ship navy comprising 15 carrier battle 
groups, surface combatants (including four battleship surface action groups), 
100 nuclear attack submarines, land-based ASW maritime patrol aircraft, 
associated escorts and logistics support, mine-warfare forces and amphibious 
vessels. Next year, the European NATO members expect to introduce 19 new 
warships, including a helicopter carrier, four escorts and three submarines. 
Both US and European maritime air forces, including the US carrier-based 
force of combat aircraft, are being improved. The serious threat posed by 
the Soviet Union to naval and merchant shipping movements in European waters,



especially around shipping routes and reception ports and bases, will be met 
by the modernisation of NATO's mine countermeasures (MCM) forces, including 
the construction of advanced MCM vessels and the development of new sonar 
and associated equipment. The European nations are introducing further new 
and modernised materiel, including sonars, electronic countermeasures and 
communications equipment, and are increasing stockpiles of key weapons and 
munitions.

Soviet Defence Expenditure

12. The Soviet Union claims that its defence expenditure declined throughout 
most of the 1970s and, despite a substantial rise in 1985, will this year be 
about 19 billion roubles - less than 7% higher than in 1970. Even after 
discounting the effects of inflation (which the Soviet figures do not), we 
estimate that Soviet defence spending has grown by approximately 60% over 
the past 15 years. In current prices, outlays are now well over six times 
the official defence budget. The rate of increase, which fell back after 
the mid-1970s, has quickened since 1983, with the introduction of substantial 
amounts of new equipment into the forces. This higher growth rate is likely 
to be sustained at least to the end of the decade.

13. Defence accounts for some 14 to 16% of the Soviet Union's gross domestic 
product - a larger share of national resources than in any NATO country.
Unless the economy performs better than in the recent past, the burden may 
increase still further. This would have serious implications for the leader
ship's ability to meet its targets for civilian investment (which is important 
for future economic performance) or improvements in living standards. Neverthe
less, Soviet Government statements suggest that defence retains its high 
priority.

Chemical Weapons

14. The Soviet Union is capable of engaging in chemical warfare (CW) on a 
very large scale. It produces and stockpiles a variety of types of chemical 
weapons and is estimated to have some 300,000 tonnes of nerve agent alone.
It also has specialist troops responsible for aspects of nuclear, biological and



chemical warfare. Soviet Servicemen are versed in the doctrine and tactics of 
CW; and Soviet forces have a variety of means of delivering chemical attacks 
by land- and sea-based systems and from missiles and bombs.

15. In the light of the Soviet CW threat NATO places a high priority on 
providing the right defensive equipment and on training our forces in its
use. The United Kingdom, for example, is bringing into service a new respirator, 
new protective clothing, and new detection and monitoring equipment; and we 
are continuing with defensive research to keep abreast of the developing 
threat.

16. Among the NATO allies, only the United States now possesses chemical 
weapons - a limited and ageing retaliatory capability - and it has produced 
none since 1969. Chapter 3 gives an account of the consideration currently 
being given to the modernisation of US stocks with binary weapons.

NUCLEAR FORCES OF NATO AND THE WARSAW PACT

Calculating the Nuclear Balance
I ------------------------------ I
|l. Simple numerical representations of the nuclear forces of East and West !
I suffer from the same limitations as simple comparisons of conventional forces.I 
iFactors such as accuracy, reliability, reaction time and survivability are 
Ivery difficult to quantify and compare, especially since detailed information I 
Iabout capabilities is seldom disclosed. The location, mobility and 
(vulnerability of weapon systems, and the existence of defensive forces,
I are also important factors.
I I
12. To begin with, should we compare numbers of warheads or weapon systems? |
|The former might be thought more realistic, but there are problems.
I I

. First, many strategic systems can carry several, and in some cases a 
varying number, of warheads. Although we can compare reasonably 
accurately the maximum number of multiple independently-targettable 
re-entry vehicles (MIRVs) on each missile, we cannot tell if Soviet 
systems are MIRVd to their full capacity, and therefore how many |
warheads are actually being carried.

I I
. Secondly, warheads can vary considerably in size; warhead counts 
therefore give no indication of the destructive power of systems 
as measured bv throw-weight or yield.

I I. Thirdly, aircraft can carry a variable number of weapons; some
intermediate and short-range missile systems are dual-capable and can 
be re-loaded; and we do not know the number of rounds available 

I for Warsaw Pact nuclear artillery. I



|The total number of warheads stockpiled is therefore not known, and any 
¡estimates would be arbitrary and inaccurate. We therefore believe that 
I launcher numbers provide a more practical basis for comparison.
I ¡|3. Problems still remain in comparing like with like. Our division of 
(systems into strategic forces, longer-range intermediate nuclear forces,
¡shorter-range intermediate nuclear forces and short-range nuclear forces is 
¡to some extent arbitrary; but it is helpful in providing a framework that at I 
¡least avoids the most obvious inequalities, such as would arise, for example, I 
¡from comparing an intercontinental ballistic missile with MIRVS, a tactical 
¡aircraft with bombs, and a short-range artillery piece. Furthermore, most 
!shorter—range systems are dual—capable; and because we do not know how many 
|Warsaw Pact systerna are actually assigned to nuclear operations, we need to 
¡show, for comparison purposes, all NATO's systems of dual-capable types,
¡even though most of them are assigned to the conventional role and could 
Inot be used to deliver nuclear weapons.
i ¡15. Where possible, our categories follow those used in arms control 
(negotiations. But they are not definitive:
I ¡. the Soviet Union generally uses different terminology;I |. the range of a system is sometimes less important than its role;I j. many systems can be used at much shorter ranges than their maximum;
I ■ ¡. aircraft range depends on flight profile, weapon load, and caoability 

for refuelling; and
i !. new systems, such as cruise missiles, do not always fit neatly into 

existing categories.
(_____________________   I

Strategic Forces

17. Strategic forces, as specified in SALT II, are those whose range or 
type of delivery system allows them to undertake intercontinental attack.
They include intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs), submarine-launched 
ballistic missiles (SLBMs) and heavy bombers. Air- and sea-launched cruise 
missiles are also included because of the range of their launch platforms; 
the ground—launched cruise missile (GLCM), on the other hand, does not have 
an intercontinental range and is therefore shown with long-range intermediate 
nuclear forces (LRINF) (see below). The Soviet Backfire bomber, which had 
previously been included under strategic forces, is now thought to be earmarked 
for use in Europe, and is therefore included with LRINF. If refuelled, 
however, it could pose a threat to the United States.



Figure 14 The Balance of Strategic and LRINF Systems —  end 19851
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I -- - I
II Nuclear Asymmetries
I IJ As Figure 14 shows, the Soviet Union has more strategic delivery 
| systems than the United States, although when aircraft-delivered weapons 
Q are included the United States probably continues to have an advantage in 
j warheads (about 11,000, compared with 10,000 for the Soviet Union).
0 The structure of US and Soviet strategic forces is, however, different:
1 this complicates assessments of the balance.
i i. Much of the Soviet force consists of ICBMs. This gives the Soviet 

Union a significant advantage in missile warheads, and in particular 5 
ICBM warheads, of which it has about three times as many as the 
United States. Because it has so many large land-based missiles, it || 
also has about three times as much missile throw-weight as the 
United States - about 5,900 tonnes compared with 1,900 tonnes. The 
Soviet Union therefore has the potential to destroy all US land-basedfl 
missiles while keeping part of its own ICBM force in reserve.

d n
. By comparison, the United States, with less than one quarter of its 

warheads on ICBMs, is unable to pose the same threat to Soviet 
missiles. About half the US warheads are on SLBMs; these missiles 
are more survivable, but less accurate, than most Soviet land-based 
systems. Furthermore, the United States has a high proportion of 
its warheads on aircraft, and these are generally more vulnerable 
than missiles.

d________________________________________________________ i

18. Both the Soviet Union and the United States are modernising their strategic 
forces. In the past year the Soviet Union has begun to deploy a mobile ICBM, 
the SS-25, and is continuing to develop another ICBM, the SS-X-24, which is 
probably rail-mobile and also has multiple independently-targettable re-entry 
vehicles (MIRVs). The fourth Typhoon submarine, which carries 20 MIRVd 
SS-N-20 SLBMs, is on sea trials and is expected to become operational shortly. 
Two units of another new submarine, the Delta IV, with 16 of the new SS-NX-23 
SLBMs, are also on sea trials. The new variant of the Bear bomber, which 
carries AS-15 air-launched cruise missiles (ALCMs), continues to be deployed; 
as many as 40 aircraft are now operational. Development of the Blackjack 
strategic bomber continues, and it is expected to become operational later 
in the decade as an ALCM carrier. A sea-launched cruise missile (SLCM), the 
SS-NX-21, is also under development; this could eventually be deployed on a 
wide variety of submarines and possibly ships. In addition a larger cruise 
missile, which may have a number of basing options, is under development.



19. The US strategic modernisation programme includes the deployment of MX 
ICBMs in existing Minuteman silos, the procurement of 100 B1 bombers and the 
development of the Trident D5 SLBM. B52G bombers have been equipped with 
ALCMs, and B52H bombers are now being similarly modified. An advanced cruise 
missile is under development. The seventh Ohio class submarine, with 24 
Trident C4 missiles, started sea trials last autumn. In order to stay within 
SALT II limits, the United States has dismantled a Poseidon submarine. SLCMs 
are being deployed in a variety of surface ships and submarines. In the 
longer term the United States is planning to develop and deploy a small 
single-warhead ICBM, commonly referred to as Midgetman, which could be 
mobile; an Advanced Technology Bomber which incorporates stealth technology 
is also planned.

Intermediate and Short-Range Nuclear Forces

20. Both NATO and the Warsaw Pact have a variety of systems that can deliver 
nuclear weapons at less than intercontinental range. Intermediate nuclear 
forces (INF) include all systems that fall between short-range and strategic, 
and can be sub-divided into longer-range and shorter-range intermediate nuclear 
forces (LRINF and SRINF), the former having a range in excess of about 1,000 
km. Short-range nuclear forces include artillery and missiles with a range
of less than about 150 km. They are sometimes known as 'battlefield* weapons.

21. The numbers of LRINF, SRINF and short-range forces shown in Figures 14 
and 15 include only land-based systems in Europe from the Urals westward.
They exclude:

-. missiles based outside Europe, such as SS-20s in the Eastern USSR;

- aircraft in the United States and Eastern USSR;

- aircraft whose primary mission is maritime, such as those of the 
Soviet naval air forces and NATO aircraft with an anti-ship role;



- NATO sea-based nuclear systems, such as the Terrier surface-to- 
air missile, the ASROC and SUBROC anti-submarine missiles, and 
air-delivered bombs;

- aircraft on US aircraft carriers; and

- Warsaw Pact sea-based systems, such as SS-N—3, SS—N—7, SS—N—12 
and SS-N-19 anti-ship cruise missiles, nuclear depth bombs, 
surface—to—air missiles, and SS—N—5 non—strategic ballistic 
missiles on submarines.

Longer-Range Intermediate Nuclear Forces

22. At the end of 1985 NATO had deployed 236 GLCMs and Pershing II missiles. 
Despite the unilateral moratorium on LRINF deployments declared by Mr Gorbachev 
last April, the Soviet Union continued to construct SS—20 bases and deploy
new missiles. At the end of 1985 the total force had grown to 441 launchers 
with 1,323 warheads, about two-thirds of which face Europe. Thus the Soviet 
Union still has a substantial superiority in LRINF missile warheads, and 
this imbalance is increased when aircraft are taken into account. The Soviet 
Union is continuing to improve its LRINF missiles, and a GLCM, the SSC-X—4, 
has been developed. The Soviet assertion that a balance of LRINF exists in 
Eurooe is based on highly selective inclusion and exclusion of systems.
For example, on the NATO side British and French strategic forces and large 
numbers of US SRINF aircraft in Europe are included; but on the Warsaw Pact 
side thousands of comparable Soviet aircraft (Floggers, Fitters, Fishbeds 
and Fencers') are excluded. The Soviet Union also presents an exaggerated 
figure for American carrier-based aircraft, while excluding several hundred 
aircraft of the Soviet naval air forces.

Shorter-Range Intermediate Nuclear Forces

23. NATO has withdrawn Pershing I missiles as Pershing II are deployed. The 
Soviet Union has been deploying a more accurate version of the Scaleboard 
missile, of which about 50 have probably been moved forward into East Germany 
and Czechoslovakia. A replacement for the Scud, the SS—23, has also been
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developed, and further improvements in Soviet shorter-range missile systems are 
expected. Both sides continue to modernise their air forces; NATO Tornados 
and F16s are replacing the older F104s and F4s, while new high-performance, 
dual-capable Soviet aircraft such as Fencer are being deployed. A direct 
numerical comparison of SRINF aircraft numbers is, however, difficult.
Unlike NATO, the Warsaw Pact does not disclose how many of its aircraft are 
assigned for nuclear operations; we have therefore included in Figure 15 all 
Warsaw Pact shorter-range aircraft of types that could deliver nuclear 
weapons. The number of NATO aircraft with a nuclear role, 600, is indicated 
by the coloured part of the column; the other aircraft shown, a further 
700, are of similar types but are assigned for conventional use and could 
not be used in the nuclear role. These additional aircraft have been included 
for comparative purposes: even with their inclusion, the Warsaw Pact still
has a marked advantage.

Short-Range Nuclear Forces

24. The Soviet Union continues to replace Frog missiles with the much more 
capable SS-21, and is deploying the latter in East Germany and Czechoslovakia. 
More improved artillery is being deployed. As with tactical aircraft, artillery 
systems may also be dual-capable, and although we know how many NATO systems 
are available for use in nuclear operations we cannot determine how many 
Soviet systems could similarly be used. The numbers for Soviet artillery in 
Figure 15 therefore include all 1,400 newer versions of the 152mm artillery 
system, and the 203mm and 240mm pieces, as well as about 4,200 older 152mm 
guns, some of which may have a nuclear capability. On the NATO side all 
155mm and 203mm artillery that could be used to deliver nuclear shells are 
shown in colour along with, for comparison purposes only, another 3,000 
pieces of the same types that are not available for use in the nuclear role.



ANNEX B

EXERCISES

1. During 1985, British armed forces again undertook an extensive and 
varied programme of collective training activities, both with our NATO allies 
and with other friendly countries. Exercises conducted outside the NATO area 
are shown in Figure 16.

Major NATO Exercises

2. We participated in two major NATO exercises last year:

- Wintex-Cimex, a biennial command post (or paper) exercise conducted 
by Alliance members. Its aim is to test military command and control 
procedures and to exercise Alliance authorities in procedures 
intended for use in time of international tension and war. This 
year it was held in February and March, and participation within
the United Kingdom extended down to District and equivalent level.

— Ocean Safari, which took place in August and September, was a 
maritime exercise covering the Atlantic and Norwegian Sea areas 
and involving some 160 vessels and over 200 aircraft from Alliance 
countries, including France. We contributed 33 ships, led by HMS 
Invincible and HMS Illustrious, together with RAF Buccaneer,
Canberra, Nimrod and Phantom aircraft.

National Exercises

3. Many national exercises were mounted throughout the year, the most
important being Brave Defender in September. This is discussed in detail on 
page [ ]. The annual Royal Navy fleet exercise, Autumn Train, took place
in the Eastern Atlantic in October. 15 British vessels took part, including 
two of our three aircraft carriers, supported by RAF Canberras, Nimrods, and 
Buccaneers together with aircraft from France and the United States. Two major 
exercises were held to test the ability of British air defence forces to



deal with large-scale air attacks. Other important national activities in 
the NATO area were Rolling Deep, a brigade-level amphibious exercise in 
September; Jolly Roger, a submarine training exercise in the Norwegian Sea 
in October; and, earlier in the year, the first exchange of personnel between 
British and Spanish land forces. In home waters, we sponsored three joint 
maritime courses, which provided intensive operational training for both 
British and NATO ships and aircraft.

Joint Exercises

4. During 1985, the United Kingdom/ Netherlands Landing Force and the British 
contingent to the ACE Mobile Force (Land) (over 5,000 troops in total), 
together with RAF reinforcement units, took part in the Norwegian national 
exercise Cold Winter; elements of the United Kingdom contingent to the ACE 
Mobile Force (Land) then took part in Albatross Exchange, a command post 
exercise held in Denmark. In the Mediterranean and Gibraltar areas, Royal 
Navy and RAF forces participated in two NATO maritime exercises, Distant 
Hammer and Locked Gate, in May and June respectively; and the United Kingdom 
ACE Mobile Force (Land) Southern Region forces took part in Archway Express,
a major field training exercise in Turkey, in October.

5. Tornado GR1 aircraft took part in a low-level, tactical flying exercise, 
Green Flag, in the United States. The main emphasis of this exercise was on 
electronic warfare, and it was carried out in an environment closely resembling 
the Central Front. Tornados also carried out tactical training in Canada
and again participated in the annual United States Air Force (USAF) Strategic 
Air Command bombing competition at Ellsworth Air Force Base, South Dakota.
A team of four crews and six Tornados from RAF Marham were supported by 
three Victor tankers. Of the 34 crews competing, they achieved the outstanding 
result of finishing first and second in the competitions for two trophies, 
and second and eighth in the third. Sorties were up to five hours long, and 
crews had to demonstrate live and simulated weapons release, timing control, 
electronic warfare techniques, and air-to-air refuelling. Their success 
reflected not only the skill of the crews but the exceptional qualities of 
Tornado as a weapon system. Other RAF activities included Nimrod aircraft 
undertaking anti-submarine warfare training at the Atlantic Underwater Test and



Evaluation Centre ranges in the Bahamas, and the normal annual series of air 
defence exercises. These were supplemented in July, when a Soviet naval 
exercise offered a realistic test of the United Kingdom air defence system.

6. Elsewhere in the world, United Kingdom-based troops exercised and conducted 
joint training in Canada, the United States, Oman, Kenya and several Caribbean 
countries; and forces from our garrison in Hong Kong participated in the 
annual Five Power Defence Arrangement (FPDA) land exercise in Australia 
(Platypus) as well as exercising in a variety of locations throughout the
Far East and Pacific areas. The major FPDA maritime exercise, Starfish, 
took place in May in the South China Sea; the United Kingdom was represented 
by two patrol craft from Hong Kong.

Plans for 1986

7. Deployments and exercises abroad in 1986 will include a Royal Navy Task 
Group deployment in which HMS Illustrious, three escorts and three Royal 
Fleet Auxiliaries will circumnavigate the world and participate in a series 
of exercises with our friends and allies. The opportunity will also be taken 
to visit a number of countries in the Pacific and Asia. In addition, we shall 
be demonstrating our support for the FPDA (with fellow members Australia,
New Zealand, Malaysia and Singapore) by taking part in Exercise Starfish 86 
in the South China Sea. Illustrious * Sea Harriers will also be contributing 
to the Integrated Air Defence Systems exercises. Royal Marines will be 
embarked for part of the deployment and will be exercising in Malaysia and 
Brunei; and, on the final leg of the deployment, they will be involved when 
the group as a whole takes part in a major out-of-area exercise in Oman in 
November and December.

8. This exercise - to be called Saif Sareea (Swift Sword) - will demonstrate 
the United Kingdom's ability to respond rapidly to a crisis anywhere in the 
world by strategic air deployment. It will test the improvements we have 
made in our command and control arrangements and should involve about 5,000 
men from all three Services (including those forming the task group). The 
exercise will be conducted jointly with the Sultan of Oman's Armed Forces.



Figure 16 Exercises outside Europe in 1985
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It follows Exercise Purple Victory, the first training exercise for the new 
two-star joint headquarters, which was held in the North of England in 
November 1985 to practise our ability to assist in the evacuation of British 
nationals, and involved the deployment of 5 Airborne Brigade and extensive 
RAF participation.



ANNEX C
STRENGTH OF THE FLEET
Table 1» Ships of the Royal Navy - Strength as at 1 April 1986

I I I I I I ' |
JSer-l I I  Operational or engaged | | Undergoing
Jial I Type/Class I No I in preparing for service | No | refit or on 5

I or trials or training | | standby etc 1
I I  ______________ I I _________________________ I I _____________ |
I I  I I |---- 1--------------- 1
I 1 I SUBMARINES | | I I  |
I I I I I I  |

I Polaris | 3 | Resolution, Renown, Revenge,| 1 | Repulse
I I  I I  I | |

I Fleet | 13 | Valiant, Warspite, | 2 | Courageous,
I Churchill, Conqueror, | | Sceptre

I I Sovereign, Swiftsure,
I Superb, Spartan, Splendid, |
I Trafalgar, Turbulent,
I Tireless, Torbay*.

I I  I I  I I B
I Oberon Class | 9 | Orpheus, Oberon, Odin, | 4 | Otter, Oracle, ||

I Opossum, Onslaught, | | Ocelot, Osiris j
I Opportune, Olympus, Otus, I I .  I
I Onyx. | I

I I  I I  I I  I
I Porpoise Class | 2 | Sealion, Walrus

I I  I I --------------- I | |
I 2 | ASW CARRIERS | 3 | Invincible, Illustrious,

I | Ark Royal
I I  I I    I I I
I 3 | ASSAULT SHIPS | 1 | Intrepid* | 1 | Fearless I
i i i i -----  I i --------  iI 4 | GUIDED MISSILE | | | | |
I I DESTROYERS | | I I |
I I I I  I I  |

I County | 2 | Fife, Glamorgan
I I I I I II Type 82 1 1 1  Bristol

j i i i -------  i i iI Type 42 I 10 | Cardiff, Glasgow, Exeter, | 2 | Birmingham,
I Southampton, Nottingham, | | Newcastle.
I Liverpool, Manchester, York,|
I Gloucester, Edinburgh.

I I  I I ------------------ I Ij ■ \ ! 1 1  ii i  i i  i
! ! ! i i  ii i -

1 i i i  il _ J ___________________ !____ !____________________________ !____ |_______________ i



I I I I I I
|Ser-| I I Operational or engaged | | Undergoing
|ial I Type/Class | No I in preparing for service | No I refit or on

or trials or training | | standby etcI I  I I  I I
| I I I I I
| 5 | FRIGATES I I  I I

I I I  I I
I Type 22 | 8 | Broadsword, Battleaxe,

I Brilliant, Brazen, Boxer,
I Beaver, Brave+, London.*

I Type 21 | 5 | Amazon, Arrow, Alacrity, I 1 I Active.
I Avenger, Ambuscade.I I I

I Leander Class | 19 | Leander, Euryalus, I 3 | Danae,
I Galatea, Naiad, Aretbusa, I I Penelope,
I Aurora, Cleopatra, Phoebe, | | Charybdis.
I Sirius, Argonaut, Minerva, I
I Andromeda, Permione,
I Jupiter, Scylla, Achilles, I
I Diomede, Apollo, Ariadne.

I I I I I
I Rothesay Class I 2 | Yarmouth, Rothesay. I 1 I Plymouth.I I I I
I Navigation Training I 1 I Juno*.
I Ship | |  I I

I I  I I  I I
| 6 | OFFSHORE PATROL | | I II I I I  I I

I Castle Class I 2 | Dumbarton Castle,
I I j Leeds Castle. I II I  I I  I I
I Island Class I 7 | Alderney, Guernsey, Jersey, I

I Lindisfame, Orkney,
I Shetland, Anglesey.

I 7 | MCMVsI I I I I
I Minesweepers I 7 I Alfriston, Bickington, | 1 | Cuxton,

I Hodgeston, Stubbington,
I Soberton, Upton, Walkerton. II I  I I  I

I River Class | 12 | Wavenev, Carron, Dovey,
I Helford, Humber, I
I Blackwater, Itchen,
I Helmsdale, Orwell,
I Ribble, Spey, Arun.*

I I  I I  I I
I I  I I  I I .

II I  I I  I I



I I I i r|Ser-| I I Operational or engaged | I Undergoing
jial I Type/Class | No | in preparing for service ! No i refit or on

I or trials or training I I standby etc
i _ j ___________________ i____ i_______________ :__________[ I ___________
I I l l I I
j 7 | Minehunters | 13 | Bildeston, Bossington, I 2 | Kirkliston,
¡Conti Ton Class I I Brereton, Brinton, I I Maxton.

I Bronington, Gavinton,
| Hubberston, Iveston,
I Kedleston, Kellington,
I Nurton, Sheraton, Wilton. I I

I I  I I  I I
| Hunt Class I 10 | Brocklesby, Cattistock, | 1 I Brecon.

I Cottesmore, Dulverton, 
j Ledbury, Middleton,
I Chiddingfold, Hurworth,
I Bicester,+ Atherstone*.

I I  I I  I I
I 8 | PATROL CRAFT I | I I

I I I  ^ I II Bird Class I 4 | Cygnet, Peterel, I 1 I Kingfisher
I Sandpiper^, Redpole. I

9 1 I I I I
I Coastal Training I 15 | Attacker*, Fencer*, Hunter*,|
I Craft I I Chaser*~Striker+, Archer*, I

I Biter*," Smiter*, Pursuer * , |
I Trumpeter+, Blazer+,
I Dasher+, Puncher+, Charger+,I 

I I Ranger+.
I I  I I  I I

| Peacock Class I 5 I Peacock, Plover, Starling,
I Swallow, Swift. I

I I  I I  I I
I Falkland Islands I 3 | Protector, Guardian,
I Patrol Vessels I I Sentinel.

9 1 I II Gibraltar Search | 2 | Cormorant, Hart.
I and Rescue Craft | |

9 1 I I  I I
| 9 I SUPPORT SHIPS | |  I I
9 I I I  I I

I Submarine Tender | 1 | Wakeful.
I I I I I
I MCM Support Ship | 1 | Abdiel.

9 1 I I  I
I Seabed Operations I 1 I Challenger.
I Vessel I I

9 1 I I  I I9 10 | ROYAL YACHT/ | 1 | Britannia.
I HOSPITAL SHIP | |  I I

9 I I I  I In i i i  i i



i— r - ---------------- , i I | i
JSer-| I I Operational or engaged | | Undergoing
jial I Type/Class | No | in preparing for service | No I refit or on

| or trials or training | | standby etc I
I I I

|----1------------------- 1 I I I I
11 TRAINING SHIPS | | I I

I I -------------  I I  I I I| | Fleet Tenders | 4 | Manly+, Mentor'1', Messina*,
| Milbrook5**! I I II I  I I  I I  1

I 12 I ICE PATROL SHIP | 1 | Endurance.
| I I I I I I
i 13 j SURVEY SHIPS | 8 | Beagle, Bulldog, Hecate, | 2 | Fawn,

| | I Herald, Hydra, Gleaner, I I Fox.
| Hecla, Roebuck*.

I I I I  I I
I f I I  I I  II
I I  I I  I
I I  I I  I I .
I I  I I
9 I I I  I I  I
I I___________________ [ _ J ____________________________ !____ !_______________J

Notes:
(i) All ships in serials 1-7 are assigned to NATO, or will be so assigned on 
becoming operational. Ships in remaining serials could be made available in 
support of NATO operations if national requirements permit.
(ii) This table includes ships due for completion or disposal during the 
course of 1986-87; the numbers of each type are not, therefore, an accurate 
indication of the ships available at any one time. Ships solely engaged in 
harbour training duties are not included.
(iii) Ships marked * were under construction on 1 April 1986 and are planned 
to enter service during 1986-87.
(iv) Ships marked + are engaged partly on trials or training.
(v) Ships approved during 1985-86 for disposal: Hermes, Ajax, Berwick,
Crichton, Monkton and Wolverton.
(vi) Alert and Vigilant have been returned for duty with the Royal Maritime 
Auxiliary Service.



i------ 1 ; ! i i
I I I  Operational,I Serial| Type | No I Preparing for Service J

or engaged on TrialsI I  I I  II I I I I
I 1 | Fleet Tankers, Large | 4 | Olmeda, Olna, Olwen
I I  I I  TidespringI I  I t  I

2 | Fleet Tankers, Small | 5 | Black Rover, Blue Rover,I
| Grey Rover, Gold Rover, |
I Green RoverI l  I I  I

I 3 | Support Tankers | 5 | Appleleaf, Bayleaf,
I Brambleleaf,
I Plumleaf (i),
I Pearleaf (ii)I I  I I  I

I 4 | Fleet Replenishment | 4 | Resource, Fort Austin,
I Ships I | Fort Grange, Regent

I I  I I  I
5 | Helicopter Support | 1 | Engadine (iii)

I Ships | |
I I I I I

6 | Landing Ships | 6 | Sir Bedivere, Sir
I Logistic | | Geraint, Sir Lancelot,

I Sir Percivale, I
j Sir Tristram, Sir 
j Caradoc (iv)B I I I ----  I

I 7 | Forward Repair Ship | 1 | Diligence
I I  I I  0
1 8 | Helicopter Support | 1 | Reliant

I and Supply Ship | jI I I I II l______________ !___ !_______________I
Notes:
(i) RFA Plumleaf will be replaced by RFA Oakleaf (ex MV Oktania) on completion 

of her conversion to full support tanker configuration.
(ii) RFA Pearleaf will be replaced by RFA Orangeleaf (ex MV Balder London) on 

completion of her conversion to full support tanker configuration.
(iii) RFA Engadine is engaged in training.
(iv) Sir Caradoc is an interim replacement for Sir Galahad.

Table 2. Ships of the Royal Fleet Auxiliary - Strength at 1 April 1986



Table 3. Royal Marines Commando Forces

ria Serial
11 Type 
1

~ r
1 No 
1

iI5a 1 1| Headquarters ~ T ~
1

I11i | Commando Brigade Headquarters RM 1 iia 2 1| Commandos 1
1

\1ii1
| RM Commandos 1 3 111

I
B
S

3
1
1 Artillery 1

I I Commando Regiment RA | 1II | Commando Battery RA (Volunteer) 111 4
1| Engineers 1

1
II1B1 | Commando Squadron RE | 1S | Commando Squadron RE (Volunteer) j 1 1

1 5
1| Light Helicopter Support 1

1
!1!S1aaiiia

1n | Brigade Air Squadron RM 1
I 1 Iu5 6 1| Logistics Units 1! | Commando Logistic Regiment RM 1
| 1

1 7
1| Special Boat Squadron 111II
1 Squadron RM 1

I 1
8

1
| Assault Squadrons 3

»i 1
1

1
1

aa



Table 4. Naval Aircraft

1! 1 n r B
I Serial 1 Role Aircraft Squadron
B 1 1 No. B
1 1 1 ~ T ~ B
B 1 1 Air Defence/Attack Sea Harrier FRS1 I 800 B
B 1 1 I 801 5
1 1 1 Sea Harrier FRS1/ I 899 B
B■ 1I 11 Harrier T4 1| B
J 2

1
1 Anti Submarine Sea King Mk 2/5 I 810 B

B 1 i 1 814 !
1 i I 819 B

B 1 i I 820 B
B 1 i I 824 J

1 i I 826 B
! 1 i | 706 B
B 1 Wasp j 829(ii) !
B 1 i 1 B
B 3 1 Anti Submarine/ 1 B
1 1 Anti Ship Lynx Mk 2/3 1 815(ii) B
B 1 1 I 702 B
B 1 1 1 B
11 4 11 Airborne Early Warning || Sea King Mk 2 (AEW) I 849(ii) j B
B 5

1
1

1
Commando Assault Sea King Mk 4 1 846 B

B 1 1 I 707 B
B 1 1 Wessex Mk 5 I 845 1
B 1 1 1 B
î 6 1 Aircrew Training Gazelle Mk 2 I 705 B
B 1 1 Jetstream Mk 2/3 I 750
B 1 1 Chipmunk | - B
1 1 1 1 B
B 7 1 Fleet Support/Search Wessex Mk 5 1 771 !
l 1 and Rescue 1 772 B
1 1 1 1 !
B 8 1 Fleet Support Hunter -
I 1 1 Canberra 1 1
I 1 1 1 B
1 9 1 Support Sea Devon - B
B 1 1 Sea Heron | — 1
B 1 1 1 B
Notes:

(i) Ail the above aircraft are declared to NATO, or could be made available
in support of NATO operations.

(ü) Aircraft in these squadrons are deployed in flights of single and
multiple aircraft.



p
STRENGTH OF THE ARMY
Maior Combat Headquarters and Combat Arm Numbers (i)

ANNEX D

Regular Army TA
BAOR Berlin UK Elsewhere UK

Headquarters
Corps Headquarters 1
Armoured Divisional Headquarters 3
Infantry Divisional Headquarters 1
Brigade Headquarters 10(ii) 1 16
Field Force Headquarters l(iii)

Armour
Armoured Regiments 11 3(iv)
Armoured Reconnaissance Regiments 2 3 5(v)

Artillery (vi)
Field Regiments 8 6(vii) 2

Heavy Regiments 1
Missile Regiments 1
Depth Fire Regiments (incl
locating capability) 2

Air Defence Regiments 2 1 4

Locating Regiments 1

Engineers
Engineer Regiments 5 5 l(viii) 7
Armoured Engineer Regiments 1
Amphibious Engineer Regiments 1



Regular Army TA
BÄÖR Berlin UK Elsewhere UK

Infantry
Battalions 13 3 31 3 40

Gurkha Battalions 1 5

Special Air Service
Regiments 1 2

Army Air Corps (ix)
Regiments 3 1

Honourable Artillery Company
Regiments 1

Notes:

(i) Normal deployment locations as at 1 April 1986 are shown; no 
is taken of temporary or emergency deployments.

account

(Ü) Includes an Artillery Brigade Headquarters and a Signals Brigade 
Headquarters.

(iii) Gurkha Field Force.
(iv) Includes two training regiments at Bovington and Catterick.
(v) Two armoured reconnaissance regiments and three light reconnaissance 

regiments.
(Vi) Artillery unit equipments consist of:

Field Regiments - depending on role, 105 mm light guns, 105 mm Abbot 
self-propelled (SP) guns, 155 mm FH70 towed howitzers and 155 mm M109 
SP guns;
Heavy Regiment - 8 inch howitzers;
Missile Regiment - Lance;
Depth Fire Regiments - 175 mm self-propelled guns;
Air Defence Regiments - Rapier and Blowpipe/Javelin.



^vii) Includes one Commando regiment, one parachute regiment and the Royal 
School of Artillery Support Regiment•

(viii) The Queen’s Gurkha Engineers.
(ix) Aircraft types are:

Beaver, Alouette, Scout, Lynx, Gazelle.



STRENGTH OF THE ROYAL AIR FORCE 
Front Line Units (i)

Serial Role Aircraft or UK RAF Germany
Equipment

1 Strike/Attack Tornado GR1 9 Squadron 15 Squadron
27 Squadron 16 Squadron
617 Squadron 17 Squadron

20 Squadron 
31 Squadron 
14 Squadron

Buccaneer 12 Squadron
208 Squadron

2 Offensive Support Harrier 1 Squadron 3 Squadron
4 Squadron (v)

Jaguar 6 Squadron
54 Squadron

3 Maritime Patrol Nimrod MR 42 Squadron
120 Squadron 
201 Squadron 
206 Squadron

4 Reconnaissance Canberra PR9 1 PRU (ii)
Jaguar 41 Squadron 2 Squadron

5 Air Defence Lightning 5 Squadron (iii)
II Squadron (iii)

Phantom FG1 43 Squadron
III Squadron (iii)

Phantom FGR2 29 Squadron 19 Squadron (iii)
56 Squadron (iii) 92 Squadron (iii)

Phantom F4J 74 Squadron (iii)
Bloodhound 25 Squadron (iii)

85 Squadron (iii)

ANNEX E



Rapier 27 Squadron 16 Squadron
RAF Regiment (iii) RAF Regiment (iii) 
48 Squadron 26 Squadron
RAF Regiment (iii) RAF Regiment (iii) 

37 Squadron 
RAF Regiment (iii) 
63 Squadron 
RAF Regiment (iii)

Skyguard - 2729 (City of
Lincoln)
Squadron 
R Aux AF (iv)

6 Airborne Early
Warning Shackleton 8 Squadron

7 Air Transport VC10 10 Squadron
Hercules 24 Squadron

30 Squadron 
47 Squadron 
70 Squadron

HS125/Andover 32 Squadron
Andover/Wessex The Queen's
Helicopters Flight
Pembroke 60 Squadron
Chinook 7 Squadron 18 Squadron
Helicopters
Wessex 72 Squadron
Helicopters
Puma Helicopters 33 Sauadron 230 Squadron

8 Tankers Victor K2 55 Squadron
57 Squadron

VC10K2/3 101 Squadron
Tristar K1 216 Squadron

9 Search and Rescue Sea King 202 Squadron
Helicopters

Serial Role Aircraft or UK RAF Germany
Equipment



Wessex 22 Squadron
Helicopters

10 Ground Defence Light Armour/ 2 Light Armour 1 Squadron
Infantry Squadron RAF RAF Regiment
Weapons Regiment

15 Light Armour 
Squadron 
RAF Regiment 
51 Light Armour 
Squadron 
RAF Regiment 
58 Light Armour 
Squadron 
RAF Regiment 
2503 (County of 
Lincoln) Field 
Squadron R Aux AF 
Regiment (iv)
2620 (County of 
Norfolk) Field 
Squadron R Aux AF 
Regiment (iv)
2622 (Highland)
Field Squadron
R Aux AF Regiment
2623 (East 
Anglian) Field 
Squadron R Aux AF 
Regiment
2624 (County of 
Oxford) Field 
Squadron R Aux AF 
Regiment
2625 (County of 
Cornwall) Field 
Squadron R Aux AF 
Regiment

Serial Role Aircraft or UK RAF Germany
Equipment



(i) This table shows normal deployment locations as at 1 April 1986.
All front-line aircraft, together with certain training and
communications aircraft, are assigned to NATO or could be made
available in support of NATO operations. Additionally, at
1 April 1986 normal deployment outside the NATO area was as follows:
a. Falkland Islands. Phantoms, Hercules, Chinook helicopters,

Sea King helicopters and Rapier. Hercules aircraft are also 
deployed to Ascension Island for the Falklands airbridge.

b. Cyprus. One squadron of Wessex helicopters and one RAF Regiment 
squadron.

c. Hong Kong. One squadron of Wessex helicopters.
d. Belize. One flight of Harriers, one of Puma helicopters and 

a half squadron of RAF Regiment.
(ii) PRU - Photo Reconnaissance Unit.
(iii) These are forces under NATO command.
(iv) R Aux AF - Royal Auxiliary Air Force.
(v) Also has Reconnaissance role.

Notes:



Hi annex f
A ircraft accidents
Accidents involving loss or serious damage to aircraft of the three services 
1 January 1985 to 31 December 1985.

Service Civilian
Casualties Casualties

Parent Serious Serious
Date Aircraft Service Killed Injury Killed Injury

24 Jan Lynx Army
30 Jan Hawk RAF 1

7 Feb Harrier RN 2
18 Feb Harrier RAF 1 1

5 Mar Wasp RN
6 Mar Lightning RAF 1
12 Mar Scout Army 1 1
25 Mar Bulldog RAF 1

1 Apr Jaguar RAF 1
17 Apr Hawk RAF
17 Apr Sea Fury RAF

14 Jun Buccaneer RAF 1
21 Jun Sea King RN 1 3
27 Jun Sea King PN 4

9 Jul Jaguar RAF

8 Aug Canberra RAF

18 Sep Scout RN
19 Sep Lightning RAF 1
26 Sep Hawk(2) RAF

7 Oct Jaguar(2) RAF 1
25 Oct Wessex RAF 1 3(i)

8 Nov Sea King RN
19 Nov Harrier RAF

12 Dec Tornado RAF 2



(i) includes 2 Army personnel
Notes :



DEFENCE INDUSTRY
UK-based contractors paid £5 million or more by MOD in 1984/85
Over £100 Million
British Aerospace pic (Aircraft)
British Aerospace pic (Dynamics)
British Petroleum Co pic 
British Shipbuilders 
Esso UK pic 
Ferranti pic
The General Electric Co pic
The Plessey Co pic
Racal Electronics pic
Rolls Royce Ltd
Royal Ordnance pic
Shell Transport and Trading Co pic
Thorn-EMI pic
Westland pic

£50-100 Million
Austin Rover Group Ltd
British Railways
Dowty Group
General Motors Ltd
Hunting Associated Industries pic
Lucas Industries pic
Marshall of Cambridge (Engineering) Ltd 
Pilkington Bros pic

£25-50 Million
British Airways 
British Telecommunications 
Cossor Electronics Ltd 
Guest, Keen and Nettlefolds pic 
Other UK Government Departments 
Petrofina (UK) Ltd
Philips Electronic & Associated Industries Ltd 
Short Bros Ltd 
Smiths Industries 
STC pic

ANNEX G



The British and Commonwealth Shipping Co pic 
BET pic
British Manufacture and Research Co Ltd 
BTR pic
Cable and Wireless pic 
Caltex (UK) Ltd
Cambridge Electronic Industries 
Chloride Group pic 
DRG pic
Dunlop Holdings
Ferguson Industrial Holdings pic 
Flight Refuelling (Holdings) pic 
Hawker Siddeley Group pic 
Mobil Holdings
Northern Engineering Industries 
RCA Ltd 
Remploy Ltd
Schlumberger Measurement and Control UK Ltd
Singer Co UK Ltd
Tate and Lyle pic
The Throgmorton Trust pic
Total Oil (GB) Ltd
Trafalgar House pic
United Scientific Holdings
Vantona Viyella pic
Vickers pic
The Weir Group pic

£5-10 Million 
Acrow pic
Ameeco (Hydrospace) Ltd 
BICC pic
Computing Devices Ltd 
Conoco (UK) Ltd 
Courtaulds pic
Cranfield Institute of Technology 
CT Group Ltd
David Brown (Holdings) Ltd
Fisher Controls Ltd
Goodyear Tyre & Rubber Co (GB) Ltd
Harland and Wolff Ltd
Hewlett Packard Ltd
Hillsdown Holdings Ltd
Imperial Continental Gas Association
Ingram Maritime Co Ltd
Inchcape pic
International Thompson Organisation pic 
ITM (Offshore) Ltd

£10-25 Million



Louis Newmark pic 
Marlborough Communications Ltd 
Martin Baker Aircraft Co Ltd 
Massey Ferguson Holdings Ltd 
Paccar UK Ltd 
Portsmouth Aviation Ltd 
Rank Organisation pic 
RFD Group pic 
Ropner pic
Saft (United Kingdom) Ltd 
Siemens Ltd
Systems Designers International pic 
Taddale Investment pic 
Volvo BM UK Ltd
Western Scientific Instruments Ltd 
Wilkinson Sword Group Ltd 
Yarrow Ltd

Notes:
1. In previous years, suppliers of defence equipment only have been 
listed. This year, the Table also includes suppliers of food, fuels 
and services.
2. Within each financial bracket, contractors are listed in alphabetical 
order.

£5-10 Million (Contd)
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I n t r o d u c t i o n  ^
Some reorganisation of the information in this Volume has table. In a number of cases, it has been impossible to give 
been carried out this year. The changes, in the order in which combined figures on the same basis for the period of years 
they appear, are identified in the following paragraphs. covered by the tables, so tables of a similar kind have been

grouped closely together.
Last year Volume 1 included a table giving some details of
elements of the U K  merchant fleet considered to be available The objectives of these changes is to enable manpower to be 
for requisition by M O D  in an emergency. The inclusion of this looked upon as a single resource more conveniently. In the 
table was recommended by the House of Commons Defence past, the way in which information has been collected and 
Committee in its report on the 1984 White Paper. A  similar presented has developed quite separately. It is hoped that in 
table is now included as Table 13; the intention is to retain the future, the two types of information can gradually be
this as a statistical record in Volume 2 where it more properly made more compatible,
belongs.

Chapter 5 deals with health, education and accommodation of 
The ordering of the tables in Chapter 2 has been changed in an the Services. These topics are collectively regarded as welfare 
attempt to emphasise the size of the Defence budget in matters, hence the change of chapter title. The table of social 
relation to other spending from the national income. Some of expenditure has been moved to the beginning by way of an
the more detailed figures from the United Kingdom National introduction to this chapter. Three tables have been moved
Accounts have however been dropped. (The only other change into this chapter from the previous Service manpower chapter, 
in this section may be a new presentation of defence spending These tables deal with Service pensions (5.19) and the 
at constant prices which is still under consideration). distribution of the numbers married by age and rank (5.11 and

5.12). The ordering of the tables in this chapter has been 
The revised table on research and development expenditure changed so as to incorporate the extra tables in as logical 
(3.2) has combined the previous two tables on these topics a sequence as possible. They are arranged into groups which 
and now gives more detail on research and development deal respectively with: medical, education, accommodation 
separately. and general welfare matters. The details of sickness, medical

discharge and deaths have been modified and reduced. The 
The most noticeable effect of file reorganisation referred male/female splits have been removed for individual causes and 
to above is in the manpower section. It will be seen that the separate Service figures are now given in all three tables make 
Service and civilian manpower sections of previous versions them more consistent. The bibliography gives a point of 
have been combined. contact from which the fuller information previously

published in this volume may be obtained.
Where possible both figures are now presented in the same

1. Summary
General summary. In table 1.1 the year headings have been equipment may vary according to the role assigned, 
chosen to give the maximum amount of coverage c o m m o n  to
all of the tables represented. This means that in some cases, U K  Merchant Fleet: principal categories required for defence 
information for additional years may be obtained from the purposes. Figures from Lloyd’s Register of Shipping Statistical 
tables referenced. In all cases, the referenced tables should be Tables were included in last year’s Volume 1 as an interim 
consulted for definitions used and for more details of coverage measure, on the number of ships, in different categories of the 
than can be given in a summary table of this kind. merchant fleet, which could be considered as being available

- for defence purposes A  breakdown of supply numbers more
Summary of the Armed Forces. Table 12. presents a summary closely related to defence requirements has n o w  been adopted, 
of the units shown in Annexes C, D  and E in Volume 1. It and will be used in future. It is not practicable to provide 
should be noted that the table gives only the number of units comparative historical data. A n  estimate of the availability of 
involved. The number of personnel or the amount of manpower is given in Table 1.4.



- •. General Summary
SUMMARY

Table1 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

£ million

Defence Spending ( O u t t u r n ) .............. 11,182 12,607 14,412 15,487 17,122
expenditure on personnel................ 4,556 5,058 5,455 5,726 5,983
expenditure on  equipment................ 4,885 5,638 6,297 6,939 7,8381 other costs................................ 1,741 1,910 2,659 2,822 3,302

Defence Trade and Production '

Visible trade
! exports of identifiable e q u i p m e n t ....... ..............  2.8 (a) 613 9 04 9 19 8 25 813
; imports of identifiable e q u i p m e n t ....... 137 199 207 253 246

Invisible trade
total debits.................... 1,021 1,183 1,452 1,254 1,453
total credits ................. 119 114 104 148 159
net b a l a n c e .................... - 9 0 2 -1,068 -1,348 -1,106 -1,293

Meteorological Office
net expenditure....................... 27 30 34 41 42

Royal Dockyards
cost of completed w o r k ................ . 45 8 4 57 60 8 538 5 32

M a n p o w e r Thousands

Service:
' U K  Regular F o r c e s .............. . 3 3 4 328 321 326 32 6

Locally entered......................... 10 10 10 10 10
: Regular reserves........................... 196 196 193 198 206

Volunteer reserves....................... 84 86 87 86 88

Strength changes in year: U K  Regular Forces
Total recruitment......................... 50 23 22 37 35
Total o u t f l o w ....................... 38 29 29 32 35

Civilian

M O O  Total.................... 26 5  fij 252 243 23 2 206
Non-industrial.............. 134 119 116 114 105
Industrial.................... Î41 133 127 119 101
U K  based........................ 2 30 217 209 199 174
Locally engaged.................. 35 35 . 3 4 33 32

Energy Consumption Petajoules

Total consumption in year.............. 135.8 136.5 154.2 150.9 139.3

Health, Education and A c c o m m o d a t i o n N u m b e r

N u m b e r  of hospitals: U K .  . h 11 10 9 9
Overseas......... 10 10 11 11 10

Average n u m b e r  of beds: U K ....... ............. 5.3 (a) 2,290 2,264 2,156 2,056 2,048
Overseas......... 1,247 1,240 1,254 1,260 1,255

Service Children's Education
N u m b e r  enrolled in A u t u m n  t e r m ......... 33,300 32,500 31,000 29,200 28,500

Married quarters U K ........... 88,700 87,500 87,000 85,900 85,300
Overseas............. 46,400 . 46,000 46,000 46,000 47,600

Freehold land and foreshore (thousand hectares). ............. 5,16(b) 233 231 229 2 2 8 ’ 224

Search and Rescue
Total n u m b e r  of incidents ........... ............. 6.2 (a) 1,097 1,111 1,146 1,145 1,129

1. N u m b e r s  in* this col u m n  refer to the main tables where m o r e  detailed notes and definitions are given. Unreferenced numbers relate to figures
for the financial year ending in March of the year in the column heading. T h e  alphabetic references are:

(a) for calender year figures; (b) for April figures; ' (c) for December figures (d) ! for January figures;



S U M M A R Y

J . 2  . S u m m a r y  of the A r m e d  Forces1 
' . T April’

•
N u m b e r

Unit 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Front line units3

Royal N a v y 4
S u b m a r i n e s .................... Vessels 22 22 21 22 24 26
Carriers and assault ships....... Vessels 3 3 4 4 4 4
Destroyers and frigates......... Vessels 48 49 55 52 46 47
Mine counter-measure......... Vessels 32 33 36 34 32 40
Patrol ships and craft........... Vessels 22 21 25 31 29 39
Fixed wing aircraft............ Squadrons 3 3 3 3 3 3
Helicopters...................... Squadrons 14 15 13 12 14 14

Royal Marines.................... C o m m a n d o s 3 3 3 3 3 3
Regular A r m y
Royal A r m o u r e d  Corps......... Regiments 19 19 19 19 19 19
Royal Artillery................ Regiments 22 22 22 22 22 22
Royal Engineers5 .............. Regiments 11 11 12 12 13 131 nfantry5 ....................... Battalions 56 57 56 56 56 56
Special Air Service............ Regiments 1 1 1 1 1 1
A r m y  Air C o r p s ................ Regiments 6 6 4 4 4 4

Territorial A r m y  
Royal A r m o u r e d  Corps......... Regiments 2 2 5 5 5 5
Royal Artillery................ Regiments 5 5 5 5 5 6
Royal Engineers................ Regiments 7 7 7 7 7 7
Infantry....................... Battalions 38 38 35 35 35 40
Special Air Service............. Regiments 2 2 2 2 2 2
Honourable Artillery C o m p a n y  . Regiments 1 1 1 1 1 , 1

Royal Air Force
Strike/attack.................... Squadrons 15 12 10 11 11 11
Offensive support.............. Squadrons 5 5 5 5 5 5
Air d e f e n c e .................... Squadrons 9 9 9 8 9 9
Maritime patrol................ Squadrons 4 4 4 4 4 4
Reconnaissance................ Squadrons 5 3 2 3 3 3
Airborne early warning......... Squadrons 1 1 1 1 1 1
Transport4 ...................... Squadrons 9 10 11 10 11 12
Tankers......................... Squadrons 2 2 3 3 3 4
Search and rescue.............. Squadrons 3 3 3 2 2 2
Surface to air missiles........... Squadrons 8 8 8 8 8 8
G r o u n d  defence................ Squadrons 6- 6 6 5 5 5

Royal Auxiliary Air Forca
G r o u n d  Defence................ Squadrons 3 3 6 6 6 6
Air Defence G u n s .............. Squadrons — - - - 1

Support units

Royal N a v y  and Royal Fleet Auxiliary Service 
Support ships..................  Vessels 3 2 2 2 2 3
Hospital ships.................. Vessels 1 1 1 1 1 1
Training ships.............. Vessels 7 5 7 6 4 4
Survey ships.................... Vessels 12 11 11 12 8 7
Tankers7 .............. Vessels 12 14 10 11 14 14
Replenishment ships1 . . . . Vessels 3 3 3 4 4 4
Support and Supply ships7 . Vessels 4 3 1 1 2 2
Landing ships, logistic1 . . . . Vessels 5 5 6 6 5 6
Forward repair ships1 ......... Vessels - - 1 1

Royal Marines
Logistic unit.................... Regiments 1 1 1 1 1 1

t. This table shows a s u m m a r y  of the units s h o w n  in Annexes C, D  and E in V o l u m e  1. T h e  n u m b e r  of personnel ancI the a m o u n t  of eauioment
in each vessel, regiment, and battalion and squadron vary according to the role currently assigned.

2. Figures for the current year are provisional.

3. This section of the table shows the n u m b e r  of units which comprise the 'teeth' elements of the A r m e d  Forces and excludes supporting units.
4. Excludes vessels undergoing major or restorative refit, conversion, or on stand-by etc.
5.. Includes Gurkhas.

6 . Includes helicopters.

7. Ships of the Royal Fleet Auxiliary Service.
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U K  M erchant fleet: principal categories required for defence purposes1 •
| 31 December . ..

198 4  1985

N u m b e r  of U K  registered vessels available within required time limits

Type of Vessel:

Large stern trawlers............................. . 17 12
Other fishing trawlers offshore suDoort e t c .........  i«7 ggg
Product tankers................................  g4 gy
Break-bulk general cargo vessels.........................  177 177
Large passenger liners.......................  3 2
Roll on-Roll off ferries, passenger and freight............... 70  70 ■
Salvage t u g s ................................................. 102 106

1. Figures from Lloyds Register of Shipping Statistical Tables were included last year as an interim measure. A  breakdown of supply numbers 
more closely related to defence requirements has n o w  been adopted, and will be used in future. It is not practicable to provide comparative 

___historical data,_________________________

LgC, S'tfX. M'i'tO / Pi-Q*iS

i >iJ<?v i iziiss ; 1  o\ 21 g
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1 . 4  U K  Merchant Fleet: N u m b e r  of Seafarers1

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Misc and seasonal.........................................  800 421 3 87 40 7  4 04

1_. These numbers are based upon the General Council of British Shipping ( G C 8 S) register for the years indicated as available for e m p l o y m e n t  in 
National Maritime board ( N M B )  agreements with the council's members. T h e y  intrude s o m e  foreign seafarers on N M 8 agreements and' 
s o m e  seafarers on n o n - U K  flag vessels registered with the G C 8S for manning purposes. T h e  totals in these two categories are not k n o w n  

3t 5 %  ° f the current total- T h e  figures do  not include U K  seafarers not employed on N M B  agrrements, currently estimated at 
10,000 , a figure thought not to have varied m u c h  in recent years. T he figures for 1985,are provisional.

fN 11.-S ’• Of ~ra Hi



2 .  F i n a n c e  a n d  t r a d e  0
Functional analysis of the Defence Budget. Table 2.5 contains purposes, most of which cannot be separately identified in the 
an attribution of all defence expenditure included in the Customs statistics. To give a more complete picture of the 
Defence Budget to various functional categories known as exports of defence equipment these figures, together with 
programme elements. These programme elements are information supplied by individual electronics and motor 
combined into major groupings of expenditure, which vehicle manufacturing companies are shown in the lower 
correspond with major fields of defence activity, called section of Table 2.8. It should be noted that the figures in 
programmes. The programmes are shown as bold sub-headings Table 2.8 refer to actual deliveries of defence equipment. As 
in the table. Similar analyses of Service and civilian manpower such they are on a different basis from the figure given for 
strengths are also undertaken and the results of these are Defence Sales in Volume 1 which relates to new contracts 
given in tables 4.3A and 4.3B. The functional attribution of recorded.
Royal Navy expenditure and manpower was reviewed and ' 
improved in 1983— 1984. As a result, subsequent figures are
not fully comparable with those shown for earlier years. Glossary of financial terms 

Industrial analysis of Defence expenditure in the United
Kingdom: estimated allocation by commodity group. The Appropriation Accounts are prepared after the end of the 
figures shown in Table 2.6 are based in part on an analysis of financial year and record the actual payments and receipts, 
contract payments. Each contract let is allocated to a
particular industry, as defined in the Standard Industrial Appropriations-in-aid are receipts used to offset expenditure. 
Classification, according to the nature of the goods or services They generally arise from the provision of repayment services, 
to be supplied. All payments against the contract are then the sale of surplus goods or of equipment purchased on behalf 
recorded to that industry, irrespective of the actual industry to of the Defence Sales organisation, 
which the establishment supplying the goods may be classified
in other official statistics. Non-contract expenditure is Defence budget consists of all the expenditure for which the
allocated on the basis of its Vote designation. Secretary of State for Defence is responsible. It comprises the

net total of voted expenditure by the Ministry of Defence and 
Defence balance of payments: invisible transactions. Table 2.7 by the Property Services Agency on behalf of the Ministry of 
covers transactions by the British Government in relation to Defence which are classified as direct public expenditure for 
defence and incmdes receipts from the United States the purpose of public expenditure white papers and the 
Government in respect of forces stationed in the United national accounts.
Kingdom. The figures for local defence expenditure reoresent
the drawings of foreign exchange necessary to support our Defence Programme comprises the Defence budget (q.vf pius 
forces overseas. They take no account of offsetting factors external financing of Royal Ordnance pic. 
such as the reduction in imports to the United Kingdom which
result from the stationing of forces overseas, which would be Estimates, Supply Estimates are prepared before the rvinriag
accounted for in the U K  balance of payments generally. In of the financial year and give the proposed expertdit. These,
addition estimates are made of non-governmental transactions are then voted by Parliament, 
relating to defence. Official payments by the United States
Forces in the United Kingdom to British firms and agencies Estimates prices are the prices used in the Estimates present 
other than central government plus private expenditure by to Parliament. They are forecasts of the prices expected, to ruie 
united States personnel are expected to amount to about when the expenditure occurs.
£500 million in 1986— 87.

Outturn, forecast outturn describes actual expenditure or 
Exports and imports of defence equipment. Tables 2.8 and 2.9 estimates of it made on the basis of incomplete information 
give details of certain exports and imports of defence i.e. before the Appropriation Accounts are prepared, 
equipments which can be identified through the Customs and
E’xcise Tariff at free on board (fob) and cost, insurance freight Outturn prices are the prices of the period when the 
(cif) prices respectively. The Society of British Aerospace expenditure occurs, also described as current prices.
Companies compiles statistics on the sales of goods and
services by its member companies from which it is possible to Public Expenditure Survey is the annual review of public 
identify the exports of other aerospace products for military expenditure plans undertaken by the Government.



1
S g p l  . Defence budget and related expenditure1

R N A N C E  A N D  T R A D E  

£ million

1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 1 9 8 6 - 8 7

Defence Votes.............................. - , . . 10,668.0 12,138.3 13,945.4 15,791.5 16,817.8 17,868.9 18,485.9
Attributions from other votes1 ..........., 109.2 126.7 138.1 173.1 204.2 177.9 —
Other adjustments1 ....................... ; 7.3 8.8 7.1 8.0 11.2 11.7 -6.4

Defence b u d g e t ............................. . . . 10,784.5 12,273.8 14,090.6 15,972.6 17,033.2 18,058.5 18,479.5

Military aid to overseas countries......... 6.9 11.4 14.9 14.6 13.0 13.9 13.6

Supporting services4
A c c o m m o d a t i o n  (maintenance and rental) 5 . . 60.1 66.0 62.6 t t t t
H o m e  publicity5 ....................... 10.7 7.5 7.2 7.1 t t t
Civil superannuation . . ................ 208.3 248.8 254.1 333.0 362.3 347.8 384.9
Rates4 .................................. 77.9 92.7 119.2 78.9 56.7 81.3 123.2
Services by  National Audit Office....... 1.7 2.6 2.7 3.2 4.4 5.0 4.2
Services by Treasury Solicitor5 ......... 2.0 2.3 2.7 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.7
Valuation services by  Inland Revenue7 . . 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2
Various other services.................. 3.2 1.8 1.9 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.6

Meteorological services in Defence budg e t . -36.5 -34.2 -36.7 -34.5 -41.3 -43.9 — 41.8

Other adjustments8 ....................... — 4.2 -4.2 14.8 14.0 - 2.1 - -

Defence expenditure....................... . . . 11,112.6 12,668.3 14,533.7 16,393.5 17,430.8 18,467.4 18,968.1
( N A T O  and National Accounts definitions)

1. Th e  figures given in the table are based on  the Supply Estimates and reflect the price levels of Supply Estimates for the years in question.

2. These represent Property Service A gency staff costs and other P S A  expenditure for which the Secretary of State for Defence is responsible.
F r o m  1985— 86, consultants' fees in respect of major works are included in Defence Votes totals. F r o m  1 9 8 6 - •87, ail P S A  expenditures are
included in Defence Votes totals.

3. These cover those Appropriations-in-Aid and expenditure which are included in the Defence Votes but not classified as public expenditure.

4. These are the Defence portion of services performed by certain government departments for government generally

5. A  dagger t against these items indicates that they have been included in the Defence budget for the years shown.

6 . Rates o n  the Defence portion of the U K  civil estate are included in the Defence budget from 1983-84.

7. Prior to 1981-82 included under 'Various other services'.

8 . These adjustments are necessary to give the standard N A T O  and National Accounts definitions of defence expenditure, which have been
identical since 1979— 80.

1 2.2 j Defence an d  other spending f r o m  the National I n c o m e

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

£  thousand million

At  market prices:
%

Final expenditure on  goods and services . . . 251.0 287.7 314.0 344.3 377.8 411.2
Consumers expenditure.................. 118.2 137.0 152.3 166.6 182.2 194.7

General government1 final consumption1 . 38.9 48.9 55.4 60.4 65.7 69.7
of which:
D e f e n c e ................................ 8.9 11.3 12.6 14.4 15.6 16.8
National Health S e r vice................ 8.7 11.3 13.0 13.6 15.4 16.2
E d u c a t i o n ............................... 8.0 9.9 11.1 12.0 12.8 13.6

Gross domestic fixed capital formation . . 36.9 . 41.6 41.4 45.4 49.0 55.3

Increase in stocks and w o r k  in progress . . 2.2 -2.9 -3.0 - 1.2 0.8 - 0.2

Exports of goods and services............. 55.0 63.1 67.9 73.1 80.0 91.7

Less Imports of goods and services....... -54.7 -57.7 -60.4 -67.5 -77.2 -91.9

Gross Domestic Prod u c t .............. . . . 196.4 230.0 253.7 276.8 300.6 319.4

Per cent

Total Defence expenditure as a percentage of Gross
Domestic Product at market prices....... 4.6 5.0 5.0 5.3 5.3 5.3

- Source: United K i n g d o m  National Accounts (1985 Edition)

1. General government consists of central and local government excluding expenditure of Government Trading Bodies.
2. Final consumption is current expenditure plus an imputed charge for the consumption of non-trading capital and equals total expenditure less

expenditure on grants, subsidies and all other transfers, and expenditure on  fixed assets and stocks.



F I N A N C E  A N D  T R A D E

! 2 . 3  i Principal headings of the Defence budget •

Outturn Estimates1

1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2  1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 1 9 8 6 - 8 7

£  million

Total expenditure1 .................... 12,607 14,412 15,487 17,122 18,059 18,479
Expenditure on personnel...........
of the A r m e d  Forces..............
of the retired A r m e d  Forces.......
of civilian staff..................

4,556
2,460

503
1,593

5,058
2,728

624
1,706

5,455
2,914

680
1,861

5,726
3,076

777
1,873

5,983
3,236

828
1,919

6,271
3,390

906
1,975

6,721
3,678

979
2,065

Expenditure on e q u i p m e n t ......... 4  885 5,638 
1 624

6,297 6,939
1,849
1,475
3,057

7,838 
2,228 
1,638 
3,474 
{ 4 98

8,355
2,451
1,847
3,506

551

8,250 
2,586 
1,712 -

S e a ........................... 1 513
L a n d ......................... . 1 101
A i r .......................
Other........................... 3,364

588
Other expend i t u r e ................
Works, buildings and l a n d .........
Miscellaneous stores and services . .

623
1,118

1,910
664

1,246

2,659
832

1,827

2,822
1,067
1,754

3,302
1,271
2,031

3,433
1,441
1,992

! 3,508 
~  1,440 ‘ 

2,068
Total expenditure at constant (1984— 85)
prices .................... 16,472

16,739
678

17,122

17,003

17.197

17.197 
526

**
Outturn figures adjusted for carry
forward.....................

16^840 «•‘It2

16 , 8 4 0 ^ 6 1 .  
40^ 6

of which estimated Falklands , . . . 885 644

Per cent

Percentage shares of the total expenditure

Expenditure on personnel.........
the A r m e d  Forces..............
Retired A r m e d  F o r c e s .......
of civilian staff..............

4.5

40.1
21.6
4.9
13.5

37.8
20.2
4.7

37.0 
19.9 
5.0
12.1

34.9
18.9 
4.8
11.2

34.7
18.8 
5.0
10.9

36.4
19.9
5.3
11.2

Expenditure on  e q u i p m e n t .........
S e a ............ .

43.7 44.7 43.7 44.8 45.8
13.0
9.6

20.3
2.9

46.3
13.6

44.6

L a n d ...................... 14.0

A i r ...................... 9.5 10.2 9.3

Oth e r .............. .
1 j. 3 19.7

3.6
19.4 18.2
3.0 3.2

Other expend i t u r e ........... 18.2
6.9
11.3

19.3
7.4
11.9

19.0
8.0

19.0
7.8

Works, buildings and land . . 
Miscellaneous stores etc . . ,

5.6 
10 0

5 . 3

9 . 9

■ .5.8
11.0 11.2

1' Sices“  £ 17* 195'M Ê  Ü  fr°m ̂  i l l Supp,y Estimates for the Years quoted. Current forecast outturn at constant (1984-85)
2. Outturn and Estimates are given at outturn and Estimates prices respectively.

3‘ Jxpenditures^ove^the period!0 " ™  * ,984_85 * £ 1 4 -1 73 million or £14.339 million if adjusted for changes in the definition of defence

j Works, buildings and land: Departmental responsibilities
* £ million

Outturn Estimates

1 9 8 0 - 8 1  1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4  1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 1 9 8 6 - 8 7

Total defence budget 
expenditure1 ....... 623 66 4 8 32 1,067 1,271 1,441 1,440

M O D  net total*.........
P S A  net total.............
N e w  works gross total . . 
Maintenance gross total . .. 
Personnel costs4 . . . 
Appropriations-in-aid total. . .

- 6 3  - 7 3  
686 737 
3 4 8  3 16 
327 425 
128 140 

- 1 1 7  - 1 4 4

- 5 1
883
394
506
161

- 1 7 7

- 51
1,118
584
548
209

- 2 2 3

- 6
1,277
707
542
251

- 2 2 2

- 1 9
1,460
856
579
282

- 2 5 7  •

- 3 3
1,473
838
607
288

- 2 6 0

1. Figures in this column are derived from the original Supply Estimates for that year.
z. Outturn and Estimates are given at outturn and Estimates prices respectively. 
3. Including accommodation charges as appropriate.
4. Includes the costs of P S A  and D O E  staff and consultants and overheads attributable 

respect of major works are included in the n e w  works total. to defence work. F r o m  19 8 5 — 86, consultants' fees in



- Functional analysis of the Defence budget1
FINANCE A N D  T R A D E  

£ million

1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2  1 9 8 2 - 8 3  1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 1 9 8 6 - 8 7

Total expenditure......................... . . . . . 10,785 12,274 14,091 15,973 17,033 18,059 18,479

Nuclear strategic force............................. 165 269 327 382 384 50 9 658

N a v y  general purpose comb a t  forces2 ............ 1,461 1,663 1,861 2,149 2,493 2,505 2,625
S u b m a r i n e s ...................................... 253 339 463 468 32 2 408 42 6
Aircraft and A S W  carriers....................... 23 26 71 140 94 78 74
Amphibious forces.............................. 44 52 52 60 78 81 82
Cruisers........................................... 98 95 _ _ __
Destroyers and frigates......................... 537 594 63 6 722 691 738 792
Mine counter-measures vessels.................... 75 90 150 159 137 145 147
Other vessels...................................... 206 210 204 285 46 6 45 2 460
Aircraft........................................... 158 175 198 24 2 312 291 304
Fleet headquarters............................... 18 23 26 24 123 119 118
Overseas shore establishments.................... 49 59 61 49 61 37 48
Naval bases and operational s u p p o r t ............ 209 156 174

European theatre ground forces.................... 1,746 1,881 2,194 2,445 2,626 2,764 2,8148ritish A r m y  of the R h i n e ....................... 1,227 1,302 1,512 1,700 1,796 1,899 1,8828erlln3 .................................. 27 27 38 42 47 49 52H o m e  forces................................ 49 2 552 644 703 783 8 1 6 880
Other A r m y  comb a t  f o r c e s ...................... 105 44 41 191 197 205 204Mediterranean............................. 64 56 62 62

1
68 81 84Hon g  K o n g  and other Far E a s t ......... 19 - 3 5 - 3 6 - 8 •— 27 8

South Atlantic...................... — 105 113 126 82Other areas................................ 22 23 15 23 24 25 30
Air Force general purpose forces............ 1,865 2,240 2,729 3,207 3,409 3,702 3,687Air defence ......................... 199 287 453 579 702 730 817Offensive support...................... 68 76 83 118 116 202 320
Strike/attack/reconnaissance.................. 620 785 1,005 9 22 775 81 7 80 2
Maritime aircraft................... 85 108 143 139 135 162 131
Transport aircraft........................... 168 168 164 231 221 254 226
Tanker aircraft .................... 32 43 42 128 200 135 93Civil charter................................ 13 14 18 17 30 37 18
Other aircraft......................... 104 100 112 122 135 132 245Operational stations............................. 268 279 3 2 8 418 46 4 526 428
Headquarters ............................... 50 57 54 68 76 79 80
General support............................... 258 323 327 46 5 555 628 527

Reserve and Auxiliary formations.................. 213 ’ 253 287 312 357 3 6 0  . 358N a v y ......................... 14 12 14 15 16 14 18A r m y ............................... 182 222 2 55 279 31 6 31 6 323Air Force............................. 17 19 18 18 25 30 17
Research and development4 ............ 1,479 1,676 1,833 1,896 2,097 2,304 2,327Ship construction and underwater warfare. . . 209 298 287 328 390 42 4 429Ordnance and other A r m y ................ 120 150 164 177 182 188 138Military aircraft....................... 509 498 596 556 508 52 4 648Guided weap o n s ....................... 183 223 235 245 31 4 362 311
Other electronics...................... 231 259 284 282 340 397 477
Other research and d e v e l o p m e n t ........... 227 248 267 308 363 409 374

Training . . ......................
Service colleges..................

975
71

1,097
78

1,162
75

1,230
85

1,310
99

1,294
86

1.257 
100N a v y ....................... 311 358 41 8 443 407 39 5 391A r m y ....................... 377 429 420 428 527 538 514Air Force...................... 216 2 32 249 274 277 275 252

Equipment support and associated facilities in U K  . 705 81 4 869 1,040 931 Q1 7
Royal D o c k y a r d s .................. 108 114 125 128 113 107 12*5Other repair and maintenance......... 218 257 272 401 34 8 319 304Storage and s u p p l y ........... 289 33 7 357 403 35 9 394 456Quality assurance............ 90 106 115 108 111 97 98

W a r  and contingency stocks............ 22 4 326 403 41 0 549 535 405N a v y ...................... 73 94 110 161 20 4 206 218A r m y ......................... 88 145 202 165 225 198 170Air Force.................... 63 87 91 84 120 131 17
Other support functions............ 1,820 2,081 2,307 2,631 2,811 2,998 3 184Whitehall organisations............ 164 195 205 222 236 248 273Local administration communications etc in U K  . 666 8 12 903 1,080 1,184 1,309 1 380Meteorological services4 ........... 36 34 37 34 41 4 4 41Family and personnel services in U K  . . . . 197 229 240 241 251 223 242Service pensions.............. 554 603 657 754 83 2 923 986Other support services.............. 203 208 265 300 262 251 262
Miscellaneous expenditure and receipts . . 27 - 7 0 78 80 - 1 3 1 - 3 4 - 2 3

1. The figures given in this table reflect the price levels of the original Estimates for the years in question.
2. Figures from 1 9 8 4 - 8 5  are not fully comparable with those for earlier years. See notes on page 8 .
3. Excluding expenditure covered by the Allied 'Declaration on  Berlin'.
4. Meteorological research and development is included under Meteorological services.



F I N A N C E  A N D  T R A D E  : .

- Industrial analysis of D e f e n c e  e x penditure in the U K : ,  
estimated allocation b y  c o m m o d i t y  g r o u p

•

£ million

SIC (80)
G r o u p 1 1 9 7 9 - 8 0  1 9 8 0 - 8 1  1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5

Total2 .................................... 3,986 5,103 6,180 6,954 7,096 8,014

Solid fuels3 ............................ , . . . 111-120 8 8 9 10 10 11
: Petroleum products3 ................... . . . . 140 39 2 396 512 847 673 737

Gas, electricity and water supply3 . . . ., . . . 1 6 1 - 1 7 0 111 133 160 173 182 195

Ordnance and small arms and explosives.. . . . 256(part), 32 9 316 428 437 532 584 67 5
Other mechanical and marine engineering . . . 3 2 0 - 3 2 8 221 303 278 347 4 10 407

Data processing e q u i p m e n t ............ . . . . 3 3 0  ) 90 77 97 104
Other electrical engineering............ . . . . 341 -348, nes ) 131 127 119 136

' Electronics................................ . . . 3 4 4 , 3 4 5 709 1,014 1,219 1,311 1,550 1,638

Motor vehicles and parts................ , . . . 3 5 1 - 3 5 3 137 184 162 209 187 274
1 Shipbuilding and repairing.............. . . . . 361 33 2 4 24 544 517 425 557

Aerospace .............................. . . . . 3 64 1,120 1,497 2,007 2,093 2,070 2,461

Instrument engineering.................., . . . 3 7 1 - 3 7 4 102 138 173 146 125 115

F o o d 3 .................................. , . . . 4 1 1 - 4 2 9 93 101 103 115 113 126
. Textiles , leather goods and clothing3 . . . 431 -456 ?8 8 0 73 84 93 111

• Other production industries............ 122 130 158 185 243 237
i Other industries and services............ , . . . nes 113 109 124 181 • 215 230

|§. C o d e  numbers relate to groups of activity headings in the 1980 revision of the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC).

2. Gross expenditure at current prices excluding V A T ,  pay and allowances, general administrative expenses (amounting to s o m e  £ 6 9 2  million in
1984-85), Property Services Agency expenditure on behalf of the Ministry of Defence and other expenditure on land, buildings and works
services. See note on page 8 .

3. Includes payments for goods and services purchased overseas.
-------■

2 . 7  I D e f e n c e  balance of p a y m e n t s :  invisible transactions1

£ million

Outturn Estimates3

1 9 8 0 - 8 1  1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5  1 9 8 5 - 8 6 1 9 8 6 - 8 7

Total debits......................... 1,021 1,183 1,452 1,254 1,453 1.459 1,537
Total military services............. 996 1,156 1,427 1,219 1,411 1,415 1,488

Local defence expenditure.......... 783 925 1,070 1,008 1,128 1,164 1,227
G e r m a n y ........................ 6 5 4  784 858 790 894 92 0 966
Other N A T O  area................ 35 57 63 75 78 80 87
Mediterranean.................... 71 94 98 111 124 132 143
South Atlantic.................... —  — 9 8 3 8 3
Far E a s t ......................... - 5  - 4 0 4 - 9 - 7 - 1 9 - 1 2
Other areas....................... 28 . 30 38 34 36 42 41

Other military services3 ........... 213 231 357 210 282 251 262

Transfers —  contributions to
international defence
organisations...................... 25 27 25 36 42 44 49

Total credits......................... 119 114 104 148 159 222 226

■ Receipts from U S  Forces........... 76  72 83 126 137 178 203

Other receipts..................... 43 43 21 22 23 44 23

Net balance ( —  = debit)............. - 9 0 2  -1,068 -1,3 4 8 -1,106 -1,293 -1,238 -1,311

1. Non-governmental transactions are excluded but details of these are given in the note on page 8 . Outturn and Estimates are given at outturn
and Estimates prices respectively.

2. Figures are derived from the original Supply Estimates for the years quoted. t 1
3.. Including contributions to infrastructure projects (net) and payments for R  &  0 levies. Receipts for R  &  D  levies, etc are entered as 'other

receipts'.



Exports of defence eq u i p m e n t

1 FINANCE A N D  T R A D E

£  million

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Identified defence equipment1 ........................................ 537 613 904 919 825 813

A r m o u r e d  fighting vehicles and parts............................... 50 112 208 195 146 127
C o m b a t  aircraft including helicopters1 ............................. 40 71 126 184 156 71
Military non-combat aircraft including helicopters1 .............. 64 66 90 76 56 103
Other military aircraft and helicopters .............................. 66 — — — — —

Warships........................................................... 59 4 27 7 40 4

Guns, small arms and parts.......................................... 64 51 68 66 121 155
Guided weapons and missiles...................................... 25 21 61 61 52 55
A m m u n i t i o n ........................................................ 102 175 184 145 93 85
Radio and radar apparatus.......................................... 55 96 100 125 106 128
Optical equipment and training simulators......................... 12 19 39 60 56 85

Destination of identified equipment

N A T O  countries and other W  E u r o p e ............................. 111 172 185 206 175 247
Middle East and N  A f r i c a....................... 158 239 405 506 311 284

i Other Africa............................... 121 67 97 55 201 155
Asia and Far East............................ 134 124 192 137 108 73
Latin America and Caribbean...................................... 13 11 25 16 30 54

Estimates of additional equipment1 .................................. 1,000 1,133 1,160 1,189 1,310

Airframe parts and guided w e a pons................................. 325 417 343 358 ’ 448
Aircraft e q u i p m e n t ................................................. 217 169 194 210 235

; Aeroengines and p a r t s ............................................. 114 123 165 155 147
! Space e q u i p m e n t ................................................... 14 19 26 31 30
I Other electronics................................................... 220 280 300 320 330
i R o a d  vehicles . . . . | ............................................. 110 125 132 115 120

i 1. Categories of equipment which can be identified through the Customs and Excise Tariff.

2. N e w l y  constructed only.

3. It is not possible to distinguish these items from similar goods for civilian purposes in Customs &  Excise records. These estimates are based on
information from the Society of British Aerospace Companies and individual electronics and motor vehicle manufacturing companies.
Exports in connection with international collaborative projects are excluded.

’ o  o  |
Imports of defence e q u i p m e n t

| million

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Identified defence equipment1 ........................................ 147 137 199 207 253 246

Guided weapons and missiles...................................... . . 65 57 108 85 102 119
A m m u n i t i o n .............. .'....................................... 2 0 .. 16 18 17 16 35
Guns, small arms and parts.......................................... 32 29 27 36 33 40
A r m o u r e d  fighting vehicles and parts............................... 7 4 14 21 10 10
Radio, radar and optical e q u i p m e n t ............................... 21 21 28 47 38 24
Military aircraft including helicopters........................... 2 11 3 54 18

Origins of identified equipment

N A T O  countries and other W  E u r o p e ........................... 137 128 184 178 239 220
Asia and Far Eas t ................................................. . . 5 3 5 3 5 16
O t h e r s ............................................................ . . 5 6 9 25 9 10

1. Categories of equipment which can be identified through the Customs and Excise Tariff.



2  1 0
------■ Contracts placed: analysis of contracts b y  t y p e  of contract

F I N A N C E  A N D  T R A D En.•
1 9 7 9 - 8 0  1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5

£  million

Total valua of Headquarters contracts placed1 .............. 5,831 4,089 4,606 6,830 8,580 8,217

Pér cent

Percentage shares of total value

Contracts priced b y  competition............................. 14 22 23 21 22 27

Contracts priced otherwise by reference to market forces1 . . 16 14 14 15 16 19

Contracts priced o n  estimates at outset or as soon as
possible thereafter1 ........................................ 36 35 40 45 37 31

Contracts priced o n  actual costs with Incentives to minimise 
costs1.................................................... . 12 7 2 3 10

15

11

12Contracts priced on  actual costs plus a percentage fee1 . . . . 22 22 21 16

N u m b e r

Total n u m b e r  of Headquarters contracts placed4 89,111 76,368 66,177 85,716 82,094 96,458

Per cent

Percentage shares of total n u m b e r
-

Contracts priced by competition .............................. 14 13 14 11 12 12

Contracts priced otherwise by  reference to market forces1 . . 63 59 55 65 65 70

Contracts priced on  estimates at outset or as soon as
possible thereafter1 ........................................ 13 16 * 17 13 12 10

Contracts priced on actual costs with incentives to jninimise 
costs3................................................. 1 1 1

Contracts priced on  actual costs plus a percentage fee1 . . . . 9 11 13' 10 10 7

t. Including the value of a m e n d m e n t s  to existing contracts.

2. Includes use of informal competitive tendering procedures and commercial price lists (appropriately discounted).

3. Priced by  reference to the G overnment profit formula.

4. Including the n u m b e r  of a m e n d m e n t s  which had financial implications for existing contracts.



3. Equipment
~ W  7 - — :----------------- ----------------------- 1---------

Equipment procurement expenditure. Table 3.1 relates to comparisons between each Service’s total stocks, 
the costs of intramural and extramural research and
development, the production of new equipment and spares, The figures cover general, electronic, technical, engineer and 
repairs, and the associated costs of the research and accommodation stores, weapons, ammunition, petrol, oil, 
development establishments and of the personnel in the lubricants, food and medical supplies, stored aircraft and 
Procurement Executive managing the programme. The figures stored vehicles, repairable items are included. Forms, 
exclude intramural maintenance costs, which are not easy to publications are excluded, 
identify.

In the first year there are some differences in the make up of 
Defence research and development expenditure. The figures the figures. In particular stored vehicles, aircraft in reserve, the 
in Table 3.2 relate to defence research and development R A F  holdings of explosives and weapons, and certain Army 
(R&D) earned out both in M O D  R & D  establishments and holdings of weapons are excluded while petrol, oil and 
extramurally by industry and the universities. The extramural lubricants (POL) are only included for the Royal Navy. These 
part of table 3.2 shows for the first time research separately exclusions do not apply as from 1981-82 but for the purposes 
from development, although 1982— 83 is the earliest year for of comparison, figures for 1981— 82 on the same basis as 
which figures are available on that basis. previous year’s coverage have also been provided.

The table differs from the similar data on defence R & D  The value of stock is based as far as possible on the best 
expenditure published periodically in general articles on estimate of prices ruling at the end of each financial year, 
the subject (see, for example, Economic Trends, August 1985 The item types held in the supply systems of more than one 
pp 82 et seq), in that it includes payments to civil votes and Service are counted once for each Service holding them, 
central government funds, but excludes superannuation and The figures on issue and receipt transactions reflect the 
certain support costs which now appear in Economic Trends differences in the number of issuing points and ordering points 
to line up with the new Cabinet Office Annual Review of in each Service 
R&D.

Defence energy consumption. Table 3.5 covers the 3 Services, 
Service supply systems: major stockholdings. Table 3.4 covers the Procurement Executive and the Royal Ordnance Factories, 
major stockholdings only. The Services have different Fuel used in Ministry of Defence buildings which are part of 
operational requirements, and thus keep different proportions the Civil Estate is excluded. In the case of electricity the 
of their stocks within major stockholding points, figures represent the' quantity of oil required to generate the 
Consequently, this table should not be used as a proxy for electricity in power stations of average efficiency.



E Q U I P M E N T

• f  E q u i p m e n t  procurement expenditure 1 - •
£ million

Outturn Estimates2

1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 1 9 8 6 - 8 7

Procurement expenditure....... 5,324 6,121 6,815 7,504 8,573 9,122 9,048
E q u i p m e n t ...................... 4,885 5,638 6,297 6,939 7,838 8,355 8,250
Associated costs................ 43 9 483 51 8 5 65 735 767 798

Procurement expenditure....... 5,324 6,121 6,815 7,504 8,573 9,122 9,048
Research....................... . . . ) 1,627 1,688 ) 30 5 357 393 383 3 98
Development3 .................. . . .) ) 1,395 1,556 1,713 1,933 1,940
Production and repa i r ......... 3,697 .4,433 5,115 5,591 6,467 6,806 6,711

. S e a ....................... . 1,513 1,624 1,730 1,849 2,228 2,451 2,586
D e v e l o p m e n t ................ 283 281 2 6 2 34 4 439 475 476
Production and repair....... 1,229 1,343 1,468 1,506 1,789 1,976 . 2,110

L a n d ........................... 1,101 1,353 1,475 1,638 1,847 1,712
Development ................. 182 236 211 229 258 286 303
Production and repair....... 72 2 86 4 1,142 1,246 1,379 1,561 1,409

Air* ... . .................... 2,458 2,640 3,057 3,474 3,506 3,364
Development ................. . . .  4 99 513 461 571 59 4 705 69 0
Production and repair....... 1,560 1,945 2,179 2,486 2,880 2,801 2,673

General support......... . 849 93 9 . 1,092 1,123 1,233 1,319 1,386
Research...................... . . . ) 663 6 5 7  ) 30 5 3 57 393 383 398
Development3 ................ . . .) ) 461 412 421 467 4 70
Production.................. . 186 282 32 5 353 4 19 46 9 519

t. This table is derived from the Appropriation Accounts and the Supply Estimates. Th e  expenditure is net of Appropriation-in-aid. Outturn 
and Estimates are given at outturn and Estimates prices respectively.

2. These figures are derived from the original Supply Estimates for the years quoted.

3. These figures include the costs of s o m e  Headquarters staff w h o  are responsible for both research and development.

4. T h e  Division of Air Systems package deals expenditure into either R & D  or production has been estimated.



^ p . 2  j D e f e n c e  research a n d  d e v e l o p m e n t  e x p e n d i t u r e1

E Q U I P M E N T  

£  million

Outturn Estimates*

1 9 8 0 — 81* 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 * 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 1 9 8 6 - 8 7

Gross expenditure o n  R & D 4......... 1,709 1,783 1,762 1,986 2,176 2,428 2,428

Intramural R & Q  gro s s .............. 44 8 502 580 586 62 2 651 709

Current:
Personnel co s t s .................. 263 287 3 0 2 297 289 30 2 30 9

Materials and equipment.........
Other...........! ................

120 145 168 188 204 203 208
18 18 22 13 14 13 13

Capital:
Land and buildings.............. 16 15 17 22 33 51 81
Plant and e q u i p m e n t ............. 31 37 71 66 83 82 , 99

Receipts............................. 36 48 51 50 46 57 53

Intramural R & D  n e t ................ 4 1 2 4 54 529 536 576 594 656

Intramural research: n e t ........... 170 218 223 229 238
Intramural development: net . . . . 3 5 9 318 353 3 65 41 8

Extramural R & O  expenditure: gross . 1,261 1,281 1,181 1,400 1,554 1,777 1,718

Extramural research: gross.........

Other Votes and central
" .

143 148 177 162 169

government f u n d s .............. 1 2 2 2 2
Universities and further
educational establishments. . . 8 8 10 9 13

Private industry and public
corporations.................. 133 134 159 145 147

Other........................... 1 3 4 4 4
Overseas....................... 1 1 3 3 2

Receipts......................... 8 9 7 9 10

Extramural research: net........... 135 140 170 153 159

Extramural development: gross . . . 1,038 1,252 1,377 1,615 1,549

Other Votes and central
government f u n d s ............. 28 27 28 34 31

Universities and further
educational establishments. . . — 1 1 1 1

Private industry and public
corporations.................. 905 1,123 1,255 1,458 1,411

O t her........................... — 4 *— 7 2
Overseas....................... 105 97 92 114 103

Receipts......................... 2 14 17 47 27

Extramural development: n e t . . . . 1,036 1,238 1,360 1,568 1,522

Total extramural R & D :  n e t ....... 1,215 1,234 1,170 1,378 1,530 1,722 1,681

Total research and development: net 1,627 1,688 1,701 " 1,913 2,106 2,316 2,337

1. Outturn and Estimates are given at outturn and Estimates prices respectively. Excludes civil w o r k

2. These figures are derived from the original Supply Estimates for the years quoted.

carried out by M O D  on repayment terms.

3. In these years extramural expenditure can not be attributed to m a n y  of the classifications used from

4. Th e  proportion of Air Systems package deals expenditure attributable to R & D  has been estimated.

1 9 8 2 — 83 onwards.
■



- E Q U I P M E N T
"j 3  3  r ............
\__  t D e f e n c e  p r o d u c t i o n  e x p e n d i t u r e1 •

£  million

' Outturn Estimates5

1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 1 9 8 6 - 8 7

Gross expenditure..................... 4,209 5,046 5,752 6,131 6,961 7,173 7,110

Sea equipment....................... 1,337 1,469 1,601 1,650 1,925 2,134 2.267
Ships hulls and machi n e r y ......... 42 2 519 4 9 9 . 500 555 538 573
W e a p o n  systems etc................
Ship equipment and support

4 4 4 483 555 58 2 727 8 34 93 8

services........................... 93 87 92 92 91 131 127
Ship/weapon maintenance.
equipment, stores and services. . . 2 58 256 32 4 3 32 401 43 4 4 56

Dockyard services etc............... 120 125 132 144 151 197 172 -

Land equipment................ 95 0 1,103 1,433 1,398 1,573 1,662 1,487
Guns, small arms and chemical
defence stores.............

Ammunition, mines and
63 67 49 31 28 54 59

explosives.................... 212 251 287 278 3 2 2 285 2 09
Fighting vehicles................ 93 124 100 117 131 161 161
Load carrying vehicles............. 177 144 134 119 156 139 145

Engineering equipment............. 54 45 88 83 89 93 66
Guided weapons, electronic Ü •

equipmnent and instruments . . i Ü 310 42 5 5 82 58 0 60 2 6 90 543
Plant and machinery . i ....... : . j M  . 4 3 2 2 - 1 —

, Other stores....................... jl 37 44 31 32 29 29 8
Maintenance31...................... * 160 157 215 209 296

Air equipment4 ...................... 1,715 2,167 2,362 2,682 3,003 2,874 2,803
Aircraft, aero-engines and
aircraft e q u i p m e n t ..............

Guided weapons and electronic
1,347 1,654 1,699 1,730 2,002 1,780 , 1,814

e q u i p m e n t ....................... 36 8 513 6 6 2 952 1,001 1,095 989

General support5 .................... 20 7 30 6 356 401 46 0 503 554

Appropriations-in-aid:5 .............. 5 1 2 612 637 540 4 9 4 36 7 399
Sea equipment........................ 108 127 133 144 136 158 156
Land equipment...................... 228 23 9 291 153 194 101 79
Air equipment....................... 155 223 182 196 123 74 129
General support...................... 21 24 31 48 41 34 36

Net expenditure................ 3,697 4,433 5,115 5,591 6,467 6,806 6,711
Sea equipment................ . 1,229 1,343 1,468 1,506 1,789 1,976 2 j  10
Land equipment...................... 72 2 8 64 1,142 1,246 1,379 1,561 1,409
Air equipment....................... 1,560 1,945 2,179 2,486 2,880 2,801 2.673
General support.................... 186 2 82 325 353 419 46 9 519

1- This table is based on  the Appropriation Accounts and the Supply Estimates. Outturn and Estimates are given at outturn and Estimates prices
respectively.

2. These figures are derived from the original Supply Estimates for the years quoted.

3. Maintenance is not separately identified before 1 9 8 2 — 83.

4-. T h e  air equipment breakdown for 1986--87 has been estimated.

5. Including provision of facilities and quality assurance.

6 . Appropriations-in-aid arise from the sale of surplus and of goods purchased o n  behalf of the Defence Sales organisation.



'■ ' Service supp l y  systems: m a j o r  stockholdings

E Q U I P M E N T

1 9 8 0 - 8 1  1981-82* 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 3 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5

£ million

Value of stock at the year e nd............. 5,689 6,204 6,995 7,673 8,513 9,581

Royal N a v y ............................. 2,678 2,855 2,855 3,091 3,728 3,897
A r m y .................................... 1,264 1,328 1,816 2,012 2,001 2,282
Royal Air Force......................... 1,747 2,021 2,324 2,570 2,784 3,402

Millions

Item types in inventory at end of year . . . 3.0 2.9 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.1

Royal N a v y ............................. 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9
A r m y ................ .*................. 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8
Royal Air Force......................... 1.2 ■ 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.4

N u m b e r  of issue transactions during year3 . 7.6 7.9 7.9 9.4 8.8 10.4

Royal Navy . . . . . ' .................... 3.0 2.9 2.9 3.7 3.3 4.6
A r m y .................................... 2.8 3.1 3.1 3.6 3.4 3.7
Royal Air Force......................... 1.8. 1.9 1.9 2.1 2.0 2.1

N u m b e r  of receipt transactions in year. . . 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.4 2.2 2.3

Royal N a v y ............................. 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.4 1.2 1.3
A r m y .................................... 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5
Royal Air Force......................... 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5

N u m b e r

N u m b e r  of depots covered................ 34 34 75 74 71 72

Royal N a v y ....................... . 24 24 24 24 21 21
A r m y .................................... 7 7 11 10 10 10
Royal Air Force......................... 3 3 40 40 40 41

1. T h e  figures in this column are based on the coverage used in earlier years and are provided for comparison purposes only.
2. F r o m  1981— 8 2  the coverage of items across the Services was put on to a m o r e  consistent basis resulting. in particular, in the inclusion of R A F

aircraft storage depots and commercially operated bulk aviation fuel storage facilities. See notes on page 15.
3. There are essential operating differences between the Services and so there is no reliable basis for inter service comparison. T h e  Royal Navy

figures for 1984/85 reflect an increased visibility of stock following the introduction of the C R I S P  system

3-5 ! D e f e n c e  ene r g y  c o n s u m p t i o n

Petajoules*

Financial years 1 April — 31 December

1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1984 1985*

All Fuels . . . .  1 ............................. 135.8 136.5 154.2 150.9 139.3 99.0 91.6

Royal N a v y 3 ................................ 39.8 40.8 54.6 52.2 45.1 30.5 29.8
A r m y ........................................ 24.9 24.4 23.6 24.3 24.9 15.7 15.5
Royal Air Force............................. 57.8 56.9 ’63.0 60.5 59.8 43.5 41.8
Procurement Executive...................... 7.7 7.7 7.2 7.4 5.9 4.1 4.5
Royal Ordnance Factories4 ................ 5.8 6.7 5.8 6.5 3.7 3.7

Liquid fuels.................................. 113.1 113.6 131.4 126.2 117.1 83.6 77.6

Aviation fuel................................. 47.1 46.7 54.0 51.3 50.4 38.6 36.3
Diesel........................................ 22.2 22.9 36.7 35.9 31.8 22.6 21.3
Furnace oil.................................. 39.2 39.5 36.0 34.3 30.1 18.8 16.5
Petrol........................................ 3.6 3.6 3.8 3.7 3.9 2.9 2.8
O t h e r ........................................ 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.6 0.7

Non-liquid fuels.............................. 22.7 22.9 22.8 24.7 22.3 15.4 14.0

Electricity.................................. 8.6 8.7 8.6 9.2 8.6 6.2 6.2
G a s ......................................... 8.6 8.4 8.8 9.9 9.5 6.1 5.9
Solid fuel. ................................... 5.4 5.8 5.4 5.7 4.2 3.1 1.8

1. Petajoule = 10* * joules.
2. Provisional.
3. Royal Navy figures include the Royal Dockyards.
4. U p  to January 1985, w h e n  the R O F s  beca m e  a Companies Act company. _



E Q U I P M E N T  
o  z  r

1 Royal Dockyards and Fleet Maintenance Repair Organisation Establishments •
1 9 7 9 - 8 0 1980 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5

£ million

Dockyard costs charged to production*......... 403.6 494.8 514.3 558.7 537.1 457.8

Direct costs
L a b o u r ........................................ 73.9 94.7 97.8 109.5 103.5 96.7
Material...................................... 112.6 93.3 100.8 105.1 95.8
Dockyard services............................. 36.1 47.4 56.1 63.8 66.4 69.6
Contract services............................. 8.9 9.3 10.7 13.9 15.8 11.2

Overhead costs
Production overheads..................... 94.5 95.6 108.3 103.2 96.8.
Administration and general o verheads....... 118.8 135.8 160.8 162.4 143.1 87.7

less Increase in wo r k  in progress.................. 21.3 36.6 57.4 -48.9 . _ -1.1 -74.0

Cost of completed w o r k ......................... 382.3 458.2 456.9 607.6 538.2 531.8

For M O D  c u s t o m e r s ........................... 445.4 447.0 585.6 527.8 513.9

• Ship construction repairs and alterations. . . . 291.3 351.3 343.7 473.9 423.2 426.8
Major refits................................ 183.5 148.7 ' 186.1 167.3 216.9
Restorative refits........................... . . — — _ _ 13.0
Normal refits....................U S ........ 87.9 95.0 105.0 135.0 165.2 121.0
Construction and other Shipwork........... 84.2 72.8 90.0 152.8 90.7 75.9

Repairs and modification of stores for stock . 27.9 27.8 31.7 32.8 32.1 25.3
Manufacture of stores for stock. ............. 10.7 11.5 11.2 13.3 10.3 7.9
Plant and machinery for other establishments. 3.5 1.8 2.3 7.8 5.5 11.3
Maintenance etc for other establishments . . . 41.7 53.0 58.1 57.8 56.7 42.6

For n o n - M O O  customers, on r e p a y m e n t....... 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.7 1.2
Plant and machinery for Dockyard use......... 6.2 11.6 8.6 20.7 8.7 16.7

N u m b e r

Major refits c ompleted........................... 6 8 5 5 4 3

S u b m a r i n e s .................................... 1 2 1 2 1 2 .
Qestroyers...................................... — 1 1
Frigates......................................... 3 3 3 1 2 1
Mine counter-measures vessels.................. 2 2 1 1 1

Restorative refits completed...................... - - - - 1

Frigates......................... . - - - 1

Normal refits c o m p l e t e d ......................... 30 36 49 50 42

Royal Nav y  vessels
Aircraft carriers.................. — _ 1 _
S u b m a r i n e s .................................. 2 1 1 3 *I
Cruisers/destroyers......................... 1 2 1 1
Frigates......................... 9 4 3 2 4 3
Mine counter-measures vessels................ 7 9 10 8 8 7
Patrol vessels.................................. 2 5 4 5
O t h e r s ........................................ 9 7 12 9 12

Royal Fleet Auxiliary vessels.................. - 3 11 5 5

Royal Maritime Auxiliary Services vessels . . . . 2 2 5 10 16 14

Average n u m b e r  of employees. . 34,049 33,232 31,923 29,554 26,750 24,181
Civilian personnel......................... . 33,982 33,165 31,861 29,500 26,705 24,221
Service personnel.............................. 67 62 54 45 40

t. Costs do  not necessarily correspond to cash payments from Votes during the year: for example the direct costs include notional liability for
civil superannuation and the cost of material used during the year, though possibly bought in previous years. T h e  overhead costs include
provision for the depreciation of fixed assets, m a n y  of which were acquired in previous years, and notional interest on  capital.



4. Manpower
[ Tlfl^ction deals with both Service and civilian manpower. Service component of the Combined Cadet Force but excludes
It includes staff employed at the Royal Ordnance Factories officers, training and administrative staff. The Girls’ Nautical
: which changed from being part of M O D  to independant Training Corps, a formerly independent organisation, was
‘Companies Act status on 2 January 1985. Staff employed incorporated into the Sea Cadet Corps in 1980.
j at the factories are included in the M O D  manpower counts
up to and including 1 January 1985. The following definitions Civilian apprentices. The figures in tables 4.11 and 4.12 
refer to Service personnel: include a. very small number of female apprentices.

Regular Forces comprise both UK Service personnel and Recruitment of U K  Service personnel, by Service. Table 4.15 
' locally entered personnel. comprises entrants from civil life.
UK Service personnel are normally recruited in the United Recruitment of male U K  Service personnel, by category. 
Kingdom for service worldwide. Table 4.16 uses the following definitions:

Locally entered personnel are recruited outside the United Pre-cadets are Army officer candidates who undertake a short 
~ Kingdom to' serve in special formations "with special conditions period of service as soldiers prior to appearing before the 
of service. In some-cases there are restrictions on the areas in A r m y ’s officer selection board, 
which they are required to serve.

Officer cadets are entrants who have been selected to serve as 
Regular Reserves consist of former members of the Regular officers but who are required to complete successfully a period 
Forces who have a liability for service in the Reserves. of training prior to being commissioned.

Volunteer Reserves and Auxiliary Forces comprise personnel University cadets are students at universities and comparable 
in civilian occupations who undertake to give a certain amount educational establishments who have been appointed as 
of their time to train in support of the Regular Forces. They midshipmen in the Royal Navy, as acting second lieutenants in
also include a number of non-Regular permanent staff. the Royal Marines or as officers in the Army and Royal Air

Force and who, on graduation, will take up whole-time duty
Officers designate are candidates for commissioned service with the Services, 
who are required to complete successfully a period of training
before they are appointed to commissions. Some enter direct Outflow of U K  Service personnel: by Service. Table 4.17
from civil life and others are selected from the ranks. Figures comprises all those who left the Regular Forces and includes
shown for officers include officers designate. deaths.
The numbers shown for females comprise the W o m e n ’s Outflow of U K  Service personnel: categories of exit. The All 
Services and female members of the Nursing Services. Certain Services totals given in Table 4.17 are sub-divided in Table 4.18 
professionally qualified female officers are not commissioned to show the cause of leaving. As the numbers for female 
in the W o m e n ’s Services but in the Branch or Corps officers designate are small, they have been included in those 
appropriate to their qualifications. These officers, of w h o m  for female officers. The numbers shown as premature release 

* there were 183 at 1 January 1986 serving in the medical, at own request, for both officers and servicemen, relate 
dental, veterinary and legal specialisations, are included in the only to trained personnel, 
numbers of male officers. Occupational recruitment and losses of UK-based civilian 
Summary of M O D  manpower. Table 4.1 shows the M O D  non-industrial staff. Table 4.19 show those entering the 
Services and civilian manpower and how it is organised, department from outside the Civil Service and those leaving

both M O D  and the Civil Service. The net gains or losses for 
Functional analysis of manpower. The strengths shown in individual groups in this table do not account entirely for the 
Table 4.3A are the average numbers of U K  Regular Forces year to year changes in the corresponding group strength 
plus locally entered personnel provided for in the annual shown in Table 4.10, since transfers between groups, 
Estimates. Table 4.3B show the corresponding figures for movements from industrial to non-industrial grades and 
civilians. A  summary of these figures appears in table 4.2. exchanges with government departments are all excluded.

Strengths of U K  Service personnel: Regular Forces. Table 4.4 Outflow of trained Service personnel: major skill or trade 
includes personnel undergoing initial training. group. Table 4.20 shows the numbers of personnel leaving the

Services possessing certain skills useful to the civilian 
Strengths of trained U K  Service personnel: Regular Forces, community. Only personnel in readily identifiable groups of 
Table 4.5 shows personnel who have completed initial training, reasonable size have been included. Personnel are classified

according to their primary employment in the Services at the 
Strengths of the Reserves and Auxiliary Forces. Table 4.6 time of leaving, in the case of Army officers by the function of 
includes the Ulster Defence Regiment (UDR) and the H o m e  their A r m  or Corps. Each group covers the full range of skills 
Service • Force (HSF). Detailed numbers of full-time and from the professionally qualified to the semi-skilled, 
part-time members of the U D R  are given in Table 6.1.
Recruitment to the H S F  began in September-1982. Indices and illustrative rates of military salary. Table 4.21

provides index numbers (based on 1980/81 = 100) and 
Strengths of Cadet Forces. Table 4.8 includes the appropriate illustrative rates of military salary.



M A N P O W E R

4 . 1 -  Total M O D  strength b y  area 
1 April ______

•

Thousands

■ Actual Estimates1

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986* 1986 1987

U K  based....................... 563.4 544.5 529.5 525.0 500.3 494.9 492.7 485.9
Service...................... 333.8 327.6 320.6 325.9 326.2 323.5 322.4 320.9
Civil ian..................... 229.6 216.9 208.9 199.1 174.1 171.5 170.3 165.0

Central Staffs.................. 15.9 15.4 15.5 15.2
Service ..................... 0.8 0.8 1.2 1.2
Civilian...................... 19.6 18.8 15.1 14.6 14.4 14.0 14.3 14.0

N a v y 3 ......................... 139.7 134.6 131.8 126.6 123.6 120.4
Service...................... 73.8 72.6 71.2 70.8 69.6 67.4
Civilian...................... 65.9 62.0 60.6 55.8 54.0 53.0 52.5 50.3'

A r m y ........................... 217.6 . 212.1 207.4 207.9 207.4 207.3
Service ..................... 164.7 161.9 157.9 160.4 161.2 160.9
Civilian...................... 52.9 50.2 49.4 47.5 46.3 46.4 45.6 44.0

A i r ............................. 113.0 115.6 114.8 114.1
Service ...................... 89.5 92.7 93.0 92.7
Civilian...................... 25.6 24.1 23.5 22.9 21.8 21.4 21.4 20.9

P E . ............................. 42.8 41.4 39.0 37.9
Service ...................... 1.1 1.1 1.3 1.3
Civilian...................... 44.7 42.4 41.7 40.3 37.7 36.6 36.5 35.8

R O F * ........................... 20.8 19.4 18.6 18.0 * * * ♦
Civilian...................... . 20.8 19.4 18.6 18.0 * * *

Locally entered/engaged....... 45.0 44.9 44.0 43.5 ■ 42.6 42.0 42.7 41.9
Service...................... 9.7 10.1 10.1 10.1 10.2 9.8 10.1 9.6
Civilian................ . 35.3 34.8 33.8 ' 33.4 32.4 32.2 32.6 32.3

1. Latest actual figures are for 1 January.

2. Figures are those for financial costings. 

X  Includes the Royal Marines.

4-, U p  to 1 January 1985 —  see notes.



M A N P O W E R

' Percentage distribution of m a n p o w e r  by major p r o g r a m m e 1

1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86 1986-87

Thousands

Total M O D  m a n p o w e r 2 ..................... 585.7 582.9 564.9 552.2 549.4 542.8 531.8
Staff not provided for in Defence Estimates3
Royal Ordnance Factories4 ................ 21.9 20.9 19.3 18.7 18.4 * »
Department of Environment................ 24.7 23.3 22.1 20.7 20.7 19.8 19.2

Percent3

Total M O D  m a n p o w e r ....................... 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Service................................ 56.4 58.4 59.2 60.3 61.1 61.6 62.2. Civilian...................................... 43.6 41.6 40.8 39.7 38.9 38.4 37.8 '

Nuclear strategic f o rce....................... 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.2Service................................ . . 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
Civilian.................................. 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8

Nav y  general purpose combat forces3 ....... 6.6 6.5 6.5 6.7 9.5 10.2 10.4
Service...................................... 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.5 7.9 7.9 8.0Civilian...................................... 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.7 2.4 2.4

European theatre ground forces4 ............. 20.8 21.0 22.8 23.0 22.6 22.9 23.4
Service................ .............. 16.3 16.7 18.4 18.7 18.4 18.6 18.8
Civilian.............................. 4.6 4.3 4.4 4.3 4.2 4.3 4.6

Other A r m y  com b a t  f o r c e s .................. 3.7 3.8 3.8 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.1
Service...................................... 2.5 2.6 2.6 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.8Civilian................................ . 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3

Air Force general purpose forces............. 11.2 11.8 12.1 12.2 12.6 12.8 13.0
Service.................................... 9.3 10.1 10.4 10.5 10.8 11.1 11.3Civilian...................................... 1.9 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7

Reserve and Auxiliary formations7 ........... 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.2
0.5

1.2 1 1
Service.................................... 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5Civilian............................. 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.6

Research and development.................... 5.7 5.6 5.5 5.1 5.0 5.0 4.7
Service............................... 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.2Civilian............................. 5.5 5.3 5.2 4.8 4.7 4.8 4.5

Training........................... 17.0 17.4 15.3 15.7 15.2 15.0 14 8Service4 ...................... 13.5 14.0 12.0 12.5 12.1 12.0 11.9Civilian....................... 3.5 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.2 3.1 2.9
Equipment support and associated facilities
in U K .........................
Service.......................

16.2
1.7

15.3
1.8

15.0 14.6 • 
1.9 1.8

13.7
1.5

12.6
1.5

12.1
1.5Civilian......................... 14.5 13.5 13.1 12.7 12.2 11.1 10.6

Other support functions................
Service.......................

16.6
6.8

16.5
7.0

16.7 16.4 
7.5 7.5

15.1
6.6

15.0
6.6

15.2
6.7Civilian...................... 9.8 9.5 9.3 8.9 8.5 8.4 8.5

1. This table presents a s u m m a r y  of the m a n p o w e r  functional analyses tables 4.3A  and 4.3B. A  c o m m o n  numbering system 
footnotes in all three tables. is used for the

2. These figures represent the average strengths provided for in the original Defence Estimates. Service figures include U K  regular forces and
locally entered personnel. Civilian figures include industrial and non-industrial staff plus all locally engaged staff.

3. Civilians employed on Defence w o r k  w h o  are excluded from the Defence Estimates provisions.
4. U p  to January 1985 see notes on  page 21.
5. Figures f rom 198 4 — 85 are not fully comparable with those for earlier years. See first note on  page 8.
6. For operational and security reasons. A r m y  m a n p o w e r  in the South Atlantic is included in the European theatre ground forces total.
7. Regular whole-time serving personnel attached to Reserve and Auxiliary formations only.

8. Comprises administrative and training staff and the average n u m b e r  of trainees both at initial and higher levels, but excludes oersonnel on short
courses, training carried out by front-line units and operational training.



M A N P O W E R

4 . 3  A  . Functional analysis of Service personnel: average strengths provided for in th e  Estimates1 •
Thousands

1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 1 9 8 6 - 8 7

Total Service m a n p o w e r 3 .................... 330.2 340.6 334.7 333.1 335.8 334.2 330.8

Nuclear strategic force........................ 2.5 2.4 Z 4 Z 3 Z 1 Z 1 2.0
Nav y  general purpose c o m b a t  forces5 ....... 30.4 30.1 29.7 30.1 43.3 42.8 4 Z 4
S u b m a r i n e s ................................ 2.7 2.7 2.9 Z 9 Z 9 Z 9 2.9
Aircraft and A S W  carriers.................. 1.9 1.5 Z 1 2.5 1.7 1.7 1.7
Amphibious forces......................... 4.6 4.8 4.1 4.4 5.5 5.4 5.3
Cruisers...................................... 1.0 0.7 _ _ _ _
Destroyers and frigates...................... 13.0 13.0 13.0 1 Z 5 13.1 13.1 13.0
Mine counter-measures vessels............... 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 13 1.3 1.3
Other vessels................................. 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.8 Z 1 Z O Z O
Aircraft..................................... 2.2 Z 4 2.6 Z 5 3.4 3.4 3.4
Fleet headquarters......................... 1.1 1.1 1.2 1J2 3.0 Z 9 3.0
Overseas shore establishments.............. 1.0 1.1 1.1 Z 1 1.2 1.0 1.0’
Naval bases and operational s u p p o r t ....... * * * 9.1 8.9 8.3

European theatre ground Forces6 ............. 95.2 97.3 104.2 103.0 101.2 101.0 100.2
British A r m y  of the R h i n e .................. 55.0 56.8 58.8 58.8 57.3 55.9 55.0
Berlin...................................... 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.0
H o m e  forces........................ 37.1 37.5 4 Z 4 41.1 40.9 4 Z 1 4 Z 2

Other A r m y  c o m b a t  f o r c e s .................. 14.9 15.0 14.7 14.9 14.9 14.7 15.0
Mediterranean............................... 4.2 4.2 4.3 4.2 4.2 4.1 4.2
H o n g  K o n g  and other Far E a s t ............. 9.0 9.2 9.6 9.5 9.5 9.4 9.6
Other areas*......................... 1.7 1.6 0.8 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2

Air Force general purpose forces............. 54.6 58.6 58.6 58.1 59.6 60.2 60.2
Air d e f e n c e .......  .................... 3.9 4.4 4.4 4.6 5.0 5.1
Offensive support......................... 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2 1 3 1.2 1 3
Strike/attack/reconnaissance.............. 5.1 5.3 4.5 4.8 5.4 5.7 5.6
Maritime aircraft........................... 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7
Transport aircraft......................... 3.3 3.4 3.7 3.7 3.8 3.7 3.7
Tanker aircraft......................... 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7
Other aircraft............................... 3.3 3.8 3.9 3.8 4.0 3.9 3.8
Operational stations........................ 18.1 19.9 20.2 19.0 19.2 19.4 19.8
Headquarters............................. . 2.7 2.8 | 2.7 Z 7 Z 6 Z 5 Z 6
General support........................... . 15.1 15.8 15.8 16.0 15.9 16.3 16.5

Reserve and Auxiliary formations7 ........... 2.8 2.9 3.0 3.0 Z 9 Z 9 Z 9
N a v y ......................... 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
A r m y .................. 2.2 2.3 2.4 Z 4 2.3 2.3 Z 4
Air Force....................... 0.3 0.3 0.3 0 3 0.3 0.3 0.2

Research and development............ 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.0
Ship construction and underwater
warfare......................... . 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Ordnance and other A r m y .................. 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
Military aircraft.................. . 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2
Guided weapons.................. 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Other electronics........................ 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Other research and d e v e l o p m e n t ........... 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 ' 0.6 0.6 0.3

Training*................ . 78.8 81.5 67.8 68.9 66.3 63.2Service colleges........................ — 4.3 4.7 4.1 4.5 4.2 4.2 4.2N a v y ...................... 22.3 24.0 22.6 21.0 14.7 14.4 14.2A r m y ...................... 34.2 35.2 26.9 27.2 30.4 29.8 28.6
Air Force.................... 18.0 17.6 14.2 16.2 17.0 16.6 16.2

Equipment support and associated facilities
in U K .................... 9.8 10.3 10.7 10.2 8.0 8.1 8  0
Royal D o c k y a r d s ............. 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Other repair and maintenance. . , 6.5 6.9 7.2 7.2 5.0 4  9
Storage and s u p p l y ............ 3.0 3.1 3.2 Z 7 Z 8 Z 9 2.9
Quality assurance.............. 0.2 0.2 0i2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Other support functions............. 39.8 41.0 4 Z 1 41.3 36.1 36.0 35.8
Whitehall organisation . . . . 2.7 2.8 Z 6 Z 7 Z 9 3.0 3.6
Local administration communications
etc in U K . ............. 18.0 19.5 20.0 18.8 15.4 15.8

Meteorological services....... * * | ♦
Family and personnel services in U K ....... 6.6 6.6 6.8 6.4 5.4 5.2
Service pensions.................. * •
Other support services........... 12.5 12.1 1 Z 7 13.4 1 Z 2 11.8 11.4

Notes 1 — 8  T o  save space, footnotes are referenced tc the s u m m a r y table 4.2.
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Functional analysis of civilian staff: average strengths provided for in the Estimates1

Thousands

1980 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1983 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 1 9 8 6 - 8 7

255.5 242.3 230.2 219.1 213.6 208.6 201.0 Total civilian staff excluding R O F s 1

4.5 4.4 4.5 4.3 3.8 4.3 4.0 Nuclear strategic force

8.1 7.7 6.9 7.1 9.1 12.8 12.8 Nav y  general purpose c omb a t  forces1
* * * * * * * Submarines
* * * » * * Aircraft and A S W  carriers
— — — — 0.1 0.1 0.1 Amphibious forces
* * * * * * Crusiers

* * * * Destroyers and frigates
* * * * * Mine counter-measure vessels

5.4 5.1 4.9 5.2 5.0 5.0 5.0 Other vessels
0.1 0.1 0.1 — — — — Aircraft
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 1.8 1.8 1.8 Fleet headquarters
2.4 2.3 1.7 1.7 1.2 1.1 1.0 Overseas shore establishments

1.0 4.8 4.9 Naval bases and operation support

26.9 25.2 24.6 ' 23.8 23.2 23.4 24.3 European theatre ground forces
26.9 25.2 24.6 23.8 23.2 23.4 24.3 British A r m y  of the Rhine* * * *- * * Berlin

* * * H o m e  Forces

6.6 6.9 6.9 6.9 7.0 6.9 6.9 Other A r m y  com b a t  forces
2.6 2.7 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.7 Mediterranean
3.8 4.0 4.1 4.0 4.1 4.0 4.0 H o n g  Kon g  and other Far East
0.2 0.2 — 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 Other areas

11.0 10.2 9.8 9.3 9.4 9.2 8.9 Air Force general purpose forces
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 Air defence

* * * * * ■ * Offensive support
* * * Strike/attack/reconnaissance

* * * * * * Maritime aircraft* • * Transport aircraft

* • * » * * . Tanker aircraft
0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 - 0.1 Other aircraft
4.9 4.6 4.5 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.3 Operational stations
0.9 0.9 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5 Headquarters
4.8 4.3 4.2 4.0 4.2 4.0 3.9 Generalsupport

3.3 3.2 3.0 3.3 3.6 3.6 2.9 Reserve and Auxiliary formations
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.2 Navy
2.6 2.5 2.3 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.3 A r m y
0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.4 Air Force

32.0 31.0 29.5 26.7 25.9 25.9 24.0 Research and development
3.4 3.5 3.3 3.6 4.4 4.4 3.9 Ship construction and underwater warfare3.9 3.7 3.6 3.9 3.1 3.2 3.0 Ordnance and other A r m y
6.5 7.5 7.2 6.0 5.9 5.5 4.8 Military aircraft
2.9 2.6 2.4 2.1 2.3 2.3 2.0 Guided weapons4.7 3.7 3.5 2.2 1.4 1.4 1.4 Other electronics

10.6 10.0 9.5 8.9 8.8 9.1 8.9 Other research and development

20.8 19.7 18.6 18.0 17.4 16.6 15.6 Training
3.3 3.0 2.8 2.7 2.3 2.3 2.1 Service colleges3.8 3.6 3.4 3.0 2.5 2.2 2.0 Navy

10.9 10.4 9.9 9.7 10.4 9.9 9.3 A r m y
2.8 2.7 2.5 2.6 2.2 2.2 0 2.2 Air Force

84.9 78.9 73.9 70.4 67.2 60.3 56.6 Equipment support and associated facilities
in U K

3 Z 8 31.0 28.8 25.6 23.5 18.5 18,6 Royal Dockyards
15.8 15.1 14.2 14.1 14.6 ' 14.9 13.6 Other repair and maintenance
27.2 24.7 23.2 23.0 ■ 21.7 21.2 19.3 Storage and supply
9.1 8.1 7.7 7.7 7.4 5.7 5.1 Quality assurance

57.4 55.1 52.5 49.3 46.9 45.6 45.0 Other support functions
11.6 11.1 10.4 10.1 8.0 7.6 8.1 Whitehall organisation
28.1 27.1 26.1 28.0 28.8 28.3 27.7 Local administration communications, etc, in U K
3.1 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.6 Meteorological services
9.8 9.3 8.6 7-2 6.1 5.9 5.4 Family and personnel services in U K0.2 0.2 0.2 — — — — Service pensions
4.6 4.5 4.4 1.3 1.3 1,1 1.2 Other support services

Notes 1 — 5 T o  save space, footnotes are referenced to the s u m m a r y  table 4.2.



M A N P O W E R
A  A  r

Strengths of U K  Regular Forces 
1 April

•
Thousands

Actual Estimates’

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986* 1986 1987

A H  Services............. . 333.8 327.6 320.6 325.9 326.2 323.5 322.4 320.9

M a l e .................. . 316.8 311.9 305.2 309.7 309.8 307.5 306.6 305.2
Officers.............. 40.9 40.9 40.3 40.1 40.3 40.1 40.3 40.6
Servicemen........... . 275.9 271.0 264.9 269.6 269.5 267.3 266.3 264.5

F e m a l e ................ 16.9 15.7 15.4 16.2 16.4 16.0 15.8 15.8
Officers.............. 2.2 2.2 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.3
Se r v i c e w o m e n ....... 14.8 13.5 13.3 14.1 14.2 13.8 13.6 13.5

Royai N a v y ........... 66.4 65.1 64.0 63.7 62.8 60.6 60.6 59.1

M a l e ................... 62.3 61.1 60.1 59.8 59.1 57.2 57.2 55.9
Officers.............. . 9.4 9.3 9.1 8.8 8.9 9.0 8.8 8.9
Servicemen.......... . 52.9 51.8 51.0 51.0 50.1 48.2 48.4 47.0

F e m a l e .................. 4.1 4.0 3.9 3.9 3.7 3.5 3.4 3.3
Officers................ 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
Se r v i c e w o m e n ......... 3.6 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.3 3.1 3.0 2.9

Royal Marines............ 7.9 7.9 7.8 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.8

M a l e .................. ■, 7.9 7.9 7.8 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.8
Officers................ 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7
Servicemen............. 7.3 7.2 7.1 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.1

A r m y ................ . 166.0 163.2 159.1 161.5 162.4 162.1 160.9 160.7

M a l e .................... 159.4 157.2 152.9 155.0 155.6 155.5 154.3 154.1
Officers................ 16.5 16.5 16.3 16.2 16.3 16.1 16.3 16.2
Servicemen............. 142.9 140.7 136.6 138.7 139.3 139.4 138.0 137.8

F e m a l e .................. 6.6 6.0 6.1 6.6 6.8 6.6 6.6
Officers................ 0.9 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
S e r v i c e w o m e n ......... 5.6 5.0 5.2 5.6 5.8 5.6 5.5 5.5

Royal Air Force........... 93.5 91.5 89.8 93.1 93.4 93.1 93.4 93.4

M a l e .............. 87.2 85.7 84.5 87.3 87.5 87.2 87.5 87.4
Officers................ 14.4 14.5 14.2 14.4 14.5 14.4 14.5 14.8
Servicemen............. 72.8 71.2 70.2 73.0 73.0 72.8 73.0 72.6

F e m a l e .................. 6.3 5.8 5.4 5.7 6.0 6.0 5.9 5.9
Officers................ 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.9
Se r v i c e w o m e n ......... 5.5 5.0 4.6 5.0 5.1 5.1 5.0 5.1

T.. Actual figures for the current year are as at 1 January.

2~ Figures are those used for the financial costings.



4.51 Strengths of trained UK Regular Forces 
1 April

M A N P O W E R

Thousands

Actual Estimates2

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 . 1986* 1986 1987

All Services.............. . 298.6 304.5 . 298.0 296.9 297.2 295.4_ 295.2 291.6

M a l e .................... . 282.9 289.4 283.6 282.0 282.0 280.4 280.3 277.2
Officers................ 36.5 36.6 36.2 35.7 35.7 35.8 35.6 36.6
Servicemen............. . 246.4 252.7 247.4 246.3 246.2 .244.6 244.7 241.5

F e m a l e .................. 15.7 15.2 14.4 14.9 15.3 15.0 14.9 14.4
Officers................ 2.0 2.1 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.1
Service w o m e n ......... 13.7 13.1 12.4 12.9 13.2 13.0 12.8 12.4

Royal N a v y .............. 58.7 59.9 58.6 58.2 57.2 55.6 55.4 53.9

M a l e ...........•■. . 55.0 56.1 55.0 54.5 53.7 52.2 52.1 50.8
Officers................ 7.7 7.7 7.6 7.5 7.5 7.4 7.3 7.3
Servicemen............. 47.3 48.4 47.3 47.0 46.2 44.8 44.8 43.5

F e m a l e .................. 3.7 3.8 3.6 3.7 3.6 3.3 3.3 3.1
Officers................ 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
Se r v i c e w o m e n ......... 3.2 3.4 3.1 3.3 3.2 3.0 2.9 2.7

Royal Marines............ 6.8 7.4 7.3 7.2 7.0 6.9 6.9 6.9

M a l e ................... 6.8 7.4 7.3 7.2 7.0 6.9 6.9 6.9
Officers................ 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5
Servicemen............. 6.3 6.8 6.7 6.7 6.4 6.3 6.4 6.4

A r m y ...................... . 146.8 150.8 147.7 145.4 145.9 145.8 145.7 143.8

M a l e ................ . . 140.7 145.0 142.1 139.5 139.7 139.7 139.6 137.9
Officers................ 15.5 15.6 15.4 15.1 15.1 15.2 15.1 15.0
Servicemen............. . 125.1 - 129.4 126.7 124.4 124.6 124.5 124.5 122.9

F e m a l e .................. 6.2 5.8 5.6 5.9 6.2 6.1 6.1 5.9
Officers.............. 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.9 1 0
Se r v i c e w o m e n ......... 5.3 4.8 4.7 5.0 5.2 5.2 5.1 5.0

Royal Air Fores.......... 86.2 86.5 84.5 86.1 87.1 87.2 87.3 87.0

M a l e ............. 80.3 80.9 79.3 • 80.7 81.6 81.7 81.7 81.5Officers....... ........ 12.7 12.8 12.6 12.6 12.6 12.6 12.7 12.7Servicemen............. 67.6 68.2 66.7 68.2 69.0 69.0 69.0 68.7

F e m a l e .................. 5.8 5.6 5.2 5.4- 5.5 5.6 5.5Officers................ 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0 8
Se r v i c e w o m e n ......... 5.2 4.9 4.5 4.7 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.7

1. Latest actual figures are for 1 January.

2. Figures are those used for the financial costings.



M A N P O W E R
4  A

____1____  Strengths of the Reserves an d  Auxiliary Forces
1 April*

•
Thousands

1980 1981' 1982 1983

---?' ""
1984 1985 1986

All Services

Regular Reserves:................................ 192.6 196.5 196.4 193.4 198.0 205.5 209.7M a l e ....................................... 191.2 195.1 195.0 192.0 196.5 204.0 208.0
F e m a l e ................................ 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.7

Volunteer Reserves and Auxiliary F o r c e s ......... 77.0 83.9 86.3 87.3 85.7 88.5 93.1
M a l e .............................. 70.8 76.5 78.6 79.5 77.8 80.0 84.2F e m a l e ................................ 6.2 7.4 7.7 7.8 7.9 8.5 8.9

Royal N av y

Regular Reserves:
M a l e ....................... 26.9- 26.4 24.6 23.7 23.3 23.1 23.6
F e m a l e ....................... 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3

Volunteer Reserves and Auxiliary Forces: 
M a l e .................. 4.2 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.1 4.0 4 0F e m a l e ................ 0.8 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2

Royal Marines

Regular Reserves:
M a l e .................... 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.2 2.3

Volunteer Reserves and Auxiliary Forces:
M a l e .................... 0.8 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.1

A r m y

Regular Reserves:
M a l e ....................... 132.3 136.7 139.4 137.5 142.4 149.3 151.7
F e m a l e ....................... 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 1.0

Territorial A r m y :
M a l e ................ 58.8 64.1 66.3. 67.0 65.5 67.2 69.4
F e m a l e ....................... 4.5 5.5 5.8 5.8 5.9 6.5 6.7

Ulster Defence Regiment:1
M a l e .................. . 6.7 6.7 6.5 6.4 6.0 5.7 5.8
F e m a l e .................... 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7

H o m e  Service Force:
M a l e .................... * * * 0.3 . 0.3 0.9 2.9

Royal Air Force 

Regular Reserves:
M a l e .................. 29.8 29.6 28.8 28.5 28.5 29.4 30.4F e m a l e .................. 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Volunteer Reserves and Auxiliary Forces:
M a l e .................. 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.9 1.0 1 1
F e m a l e ................ 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2

1. Figures for the current year are for 1 January.

2. Mor e  details are given In Table 6.1.



if Strengths of locally entered personnel1 
1 April1

M A N P O W E R

N u m b e r

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

M O D  . . . . , 44,631 45,033 44,876 43,957 43,470 ■ 42,626 42,001
Services. . , 8,189 9,730 10,081 10,112 10,109 10,206 9,813
Civilians . . 36,442 35,303 34,795 33,845 33,361 32,420 32,188

U K
A r m y . . . , 841 903 1,190 1,194 1,242 1,122 1,355

Continental Europe
F R G Civilians.............. 25,098 24,312 23,851 23,251 22,876 22,667 22,615
Elsewhere Civilians.............. 766 757 746 747 805 80 9 806

Mediterranean
Gibraltar A r m y .  ................. 44 42 43 44 48 49 4 9  '

Civilians.............. 2,656 2,662 2,600 2,524 2,418 1,699 1,655
Malta Civilians.............. 14 .13 11 12 12 12 12
Cyprus Civilians.............. 2,913 2,748 2,712 2,637 2,645 2,611 2,548

Par East
H o n g  K o n g Royal N a v y ........... 30 7 348 346. 3 57 374 37 8 378

A r m y .................. 5,045 6,245 6,356 6,250 6,436 6,552 6,100
Civilians.............. 3,273 3,066 3,137 3,159 3,144 3,143 3,085

Brunei A r m y .................. 78 4 866 788 7 60 818 841 878
Civilians.............. 160 193 191 197 206 215 197

Nepal A r m y .................. 1,168 1,326 1,358 1,507 1,191 1,264 1,053
Elsewhere Civilians.............. 59 4 57 9 57 9 611 61 4 62 9 674

Other Areas Civilians.............. 9 68 963 968 707 641 63 5 596

1. Locally entered personnel are s h o w n  by  country of deployment which m a y  not be country of origin.

2. Latest year figures are for 1 January.

4.8 j Strengths of Cadet Forces
1 April

Thousands

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986'

All Services . 147.8 150.3 150.1 148.5 144.5 144.7 144.7
Male . . . . 146.4 146.8 147.0 143.5 139.9 136.3 136.0
Female . . . 1.4 3.5 3.8 5.0 6.6 8.3 8.7

Royal N a v y  cadets1 ....................... 29.1 30.8 30.8 28.9 28.4 28.4 28.4
Male . . . . 28.5 28.2 28.3 26.4 25.2 24.7 24.7
Female . . . 0.7 2.5 2.5 2.4 3.2 3.7 3.7

A r m y  cadets. 74.6 75.1 74.1 74.5 73.8 72.1 72.1
Male . . . . 74.0 74.5 73.2 73.4 72.6 70.7 70.7
Female . . . 0.5 0.7 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.4 1.4

Royal Air Force cadets.................... 44.1 44.4 45.9 45.1 44.3 44.1 44.2
Male . . . . 43.9 44.1 45.6 43.6 42.5 40.9 40.5
Female . . . 0.2 0.3 . 0.4 1.5 1.8 3.2 3.7

1. Latest year figures are for 1 January.

■ 2. All figures n o w  include Portsmouth Area Volunteer Cadet Corps and Sea Scouts.



M A N P O W E R

4.9 | Strengths of civilian staff e m p l o y e d  in the Ministry of Defence: b y  type
1 April

•
Thousands

Actual Estimates2

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1 9 8 6 1 1986 1987

M O O  civilian staff3 ..................  264.9 ; 251.7 242.7 232.5 206.5 203.7 202.8 197.3

Non-industrial.................... 124.4 118.8 116.1 113.7 105.2 104.3 104.9 102.5
Industrials........................ 140.5 132.9 126.6 118.8 101.3 99.4 97.9 94.8

U K  basad4 :.........................  229.6 216.9 208.9 199.1 174.1 171.5 170.3 165.0

Non-industrial.................... 113.5 108.1 105.6 103.3 94.9 94.0 94.6 92.2
Industrial.........................  116.1 108.8 103.3 95.8 79.1 77.5 75.6 72.8

United K i n g d o m  (excluding -
Royal Ordnance Factories):.......  202.9 191.8 184.7 175.7 168.6 166.1 164.8 159.4
Non-industrial.................... 103.1 98.2 96.3 93.9 90.8 89.9 90.6 88.1
Industrial.........................  99 8 93.6 88.5 81.8 77.8 76.2 74.2 71.3

Royal Ordnance Factories3:.......  20.8 19.4 18.5 18.0 » * # #
Non-industrial.................... 5.8 5.4 5.1 5.3 » • *
Industrial.........................  15.0 14.0 13.4 12.7 * ♦ ♦ *

Overseas:...........................  5.9 5.7 5.6 5.4 5.5 5.3 5.5 5.6
Non-industrial....................  4.6 4.5 4.2 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.0
Industrial.........................  1.3 1.2 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.6

Locally e n g a g e d : .................... 35.3 34.8 33.8 33.4 32.4 32.2 32.6 32.3

Non-industrial.................... 10.9 10.7 10.5 1Ù.4 10.2 10.3 10.3 10.3
Industrial............  24.4 24.1 23.3 23.0 22.2 21.9 22.3 22.0

1. Actual figures for the latest year are as at 1 January, -

2. Figures are those used for the financial costings.

3. T h e  Royal Ordnance Factories staff are included up to 1 January 1985.

4. U K  based personnel are those recruited in the U K  even though in som e  instances they m a y  be serving overseas. Locally engaged staff are those
recruited overseas.

I B  T  0  i Strengths of occupational groups1

----- '------- |-------— - -

1 April

Thousands

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1 9 8 6 3

All g r o u p s..................... 118.5 113.5 108.1 105.6 103.3 94.9 94.0

Administrative, executive and open structure3 . . . 11.5 11.0 10.6 10.3 11.3 10.7 10.8
Clerical...................... 29.9 28.0 26.4 26.0 25.2 23.5 23.3
Secretarial.................... 6.4 6.2 5.8 5.7 5.5 5.2 5.1
Supervisory.................... 4.7 4.6 4.4 4.3 4.2 3.6 3.5

Professional and technological........... 26.5 25.5 23.9 23.4 22.7 19.5 19.0
Science ....................... 10.6 10.0 9.7 9.6 8.9 7.8 7.6
Cartographic and hydrographic.......... 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Retired officers................. . 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.7

Police....................... 3.9 3.8 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.4 3.5
E d u c a t i o n..................... 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.1 2.0 2.0 1.9
Medical and nursing................ 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7
O t h e r s...................... 18.7 18.2 17.6 17.0 16.2 15.7 15.9

Tv This table covers all U K  based non-industrial staff employed within the Ministry of Defence, including those working at the Royal Ordnance
Factories.

2. Figures for the latest year are as at 1 January. |
3. O n  1 January 1984 the open structure was extended to Senior Principal and equivalent grades, drawing in staff w h o  were formerly included in

the professional, technical, science and other occuo;ational groups.



; 4 i U  '
— - M B  Civilian apprentices: type of establishment 

1 April1

M A N P O W E R

N u m b e r

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Ail apprentices................ 7,904 7,850 7,318 6,274 5,297 4,032 4,069

Royal Dockyards1 ............. 3,612 3,390 2,924 2,157 1,787 1,544 1,566

Stores and maintenance establishments:
N a v y ......................... 35 5 341 37 7 3 30 285 287 302
A r m y ......................... 731 729 669 581 417 38 4 38 0
Air Force...................... 251 236 2 60 234 227 191 163

Research and development establishments....... 1,418 1,512 1,355 1,225 1,085 1,087 1,115

Royal Ordnance Factories3 . . . 997 1,051 1,068 947 823 * *

Other establishments........... 540 591 665 80 0 673 539 543

1. Figures for the latest year are as at 1 January.

2. Includes the Clyde submarine base.

3. T h e  Royal Ordnance Factories are included u p  to 1 January 1985.

¡ 4  1 9 !  _Civilian apprentices: location
1 April1

N u m b e r

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

United K i n g d o m 1 .............. 7,904 7,850 7,318 6,274 5,297 4,032 4,069
R O F s 1 . . . 997 1,051 1,068' 947 823 * *
Others . . . 6,907 6,799 6,250 5,327 4,474 4,032 4,069

E n g l a n d ...................... 6,412 6,490 5,873 4,972 4,058 2,852 2,891
R O F s .  . . . 887 938 948 835 727 * z *
Others . . . 5,525 5,552 4,925 4,137 3,331 2,852 2,891

W a l e s .................... 402 411 376 377 353 267 251
R O F s .  . . . 56 55 57 55 48 » •
Others . . . 346 . 356 319 32 2 305 267 251

Scotland...................... 1,057 919 1,037 897 860 892 913
R O F s .  . . . 54 58 63 57 48 *
Others . . . 1,003 861 974 840 812 892 913

Northern Ireland............. . 33 30 32 28 26 21 14

Standard Regions of England1

N o r t h ......................... 71 75 89 54 43 7 3
R O F s .  . . . 47 51 51 41 35 *

Yorks and Humber s i d e ....... 327 351 254 283 220 39 37
R O F s .  . . . 176 195 196 165 148

East Midlands . . . . .Total . . . . 36 9 37 0  ■ 351 I 294 237 107 90
R O F s .  . . . 170 165 161 134 115 *

South East.................... .Total . . . . 3,294 3,392 2,596 2,218 1,693 1,364 1,431
R O F S .  . . . 98 117 128 123 108 *

South West.................. . .Total . . . . 1,755 1,694 1,904 1,565 1,388 1,178 1,175
R O F s .  . . . 35 39 39 30 26 *

West Midlands.................. .Total . . . . 205 206 246 196 166 141 139

North West................ .Total . . . . 391 402 433 362 311 16 16
R O F s .  . . . 361 371 373 3 42 295 * *

1. Figures for the latest year are as at 1 January.

2. All totals until 1984 Include apprentices in Royal Ordnance Factories (ROFs)



M A N P O W E R

' 4 . 1 3  D e p l o y m e n t  of  m a n p o w e r : U n i t e d  K i n g d o m 1 •
— -------1 July

Thousands

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

United K i n g d o m  .
Services..............

465.9 423.2 429.8 422.6 397.2
245.0 215.2 228.9 230.4 229.6

Civilian.............. 231.2 220.9 208.0 200.9 192.2 167.7

National totals3

E n g l a n d .........
Services..............

396.7 394.8 371.6 363.8 355.2 333.7200.0 207.7 195.9 195.1 194.5 193.3

W a l e s .............
Civilian..............

16 4
187.1 175.7 168.7

14.9
160.7 140.4

Services..............
Civilian..............

17 a

Scotland.........

6.9 
9.5 

40  0

6.3
9.4

6.1
9.0

6.1
8.8

39.3

6.2
8.4

6.3
6.5-

Services..............
40.9 38 7

18.1 18.9 19.0 18.7 20.6 20.1
Northern Ireland3 .

Civilian.............. 21.9 21.3 20.5 20.6 70 3 18.1 
12 4Services..............

15.1 14.7 13.8 13.0 12.7
11.9 11.6 10.9 10.2 10.0 9 7Civilian.............. . . 3.2 3.1 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.7

Standard regions of England

Nor t h ............. 7.3
1.7
5.6

22.1

7.0
1.5
5.5

23.5 “

6.9
1.7
5.2

"23.1

Services..............
Civilian..............

Yorkshire and Humberside.......

1.2
6.3

23.9

1.2
6.0

22.6

5.9 
2.3 
3.6 

?1 1Services................ 14.6 13.6 13.5 14.9 14.8 14.8

East Midlands . . .
Civilian................ 9.3 

* 23 0
9.0 8.6 8.6

19.3
8.3 6.3

Services..............
19.0
13.0

17.6
13 9 14.4 12.9

Civilian................ 12.9

East Anglia.......
9.1

16.6 '
8.2

18.1
6.9

18.1
6.4

18.1
6.0

18.5
4.7 

19 q
Services.............. 13.8 15.6 15.7 15.6 15.9

2.6
16.3Civilian. ............... 2 8 2.5 2.5

166.7South East....... 189 4
2.6

Services................
153.9

94.8 97.9 90.2 89.0 86.7 87.3Civilian........... 94  6 90.4 77.7
98.4

South West....... 100 9
Ö J . /
98.8

71.8 66.6
Services................ 96.7 92 1

50.0 53.2 51.9 51.5 50.7 48.1Civilian................ 50 9 48.5 46.9 46.0West Midlands. . . 19.2
8.7

44.0

Services............. 9.7 9.7
18.4
8.1

19.3
9.5

18.9
9.4

North West.......
Civilian................ 11.0 10.7 10.5

12.5 
1.4

11.1

10.3 9.8 9.5

Services.............
Civilian.............

2.0
12.7

2.2
11.8

12.4
1.5

10.9

13.2
2.1

11.1

5.3
2.2
3.1

t. This table identifies the deployment of U K  Service personnel and M O D  civilians. It includes Roy; 
ships in h o m e  waters. It also includes staff in Royal Ordnance Factories up to 1984. See notes on

al Navy and Royal Marines personnel on board 
page 19.

2. Th e  source from which these totals are compiled for the Services is different from that used to obtain the United 
deployments. Consequently, the s u m  of the national figures can differ from the United K i n g d o m  figures. K i n g d o m  element of global

3. T h e  figures for Northern Ireland include all personnel from other parts of the United K i n g d o m  and from the British
serving o n  emergency tours of duty, but exclude the Ulster Defence Regiment.



Ë f e  1 4  D e p l o y m e n t  of U K  Service and Civi 
1 April

lian personnel: overseas

M A N P O W E R

N u m b e r

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

All overseas areas1
Royal Navy and Royal Marines.................... 5,855 7,203 9,564 7,826 7,698 5,321
A r m y 1 . . . . ...................................... 67,493 71,169 72,817 73,595 70,140 70,641
Royal Air Force.................................... 14,211 14,787 15,000 16,365 17,366 17,202
Civilians........................................... . 6,220 5,948 5,708 5,613 5,437 5,455

Federal Republic of G e r m a n y
Royal Nav y  and Royal Marines.................... 39 37 38 19 256 18
A r m y 1 ............................................. 54,956 I 58,928 60,044 57,358 55,163 55,997 •
Royal Air Force.................................... 9,718 10,244 10,411 10,047 10,186 10,571
Civilians........................................... 2,191 2,093 2,044 1,913 1,849 1,876

Elsewhere in Continental Europe1 
Royal Nav y  and Royal Marines.................... 3 74 38 2 3 8 4 3 60 838 867
A r m y ............................................... 3,826 3,977 4,126 3,931 3,909 3,853
Royal Air Force.................................... 1,647 1,692 1,727 1,740 1,803 1,623
Civilians........................................... 92 70 73 101 101 101

Gibraltar
Royal Nav y  and Royal Marines.................... 643 728 67 9 752 816 733
A r m y ................................ ............... 776 77 0 832 808 815 771
Royal Air Force.................................... 4 0 4 41 2 421 431 465 455
Civilians........................................... 299 275 251 233 186 109

Cyprus
Royal Navy and Royal Marines.................... 17 15 16 16 20 19
A r m y ............................................... 3,253 3,190 3,377 3,404 3,307 3,177
Royal Air Force.................................... 1,325 1,381 1,383 1,412 1,626 1,539
Civilians........................................... 37 0 36 8 357 342 323 293

Elsewhere in Mediterranean, Near East and Gulf
Royal Nav y  and Royal M arines.................... 2,936 -* 4,338 6,021 907 2,185 552
A r m y ............................................... 2 32 233 252 233 233 238
Royal Air Force.................................... 76 89 84 106 114 104
Civilians........................................... 11 ■ 9 9 11 . 9 11

H o n g  Ko n g
Royal Navy and Royal Marines.................... 326 3 34 311 29 2 275 2 72
A r m y ............................................... 2,389 1,985 1,969 1,917 1,962 1,964
Royal Air Force.................................... 251 248 249 264 268 2 68 “
Civilians........................................... 383 386 40 0 291 272 298

Elsewhere in Far East
Royal Nav y  and Royal Marines.................... 56 58 61 57 58 114
A r m y ............................................... 199 201 218 229 235 235
Royal Air Force.................................... 20 18 21 17 13 9
Civilians........................................... 27 • 22 22 21 22 15

Other locations
Royal Nav y  and Royal Marines .................. 1,464 1,311 2,054 5,423 3,250 2,746
A r m y  ............................................. 1,862 1,885 1,999 5,715 4,516 4,406
Royal Air F o r c e .................................. 770 703 704 2,348 2,891 2,633
Civilians........................................... 2,847 2,725 2,552 2,701 2,675 2,752

1. T h e  figures include service personnel w h o  are on loan to countries In the areas shown. T h e  Royal Navy, Royal Marine and civilian figures
Include personnel w h o  are at sea In each area at the situation date. All Defence Attaches and Advisers and their staffs are included under 'Other
locations' and not identified within specific areas.

2. Personnel serving In Northern Ireland on  emergency tours of duty but remaining under the c o m m a n d  of the Commander-In-Chief, British A r m y
of the Rhine, are Included In these numbers. Personnel serving o n  emergency tours of duty in other overseas areas are included in the numbers
for that area.

3. These figures include personnel stationed in Berlin and Sardinia.



M A N P O W E R

•4.1 5  R e c r u i t m e n t  of U K  Service personnel: b y  Service

•
N u m b e r

Financial years 1 April— 31 December

1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1984 1985

All Services..................... .......  50,488 22,607 21,647 36,991 • 34,721 26,669 23,860

M a l e ........................... .........  46,693 21,188 19,342 33,760 32,076 24,639 22,274
Officers....................... .........  2,924 2,319 2,136 2,544 2,716 1,948 1,948
Servicemen.................... .........  43,769 18,869 17,206 31,216 29,360 22,691 20,326

F e m a l e ........................... ......... 3,795 1,419 2,305 3,231 2,645 2,030 1,586
Officers....................... .......... 4 09 282 232 305 3 0 0 212 228
S e rvicewomen................ .......... 3,386 1,137 2,073 2,926 2,345 1,818 1,358

Royal N a v y ................ ... . .......... 9,088 3,805 3,584 4,785 4,582 3,477 2,759

M a l e ............................ .......  8,130 3,353 3,078 4,223 4,231 3,200 2,567
Officers......................... .......  68 5 40 0 39 5 445 537 394 42 2
Servicemen..................... .........  7,445 2,953 2,683 3,778 3,694 2,806 2,145

F e m a l e ........................... 45 2 506 562 351 277 192
Officers. ........................ .......  47 18 13 8 14 13 23
Se r v i c e w o m e n .................. .......  911 43 4 493 554 33 7 26 4 169

Royal Marines...................... 69 9 447 447 9 54 6 4 2 806

M a l e ............................. .......  1,674 6 9 9 447 447 9 54 6 42 806
Officers......................... ......... 69 52 28 33 43 43 65
Servicemen..................... .......... 1,605 647 419 4 1 4 911 599 741

A r m y .............................. ......... 28,871 14,204 13,071 22,348 22,278 17,434 15,386

M a l e ....................................... 27,241 13,603 11,679 20,811 20,914 16,388 14,567
Officers......................... .......... 1,285 1,198 1,157 1,295 1,435 9 74 955
Servicemen..................... 12,405 10,522 19,516 19,-479 15,414 13,612

F e m a l e ........................... 601 1,392 1,537 1,364 1,046 819
Officers......................... .......  204 148 132 173 160 101 116
S e r v i c e w o m e n .................. .......  1,426 453 1,260 1,364 1,204 945 703

Royal Air Force.................... . . . . .  10,855 3,899 4,545 9,411 6,907 5,J 16_ 4,909

M a l e ............................. .......  9,648 3,533 4,138 8,279 5,977 4,409 4,334
Officers......................... .......  885 669 ' 556 771 701 537 506
Servicemen...................... .......  8,763 2,864 3,582 7,508 5,276 3,872 3,828

F e m a l e ........................... 36 6 407 1,132 930 707 575
Officers......................... .......  158 116 87 124 126 98 89
Se r v i c e w o m e n .................. .......  1,049 250 320 1,008 80 4 60 9 486



• 4 1 6 * =. ; .Recruitment of male U K  Service personnel: by category
M A N P O W E R

N u m b e r

Financial years 1 Aprii— 31 December

1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1984 1985

All Services........... 46,693 21,188 19,342 33,760 32,076 24,639 22,274

Officers....................
Pre-cadets..................
Officer cadets................

2,924
62 4

1,019

. 2,319 
594 
758

2,136
553
702

2,544
577
875

2,716
689
879

1,948
4 72
599

1,948
494

University c a d e t s ........... 283 216 168 241 235 212 243Specialists, graduates and other entrants. . . 998 751 713 851 913 665 661

Servicemen................ 43,769 18,869 17,206 31,216 29,360 22,691 20,326Adults1............ . 20,363 7,256 9,120 19,056 16,307 11,793 10,806Apprentices................ .
Y o u n g  Soldiers/Airmen, Juniors2 . . . . .

2,869
20,537

2,456
9,157

2,354
5,732

2,370
9,790

2,536
10,517

2 ’0 65
8,833

1 7 8 2
7,738

Royal N a v y ........... 8,130 3,353 3,078 4,223 4,231 3,200 2,567

Officers..............
Officer cadets . ..........
University cade t s .......

685
39 9
74

4 00
235
43

395
261
24

445
242
45

537
290
47

394
208
38

422
223

Specialists, graduates and other entrants. . . 212 122 110 158 200 148 136
Servicemen................
Adults1............

7,445 2,953 2,683 3,778 3,694 2,806 2,145
2,158 991 1,187 1,570 1,469 1,020 867Apprentices................ 6 5 4 509 536 542 570 390 326Juniors2 ............ 4,633 1,463 960 1,666 1,655 1,396 952

Royal Marines............. 1,674 699 447 447 954 642 806

Officers...........
Officer cadets...........
University c a d e t s .......

69
.52

8

52
39
3

28
17
1

33
24
3

43
24

43
24

65
35

Specialists, graduates and other entrants. . . 9 10 10 6 13 13 27

Servicemen............. 1,605 647 419 414 911 599 741Adults1........... 630 371 247 263 590 357 422Juniors ................ 975 276 172 151 321 242 319
A r m y ........... 27,241 13,603 11,679 20,811 20,914 16,388 14,567
Officers....... . ,
Pre-cadets.........
Officer cadets.......
University cadets . . . .
Specialists, graduates and other entrants. .

1,285
62 4
237
79

345

1,198
594
226
60

318

1,157
553
206
76

32 2

1,295
577
266
90

362

1,435
689
267
79

400

974
472
162
77

263

955
494
130
76

255
Servicemen........... 25,956 12,405 10,522 19,516 19,479 15,414 13,612
Y o u n g  Soldiers2 . . .
Apprentices.............
Juniors2 .........

12,317
3,463
1,976

3,876
340

1,625

4,959
142

1,580

11,478 
1,146 
1,564

10,246
1,817
1,703

7,434
1,407
1,531

6,505
1,016
1,3128,200 6,564 3,841 5,328 5,713 5,042 4,779

Royal Air Force........ 9,648 3,533 4,138 8,279 5,977 4,409 4,334
Officers.........
Officer cadets.......
University cade t s .......
Specialists, graduates and other entrants. .

885
331
122
432

669
258
110
301

556
218
67

271

771
343
103
325

701
298
103
300

537
205
91

241

506
162
101
243

Servicemen............ 8,763 2,864 3,582 7,508 5,276 3,872 3,828
Y o u n g  A i r m e n 2 .......
Apprentices....... .

5,258
3,266

239

2,018
52 4
322

2,727
617
238

5,745
1,499
264

4,002
1,011
263

2,982
746
144

3,012
672
144

1. Entrants over the age of 1754, but excluding R N a n d  R A F  apprentices. (In the A r m y  all apprentices are below the age of 1 7 %  on entry).

2 ' a ^ r e ^ r r n ' t f b e l c w r h ^ ^ n r ^ r r  ° f 17 5 *  1™ ; A r m V <uniors are below the age of 17; young airmen and R N ,  R M  Juniors are entrants below the age of 1 7 %  (excluding apprentices m  all cases).



M A N P O W E R

 ̂ 4 . 1 7  O u t f l o w  of  U K  Service personnel: b y  Service •

N u m b e r

Financial years 1 April-31 D e c e m b e r

1 9 8 0 — 81 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1 9 8 4 1985

All S ervices................. 37,535 29,451 28,657 31,926 34,554 25,617 26,773

M a l e ...................... 84,438 26,799 26,108 29,468 32,095 23,759 24,756
Officers.................. 2,630 2,833 3,214 3,372 3,194 2,444 2,596 *
Servicemen............... 31,808 23,966 22,894 26,096 28,901 21,315 22,160

F e m a l e .................... . 3,097 2,652 2,549 2,458 2,459 1,858 2,017
Officers.................. 286 311 3 2 4 3 0 4 298 2 2 9 2 7 9
S e r v i c e w o m e n ........... 2,811 2,341 2,225 2,154 2,161 -1,629 1,738

Royal N a v y ................. 7,341 5,708 4,617 5,095 5,572 4,032 5,031

M a l e ...................... 6,563 5,131 4,085 4,514 5,011 3,607 4,589
Officers........... . . . . 5 6 7 6 3 4 7 5 0 796 567 4 2 2 4 6 2
Servicemen............. . 5,996 4,497 3,335 3,718 4,444 3,185 4,127

F e m a l e .................... 7 7 8 577 5 3 2 581 561 4 2 5 4 4 2
Officers......... . 46 5 6 5 9 73 4 9 41 45
S e r v i c e w o m e n ........... . . . ' 7 3 2 521 4 7 3 508 5 1 2 3 8 4 397

Royal Marines............... 1,347 781 6 2 5 701 9 1 3 6 5 8 8 1 2

M a l e ...................... 1,347 781 6 2 5 701 913 6 5 8 8 1 2

Officers................... 49 5 2 61 6 4 55 43 6 2
Servicemen............... 1,298 7 2 9 5 6 4 6 3 7 8 5 8 6 1 5 7 5 0

A r m y ........................ 21,919 17,094 17,178 19,959 21,448 15,949 15,711

M a l e ...................... 20,627 15,878 15,960 18,854 20,286 15,068 14,713
Officers................... 1,355 1,415 1,491 1,701 1,703 1,300 1,386. .
Servicemen............... 19,272 14,463 14,469 17,153 18,583 13,768 13,327

F e m a l e .................... 1,292 1,216 1,218 1,105 1,162 881 998
Officers................... 142 139 165 130 151 111 163
S e r v i c e w o m e n ........... 1,150 1,077 1,053 9 7 5 1,011 7 7 0 8 3 5

Royal Air Force............. 6,928 5,868 6,237 6,171 6,621 4,978 5,219

M a l e ...................... 5,901 5,009 5,438 5,399 5,885 4,426 4,642
Officers.................. 6 5 9 7 3 2 9 1 2 811 8 6 9 6 7 9 686
Servicemen............... 5,242 4,277 4,526 4,588 5,016 3,747 3,956

F e m a l e .................... 1,027 8 5 9 7 9 9 7 7 2 7 3 6 5 5 2 577
Officers................... 98 116 100 101 98 77 71
S e r v i c e w o m e n ........... 9 2 9 743 6 9 9 671 6 3 8 4 7 5 506



A 1 O m a n p o w e r

— - Outflow of U K  Service personnel: b y  category

N u m b e r

Financial years 1 April--31 December

1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1984 1985

All Services......... . 37,535 28,657 31,926 34,554 25,617 26,773

Male officers............. 2,630 2,833 3,214 3,372 3,194 2,444 2,596

Commissioned officers. . . . 2,000 2,109 2,530 2,829 2,577 2,003 2,087

T i m e  and age expiries or exercise of
right at option p o i n t .......

Premature release at o w n  request.
R e dundancies............
Medical reasons and deaths .
Other reasons..............

820
877

115
188

8 85
851

107
266

1,243
843
52

142
250

1,276
917
308
102
226

1,106
1,278

10
104
79

840
8 79
69
71

144

.827 
999 

1 ' 
86 

174

Officers designate.......... 6 3 0 72 4 6 8 4 543 617 441 509
A t  o w n  request.......
Medical reasons and deaths . 
Other reasons.........

168
9

453

136
6

582

151
6

527

84
13

446

73
12

532

51
9

381

88
6

415
S e r v i c e m e n ............ 31,808 23,966 22,894 26,096 28,901 21,315 22,160

Before completion of 6 mont h s  service. . . 10,406 4,705 2,712 5,580 5,925 4,374 3,738

B y  exercise of right.......
Unsatisfactory, for disciplinary or

6,511 3,087 1,787 3,655 4,009 2,905 2,571

other r e a s o n s ...........
Medical reasons and deaths . 
Compassionate release . . .

3,647
240

8

1,502
112

4

8 39
85
1

1,805
116

4

1,695
215

6

1,305
160

4

1,059
107

1
After completion of 6 mon t h s  service . . . 21,402 19,261 20,182 20,516 22,976 16,941 18,422

T i m e  and age expiries or exercise of 
right at option point . . . ,

Premature release at o w n  request.......
Redundancies . . . . .
Unsatisfactory, for disciplinary or

10,734
6,240

2

9,009
4,158

22

9,986
3,853

158

10,779
4,221
346

11,501
6,113
42 2

9,544
4,376

368

8,994
5,366
32 0

other r e a s o n s .......
Medical reasons and deaths . . 
Compassionate release.......

3,268
1,007

151

4,953
963
156

4,821
1,218
146

4,010
948
212

3,538
1,194
208

1,666 
843 
144

2,558
1,058

126

Female officers . . . . 286 311 3 2 4 304 298 229 279

T i m e  and age expiries or exercise of 
right at option point . . . .

A t  o w n  request.......
Medical reasons and deaths .
Other reasons.......

142
131

4
9

141
156

3
11

182
127

7
8

165
112

6
21

162
108
12
16

122
86
10
11

161
85
2

31
Servicewomen ...*.................. 2,811 2,341 2,225 2,154 2,161 1,629 1,738
T i m e  and age expiries or exercise of 
right at option point . . ,

B y  exercise of right to give 18 months
80 73 77  •• 68 58 46 66

notice.............
A t  o w n  request.........
Marriage, p r e g n a n c y ......... .
Unsatisfactory, for disciplinary or

446
425

1,363

411
150

1,327

331
25 4

1,336

30 8
329

1,199

305
307

1,261

230
2 30
940

266
221

1,010
other reasons . . .

Medical reasons and deaths . 
Compassionate release . ,

4 39
48
10

3 26
44
10

200
17
10

198
43
9

185
41
4

144
35
4

143
27
5



M A N P O W E R

. Recruitment and losses of UK-based civilian non-industrial staff1 
b y  occupational group

. •
N u m b e r

Financial years 1 £pril— 31 December

1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1984 1985

Totals2
Recruitment............  <t n 7 Q
L o s s e s ............................... 10,372

4,565
10,632

5,451
8,937

6,050
9,606

6,094
14,458

5,133
7,453

5,463
6,918

Administrative and executive:
Recruitment.................. 135
L o s s e s ............................... 817

133
749

168
700

183
66 9

196
1,036

167
667

123
443

Clerical:
Recruitment..............  2 0 50
L o s s e s ..............................  3 ,500

2,106
3,417

2,693
3,073

2,720
3,156

2,858
4,081

2,435
2,297

2,706
2,449

Secretarial:
Recruitment..............  ggg
L o s s e s .............. ................ 81 5

439
720

53 0
726

569
771

61 9
871

503
553

546
558

Supervisory:
Recruitment................  73
L o s s e s ............................... 310 39

228
3 9

3 0 4
19

309
6

713
3

185
13

168
Professional and technological:
Recruitment........... 770
L o s s e s ............................... 1,607

187
2,344

138
1,283

341
1,495

208
3,859

102
1,105

190
878

Science:
Recruitment................  30 0
L o s s e s ............................... 905

277
6 4 4

3 4 0
538

295
591

3 40
82 8

295
570

348
361

Cartographic and Hydrographic:
Recruitment............. 41
L o s s e s ................  «4

21
53

5
37

29
48

41
50

14
25

60
48

Retired Officers:
Recruitment........... 137
L o s s e s ............................... 201

180
227

182
186

170
194

20 4
223

167
168

159
173

Police:
Recruitment..............  173
L o s s e s ................  23 2

37
207

176
246

303
303

341
231

245
170

37 4
251

Educational:
Recruitment. . . . . . .  175
L o s s e s ............................... 305 193

2 54
153
271

233
311

288
3 54

201
315

149
285

Medical and nursing:
Recru itmen t ................  144
L o s s e s ............................... 153

120
132

132
190

106
140

134
30 7

97
105

109
162

Others:
Recruitment. . .'........... o nn
L o s s e s ............................... 1,463

833
1,657

89 5
1,383

1,082
1,619

8 5 9
1,905

9 04
1,293

686
1,142

1. Recruitment figures refer to staff entering the Ministry 
Ministry of Defence and the U K  Civil Service.

of Defence from outside the U K  Civil Service and losses relate to those leaving the

Z  Royal Ordnance Factory recruitment and losses are included, up  to 
ocean weather ships are excluded.

1 January 1985. Royal Fleet Auxiliary crews and s o m e  staff serving on
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J  O u t f l o w  of trained Service personnel: m a j o r  skill or trade groups

M A N P O W E R

N u m b e r

1 9 7 9 - 8 0 1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5

Engineering......................... 7,347 5,708 4,855 5,086 5,114 5,793
Mechanical................................ 3,616 3,415 2,467 2,704 2,542 2,977
Electrical.................................. 2,997 1,742 1,956 1,835 1,976 2,111
Civil................................ 734 551 43 2 547 596 705

Mechanical transport1 .................. 3,046 2,378 2,128 2,319 2,072 2,526
Communications2 ..................... 1,916 1,519 1,296 1,192 1,303 1,444
Catering............................. 1,448 1,242 1,219 1,248 1,214 1,318
Accounting and secretarial.............. 1,229 1,123 1,268 1,153 912 1,196
Supply and stores..................... 1,250 9 00 978 1,061 1,063 1,145

Medical and dental2 .................. 9 0 0 86 4 1,037 1,096 1,111 1,048
Aviation4 ....................... . 1,199 754 836 9 50 979 89 9
Security and fire services........... 751 54 4 529 6 40 612 791
Education2 ....... .......... . 184 144 156 199 238 214
Administration and personnel m a n a g e m e n t 6 86 66 240 292 313 277

1. Comprising aii personnel trained in the control and operation of wheeled and tracked vehicles.

2. Comprising all personnel trained in the control and operation of communications systems.

3. Comprising doctors, dentists, nurses and supporting staff.

4. Comprising flying and ground control personnel.

5. Including physical education instructors other than those with skills covered by other categories.

6. Including officers of the rank of Captain R N  and above, and equivalent ranks in the other Services, not included in other categories.



M A N P O W E R

4  9 1
7; Indices1 a n d  illustrative rates of military salary3 •

1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1 9 8 5 - 8 6

1980/81 = 100

Military salary index: all ranks3 ................ . 100.0 110.6

107.1 
113.6
111.2 
109.2

117.1

122.2
121.9 
118.1
114.9

125.7

130.6
132.5
127.0
122.4

145.1

156.3
155.2 
146.9
140.3

Senior Officers (Major General and above)..............
Officers (up to Brigadier).......................
Other ranks (Sergeant and above)................
Other ranks (up to Corporal)................ .

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

142.7
139.7 
133.6 
128.5

£

Illustrative rates of military salary (in terms of A r m y  ranks)4

General................ 31 00 0 45,501
27,101
23,699
20,451

60,000
29,401
25,711
22,170

Brigadier.................. 18 250 25,001
21,879
18,801

Colonel after 4 years in the r a n k ..............
Lieutenant Colonel after 4 years in the rank : . . . . . .

16^151
13,750

18,400
15,801

19,998
17,199

Major after 4 years in the r a n k ................ 11,001
8,501
6,650
5,201

12,399.
9,702
7,599
5,949

13,301
10,351
8,048
6,249

15,699
12,249
9,479
6,986

16,976
13,202
10,191
7,490

; Captain after 3  years in the r a n k ................
Lieutenant after 2  years in the r a n k ..............
Second Lieutenant..................

11,298 
8,777 
6,500

Warrant Officer 1 ' hand 6, scale C; after 18 years3 
: Warrant Officer 11 ~ b a n d  6TscaiecTalter" 18 years3 .

Staff Sergeant band 5, scale C; after 18 years5 . . . .

8,983
8,592
7,669
7,172

10,129
9,636
8,519
7,917

10,800
10,257
9,030
8,388

11,694 
11,068 
9,673 
9,018

12,560 
11,888

13,505
12,786
11,169
10,417Sergeant band 5, scale C; after 12 years6 ......... 9,694

Corporal class 1, band 2, scale C .........
Lance Corporal class 1, band 1, scale C .........

6,482 a
5,344
4,453

7,125
5,814
4,811

7,508
6,106
5,048

8,037
6,493

8,651 9,289
7,428
6,081Private class 2, band 1, scale C  i .............. 5,720

t. Indices cover adult male U K  Service personnel. In the weighting; based 
and educational officers are excluded.

on paid strengths at April 1984, doctors, dentists, chaplains, legal

2. For officers, the mi d  point of the incremental scales have been used. For servicemen, the pay bandings have been selected which contain the 
largest n u m b e r  at each rank. Within each rank, servicemen are divided for the purposes of pay into classes, bands and scales according to their 
e m p l o y m e n t  classification, the nature of their specialisation and the period of c o m m i t m e n t  to serve. All forms of additional pay, e.g. flying 
pay diving pay, parachute pay are excluded since they are not paid to the majority of Service personnel.

3, indices are based on rates of pay which were fixed from 1 April for the whole year except that pay increases for senior officers in 1 9 8 3 — 84, 
1 9 8 4 - 8 5  and 1 9 8 5 - 8 6  and for all ranks in 1 9 8 4 - 8 5  were given in t wo stages (see note 4); the indices are based on the average rate of pay 
through the year.

4. In 1983-84, salary increases for general and equivalent were delayed and phased to 1 August 1983 (£40,500) and 1 January 1984 (£42 750). 
In 1984- 8 5 ,  increases for all ranks were phased to 1 April and 1 N o v e m b e r ‘1984." T h e  1 N o v e m b e r  salaries are s h o w n  in the table: at l’April 
the salary for general and equivalent was £44,030; the salaries for other officers were between 4.2% and 5.3% lower than the 1 N o v e m b e r  
levels; the salaries for servicemen were between 3.5% and 4.3% lower than the 1 N o v e m b e r  levels. In 1 9 8 5 — 86, salary increases for General 
and equivalent were delayed and phased to 1 July 1985 (£52,750) and 1 March 1986 (£60,000).

5 increments “  £328,50 (1980-81), £36 5  (1981-82), £383.25 (1982-83), £402.60 (1983-84), £401.50 (1984-85)

6. Includes length of service increments —  £182.50 (1980— 81 
and £273.75 (1985-86).

), £200.75 (1981-82), £ 2 1 9  (1982-83), £237.90 (1983-•84), £237.25 (1984-85)



5l Welfare ,
^ocial expenditure included in the Defence budget. The instruction for a range of General Certificate of Education and 
Defence budget provides certain social services as specified other academic examinations. In addition, Service personnel 
in Table 5.1 for members of the Armed Forces and their may attend local education authority and other external 
families. These are also of benefit to UK-based civilians serving courses and will normally be eligible for financial assistance, 
overseas. The figures shown for Education cover the education but these instances are not recorded centrally and are excluded 
of Service personnel, the Service Children’s Education from this table.
Authority and contributions towards the cost of educating
Service children in other schools. The cost of Service pensions Service Children’s Education Authority schools. Table 5.10 
which do not relate to the current Defence effort, is also gives details of the Service Children’s Education Authority 
shown. Civil superannuation, not covered by the Defence (SCEA) which administers primary and secondary schools in 
budget is not included in this table. overseas military commands for the children of serving

personnel. The total number of Service children in primary or 
Service hospitals. Table 5.3 gives the number of hospitals in secondary schooling in the United Kingdom and overseas was 
the United Kingdom and in areas abroad where there is a estimated to be 145,000 in 1983. The 1983 Armed Forces 
significant British military presence. These hospitals take as Accommodation and Family Education survey also revealed a 
patients members of all 3 Services and their dependants. In the total of 16,500 Service children in nursery schools. Enrolment 
United Kingdom, hospitals take other civilian patients under in S C E A  schools also includes children of M O D  and other 
arrangements agreed with the National Health Service. The U K  Civil Service employees serving overseas, 
hospitals abroad also admit UK-based M O D  civilians and their
dependants and certain other personnel (eg Hong Kong _Service married accommodation. Table 5.13 gives details of the 
Government employed personnel and Gurkhas and their accommodation provided for Service families in the United 
dependants). Kingdom and abroad partly by building to approved standards

and partly by renting accommodation. The multiple hirings in 
Sickness, medical discharge and deaths of U K  Service British Army of the Rhine (BAOR) and Royal Air Force 
personnel. Tables 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 cover Regular Service Germany (RAFG) relate to accommodation built by private 
Personnel only. The ICD code numbers refer to the ninth developers and leased by the Federal German authorities on 
revision (1977) of the International Statistical Classification of behalf of the British Forces. Small numbers of multiple hirings 
Diseases, Injuries and Causes of Death. Medical discharges are are held elsewhere and are included in the ‘hirings’ figures, 
those invalided out of the Services before the completion of
their engagement. j _ House ownership by Service personnel. Table 5.14 derives from

the Armed Forces Accommodation and Family Education 
Officer training in selected Service colleges: student numbers surveys. Information for these surveys is collected by means of 
and student/staff ratios. The colleges listed in Table 5.8 questionnaires posted to a random sample of personnel,
provide courses of various lengths, largely for basic and higher stratified by rank, from all three Services. The last survey was
officer training. Average student population is calculated by carried out in 1983 when the sample size was 18,000. 
dividing the number of days’ instruction given during the year
by the number of days available for instruction. The student/ Service entertainment and welfare. Tables 5.17 and 5.18 show
staff ratios are constructed by comparing the average student a range of the entertainment and welfare services available to
population at each establishment with the numbers of staff H M  Forces. The Services Sound and Vision Corporation
actually in post. The figures are based on M O D  cost (SSVC) is a registered charity and a private company limited 
accounting methods which differ from those used by the by guarantee with its head office at Chalfont Grove, Gerrards
Department of Education and Science (DES). The figures Cross, Bucks. It incorporates the forjner Services Kinema
reflect wide differences between the tasks of the various Corporation (SKC) and the British Forces Broadcasting Service 
Service colleges whose functions differ from those of civilian (BFBS). A  Memorandum of Association defines the charitable 
institutions of Higher Education so that the use of DES objects for which the Corporation is established and Articles 
accounting methods would be inappropriate. It is therefore of Association define the manner in which the Corporation is
impossible to make comparisons between these figures and governed. The Corporation is financially self-supporting and
similar figures produced by the DES. there is no subsidy from Public Funds and the services

provided include television and radio broadcasting, training 
Selected qualifications obtained under Service sponsorship. As support and audio visual entertainment, 
a result of training and assistance given by the Services to their
personnel, skills valuable in later civilian life are acquired and N A A F I  is also a registered company limited by guarantee. A  
formal qualifications are often obtained. Those given in Memorandum of Association defines its powers and objects
Table 5.9 are illustrative of the wide range involved. while Articles of Association govern the way in which the

N A A F I  Council and the Board of Management are appointed 
Not all the degrees are obtained at universities. A  number of and work. Its trading outlets comprise shops and messing issue
degree courses are run at the Service education establishments, 1 stores, Junior Ranks clubs and ships canteens. Figures for 
Royal Naval Engineering College Manadon and Royal Military petrol stations, sub-post offices, bowling alleys and shops
College of Science Shrivenham. attached to Junior Ranks clubs are included but shops and

stores opened for military exercises or temporary training 
In Service units and ships, education officers organise camps are excluded.



W E L F A R E

b u d g e t 1
•

£ million

A l l
_, Social expenditure included in the Def e n c e

1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1 9 8 5 - 8 6 1 9 8 6 - 8 7

Total expenditure.........................  963 1,022 1,118 1,223 1,343 1,436 1,535

Medical services2 ........................  191 212 207 211 231 228 247
1 Education3 ............................. 123 131 149 170 164 175 183

Married a c c ommodation4 ..............  106 76 105 86 117 127 126
Service pensions5 .......................  543 603 657 755 831 906 979

1. T h e  figures given in this table are based on  the original Estimates and reflect the price levels of the Estimates for the years in question.

2. Net of repayments for civilian patients not entitled to treatment in Service hospitals.

3. Comprising education allowances, the cost of Service schools in table 5.10 and adult education. It is difficult to separate the cost of Service
schools from the cost of adult education but it is assessed that S C E A  schools for approximately one third of the total.

4. Net of rents payable for married quarters.

5. Expenditure on  Service pensions is included above as a social paym e n t  because it does not relate to the current defence effort.

Ü  ___  __ I .... . ... — ..... ...  1

5 .2_ Strengths of u n i f o r m e d  medical staff1 
1 April3

N u m b e r

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Qualified doctors: . . . . . . 1,176 1,185 1,180 1,165 1,171 1,199 1,211
Royal N a v y .............. 272 29 0 295 285 289 283 292
A r m y 49 6 507 493 507 515 539 548
Royal Air F o r c e ......... 408 388 392 373 367 377 371

Qualified dentists: .......... 376 38 0 3 99 406 3 99 4 0 0 387
Royal N a v y .............. 95 98 101 101 92 92 81
A r m y ......... 173 173 182 197 197 198 196
Royal Air F o r c e ......... . . 108 109 116 108 110 110 110

Nursing services:3 ........... 2,917 3,012 2,976 2,963 2,928 2,896 2,719
Q A R N N S 4 ................ 586 591 596 583 533 473 421
Q A R A N C 5 ................ 1,402 1,567 1,637 1,682 1,755 1,772 1,659
P M R A F N S 5 .............. 92 9 854 743 718 64 0 651 639

Medical and dental 
support staff:....... . . . 5,575 5,655 5,808 5,879 5,989 5,943 5,908
Royal N a v y .............. 1,253 1,227 1,317 1,280 1,214 1,175 1,103
A r m y 2,893 . 2,982 3,051 3,177 3,334 3,349 3,419
Royal Air F o r c e ......... 1,429 1,446 1,440 1,422 1,441 1,4T 9 1,386

1. Includes staff e mployed at units (including ships) and in hospitals.

2. Figures for the current year are as at 1 January.

3. Comprises .trained personnel and personnel undertaking 'on-the-job' training and held against established posts.

4. Q u e e n  Alexandra's Royal Naval Nursing Service (from 1983 includes male nurses).

5. Que e n  Alexandra's Royal A r m y  Nursing Corps.

6. Princess Mary's Royal Air Force Nursing Service (including male nurses).



. 1 Service hospitals

W E L F A R E

N u m b e r

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

N u m b e r  of Service hospitals1
United K i n g d o m 1 ................................ . . . 11 11 11 10 9 9
Overseas5 ........................................ . . . 10 10 10 11 11 10

Average nu m b e r  of approved beds
United K i n g d o m 5 ................................ 2,287 2,290 2,264 2,156 2,056 2,048
Overseas5 ....................................... 1,231 1,247 1,240 1,254 1,260 1,255

Average nu m b e r  of available beds
United K i n g d o m 5 ................................ 2,286 2,195 2,113 1,956 1,986
Overseas5 ........................................ 1,269 1,252 1,261 1,218 1,184

Average n u m b e r  of occupied beds
United K i n g d o m ................................ 1,504 1,468 1,351 1,302 1,248 1,231
Overseas......................................... . . . 749 739 708 694 661 599

Average percentage of beds occupied4 ' 5
United K i n g d o m ................................ 65.8 64.2 61.5 61.6 63.8 62.0
Overseas......................................... 60.8 58.2 56.6 55.1 54.3 50.6

Total n u m b e r  of inpatient admissions
United K i n g d o m ................................ . . . 76,030 75,900 71,310 69,897 71,560 75,084
U K  Service personnel ......................... . . . 28,208 28,565 26,984 26,926 26,884 27,923
Service de p e n d a n t s ............................. . . . 14,620 14,422 14,112 12,825 12,708 12,570
N H S / o t h e r s .................................... . . . 33,202 32,913 30,214 30,146 31,968 34,591

Overseas......................................... . . . 43,800 42,330 42,706 43,563 43,469 41,746
U  K  Service personnel ......................... . . . 13,153 12,675 13,566 14,310 14,522 13,767
Service d ependants............................. . . . 21,818 21,542 23,191 22,914 22,154 22,058
O t h e r s ......................................... 8,829 8,113 5,949 6,339 6,793 5,921

Average nu m b e r  of admissions per be d 5
United K i n g d o m ................................ 33.2 33.1 32.5 33.1 36.6 37.8
U K  Service personnel ......................... 12.3 12.5 12.3 12.7 13.7 14.1
Service d ependants............................. . . . 6.4 6.3 6.4 6.1 6.5 6.3
N H S / o t h e r s .................................... 14.5 14.4 13.8 14.3 16.3 17.4

Overseas......................................... 35.6 33.4 34.1 34.5 35.7 35.3
U K  Service personnel ......................... 10.7 10.0 10.8 11.3 11.9 11.6
Service depen d a n t s ............................. 17.7 17.0 18.5 18.2 18.2 18.6
O t h e r s .......................................... 7.2 6.4 4.8 5.0 5.6 5.0

Average days in hospital per patient
United K i n g d o m ................................ 7.2 7.1 6.9 6.8 6.4 6.0
U K  Service personnel ......................... 8.3 8.0 8.1 7.8 7.4 6.9
Service dependants............................. 5.1 5.2 5.1 5.0 4.5 4.5
N H S / o t h e r s .................................... 7.3 7.0 6.7 6.7 6.2 5.8

Overseas......................................... 6.2 6.4 6.1 5.8 5.6 5.2
U K  Service personnel ......................... 7.0 7.0 6.6 6.2 5.8 5.5
Service d ependants............................. 5.0 5.2 5.0 4.8 4.5 4.0
O t h e r s ......................................... 9.0 8.6 8.9 8.5 8.4 9.0

Outpatients: total attendances
United K i n g d o m ................................ . . . 377,531 401,370 399,672 369,398 381,640 373,653
U K  Service personnel........................... . . . 118,394 133,048 134,342 118,020 123,095 119,295
Service dependants . . ......................... . . . 69,305 67,864 65,129 58,543 54,262 48,653
NHS/others .................................. . . . 189,832 200,458 200,201 192,835 204,283 205,705

Overseas......................................... . . . 223,119 228,985 232,115 241,068 235,654 229,605
U K  Service personnel........................... . . . 60,488 65,468 68,735 73,427 68,019 64,418
Service d ependants............................. . . . 96,529 111,808 111,478 116,162 108,160 102,921
O t h e r s ......................................... . . . 66,102 51,709 '• 51,902 51,479 59,475 62,266

1. A s  at 31 Dece m b e r  of each year.

2. Nocton Hall closed March 1983. Louise Margaret Maternity Hospital became a part of the Cambridge Military Hospital, Aldershot in 
October 1984.

3. T he British Station Hospital Falkland Islands is not included until 1983. T h e  British Military Hospital Iserlohn closed in September 1985.

4. T h e  1982 figures reflect the restriction of non-urgent admission during the Falklands campaign.

5. T h e  1980 figures are based upon the average n u m b e r  of approved beds. F r o m  1981 they are based on the average n u m b e r  of available beds.



W E L F A R E

5 . 4 1 Sickness of U K  Service personnel: selected diagnoses of cases 1 •
N u m b e r

I C D  Codes3 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Average strength (thousands)...........................

M a l e ......... .........................................
F e m a l e .................................................

Royal Navy and Royal Marines.......................
British A r m y ...........................................
Royal Air Force........................................

316.2

300.7
15.5

71.9 
157.5
86.9

325.2

308.7
16.5

72.1
162.5
90.6

333.8

317.1
16.7

74.3
166.8
92.7

325.0

309.5
15.5

72.2
162.4
90.4

322.4

306.6
15.8

71.4
160.4 
90.6

326.3

309.8
16.5

71.0
162.4 
92.9

A H  c a u s e s ...............................................

M a l e ..................................................

0 0 1 - 9 9 9  
&  V 0 1 - V 8 2

54,763 55,453 53,746 52,535 51,798 52,821

49,749 50,362 49,013 48,232 47,540 48,275
F e m a l e ................................................. 5,014 5,091 4,733 4,303 4,258 4,546

Royal Navy and Royal Marines....................... 13,165 12,014 12,268 10,768 11,329 11,706 .
British A r m y ........................................... 24,460 26,280 25,225 25,207 24,842 26,030
Royal Air Force........................................ 17,138 17,159 16,253 16,560 15,627 15,085

A H  diseases............................................... 0 0 1 - 7 9 9 42,569 42.807 41,114 39,524 40,114 41,868

Infective &  parasitic diseases........................... 0 0 1 - 1 3 9 4,038 3,806 3,252 2,963 3,245 3,360

N e o p l a s m s ............................................. 1 4 0 - 2 3 9 55 9 506 557 6 0 7 65 6 735

Endocrine, nutritional &  metabolic diseases........... 2 4 0 - 2 7 9 36 7 391 4 6 9 4 0 7 393 351

Diseases of blood &  blood forming organs............. 2 8 0 - 2 8 9 114 118 76 90 89 88

Mental disorders........................................ 2 9 0 - 3 1 9 1,384 1,467 1,313 1,109 1,165 1,025

Diseases of the nervous system &  sense o r g a n s ....... 3 2 0 - 3 8 9 1,243 1,230 1,177 1,117 1,126 1,059

Diseases of the circulatory s y s t e m .................... 3 9 0 - 4 5 9 1,671 1,673 1,439 1,510 1,655 1.606

Diseases of the respiratory s y s t e m .................... 4 6 0 - 5 1 9 12,133 11,762 10,094 9,624 9,003 10,159

Diseases of the digestive system. . .................... 5 2 0 - 5 7 9 '7,451 7,982 8,208 7,840 7,709 7,651

Diseases of the genito-urinary system.................. 5 8 0 - 6 2 9 2,249 2,247 2,371 2,401 2,493 2,474

Complication of pregnancy, childbirth &  puerperium . 6 3 0 - 6 7 6 180 217 270 20 7 152 149

Diseases of the skin &  subcutaneous tissue............. 6 8 0 - 7 0 9 2,138 2.254 2,255 2,146 2,059 1,948

Diseases of the musculoskeletal system................ 7 1 0 - 7 3 9 5,971 6,130 6,763 6,974 7,682 8,381

Congenital anomalies................................. 7 4 0 - 7 5 9 3 0 4 320 369 266 285 272

S y m p t o m s  &  ill-defined conditions.................... 7 8 0 - 7 9 9 2,767 2,704 2.501 2,263 2,402 2,610

All injuries3 .......................................... 8 0 0 - 9 9 9 9,845 10,410 10,357 10,725 9,585 9.049

Aircraft accident injuries......................... 158 123 132 121 139 91

Training &  exercise injuries.................. 693 9 7 2 1,148 9 34 1,283 1,257

R o a d  traffic accident injuries.................... 1,595 1,799 1,813 1,702 1,340 1,141

Sports injuries...................._ . 1,673 1,951 1,965 1,800 1,746 1,693

Accidents d ue to falls or j u m p s ................ 1,777 1,762 1,626 1,734 1,745 1,710

Other injuries.................... 3,949 .. 3,803 3,673 4,434 3,332 3,157

Supplementary classifications4 .................... . V 0 1 - V 8 2 2,349 2,236 2,275 2,286 2,099 1,904

1. Based up o n  spells of off-duty sickness lasting 2 days or m o r e  terminating during the year. Sickness of A r m y  personnel not requiring admission 
to a medical unit is excluded. Includes all cases whether occurring on  or off duty.

Z  See third note on page 41.

3. Where an injury could be classified under m o r e  than one cause {eg aircraft crash during an exercise) then the injury is s h o w n  under the first 
listed cause (ie in the example 'Aircraft accident').

4. Used where no classifiable diagnosis is reported or where the person is not sick, eg admission for investigation preventive measure or elective 
surgery.



W E L F A R E
I Medical discharges of U K  Service personnel1

N u m b e r

I CD Codes3 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

A H  c a u s e s .............................................. 0 0 1 - 9 9 9 1,388 1,010 882 800 794 1,068

M a l e .................................................. 1,336 962 836 772 761 1,022
F e m a l e ................................................ 52 4 8 46 28 33 46

Royal Navy and Royal Marines....................... 248 156 158 142 145 22 8
British A r m y ........................................... 89 5 6 2 2 541 524 511 700
Royal Air Force......................................,• 245 232 183 134 138 140

All diseases............................................... 0 0 1 - 7 9 9 1,188 842 738 67 7 6 28 838

Mental disorders........................................ 2 9 0 - 3 1 9 182 163 125 107 114 106

Diseases of the nervous system &  sense o r g a n s ....... 3 2 0 - 3 8 9  . 273 196 178 152 160 177

Diseases of the musculoskeletal system................ 7 1 0 - 7 3 9 3 4 8 21 8 195 222 164 3 12

Other diseases......................................... 0 0 1 - 7 9 9 3 85 265 240 196 190 243
nes

All injuries............................................... 8 0 0 - 9 9 9 200 168 144 123 166 230

1. Average strength figures are given in Table 5.4.

2. See third note on  page 41.

5.6 Deaths of U K  Service personnel1 ,3

N u m b e r

I C D  Codes3 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

All c a u s e s ............................. 0 0 1 — 999 3 65 36 8 596 349 3 3 2 31 4

M a l e ........................... 36 2 3 6 2 592 3 4 5 32 5 3 09
F e m a l e ..................... 3 6 4 4 7 5

Royal Navy and Royal Marines . . . . 77 69 161 77 61 56
British A r m y ......................... 193 203 336 167 164 148
Royal Air Force...................... 95 96 99 105 107 110

All diseases............................. 0 0 1 — 799 118 137 119 129 120 113

N e o p l a s m s ...........................  1 4 0 — 239 44 54 48 49 54 62

Heart and Cerebrovascular disease . . 3 9 0 — 4 3 8 ’56 65 56 63 56 46

Other diseases.......................  001 — 799 nes 18 18 15 17 10 5

All injuries............................. 8 0 0 — 999 247 231 4 77 220 212 201

R o a d  traffic accident injuries . . . . . 141 130 115 115 113 111

Other injuries4 ....... , 106 101 3 62 105 99 90

1. Includes all deaths whether occurring on or off duty. Latest year figures by cause are provisional.

2. Average strength figures are given in Table 5.4.

3. See third note on page 41.

4. Th e  1982 figure includes U K  Service personnel killed in the Falklands Campaign: All services 236; Royal Navy and Royal Marines 113,
A r m y  122, Royal Air Force 1.
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' 5 . 7  p
•— .— :— i Service aircraft: accidents involving loss or serious d a m a g e ,  rates a n d  casualties •

1980 1981 CO 00 M 1 983 1984 1985

N u m b e r  of accidents
All Services................ .......  37 32 45 40 27 24
Helicopters.............. .......  12 10 16 10 6 8
Fixed wing aircraft....... .......  25 22 29 30 21 16

Royal N a v y ................ .......  5 8 14 10 6 6
Helicopters.............. .......  3 7 10 6 3 5
Fixed wing aircraft....... .......  2 1 4 4 3 1

A r m y  ..................... .......  9 1 6 6 2 2
Helicopters.............. .......  7 1 6 3 2 2
Fixed wing aircraft....... .......  2 - - 3 - -

Royal Air F o r c e ........... .......  23 23 25 24 19 16
Helicopters.............. .......  2 2 _ 1 1 1
Fixed wing aircraft....... 21 21 25 23 18 15

Rates per 10,000 flying hours
Royal N a v y ................ .......  0.56 0.86 1.14 0.98 0.61 0.62
. Helicopters.............. .......  0.46 1.01 1.07 0.79 0.43 0.71
Fixed wing aircraft . . , . . . . . . . 0.81 0.42 1.36 1.56 1.10 0.37

A r m y  ...................... .......  0.99 0.11 0.63 0.62 0.20 0.20
Helicopters.............. .......  0.84 0.12 0.68 0.33 0.21 0.21
Fixed wing aircraft . . . . . .......  Z 6 3 - - 4.08 - -

Royal Air F o r c e ........... .......  0.48 0.50 0.49 0.48 0.38 0.33
Helicopters.............. .......  0.33 0.32 — 0.14 0.13 0.13
Fixed wing aircraft.......

Casualties to personnel3

.......  0.50 0.52 0.57 0.54 0.42 0.37

Killed ..................... .......  23 11 35 19 10 17
Royal N a v y .............. .......  3 5 4 1 1 7
Royal M a r i n e ............. .......  3 — 1 _ _ _
A r m y  .................... .......  3 — 20 _ 3 1
Royal Air F o r c e ......... .......  12 6 7 16 4 9
Allied and foreign3 ....... .......  1 — 2 1 _
Civilians.................. .......  1 - 1 1 2 -

Seriously Injured........... .......  12 10 17 21 14 10
Royal N a v y .............. .......  2 — 2 6 1 3
Royal M a r i n e ............ .......  — — — _ _ _
A r m y  .................... — 6 1 1 4
Royal Air F o r c e ....... . .......  9 10 3 14 . 12 3
Allied and foreign3 ....... .......  — — 1 _
Civilians.................. — ; -  ' - - -

1. Figures In this column do not Include details of aircraft 
accidently lost In the Falklands Campaign are Included.

lost to or casualties caused by e n e m y  fire In the Falklands Campaign. Aircraft

2. Service casualties are Identified to their serving department and not to the parent service of the aircraft Involved

3. These are officers on  exchange from allied and foreign forces.
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1 9 7 9 - 8 0 1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5

Average student papulation

Royal Navy
Britannia Royal Naval College, D a r t m o u t h ............. • 545 526 478 357 39 9 513
R N  College, Greenwich.................................. 150 158 161 144 136 159
R N  Engineering College, M a n a d o n ...................... 347 350 441 423 372 382

A r m y
Royal Military Acade m y ,  S a n d h u r s t .................... 575 638 655 618 621 781
Staff College, Camberiey........................... 159 170 166 170 178 170
Royal Military College of Science, Shrivenham1 ....... 497 49 4 49 2 4 50 43 4

Royal Air Force
R A F  College, Cranwell1 ................... 34 0 570 572 449 600 577
R A F  Staff College, Bracknell.................... 94 87 86 84 91 97

Joint Service
Royal College of Defence Studies3 ......... 76 76 76 75 76 79

Ratio —  students: instructional staff

Royal Navy
Britannia Royai Navai College, D a r t m o u t h ........... 7.0 7.2 7.4 7.0 6.4 6.8
R N  College, Greenwich................................. 2.4 3.0 3.8 3.3 2.8 3.2
R N  Engineering College, M a n a d o n ...................... 2.8 2.8 3.4 3.4 2.9 3.3

A r m y
Royal Military Academy, S a n d h u r s t .................... 2.9 2.8 3.4 3.1 3.2 3.6
Staff College, Camberiey................................ 5.1 5.9 5.7 5.9 5.9 6.0
Royal Military College of Science, Shrivenham1 ....... 1.9 2.0 2.1 2.6 2.6

Royal Air Force
R A F  College, Cranwell3 ................................ 2.2 2.7 3.0 2.6 3.0 3.0
R A F  Staff College, Bracknell........................... 5.2 4.6 3.9 3.8 3.8 . 3.9

Joint Service
Royal College of Defence Studies3 ...................... 6.9 7.6 7.6 7.5 7.6 7.9

Ratio —  students: other staff4

Royal Navy
8 ritannia Royal Naval College, D a r t m o u t h ........... 1.1 1.1 0.8 0.7 0.9 1,3
R N  College, Greenwich......................... 1.0 1.0 0.6 0.5 0.8 1.0
R N  Engineering College, M a n a d o n ................ 1.0 1.0 0.9 • 1.0 1.2 1.9

A r m y
Royal Military Acad e m y ,  S a n d h u r s t .............. 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

1.1
0.9

Staff College, C amberiey......................... 0.9 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1
Royal Military College of Science, Shrivenham1 ....... 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.1 1.2

Royal Air Force
R A F  College, Cranwell1 . . ........................ 0.6 1.0 0.9 0.7 0.9 1.0
R A F  Staff College, Bracknell......................... 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.8

Joint Service
Royal College of Defence Studies3 2.7 2Ì7 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.9

1. Training at the Royal Military College of Science, was contracted out to the Cranfield Institute of Technology, from 1984-85.

2. Excluding that part of R A F  Cranwell devoted to flying training. Th e  large increase in the average student population at R A F  Cranwell in 
198 0 — 81 resulted from the concentration of all R A F  initial training at that station (previously a proportion was conducted at R A F  Henlow).

3. Figures o n  a calendar year basis.

4. 'Other staff' include those in direct support of training as well as cleaners, cooks etc.
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5 9
Selected qualifications obtained u n d e r  Service sponsorship •

N u m b e r

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

□agrees1
Postgraduate degrees...................................... 94 72 91 90 79 113
Royal Nav y  and Royal Marines......................... 20 14 17 19 22 28
A r m y .................................................... 62 51 53 48 39 56
Royal Air Force......................................... 12 7 21 23 18 29

Medical and dental degrees................................ 118 101 126 87 90 85
Royal Nav y  and Royal Marines......................... 21 23 32 17 22
A r m y .................................................... 58 56 40 47 53
Royal Air Force......................................... 29 22 47 15 26 10

Other first d e g r e e s ........................................ 397 349 365 413 445 434
Royal Nav y  and Royal Marines......................... 125 123 135 142 165 151
A r m y ...................................... 162 179 207 191 199
Royal Air Force......................................... 68 64 51 64 89 84

Higher National Certificate2 .................. 44 29 64 26 2 25
Royal N av y  and Royal Marines......................... — _ —
A r m y .................................. 29 64 26 2 25
Royal Air Force. . ....................................... - - -

Ordinary National Certificates2 ......................... . . . 247 134 7 7 15
Royal N a v y  and Royal Mari n e s ......................... 123 — — g
A r m y ................................................. 6 7 7 _ 15
Royal Air Force.......................................... 78 128 - - -

General Certificate of Education2
Advanced level3 ........................................... 48 29 23 26 53
Royal Navy and Royal Marines....................... 8 26 7 4 7 30
A r m y ............................................. . 32 8 12 11 5 13
Royal Air Force......................................... 18 14 10 8 14 10

Ordinary level*........................................... 2,726 2,837 2,611 2,971 4,116
Royal Nav y  and Royal Marines......................... 1,240 1,198 1,091 1,013 1,206 2,318
A r m y ................................................. 461 506 300 435 374
Royal Air Force.................................. 1,067 1,240 1,298 1,330 1,424

City and Guilds of L o n d o n  Institute
Operator certificates2 .................................... 604 819 288 258 161 254
Royal Na v y  and Royal Mari n e s ......................... 202 661 2 8 3 _
A r m y ....... .................................... 158 286 250 158 234
Royal Air Force.......................................... - - - 20

Craft certificates2 ......................................... 5,231 2,911 7,486 6,524 9,794 9,596
Royal Navy and Royal Marines......................... 737 570 2,194 2,767 3,675 2,849
A r m y .................................................. 1,607 2,635 2,148 2,412 3,338
Royal Air Force.......................................... 734 2,657 1,609 3,707 3,409

Technician certificates2 ................................. 374 283 211 104 718
Royal Nav y  and Royal Marines...................... — 4
A r m y ...................................... 374 279 211 104 138
Royal Air Force.................................. - - - 580

Technician Education Council
Higher certificates/diplomas2 ........................ 60 178 328 658 569
Royal Navy and Royal Marines......................... . . . — — _ 168 340 278
A r m y ........................................ 7 34 42 101 106
Royal Air Force.......................................... 53 144 118 217 185

Certificates/diplomas2 ................................. 1,575 1,749 2,386 2,350 2,390
Royal Nav y  and Royal M a r i n e s ......................... . . .. 362 611 480 621 884 639
A r m y ...................................... 139 195 584 463 386
Royal Air Force................................ 825 1,074 1,181 1,003 1,365

Heavy G o o d s  Vehicle driving test passes5 -.................. 9,046 16,151 13,964 11,726 11,804 11,689
Royal Na v y  and Royal Mari n e s ......................... . . . 41 131 30 175 295 294
A r m y .................................. .......... 14,173 12,292 10,129 9,665 10,290
Royal Air Force......................... ................ 1,394 1,847 1,642 1,422 1,844 1,105

1. Includes degrees obtained by  serving personnel and University Cadets at Universities and Service educational establishments.
2. Includes only candidates studying for and/or taking examinations directly through their Service.
3. Taken at grade ‘E ’ and above.

4. Taken at grade 'C' and above.

5 . All heavy goods vehicle classes combined.
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o . i u  „  .
. Service Children's Education Authority ■ •

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Thousands

Pupils enrolled in A u t u m n  term. . 

N W  Europe (including B A O R )

. . . . . . . .  33.7 33.3 32.5 31.0 29.2 28.5

5 - 1 1 ..................
18.3 17.31 1 - 1 9 ............. 19.3 16.8

Elsewhere overseas

8.3 8.0 7.5 7.2

5 - 1 1  . ...............
3.3 3.11 1 - 1 9 ....... 3.5 3.3 ••

Teachers...........

1.4 1.4 1.3 1.2

N W  Europe (including B A O R )  . ............. 1 7 1.7

1.9

1.6
0.3

1.8 1.7 1.6

Elsewhere overseas . . 1.5 | 1.4 1.3
*0.3 0.3 0.3

N u m b e r

Schools....... ;
118 115

N W  Europe (including B A O R )

114 112

First and prim a r y .......
80
14

79
14

Middle and secondary . 

Elsewhere overseas

. 15 15
74
14

Primary............
Secondary .......

18
3

18
3

18
3

18
3

21
3
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■ 5 . 1 1  „
Strengths of m a l e  U K  Service personnel a n d  n u m b e r s  married 1 : b v  aqe •
Mid-year

N u m b e r

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Male Officers:
Strengths

All ages........................... 40,721 40,515 39,910 39,857 40,038
17-19 ....................... 971 763 721 814 8342 0 - 2 4  ....................... 5,709 5,724 5,494 5,440 5,5442 5 -29 .......................
3 0 - 3 4  .......................

5,401
6,632

5,613
5,909

5,920
5,365

6,265
5,080

6,491 . 
5,030

3 5 - 3 9  ....................... 7,076 7,509 7,612 7,475 7,20440— 44 ....................... 5,557 5,536 5,577 5,865 6,28945— 49 .................. 5,507 5,428 5,198 4,971 4,79450 and o v e r .............. . 3,597 3,868 4,033 4,023 3,947 3,852
N u m b e r s  married

All ages...................... 30,504 30,363 29,734 29,317 29,231
1 7 - 1 9 .................... 2 2 12 0 -24 .................. 600 607 592 556 5102 5 - 2 9  ....................... 3,191 3,236 3,228 3,305 3,43430— 34 .................... 5,797 5,133 4,630 4,330 4,260
3 5 - 3 9  ..................... 6,640 7,032 7,105 6,986 6,7414 0 - 4 4  ....................... 5,318 5,276 5,324 5,597 6,0144 5 -49 .................. 5,275 5,220 5,007 4,762 4,58650 and o v e r ................ 3,681 3,857 3,848 3,780 3,686

Servicemen:
Strengths

All ages........................... 276,929 268,452 266,206 269,740 269,391

1 6 - 1 9 ....................... 64,848 50,565 41,876 41,158 42,5002 0 -24 ....................... 89,109 91,938 94,7 1 7 . 95,180 90,8502 5 - 2 9  . . .................... 43,828 46,254 48,964 53,096 57,528 60,6823 0 - 3 4  ....................... 34,655 32,573 31,395 3 0 ,972- 31,307

3 5 - 3 9  ..................... 26,593 28,784 29,608 29,658 29,044
4 0 — 4 4  .................. 10,006 9,959 9,808 9,559 9,5154 5 - 4 9  ................... 3,482 3,584 3,641 3,685 3,47150 and o v e r .............. 1,803 1,982 2,085 2,065 2,000 2,022

N u m b e r s  married

All ages. ................. 137,589 140,668 142,644 143,222 142,269
1 6 - 1 9 .................... 1,677 1,497 1,009 664 55020— 24 . . . . . . . . . . 30,384 31,519 31,803 30,828 28,82925— 29 ................ 35,107 37,059 39,595 42,243 44,0323 0 - 3 4  ....................... 31,139 29,194 28,123 27,635 27,857
3 5 - 3 9  ....................... 24,720 26,757 27,560 27,563 t 26,9104 0 - 4 4  ............. 9,572 9,421 9,323 9,179 8,935 8,92045— 49 ............. 3,281 3,373 3,435 3,474 3,27750 and o v e r ............. 1,860 1,946 1,940 1,880 1,894

1. W i d o w e d  and divorced personnel are excluded from the numbers married, except those in 
with dependent children.

the Royal Navy, the Royal Marines and the A r m y
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E m  1 , Strengths of m a l e  U K  Service personnel a n d  n u m b e r s  m a r r i e d1 : b y  r a n k 1 

^  T  Mid-year

W E L F A R E

N u m b e r

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Male Officers: 
Strengths

All ranks........................... 39,810 40,721 40,515 39,910 39,857 40,038

Major General and above......... 228 216 221 21 8 216 207
Brigadier......................... 3 84 3 87 391 38 2 375 38 2
Colonel........................... 1,458 1,485 1,484 1,476 1,437 1,429
Lieutenant Colonel.............. 4,516 4,654 4,590 4,479 4,407 4,375

M a j o r ............................. 11,614 11,860 11,837 11,659 11,546 11,467
Captain........................... 14,125 14,262 14,088 14,076 14,085
Lieutenant and b e l o w ........... 7,510 7,994 7,730 7,608 7,800 8,093

N u m b e r s  married

All ranks........................... 30,135 30,504 30,363 29,734 29,317 29,231

Major General and above......... 219 20 4 209 211 208 204
Brigadier......................... 373 376 383 373 365 373
Colonel.......... ............... 1,385 1,394 1,415 1,398 1,378 1,379
Lieutenant Colonel . . ; ......... 4,307 4,388 4,374 4,250 4,219 4,210

M a j o r ..................... . . . . 11,067 11,076 10,913 10,739 10,645
Captain........................... 11,237 11,212 11,152 10,793 10,614 10,579
Lieutenant and b e l o w ........... 1,817 1,863 1,754 1,796 1,794 1,841

Servicemen:
Strengths

All ranks........................... 267,154 276,929 268,452 266,206 269,740 269,391

Warrant Officer.................. 11,219 11,557 11,565 11,441 11,485 11,397
Staff Sergeant......... .......... 22,930 23,160 23,076 23,174 23,454 23,254
Sergeant ......................... 34,651 35,066 35,403 35,148 34,779 34,640

Corporal......................... 48,440 50,484 51,439 51,842 52,156 53,131
Lance Corp o r a l .................. 21,693 22,757 23,211 23,078 22,824 22,972
Private (including juniors)....... 128,221 133,905 123,758 121,523 125,042 123,997

N u m b e r s  married

All ranks ............................ 133,567 137,589 140,668 142,644 143,222 142,269

Warrant Officer.................. 10,860 11,163 11,177 11,055 11,096 11,003
Staff Sergeant.............. 21,305 21,488 21,346 21,468 21,660 21,369
Sergeant......................... 30,581 30,797 30,998 30,753 30,320 30,100

Corporal......................... 36,397 37,314 37,434 37,671 38,237
Lance Corp o r a l .................. 11,631 12,358 13,178 13,500 13,540 13,475
Private (including juniors)....... 23,861 25,386 26,655 28,434 28,935 28,085

1. W i d o w e d  and divorced personnel are excluded from the numbers married, except those in the Royal Navy, T h e  Royal Marines and the A r m y
with dependent children.

2. In A r m y  terms.
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.____■ Service'married a c c o m m o d a t i o n
January

•
Thousands

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1 9 8 6 1

United K i n g d o m ........................... 88.7 87.5 87.0 85.9 85.3 84.3
Permanent holdings............................. 88.3 87.2 86.6 85.7 85.0 84.0
Furnished hirings............................... 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3

Royal Navy:
Permanent h o l d i n g s ........................... 15.4 15.1 14.9 14.8 14.6 14.5
Furnished hirings............................... 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

A r m y :
Permanent holdings 2 ................ 42.1 41.6 41.5 41.0 40.7 40.2
Furnished hirings....................... 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

' Royal Air Force:
Permanent h o l d i n g s ................ 30.8 30.5 30.2 29.9 29.7 29.3
Furnished hirings.............. 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Vacancies s u m m a r y  (United K i n g d o m  only)
Total vacant..................... 15.8 13.6 14.2 14.3 14.2 14.0

Vacancies as a percentage of holdi n g s...... 17.9 15.6 16.4 16.8 16.7 16.7

Overseas....... .............. 46.4 46.0 46.0 46.0 47.6 50.3
Permanent holdings............................. ) 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.4 21.5 21.6
Hirings....................................  ) 25.0 24.5 24.6 24.6 26.1 28.7

Royal Navy:
Permanent h o l d i n g s .................. 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7

A r m y :
Permanent h o l d i n g s ......................... 16.4 16.4 16.4 16.4 16.3 16.3
Multiple hirings in B A O R 2 .................... 17.5 17.3 17.4 17.4 17.7 20.1
Other hirings......................... 2.0 1.7 1.6 1.6 2.1 2.1

Royal Air Force:
Permanent h o l d i n g s ............. 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.5 4.6
Unfurnished hirings in R A F  G e r m a n y 4 ....... 4.5 4.6 4.6 4.7 5.4 5.5
Other hirings........................... 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.4

Tri-service hirings........................... 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

1. Figures for 1986 ere taken as at N o v e m b e r  1985, due to a change in reporting dates.

2. Including a small n u m b e r  of unfurnished hirings taken on from local authorities and the Scottish Special Housinq Association, which are not
recorded separately.

3. Figures for 198 6  are provisional.

4. Includes multiple hirings.



' 4  H o u s e  ownership b y Service personnel1

W E L F A R E

1970 1973 1977 1978 1980 1983

Thousands

Estimated n u m b e r  of house owners2

All ranks................................ 45.6 55.0 55.2 54.8 59.2 65.8
Royal N a v y  and Royal Marines....... 20.7 21.1 20.8 20.7 21.2 23.1A r m y  .............................. 11.0 14.1 15.1 15.5 17.2 20.3
Royal Air F o r c e ..................... 14.0 19.8 19.4 18.6 20.7 22.5

Officers......................... 14.7 19.9 19.8 20.0 21.7 21.9
Royal Nav y  and Royal Marines....... 5.4 6.0 5.9 5 3 6.0 5.8A r m y  ...................... 4.1 6.1 6.8 6.9 7.6 8 1Royal Air F o r c e ..................... 5.2 7.8 7.0 7.3 8.1 8.1

S e r v i c e m e n ....................... . 30.9 35.1 35.4 34.8 ' 37.5 43 9
Royal N a v y  and Royal Marines....... 5.3 15.1 14.9 14.9 15.2 17 3A r m y  .................. 6.9 8.1 8.2 8.7 9.7 12 2Royal Air F o r c e .............. 8.8 12.0 12.3 11.3 12.7 14.4

Per cent

Percentage of personnel owning their o w n
houses?

All ran k s ....................... 22 26 31 33 3 6 38Royal Nav y  and Royal Marines....... 4 5 50 57 60 64 66A r m y  .............. . 12 15 17 19 22 24Royal Air F o r c e ................... 19 2 7 36 36 41 43

Officers........................... 40 54 62 66 73 75
Royal N a v y  and Royal Marines....... 69 80 83 8 5 90 88A r m y  ................... 30 4 5 54 57 6 5 70
Royal Air F o r c e ...................... 34 50 57 63 70 73

S e r v i c e m e n ....... ............ . 18 21 24 2 5 28 31
Royal N a v y  and Royal Marines....... 40 43 51 53 57 60. A r m y  .................... 9 10 11 12 14 17
Royal Air F o r c e ...................... 15 22 29 29 32 3 5

Percentage of families b y  type of
a c c ommodation occupied2

Officers
Royal N a v y  and Royal Marines
O w n  h o m e ................ 5 5 6 5 70 73 74 73Married quarters............ 30 28 26 21 20 22
Rented a c c o m m o d a t i o n ....... . 13 5 4 5 5 3
Other a c c o m m o d a t i o n ......... 2 2 1 1 1 2

A r m y
O w n  h o m e ................ 19 26 31 3 2 33 32Married quarters............. 75 69 66 64 64 65Rented a c c o m m o d a t i o n ............. 5 4 3 2 2 2
Other a c c o m m o d a t i o n ........... 1 1 1 / /

Royal Air Force
O w n  h o m e ...................... 2 6 34 44 48 50 49Married quarters.................... 65 60 53 49 46 48Rented a c c o m m o d a t i o n ......... 8 5 2 2 2 2
Other a c c o m m o d a t i o n ......... . 1 2 1 i i

Servicemen
Royal Nav y  and Royal Marines
O w n  h o m e ................ 3 8 40 48 51 53 58Married quarters................ 3 6 46 45 42 40 38
Rented a c c o m m o d a t i o n ............. 19 11 6 5 5 2
Other accommodation . . . . . 7 3 2 3 2

A r m y
O w n  h o m e .................. 7 6 7 8 9 10Married quarters.............. . 77 82 84 85 8 5 84
Rented a c c o m m o d a t i o n ............. 10 8 6 4 3 4
Other accommodation . . . . 6 3 3 3 3

Royal Air Force
O w n  h o m e  . . . . . . . . 15 18 2 5 2 5 2 7 29
Married quarters.............. 69 71 71 70 69 69Rented a c c o m m o d a t i o n ............ 14 8 3 3 3
Other accommodation . . . . 3 ' 2 1 2 i i

1. These figures derive from surveys and are thus subject to sampling error. Surveys were conducted only in the years shown. House is taken to
include flat and maisonette but to exclude caravan or mobile home.

2. Married male personnel only.



W E L F A R E

5.15 ; L a n d  a nd foreshore holdings
' ~ : ; 1 1 April.

: location1 •
Thousand hectares

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

United K i n g d o m
Land: Freehold...................... 220.2 220.1 217.8 215.9 215.0 211.1

L e a s e h o l d .................... 11.9 11.9 11.9 11.9 11.6 11.4
Foreshore: Freehold...................... 13.2 13.2 13.2 13.1 13.1 13.1

L e a s e h o l d .................... 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9 4.9
Rights3 .................................... 36.7 36.7 36.7 36.0 36.0

England
Land: Freehold..................... 179.9 179.6 177.7 175.9 174.9 172.7

Lease h o l d .................... 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 7.7 7.6
Foreshore: Freehold..................... 10.5 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.4

Lease h o l d .................... 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6 4.6
Rights1 ......................... 27.1 27.1 27.1 27.1 26.4 26.5 |

Wales
Land: Freehold..................... 20.2 20.2 19.9 19.9 19.9 19.4

Leasehold..................... 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.6
Foreshore: Freehold.................. 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 1 0

Leasehold .................... _ _
Rights1 ............................... 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1

Scotland
Land: F r e e h o l d . .................... 17.8 17.9 17.9 17.8 17.8 16.7

L e a s e h o l d .................... 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5
Foreshore: Freehold...................... 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

L e a s e h o l d .................... 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Rights1 ........................... 2.7 8.4 8.4 8.3 8.3 8.3

Northern Ireland
Land: Freehold ...................... 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.3

L e a s e h o l d .................... 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7
Foreshore: Freehold................ *. . . 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

L e a s e h o l d .................... 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Rights1 .................................. 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Defence land used for agricultural purposes*
(freehold and leasehold)

Used for grazing only............. 60.2 59.8 58.8 58.8 58.8 58.6
Full agricultural use................ 53.6 52.0 50.3 50.9 51.2 50.5
T o t a l ................ . 111.9 109.1 109.7 110.0 109.1
E n g l a n d .................. 88.4 86.9 84.8 85.8 85.0 84.2W a l e s .................... 15.3 15.2 14.8 15.0 15.0 14 8Scotland.................. 9.0 8.8 8.5 8.3 9.3 9 5Northern Ireland................ 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.6 0.6 0.6

1. Comprises land and foreshore o w n e d  by the Ministry of Defence and land and foreshore over which it has limited rights under qrants or licences
It also includes land declared as surplus to Defence requirements. During the year to 3 0  N o v e m b e r  1985, the size of the Defence Estate was
reduced by 1210 hectares. At that date, 2 0 0 0  hectares were awaiting disposal by the Property Services Agency. M O D  office buildings which

^ r e  held by^the Department of the Environment as part of the Civil Estate, are excluded.
2 A b o u t  9 0 %  of this land is held under licences.



L a n d  a n d  foreshore 1 holdings: t y p e  of use 
i April

W E L F A R E  

Thou s a n d  hectares

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Freehold........................................ 233.6 233.3 231.0 229.0 228.1 224.2

Royal N a v y .................................. 11.9 11.9 11.8 11.7 11.6 11.5
Airfields e t c ................................ 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.3
Naval bases.................................. 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0
Training areas and ranges.............. 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8
Barracks and c a m p s ......................... 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4
Storage and supply depots.................. 3.6 3.6 3.5 3.4 3.4 3.4
Radio and W / T  stations.................... 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1 3 1.3
Miscellaneous.............................. 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3

A r m y ......................................... 149.9 149.5 149.0 149.0 148.0 147.4
Airfields e t c ................................ 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
Training areas and ranges.................... 133.7 133.8 133.6 133.7 133.4 133.2
Barracks and c a m p s ......................... 9.4 9.2 9.0 8.9 8.8 8.7
Storage and supply depots.................. 5.0 4.8 4.7 4.5 4.3 4.1
Radio and W / T  stations.................... 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
Miscellaneous......................... 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.7

Royal Air Force............................... 39.8 39.6 39.0 38.1 38.0 38.1
Airfields e t c ............................... 27.3 27.0 26.6 26.1 25.9 25.9
Training areas and ranges.................. . 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.8
Barracks and c a m p s ......................... 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.9
Storage and supply depots.................. 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8
Radio and W / T  stations .................... 3.8 4.2 4.1 4.0 4.0 4.0
Miscellaneous ............................... 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7

Procurement Executive establishments . . . . 32.0 32  .3 31.3 31.0 30.5 27.2

L e a s e h o l d .............................. 16.9 16.8 16.8 16.8 16.5 16.4

Royal N a v y .................................. 2.6 2.6 3.2 23. 2.6
Airfields e t c .............................. 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Training areas and ranges.................... 2.3 2.3 2.9 2.9 2.3 2.3
Miscellaneous............................... - ' 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 3 0.2

A r m y ........................................ 4.6. 4.6 4.0 4.0 4.6 4.3
Training areas and ranges.................... 4.3 4.2 3.7 3.7 4  3 3.9
Barracks and c a m p s ......................... 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3. 0.3
Miscellaneous............................... 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Royal Air Force............................... 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.1 8.4
Training areas and ranges.................... 7.9 7.8 7.9 7.8 7.8 7.9
Storage and supply depots.................. 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Radio and W / T  stations.................. 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.2 : 0.4

Procurement Executive establishments . . . . 1.2 1.2 1.2 1 3 1 3 1.1
Rights held1 ........................... 31.1 * 36.7 36.7 36.7 36.0 36.0

Royal Nav y  . . ...................... 13.7 13.7 13.8 ; 13.7 13 7 14.0
Training areas and ranges............. 13.3 13.3 13.3 13.5 13 4 13.6
Barracks and camps. . ............. . 0.2 0.2 0.2 0 3 0 2 0.2
Radio and W / T  stations.............. 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 1 0 1Miscellaneous.................... - 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

A r m y ........................... 13.7 13.7 13.5 13.5 12.9 12 8Training areas and ranges.............. 13.5 13.0 1Z 8 12.9 12 3Barracks and c a m p s ....... . 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0 1
Miscellaneous . ........... ___ —  . 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Royal Air Force....................... 2.5 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.1 8.0Airfields e t c ..................... 0.9 0.9 . 0.9 0.9 0J9 1.0Training areas and ranges........... 1.2 6.9 6.9 6.8 6.6
Radio and W / T  stations........... 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0 2
Miscellaneous................ 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2

Procurement Executive establishments 1.3 1.2 . 1.1 1 3 1.3 1.2

1. T h e  overall split between land and foreshore is given in table 5.15.
2. A b o u t  9 0 %  of this land is held under licences.



W E L F A R E

5 . 1 7 S S V C  Broadcasting Division ( B F B S ) •
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Hours/week

S S V C  T V , Live/recorded1! ............................. 56 60 60 61 60 63
Recorded5 .................................. — — — _ _ 28
Cassette3 ...............................Bpjj - 21 21 21 21 21

8 F B S  Radic,4
Cologne: T o t a l ....................... (1 Stations

168 168 168 168 182 188
Produced locally........................... 76 76 76 78 92 93

Cyprus: T o t a l ......................... (2 Channels) 168 183 183 168 194 233
Produced locally........................... 94 94 94 113 113 109

Gibraltar: T o t a l ......................... (2 Channels) 177 177 177 212 213 216
Produced locally........................... 102 102 102 132 119 120

H o n g  Kong:
English: T o t a l ........................................ 30 80 99 99 135 126

Produced locally........................... 3 39 42 44 45 59
Nepali: T o t a l ........................................ 60 72 76 76 76 96

Produced locally........................... 52 64 72 73 72 87
Brunei:
English: T o t a l ........................................ * * 71 72 72

Produced locally........................... • » 20 14 14
Nepali: T o t a l ........................................ * * 21 44 46

Produced locally........................... * 18 26 28
Falkland Islands:

Total ........................................ — _ _ 5
Produced locally........................... — _ — _ _ . 27

Belize: T o t a l ........................................ _ — _ _ 137
Produced locally........................... - - - - - 70

Thousands

Estimated target audiences6
-■ -  * — ------ S------------1 pf 1 -------- —

S S V C  T V  ( Ger m a n y / C y p r u s ) .............. 145 154 156 160 165 175
Cassette............... ..................... : * • » 8 15 20
8 F B S  r a d i o ................................ 196 20 0 ' 200 202 208 218

1. D r a w n  proportionately from I TV and B B C  channels to provide a service in the Federal Republic of Germany.

2. A s  in (1) to provide a service in the Cyprus Sovereign Base areas.

3. D r a w n  from (1) to serve British Forces personnel in Belize,, Sardinia, the Falkland Islands, Nepal, Brunei, Sinai and H M  Ships.
. 4. In a typical week. B F B S  L o n d o n  supplies up to 5 0  hours of packaged programmes. s o m e  of which are requested the same week. Proqrammes

are also supplied to H M  Ships, Sardinia and Dharan.

5. T h e  B F B S  station in the Falkland Islands operates in support of the Falkland Islands Broadcasting Station which is mana g e d  by the Falkland
islands government. By  agreement between the Military and Civil Commissioners the responsibility for broadcasting hours is divided
approximately on a fifty-fifty basis between B F B S  and !FIBS although some London-produced B F B S  programmes are used to supplement
other sources of material during hours for which FIBS is nominally responsible.

6 . Comprising U K  based civilians. Service personnel and their dependents.



Service entertainment and welfare

" W

W E L F A R E

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

N u m b e r

Services S o u n d  and Vision Corporation ( S S V C )1
C i n e m a s ......................................... 60 59 55 36 25 21
United K i n g d o m ............................... 10 10 9 5 5 4
Overseas........................................ 50 49 46 31 20 17
of which: Federal Republic of G e r m a n y . . . . 45 39 37 22 10 10

C o m b i n e d  Services Entertainment
Productions of stage and cabaret shows (for
Northern Ireland and overseas)................ 4 4 51 57 54 50 48

Trading outlets.................................. 80 78 78 79 81 77
Video libraries........................... ~ — __ 40 40 70 76
of which: Federal Republic of G e r m a n y ....... - - 25 25 36 36

N A A F I  trading outlets....................... 1,147 1,112 1,122 1,087 1,060 1,067
United K i n g d o m ........................... 690 682 6 90 682 675 685
8 A 0 R / R A F G ................................. 28 0 260 256 253 243 2 44
Elsewhere Including H M  ships.................... 177 170 176 152 142 138

Thousands

Circulation of Service journals2
Nav y  N e w s  ( m o n t h l y ) ........................... 85 86 91 97 102 103
Soldier Magazine (fortnightly)3 .................. 35 3 2 30 30 29 30
R A F  N e w s  (fortnightly)......................... 32 3 4 33 34 33 31

1. Incorporating the former Services K i n e m a  Corporation and 8 FBS. See notes on  page 41.
2. T h e  figures quoted give the average per issue for each year.

3. Soldier N e w s  ran parallel with Soldier Magazine until 1981.

0 . 1 9  i; Service pensioners'
1 April

Thousands

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

All pensioners .................................. 221.7 220.4 219.9 220.3 221.9 222.9

M a l e ......................................... 219.5 218.2! 217.7 218.0 219.6 220.5
F e m a l e ............................... 2.2 2.2 2 2 2.3 2.4 2.4

Officers........................... 59.3 59.1 59.0 59.1 59.6 59.8
M a l e .................................. 58.1 57.SI 57.8 57.9 58.4 58.5
F e m a l e ................................ 1.2 1.2’ 1.2 1 2 1.3 1.3

Others •...................... 162.4 161.3I 160.9 1 6 1 2 162.3 163.2
M a l e .................... 161.4 160.3 159.9 160.1 161.2 162.0
F e m a l e ............................... 1.0 1.CI 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1

A g e  of pensioner

under 4 0 ....... *............... 7.8 7.2l 6.8 6.6 6.7 6.6
4 0 — 49  ............. 47.5 46.5i 45.8 46.4 45.7 46.0
5 0 - 5 9  ........................ 6 1 2 59.1 58.1 58.4 59.4 60.7
6 0 - 6 9  ......................... . 59.8 60.7 61.2 60.5 59.5 57.5
7 0 - 7 9  ........................... 36.3 36.5i ' 37.0 38.0 38.8 39.8
80  and o v e r ........................... ; 9.1 10.3 11.0 11.4 11.8 12.3

Pension c o m m e n c e d 2

pre 1945 ...................... 15.4 13.8I 12.4 11.0 9.8 8.7
1 9 4 5 - 1 9 5 5  ........................... 36.7 34.3 31.9 29.5 27.2 25.2
1 9 5 6 - 1 9 6 1  ............. 36.4 35.3 34.2 33.1 31.9 30.9
1 9 6 2 - 1 9 6 9  ............. 52.1 51.1 50.1 49.3 48.2 46.8
1 9 7 0 - 1 9 7 4  ............ 38.2 37.8 37.3 37.2 36.8 36.4
1 9 7 5 - 1 9 7 9  ................ 42.7 42.3 42.1 41.9 41.7 41.4
1 9 8 0 - 1 9 8 4  .............. * 5.7 11.5 18.3 26.4 33.5

T. Comprises recipients of Service retired pay (officers) and pensions (servicemen/servicewomen) and invaliding and attributable retired pav and
pensions but not purely disability pensions.

2. Financial years beginning 1 April, except 1945 w h e n  the effective date was 19 December.
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6. Defence services ^

r ...._______ - w

Armed Forces and security in Northern Ireland. Table 6.1 Search and rescue operations at home. Table 6.2 covers
gives annual figures of the Regular Forces in Northern Ireland incidents in which Rescue Co-ordinating Centres (RCCs) in the
in terms of major units of the combat arms, eg battalion or United Kingdom co-ordinated search and rescue (SAR) actions
regiment, the size of which may vary according to the primary in which elements of the Armed Forces were involved. The
role. Figures are also given of the number of deaths of Service table also includes urgent medical incidents in which the
personnel resulting from violence attributable to terrorist Forces S A R  facilities gave assistance (eg inter-hospital
activity in the province. transfers).

6 . 1  I A r m e d  Forces and security in Northern Ireland

N u m b e r

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Regular A r m y 1

Force level at 1 April r1'
Major units of the c o m b a t  arms3 . . . .
Resident units..............
R oulement u n i t s ...........

12
6
6

10
6
4

9
6
3

8
6
2

8
6
2

8
6
2

9
6
3

Total units which served in the province during 
the y e a r ............. 32 24 22 18 15 18

Ulster Defence Regiment at 1 April3

Full ti m e ..............
M a l e s ...........
F e m a l e s .............

2,554
2,416

: Í3Í

2,738
2,580
158

2,739
2,561

178

2,793
2,601

192

2,683
2,483
200

2,717 
2,522 

195 -

2,765
2,560

205

Part t i m e ................
M a l e s ....... .
F e m a l e s .............

4,819
4,267

552

4,741
4,159

582

4,391
3,893

498

4,342
3,798

544

4,094
3,563

531

3,732
3,224
508

3,743
3,218

525

Deaths

Service personnel.........
of which serving in the 
Ulster Defence Regiment. . . .

16

8

23.

13

28

7

15

10

19

10

6

4

Security

B o m b s  neutralised . . 120 132 113 101 55 67

Weight of explosives (Kgs): 
Neutralised. . . . . . . .
In explosions (estimated).......

2,905
4,108

4,159
4,364

3,311
5,080

3,403
3,140

2,774
3,875

3,500
5,312

Finds:
Explosives (Kgs).........
Firearms..............
A m m u n i t i o n .........

821
203

28,078

3,419
398

47,070

2,297
321

41,453

1,707
199

32,168

3,871
197

27,211

3,345
238

13,748

Persons charged with serious security-type 
offences.................. 55 0 918 686 613 528 522

1. Includes Royal Marine c o m m a n d o s  in the Infantry role.

2. Figures for the latest year are as at 1 January.

3. Excludes temporary deployments.



—  « - - D E F E N C E  S E R V I C E S
; Search a n d  rescue operations at h o m e

N u m b e r

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Incidents1 .................... 1,070 1,097 1,111 1,146 1,145 1,129

Royal N a v y .............. 31 0 280 254 299 237 250A r m y .................... 5 3 3 6 1
Royal Air Force................ 768 85 0 893 8 64 9 15 890

Call outs3 .................... 1,230 1,285 1,291 1,350 1,331 1,314

of Royal Navy helicopters. . . . 3 4 7 3 24 285 3 24 265
•j

272of A r m y  helicopters3 . . . . . 8 3 3 7
of Royal Air Force helicopters . 735 841 876 893 94 5 943

of Royal Air Force N i m r o d  aircraft. . 55 56 55 70 56 62of other fixed wing aircraft3. . 13 2 4 3

of Royal Air Force Marine craft3 . . 9 6 8 7 8of H M  Ships &  Auxiliary Vessels3 . . 18 10 2 3

of Royal Air Force Mountain rescue t e a m s ....... 4 5 43 58 46 56 33

Persons rescued4 . . . . . 85 9 864 898 969 1,061 883

by Royal Navy helicopters. . . 190 236 127 73 5 190 195by A r m y  helicopters . . . . . . 3 1
by Royal Air Force helicopters . . 6 4 4 603 707 711 83 8 674

by Royal Air Force Marine craft . . 1 1
by H M  Ships &  Auxiliary Vessels . . 5 _
by Royal Air Force Mountain rescue teams . . 21 19 63 18 31 14

1. Since m or e  than one arm of the Services m a y  be involved 
Services separately.

I in s o m e Incidents, the total m a y  not be the s u m  of the Incidents attended by the

2. More than one element of the Search and Rescue services m a y  be called out to a reported Incident.
3. N o t  on permanent standby.

4. Figures for persons rescued relate only to those w h o  were 
attention.

1 actually removed (alive) from a hazard or w h o  were transported for urgent medical

6.3 Military aid to civil ministries during industrial disputes: 
involvement of Service personnel

- 1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5 1 9 8 5 - 8 6

Disputes requiring involvement of Service 
personnel:1

Prison
officers

Ambulance
drivers

Ambulance
drivers
Railway
workers
Water

workers

Fire
Service

- -

Deployment
Period (weeks).......
N u m b e r  of personnel. . .
Total estimated effort (man weeks). . . .

17
1,000

17,000
18
3

1
3 0 5
30 5

- - -

Standby2 :
Total estimated effort (man weeks). . . . 60,000 54,000 59,000 23,000 _

1. Details for the latest year are provisional.

2. Covers Service personnel at 72 or less hours notice to deploy.



D E F E N C E  S E R V I C E S
; 6 . ^ 1--- Expenditure o n  offshore tasks included in the De f e n c e  b u d g e t 1 ” • ---------

£ million

1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1 9 8 2 - 8 3  1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5  1 9 8 5 - 8 6 1 9 8 6 - 8 7

Total expenditure on  offshore tasks . . . .  26.60 37.00 43.14 45.99 44.75 46.41 48.20

Offshore protection3 .....................  14.50 21.60 27.24 32.12 32.17 33.98 30.23

R N  Fishery Protection Squadron3
Offshore’ . . . .  3.80 
Coastal.........  5.20

7.90
6.80 Ì 2°\ 20.53 9.30 )

20.76 19.50 24.70

R A F  Nimr o d  aircraft3 ................  4.90
R N  Sea Dev o n  aircraft................  0.20
R N  Sea King helicopters..............  —

6.30

0.20

8.99 11.21 

0.20

10.87 13.83 4.80

Headquarters of Captain Fishery
Protection............................... 0.40 0.40 0.45 0.38 0.54 0.65 0.73

Hydrographic surveys of h o m e  waters4 . . 12.10 15.40 15.90 13.87 12.58 12.43 17.97

1. T h e  figures given in this table are based o n  the original Supply Estimates and reflect the price levels of the Estimates for the years in question.

2. Includes protection of fisheries and oil and gas installations.

3. There is no longer a division between the offshore and coastal responsibility of the R N  Fishery Protection Squadron.
4. Certain of these costs are recovered from the fisheries development and the Department of Energy.

5. Certain of these costs are recovered from the fisheries departments, 
aerial surveillance of energy installations ceased.

and up to 198 5 — 86, from the Department of Energy. During 1985— 86

6; Department of Transport contributed towards these costs.

6.5 !—  ~ .! Fishery protection1

N u m b e r

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

Vessels b o a r d e d ........... 1,548 1,869 2,102 1.858 1.687
in sea areas
IV North S e a .............. 770 1,087 1,223 382 762V b  Faroes..............
VI West of Scotland/Rockall............. 21 10 10 3 5
VII Irish Sea/Celtic Sea/Brlstol Channel/

Western Approaches/English Channel . . . . .) 84 4 757 772 8 69 973 920

Convictions arising from R N  boardings3 . . . 22 43 27 18 19 29

B e l g i u m ................ 3 2 1
D e n m a r k ............. 6 2 9 2 6Eire................ 2 2 _
F r a n c e .................. 7 1 2 1 2
Holland......................... 4 1 1 2
N o r w a y ................ 1
S p a i n .................... 7 6 _ 6 9
United K i n g d o m ......... 13 13 7 8 8

1West G e r m a n y ......................... -

1. This table relates to activities of the R N

Source: Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and F oo d  

Fishery Protection Squadron operating within the total U K  fishino limits. Boardinas carried
oy vessels or the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for Scotland are not included.

2. Sea areas as defined by the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea.

3- Comprises convictions obtained from prosecutions initiated by al! United K i n g d o m  Fisheries Departments.
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' i - - -  - - -

J H ydrographic services

- 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

N u m b e r

Surveying vessels

O c e a n .................................................. 4 4 4 4 4 4
Coastal................................................. 4 4 4 4 4 4
Inshore................................................. 4 3 3 4 4 —
Survey L a u n c h ........................................ - - - - - 1

Charts and publications produced

N e w  charts............................................. 226 143 163 226 198 152
Navigational......................................... 108 89 127 157 144 101
Lattice ............................................... 61 35 32 65 32 41
Miscellaneous........................................ 57 19 4 4 22 10

N e w  editions of charts................................ 25 4 30 0 37 2 277 280 266
Navigational......................................... 194 220 281 211 214 206
Lattice............................................... 53 70 76 55 53 46
Miscellaneous........................................ 7 10 15 11 13 14

Small corrections to charts............................. 5,279 5,632 5,883 6,392 6,842 6,633

Notices to Mariners.................................... 3,287 3,491 3,734 3,998 4,108 4,003

Slock corrections to c h a r t s ........................... 158 171 305 246 232 266

Radio Navigational W a r n i n g s ......................... 723 860 929 1,075 1,314 1,862

Revised volumes:
Sailing Directions (a series of 75 b o o k s ) ............. 4 - 4 4 5 6 1
Lights list (a series of 12 books)...................... 8 9 8 8 8 ■ 7
Admiralty list of radio signals (6 volumes)........... 5 6 6 6 6 5
Tide tables (3 volumes)...........: .................. 3 3 3 3 3 3

Supplements to Sailing Directions.............. . 37 46 49 35 27 31

Thousands

Sales and issues

Charts printed.......................................... 3,522 3,587 3,546 2,769 3,185 2,761
Charts sold. ; ........................................ 2,772 2,845 2 ,686- 2,334 2,354 2,221
Charts issued to government departments........... 61 0 511 636 549 528 49 9

Books sold......................... ................ 575 613 571 50 2 5 24 504
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6 . 7 J  ■ Meteorological Office: finance •
£ million

Outturn1 Estimates

1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 1983 -8 4 1984-85 1985-86 1986-87

Expenditure2 ........................ 43.77 49.33 51.06 59.96 63.13 66.68 67.88

Receipts............................. 17.14 19.17 17.01 18.93 20.92 19.09 23.28

Civil Aviation Authority3 ......... 12.23 13.42 11.70 14.26 15.43 14.50
Gas and Electricity Boards......... 0.33 0.35 0.33 0.35 0.39 0.35 _
Oil Industry.......................
Automatic Telephone Weather

0.75 1.01 1.08 1.31 1.20 1.20
Service........................... 0.19 0.30 0.23 0.24 0.27 . 0.24 -

General public and local authorities 0.16 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.15 0.15
• C o m m e r c e  and industry........... 0.51 0.85 0.68 0.68 0.80 0.80

O t h e r s ............................. 2.97 3.11 2.86 1.96 2.68 1.85 -

Net Expenditure4 . . 
apportioned to:

26.63 30.16 34.05 41.03 42.21 47.59 44.60
D e f e n c e ......................... 16.14 18.33 21.54 26.00 24.82 27.98 26.22
Civil: free service to the public . . 5.45 5.21 6.03 7.03 16.67 18.80 17.62

on repayment5 . . '....... 5.04 6.62 6.48 8.00 0.72 0.81 ' 0.76

1. These figures combine actual expenditure, where known, and the original Estimates where Meteorological Office expenditure cannot be
distinguished from that of other establishments. C o m m o n  supporting services expenditure is excluded

2. W o rks expenditure is included.

3. Adjusted annually for recoveries in arrears from the Civil Aviation Authority.

4. T h e  division of Net Expenditure from 
overheads.

5. Net of recoveries made.

1 9 8 4 - 8 5  is in accord with the Sharp/Hansford recommendation in an internal report on the sharing of

6 . 8  } Meteorological Office: activities
J.

1 9 7 9 - 8 0 1 9 8 0 - 8 1 1 9 8 1 - 8 2 1982-^83 1 9 8 3 - 8 4 1 9 8 4 - 8 5

Thousands

For aviation

Meteorological briefings in U K ..............
Forecasts in U K .........

3 68 
- 2,124

37 0
1,761

373
1,704

353
1,795

32 5
1,940

353
2,293

Other than for aviation

Forecast enquiries answered. .
Automatic Telephone Weather Service-calls m a d e  .

2,253
25,567

2,008
26,350

2,008
30,600

1,794
24,600

1,715
25,100

1,579
26,700

Climatological enquiries . . . . 36 40 37 34 33 53

N u m b e r

Local radio stations for which Meteorological 
Office staff broadcast forecasts1 . . . . . . 19 22 24 30 41 41

1. Scripts are also provided for both national and local radio services.
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€ L  A 'Chapter 1: u^duction
The Nature of i.xrflk ry health care services are in the front line of the NHS. They are the
Primary Health serviceŝ d̂ad outside hospitals by family doctors, dentists, retail pharmacists 
Care and optiOTOTjmMe four professions make up the family practitioner services) and

by commurfcû rarses, midwives, health visitors and other professions allied to 
medicine (thê mmunity health services). Each year most people make use of one 
or other of the primary health care services. In round numbers 650,000 people are 
seen by their family doctor on any working day and about the same number get 
prescription medicineŝ wih their local retail pharmacist. Nearly 300,000 go to the 
dentist; at least 1 OO.CXMareffiited by nurses or other health professionals working 
in the community; 50,0DCbwlinlsl community health clinics; and 30,000 go for a 
sight test. Extensive use oSjhegpryices is made by people in good health who 
require advice or screening a m M u  by those suffering from illness. They account 
for 90 per cent of all contacts wMj&NHS; and they account for over 30 per cent 
of the gross expenditure on the1eiflQ>»̂ vice in the UK. The current annual gross 
expenditure on these services in the UK&over £5 billion.
2. These figures indicate the extent of primary health care that is
provided under the National Health Sen^k^ addition there is the health care 
which people obtain outside the NHS, î nraHftby treating themselves but 
sometimes by making use of private practidê jeteare some signs of development 
in private primary health care but for the forts«6apl$Kfuture most people are likely 
to continue to look to the NHS for the majoritM̂ wOra care.
3. Primary health care services are more fully de^gaS3)n the United Kingdom 
than in most other countries, where patients have moK̂ ojrefct access to specialist 
care and rely less on general practitioner and commurmjraealth services.1 Our | 
services are generally provided to a high standard and arowell appreciated by the 
public. The Government considers that British primary care arrangements have 
made an important contribution to both the quality and cost-effectiveness of our 
health care system, and this view is widely held both by commenfzforain this 
country and abroad.

The Need for 4. Over the last 6 Vi years the Government has given priority to the aaflpriSlent 
Review of the National Health Service. Since 1979, the Government has directiâ x̂ *

significantly more resources to the Hospital and Community Health SerwKS/VV 
while health authorities have made increasingly better use of scarce resouiwsNfrjo 
result is that in England alone the annual number of in-patient cases has riseroĵ v̂ 
over 3A  million; at the same time 57 major hospital building projects have beer\\_y/ 
started as part of a massive capital programme amounting to more than £1 billioiĈ  
The number of mentally ill and mentally handicapped patients resident in hospital̂  
has continued to decline as the policy of providing support for people in more < 
appropriate settings has been backed with a significant increase in the level of 
spending on all services for these patients and clients. Above all there has been a 
fundamental change in the management of the services so that now general 
managers have been appointed to ensure the best possible services to patients 
within available resources. ___________[confidential
1 Appendix I describes primary health care arrangements in other countries.
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5. At the same tim*j4mprovements have been made in the primary care field. In - 
England and Wawiitĥ e include:

stronger andmrî l̂ dependent Family Practitioner Committees have been 
established chasegegffifo local responsibility for family practitioner services;
community healfî yvmSltf responsibilities in relation to family practitioner 
services have been clâ pOT̂ pd extended;
and new higher standardsĤ ^̂ been set for doctors deputising services and 
the use of those services.

Other improvements extending thiftm̂oilit the United Kingdom include.
unncessary spending on e x p e n s h a s  been reduced by the 
introduction of a selected list of m̂ afein̂ in certain categories;
reviews of the community nursing sexS*rcei&Rve been launched;
consumer choice has been increased bŷ wia t̂he restrictive opticians 
monopoly over the sale and dispensing ofraro^and glasses, with a marked 
fall in their price and the introduction of nê ranges of 
budget-priced frames; 'v
funds have been allocated to improve primary care in inner cities.

6. Our primary health care services are good but could beil£eSw|still. The 
Government believes there is scope for improving the qualHiSHPPeguveness,an<̂ 
value for money which patients and the nation get from them/Tĥ nrimary health

i  care services have never been comprehensively reviewed. This pâ ^̂ icentrates
on the family practitioner services (FPS)—the services provided bŷ Mafod octors, 
general dental practitioners, community pharmacists and optician\x©gjTÔ r with 
the separate reviews of the community nursing services1 being carrietfoWHO 
different parts of the UK this paper provides the opportunity for a widq£^-\ 
examination of the main elements of the primary health care services.
7. Much health care depends on co-operation and teamwork. Consideratioirof̂  ̂
primary health care inevitably raises questions about the boundaries betweenî ^ j  
different professions involved. Are we making the best use of pharmacists? Anu
are we realising the full potential of nurses? Can family doctors be helped to makfe''. 
more effective use of their particular skills and knowledge? These questions need 
to be widely discussed and the Government hopes that a constructive debate will 
take place about these and the other issues raised in this paper.

ICOWFIOEWTIAL
1 See Chapter 10.
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The Family vT^ajamily practitioner services are provided by independent professional people 
Practitioner '̂ wfoapntract individually with the Government to provide their services to
Services j«idnfeyThis is in contrast with the hospital service, where members of the same

professions -  doctors, pharmacists, dentists and opticians — are salaried 
empiojwfefhealth authorities. In some ways, the individuals contracting to 
proviactawfypractitioner services are like 66,000 small businesses, although in 
their job and pension arrangements, they are more like salaried
employeesŜ mis system has brought a number of benefits over the years and the 
GovemmenMoes not intend to depart from it. It does mean, though, that the 
ways in which the Government discharges its responsibility to the public to provide 
a comprehensive and̂ ffkient service are quite different from those by which it 
ensures a proper an/reffMtive use of resources by health authorities, who operate 
within a framework\lfcca£MKnits, priorities, Ministerial guidelines and 
accountability upward/witly delegation downwards. The FPS are also different in 
not being provided largeiŷ major institutions in which professional 
performance can more reamVwraidged by others. The result of the contractual 
nature of the relationship wiMttjumy practitioners and of the organisation of 
primary health care services is thartfj&mdividual members of the public as the 
recipients of the services are oftefttraterplaced to judge the quality of delivery of 
services than the NHS bodies respiohsiM̂ for them. There is therefore considerable 
emphasis in this paper on ways of enaIriH&$e patient to exercise an informed 
choice in using the services.
9. The Government believes that consideratipnfothe family practitioner services 
should have the following purposes in mind; //v.

to give patients the widest range of choice jĵ Dtakiing high quality primary 
health care services;
to encourage the providers of services to aim fosfme highest standards and to 
be responsive to the needs of the public; v
to provide the taxpayer with the best value for money from NHS expenditure 
on the family practitioner services;
to enable clearer priorities to be set for the family practitK̂ i&Fdces in 
relation to the rest of the NHS. ( \ ~ s )

10. The Government is determined to ensure that the public receiveŝ &rin&iest 
possible level of family practitioner services. The interests of the pubUrcrc&Sk 
paramount concern. The convenience and comfort of patients should b̂ regraed 
as an important part of the standard of care which they receive Within sensjb£x\ 
limits of cost, they are entitled to choose who they are treated by and where
to be treated. They are entitled to know what services are available for them. 
are entitled to have complaints dealt with properly when they consider that the vTv 
services let them down. The central aim of this document is to seek ways of ' c /  
improving the family practitioner services for the public The Government believes > 
that the professions providing the services will themselves wish to do so in ways 
that meet public and individual needs while meeting their own professional 
standards.
end of chapter 1 ^ ,1



2: Primary Health Care Today
Introdrfrtmr̂  1. Many factors influence the health of the population. General economic and 

social conditions affect the opportunity to obtain adequate food and shelter.
Public and environmental health measures help to reduce or eliminate common 

<^^^dsks by, for instance, safeguarding the quality of public water supplies.
M̂ Jmdividuals and families have major responsibilities for their own health in, for 
''̂ x̂ahaple, diet, exercise and road safety. When, however, people need professional 

maintain or improve their health it is important that the services they 
delivered as conveniently and acceptably as possible, as well as that 

thegp£epttres are effective.

%

% >
%\

Size of the Family 2. The scale of family practitioner services is large and has bemgroUjjig, in some 
Practitioner cases considerably. The number of doctors in the UK who havecomraCwd to
Services provide general medical services has risen from 26,345 in 1979 to 2Vy3̂ gW984, an

increase of 11 per cent. There are over 225 million consultations with"̂ ^̂ A>% 
doctors each a year. The cost of these services was about £1.2 billion in 
1984-85; while the cost of supplying medicines on prescription under the4aft§wL 
practitioner services in the UK in 1984-85 was over £1.9 billion. The cost of 
supplying medicines on prescription has risen by 28 per cent in real terms ov«V^/) 
fiwyeare.
3. The number of dentists in the family practitioner services in the UK in 1984-85'\>'0 
was 16,472 an increase of some 2^00 over five years. These dentists provided some 
36 Vi million courses of treatment in that year at a gross cost of about £750 v O
million. In addition, the equivalent of about 1,740 dentists are employed full-time O '
in the community dental services under which the teeth of over six million school 0
children were inspected and over 1.4 million school children had dental treatment. ^



(16,477)



4. The number of opticians in contract to provide general optical services rose by 
11 per cent in the five years to 1984-85 to a total of 8,678. Over the same period 
there has been a slight rise in the number of retail pharmacies in the UK from 

. 11,034 to 11,508, an increase of just over 4 per cent, though numbers are at present
growing faster.

I

%

— take in fig 2—

\ \
%

%
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Figure 2 Family Practitioner Services: Gross Costs in the United Kingdom, 1979/80—1984/85
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I  I
Access taC&eQms 5. Except in the case of an emergency, where any NHS general practitioner is 

required to provide all immediately necessary treatment, a patient must be 
registered with a family doctor to get general medical treatment under the 

xr̂ /lŜ ational Health Service. Anyone can apply to the doctor of his choice in the area 
^^wiich he lives for acceptance as a National Health Service patient. If the doctor 

him, a simple registration form is completed and sent to the local Family 
TyffiiWhner Committee or Health Board, which adds his name to the doctor’s list 
orreg&twi patients. Registration is necessary because once a patient is on a 
docrorisjjŝ the doctor has a continuing contractual responsibility for his medical 
needs ̂ d̂tlmfeturn receives an annual fee, irrespective of whether or not the 
patient n̂ ivKpseelc treatment
6. Ninety-aren per cent of people are registered with a family doctor and rarely 
change to another unless they move to another area. No one needs to be left 
without a doctor because Family Practitioner Committees and Health Boards 
have powers to allocat̂ tatients who are experiencing difficulty in registering to a 
doctor’s list. (/_ v
7. Unlike family doctoi&clejHists do not have a continuing responsibility for their 
patients once a particulof treatment is completed and are paid only 
according to the treatmenWim̂ toyide. There is, therefore, no need for formal • 
registration with a dentist, aiiraf̂ Kin need of dental treatment are free to obtain 
it from any dentist willing to a«em»pMn as patients. A dentists who accepts a 
patient for National Health Serv̂ ĵafcment is required to provide that patient 
with all the treatment that is necesOT̂ Q̂ cure dental fitness. Some dentists, 
however, are not willing to accept apM^t^r a course of treatment which 
involves the provision of certain items/forcx̂ nple dentures or crowns, which they 
will only provide privately. Family Pracu&min̂ ommittees and Health Boards 
have a responsibility for helping people to ̂poâ ntist but cannot, as they can 
with family doctors, require dentists to treat ̂JafSmlar patient.
8. Patients obtain most of the medicines and araliajs%s they need by taking a 
doctor’s prescription to any chemist’s shop whereINraajwacist dispenses it. In 
some rural areas doctors dispense the medicines th&rirescribe for patients who 
live some distance from their nearest chemist. Some medicines, however, do not 
require a prescription and can be bought over the counter at chemists: others are 
available in shops and stores.
9. People who wish to have their sight tested can go to any opnfnâ ic optician or 
ophthalmic medical practitioner who is required to give them â jresfTistion if they 
need glasses. Under the new arrangements for supplying glasses mpstMgple are 
then free to take their prescription to any shop where glasses are on'sgî md 
choose the best buy. Children and those entitled to National Health SOTpCT$tasses 
must, however, go to the registered suppliers.

Paying for 10. Family practitioner services are mainly paid for from taxes. Of the totaC^̂ \̂
services expenditure on family practitioner services in the United Kingdom of over

£4 billion in 1984-85 the users paid less than 10 per cent in patient charges. Abo\tf><̂ \> 
£145 million was paid in prescription charges; £195 million in dental charges; ano\>^7 
about £52 million in optical charges. Thus over 90 per cent of the expenditure was ̂  ¡ A  
paid for from taxes and NHS contributions and the effective and efficient ^
working of family practitioner services is therefore of interest to everyone however v
much or little they need to call upon these services.
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%%11. The members of the professions who^^tmd; to provide family practitioner
services are paid under terms that are negotja*£»wntrally between their 
professions and the Government. In all fourlieujjpê the professions 
remuneration systems are based on the princiiWfof̂ ibst plus’, that is, payments 
cover both contractors’ expenses in providing and their remuneration
for doing so. Most fees and allowances are paid toramupners at standard rata 
regardless of their individual expenses. This arrangemwnis important because it 
provide an inducement to the practitioner to run his pl̂ ptice with proper regard 
for cost-effectiveness and thus avoids the need for instrusive examination of the 
levels of expenses incurred. (There are three main exceptions tothiŝ general 
medical practitioners are reimbused individually for the cost oflirĉ\prernises and 
for the major part of their expenditure on ancillary help, in bon^aggŝ wthin laid- 
down rules. And pharmacists and dispensing doctors are repaiaT̂ Bv̂ yally for 
the drugs they supply.) The remuneration element of practitionersXijgjgJft is 
determined on the advice of the Doctors and Dentists Review Body2 ^
those two professions and by negotiation (and where necessary indepê ootyX̂  
advice) in the case of pharmacists and opticians. A more detailed descnptfowd̂  
the remuneration systems for the four services is given in Appendix 2.
12. The remuneration system for family doctors is extremely complicated.
Government believes there may be scope to restructure these arrangements to
better account of the interests of patients by providing better incentives to doctora\>W 
to improve services and to make it fairer to individual doctors by providing a level 
of remuneration which more accurately reflects differing workloads and 
commitments, this is discussed further in Chapter 3. ^
1 The independent Review Body on Doctors’ and Dentists' Remuneration was appointed in 1971 to advise the 
Prime Minister on the remuneration of doctors and dentists taking any part in the National Health Service.
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Figure 4 Family Practitioner Services in the United Kingdom: Gross Expenditure, 1984/85
Total Expenditure £4 billion

General Dental 18.4%

Pharmaceutical47.1% General Ophthalmic 5.1%
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13 Unlike doctors, the incomes of individual dentists (with the exception of a 
^  small number of salaried dentists and older dentists in receipt of seniority

payments) entirely depend on the number of particular services they provide and 
their efficiency at doing so. A pilot study of a different system of paying dentists 

^O^Yfor treating children is described in Chapter 4.
1985 the Government reached agreement with the pharmaceutical 

Ĝfcta&sion on a new contract for paying for the NHS work of retail pharmacists.
'̂ Mjfoauld improve incentives to efficiency by replacing the flate rate element of 
pwprein'in the old contract by remuneration related to the volume of work done.
In addmSKkthe arrangements for determining total costs will be improved to the 
benenLk̂ miif the taxpayer and the profession. Legislation is needed to introduce 
the neŵ ijmract in full. A suitable Bill is now before Parliament. More details of 
these imprwojiehts are given in Chapter 5.
15. The mos&ar-reaching changes to the relationship between the NHS and one 
of the family practitioner services are those relating to general optical services. As 
explained in Chapter 6, the Government is moving towards a system where those 
entitled to glasses undjirtbe NHS will receive a cash voucher instead so that they 
may take advantage Wth&Wer choice now existing in the private sector. However 
the arrangements undŜ fiOTt sight tests are provided free to patients within the 
NHS by the payment of̂ ĉ̂ tra rate negotiated between the Government and the 
profession remain. ¿ ' J L / O

Administrative 16. The scope and objectives dHlvbjtonary health care services, the systems of 
Arrangements remuneration and terms and conĉ hraĵ Qf service for doctors, dentists, opticians 

and community nurses are broadlyMmiM' throughout the UK. In the case of 
pharmacists there are separate Scotu^Mm^Northem Irish negotiating 
arrangements but these are in effect cdmrauple with those in England and Wales.
The most significant difference betweetf^mK concerns the responsibility for 
the administration of family practitioner semew\
17. In England and Wales, NHS arrangement̂ t̂ rofessional practices are 
managed by Family Practitioner Committees (FffigSjjwhich the Government has 
established from 1985 as authorities in their ownMjtpFPCs are now autonomous 
authorities whose Chairman and members — usuallyâ iriy members together with 
15 from the four family practitioner services — are appointed by the Secretary of 
State for Social Services or Secretary of State for Wales: This gives them a stronger 
and more independent base and enables them to have a higher profile than most 
have adopted in the past. There are 90 FPCs in England and eigljCBt Wales.
18. FPCs have two essential roles: administering the contractŜ mfrfamily
practitioners and planning the development of the services in thei/areayFPCs 
need to keep the public informed of their activities and plans and of the
public will be important in assessing the quality and standards of thewwj^sfbr 
which they are responsible. All FPCs have been sked to draw up a profifegjffjŵ 
services in their area as a first step in a systematic approach to the identiniawmjrf 
needs and priorities. ^//V\
19. To assist and encourage FPCs to achieve high standards in the managemeq£raX\
the resources for which they are responsible and in the development of positive 
planning, the DHSS and Welsh Office have introduced a system for reviewing the^> 
performance of each FPC, bringing to bear on FPCs the principles of sensible /
financial management. To help FPCs identify the scope for improvements the 
Departments have worked with them to produce performance indicators, enabling 
comparisons to be made between similar FPCs. The progressive computerisation
of FPCs will also help to improve their efficiency and performance.



%  -20. In Scoflamd, responsibility for the administration of the services is undertaken 
by 15 HealtlrBoards and the Common Services Agency. Health Boards were 
established in 1974 and their members are appointed by the Secretary of State for 
Scotland; each Boardi*at responsibility for hospital, community and primary care 
services in its area. Boanrahave developed their own organisational sub-structure 
which includes a prima*y£5hE administrative department to deal specifically with 
the family practitioner s(arvidx̂ The integration within one administrative 
organisation in 1974 of alHraasital, community and primary care services received 
wide public and professionafunrart; it was regarded as the most appropriate 
administrative machinery for̂ aĵ d̂, given the scale of the NHS and the 
distribution of the population to p^wred by each Health Board.
21. Experience of the operation offtfesevrangements in Scotland in the last
decade has not demonstrated any nefcmĉ marate the administration of the 
primary care services from the rest of provision administered by Health
Boards. The recently introduced arrangô mSfor the general management of the 
NHS services which are designed to develoj/pireeteciency, effectiveness and 
economy of these services will extend to the orĝ iiiMtion of the primary care 
services in Scotland and the new General Managpr̂ of Health Boards will carry 
general responsibility for the administration of ttfetirmary care services.
22. In Northern Ireland there is a dual system wherep̂ Hie practitioners’ contracts
are held by the Health and Social Services Boards anckkiost administrative 
functions are performed by the Central Services Agency. Boards are responsible 
for the planning and organisation of all aspects of the health service — hospital 
services, family practitioner services, community health servicê and social 
services — and are particularly well placed to devise realistic plansfor̂ chieving a 
satisfactory balance between hospital and community provisiorraZreirer 
integration of effort at the level of the primary care team will be inmortint here 
and this will be pursued in the context of the accountability reviews held
annually with each Board.
23. Monitoring of costs of certain aspects of the service is part of the monitOT>rf£
function of the Central Services Agency (CSA) in Northern Ireland. The Agai£$riff\ 
responsible for investigating unusual patterns of activity, a role which is of spsmlV^\ 
importance in view of the Province’s relatively high prescribing and dental costs.̂ \0\ 
The Department of Health and Social Services is also involved in initiatives in thra^V 
area and there are signs that these initiatives are beginning to bear fruit in terms of 
narrowing the gap between costs in Northern Ireland and those in Great Britain. C
The Department will wish to conduct regular joint reviews with the CSA to 
monitor progress in this area and to identify scope for further action to reduce
costs while maintaining or improving quality in the family practitioner services.
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Private Health 24. Althojfefujje main expenditure on primary health care is met through the
Care NHS, thisTrarit the only route-providing such care. Some, although a very small

proportion?» patients obtain general medical services as private patients. There 
have been a number of interesting developments in the provision of primary care 
by the private sector-far example the provision of health maintenance and 
check-up programmjĈ Swsrivate companies, and the introduction in at least one 
area of a full primarŷ ajtĥ are service by doctors operating in the private sector.
There is a fair amount of/fJrrrate dental practice The Government hopes that 
private primary care scmo^lll develop in ways that provide both an alternative 
source of care and also a mWjSepcomparing NHS services with those provided 
under quite different arrangetâ vSThere is merit in diversity and one advantage 
of the contractor system in tĥ feMl̂ practitioner services - under which doctors 
and other practitioners receive pagmm&br their practice expenses as well as for 
their remuneration — is the relativê ^̂ njh which it is possible to contemplate 
the Health Service entering into contrâ ^̂ arrangements with different types of 
health care providers. In the first placî Amtam be sensible to proceed by 
experimenting in one or two limited areâ î̂ wKable private health care 
organisations were interested they could bê jjvlfwrc) tender to provide integrated 
primary care services under the Health Serviqĝ OTjHD more than the cost to the 
NHS under normal arrangements, in the same wa^nat individual practitioners do.
25. The development of integrated schemes offenĥ Kelull range of primary 
health care services is currently inhibited by regulatKur̂ breventing anyone other 
than a dentist or doctor from running a dental businê for profit. There are no 
similar rules in relation to other primary care professions, and provided there are 
safeguards for professional standards its removal may open the way to new 
schemes such as one stop health care shops which could be of considerable 
advantage to patients. \C_

Changing Patterns 26. The boundary between primary health care and the hospital ŝoaCgs-is never
of Primary Health static Over the years the components of both have changed signifiĉ mfAjx
Care response to advances in medical science, social developments and chai^gpî ^

patients’ expectations. In hospitals new methods of investigation and 
therapeutic procedures such as heart surgery and hip replacement have increasjj&x 
demand for services. At the same time other medical advances have made 
possible to care for patients in their homes who previously needed to be treatdim̂ .̂ 
hospital. Thus management of patients with duodenal ulcers has been 
revolutionised by the introduction of new medicines, significantly reducing the j  
need for surgical treatment in hospital. In some conditions, as in diabetes, high. 
blood pressure and in ante-natal and post-natal care both primary care and .
hospital services have an important role to play. Patients have also benefited from 
the trend in recent years to care for a greater proportion of the elderly, the mentally 
ill and mentally handicapped in the community.



27. The content of primaî ftKMOT>rare and the balance between its component
parts have inevitably been anĵ &nfcy these trends. The move towards the 
provision of care in the communuy^^been assisted by the increasing 
involvement of a wider range of romiesabnal groups who with appropriate 
training are participating in the pnrogtŷ roalth care team and by increases in the 
numbers of support staff. For examp^i^te; psychiatric field, the development of 
community psychiatric nurses and a newmtokst among consultants in 
community psychiatry has made it possiMffwiê iE for many more patients 
without admission to hospital. In the five the number of ancillary
staff employed by family doctors rose by 25 j*£c$tfi>Changes in the patterns of 
illness and of service provision have also releasê BMflyces to take on these new 
tasks. Conditions which once led to protracted ilmi&Zopdisability, such as 
pneumoconiosis and chronic bronchitis are fewer, »»¿reinfections have largely 
yielded to antibiotics. Social changes including widespprad car ownership have 
reduced the burden of home visiting. These changes and the steady rise in the 
number of general practitioners and consequent fall in list sizes have meant that 
the average number of home visits carried out by each doctor f̂ Fb̂ vseven per cent 
in the five years to 1984, while the average number of all consn̂ ioosiat home 
and in the surgery) per doctor fell by two per cent.
28. These trends are likely to continue. At the same time, technolotegfr? 
developments are likely to create new possibilities for change. The incra&HH&\ 
availability of diagnostic kits will enable many tests to be done in the d0^0tf& 
surgery rather than in the hospital laboratory. The growth in self-testing devp^y 
for example for heart rate, blood pressure and intestinal bleeding, coupled v & f r y )  
increasing health awareness, are likely to provoke a demand for confirmatoiyfeV t /  
The management of chronic diseases may be made more effective by the 
increasing availability of technical aids, such as personal continuous-infusion 
pumps for insulin and blood sugar monitors for diabetes. Discussion of primary ^ 
health care services therefore needs constantly to question whether there are new 
opportunities for the management of health care.
—--end of chapter 2—
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(̂ P̂ iter 3: The General Medical Services
Intrdirawtan 1. General practitioners - family doctors - have long been a key element in the

delivery of health care in the UK. In this country almost everyone in need of 
medical treatment goes first to a family doctor rather than to a specialist in a

fteld of medicine: The continuity of care which they provide for people 
^^y)on their lists, and their ability to arrange for patients to receive the most 
-̂̂ veopropriate form of specialist treatment are hallmarks of our system. In no other 
NV^^reloped country has the primary care physician achieved such a central role.
^Q^&reral practitioners have the advantage of seeing the patient’s problems in the 
odmop^f the patient’s wider lifestyle and usually with considerable knowledge of 
tĥ mejjjpd, family and social history of the patient. They should therefore be well 
plac«tf££CHB̂ mote actively good health among patients and to mobilise where 
necessai&Kê iost appropriate forms of community care. Patients also see the 
family dwjtpi'as a source of advice on a wide range of other aspects of their lives 
that closelXJffect their health and well-being. Effective handling of the problems, 
whether medical or social, that patients bring to their family doctor have a 
significant impact on the use of resources.
3. In the 1960s the/pnê l practitioner’s contract with the NHS was re-negotiated 
following the TamxjEPjjnjar’s Charter’, a document that the profession had 
drawn up in response wwiaKpread dissatisfaction among doctors. The result was 
a restructuring of the renwSrfemtion system with the intention, among other things, 
of providing various incenfwpŝ b̂etter standards. The main objectives were to 
achieve improvements in sur̂ &râ mises, to enable doctors to employ more 
ancillary staff and to encouragejSrafo.practice. The result is that today over 90% 
of family doctors in the UK woram̂ jractices employing some ancillary staff. 
Many doctors employ practice ndQ^ p̂-have health authority nurses working in 
close association with them enablin̂ M̂pictice to provide a wider and more 
flexible range of therapeutic and piwsm&g&rvices, and helping doctors to 
concentrate on activities where medical̂ wĵ fce essential. Many doctors now 
practise from purpose built accommodatrafarakhe Government is now spending 
approaching £80 million a year on premises ̂OTgpnEral practice. Over three 
quarters of the general practitioners in the UK<|ra££ractice in groups.

X
m%Insert Figure 3
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Note: The figures relate to the number of full-time or equivalent part-time staff engaged on the duties shown in figure 6 below.



Figure 6 Types of Ancillary Staff Employed by Family Doctoi in Great Britain, 10ctober 1984

Secretary/ Receptionistreceptionist 112.781)(6,445)
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4. Another landmark in the development of general practice ŵ ĥê gtroduction 
in 1981 of a compulsory three year vocational training for new ent^t^Tus was a 
crucial step in maintaining and improving standards of care by spex&d&Kw 
training. General practice is a specialty in its own right and is increasiRgwraQas 
an attractive career by many of our best medical students. The new genoizpron̂ f 
vocationally trained doctors are better equipped to tackle the present day“neeilwji 
health care delivery.
5. These changes apart, the most significant long-term trend has been a fall ir 
number of patients each doctor looks after. In the decade to 1984 the average vT^ 
number of patients on a doctor’s list fell by over 12 per cent to around 2000 and
the Government expects to see a further fall. Despite increases in the number of 
elderly people the number of patients aged 65 and over on the average doctor’s list 
has fallen slightly in the same period.
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Public satist̂ jWĵ . Most people appear to be satisfied with the quality of care they receive.
vÔ pvertheless in spite of falls in doctors’ list sizes and increases in ancillary help 
vxffi6 m  sti1.1 criticisms from patients, particularly about the time it could take to 
v^^kappointment with a doctor, and long waiting times on arrival for 
ipmjrogients. This is happening at a time of rising expectations in all sections of 
th«£6m#punity, and at a time when people generally feel that they should have a 
great6gig&*>t0 participate in the decisions that intimately affect them. They want 
t0 be ̂ |R®9}jPose the services they use on their own judgements of the quality 
and natiM&jJf'the services provided. Some doctors positively welcome this with its 
implicatioî yf increasing their accountability to their patients.
7. Despite the advances that have been and continue to be made in the provision of 
general medical services, some practices provide much higher standards of service 
in both medical and̂ rgwiisational terms than others. The Government's objective 
is to raise the genettu^Ojjy^of these services nearer to that o f  the best. This 
involves considerationwft̂ struaure of the present contract with general 
practitioners; the availabiM̂ io individuals of information about practices in a 
local area; the ways in whfdyra&nts who are not fully satisfied with the care they 
have received can raise the pwrolfim̂ uid the way in which patients can select and 
change their doctor.

Encouraging good 8. The present structure of the coft̂ raAfias undoubtedly encouraged 
practice improvements in general medical sen«&£abce it was negotiated some 20 years

ago. But it is only right that the financi&mj&tives the system provides should be 
kept under review to see that they matchumwfl̂ current objectives. It is important 
to ensure that there are adequate rewards foT'ô n̂ rs who provide improved 
services and proper incentives for others to raisestepdards of care. Many of those 
most closely concerned with general practice nq^acgmt that the incentives to 
reach high standards may be insufficient. Indeecf̂ fiŝ oK who attain them may 
find that they suffer financially compared with otmfrd&ttors because of the 
relatively higher cost of providing such services. F o r t ^ s e  reasons the Government 
believes that the payments system should be developed in order to recognise high 
standards quite explicitly, probably through the introduction o f  a'good practice 
a l l o w a n c e / ^ s \

9. This would be in line with views expressed within the medicatRKjIeSsion that 
better patient care can only be brought about by changes to the ejtiSpiAaTns of 
service and remuneration system which would lead to a much widdPSMme[income 
and more diverse patterns of service provision both within and with<&Mni>pfHS.
The Royal College of General Practitioners has been active in this debatrararos 
recognised that what constitutes quality in primary medical care in the 1980&f£k 
into the 1990s needs to be studied and discussed. Its recent publication ‘QufflipffiyN 
General Practicê * sets out a number of suggestions about the components
good general practice and how these might be assessed and encouraged.
10. Building on the College’s ideas it should be possible to identify reasonably 
objective criteria which could form the qualifying conditions for a significant part ( y  
of the total payments to doctors. Entitlement to a good practice allowance might
be linked to such factors as:

1 Policy Statement 2, Quality in GenePTOraqiy



personal availability to patients, both for surgery consultation and in terms 
^  of out-of-hours cover;

the provision of a wide range of services, including preventive activities based 
on systems for identifying certain patients for periodic review;

V^f ?ensurin8 ̂ at certain services, eg immunisation, have been provided for an 
^^^greed proportion of patients in relevant categories;

ajtfsQdance at recognised post-graduate education courses.
In adcftkfjuasuch objective measures, if a good practice allowance is to be based 
on a re55«rf0Mvwide spread of those aspects of practice which are indicative of 
high qualiŵ efk, provision would have to be made for some aspects of a doctor’s 
services to b&ppropriately assessed, for example by other doctors. Similar 
arrangements already exist for approving training practices and are now an 
accepted part of general practice. The range of activities to be covered by such 
performance review wpnM need careful consideration, but it may be possible 
to include examinations cp such things as prescribing patterns and hospital 
referral rates.

11. A particular feature of̂ emrâ practice in some areas, especially in parts of 
Scotland, Northern Ireland a£3prcates, is the relatively large number of small 
practices which are necessary wfwvffip appropriate services for people living in 
sparsely populated areas, for exaqaJ${Hî ihe more remote parts of the Highlands 
and Islands. Some elements in theranunration system for doctors already 
recognise the different circumstancê ô Hwral practice in remote sparsely 
populated areas. It would be importaiittn̂ ĵ development of a good practice 
allowance that special provision was maq̂ Kfreftect these different circumstances.

Other aspects of 12. A large part of the remuneration received̂ kiokors is in the form of
the contract allowances which may have served the purpose fô wnich they were originally

designed-for example, the designated area allov(©Seef)md vocational training 
allowance. An incentive for vocational training is ndmnj^r appropriate when such 
training is now mandatory. There are now very few drancts designated by the 
Medical Practices Committee or the Scottish MedicarPractices Committee as 
having particular difficulty in attracting doctors and in which doctors can qualify 
for a designated area (or district allowance). Other changes to tjjMemuneration 
arrangements for doctors might also bring better value for mdroy^ame payments 
have little connection with the work done by doctors and havexbnjrtjtovregard for 
the doctor’s personal commitment to the provision of general medfcaliervices.
Some expenses are paid to doctors in a way which may include insurarant 
incentive to economy.
13. Other aspects o f  the contract m a y  also need to be re-negotiated incluwfig^rK~ 
proportion o f  a doctor’s remuneration represented by capitation fees. This 
currently about 45% of fees and allowances; this may not adequately recogn̂ »uv) 
extent to which work and responsibility vary with the number of patients. Nob*-^^ 
perhaps does it provide adequate incentive to doctors to practise in ways that wif(0 ^  
encourage patients to join their lists. An increase in the total proportion of income^/ 
linked to the number of patients cared for (including a good practice allowance / 
also paid on a capitation basis) could overcome these difficulties.
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I v y ' S . 14. Changes to the contract are ultimately matters for negotiation between the 
profession and the Government. But they are also relevant to the wider debate 

>^\about the future development of services because of their impact upon the quality 
X^^'Shf and range of care patients receive. The Government will decide what proposals 
'̂ oraTnake to the profession in formal negotiations once full consultations have been 
✓^»mWeted. The profession’s representatives have indicated their readiness to 
\ J i a  number of topics covered in this chapter including, for example, the 
snoQK̂ wjnformation to patients discussed below.

Information about 15. U&rae t̂o meet the Government’s objective of helping the patient to choose 
services his docK̂ &jSfoecessary to supply the public with information about the different

types of sSmpê Available from medical practices. FPCs and Health Boards are 
currently r«urfred to prepare lists of doctors in their area but these only give the 
doctors’ namê and addresses, surgery times and particulars of any appointments 
system. These lists are only available from FPCs or Health Boards and in some 
cases from post offices. The need for more comprehensive and accessible 
information is increasifjgfjftjeing recognised by the profession itself. The Royal 
College of General Pn̂ fitrpn̂ rs has recently been examining the extent and type 
of information that shourcKbeavaiiable to patients from the practice with which 
they are registered and hasoeppyrtaged practices to produce brochures outlining 
the organisation of the pracitfK/Ojitjng the doctors available, any special interests 
they hold, details of surgery tira$<rotruse of deputising services. The standards 
committee of the General MedirafQomcil is reviewing its advice about 
dissemination of information and greKhish Medical Association has said that 
the information in official lists shou(o£|4ngde more useful in assisting members 
of the public to choose a family doctatrZfcqxkwemment welcomes these initiatives 
a n d  would like to build on them so that tmpbnation is provided on  every practice 
a n d  m a d e  widely available in the locality tntfMfrLsprgeries a n d  through Family 
Practitioner Committees a n d  Health Boards. ̂pCaNSonsumer groups might also 
play a role in ensuring that patients had as mucMmiwnation as possible about the 
services provided by various practices in the areafTJielocal media could also be 
used to disseminate factual information about pi for example, surgery
hours, times to telephone, and description of the clinWpejS. Information such as 
this would help patients to choose the sort of practiceŝ hey want. It. would also 
help raise public awareness of doctors and encourage people newly moving into an 
area to sign on with a doctor rather than leave it to the time when treatment is 
needed, when they might have to have recourse to a hospital acridmtnnd 
emergency department. ( ( uHH



Choice of doctor 16. The Government believes that the freedom of patients to choose their doctor 
can be an effective influence on the quality of services. A doctor’s income is 
derived from the patients registered with him and the satisfaction of those patients 
ought to be, and generally is, a prime concern. Though this is not always fully 
understood, patients have the right, wherever practicable, to take their needs to the 
doctor of their choice. A number of suggestions in this chapter should strengthen 
the patients’ position when choosing a doctor. There should be adequate 
incentives to doctors to practise in ways that encourage people to join their lists. 
Patients who are dissatisfied should have all the information they need to choose 
another doctor. Other measures may be needed. For example, the system for 
registering with a new doctor is already very simple, though this is not always 
appreciated, but could be made easier still by allowing a patient to register with a 
new doctor without, as at present, having to approach the FPC or Health Boards 
or the doctor whose practice they wish to leave. The Government would welcome 
views on these and other measures to promote patients’ freedom of choice.

Dealing with 17. Information can play a useful role in improving the quality of practice by
problems being fed back from consumers to providers of services. This can enable doctors

and patients to work together to improve the quality of health care. Some doctors 
have taken the initiative to establish ‘patient participation groups’ where the 
patients have the opportunity to discuss with the doctor ways and means of 
improving the quality of health care. One useful outcome of such groups can be 
the formation of mutual aid groups of patients with similar problems, which can 
add to the total support available to such patients and at the same time reduce the 
demands upon the doctor for individual support. It is important that the 
difficulties some patients and their families have in getting access to their doctors 
by telephone are tackled. Answering machines and telephone systems which 
intercept and redirect calls can be substantial impediments to sick and anxious 
people seeking help, particularly when there are language and cultural difficulties.
18. To support a satisfactory relationship between doctor and patient it is 
important that there are effective arrangements for dealing with the inevitable 
occasions on which patients consider that they have been provided with less than 
satisfactory service. The first approach is for the patient to discuss his concern 
with his doctor. In some cases the involvement of a third party can prove helpful in 
providing the patient with an explanation of the background to the problem. Most 
FPCs operate some kind of informal conciliation procedures of this sort and they 
can often settle complaints to everyone’s staisfaction quickly and efficiently. The 
Government believes that all F P C s  should offer such a service in suitable cases. In 
Scotland, Health Boards have also been encouraged to make arrangements to try 
to clear up minor grievances that seem to arise from misunderstandings.
19. Most serious complaints are dealt with formally under a statutory procedure. 
This formal procedure, and therefore the suggestions relating to it which follow, 
apply to all four family practitioner services. Under it, complaints are investigated 
in the first instance by special committees (known as Service Committees) on 
behalf of the FPC or Health Board. These committees have an equal number of 
lay and professional members and a lay chairman. Their function is to establish 
whether the doctor, dentist, optician or pharmacist has complied with his terms of 
service and if not to recommend what disciplinary action should be taken.
20. Almost all serious complaints can be dealt with under the statutory 
procedures. This includes allegations that a practitioner has failed to exercise a 
proper degree of skill, knowledge and care in the exercise of his or her professional 
judgement in clinical matters. But some complaints, for example criticisms of a 
doctor’s manner or the running of the appointments system, are not matters of 
contractual liability and cannot be investigated under this procedure. These 
complaints should not necessarily be the subject of statutory investigation but 
proper arrangements need to be made to pursue them where appropriate. One 
approach would be to bring such matters within the scope of the informal 
conciliation procedures referred to in paragraph 18.



21. The statutory procedure is complicated a n d  often time consuming a n d  the 
¿ I  1 / 2  Government believes there is r o o m  for improvement in the arrangements. For

example, patients are currently obliged to put their complaint in writing: they may 
^ \ > / y  ^ iess daunting if complaints could be made orally in some circumstances. A

complaint against a doctor in England and Wales must normally be lodged within 
^Ocight weeks of the incident giving rise to it; in Scotland and Northern Ireland the 
Ns'-̂ rariod is normally sue weeks but it can be extended to two months in certain 
\OxraKnstances. These periods may not be long enough, particularly where there 

a bereavement. Patients do not always find it easy to present their case. 
Sem^MtJiot all FPCs allow the Secretary of the Community Health Council to 
reprereiiruje patient. The Government would welcome suggestions for ways in 
whicn t̂ Muerests of patients might most appropriately be represented before 
Servicrrawjftiittees. The composition of Service Committees may need to be 
strengthenWWShcreasing the quorum, regularly re-selecting members, and, in 
England arrifavales, enabling the deputy chairman to take an active part. There 
may also be advantage in being able to draw members from outside the area of the 
FPC or Health Board. Finally, Service Committees may need to be given powers to 
summon witnesses aruĵ xamine documents which are directly relevant to the 
patient’s or practitioiî Twtse. The Government would welcome comments on 
these suggestions. 'Oy^^\

Education 22. In recent years the RoTOp&wlege of General Practitioners has been actively
promoting better standardsxfyraCTce, and the MRCGP examination has been 
introduced. Doctors wishing femrel̂ eneral practice now have to complete at 
least 3 years vocational training. Tnb&ievelopments have helped to establish 
general practice more clearly as a dirap«rajng and rewarding career choice. This 
change in attitude has been mirroreâ -ffljsf̂ asing emphasis on primary care in 
the undergraduate syllabus. However/t̂ WHirgraduate course content varies 
widely between medical schools, and inŜ unê neral practice still only forms a 
relatively small part of the curriculum. Thwo%^&me for greater emphasis on the 
role of primary care and its interface with th«<iio£pjml and specialist services. This 
would benefit not only those who then decide lîjeeprontry to a general practice 
vocational training scheme, but also those studeqwyjshing to pursue a career in a 
hospital specialty since they would carry with theriraraearer understanding of the 
central role primary health care plays in the health ofcdĵriation. This is a matter 
principally for the educational and professional bodieix
23. The development of academic Departments of General Practice has helped, 
and will continue to help, in the development of general practice and the further 
education of doctors within a particular locality. Continuous prafgraduate 
education is necessary if doctors are to keep abreast of modem'qjgdjegK 
developments, maintain and improve their standards of care and aVoidlne 
professional isolation that can result from their location in small 
community. There are also encouraging developments in the number Wsmjftars 
and informal meetings in small groups where doctors can discuss each 
work. However, less than half of GPs attend any form of post-graduate eotiamoft 
Increased participation on post-graduate education should be encouraged bra^v\ 
good practice allowance. The Government accepts in principle the case for raish$g//J/ 
the proportion o f  G P s  involved in post-graduate education.

Retirement 24. When the NHS started in 1948 the number of young doctors was insufficient ^
to meet demand. In consequence, the arrangements made for elderly doctors were < 
designed to encourage them to remain in practice. Now that there are adequate 
numbers of younger doctors who want to enter general practice these 
arrangements are out of date.



25. Unlike hospital doctors who must normally retire at the age of 65, general 
practitioners do not have a fixed retirement age. They can draw their pension at 
any time after the age of 60 and many do now retire in their early 60s. However, 
some stay on considerably longer and there are currently 515 practising in their 70s 
and a further 76 who are aged 80 and over. It is reasonable to believe that the 
replacement of very elderly doctors by younger vocationally trained doctors would 
generally lead to an improvement in the standards of care, particularly in inner city 
areas where, as discussed in Chapter 9, there is usually an above average number of 
elderly doctors and an above average incidence of health care problems. The 
Government therefore intends to change the present arrangements. Compulsory 
retirement at age 70, with doctors aged 65 and over needing the agreement of the 
FPC or Health Board to continue to practise might provide an appropriate degree 
of flexibility whilst ensuring that doctors do not continue to work past the age at 
which they can be expected to carry out properly the exacting responsibilities of a 
principal in general practice.
26. The Government also intends to end the present system k n o w n  as ‘24 hour 
retirement’, under which doctors or dentists in the FPS can ‘retire’, take their lump 
sum and begin drawing their pension, and then re-contract with the NHS after a 
break of just one day. Those who take 24 hour retirement between the ages of 60 
and 64 receive their lump sum and pension but the pension is abated so that pay 
and pension together do not exceed superannuate pay at retirement. The 
arrangements for those who take 24 hour retirement between the ages of 65 and 69 
are even more favourable to them in that they can receive both pension and 
remuneration in full, without any abatement. This system, which is wholly 
exceptional in the public sector, is no longer justified.

Relations with the 27. An important feature of general practice in this country—one that has made a
hospital service significant contribution to the effectiveness of the NHS—is the responsibility

placed on family doctors to select and provide access to the right forms of hospital 
and other specialist care when patients need it. The development in some areas in 
recent years of new district general and other hospitals has given family doctors 
greater opportunity to select the most appropriate hospital and hospital 
consultants to which to refer patients, in the light of their particular needs and 
circumstances. But very little information is available about the extent to which 
individual doctors refer their patients to hospital, though there is reason to believe 
that there are very considerable variations. The Government believes that doctors 
need to be given information on their referral rates a n d  h o w  these compare with 
other doctors. The implementation of the Korner Steering Group 
recommendations in England and Wales should help this.1
28. Because of their unique position in mobilising hospital services for their 
patients family doctors are well placed to assess the adequacy of the services and to 
contribute to the planning and setting of priorities by health authorities. This is a 
development which will be fostered in England and Wales by the arrangements for 
collaboration between Family Practitioner Committees and District Health 
Authorities. The DHSS instituted a review of the arrangements for this and 
identified a variety of ways in which both types of authority can work together in 
developing co-ordinated services for the benefit of the patient.

Community child 29. For some 70 years doctors have been employed by health or local authorities
health services to provide and manage a range of preventive and caring services mainly for young

children. To provide these community medical services, District Health 
Authorities in England and Wales currently employ 6,000 doctors, many part- 
time, at a cost of about £60 million a year. About 70 per cent of the work of these 
doctors is spent on child health, and a large part of this time is given over to 
regular checking of children under school age to monitor progress and see what 
further help they may need. Yet these checks can most satisfactorily be carried out 
when the doctor has continuing responsibility for the child and is thus fully aware 
of his or her medical and family background. This means that very often family 
doctors may be best placed to provide this service. A number already do so, often 
working directly with health visitors. The Goverment wishes to increase the 
numbers o f  family doctors involved in this work.

1 The NHS/DHSS Steering Group on Health Services Information was appointed in 1980 The relevant 
recommendations are in its first report, published in 1982.



30. Consideration is already being given to how this can be achieved and in 
particular to a number of key points which still need to be resolved, including:

the contents and timing of childhood screening and examinations;
the respective roles of health visitors and doctors;
the training of doctors for this work;
the need to continue to provide a service covering all the childhood 
population in the district with co-ordinated health authority and family 
doctor recall and recording systems to prevent children slipping through 
the net;
the special problems of inner cities where much greater involvement by 
family doctors may not be realistic

Discussions on some of these issues are already underway with representatives of 
the professions concerned.

Prevention 31. Many services for prevention of ill health and promotion of good health are
well established in general practice—family planning, cervical cytology, ante and 
postnatal care, vaccination and immunisation. There is scope for doing more, for 
example in the early detection of hypertension, in the prevention of coronary heart 
disease, by advice on smoking, diet and physical fitness. More can also be done in 
the prevention of mental illness and of incapacity in the elderly. The provision of 
call and recall systems as a component of a good practice allowance could 
encourage more family doctors to meet this basic requirement for good practice- 
based preventive work.
32. But the work of the practice needs to be related to the work in the Health 
District or Health Board as a whole. Because many preventive services can be 
provided both by family doctor services and by health authorities, these two areas 
of the NHS need to work closely together. Good services can be delivered in 
different ways, and there needs to be local assessments and experiments. Many are 
underway. But underpinning local variations in service delivery there needs to be a 
local health promotion strategy, drawn up jointly by those working in health 
authority and family practitioner services. This would for example include:

establishing a general preventive health strategy, with specific programmes 
for specific issues;
setting up systems for exchanging information;
reviewing services provided by both health authorities and family doctors, to 
see whether a more co-ordinated approach could provide a more cost- 
effective service.

33. Prevention is not solely for doctors. Nurses generally, as well as health visitors, 
and other members of the primary care team have important roles to play. 
Developments in dentistry and pharmaceutical services are mentioned later.
People can also take positive steps to improve their health, e.g. through a balanced 
diet, reasonable exercise, and by giving up smoking. The Government intends that

1 discussions on this consultative document should consider what m o r e  might be
done to promote this field o f  activity.

Computers 34. The Royal College of General Practitioners in their policy statement, ‘Quality
in General Practice’ recognises the importance of computers in assessing and 
reviewing the quality of care provided to patients by family doctors and in general 
practice management. Computer systems can be used to detect when patients are 

1 slipping through the net and to increase the effectiveness of preventive health care
through the introduction of call and recall systems based on age/sex registers and 
through the introduction of fail-safe methods for reporting and acting on the 
results of tests. Such systems are already in use in immunisation and screening for 
cervical cancer. Duplication of services could also be detected and services 

) rationalised. The Government has already supported experiments into the use of
micro computers in general practice. It now proposes to set up experimental 
schemes to explore the feasibility of introducing computer systems to aid quality 
assessment and performance review.

1 Policy Statement 2, Quality in General Practice, published N o v e m b e r  1985.



ciigjpî 4: Dental Services
Improvemi^^Kl. Over the last decade there have been major improvements in dental health, 
dental health >£Otouticularly among children. For example, the proportion of five-year olds with 

>\ji$ual decay fell from nearly three quarters to under half between 1973 and 1983. 
¿oCp«Xnprovements among adults have been smaller but are still significant. 
y?«wwin 1978 and 1983 the proportion of people with no remaining natural teeth 
fq|prorjw7 per cent to 25 per cent.
2- is one the areas where nearly everyone accepts the importance
of the estimation that individuals can make to maintaining their own health 
through'feafhygiene and by eating less sugar. However, the better availability of 
SSce[Vatî  31111 preventive treatment through the general dental service under the 
NHS has made an important contribution to improvement in dental health. There 
is also little doubt thatfactors such as the growing use of fluoride toothpaste and 
fluoridation of wat&'Sitoplies in some parts of the country have contributed to these improvements»,MB

\ X
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— take in Fig 7—
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lire 7rtion of Children with Some Decayed Permanent Teeth in d and Wales in 1973 and 1983



O f f l o 3- In August 1985 the Director General of Fair Trading published the conclusions 
Trading^$\ of his studyint0 the availability of NHS dental treatment and the cost of private 
Recommefmnftfe dental treatment. He found:

little justification for the serious restrictions then in force on advertising by 
dentists though emphasising that advertising should be honest, legal and 
iecent and have regard for professional propriety;

C/\AWk of publicly available information about the cost of private treatment, 
resulting high variations in the range of charges;

-̂Sefcbf information about the availability in a local area of the full range of 
NHjgtî &tments;
thamjrrent restrictions limiting the involvement of those who are not 
dentists or doctors in the business side of dentistry were no longer needed.
The abolition of such restrictions should help encourage greater competition 
in the provisi0ff§f\private dental services, including the provision of more 
private emei^nc ĉlinics;
that dentures cĉ &tttobtained readily on the NHS (although in London 
and the South Easdwwfeht be necessary to change dentists to do so) and this 
provided a competm̂ rtfeniative to private treatment;
that the responsibilitŷ &f̂ fttog dentures should remain with dentists, and 
should not be passed to den̂ rechnicians.

4. The General Dental Council^Jre^dy relaxed the current restrictions on
advertising to enable dentists to giv&̂ Mfptjblic factual information about their 
practices. Advertisements on hours efocpeiiing and treatment including emergency 
treatment available on the NHS are The changes already m a d e  will
increase the public’s ability to m a k e  infoifadjhwces between dentists, a n d  the 
Government welcomes them. Further relaxgfid̂ M restrictions on the nature of the 
advertising allowed and improved infoi'inati<̂ iWfLpovate fee scales might bring 
still more benefits. The Government is pursuirtĝ possibilities with the General 
Dental Council. V / /
5. For dental practices, alone amongst the primarŷ ealth care professions, the
law restricts ownership to the professionally Qualified. This restriction was 
introduced in 1956 and makes it virtually impossible for ̂individual or 
company to offer a full range of primary health care serviceM̂ he public 
Removing the restriction would mean that dental care was i^ejC^ted from any 
moves towards the integrated provision of primary health canS«fvraps by 
companies or others wishing to offer a full primary care serviaQB̂ p^location. 
‘Health Care Shops’ offering the full range of services might be acJpfegged by 
many people On the other hand, fears have been expressed that \
companies or people without professional qualifications to own denwfp̂ ate&ces 
might harm professional standards and in particular lead to unnecessar̂ ujHjhl 
treatment — a risk possibly greater in dental practice than in other forms
care because dentists are paid in the NHS by item of service The G ° ve r n m C M y ^ \ \  
would welcome discussion o f  the balance o f  advantage between these t w o p o n f & S ^  
o f  view.



6. The Government is committed to the prevention of dental ill-health. The
'sUpS&ryice Health Education Council is running a special campaign to encourage young
Â ftWUity people to look after their oral health. It has long been known that adding small

( y y f s . amounts of fluoride to water supplies safely reduces dental decay and the need for
fillings, particularly in children. The Water (Fluoridation) Act 1985 was an 
important step and confirmed health authorities’ power to arrange fluoridation in 

v y ) )  their areas. At present, about five million people in England and Wales are 
N̂ =^£\supplied with fluoridated water, mostly in the West Midlands. Now the legal 

<s\v>pWers are clear, there is obviously potential to extend this benefit to more people.
N^«W)ridation is a local choice, but the Government expects health authorities in 
^ / w k b M h e r e  dental health is p o o r  or the level o f  attendance at the dentist is 

'*sjgmpbantly below the national average to consider the benefits of  fluoridation 
miuftticular care.

H I
— take in fig 8— X
7. Prevention is most important for children, and there is tfrQ̂CjijQcnsure that 
dentists have the maximum incentive to give very young patiafpliwprvice properly 
emphasising preventive care and treatment — for example hygiene
and the use of new techniques such as fissure sealants which maiigfoethe 
number of fillings and extractions. In October 1984 the GovemmegKag^ed a 
pilot scheme within the NHS under which some dentists are paid a « P W  fee 
- an annual lump sum - for their child patients instead of the item fe^^^hy 
paid for individual fillings, extractions, or other forms of treatment. Th&ggflten 
successful, and showed that the small number of dentists so far covered teiB^\ 
like the arrangement. Change to a full-scale scheme is a far-reaching proceraXmoî  
the Government is now extending the experiment to a larger number of dentiŝ v̂ >s 
for a further three years. If, as this second phase progresses, it becomes evident t h ^ p r ^  
the promising results so far achieved are confirmed, a n d  that the scheme is 
cost-effective a n d  popular with parents, the Government will m a k e  plans to give all ^  
children the opportunity o f  being treated o n  this basis. <



Figure 8 H  Caries Experienc Decayed, Missing and Comparable N
g Children, Measured by the Number of | Permanent Teeth (DMFT) in Fluoridated ¡dated Areas Of the United Kingdom.

E3 Fluoridated 
Areas C Comparable Non-fluoridated Areas

AngleseyBangor/Caemarvon (15 year olds, 1974)

BirminghamSalford(11-12 year olds, 1977)

StranraerAnnan(9-10 year olds, 1980)

Source: adapted from data in the British Dental Journal Volumes 138 (1975) and 14M1979) and Community Dentistry and Oral Epidemiology Volume 9 (1981) v



8. On occasions people may have difficulty in finding a dentist who will accept 
V them for NHS treatment. There is also sometimes difficulty in getting the full 
1̂ range of necessary treatment from dentists in contract with the NHS, particularly 
¿Stems such as dentures. The first problem might be solved if the minimum times 
'̂ ¡¡¡hcn individual dentists were available to provide NHS treatment were specified 
^SrZgreement in their NHS contracts. They would then be obliged to offer NHS 

to anyone seeking a vacant appointment during the hours specified by 
Sireelw&t for treating NHS patients. Patients might have more certainty of access 
to^fS^range of NHS treatment if the contract also required NHS dentists to 
Drov«£«ffiil range of normal treatment according to patient need. However, 
orthSferequire special skills and experience so would not be included m such 
a eeneiSKirement. To deal with the probably rare cases in which people might 
still findfficulty in getting NHS treatment, FPCs and Health Boards could be 
given powS to allocate patients to NHS dentists in the same way that they can 
already ae allocated to doctors. The Government would like views on whether 
difficulty ofaccessdpfSJS dentists a n d  the full range of N H S  treatment is 
sufficient to justif^hevisngcs mentioned.

9. The item of serviĉ ysjtfn for paying dentists has the meritofmcou^ng 
high output and efficiSSiyice. However, the quality of service dePfnds partly 
on the relative value of tfrf/tfH&ent item of service payments. Probably the most 
important opportunity thskSgŜ tist has to promote long-term dental'hedth is 
when he gives patients advi^o&to avoid decay, for exampleby sensible 
eating and regular cleaning. It < & § % mes asserted that the dentists NHS 
1 B 1  and payment a m m g e E ^ d e  little or no cover for M S I  
fact it is covered by the fee for ‘chS^S^nination, advice and report, whichi is 
included in the NHS payments to deSSSfor all courses of treatment except thos 
riven in emergency. iLTreventive d&SgtaMB dental services might however 
be improved if the requirement to give p£&§J^ice on maintaining 
were more fully and emphatically defined ̂ j^sts’ contracts than ̂  present, 
and perhaps also if this item were given greato^^inthe payment syst«™’ 
relative to treatments such as fillings and ext&jS# The Government will discuss 
these possibilities with the dental profession.
10 One of the results of item of service paymentŝ that they appear to lead some
dentists - albeit a small minority - to undertake unneces!sary trealtment The
Government set up a Committee of Enquiry m England
report has recently been published. The Committee
significant and unacceptable amount of deliberate
a larger amount attributable to an out-of-date treatment
also particularly concerned about unnecessary orthodontic tr^t^^However,
they did not consider that the problem is so widespread that patî tfjhmiici in
general lose confidence in their dentists.
11. They recommended improving monitoring of dental practice; st̂ % ^ ers 
for FPCs and the Dental Estimates Board to deal with suspected overtr<&$«&ij\ 
cases; clearer and more public criteria for giving or refusing approval to 
where this is required in advance; the development of more realistic cnten̂ ^ ^ ^ N 
approving orthodontic treatment; more explicit warnings to dentists agmnsO^^ 
treatment by the General Dental Council; more guidance to the profession 
generally on treatment standards; and guidance to patients on their own role an ( ¿ S
rights of choice as consumers. ^



12. The Government endorses the Committee’s general approach and 
consultation with the interests affected is already under way. The Government 

( ¿ J J y h o p e s  to introduce the majority o f  the recommendations later this year.

Community \ \ y f y  The Community Dental Service has, since 1948, performed the important
Dental Services^^f^don of inspecting children’s teeth and providing them with some treatment

decline in dental caries amongst children, the fall in the school 
p^mamn, and the increase in the number of general dental practitioners, the 
neê OTjputine inspections and treatment of children through the community 
dentzd̂ eraceis now less clear. However, there is a need for increased effort in 
dental lrakptducation, group preventive programmes, screening in areas of 
special nft6a, and the treatment of people who for other reasons require special 
care such as some mentally handicapped people. The Government intends to 
discuss the development o f  the community dental service along these lines with the 
professional a n d  ottepinterests concerned. A consequence would be that in most 
parts of the countrfrtĥ /outine care and treatment of schoolchildren would in 
future be undertakeBtê Sneral dental practitioners; and that in all areas the role 
of the community demal̂ seryice should be reviewed to determine the best use for it 
and the most fruitful reiairwislup with the general dental services.

Retirement 14. There is at present no n^Arabement age for general dental practitioners.
They can draw their pension at apj^me after the age of 60 but some stay on much 
longer and there are over 400 dmnjitiateed 65 or more still in contract with FPCs 
and Health Boards. A s  with doctot ^ v tieteare g o o d  reasons for reviewing the 
present arrangements so that dentistfV&w^ontinue working in t h e N H S  beyond 
the age when this is sensible. The Govefcnrfint will discuss with the profession 
whether compulsory retirement at 65 o t f f w p t i d be reasonable. If 65 is chosen as 
the general rule, FPCs should be able to ¿graô spsions up to age 70 where this 
• was justified on service grounds. The Goveriimenprill also discuss with the 
profession whether the present entitlement to i«M3&niority payments until 
retirement is providing an artificial incentive toreimnnip NHS practice beyond a 
reasonable age. x s

Training and 15. Discussions are already in progress on a scheme to encourage newly qualified
Education dentists not to enter practice on their own account without a period of vocational

training with a dentist suitably experienced in general practiĉ ĥelp meet 
concern over anaesthetic skills available within the dental prMKsraâ the 
Government has agreed to fund some extra hospital posts form̂ fSoiftWaduate 
training of dentists in the techniques of general anaesthesia.
16. Dentistry is likely to see changes in clinical techniques and matefuLfemthe 
coming years. It is important that dentists already in practice should 
up-to-date and take refresher training when necessary. The Government 
discussing with professional and academic interests whether existing 
post-qualification training opportunities are sufficient and how any increaMqf^̂ V 
refresher training could best be financed within necessarily limited resources.M
— end chapter 4—  A



j2Sh>ter 5: Pharmaceutical Services
ImpottOTorof 1. There is rising public interest in medicines and health. Patients need their 
Pharmacyv>> medicines promptly and accurately dispensed; but they also want to understand 

more about their treatment and possible side-effects, and to accept a greater 
rsonal responsibility for their own health. There is increased recognition that 

N">̂ Sqjdividuals can make a significant contribution to avoiding ill-health, and that a 
>S/'*jdllicious measure of self-care can assist in the maintenance of good health. The 

ĵtiramacist has a traditional role as an accessible and responsible source of advice 
gJrourthe treatment of minor ailments. The advice can include suggestions for 
m^rcuK available without prescription ‘over-the counter’, or a recommendation 
to coriralUkdoctor at once or if symptoms persist. This advisory role is in addition 
to thdimĴ tant task of dispensing accurately and promptly medicines prescribed 
by doctorê iria counselling patients on their use.
2. There nus however been a shift of emphasis in the pharmacist’s role.
Community pharmacists are now rarely called upon to make up a medicine from 
ingredients althouehatone time this was the very essence of their skill. Most 
medicines are nowwipmied in a form suitable for dispensing and increasingly in a 
form for direct supmy ip4he patient. Medicines have become more numerous and 
are more powerful. Tm!y"aw able to provide relief or cure for a wide range of 
illnesses but they brinĝizfflifftem also the possibility of unexpected or adverse 
side-effects. While the pKamrakt’s knowledge about the composition and 
formulation of medicines iwî ŵ less important component of retail pharmacy, 
other components of the phanrwas>’s knowledge are increasingly important. The 
action of medicines in patients*dMH>fl|litations of medicines, their contra
indications and side-effects, and̂ tfemjteractions between different medicines and 
foods are all important in modenrMmifloat as are the varying ways different 
people respond to medicines.

Extended Role 3. The Government believes that these deypltipptents create a need a n d  provide an 
for Pharmacists opportunity for pharmacy skills to be put t o ^ p d n H y d  better use. It therefore

welcomed the initiative taken in 1984 by the Nuffî ld-Foundation in setting up an 
enquiry into the future development of pharmafijŜ ith the benefit of their report 
and the debate that will follow its publication, thrap^nment will examine 
carefully and positively what additional contributiimpharmacies might make to 
NHS primary care, and how that contribution woulcrbest be monitored and paid 
for to ensure the right quality of service and value for money.
4. Various suggestions have been made in evidence to the Nuirieki enquiry, 
such as: ^

a renewal of emphasis on the pharmacist’s role in advisingoatjOTts on minor 
symptoms, and on the most sensible and effective ways of uSirjravfcchcines;
increased domiciliary services, or home collection and delivery 
including perhaps mobile or part-time pharmacies, to improve sdmw^K 
people who are housebound or in isolated communities;
the encouragement of pharmacists to participate more actively in the 
continuing education of other workers who contribute towards communjw^v^ 
health such as health visitors, district nurses, social workers, home help 
organisers, or those managing residential homes for those with special need 
such as elderly people and mentally handicapped people. The aim would be 
to equip such workers better to detect problems with medicines or their Cr
administration and to provide them with a source of specialist help; </



L the use of pharmacies to display health education and health
/\\ promotion material;
y y S .  the keeping by pharmacists of records of medicines prescribed for or 
\ £ v y y  purchased by individual patients. This would help to detect adverse reactions 

y s  and interactions for individual patients and could help patients and their 
/jyyiocxoTS. It might be particularly useful for elderly patients who tend to take a 

number of different medicines and regularly use the same pharmacy;
<̂ »«npouragement of some pharmacists to specialise in advising general 
pl&cntjapers on the administration and handling of particularly complex 
simsdmces, eg cancer treatment and intravenous feeding;
through membership of Drug and Therapeutic Committees, or other agreed 
local arrangements, the offering of advice by pharmacists to doctors on 
economic an defective prescribing generally and more specifically on the 
effects of mraiciitts, their interactions with each other, and ways of 
encouraginĝ stiejS>to gain the maximum benefit from drugs.

5. The use of compurajsj%pharmacy practice has increased rapidly and many 
pharmacies now have cqmftmxs which could be used to store information on 
prescriptions and/or patfemtfÈH)&. which can communicate with other machines. 
This opens up many interestm̂ pKsibilities for the sharing of information, the 
updating of records and speedipraxhmunication generally and would greatly 
facilitate some of the developmmpdwcribed above: Trials will begin shortly to 
test whether information on meai&raŝ shn be communicated automatically from 
pharmacies to the Prescription PridmM̂ hority.
6. As more conditions become treataoK»ulfecommunity it is important to
ensure that the appropriate facilities for uidurehiment are available as cost 
effectively as possible. For example, oxygeq̂ dnœjjtrators, which are more 
cost-effective than cylinders in providing oxy^œmeeople who need it in large 
quantities were introduced into the family pra6tt̂ merservices in England and 
Wales in January 1986. ^ y y

7. The role and future development of pharmacy istherefore already the subject of
lively debate within the profession. The issues under discussion have implications 
for other professions as well as for patients and the NHS. Effective primary health 
care needs co-operation and team work between the differertvprafessions, and 
current developments mean there is a need to consider afreŝ epéempetence of 
particular professions to undertake different tasks. Neither the/piofeasions nor the 
Government would wish to see an extension of the pharmacist’&baJæéâult in 
confusion over responsibilities to the patient. The Government is,wrapt05less, 
anxious to ensure that the skill and knowledge of all professions are Wd&their 
best advantage. y s

< # V



The 8. Pharmacy contractors are paid on a ‘cost-plus’ basis, that is, within broad
Contractions bands they are reimbursed their costs and there is an addition which represents 
Pharmaci&loo\ profit. In June 1985, after a long period of negotiation with the representatives of 

>̂OA"̂ ontractors, the Government concluded an agreement on a new NHS contract for 
V?Vdfctail pharmacy in England and Wales. Similar arrangements were agreed in 
<X̂ ejyiand. Two main considerations prompted the change. First, the present 

ÔTnjrhct is complex and inefficient. In the past large under- or over-payments have 
Igxlrukleading to disputes between Government and the profession. Secondly, the 
payjirejtf̂ rrangements are causing a mismatch between supply and demand 
whiSf̂ rorê ses costs to the taxpayer but does not improve services to the patient.
In essejrcê rJnarmacies with small volumes of NHS business incur higher unit 
costs than those with larger volumes and so under the reimbursement principle 
they are paid larger sums per prescription. It had been hoped that this would make 
it easier for small pharmacies to open in small or isolated communities. In 
practice, the reverarfras happened. There has been a steady increase in the number 
of pharmacies bramqpt of these have opened in places where there were a number 
of pharmacies alread̂ pfekviding a reasonable service. So, since the NHS pays the 
NHS costs of all pĥ bnaores, the cost to the taxpayer goes up but, since the 
demand was previousTjgrfiŵ tely fulfilled, the extra pharmacies provide no real 
improvement in service. [ ' y y /\
9. The new contract remamfbksjfê lly ‘cost-plus’, but there will be an improved
system of annual negotiation̂ m̂ abst enquiries to a fixed timetable to enable 
settlements to be reached on 1 year. This will remove as far as
practicable in a ‘cost-plus* contracrwrnjred for large retrospective adjustments.
10. Balancing supply and demand a more selective mechanism which
would encourage the right number olpbran̂ cies in the right places and which 
would produce a service which matchesTfien̂ ŝ s of the people who use it. The 
new contract will, therefore, provide for alMmpr^ed level of financial support to 
essential small pharmacies which provide seivjceglQ mainly rural areas with small 
populations where they would not otherwise rê ompjnically viable. These will 
now enjoy a minimum income guarantee to ensorê meir continuing viability and 
therefore the continuance of services. ^
11. The other side of this objective is to discourage the opening of further 
pharmacies in those places, mostly in prosperous dty centresrWihere the demand is 
already adequately supplied. The free market does not, an̂ rcarmot, operate here 
with the full effectiveness because there is no price competiQon̂ l̂ e consumer 
(the patient) either pays the prescription charge or nothing at WLBwthe objective 
of the new contract has been to introduce the disciplines of a mwjreuwother 
means. Accordingly, there will be changes in the way remuneratiOT̂ qjMywhich 
will encourage contractors to be more cost-effective and efficient an̂ q<râ )ise the 
benefits of economies of scale. This will put pressure on some pharmacire/wth 
high unit costs which are contributing to the over-supply. Nobody will mi&Hgkd 
to give up the NHS contract but for those small contractors who, after ex*$aafp(g\ 
their own commercial judgements, choose to do so compensation payments &̂lCv 
be available for a period of two years. There is no target for the number who
choose to give up their NHS contracts, but the Government expects it to be smwyj^ 
- perhaps some three per cent of the total, and certainly very much less than the s  
600 or so additional pharmacies that have entered the NHS contract during the 
last six years. C



12. These measures alone will not entirely solve the problem. Any payments 
system which meant it would never be worthwhile to open an unnecessary small 
pharmacy would have a detrimental impact on a large number of pharmacies

'̂ >̂XSproviding valuable services, and services to the public would be reduced. So the 
✓^V&ianges to the payments system will be reinforced by new arrangements for 
\>>£2inting NHS pharmacy contracts. Instead of the present system of free entry 

ties any pharmacist or pharmacy company to an NHS contract on 
vdmjawi, Family Practitioner Committees or Health Boards will have a duty to 
ĉ Kidepwhether an application for an additional NHS contract is necessary or 
deskrajĵ OKorder to provide a reasonable standard of NHS services and to refuse 
the âplficatjMi where this is not the case. This will help ensure that pharmacies 
open orcmmge their location to reflect the changing pattern of local needs but will 
also ensuî hat the taxpayer does not have to pay for excessive supply. Owners of 
chemists’ shops will, however, remain free to make their own commercial 
judgements about those retail activities which do not come within the NHS. There 
will be no regulatierffefony private or retail activities; the purpose is simply to 
enable the NHS d&̂ pabiicly-financed service to match its costs to the needs of its 
patients. This aspefcrwtlWnew contract requires new primary powers which are 
being sought througĤ heĵ HS (Amendment) Bill at present before Parliament.
13. The new contract wmojf^enefits for all. Patients will have a service which 
refleas more accurately tmjfigadirof the people who use it. Some of the expected 
savings will help finance theprofesSpn’s wider role and the new remuneration 
arrangements will be simpler aratfxxe efficient for contraaors. The taxpayer will 
achieve some savings and betterŜ pr/pr money.

Supervision of 14. The Government will be interest̂ m̂ ftws about how the skilled resources of
Dispensing pharmacy can be best deployed. At prercm̂ taxlispensing of medicines must be

performed either by a pharmacist or unde«riu£airea supervision. The pharmacist 
must be directly aware of what is being dor̂ o$J)K staff. Most modem medicines 
no longer need specialised dispensing skills â râ are supplied ready made by the 
pharmaceutical manufaaurer. A relaxation in^M^nneent supervision 
requirements for dispensing would enable the phqrm̂ dst to spend more time 
dealing directly with the public, explaining and adYfwng on their treatment both 
with prescribed medicines and with those purchaseffmedidnes which do not 
require a prescription. The pharmacist would still supervise sales of medicines and 
take the responsibility for the quality of dispensing, which craftbe carried out by 
trained technirians or dispensing assistants. <J

Standards 15. The Terms of Service for pharmacists reflea their professiqnaj/ateand refer
only to the dispensing activity. The shift in emphasis which is alreaftjMtakmg place 
and, in particular, the adoption of any of the proposals described m n & u n a v t e r ,  
need to be accompanied by a clear definition of the standards of serv̂ t̂fffci» 
provided and the arrangements for their monitoring. The Government hâ M̂p̂ dy 
started discussions on standards with the Pharmaceutical Society of Greâ Epitaln.

Training 16. A wider role for pharmacists is likely to put more emphasis on providing
personal services direa to patients. It will be important to ensure that post- 
registration training supplements pharmacists’ scientific training with skills 
relevant to their wider roles. There may also be a need to enhance technician/ '■'O 
dispensing assistant training to enable the skills of pharmacists to be re-deployed. ^
The provision of suitable training will be an important issue to be settled before < 
making any major changes in the role of pharmacists.



Restricti 17. Medicines vary widely in their nature. Some are very powerful and while they
sale of meu0 «  would be the treatment of choice for some conditions in some people, for others 

■̂p̂ vvthey could be highly dangerous; or they might cause dependence; or they might be 
\O^Msigned for the treatment of conditions that are serious and require the 
<̂ £up£rvision of a doctor. Only a doctor can decide when medicines such as these 

( p d m hbe safely taken. Other medicines may not call for medical oversight, but 
cp̂ kTmjl cause unpleasant side-effects if misused and therefore call for the advice 
of â frarmacist. Accordingly medicines are classified under the Medicines Act 
intoorafeategories:

thcû dvailable only on prescription from a doctor;
thosenor sale without a prescription but only under the supervision of 
pharmacist;
those on genriiaftale, ie. available not only from pharmacies but also from 
other retail traderai—

18. These restrictionwonttrê ale of medicines clearly act as a valuable safeguard 
for the public But it iVwjgonant that, in its operation, the system does not impose 
unnecessary restrictions anu^i^e it more difficult than need be for patients to get 
medicines they require.
19. In 1982/83 the DHSS reviaj£«Kbe operation of the system and issued new 
guidelines designed to help phâ rarautical companies seek some relaxation of 
restrictions applying to their own'pKjatKte. One of the results of this which is both 
important in its own right and illusmtive)k what can be achieved was that 
Ibuprofen, a non-steroidal anti-inflan̂ JafOTX analgesic, came off prescription in 
1983 (action which was followed by the Umt̂ States a year later).
20. Despite the steps that have already beeiUiikapthe Government would be
interested to have the views of the interested p m f p & m  the operation of  the 
classification system to see whether it would b f a f ^ m p p a t e  to m a k e  any further 
changes. v//

€k---E N D  O F  C H A P T E R  5--- ((_))
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wghapter 6: General Ophthalmic Services
^^ I w r k o y n a 1 There have been major changes recently in the arrangements for supplying
rnWStftom spectacles. These followed a 1982 report on ‘Opticians and Competition by the 

Office of Fair Trading which concluded that spectacle prices were unnecessarilyhigh because of lack of competition between opticians caused by severe
restrictions on advertising. This meant that consumers were denied information to 
enable them t0 shop around to achieve value for money- 
7 The Government concluded that competition should be encouraged by 

/̂¿Krebvoving artificial barriers to trade, while retaining appropriate safeguards to 
consumers. The necessary legal changes were made in the Health and

~£opj£?Security Act 1984.
3?<f$(i$rst step was to end the opticians’ monopoly on the supply of spectacles. 
FronStp^mber 1984 unregistered suppliers have been allowed to sell spectacles to 
adultragainst a recent prescription and subject to minimal conditions. This 
changewas followed in March 1985 by the rempval of the unduly restrictive 
advertising rules for opticians so that customers may now have the chance to 
compare the sexriraand goods on offer by different businesses supplying glasses.

NHS Services 4. The recent cttMSa» not affect the arrangranents for NHS sight tests for 
everyone. Where aaorotman carries out an NHS sight test and believes he has 
found an abnormafew^ne eye or of some other condition that needs treatment 
he is required to infoiS/l̂ tient’s doctor. However the Government concluded 
that with extended comKfWolCin the supply of glasses and changed social 
conditions the universal avag&pUy of spectacles under NHS arrangements was 
no longer justified. \ < j )

5. In recent years the subsidy fbr#%pectacles had averaged about £5. This 
subsidy was removed in April 19&£fc$pn that date the general supply of NHS 
glasses to the public at large was w*fc%U. Vulnerable economic groups continue 
to be protected by having access to NI££%la£ses. Children, those on 
supplementary benefit and certain othe^d^s get them free. People on low 
incomes also get them free or pay smaller±^es:and those needing the most 
complex lenses can choose between supplySjfS^e NHS at cost prices or 
purchase on the private market. v /!/1
6 A further step is still to come. Now that the ££vate market is settling down the 
Government intends to move to a voucher system under whichthose still entitled 
to free glasses or remission of charges will no longer be supplied through theNHS 
but instead by given vouchers which they can exchange fopMget-pnce spectacles 
on sale through the private market, or put towards the cd^^jrer-pncal^ 
frames if that is their choice: They will therefore contmuetrtftttfcpNHS helpwith 
the cost of glasses, but no longer be limited to the somewhai^^^ge ot N Hb 
frames. Vouchers will be exchangeable only for spectacles whi^tfggie detailea 
prescription for the individual customer: there will be no increaŝ ^ ^ W unity 
for abuse. Separate consultation on the details of this change is alreaQ̂ m»
progress. V x ) l

Benefits of the 7. The benefits the Government expected f r o m  a m o r e  competitive
changes occurred a n d  will continue. Prices have come down, pnang information ljrfge^

widely available and better displayed, and a wide range of budget-price sped^eOi/^ 
is now being sold at rates which can compete favourably with the charge for 
spectacles supplied through the NHS. In some cases single-vision glasses are 
advertised for private sale at about £12, when the NHS charge for a comparable ^  
pair would be over £14. ^



8. There have been improvements too in standards of service. The volume of 
L  optical business has increased since the Government liberalised the market 
b̂ecause public awareness of what is on offer has improved. The number of 

Sv/ernticians and other retail outlets for the sale of glasses has also increased, and 
¡^tome major and well-established retail companies have entered the market.

1 goods are therefore more easily available to the public. Many opticians 
hâ rirrodernised and brightened up their premises and now for the first time offer 
to mejjttysscriptions for all but the most complex lenses within twenty-four hours. 
Opti«5jwiave since April 1985 been required to offer patients a copy of their 
prescriroipfjjir so that shopping around for the best buy and the widest choice is 
easier. Cnxmll, customers are n o w  being actively courted rather than passively 
a c c o m m o d a t e d a  better service has resulted, a n d  the cost to the taxpayer has c o m e  
down.

9. Taking these m̂ asofces as a whole, the Government believes that when the NHS 
supply of glasses (reasaiaqd is replaced with the voucher system the right balance 
will have been achievahjeryeen maintaining health needs through the N H S  sight- 
test a n d  prescription, sndjqCheasine consumers’freedom of choice in a properly 
competitive market.



Chagfê 7: Family Practitioner Services Resources and Priorities
1. The total expenditure of the family practitioner services in the UK was over £4 

>̂ r̂ >illion in 1984-85. In that year it accounted for 24 per cent of total NHS spending 
'\^v£&mpared with less than 22 per cent five years earlier. The primary care services
¿^jriWde vital, immediate, health care, and are a cost-effective way of providing for 
Cp£opi\who might otherwise need expensive hospital facilities, and the 
Q̂ renmaent welcomes the increased proportion of NHS resources devoted to the 
fan̂ ŵ jcactitioner services. But the very size of the funds provided for the FPS 
mak^fCan the more important to ensure that they are being well used and give 
good vwp̂ ror money. The .resources that can be made available to the NHS can 
never beinnitless. The hospital service also must develop to meet new demands as 
must the community health services. It is therefore important to establish, and to 
be able to implement, the right relative priorities within the Health Service.
2. At a number o m SSm u s  in this document there is discussion of various steps that 
might be taken tô amjeve the quality and extent of NHS primary care. Many cost 
money. The extent tOwhum they, or any other developments, can be financed 
depends not just on mroy  available but also on the scope for making better use 
of the resources that areCm̂ ê vailable. This chapter therefore gives more details 
of the way money is spentuâ ne«mily practitioner services, and examines some 
of the implications.

Analysis of 3. In cash terms the gross cost has increased from about £2 billion in
expenditure 1979-80 to about £4 billion in 1984=S£<\Kter allowing for inflation, the increase

over the five year period was 24 penrenKAS against a cash increase of 100 per cent 
in the FPS as a whole, the cost of the i©mMek)al services has gone up as follows;

General medical services 109 per cent
General dental services 88 per cent
Medicines 89 per cent
Dispensing y O  U9 per cent

Figures for the general optical services are not givMUn this chapter in view of the 
substantial changes that took place in the GOS on rApril 1985.

General Medical 4. The cost of the services is determined by the number of dost®fs, their pay and 
Services expenses.1 The remuneration system is complex, but after aKowyig for the average

net pay agreed by the Government for the year the total costsff £¡£02 million for 
1984-85 can be accounted for as follows:

£667 million on doctors pay including employers’ superannuSifiqp̂  
contributions;
£313 million for expenses indirectly reimbursed (through fees and ajjp̂ qces 
paid to doctors); \C>y
£135 million for directly reimbursed expenses for staff;
£67 million for expenses on the cost of premises.

V
<5

1 Appendix 2 contains a description of the remuneration systems for each of the practitioner services.



5. The number of doctors has gone up from 26,345 in 1979-80 to 29,137 in 1984-85 
(about 11 per cent). The average net pay increased from £12,867 to £21,615 for each 
doctor, an increase of about 10 per cent after allowing for inflation.
6. There are no charges to patients for services provided by a doctor under the 
general medical services.

General dental 7. As with the general medical services, the cost of the general dental services is 
services determined by the numbers of practitioners and by their pay and expenses.1 The

number of dentists went up from 14,200 in 1979-80 to 16,477 in 1984-85, an 
increase of 16 per cent. Their target average net income went up to £18,707 and 
their estimated average expenses went up to £27,433, increases of about 10 per cent 
in each case after inflation.
8. As explained in Appendix 2 the fees paid to a dentist are made up of two 
elements. The first reimburses their practice expenses in full and the second 
provides them with an average net income which is agreed annually by the 
Government. In 1984/85 the fees paid amounted to nearly £750 million 
comprising:

£419 million on expenses;
£331 million on pay, including FPCs’ contribution to the dentists’
superannuation scheme.

To this cost patients contributed about £195 million by way of charges. In April 
1985 changes were made in the structure of dental charges. Patients pay a fixed 
charge for some treatments such as dentures and crowns; for other treatment they 
meet the full cost up to £17; if the treatment costs more than that amount, the 
patient pays £17 plus two-fifths of the balance. No patient pays more than £115 for 
a single course of treatment, and some who are not exempt from charges may be 
able to obtain help in meeting them. Children, expectant and new mothers and 
those on low incomes do not pay anything for their treatment. The effect of the 
exemptions in 1984/85 was that about 63 per cent of all courses of treatment were 
provided free. Check-ups are free to everyone.

Pharmaceutical 9. Expenditure on the pharmaceutical services is determined by the cost of the 
Services medicines prescribed by doctors and dentists and by the cost of dispensing them.

The size of the latter item is mainly accounted for by the number of pharmacies 
and by the pay of pharmacists and other dispensing expenses. Total expenditure 
increased from £981 million in 1979-80 to £1,913 million in 1984-85, a rise of 
28 per cent after inflation. The 1984-85 costs were made up as follows:

£1,484 million on medicines;
£429 million on dispensing.

In 1984-85 patients contributed £145 million to the total cost of the 
pharmaceutical services, about 7 per cent. The charging arrangements are 
different from those in the general dental services. First the charge made to paying 
patients for each item on their prescription in a flat-rate charge regardless of the 
cost of the medicine. Second, there are more extensive exemptions from charges: in 
addition to those groups exempt from dental charges and those with certain 
specified conditions, all those over pensionable age are exempt regardless of 
income. For those who do pay it is possible to purchase a prepayment certificate 
which — like a season ticket - allows a patient an unlimited number of prescription 
items for a set period without any additional charge. As a result of these 
arrangements in 1984-85 73 per cent of prescribed items were dispensed free. A 
further 5 per cent were covered by prepayment certificates.

1 Within any financial year the cost is directly related to the number and types of treatment given: over the longer 
term there are arrangements to ensure that sums paid match the intended average net income plus 
expenses incurred.
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Managing the 10. Because the cost oF̂ pefamily practitioner services is to a substantial extent 
costs of the driven by demands placedgftpflteervices, particularly for medicines, it is difficult
family to control many of the factdpŝ rofh determine the overall level of expenditure in
practitioner the short term. The normal disâ topof annual cash limits would not therefore be
services practicable either for the farniiroracmioner services alone or jointly with the

hospital and community health S8Ĉ i«NA.lthough the remuneration systems 
described in this document contaiiMroprant regulators and controls which help 
to ensure that family practitioner serv̂ âreprovided economically, the services 
are subject to few direct controls by GovOT̂ tmt. This places a special 
responsibility on everyone to ensure thannî ŷ payer’s interest is safeguarded and 
that value for money is obtained.
11. In the longer term the expenditure on the Frê wieppt for the drugs bill, is 
largely determined by the number of practitioner̂ iheir pay and the expenses they 
incur. It is desirable now to examine ways of improving the planning and control 
of expenditure - while at the same time preserving the essential features of the 
services, including the independent status of the contractor and their clinical 
freedom - with the object of helping to achieve the approprfatwates of growth in 
expenditure on the FPS having regard to the needs of the rê UjpnesNHS.
12. The Government is taking five major steps to improve the of the
existing systems that determine the various costs of the FPS:

First, it is obtaining better information on doctors’ workload iqx̂ roeration 
with the profession so that the Doctors’ and Dentists’ Review Body&OTe 
better informed when framing recommendations on pay of doctor^//\
Second, as part of the new contract for pharmacists if has arranged 
profession to institute annual inquiries into the components of remunei^^v^ 
so as to avoid the large build ups of arrears or overpayments that have 
occurred in the past;
Third, in the negotiations on the Pharmaceutical Price Regulation Scheme it ^  
is exploring with the industry ways of increasing incentives to reducing the ^ 
rate of rise in pharmaceutical costs; ^
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(_)) Fourth, the selected list arrangements for medicines have introduced an
additional element of economy into the prescribing of medicines and have 
released significant funds for the health service;
Fifth, the Government is improving its own procedure for forecasting the rate
of growth in FPS expenditure.
The repayment of practice expenses accounts for a large proportion ofthe 

vTy f̂btal cost of the family practitioner services. Where expenses are reimbursed to the 
^professions as a whole through fees paid at standard rates, practitioners have a 
¿%&ful incentive to avoid extravagance. Among the matters which the 
£&§iment will want to discuss with the medical profession are whether two 
scb^SLof direct reimbursement of expenses - for premises and for ancillary staff 
— in ways that encourage doctors to incur expenditure at reasonable levels.

Number of 14. m&owth in FPS expenditure is linked to the growth in the numbers of
practitioners practitXrs in contract with the NHS. FPCs and Health Boards are ̂uired bypractitio g|  ̂  emer .nto contract wkh qualified doctors, dentists, pharmacists and

opticians regardlpsa-qf the existing level of provision.
15. The numb^kpMoctors and dentists working in the family practitioner 
services have incS&^er the years faster than the population. And the 
Government inten^&ere should be further increases, though-- * 
direct effect these h i ^ ^ F K  costs - these cannot be uncontrolled if decisions 
are to be taken on the^^Suture priorities of the FPS and the hospital and 
community health s e n S ^ a r e  different ways of influencing the growth 
rates in the numbers of pracurjS&te. As outlined in Chapter 5, the new NHS 
contract with the pharmace^S^fession is designed to limit the number of 
contractors to what is requireSS^de an adequate service to the publicln 
April 1985 new immigration ru2§§^to effect to control the number 
doctors and dentists coming hereiS&oyment. The retirement rate is another 
factor and Chapters 3 and 4 discuss&Spfobility of arranging for the retirement 
of the more elderly doctors and dentiJSjg^e necessary to ‘ntroduce 
legislation to provide a reserve power to m u u & e n  access to contract with F 
and Health Boards. For the longer term it ̂¡esfiaary to review the numbers o 
student training places. Such a review of t h e S Z W  of medical student Places* 
already planned to start later in 1986, and thet£*6 nment proposes to consider 
with the dental and academic concerned whethSihere should be reductions in the 
intake to dental schools in addition to those that have already been made.
16 Policies to influence the numbers of practitioners incpgttact with the bTHS 
need to be framed in such a way as to support policies 
of services. In the case of doctors there are already arraritofln̂ or this, in tne 
case of dentists there have long been significant differences fotfjferage number
of people per dentist in different parts of the co“nî thô g ^ ^ aHt5„ 
declined over the last five years there are still substantial geogrŜ Ĥjspantiw.
For instance in the Trent Region there are nearly twice asmany pbg$fc^ dratist 
as in the North West Thames Region, and about one-third more thanpegerag 
for the UK as a whole. In 1983 the British Dental Association provider»«« 
with information about the higher levels of earnings that should be 
least well provided parts of the country. It remains to be seen whether thi^fcjd 
to a more even distribution or whether other measures are needed, such as ^ £ 7  
redistribution of income to provide financial incentives or using the reserve 
to control entry to contract referred to in the previous paragraph.

' In the case of doctors this is subject to the decisions of the Medical Practices Committee and the comparable ^
Scottish Committee and to the compulsory vocational training requirement.
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Medicines 17. The medicineŝ Sŵ ired under the family practitioner services in the UK cost
about £1,480 million wj^^85. The bill for these medicines has increased in cash 
terms by over 13 per ceĥ âiacover the last five years and in 1984-85 accounted 
for 36 per cent of gross lamnrajactitioner services expenditure.
18. The introduction of newmetiidries has been responsible for significant
advances in the treamtnet of illrai&̂ iuch of the increased expenditure on NHS 
prescriptions in the family pracfvkgper̂ ervices has therefore provided value for 
money in terms of benefits to patiSHî Fwnvever, there is general agreement that 
economies could be made on the dnws'ojltVithout affecting patient care, for 
example, by not prescribing when druĝ kireminecessary, by prescribing generic 
drugs rather than expensive proprietary 4wjs$when possible. The Government has 
already taken some action to secure better money by introducing from
April 1985 a selected list of drugs, which restorafije range of medicines available 
under the NHS in certain categories, mainly sifiJmiremedies, to those which meet 
all clinical needs at the lowest possible cost to thê NĤ This policy is already 
achieving significant benefits by making availabl̂ tffthe Health Service an 
estimated £75 million in annual savings which woula not otherwise have been 
available.
19. The Department of Health and Social Services in Nortfr̂ rrrlreland has since 
the middle of 1984 been pursuing a comprehensive programme ©¿action aimed at 
promoting safe, effective and economical prescribing whichsfiarfflm turn reduce 
unnecessary public expenditure. The early signs are that this acKgrft̂ dfchieving the 
desired results.
20. In September 1985, the Health Departments held a conference ô fumbrested
parties to consider the future action to achieve more effective and economje£>. 
prescribing throughout the UK. They have since been engaged in discussfot̂ yh 
the medical and pharmaceutical professions about how to take this forwansfrfroĝ V 
first result has been agreement on the need to provide individual doctors with^v^ 
better information on their own prescribing patterns and how they compare withxw 
other doctors. The Government has allocated funds to the Prescription Pricing 
Authority and Welsh Pricing Committee for new computers for this purposê  and ̂  
discussions are continuing with the medical profession and other professions on v
the type of information that should be provided. Methods are also being 
developed for providing such information in Scotland. Other matters under 
consideration include: y .........





f m )  how to make more helpful to doctors the sorts of information they receive
about the therapeutic benefits and side-effects and comparative prices of 

vCvA-s different medicines;
encouraging the use of local practice formularies to achieve more rational 
prescribing;
encouraging doctors not to prescribe when no medicine is necessary; and
educating the public about the properties of medicines and the importance of 
compliance with the doctor’s instructions.
Parallel with this, the Government has entered into discussions with the 

ŷ raswdation of British Pharmaceutical Industry on ways in which the prices of 
mredjet̂ es supplied to the NHS may be determined in future so as to achieve both 
artieagfifc of stability that would enable a successful industry to plan further 
invOTmgffiand research and development with greater confidence and the means 
of en§wragAat expenditure on drugs does not imbalance the NHS. A description 
of the o m e m  arrangements for controlling the cost to the NHS of drugs supplied 
by the pharmaceutical industry is given in Appendix 3.

The Structure of 22. NHS dental costs have risen very considerably in recent years. As indicated in 
patient charges paragraph 8, the structure of these charges is complicated. It could be changed so

as to relate the paMnenjsjnade by patients more closely to the cost of the 
treatment they recelwiySi'Mep was taken in this direction in the pattern of charges 
introduced in April lySgofchfc result is that though people who have relatively little 
work done at any one tigK̂ mhpay a greater proportion of its cost, those who have 
extensive intervention noM m̂jt&a fairer contribution than they did before. It 
would be possible to take tra^nper towards wholly proportionate charges, and 
in fact the British Dental Assocfeurahihas recently indicated that it would favour 
such a move. A fully proportionM'srorem under which patients not exempt would 
pay a uniform proportion of cosb^m^be simpler than the present arrangements.

■
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n  23. For prescription charges a closer link between drug costs and the charges paid 
^\might be fairer. In France and Portugal, for example, the basic charge levied for 
fv>kugs dispensed is augmented by a percentage charge based on the cost of the 
/̂dyfcdicine. In some other countries, the level of charges is related to the importance 
/pHifemedicine: life saving medicines may be free (as in Belgium, France, and 
ip$f»£.attract only a small percentage charge based upon the medicine cost 
(Doyrark. Sweden), and medicines at the other end of the scale of importance 
ma£®^wrged for in full. Whatever charging arrangement is adopted, 
arranMn(eaf& on existing lines for pre-payment certificates could be retained as a 
safeguararior those likely to require an above average number of prescriptions.
24. The Government would welcome views of the case for changes.



Chapter 8̂Qfciaiity in Primary Health Care
1. <Pne/OTality of health care is determined largely by the standards of the 
prof<£«ipijakpeople giving it and by those of the authorities responsible for 
manafrortnMervices. There is much in the primary care system that those 
responsftH»tfr it can be proud of, but with so many thousand health care workers 
and over 300 authorities involved it is hardly surprising that standards should vary.
2. Many of the issues discussed in this Paper are relevant to the quality of the
services — the provisjonrof information to patients about practices, the greater use 
of computers, extereiorVbf postgraduate education and so on — and there are 
already a number OQQm3>of ‘quality control’ in operation throughout the United 
Kingdom: (C Y )

professional bodieŝ £»K*tfie standards of those who wish to provide 
training, eg in general̂ rajiral practice and in nursing;
FPCs, Health Boards, anam^ESA administer a scheme for testing samples 
of medicines dispensed byraJarmacists: the Pharmaceutical Society of Great 
Britain act as agents for the«eajjj>Pepartments;
FPCs, Health Boards, and the GS^rapect practice premises;
the DHSS and Welsh Office Dentafwteteice Service, the SHHD Regional 
Dental Service and the DHSS NorthepiHpfel̂ nd Referral Dental Service 
examine a proportion of patients;
the Dental Estimates Board, Scottish DefjgHpfimates Board and the CSA 
refuse approval for dental treatment it judgevmmpcessary.

In addition: \\
the DHSS Regional Medical Service, the Division Medical Office in Wales, 
and the DHSS Northern Ireland prescribing unit visit doctors with particular 
reference to prescribing patterns; u i )

the DHSS and Welsh Office carry out performance reviwfo<SR?PCs; and the 
DHSS Northern Ireland carries out accountability reviews(aQJretaur Health 
Boards and the CSA;
RHAs and in Wales, the Welsh Office, carry out performance 
DHAs dealing with community services among other things.

To this list may possibly be added in the future the assessment of the stanraricKah 
those doctors who apply for the good practice allowance discussed in Chap^c3^>\



3. The setting of professional standards is very much a matter for the professional 
bodies. The main responsibility of Government is for the standards of service 
delivery. In April 1985 FPCs were reconstituted as free-standing health authorities, 
a major objective being to improve collaboration between the primary care 
services by establishing separate Committees able to claim a place as of right at the

'^¿¿^lanning table. The evidence so far is that the change of status is having the effect 
¿^jftended. But effective planning can only take place against a background of 
v^ttular appraisal of the quality and quantity of services being provided. It is 
c'Api£v dear that there is a need for FPCs to develop more systematic means of 

quality and detecting shortfalls in the provision of services. A number 
ofprorjjising ideas have emerged and some initiatives have been taken, for 
exarf?£k£Jff£ornpiling reports about services. The Citizens’ Advice Bureau, 
voluntawtfMrties, and Community Health Councils can be a valuable source of 
information consumer attitudes. Committees could also undertake their own 
consumerSiirveys or retain an agency to conduct one on their behalf. An analysis 
of complaints, both written and oral, can shed light on standards of care. Closer 
working relationshmcould be established with many national and local bodies 
representing clienvWChbs such as the mentally and physically handicapped and 
the elderly, the gre£m̂ ©rity of whom receive their health care in the community.
FPCs also need to exmimhe adequacy and use made of the information they 
and District Health AtftimWK already hold and how this can contribute to the 
development of a comptiframipe strategy for assessing standards of care in 
their area.

4. Whilst there is a need for FrcMdrfespond to their new responsibilities for 
standards of service delivery in tĥ sê ws, the results of major policy changes like 
this need to be evaluated more indepMsmly. The Government proposes to 
appoint a team, c omposed mainly ofoggMikervice personnel, to m a k e  a study in 
depth in one or two areas in England oyujqydfcxs in which primary care services are 
being co-ordinated, planned a n d  delivereti/A&atting point would be whether the 
services meet the public’s needs and how thd̂ mHji be improved within available 
resources. Amongst other things they would ̂rafjiine the ease of access to the 
services and the extent of the public’s knowlet
5. In the first place this would be an experiment mmiality control in primary care 
and its results would be of interest to health authonues elsewhere in the UK. It 
may well be that the benefits from giving the chairmen and members of FPCs and 
DH As an independent assessment of the quality of the servicgŝ ey are 
responsible for, and of giving Ministers feedback on the quawfyof primary care at 
the local level, would justify the costs of a permanent monrt(̂ ng«9ĵ em. In this 
case it would be necessary to consider how such a system shoulô Seerganised, 
having regard to the management arrangements for health autnCrfi«$%roughout 
the UK.

\---END OF CHAPTER 8---



Chapter 9: Inner Cities
1. An underlying principle of a national health service is the promotion of 
equality of access to, and quality of, health services in different parts of the 
country. The continuing policy of redistributing Hospital and Community Health 
resources is based on that principle, while taking into account that different areas 
may have different needs. Yet, for a variety of reasons, the quality of primary 
health care services available in many inner city areas is almost certainly poorer 
than elsewhere.
2. The nature of these problems has been studied closely. As far as London is 
concerned, a major inquiry was commissioned in 1979 by the London Health 
Planning Consortium.1 It made a number of recommendations aimed at:

improving the availability of young, vocationally trained general 
practitioners in inner cities;
the improvement of general practice premises, and the formation of group 
practices;
the development of primary health care teams;
the better co-ordination of the different agencies involved in primary health 
care, and the identification of specific management responsibilities within 
the health authorities for community services;
more education for general practitioners and community nurses;
the involvement of Academic Departments of General Practice with their 
local primary health care services;
better information for the public about the range of services available within 
general practice;
better communication arrangements for patients with their general practice;
alternative ways of providing primary health care where existing services are 
not meeting the needs of certain groups.

3. The Government recognised the importance of the Report, taken as a whole, 
and its significance for primary health care in both London and other inner city 
areas. It has taken steps to promote action by the wide range of bodies at whom 
the Report’s recommendations were aimed, and some progress has been made on 
all major fronts identified above. The Government has made additional resources 
available to implement improvement in inner cities in England. The money is 
being used:

to provide financial incentives to general practitioners in Inner City 
Partnership areas to form group practices and to improve the quality of 
practice premises;
to increase the number of training places for community nurses;
to allow Health Authorities with Inner City Partnership areas in their 
boundaries to fund improvements directly concerned with the provision of 
primary health care in those areas;
to fund specific projects or innovations for which either central funding is the 
most appropriate channel, or which may be ‘pilots’ to be adopted by Health 
Authorities or Family Practitioner Committees after evaluation.

1 A  study group under the chairmanship of Professor Donald Acheson (before his appointment as Chief Medical 
Officer) was commissioned by the London Health Planning Consortium to define the problems of organising and 
delivering primary health care in inner London and to make recommendations on how these policies might be 
overcome. Its report was published in May 1981.



4. Many of the proposals in this consultative paper have particular relevance to 
\ inner city problems. The number of elderly doctors tends to be higher in inner 
)) «ties than elsewhere and many practise single-handed without proper support 
^^staff. The changes to retirement policy proposed in Chapter 3 would accelerate 
C v ^ o r  replacement by younger vocationally trained doctors who are more likely to 
V ® £ t o  practise in groups and as part of a primary health care team. The provision

/̂ J?rouer information about services should encourage patients to make better use 
oj^dy doctors, rather than relying on hospital accident and emergency 
aroaronents, as often happens at present, where staff are not trained in general 

are unable to Provide continuity of care. As the health problems 
assoaauxÛ th social deprivation call for higher standards of care, inner cities 
shoulcTĝ m particular benefit from the introduction of a good practice allowance. 
The development of neighbourhood nursing teams should also help because these 
are the areas where there is most scope for rationalisation of the ways in which 
members of the primary health care team operate.
5. But much mof̂ netds to be done and new approaches need to be developed 
directed at problem̂ riecmiar to inner cities. The main problem is often the 
absence of suitable pQenj&̂ stfrom which a full primary health care team can 
operate. Despite the int^mnMn in 1983 of special 60 per cent grants for 
improvements to certain ijufexfov premises too many GPs in these areas still 
practice in accommodation̂ lQpftfc too cramped for adequate support staff. 
Financial incentives which in otHe&arts of the country have led to major 
improvements have not always jririveaWfective in encouraging sufficient GPs to 
inner cities to invest in new premre5ŝ &>se who do so can receive a ‘cost rent* 
which in effect covers the interest pWablepn the capital employed subject to 
certain limits on building costs. The ŝ hjimejs operated on a national basis and 
limits which are generous in some parts d«iî ountry may not be adequate to 
cover the higher costs in some inner city ar e a ^ F b e  Government believes that the 
scheme needs to be m a d e  m o r e  sensitive to focat^deds. However, many inner city 
areas exhibit problems other than those of rel̂ nZieŝ hat make it difficult to meet 
the need for high standard premises and call forMeln̂ blvement of FPCs, health 
authorities and local authorities as well as doctorê Bither the available property is 
unsuitable and cannot be improved and there are nÔ iew sites for development or 
the area is such that doctors will not invest money there because they will be 
unable to dispose of the premises without financial loss. Onlyjua imaginative and 
flexible approach by all the agencies concerned can resolve tniS5nroblems.
6. Although some young and enthusiastic doctors elect to entê inn̂ vcity practice, 
the fact remains that it is a less popular career choice; The high {¿¿¿¿»living, the 
shortage of suitable, or suitably priced, private and practice accon̂ jSafcjafon, and 
the difficult working conditions mean that working in these areas is gra&cs 
rewarding both financially and in other respects. There is a  case forprwtafy&- 
financial incentives to ensure that practising in these areas offers e q u i v a l e r d < 2 \  
attractions to working elsewhere. \ X j )



7. More could be done to make services accessible to ethnic groups and enable
( f j )  them to make better use of the system. For example, in areas serving some Asian

communities where women are reluctant to seek treatment from men there may 
¿ I  1 / 2  need to be special arrangements to attract women doctors and to encourage their

appointment to the vacancies that occur. Special staff could be more widely 
employed by local health authorities to assist their ethnic populations and to 
facilitate access to services.
8. Finally, there may be advantages in developing different contractual 

✓>\Cvarrangements for some doctors. Because the demands of working in inner cities
\v>*eall for special commitment it might be appropriate for FPCs to contract with 
T̂̂ jjSbte doctors on the basis of fixed-term contracts for limited periods of say 3-5 
v^wap^The nature of such contracts might need to be decided with regard to the 
{xmfcjr difficulties faced and need not necessarily be determined by generally 
pi^wnascales of fees and allowances. The Government will explore the 
post&ja/rycrf experiments along these lines in a small n u m b e r  of pilot areas.

9. The^ovemment is determined to tackle the problems of providing high 
standarayof primary health care in inner cities. Special effort will be made during 
the consultation on this paper to explore their needs and establish what more 
needs to be done.

Scotland 10. Many of the fqsbfcraof multiple deprivation found in inner cities are not
confined to such arM̂ DyScotland, a report in 1980 ‘Scottish Health Authorities 
Priorities for the 8 O s ^ 0 8 $ P E ) identified as a top priority the provision of Health 
Board services for the mmmft̂ ieprived (including improved maternal services, 
better access to health faotfjttaf̂jjd greater provision of domiciliary services) as 
well as community nursingsemê . with particular emphasis on the over 75s and 
on preventive measures. Becarararmchild population was already falling, the 
report doubted whether top praxjt̂ ffiquld be given to the provision of additional 
resources for acute child health. that child health should be promoted
by expanding preventive, screening'mffae&essment services. Health Boards’ 
programmes following the SHAPE r$pOTW(Jfelbeing monitored with them by the 
Scottish Home and Health DepartmenC//̂ \X\

Wales 11. Similar conditions are to be found in m ĵrotthe valley communities in South
Wales. The Welsh Office is committed to tac£mfg4nese problems, which are 
associated with an ageing housing stock, enviromremal dereliction and the decline 
of traditional sources of employment. The Department recognises that there are 
difficulties in attracting and retaining professional staff to serve those 
communities and will be considering how the practitioner services to those areas 
can be improved.

Northern Ireland 12. Official research in Northern Ireland has shown that trter̂ r̂ reas of 
significant multiple deprivation in West Belfast, West Londonrecr̂ Hid in 
electoral wards in other towns to the west and south. The Depart̂ rf̂ iHealth 
and Social Services, in conjunction with Health and Social Servicê rajttBs and in 
liaison with other government Departments, has mounted a numbertfif̂ p̂ . 
ordinated programmes aimed at improving not merely poor quality primwfhs. 
health care, which is only one feature of deprivation, but other aspects suCTasn 
sub-standard and over-crowded housing, unemployment, low income anopMry\ 
environment.

— END OF CHAPTER 9--- -----------------



Chaírâ lO: Community Nursing Services
There is one important area that has not yet been covered in this discussion

✓̂ C\ipcument, namely the role of nurses in primary health care. The greatest
\^Mntribution comes from the community nursing services managed and funded in 
^̂ »rfgknd and Wales by District Health Authorities. In England these services are 
v0m*Wfcd by some 50,000 full and part-time staff employed by health authorities

. .visitors and school nurses, who have a health promotion/illness 
p&tertfSbn role largely in relation to children and young people;
dist%t nurses who provide clinical care at home to patients either discharged 
from hospital or not requiring hospital admission;

and their support staff of registered and enrolled nurses and nursing auxiliaries. 
Services are also ¿rovined by community midwives, community psychiatric and 
community ment̂ arjlijcap nurses, and other specialist nurses working in the 
community. ( Í ) )

2. These community mĵ ftriray work in health authority health centres and 
clinics, in peoples homeŝ jŝ Khremises owned by family doctors. And family 
doctors may themselves en*íífó£phctice nurses - there are some 2150 in terms of 
whole time equivalents - whopvroOyithin the practice, usually in treatment 
rooms, providing for example immumsation, cytology. Primary health care is best 
provided when family doctors, cbtfjptíítoy nurses and practice nurses work 
together as members of a primary fK&Qjtrcare team.

Review of 3. The Government has launched sepaiŵ iwiews of community nursing services.
Community In England the review was undertaken byaapaty team under the chairmanship of
Nursing Services Mrs Julia Cumberlege.

The English review team’s report, ‘Neighboutá̂ wNursing — A Focus for Care”, is 
being published simultaneously with this discus&áyáucument, and the 
Government intends that there be discussion a n d  c o m m e n t  on that report as part of 
the primary care debate in England.

4. Community nursing reviews are also being undertaken in Wales and Northern 
Ireland. In Wales, a two year review was initiated in April 1̂ c?m  consider the 
future pattern of community nursing provision in the lighî m¿particular needs 
of the Principality, and in relation to primary health care as a A broadly
comparable review is underway in Northern Ireland. These ar&feswxftd to report 
in July 1987 and January 1987 respectively. .Aspects of communK^^^ng are 
also being studied in Scotland in a number of ways. For example, aqĝ íffiding 
study of primary health care team work, ‘Health Care in the C o m m s M ^
Review of Activities in Primary Health Care’, commissioned by the Scogfefĉ Sme 
and Health Department, was undertaken during 1985 and its findings m^re/K^ 
available to Health Boards and professional bodies. Follow up work.to that̂ rab\ 
is now being considered, and the recommendations of the Cumberlege reporwvuly/̂
as appropriate, be taken into account. Ĵl/

/



Itecoimnviroions 5. The review was set up because of concern that community nursing services were 
of the reyfTOwhin no longer meeting people’s needs as efficiently and effectively as they might. The 
in Englan<k O )  report shares that concern and makes 14 recommendations plus many detailed

^/^vfomments and suggestions covering five main themes:
neighbourhood nursing services 

/^vmaking better use of nursing skills 
^^jmproving the effectiveness of the primary health care team 
^iMrees in nurse training
iivâaSiing public involvement in the way services are run

6. The report recommends that community nursing services should be planned, 
organised and provided on a neighbourhood basis. In each neighbourhood, which 
would cover a population of between 10,000 and 25,000, the work of health 
visitors, district imrsai and school nurses would be integrated under the control of 
a neighbourhooaWtftpg manager, in association with community psychiatric 
nurses, community menjM health nurses and community midwives. This concept 
is intended to proviaiwSiprellexible use of nursing services under local 
management, so imprdtfmwfifc delivery of services to the community, 
collaboration in primary4*£alm̂ are, and ensuring the best use of training skills.
7. The review team’s report commends the principle of introducing the ‘nurse
practitioner’ into primary hemrarcana The term ‘nurse practitioner’ which 
originated in North America, na$3we£&rne had a variety of meanings and could 
be misleading. But the Govemmeiri™^hb to see discussion on the important 
issues of how to make better use ofnuĵ Hig skills and clinical expertise, the grade 
mix in support teams (eg the use of nursiraîNxiliaries) and whether with 
additional training some nurses could crostfp̂ pre to help and assist patients. The 
Government would also welcome views owinĵ jort’s other recommendation in 
this area which proposes that, as part of ih&mtej&b care programme, nurses 
should be able to prescribe a limited list of iteS«an$Uontrol drug dosage in well- 
defined circumstances. vy'
8. The Government shares the review team’s beliejrhat the strengthening of the 
primary health care team is a key objective. The lack of adequate understandings 
between team members at present can lead to uncertainty apd-inefficiency in the 
provision of services. There seems advantage therefore in &feaiy coming together, 
as the report recommends, to produce a written statemenrsfe»Hjg3>ut the agreed 
activities of the team members. However discussion on this amojndeas for 
strengthening the team is needed before considering the detailô ŵ a statement, 
or the role the review team saw for it as a qualifying condition fdraŵ sentive 
payments to doctors to improve the quality of general practice.
9. The report also suggests new measures for identifying and promotiM2POT|. 
practice. The Government intends to consider this in the wider context ofctfuukv 
assurance in primary care generally, a subject discussed in Chapter 8.
10. The statutory educational bodies are at present considering changes in
education. They will no doubt wish to examine carefully the report’s 
recommendation that there should be a common training course for all first-leve(/\ 
nurses wishing to work outside hospital in what are now the fields of health v
visiting, district nursing and school nursing. <



11. The Government recognises thevalueofthe many local groups that exist to 
represent patients’ interests and it may be that more will develop as the report 
recommends. Mention has already been made in this consultative document of the 

Xr^^\development of patient participation groups. Informal health care associations 
^^^wising in response to perceived local needs may also have a part to play.

he Government is not seeking comment on the review team’s 
¿5e6d>bmendation on the way in which doctors are reimbursed for the cost of 
Mjpf^ng practice nurses. The total cost of nurses employed by general 
pnuriiiiOMrs is reimbursed, part to the individual doctor and the remainder in the 
porit§mjmuneration from which fees and allowances are paid to general 
practitranê P&s a whole. If neighbourhood nursing services develop in the ways 
recommmded, it seems quite likely that more family doctors will wish to obtain 
their nuremg advice and support from the health authority team. However, it is 
also likely that some practices will see advantages in employing their own nurses. 
The Government doesnot propose to end the present arrangement of part direct 
a n d  part indirect(mimfyirsement o f  the cost.

13. The GovemmSt^is^B the recommendation that it should give consideration 
to amalgamating FF̂ SMŴ Ixiistrict health authorities. But independent Family 
Practitioner Committe^ro^^een in existence for only one year, and it is too 
soon to contemplate charqg&&fvch would in any case need to be based.on a close 
analysis o f  the likely benejwsTs^y^

14 Tire report also comment̂ îjP̂ hĵ  possibility of a salaried family doctor 
service. The Government believd^Mxufto independent contractor status of family 
doctors has brought benefitsanasfiwGHspntinue.

15. The Government intends that dhba^dppn the review team’s report, focused 
on the five main issues identified aboveTrag&rer with the proposals in this 
consultative document, will provide a frame$*ofck in England for a comprehensive 
examination of all the major elements of pnjp̂ î  care.

If
---END OF CHAPTER 10---



ChariS&Il: Conclusion
Primary health care has played a key role in improving the nation’s health, not 

✓̂ Csbnly in the treatment of disease but also in the maintenance and promotion of 
and in acting as the means by which patients can receive the right kinds of 

^yjG%singly specialised hospital services. The Government is firmly committed to 
VbmSmi on the strengths of the primary care services and to continuing to develop 
cdmprepfensive care of a high standard, available and accessible to all.
2. ’ng^q&of primary health care has changed significantly over the years, and 
the ser\ppê £tve shown a capacity to respond to new needs. This quality will be no 
less impanram in the future as new challenges arise from technical advances in 
health can&nd changes in social factors such as the increase in the number of the 
very old. This paper is designed to open up discussion of ways in which the 
primary health carê emces can be helped to meet future needs.
3. The Governments main objectives are:

to give the publî p ^ >ice of high quality primary care services;
to encourage high and responsiveness to the needs of the public;
to obtain better valuwfcorojiey and t0 set clearer priorities for the family 
practitioner services in relatarfrto the rest of the NHS.

To this end this consultative doorimenOsets out a number of proposals on which 
views are now sought. Among th»Mi^

the introduction of arrangmen̂ jrô ecting and rewarding the doctors with 
the highest standards of care;
increasing the proportion of doctoiVrenwjeration made by way of 
capitation fees in order to provide an mcepjivfe to doctors to practice in ways 
that will encourage patients to join theiî stŝ
giving information to patients that will enaqte*$an to choose the medical 
and dental practices that most meet their neeqx
improvements in the arrangements for handling complaints;
arranging for the retirement of elderly doctors and dendsffi.
getting proper local strategies drawn up for thê sitiv̂ gojBGrion of good 
health; ( T j \

improving access to NHS dental services; ¿ 1

placing more emphasis in the dental services an oral hygiene aî wl&Qtion 
of decay;
extending the role of pharmacists to provide better advisory and otnb^jN 
services;
making local studies of the quality of primary health care actually delivered©̂  
improving services in inner cities. /r/



5. This paper is a discussion document about the future of a vital part of the 
\\ health service. The Government hopes that the issues it raises, together with the 
'J/\report of the review of community nursing services in England, will form the 
^T^genda for a widespread debate among the public and professions alike. To carry 

debate forward the Government will be arranging a series of meetings over the 
r̂otffcsix months at which the professions and others will be invited to give 
(?<1apnce. A number of these will be held in areas of England outside London, 
pgrelcywrly those with inner city areas, and elsewhere in the UK. Written 
congjrertfs-will also be welcome and should be sent by 31 December 1986 to the 
addrfsrartnpwn below.
In Engtarato:
Primary Health Care,
DHSS,
Eileen House, / ^ \
80-94 Newington feausl̂vay,
London SE1 6EE^/^J\
In Scotland to:
Primary Health Care,
Scottish Home and HealtncJq̂ mnent,
St Andrews House, S y y K
Regent Road, \ < j )
Edinburgh EH1 3DE.
In Wales to: 'S/?
Primary Health Care,
Welsh Office,
Health and Social Work Department,
Cathays Park,
Cardiff CF1 3NQ t V S ?

In Northern Ireland to:
Primary Health Care,
DHSS Northern Ireland,
Dundonald House,
Upper Newtownards Road, \C
Belfast BT43SF. (YJ)

— end of chapter 11—  ^ y \ \ S



Apfi^xl
Primâ t̂̂ ilth Care Arrangements In Other Countries

% ppendix discusses the differences and similarities between primary health 
the UK and that in other countries. There are wide variations to be 
id arising from differences in needs, geography, historical and cultural 
peiSroeed̂es, and resources available. Some of the differences are very great 
indeS&TOffj&ke the comparisons manageable and relevant the Appendix 

concenrafcs on the arrangements in Europe, North America and Australia.
Financing 2. In considering how primary care is funded it is necessary to begin by

commenting on the financing of health care systems as a whole, including 
secondary care.
3. Among the couBtrtSŜ tudied the UK is unusual in the high proportion (85 per 
cent) of costs met omowjjpect taxation. By contrast responsibility in the USA 
rests to a much greatertramon the individual and often on his employer to 
arrange for the fmanrin£or»palth care through private insurance. However, 
difference between the twk^mpbs is narrowing as the private health sector in 
Britain grows and as the Federâ ra!State governments in the USA assume greater 
responsibility for those ineligfwcOTynable to pay for private insurance.
4. In Western Europe it is commOrjroroealth care to be funded largely through 
Social Insurance, under which emproyvteand employees contribute at rates 
determined by statute. But part of tn^mn^iture may still be met from general 
taxation. For example about half the of health care in Norway are met
by Central and Local Government //v.
5. Payments by users of the services also vai^^dy. In some countries — for 
example Italy and the Federal Republic of Genrany^eneral practitioner 
consultations are free, as they are in the UK. In ourfire a charge is made. In 
Belgium there is a set fee which is reduced for thoŜ pn low incomes; in France 
patients pay 20-30 per cent of the cost of treatment; in Finland primary health care 
is provided free in health centres but patients are charged 40 per cent of the costs if 
they go to independent contractor GPs. Prescription charaẑ Ŝ common, though 
their structure varies. In virtually all countries patients arempes{ed to make some 
contribution towards the cost of their dental care though thcmreifiqds of 
cost-sharing differ. In France for example the state meets 75 scale
charges but actual fees may be higher than the scale so that the pqrau^ 
contribution may be greater than 25 Vo. In Sweden 40 Vo of the total̂ raK&dental 
care is reimbursed. The coverage of the state system, too, varies and 
countries provide the full range of dental care to all who are insured undgrtjKfr 
arrangements. In the Netherlands only 70 Vo of the population are covered&y))
National Health Insurance and in many countries specific treatment, sudraŝ N̂. 
orthodontics or supply or dentures, are not covered. In Australia the NHS drasv>/\ 
not cover routine dental treatment at all. In Canada provision varies from s s
Province to Province: for example, in Saskatchewan dental services are provided r y ' y '  
up to the age of 16, over that age all adults attend private dentists but treatment or /a  
those on social assistance is paid for by the Province. /



w  Access to medical 6. In some countries — notably Belgium, France and the Federal Republic of 
v̂eare) j Germany — patients are able to refer themselves direct to specialists. In the UK,

access to specialist services under the NHS is normally obtained only on referral 
by the general practitioner. In this country great importance is attached to the role 
of the family doctor as the co-ordinator and mobiliser of secondary care. This role 
is enhanced by the requirement on patients to register with a single doctor (a 
requirement unusual outside the UK and Scandinavia) and by the way in which 

\ ( ) )  doctors, nurses and other professionals work together in primary health care 
'^^V^teams. This country is one of the few which require doctors to undergo three years’ 
NÔ 'cpcational training before becoming principals in general practice although the 
N̂ v/Ej«opean Commission have now prepared a draft Directive that would extend 

¡̂dm̂ ulsory vocational training to other member States.
Payment of T Irafost countries nurses and ancillary staff are salaried, but doctors and
Primary Health denrarare self-employed. Dentists usually are paid on a fee for item of service
Care Workers basis tyipdib UK. This is also the method of payment for general practitioners in

many cMntries, though in the Netherlands, Italy and parts of Denmark and Spain 
there is a rapitation system as in this country. In Portugal and Sweden general 
practitioners are salaried, as are some in Denmark, Greece and Spain.

Medicines 8. The UK occuresatairly central position in its prescribing rates, substantially
lower than Italy, UcwnaUx and France, and similar to Australia the USA and 
Canada. { i ) J

9. Comparing the Britigirareton with other countries shows that the principle of 
charging for medicines isM̂ frablished though the financial structure differs 
quite widely. Australia, Be^QQi^he Netherlands, Sweden, Norway and the 
Federal Republic of Germany JriwCTixed prescription charges like the UK. Some 
other countries levy charges prrarimpnate to the cost of the medicine (e.g.
Denmark, Finland, France, LuxenŜ Sk. Portugal, Spain and Switzerland) while 
some (such as Greece), combine a ffiftŵ charge with a percentage of the cost of 
the medicine. In some countries charee^wv with the importance of the drug: at 
one end of the scale lifesaving medicine/mawse free, whilst at the other the full 
cost is charged.

USA 10. A separate section on developments in tf^SOis worthwhile because of the
recent emergence of Health Maintenance Orgamamj^s (HMOs) as the provider 
of health care for an increasing proportion of tlwradpulation. The traditional 
system has provided fee-for-service care. In other wbrds both primary and 
secondary care are funded from insurance for those able to meet the fees. The 
HMOs — which provide a complete health care service for those enrolled with 
them on an annual pre-payment basis — are a response to eu€s»ye health care 
expenditure in a system that encouraged direct access to sp̂ sjdi&Hreatment. The 
HMOs have been successful in reducing expenditure, typicallVeutung in-patient 
days by about 40 per cent. This was possible in the particular sKn£$K$in the USA. 
What it demonstrates, however, is the effectiveness of primary carewwgfcians in 
controlling the use of specialist services.
11. HMOs are competing with each other for custom. They are out to mpraKra
quality product at a reasonable price: This shows in the emphasis whicrntfrayraace 
in achieving consumer satisfaction, in the high quality of the informatioinhgpp£\ 
available to prospective patients, in the accent on good management, in the 
resources given to the setting of standards and to quality control, coupled witr^x^ 
remuneration systems that relate doctors’ payments to their performance. /k
12. A more extended discussion of HMOs is contained in the annex to this <
appendix.

(confidential— end chapter 12—



(̂̂ ĵ iex to Appendix 1 
H^^Maintenance Organisations
Introdu<fjtt£\ This is the Report of a visit to the USA which two DHSS officers made during the 

course of the Government’s review of primary care in order to study Health 
aintenance Organisations (HMOs). It sets out the background; it explains why 

Na^ / W M O s are a response to the particular situation in the USA; it identifies features 
^^O&Kare relevant to any health care system which seeks to be acceptable, effective 
C/̂ np̂ ficient.

Background care in the USA is delivered by a variety of competitive ‘providers’ and
wa£nd3Sr designed as a system to function in a cost effective and integrated 
fashioô Tirere has been expensive duplication, uneven allocation of resources, and 
until reomtly a disregard for costs. Economic incentives have worked the wrong 
way and many features of the system, notably the inaccessibility of health services 
to the poor, compare unfavourably with the UK. However the American 
environment allaws&r a wide variety of new approaches to a problem to be 
tested. Experimentation is encouraged by the competitive environment.
3. In recent years anéwmethod of providing primary and secondary care, the 
Health Maintenancèsfîœalflsation, has been expanding rapidly in the USA. This is 
related to current concimftvjhe United States about cost-escalation.
Fee-for-service practice arâ fWnsurance system have led to increases which have 
alarmed both govemmentMnaSrajJStry, which bears the cost of much health 
insurance. (For example, Chrg>ijir&iealth care costs add $600 to the price of a 
car.) Initially the development y Q j M Q s  was stimulated by Federally funded 
experiments, but now that the mbvémCTtthas taken off, government had adopted 
a regulatory and supervisory role. TÎyiÛg'Offer a prospect of cost containment 
because they are ‘managed health ca^^wmips’, surviving as a result of efficient 
and entrepreneurial management.

The Nature of 4. HMOs are complete health care systems d̂ kveraig comprehensive care on a
Health prepayment basis. They compete both with eflSjrtftner, ̂  with traditional
Maintenance ‘fee-for-service’ practice. They vary in the prop<m}0j&>f care they themselves 
Organisations provide, sometimes employing salaried doctors, Mmetimes having arrangements 

with existing group practices and hospitals, and often buying in the more 
specialised services that they need. In contrast, health care insurers like Blue Cross 
reimburse retrospectively for care which has already been gjven. H MO premiums 
are around $110 per month for an individual, or $250 for ifarnyy. Employers 
often pay 80*70, but there may be patient charges at the timCD0p5aunent, for 
example for prescriptions. Subscriptions cover preventive sernjcesJprimary and 
hospital care, emergency services and complex procedures Ukesorgm7 
transplantation. Initially HMOs recruited mainly through emplo^oj3»jch 
selected a young and healthy population. This effect now is less doVmraî^nd 
care is being offered to wider groups. During the last few years HMOs n 
accepted over 65s, who can apply their Medicare benefits to an HM O  
subscription. Five years ago the Fiederal Government launched a programigê vv 
experimental schemes for the elderly in which the premium was paid directlraw^ 
H M O  at 95*70 of the average fee-for-service costs in that area in the previous y & t â /  
The ability of HMOs to contain costs allowed them to make a considerable pror 
even though they offered extensive services. However, unless there is some systemv/̂ , 
of meeting the costs of care, HMOs cannot provide it For this reason nowhere in v 1 
the USA do HMOs currently provide comprehensive care to all people in the area, i



IzKEffiagiĉ V. 5. HMOs have forced competition onto a very fat system, and this is conceded by 
Measuresadip\ the hospitals who are the sternest critics of HMOs. By bringing the budget of most
Incentiveŝ vOn forms of care under the same management and into close relationship with the 

Ni^XXdoctors and the hospitals so that their performance can be monitored, HMOs 
^Cv'5?ve ̂>een able t0 influence medical decision makers. Financial incentives have 
x̂ f̂aegn introduced, the use of hospital facilities has been cut, and drug usage has

6^HM&s normally control access to costly specialist care by insisting that 
pat̂ejafsjkst consult a primary care physician, who in the American context may 
be aterfmydoctor, a general physician, a paediatrician or an obstetrician/ 
gynaeo&reKt. The result has typically been a 40 per cent reduction in hospital bed 
days comaared with fee-for-service practice. This reduction in bed usage has 
affected tne profit of hospital companies, and it has been predicted that some 
1,000 hospitals in the USA will have closed by the year 2000. In Minneapolis-St 
Paul (where H M O n w  particularly active) 60 per cent of hospitals were operating 
at or below 55 per̂ en̂ pccupancy in 1983.
7. Financial incentivwaraVlmost universal. Doctors are provided with target 
hospitalisation rates past performance and their incomes depend on
undershooting this. BetTC«ph>and 20 per cent of income may be withheld until 
the figures are known and̂ Mcrâ are told monthly of their performance. Doctors 
are provided with informatronabppt the expenses they incur by their referral of a 
patient or by the use of laborâ w&iadiological investigations. Costly behaviour 
on the part of one member of â royamractice can jeopardize everyone’s bonus. 
Centres can compare costs with eticjratren and they can see which hospitals are 
the best buy and which specialists lnwe'melowest guaranteed fee for a particular 
procedure. American hospitals have al&mTppmpeted with each other and HMOs 
are taking advantage of this. The spare ĉ pdojyswhich generally existed to avoid 
turning away trade is a handicap now ther̂ ieffflter admissions and length of stay 
is shorter. As a result hospitals are linking to HjH^to protect their market share, 
closing wards, reducing manpower and settingaSmSSency targets. Doctors are 
changing their behaviour. VX/

Consumer 8. To recruit each new patient as a subscriber may cost the HM O  $60-100, and
Satisfaction and there is annual renewal. HMOs must ensure that people are happy so efforts are
Quality Assurance made to inform them about services and to establish persoiufadationships with 

their doctors. HMOs produce illustrated brochures setting odt tqy doctors’ 
qualifications, experience and special interests. Staff qualitŷ BiHjp&ttant and 
HMOs can end contracts where necessary. Formal consumer ŝ veyŜ ssess 
satisfaction, the time taken to answer the phone or book an appbiflranm. in 
waiting for the doctor, or for laboratory tests to be performed. Incnvmfapv 
complaints are dealt with rapidly by staff employed to investigate grr̂ £rc«> 
Accessibility and availability matter to patients, so locations are plannedjyij&eare. 
Two HMOs seen had developed city centre offices which open early andwreeflyv 
late to help those working nearby. Regular newsletters provide information̂ bmjyv 
services and health education topics. It is the non-users who change schemes mrav 
25 per cent turn-over at renewal time is not uncommon. TV commercials leave*\^7 
people in no doubt that their custom is sought after.



9. HMOs have an interest in demonstrating the quality of their care - which 
appears to be at least as good as under fee-for-service schemes and under 
Federal regulations they have to establish a formal quality assurance programme. 
National guidelines, developed with professional help, do not define quality of 
care nor dictate methods for its assessment. However, an organisational structure 
is required which makes professional review possible. There must be a committee 
responsible for quality assurance activities, accountable to the governing body.
The doctors must be involved in this and its work must be supervised by one of the 
H M O ’s physicians. Regular meetings must take place, and records of the action 
taken must be kept. The personal commitment of two ‘medical directors of quality 
assurance’ seen was impressive; one had an annual budget of $500,000 and a team 
of 10 staff. Methods used include peer group review, and random examination of 
records for completeness, legibility and the appropriateness of tests, diagnosis and 
treatment. Attempts were being made to review organisation structure, the process 
of care, and patient outcome, and to identify problem areas like the care of the 
young unmarried pregnant patient. Consumer surveys pin-point potential 
trouble-areas. Quality is valued both for its own sake and because it is an element 
in the marketing and survival of the organisation. There is cut-throat competition, 
and an H M O  which has a good local reputation is at an advantage.

Medicines 10. Drug costs in the USA have been increasing at 20 per cent per year. HMOs
generally pay for medicines although a contribution of $2-3 is required from the 
patient. Most HMOs seek savings, sometimes through using their own pocket 
formulary, which is in effect a Selected List. Generic substitution may be 
mandatory. Incentives are used, and doctor’s prescribing costs may be one of the 
factors incorporated into a wider system which determines whether or not he will 
get a bonus. HMOs are often large enough to negotiate discounts either with 
pharmacy chains who dispense the prescriptions, or with the manufacturers 
themselves. One brand of antibiotic may be offered in preference, if its 
manufacturer makes a good offer. As a result of such efforts one HM O  reduced 
drug costs from 7.5 per cent to 4.5 per cent of its total budget.

Preventive 11. Promotional literature and TV commercials demonstrate the importance of
Medicine preventive medicine in marketing terms. An HM O  which did not provide such

service would not survive. HMOs, given half an indication that advice on conduct, 
diet, relaxation or exercise is worthwhile, will institute programmes in creative 
parenting strategies’ or ‘intensive couples workshops’. Nevertheless there is a 
reality and commitment behind these initiatives, and HMOs provide a good case 
for proven activities like cervical and breast cancer screening, both of which are 
widely offered.

Nurses 12. Nurses are employed as managers at the corporate headquarters and at
operational level. They may be given a patient’s admission details and projected 
length of stay so that progress can be monitored. They may also act as hospital 
discharge planners, making the necessary arrangements for which the doctors 
might not find time. Community nursing being cheaper than hospital care, HMOs 
are developing their own scheme to reduce the time spent in hospital. Nurses also 
assist in quality assurance, in handling complaints, and in the provision of nurse 
helplines’ to assist patients in an emergency when practice premises may be closed. 
In addition ‘nurse practitioners’ may work side by side with medical staff as first 
points of contact for health care. This seemed particularly welcomed by female 
patients.

Summary 13. For those served, Health Maintenance Organisations provide a high standard
of service. The management of all health care from a locally controlled budget 
avoids attempts to transfer costs at the margin, and has led to significant savings. 
Good information and competition has led HM O  staff to seek to attract rather 
than repel patients. Patients can make a better choice of doctor and change with 
ease. The importance accorded to quality assurance and performance assessment 
is impressive. There are lessons to be learned from American experience.

— end appendix 1—



A p^ot^ x 2
Payin̂ P̂rofessions

y & t h f e  Appendix describes how doctors, dentists, pharmacists and opticians in the 
/jmmjy practitioner services are paid.

Doctors nJHHystem for paying GPs is, like that of the other professions in the FPS,
bâ giSinhe principle of cost plus, that is the payments they receive are intended 
to besamejSnt both to cover expenses and provide a given net income to the 
average<QP
2. Responsibility for advising the Government on the appropriate level of net 
income rests with the Doctors and Dentists Review Body (DDRB). The 
Government deridgSha the light of the DDRB report upon the average level of 
income for all GKs. Tpe actual amounts individual GPs receive vary, depending on 
the service they pi©taf£rr!hd the expenses they incur, and some obviously earn 
more than the averag£jura>orne less. For example, a relatively junior 
single-handed GP witl̂ Kftmd 500 patients might earn under £10,000 net, while a 
GP with a large list of 3,Q^^Sents practising in a group and acting as a GP 
trainer could have a net in̂ £n̂ ®excess of £30,000. The average net income 
which the system is intended ttvrirjywie from June 1985 is £23,440.
3. Any expense incurred in pr̂ ĵswgeneral medical services is paid back to the 
profession in full. Some of thesê Sprira are paid back to the individual GP 
incurring them (this is known as ‘dî p̂eftnbursement’). The remainder are 
reimbursed on an average basis throû nramdard rate fees and allowances (and 
usually referred to as ‘indirect reimburŝ jn̂ n̂ VIt follows that the exact amout a 
GP receives by way of indirectly reimburŝ Jwtraipses will not, except by chance, 
equal his or her expenditure and that the Ĝ wffljiave a strong incentive to 
economy so far as these expenses are concerrtŜ ŝample survey is conducted 
each year to establish GPs’ average expenses an^Up^P forecast what provision 
should be made for them in pay in the coming ŷ s&The provision in fees and 
allowances for 1985/86 is £11,320 per GP. On top df this, directly reimbursed 
expenses are expected to average about £12,400 per GP (excluding drug costs). The 
average GP’s gross income in 1985/86 is therefore expectedje<onsist of £23,400 
net income, plus £11,320 in indirectly reimbursed expensê mlû )E12,400 in directly 
reimbursed expenses.
4. With the exception of those expenses which are paid on aik(g«H»dVial basis to 
the GPs who incur them (see below), both net income and expengK&wwd to 
GPs through a range of fees and allowances. An individual GP’s iiraxre&epends 
upon which fees and allowances he or she qualifies for. Fees and alldwaqc&̂ re of - 
three principal types.

i. Capitation Fees
An annual fee is payable for each patient registered with a GR StaMaw^v 
capitation fees are paid at three rates, depending upon the patient’s 
that for patients under 65 is currently £6.85 a year; that for patients ag^^ 
65-74 is £8.85; and that for patients aged 75 and over is £10.90. ^
Supplementary capitation fees are payable in certain circumstances to 
doctors undertaking to provide out-of-hours services. Capitation fees 
account for some 47% of the total paid in fees and allowances.



ii. Allowances
O I L ?  Apart from capitation fees, the biggest single element in a GP’s pay is

normally Basic Practice Allowance. The full rate allowance of just over 
£7,000 is payable to all GPs with 1,000 or more patients and who are 
regarded as devoting a substantial amount of time to general practice. A 
proportion of the allowance is payable to GPs with smaller lists. Doctors 
can also receive a Seniority Allowance at one of 3 rates (top rate £4,560 a 
year), depending on how long they have been in general practice.
Doctors who have yet to become entitled to Seniority Allowances can, if 
vocationally trained, obtain an allowance of £1,450 a year. There are also 
allowances for practising in a group of 3 or more doctors for providing 

<//^j3ut-of-hours cover and for having completed postgraduate training 
C^^rnducement payments are available to doctors setting up in certain 
(̂ jjStsely populated areas. On average, allowances account for some 40% 
Vof GPs’ income from fees and allowances.

iii. Item of service fees and certain other minor payments
A GP is entitled to a fee each time he provides certain services. For 
examplaacroctor receives a fee for carrying out some vaccinations or 
immuriiWierpStof £2.30 or £3.30); for carrying out cervical cytology 
tests on sonfcwOTien (£6.60); and for making a night visit (£15.55). 
Doctors alsb-KKaye fees for providing contraceptive services (of up to 
£29.90 a yearffaftfesWemity medical services (the fee for providing a 
patient with con̂ K̂̂ jedical services is £105.00). Fees of this kind 
account for about le%̂ S£Jncome from fees and allowances.

n

o— Insert figure 12—



Note: gross payments to unrestricted principals in general medical practice, excludina drug costs. a



(f V  5. The other element in GPs’ income is payments to cover expenses actually
incurred. These include payment normally in full for rent and rates. Doctors who 
own their own surgeries receive a notional rent equivalent to the current market 
rental value of the premises as assessed by the District Valuer. (Doctors may also 
be entitled to receive extra financial help with the cost of building new 
purpose-built practice premises or improving existing ones). GPs can also claim 
back 70% of the salary of certain ancillary staff, up to a maximum of 2 staff per 
GR Other expenses which are directly paid for include the cost of drugs dispensed; 

xr^£\the salary and expenses of trainee doctors employed by GPs; and the cost of 
'̂'̂ Sfcmploying a locum whilst sick or on study leave. About half of the total cost of 
v>^GRs’ expenses is now met through payments of this kind, and half through fees 

/utiraHowances.
Dentists lrDejMsts are paid a fee for every item of treatment they give to patients. There

arê flSŵ rate fees, and it would obviously be very difficult, if not impossible, to 
set theScreh£>fee for each and every item of treatment in isolation. So dentists’ pay, 
like thaKrfGPs, is based on the principle that the average dentist should earn a 
certain insbme before tax from the NHS and have the expenses of running his or 
her NHS practice met in full. The amount individual dentists earn will depend on 
the amount of worjuhey do and the amount of expenses they incur.
2. The net inconrewmch the average dentist should earn is decided by the
Government in recommendations by the independent Doctors and
Dentists Review Boc&iPv’P̂ )- When making its recommendation, the DDRB 
makes use of informatiSMe t̂ the average dentist’s hours of work and the 
amount and type of treatmra£*&hich the average dentist does. The average dentist 
currently works about 30 nginiMveek in the NHS and the average net income the 
system is required to provide frorĵ June 1985 is £20,280.
3. The amount due to dentists Iŵ rô nses is determined by uprating information 
about the average dentist’s actuanK»MM£ obtained every year from a sample. 
These expenses are substantial. For^mpte, this year the estimate of average 
expenses is about £29,000 - getting oIo c m M  times that for net income.H

%

\— Insert figure 13—



Figure 13 ^Average Payments tq&eneral Dental Practitioners in Great Britain, Broken Down into Neracome and Expenses, 1982/83



4. After forecasting the number of times the average dentists will do each of the
different forms of treatment, the level of fees is set in such a way that the average 
dentist can earn an agreed net income. The relationships between the different fees 
are based largely on the time taken to carry out the different forms of treatment 
though, for some forms of treatment, the fee includes an allowance for expenses 

✓̂ Cvrtiich can be specifically linked to that treatment.
Pharmacists amount due to pharmacists for dispensing NHS prescriptions is based on

Ctiiejahpur and overheads costs incurred in dispensing NHS prescriptions plus an 
âreejjrate of profit. The rate of profit is arrived at through direct negotiation 
bettfreiiHtte Government and the pharmacists’ representative organisation. 
LabOT̂ andoverheads costs are assessed by sample statistical enquiries which are 
held p4&jiHcally, normally, every four years. For non-enquiry years the amounts 
due areto&eased by the latest statistical indices. The amounts due for labour and 
overheads plus the agreed rate of profit are paid out to contractors as 
remuneration in the manner described below. As with doctors and dentists, the 
payments made tp̂ S&ay them the cost they incurred in NHS dispensing on an 
average basis. y
2. The amounts dû forMspensing are paid to pharmacists through three main 
types of payment:

i. a professiondMM̂ p̂rescription of an average about 55p but varying 
according to thwtfpirtK prescription dispensed, in accordance with the 
scale laid down inrnPPftig Tariff.

ii. a differential on-coŜ Qrowrance calculated at varying percentages of the
wholesale cost of drû Smâ hphances dispensed (before the 
application of discountXTl̂ Mi-cost percentages are on a sliding scale 
and vary with the numberx̂ Siescnptions dispensed by contractors 
during the month. The higli&a«re®f on-cost (23 per cent) is paid where 
the least number of prescriptiroswp̂ dispensed during the month (1 to 
249 prescriptions), the lowest rareotaĵ cost (8.4 per cent) is paid where 
the greatest number of prescriptiof«j*5flE)dispensed during the month 
(over 5,000) and there is a full rangeom^st scale points (over 80) 
between these two extremes. v/^

iii. a basic practice allowance at a rate of £3300 per annum is paid for each
pharmacy except one entering into contract with the NHS for the first 
time after 1 July 1980 where the new pharmacy iswjthin 1 kilometre of 
another pharmacy.1 ( f  })

There are also additional payments, not common to every pfiamabh inasmuch as 
they are only paid for a particular service performed:

iv. payments for remaining open outside normal hours oiraw^anice.
v. urgent out of hours dispensing.
vi. oxygen therapy cylinder service. vcOy
vii. essential small pharmacy payments (annual grants).
viii. grants for training pharmacy graduates in their pre-registration yeal^^w^

3. Pharmacists are also paid the wholesale cost of drugs and appliances dispense '̂)
in meeting NHS prescriptions, less the discount which they can on average be ^  
expected to obtain from suppliers. ^

1 There is no basic practice allowance as part of the Scottish remuneration arrangements and as a result the basis 
and levels of professionals fees and payrnentsaredifferent;__<î >_>i>_^B̂



OptiekMK^ I. Opticians receive a fee for each NHS sight test or NHS dispensing they 
conduct. The average costs of NHS sight testing and dispensing are settled 
through negotiations taking into account information obtained from periodic cost 

\ ^ J / \ enquiries, and an agreed profit element is added to arrive at the fees.
Between main enquiries, which are conducted at 4 or 5 yearly intervals, 

'^^mppnation on costs is updated using appropriate price and earnings indices. A 
/̂ f\Hfficulty has been that updating of fees by this means has not prevented the 
ouijpQsbof sums due to the profession or the Department. This has been 
urisap̂ Klctory to both parties and arrangements are in hand to convert to a system 
of dxjgfljŜfehquiries into opticians’ costs. This will bring about annual fee 
settlembn̂ >hd will remove the need for time-consuming arrears exercises which 
have bttxwiecessary from time to time under the old arrangements.
3. There is a standard sight-test fee payable to ophthalmic opticians. Because of 
the varying nature of dispensing, however, it is necessary to have seven rates of 
dispensing fee, takiriĝ ccount of factors such as type of frame chosen, whether 
single vision or birocalQenses are dispensed etc However, it is intended to replace 
the direct supply orRl̂ Ŝ lasses with a voucher system to enable those still eligible 
for free supply or helfmjjp'pharges to obtain their glasses from the private 
market. Dispensing fees^wmap be unnecessary as suppliers will need only to 
claim the value of the vouqreHranded to them by the patient.
4. Opticians are responsiblcforapfroaching suppliers of optical appliances (ic 
frames and/or lenses) for NHSgaaply^nd in addition to receiving a dispensing fee

* are reimbursed for each NHS ap^a^^ispensed. The rates of reimbursement are
fixed after conducting monitoringSHnropces paid by opticians for their 
supplies. Reimbursement is not intenaeoidWovide a profit since this is catered for 
in dispensing fees. These reimbursemeiirarpaijeements will be discontinued once 
the voucher scheme is introduced.

— end appendix 2—



A p p e n d r a & \
PharmacettfwSt Price Regulations Scheme (PPRS)

1. (pKe^ces of NHS drugs are subject to review and a measure of control 
thro<£ntpfePharmaceutical Price Regulation Scheme (PPRS), a non-statutory 
arranggrcp«hat is administered by the DHSS with the agreement of the drug 
manufaStrowŝ
2. The firstoWective of the PPRS is to secure the availability of safe and effective 
medicines on-air and reasonable terms to the NHS. As an important secondary 
objective the PPRS is intended to promote a strong, efficient and profitable 
pharmaceutical industixm the UK, capable of such sustained research as should 
lead to the availabilitjfoT̂ ew and improved medicines both for the NHS and for 
export. The levels oPĵ fjx-fer the industry as a whole which are allowed under the 
PPRS are based upon areiuraon capital employed which is broadly related at 
present to the rate of retucaajdfcable to defence contractors.
3. For the majority of companrephe present method means that reasonable costs 
incurred in supplying medici^K^wNHS are recovered through the prices 
charged and the company is allow^d^eam a reasonable profit, expressed as a 
return on the capital employed. TrerraOTnableness of profits is assessed across a 
company’s range of products as a wnigteaffice it does not matter to the NHS if a 
higher profit on one is counterbalance(£bwNjQwer profit on another. The DHSS 
can, and regularly does, challenge declara&£»ts which it regards as unusual or 
excessive and if appropriate disallow themoeKiî approving proposed price 
increases or profits returned. Subject to thakfre^%me is inherently cost plus like 
the arrangement for reimbursing the professidreip̂ e Family Practitioner 
Services.
4. Capital employed is divided into two roughly eq\%mB$hs: Fixed assets, such as 
land, buildings, plant; and the working capital invol̂ dln running the business 
including cash and stocks. While, as the name implieŝ e value of fixed assets 
changes relatively slowly, working capital is much more volatile and changes 
directly in relation to volume of sales.
5. If a company’s sales fall as a result of more economical prê mbiUgthere are a 
number of inter-related effects. Reduced income from sales is omtfMie extent 
that raw material and energy costs are less and sales-related costs wkra&'»les 
promotion allowances under the PPRS are automatically reduced, î iripwpved 
profit target will also fall because the capital employed, especially the
capital, will also decline with sales. At the end of the day some loss of pî ftQnmi 
in some circumstances be recouped through compensating price increases 
the product range. But generally the cost of such increases will be only a smatt'O) 
fraction of the value of sales lost. And this effect will in any event tend to 
disappear within a year or two as the company adjusts to its new trading level. 
Furthermore, any increases arising from the higher unit costs of the losing 
company will tend to be offset by the lower unit costs of companies gaining sales, ( £  
Clearly, therefore, it is very much in the financial interest of the NHS for doctors 
to prescribe the cheapest acceptable medicine available:

— end appendix 3 (CONFIDENTIAL!



LAND ROVER (UK) LIMITED: PRIVATISATION
by the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry

SUMMARY AND nCI®ENDATION
The British Ley^A^^^L) Board have now completed their assessment of the 
proposals from th^^np prospective purchasers and of the option of 
retaining the b u s i J K ^ w i t h  BL within a view to a later flotation or 
trade sale. On financE^and industrial grounds, the Board have 
recommended retentio^^ri^B^ BL.
2. I recommend that the Board's proposal should be accepted. It would 
result in proceeds for BL which reflect the hoped for improvement in Land 
Rover's performance; would provide a period of stability for BL and, in 
the interim, would allow profits from the businesses concerned to help 
sustain BL's commercial vehiclejog^fc^ations whilst solutions are sought, in 
particular, for Leyland Trucks
3. Subject to colleagues' views^^^^Sonose to make a statement to the
House on 24 April on the lines of at Annex A.
EVALUATION OF OPTIONS
4. An analysis of the financial proposes ̂ ^the four bids is at 
Annex B. In summary these are as followsr^^^L

Schroder LonlTho JCB Aveling
Barford

£m £m £m £m

Cash/cash equivalent 113 117 < S L  68
Deferred consideration
(net present value) 30 - 45 13
Assets or business to be 
retained by BL
(principally Freight Rover) ~ 30 35

143 147 120 IT >

.jgprT»- CABINET





| 5# xhe JCB and Aveling Barford proposals are considerably inferior to 
Athe two other proposals and were therefore rejected by the BL Board. Not 
^Inly are the total receipts by BL likely to be less than in the other 
cases but, more important, the initial proceeds are very low (in both

below the level of Land Rover's borrowings) and the future receipts 
^fcbuU^rary significantly from the figures shown.
6 ^ T h e  Lonrho and Schroder offers are financially very similar. Whilst 
the initial payments are virtually identical, Schroder's offer includes a 
further sum by way of deferred consideration. On the other hand the 
Schroder offer includes the purchase of Freight Rover, excluded from the 
Lonrho bid.^fcie Schroder/Management team proposal can, on their own 
projections, Ipl^expected to produce results for Land Rover and Freight 
Rover somewhat be1ow those in BL's 1986 Corporate Plan. The Management 
buyout would^^K^be operating alone with no recourse to assistance from a 
parent compan^pflk the BL Board regard as a significant weakness.
Lonrho would o l ^ l 5 ^ ther band» brinS new management, sales and marketing 
strengths to L a n d M ^  and the Lonrho Group could, if necessary, provide 
additional fundin^JSgthe choice rested only between these two bids, the 
BL Board consider industrial terms, Lonhro would, on balance,
represent the better
7. However, the process of Lonrho and the Schroder/Management proposal 
are substantially lower than the proceeds BL considers it is likely to 
receive by retaining the companies and selling, either by flotation or 
trade sale in about two years' time. Therefore, the BL Board have 
unanimously and firmly recommende^^iat the four bids should not be 
pursued. I attach a copy of thAl%£ter at Annex C. The course proposed 
would allow Land Rover's improveff^egermance to work through into their 
profits, so that, by mid-1988, t h ^ j ^ e d s  from a flotation of Land Rover 
would in BL's view be of the order million (net present value on a
basis comparable with the other bidsJ. , significantly m  excess of
the valuation placed on the business b^ tf%existing bidders. These views 
are shared by Hill Samuel and by BaringT^K^Government s financial 
advisers). Nor would flotation be the oiKdRkion for BL - improvements 
in Land Rover performance could also produ^^ much wider range of 
potential trade purchases.
8. Deferred privatisation would not complicate the wider problems facing 
BL The Board believe that disposal now would emphasise the isolation of_ 
Levland Trucks, reduce its credibility and further weaken the company. 
Retention of Land Rover would provide a period of stability for Land 
Rover-Ley land and allow it to be sustained by contin^irff^renue from the 
Land Rover/Freight Rover operations.





* Q .  I recommend that we accept the Board's conclusions which are soundly 
■  based. If colleagues agree I propose to make a statement in the House
^Komorrow.

P C

Department of TB^^kand Industry 

23 April 1986





ANNEX A

DRAFT STATEMENT

When I made my statement to the House on 25 March following 
the ending of the talks between BL and GM on the 
privatisation of the main Land Rover-Leyland businesses, I 
made it clear that BL would continue to study alternative 
ways forward for all the businesses concerned. In the 
particular case of Land Rover and Freight Rover, BL asked for 
proposals to be made by 15 April. As the House is aware, 
four proposals were received. These were from Aveling 
Barford in respect of Land Rover and Range
Rover; J C Bamford in respect of Land Rover, Range Rover and 
possibly Freight Rover; Lonrho in respect of Land Rover and 
Range Rover; Schroders (acting for a management and 
institutional consortium) for Land Rover, Range Rover and 
Freight Rover.

The BL Board have carefully considered these proposals and 
they have weighed them against the option of retaining Land 
Rover and Freight Rover within BL for a possible flotation or 
trade sale at a later date. The Board have concluded, on 
both commercial and industrial grounds, that retention of the 
businesses within BL pending a later sale presents a 
more attractive option for BL than any of the bids which have 
been received. The Board have therefore recommended to the 
Government - and the Government have accepted their 
recommendation - that none of the bids be pursued and that 
the companies be retained within BL while preparations for 
future privatisation are made.

I hope that the continuing speculation about the future of





these businesses will now come to an end and that the BL 
Board, its management and its workforce can be allowed to 
concentrate on the serious task of assuring profitable growth 
and preparing the businesses for privatisation.





Propos«] from Schroder Venture« Lonrho Pic JC Bamford Aval log Barford
<on behalf of a Excavator« Limited and other«consortium of Limited — -------------------
institutional ------------
investors and 
the management)

Offer for Land Hover, freight Rover. Land Rover, its parts Land Rover, it« part« Land Rover, it« parts
their related parts business and certain business and certain business end certain
businesses and certain overseas companies. overseas companies. overseas companies,
overseas companies. Willing to consider the

inclusion of Freight 
Rover.

Nominal value of E153 million £117 million Claimed to be £150 Net working capital plus
offer or proposal million to £175 million a royalty on Land Rover

plus a further £25 and Range Rover «ales
million if Freight for the nest 3 years
Rover included. (but extending to 10rears if Santana Icence terminated!.

ÎnShf U ^ c ? i l * nd £113 million 1 £117 million £40 million £68 million (e.tlmated)
1iabi1itles to 
be taken over

TüZlï Siement possTbiv ̂ r?s ing to N°n# É l É M w l  Po.e ibly Cl 7 mi 11 ion
(nominal) £53 million Additional £25 million

if Freight Rover 
included.

Form of non-cash Convertible unsecured loan - Profit related u t, . . . .

r Range Rover units.
t:îi:*ofdo?f:rnt el43",1Mo" £147 million* £120 million- £11« million*

* Adjusted for Freight Rover, with an assumed value to 81. of £30 million
Business Plans - Business to be conducted - Land Rover to be - Land Rover to be run - Range Rover business will

n accordance with expanded within Lonrho. as a separate entity either be separately
1986 Corporate Plan. - Possible Involvement of within the JCB Crou£. disposed of £  fîSiïed.

m i l  ‘•chnlcal - P.r?,c u U r  .trengU.i ii
partner. Far Eaet, Chine end South

America claimed.■ H i £&#£§ - pBpi - - yopaft >- pfe* ilftf mm M e  Æ K V  i
ordinary share capital of productivity. x
the new holding company « ^





BL Public Limited C o m p a n y  
106 Oxford Road, Uxbridge 
Middlesex UB8 1 EH

| i  Telephone: 0895 51177
I L ' 9  A | I  Telex 263654

■ M  ' Cables: Leymotors Uxbridge Telex

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL 

23 April 1986

The Rt Hon Paul Channon MP 
Secretary of State 
Department of Trade and Industry 
1 Victoria Street 
London SWl

As its meeting held yesterday 22 April the BL Board 
(excluding, of course, Mr D R G Andrews because of a 
conflict of interest) decided that it was in the best 
interests of BL that the offers for Land Rover and (in one 
case) Land Rover and Freight Rover be rejected and the 
companies retained in BL, with privatisation to take place 
in about two years time. Accordingly, the Board 
recommends that course of action to Government.

The main reasons for reaching the conclusion are:-

o Of the four proposals received, two (Aveling
Barford and JCB), were so inferior financially 
to the other two that they could not seriously 
be entertained.

o The others, from Schroder/Management and Lonrho 
(the latter being only for Land Rover), are 
financially roughly comparable in value.
However, the proceeds are substantially lower 
than the proceeds which BL is likely to receive 
by retaining the companies and selling, either 
by flotation or trade sale, in about two years 
time.

Directors: Sir Austin Bide ;Cha,rman| Registered Office: '06 Oxford Road
Sir Robert Hunt CBE OL (Deputy Cheirmen| Usbndfle. Middlesex UB8 1 EH
D R G Andrews CBE Registered in England No. 1213133.
Sir Robert Clark DSC
R Horrocks CBE
Sir John Mayhew-Sandart

_____________B W  Pomeroy________________________________________________________________________________ _____________________________





This assessment takes account of future 
uncertainties. Thus, if flotation is precluded 
for any reason, even a modest improvement in 
performance would make it highly probable that 
more and stronger trade purchasers than have 
come forward now would then have a serious 
interest and they would pay a considerably 
higher price. The higher proceeds from a trade 
sale, which in any case may be desirable to give 
Land Rover the necessary industrial and 
financial support for long term viability, would 
overcome any deterioration in Stock Market 
conditions.

The Schroder/Management proposal envisages 
flotation in about two years in order to provide 
the necessary finance for future investment; to 
provide the institutions with a profit on their 
investment, and to enable the consortium then to 
pay BL the balance of the purchase price. It is 
clearly in the best interests of BL that all the 
proceeds should come to BL and its shareholders.

Industrially, neither Schroder/Management nor 
Lonrho has the potential to add significantly to 
Land Rover's strength, compared with retention 
in BL. Its sale now is not justifiable, 
therefore, on industrial grounds.

BL must take all possible actions to give 
Leyland Trucks a sound future. The only 
practical course seems to be sale to, or wide 
collaboration with, one or more other 
manufacturers. The availability of Freight 
Rover and Land Rover would improve the chances 
of deal significantly.

Selling Land Rover and Freight Rover now would 
emphasise the isolation of Leyland Trucks, 
reduce its credibility and further weaken the 
company. On the other hand retention would be 
the best way of providing a much needed period 
of greater stability for the whole enterprise. 
The importance of these points cannot be 
over-stressed.





The meeting was unanimous in its very strong belief that 
the decision is the right one for BL and I was 
specifically asked to convey this to you. Mr Day has been 
consulted and although as it happened, he was not able to 
taka part in th6 Board’s dalibarationsr ha has said ha 
does not in any way feel uncomfortable with the decision.

Sir Austin Bide 
Chairman





PAY REVIEW BODY REPORTS 1986 
Note by the Secretary of the Cabinet

Decisioi^n|^^:equired on the following Pay Review Body Reports -
a. Armed Pay Review Body (AFPRB).
b. Review Bo3^^r Nursing Staff, Midwives, Health Visitors and 
Professions Airbed %  Medicine (NRB):

i. On n u r s f , midwives and health visitors.
ii. On professions allied to medicine (PAMs).

c. Doctors' and Dentists' Review Body (DDRB).
d. Top Salaries Review Bd^^^^^B).

2. The numbers affected and the lE|j^e percentage increases recommended 
are as follows -
Rpvipw Bodv Numbers Ave,ra®^Percentage increases--------- - V j J

Armed Forces
(up to Brigadier ^
and equivalent) 330,000 7.46
Doctors and Dentists 101,300
- In the Hospital and
Community Service 53,300 7.6

- The Family
Practitioner Service 48,000 7.0

Nurses, Midwives and PAMs 518,190
- Nurses, Midwives
Health Visitors 482,000 7.8

- Professions Allied '
to Medicine 36,190 8.2

TSRB 1,951
- Judiciary 1,085 6.5
- Senior Armed Forces 207 6.5
- Higher Civil Service 659 6.5
The costs are summarised in Annex A. Further details of the incred^^s are 
set out in Annex B.

CABINET



^  POLICY AND RECENT PRACTICE IN RELATION TO REVIEW BODY REPORTS
There is a long-standing commitment (reaffirmed when the NRB was set 

in July 1983) that the Government will implement the recommendations of 
W^feview Bodies 'unless there are clear and compelling reasons for not doing 

The AFPRB's recommendations have never been rejected by the 
^P^YsS^ient but were staged in 1984. The DDRB's recommendations were 
ab^^cFor staged in 1981, 1982 and 1984. Last year the AFPRB’s 
recommendations were accepted in full as from 1 April; those of the DDRB 
were paid in full as from 1 June; and those of the NRB and the TSRB were 
implemented in stages, with the full increases taking effect in February 
and March 1986 respectively.
PROPOSALS *OR liPDLING THE REPORTS
4. Ministe^J^^ctly concerned meeting under the Prime Minister's 
chairmanship tej^^Snsidered these recommendations. They noted that, 
with the exception fijkthe TSRB, the recommendations are all close to the 
current rate of i ^ E & e  in average earnings in the economy generally, and 
that comparatively «Itle in the way of salary restructuring has been 
proposed. They ther^HH^recommend that the Government should adopt a 
common approach to a^^tt^pbreports apart from that of the TSRB, to which 
separate considerations^pp^r.
5. The Review Body recommendations are all substantially above the rate
of inflation, and above the general level of current wage settlements. The 
costs substantially exceed the provision made within the 1986-87 cash 
limits, and could not be met from 1 April without prejudice to
services. The Group of Ministel^Bftcefore recommend that the proposed 
increases, apart from those recomiqdrî L̂ by the TSRB, should be implemented 
with effect from 1 July 1986. ThiMfcj^ reduce the average increases 
paid during the current financial y^ir slightly below 6 per cent, the
level of the pay settlement currentl^^gSjk negotiated with non-industrial 
civil servants.
6. In the case of the TSRB groups, wher<*^Government' s acceptance
last year of very large increases for some^^tj^most highly paid grades 
was the subject of severe criticism, the Groiu^H^ommend that the pay bill 
during the current financial year should be permitted to increase in line 
with the current rate of inflation, ie 3 per cent. Accordingly the 
average increases to be paid from 1 July would be about 4 per cent; the 
pattern would correspond to that recommended by the Review Body. At the 
same time the Group recommended that the TSRB's propos^l^: for the 
introduction of additional discretionary increments a^J^tfrhe present 
scales for Grades 2 and 3 (Deputy and Under Secretaridll shWild be 
implemented in the course of the current financial y e a r ^ g ^ e  additional 
increments would be awarded to a limited proportion of these
grades, within rigorously defined criteria for sustained h^j^ performance, 
would be withdrawable if the recipients' relative performance <||%ed to 
merit them and would not be pensionable. The ability to awaraj ^ ^  
discretionary increments would also provide some flexibility
purposes. At the same time the increments on the normal scales^^t^uced 
for the first time last year would no longer be automatic for the hew



entrants to these grades; while the increments would be given unless 
k performance was below reasonable expectation, a positive decision related 
^ ^ o  continued performance would need to be taken.

In all cases pensions would be based on the salaries actually in
nt~ in accordance with the principle set out in the Prime Minister s 

^PUtlhn Answer on 13 April 1984 (OR, Col 383). Consistently with this 
prinfl^le, the operation of the Pensions Increase arrangements will be 
adjusted in the case of the armed forces to prevent the pensions of those 
retiring between 1 April and 30 June from falling below those who retired 
up to 31 March 1986. This problem does not arise in the case of other 
groups.

COSTS &
8. With thlBj^Dtion of the National Health Service (NHS), all the 
proposed incr^Mff^ill be met from within existing cash limits for 
1985-86. Those^^i^tfie TSRB groups present no difficulty. In the case of 
the armed f o r c e s , t h e r e  is a Government commitment to maintaining 
comparability of e q K b ,  planning already assumed that pay increases 
would be substantial*» higher than the growth of the defence budget; the 
effect of this is thi^^^^is available for spending elsewhere, notably 
one equipment, with con,seq%ntial effects on defence capability. In the 
case of the NHS, the noncash-limited Family Practitioner Services 
programme is due to be reviewed later in the year, in accordance with 
normal arrangements for demand-led programmes; in the event of offsetting 
savings not then being found, some part of the proposed increase would 
fall to be met in due course f R e s e r v e .  In the case of the Health 
Authorities the current cash prc^m^Wi, even after taking into account the 
growing benefits of the cost im^ttve^it programme and of the faster than 
expected fall in inflation, wouldlnofje sufficient - against the 
background of rising demographic services - to meet the costs
of implementing the Review Body recomm^ijjtions on 1 July and of pay 
settlements for non-Review Body staff ^^^|ut the same level as for the 
non-industrial Civil Service, without a dis*»ntive effect on services.
The Chief Secretary, Treasury has accord^iglPkoffered, exceptionally, to 
provide an additional £60 million for HeaT^^^hority cash limits from 
the Reserve.
TIMING AND FORM OF ANNOUNCEMENT
9. It is generally understood that the reports are delivered to the 
Prime Minister in the course of April each year. From^j^ standpoint of 
the services concerned, there is a clear advantage iA^^uncing decisions 
on pay increases as soon as possible. The Ministers ̂ ^Lpet under the 
Prime Minister's chairmanship therefore recommend that,^Hfc^e Cabinet are 
able to reach decisions on 22 May, all the reports shoul%|e fcblished 
that afternoon, and that the Prime Minister should simultane i t y  announce 
the Government's decisions on them by Written Answer, as ii^^ece^t years.
A draft Written Answer, in line with the recommendations s e t ^iybove, is 
attached at Annex C.

rx



^  PRESENTATION
The Group of Ministers noted the particular importance of ensuring 
the Government's decisions are effectively presented and explained. 

s envisaged that the departmental Ministers concerned will make 
r1ate arrangements to brief representatives of the Government s 

supporters in the House of Commons, and that the Chancellor of the 
should write to all Members of Parliament placing the 

Government's decisions in their context. This letter, a draft of which is 
attached at Annex D, would be available in the Vote Office and the Whips' 
Office at the time of publication of the Prime Minister's statement.

ISSUES FOR^B^CABINET
11. The Cab^negms invited to consider -

a. The p^^^aals for handling the 1986 Pay Review Body Reports set 
out above.
b. Dependingd^aAhe decisions reached on those proposals, the draft 
Written Answer ̂ m^M^tter from the Chancellor of the Exchequer at 
Annexes C and D * r  Issue on the afternoon of 22 May.

Signed ROBERT ARMSTRONG\
21 May 1986



Pay Review Body Reports 1986 

Examples of Proposed Increases

ARMED FORCES PAY REVIEW BODY (AFPRB)

Individual increases range from 5.5 to 9.5 per cent. The number affected is 
323,000.

2. Increases for selected ranks are:
Current Proposed Percentage

Increase
Brigadier and
equivalent 29,401 32, 160 9.4

Major and
equivalent 15,443-18,509 16,721-20,049 8.3

Sergeant and
equivalent 9,088-10,939 9,793-11,793 7.6-7.8

Private I and
equivalent 6,344-8,026 6,811-8,625 7.4-7.5

Private IV 5,000 5,274 5.5

REVIEW BODY FOR NURSING STAFF, MIEWIVES, HEALTH VISITORS 
AND PROFESSIONS ALLIED TO MEDICINE (NRB)

a. NRB recommendations for nursing staff, midwives 
and health visitors



3. The number affected is some 487,000. Individual increases range from 5.4 
to 8.0 per cent.

4. Increases for selected grades are:

Current Proposed Percentage
Increase

Regional Nursing
Officer (RI) 21,520-27,550 23,240-29,750 8.0

District Nursing Officer
(England) (DHAI(T)) 21,060-26-580 22,745-28,705 8.0

Nursing Sister II 7,480-10,000 8,070-10,800 8.0

Staff Nurse/Staff Midwife 6,000-7,175 6,475-7,750 8.0

Nursing Auxiliary/Assistant
(age 18 or over) 3,950-5,120 4,265-5,525 8.0

Nursing Cadet/Student Nurse 3,680-4,945 3,880-5,290 5.4-7.0

b. NRB recommendations for professions allied to medicine (PAMs)

5. The number affected is some 38,000. Individual increases range from 6.5 
to 8.0 per cent.

6. Increases for selected grades are:

Current Proposed. Percentage
Increase

District I Physiotherapist etc 14,880-15,410 16,075-16,645 8.0
Basic Grade 6,200- 7,450 6,695- 8,045 8.0
Trainee Remedial Gymnast 5,300 5,645 6.5



7. The total number affected is some 101,000; of these 56,000 are in the 
hospital and community health service and 45,000 in the family practioner 
service. Individual increases range from 6.8 to 9.6 per cent.

8. Increases for selected grades are

Currrent Proposed Percentage
Increase

Consultant 21,460-27,700 23,500-30,340 9.5

General medical practitioner 
(intended average net remunera
tion after practice expenses) 23,440 25,080 7.0

General dental practitioner
(target average net income) 20,280 21,700 7.0

Registrar 10,760-13,030 11,510-13,950 7.0

House Officer 7,610- 8,590 8,140-9,180 6.9

TOP SALARIES REVIEW BODY (TSRB) ON HIGHER CIVIL SERVICE, SENIOR SERVICE 
OFFICERS AND THE JUDICIARY

9. The numbers affected are some 660 higher civil servants of Under Secretary 
rank and above; 206 senior armed forces of the rank of Major General (and 
equivalent) and above; and 1,084 members of the judiciary. Individual 
increases range from 5.3 to 7.3 per cent.

DOCTORS AND DENTISTS REVIEW BODY (DDRB)



10. Increases for selected grades are:

Current Proposed Percentage
Increase

Permanent Seeretgary/General
and equivalent 60,000 63,500 5.8

Deputy Secretary (after one 
year's service)/Lieutenant
General and equivalent 42,000 44,500 6.0

Under Secretary
(after two years' service)
Major General and equivalent 34,000 36.250 6.6

Lord Chief Justice 75,000 79,000 5.3
High Court Judge 60,000 63,500 5.8
Circuit Judge 40,000 42,500 6.2



■  anhexB

- 1986 REVIEW BODY REPORTS
Range of

I Review Body GB Cost of Increase in increases |
Recommendations (£m)(a) Numbers covered paybill (it) (b) (?) ~

I firmed Forces 233.6 (c) 323,000 7.̂ *6 5.5 to 9*5

Nurses 280.8 1*82,000 7.8 5.1* to 8.0

Professions Allied
to Medicine 26.2 36,190 8.2 6.5 to 8.0•
Doctors and Dentists:
(a) Hospital Service 89*0 53,300 ) 6.8 to 9*6
(b) Family Practi- 7.6

tioner Service 72.0 1*8,000 ) 7.0• ____ _______
'otal l6l.O 101,300

TSRB 1*.9 1*951 6.5 5.33 to 7.38

I ®  706.5 91*6,61*1
NHS NICs and Super- 
amia t ion (see 
footnote a) 73.0
Total 779.5• ---

Notes
(a) Costs taken from Review Body reports. The Nurses, PAMs and Doctors/Dentists 

costings exclude employer NICs and superanuation. The approximate cost
I #  (Treasury estimates) of including them are:

NICs/Superanuation Total

Nurses 1*5 325
PAMs 30

I Doctors and Dentists 2l* 185
(b) Increases for armed forces, nurses, PAMs, doctors and dentists are weighted in 

favour of the higher paid grades, who receive the highest percentage increases.
The TSRB recommendations are weighted towards the lower paid grades within the 
groups covered with the largest percentage increases recommended for Under 
Secretaries and the lower judiciary. [Paybill increase for PAMs exceeds range 
because the range refers to basic salaries, whilst some are large (up to 30$)

I ®  increases in allowances recommended.]
(c) Gross cost of recommendations. Recommended increased changes of £l6.2m give a 

net cost of £217.l*m.
I #(d) Defence Budget (cash-limited) £18,525m

Hospital and Community Health Services (cash-limited) flSjUlUm (GB)
Family Practitioner Services (non-cash-limited) £U,0l*5m (GB).



REVIEW BODIES 1986
DRAFT WRITTEN REPLY FOR PRIME MINISTER
The 1986 reports of the Review Bodies on the pay of Nursing Staff, Midwives, Health 
Visitors and Professions Allied to Medicines, Doctors and Dentists, and the Armed 
Forces, and of the Top Salaries Review Body, have been published today. Copies are 
now available in the Vote Office. The Government are grateful to members of the 
Review Bodies for these reports and the time and care which they have put into their 
preparation.
2. The reports recommend pay increases from 1 April 1986 which it is estimated 
would increase the 1986-87 pay bill for nurses, midwives and health visitors by 7.8 
per cent, that for the professions allied to medicine by 8.2 per cent, that for 
doctors and dentists by 7.6 per cent, that for the armed forces by 7.5 per cent, and 
that for senior grades of the higher Civil Service, senior officers in the armed 
forces and the judiciary by 6.5 per cent. These figures are all very substantially 
above the rate of inflation, and above the general level oY current wage 
settlements.
3. The Government have nevertheless decided that the increases recommended by the 
Review Bodies, with the exception of those recommended by the Top Salaries Review 
Body, should be implemented in full; but having regard to the sums involved, with 
effect from 1 July 1986. The resulting increases in the pay bills concerned in 
1986-87 will average a little under 6 per cent, and this year's costs will be 
generally met from within existing public expenditure plans.
4. This year the Hospital and Community Health Services (HCHS) programme will 
benefit from lower inflation, which has already fallen well below the 4.5 per cent 
expected when the planning total was agreed; and it will also have resources 
available from planned cost improvements. Nevertheless the Government recognise 
that implementation as proposed might adversely affect services to patients, and 
have therefore decided, exceptionally, to provide an extra £60 million for health 
authority cash limits from within the total of planned public expenditure this
year.
5. The Top Salaries Review Body (TSRB) last year carried out a major review of the 
remuneration of those covered by their remit, as a result of which they recommended 
increases, some of them substantial, in the salaries of those concerned. The 
recommended salaries have been fully in effect since 1 March 1986. This year the 
Government have decided that the TSRB's recommendations should be scaled down to an 
average 4 per cent to take effect from 1 July 1986, thus keeping the effective 
increase in the pay of this group in 1986-87 in line with inflation, that is 3 per 
cent In addition the Government have decided in principle to accept the 
recommendations, first put forward by the TSRB last year, for discretionary pay at 
Civil Service Grades 2 and 3, as part of the arrangements for strengthening the link 
between pay and performance at these levels. A fuller account of these proposals is 
being sent to staff interests, with whom there will be consultation.

ANNEX C



6. Details are as follows:
Recommendation Average Effective Estimated
—  " Percentage Increase Cost jtm;

in 1986-87_ Recommended 1986 8/Average Range ------ -----
Nurse. 7.8 5.4-8.0 5.9 326 244
PAMs 8.2 6.5-8.0 6-1 134
DDRB 7.6 s'6 234 175AFPRB 7.5 5.5-9.5 5. ^
TSRB 6.5 5.3-7.3 3.0
* Review Body figures, amended as necessary

k: 3i ¡rad :r
7 The pay rates and scales resulting from the decisions will be Prom^ ^ t e d  as
'• * ^ ^ — c x, H-AT,ai upni th Service and Armed Forces groups. Rates tor
soon as possible for Pensions will be based on the salaries actually in
TSRB groups are se • orinciDle set out in my Written Answer of 13 April
payment in accordance with P P «pnaratelv certain points of detail in1984 Col 383. The Government is considering separately certain pomes
the recommendations.



Salaries Salaries Staff
currently effective in

in from post
payment 1 July (note 1)

SENIOR GRADES OF THE HIGHER CIVIL £
SERVICE.
Head of the Civil Service (and
Secretary of the Cabinet) 75,000 77,400 1

Permanent Secretary of the
Treasury 70,000 72,400 1

Grade 1 (Permanent Secretary) 60,000 62,100 21

Grade 1A (Second Permanent
Secretary) 55,000 56,800 14

Grade 2 (Deputy Secretary)
- on promotion 40,000 41,500 ) 140
- after 1 years service in 42,000 43,500 )

the grade )
) 45,500

discretionary ) 47,825
) 50,150

Grade 3 (Under Secretary)
- on promotion 31,000 32,350 ) 482
- after 1 years service in 32,500 33,850 )

the grade )
- after 2 years service in 34,000 35,350 )

the grade

discretionary ) 36,850
) 38,425
) 40,000



Salaries Salaries Staff
currently effective in

in from Post
payment 1 July (note 1)

SENIOR OFFICERS IN THE ARMED 
FORCES
Admiral of the Fleet )
Field Marshal ) 75,000 77,400 1
Marshal of the Royal Air Force )

Admiral )
General ) 60,000 62,100 19
Admiral Chief Marshal )

Vice-Admiral )
Lieutenant General ) 42,000 43,500 33
Air Marshal )
Rear Admiral )
Major General ) 34,000 35,350 154
Air Vice-Marshal )



Salariess Salaries Staff
currently effective in

in from post
payment 1 July (note 1)

JUDICIARY
Lord Chief Justice 75,000 77,400 1

Lords of Appeal )
Master of the Rolls )
Lord President of the Court of )69,000 71,400 12

Session )
Lord Chief Justice (N.Ireland) )
Lord Justice Clark )
Lords Justice of Appeal )
Lords Justices of Appeal ) 66,000 68,400 28

(N.Ireland) )
President of Family Division )
High Court Judges )
Judges of the Court of Session ) 60,000 62,100 102
Puisne Judges (N.Ireland) )
Chairman, Scottish Land Court )

and President, Lands Tribunal)
(Scotland) )

Sheriffs Principal )
Official Referees )
Vice-Chancellor of the County )

Palatine of Lancaster )
Senior Circuit Judges )
Recorder of Liverpool )
Recorder of Manchester )
Recorder of Belfast )
Chief Social Security Commiss- ) 44,500 46,000 30
ioners (England, Wales and )
Scotland and N.Ireland) )
Presidents, Industrial )
Tribunals (England and Wales, )
Scotland and N.Ireland) )

Judge Advocate General )
President Social Security )
Appeal Tribunals and Medical )
Appeal Tribunals (England, )
Wales and Scotland) )
Chairman, Criminal Injuries )
Compensation Board. )



Salaries Salaries Staff
currently effective in

in from post
payment 1 July (note 1)

Presidents, Lands Tribunal 
(England and Wales and
N .Ireland)(note 2) 40,000 46,000 1

Circuit Judges )
Sheriffs )
County Court Judges (N.Ireland))
Social Security Commissioners )
(England, Wales and Scotland )
and N.Ireland) )
Registrar of Criminal Appeals )
Chief Metropolitan Magistrate )
Senior and Chief Masters and )
Registrars )

Master, Court of Protection )
Chairman, Foreign Compensation )
Commission )

Regional Chairmen, Industrial ) 40,000 41,500 507
Tribunals (England and Wales ) 
and Scotland) )

Judge Advocate General )
President Value-Added Tax )
Tribunals )
President Immigration Appeal )
Tribunal )

Presiding Special Commissioner ) 
of Income Tax )
President, Social Security )
Appeals Tribunals and Medical )
Appeals Tribunals (N.Ireland) )

Regional Chairman, Social )
Security Appeal Tribunals and )
Medical Appeal Tribunals )

Members, Land Tribunals (England) 
and Wales, Scotland and N.Ireland)
(note 2) 30,500 41,500 9



Salaries Salaries Staff
currently effective in

in from post
payment 1 July (note 1)

£
Chairmen, Industrial )
Tribunals (England and Wales )
and N.Ireland) )

Metropolitan Magistrates )
Provincial Stipendiary Magis- )
trates )

Resident Magistrates (N.Ireland))
Masters and Registrars of the )
Supreme Court )

Masters of the Supreme Court )
(N.Ireland) )

Registrar of Civil Appeals )
County Court Registrars and ) 30,500 31,850 395
District Registrars of the )
High Court )

Circuit Registrars (N.Ireland) )
President Pensions Appeal )
Tribunal )

Vice-Presidents, Immigration )
Appeal Tribunal )

Vice-President (Scotland) and )
Chairmen, Value-Added Tax )
Tribunals )

Chairmen, Social Security Appeal)
Tribunals and Medical Appeal )
Tribunals )
Special Commissioners of Income )
Tax )

NOTES
1. At latest available date
2. Post rebanded for salary purposes



ANNEX D
LETTER FROM THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER TO MEMBERS OF PARLIAMENT 

REVIEW BODY REPORTS
The Government has today announced decisions on the Reports of 
the Review Bodies.
Despite the marked fall in inflation to 3 per cent we have agreed 
to implement all the recommendations, with the exception of those 
made by the Top Salaries Review Body, in full, but as from 1 July.
They will provide increases averaging 8.2 per cent for professions 
ancilliary to medicine, 7.8 per cent for nurses, and 7.6 per cent 
for doctors and dentists. The increase for nurses comes on top 
of a rise in their pay of around 25 per cent more than inflation 
since 1979 while the number of nurses has increased by [
].This reflects the importance we attach to the National Health 
Service and those who work in it. For the armed forces there 
are increases averaging 7.5 per cent from 1 July. The addition 
to the paybills for 1986-87 is about 6 per cent.
But the implications of these pay awards in this financial year 
have to be faced. Defence will live within its budget. For health, 
implementation as proposed might have adversely affected services 
to patients and we have therefore decided, exceptionally to provide 
a further £60 million for health care this year from within the 
total of planned public expenditure.
I mentioned that we have not accepted the Top Salaries 
recommendation. This group last year received very substantial 
increases: we did not judge it necessary this year to go beyond 
the amount necessary broadly to maintain last year's pay levels 
in real terms, while also further improving the link between pay 
and performance. We have therefore allowed a paybill increase 
for 1986-87 of 3 per cent, equal to the rate of inflation, which 
will be secured by paying an average 4 per cent increase from 
1 July. This compares with the recommended increases averaging 
6.5 per cent.
Since the Review Bodies took their evidence lower inflation has 
dramatically increased the real value of pay increases. It would 
be wrong, therefore, to look at these pay increases as in any 
way a guide for future settlements, either here or elsewhere.
In the public services, as in private firms, we have to be conscious 
of what can be afforded; if we are not, services and jobs will 
suf f er.
There will be many in your constituency with an interest in these 
awards. I hope that this letter will help to explain the approach 
which, faced with the Review Body recommendations, we have decided 
to take.
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DISSOLUTION OF THE NORTHERN IRELAND ASSEMBLY 

/M^errandum by the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland
\  ------

INTRODUCTION
On 9 June the De^éWfe and Oversea Policy Committee (OD) considered my 
proposal that thA_JjQ«hern Ireland Assembly should be dissolved. This 
memorandum seeks tMe^Cajbinet ' s confirmation of the Committee's 
conclusions.

BACKGROUND
2. The Northern Ireland A4#feiqbly reaches the end of its four year term 
on 20 October. On expiryX^sro^ection will automatically follow within 
six weeks unless action is '^kpp'*before then to dissolve it. While we 
wish to see a new Assembly (whrici^ould include the Social Democratic and 
Labour Party (SDLP)) and there^pte^ant a new election, I believe it could 
be disastrous to be tied to thi£/oap?£jLcular timing. The first anniversary 
of the Anglo-Irish Agreement will^^AVithin the election campaign and 
the whole of it would be used by un^ujfts (as they used the 15 
Parliamentary by-elections) as a major^vgnt to revive what is otherwise a 
rather flagging campaign against the ^^oient. Moreover in the build-up 
to this election there would be no prosp^t/bf serious talks about 
devolution.
3. The two unionist parties would almost certainly fight on a joint 
anti-Agreement ticket. The SDLP, faced with an Assembly certain to be 
dominated by unionists hostile to the Agreement/atT&Nuninterested in 
constructive work, might decide not to run; or \»f rjiey did run, not to 
sit. The Alliance Party would have grave reservations)about 
participation. If the Ulster Unionist Party/Demoo^a&i^NUnionist Party 
(UUP/DUP) did not fight on a joint ticket and stood ̂ w/pit each other, 
the prospects are, given present divisions in the UUP/'Wiah there would be 
substantial gains by the DUP at their expense; this wot<id^'k“arly make 
things even more difficult.
4. OD supported my proposal to dissolve the Assembly to e^e<upr\that we
do not face automatic .re-election later in the year. That t^0»or$ises the 
question as to when this dissolution should take place. y y )



5. Within Northern Ireland there is considerable surprise in responsible 
circles that we have allowed the Assembly to go on for so long. For a

. number of months it has refused to perform its statutory functions, which 
''\are to consider how to achieve devolution and to operate Committees to 
^scrutinise the work of Northern Ireland Departments. The Assembly instead 
V M 6  indulged in anti-Agreement propaganda and publicity stunts. At 
'VVriifeent its only business is one afternoon debate per week which consists 
''̂ of̂ jdn.atribes against the Agreement. These are only attended by Unionists 
wirp^he DUP taking the leading role. The Alliance members have long 
srortfe^Akparted in disgust, and indeed the Alliance leader, John Cushnahan, 
beli^tfes^strongly that the Assembly should now be dissolved, in spite of 
finane^Q^implications for him and his members. Privilege is abused by 
Memberi^^taming individuals such as civil servants who are members of the 
Secretarq/ai^Government contractors, and others who they brand as 
"quislinj#^. There are repeated personal attacks on the Chief Constable 
and denigrations of the Royal Ulster Constabulary (RUC) as a force. In 
general, the Assembly is encouraging instability rather than acting as a 
safety valve. Imi^ed it was to the Assembly that the unionist leaders 
went, after retryCtTng from the understanding reached with the Prime 
Minister on 25 to throw their weight behind the 3 March "Day of
Action" which saw wicmViolence. The latest antic of the Assembly was for 
some twenty Member s^ro^dfccupy the Stormont telephone exchange (which also 
serves Government Degjimrajerpts) until they were ejected by the RUC. As 
long as they have accesv^££\the Assembly precincts within Parliament 
Buildings it is difficu^'^o^protect others who work in the building, 
including Ministers, from ¿^afssment.
6. For some time therefor^M^Covernment has been seen in Northern
Ireland to be exercising rematf£nrole tolerance in allowing the Assembly to 
carry on - and in continuing Jfonance it and pay its Members to the tune 
of £2.8 million per annum. T h e ^ C Y p ^ L  as its Accounting Officer, is on 
increasingly thin ice in terms ofvjus,ep£ying that expenditure. I have 
already publicly warned about the T Q g K & y t o  the continuance of the Assembly 
from the failure to discharge their f<£frcj£jLons. Two weeks ago I invited 
the leaders of the main Unionist parttSi^o discuss the present position. 
Their refusal to meet me does defend us/kWrtist any complaints of lack of 
consultation in any decision which we clwrose to take. In addition the 
leader of the UUP, James Molyneaux, has noW made clear that most of his 
Assembly members expect it to be dissolved, and he expressed no great 
regrets about its departure. _

TIMING
7. I have sought in the opening paragraphs to exg^Mr^the importance of
dissolution so that we are not tied to an automatic ̂ eTM^lection. This 
requires an Order in Council subject to affirmative r^awWKion in both 
Houses. It would have to be approved before the Reces^f^^cannot wait 
until the spill-over) and it would be undesirable for debjM^'On it to 
coincide with the height of the marching season in mid-J therefore
propose that the Dissolution Order should be debated alongs^d^^Xe Order 
renewing the "interim period" of direct rule for a further yMi&'vThe 
latter Order has already been laid and is usually debated mia^a^and June. 
This would mean laying the Dissolution Order as soon as possib



8. For the reasons I have given in paragraphs 4 and 5, I believe that it 
should come into effect without delay. If we merely announce that

\ dissolution will take effect sometime ahead, that will encourage the 
^Assembly to maximise the mischief it makes in the time remaining to it. I 
yftave considered carefully whether the absence of the Assembly over the 

ing season might add to our troubles. Undoubtedly unionist 
ypyw^aganda will have it that by dissolving the Assembly we are stifling 
vtira/yflemocratic voice and forcing politics onto the streets. In fact, for 
rfut^iksons I have described, I believe that the continuation of the 
Assiamt^tX would, if anything, make matters worse, not least since I happen 
to k*row/£hat they are planning not to go into recess on 10 July, but 
instea^t^tnaintain the Assembly through the marching season.gfHPRESENTA4^€F$r
9. I would propose to announce a decision to dissolve by way of an Oral 
Statement to the House to accompany the laying of the Dissolution Order.
I would argue tha£-~the present Assembly, for a number of months, has been 
refusing to disdVargfe the functions for which Parliament established it 
and for which it«cjj&S'_authorised funds, but instead has concentrated on 
attacking the Angl/y^IrMsh Agreement, which is not part of its functions; 
that the leaders oKlAe^arties had refused to come and discuss the 
position with me; an^^OT^i^ there could no longer be a justification for 
expenditure for purpos4^v0^Ally removed from the original concept of the 
Assembly. This decisiow'm^epi provoke some disorder, for which the 
unionists would blame the^^^^nment, but politicians have been seen on 
the streets in recent months'; Assembly or no.
10. I would at the same tim^rfJa^e^clear that I am announcing not the
abolition of the Assembly, pre^fen^or future, but simply the dissolution 
of the present Assembly and tharY^^Sovernment remains committed to 
achieving devolved Government an<KYhp^Swe shall seek elections for a new 
Assembly as soon as practicable. IfeYhurfc would be said which could 
encourage a belief that the Governme^^oadd consider greater integration 
of the Province into the United Kingd would emphasise our desire to
see a new election at the earliest possqAl^opportunity; and our 
determination to take all possible steps\xo establish the political 
conditions in which they could be held. rb that end, I would make it 
clear that the Government remains willing to talk to the unionists about 
the four matters on which the Prime Minister had^affered them a dialogue 
in her letter of 25 February, namely devolutiot//£na\the possibility of a 
round table conference, the future of the AssenH^v-fehe handling of 
Northern Ireland business at Westminster, and new/iem of consultation 
between the Government and unionist leaders. I wotfct^ifephasise my 
readiness to discuss with all the party leaders, inoC&qforg the SDLP, how 
best a constructive dialogue could begin. In the mea^K^c. in place of 
institutionalised consultation with the parties throug^fc^^Assembly, I 
would seek through correspondence to continue to consult t^Mt\about 
on-going Government business, including proposals for legratanion.



11. Thus I would seek to present dissolution as positively as possible.
V In annoucing the decision, I would look forward to a new Assembly, which 

would conduct constructive business, in which representatives of both 
^vcommunities would feel able to participate, and which might pave the way 

restoration of devolved Government.
WW^BkUSION

13/o^iynn in no doubt that the Assembly must go and that is should be 
soone^f^ther than later. The longer that it continues in its 
inflamm^ory ways, the more encouragement it gives to irresponsible forces 
as th^ma^^iing season approaches. OD agreed, subject to clarification of 
legal anoyPaa^.iamentary points, on which I shall report orally, that it 
would b e ^ m g n t  to do so quickly. I therefore invite colleagues' agreement 
thatT""”!

1. I should lay a Dissolution Order after Cabinet on 12 June.
2. I shovnd n^ke a statement in the House that afternoon announcing 
not the abor-J^paS^of the Assembly, present or future, but simply the 
dissolution of(tl)A/Dresent Assembly and that the Government remains 
committed to achrj^^fng devolved Government and that we shall seek 
elections for a 'iie^^&sembly as soon as practicable;
3. The Dissolution trader should be debated alongside the Direct
Rule Renewal Order s possible and be made at a Privy Council
immediately thereaftew^//.
4. Dissolution should Mdc»effect immediately after the Order has 
been made at Privy Counci

■

Northern Ireland Office ( (  \)||§K10 June 1986
/si!



CABINET

------ECONOMIC PROSPECTS
Memorandum by the Chancellor of the Exchequer

Events this year/^Z». turning out rather differently from the prospect 
foreseen at the/cim^jof the Budget. The fall in inflation - both 
worldwide and in^Ih^lhsited Kingdom - has gone further than expected. But 
output has grown mwre i/lowly, as the initial unfavourable effect of the 
oil price fall has 'fee^fa^superimposed on a temporary pause in activity 
worldwide, with inev&aW^ consequences for unemployment.
2. Although there is «f'wjkno sign of it, a resumption of growth both 
abroad and at home still Ltf»ra\likely later this year, as the benefits to 
economic activity from low^^ovl prices begin to make themselves felt.
But in the light of our exp&fcfe«s^ so far this year we cannot afford to 
take chances. And however th^i^^pects of world growth turn out, we face 
two particular threats at home^y^h^ failure of pay settlements to respond 
to sharply lower inflation, andMfUjM&essure for higher public spending, 
against the background of a fiscasl^'po^ption still vulnerable to the oil 
price which currently stands at a barrel as compared with the
$15 a barrel assumed at the time of fch/e'̂ Bjidget.
WORLD ECONOMY
3. Activity in the world economy was generally sluggish in the first 
quarter of 1986. There was a small fall in manufacturing output in Japan 
and much of Europe, and in the United States growth has been modest.
Demand from outside the industrialised countries^Jrak also been weak, with 
a substantial reduction in imports by oil-produoingvcountries.
4. With the collapse in oil prices and the contimjjjWe^effeet of the
prudent financial policies pursued by all the major’TiaiMjns in recent 
years, there has been a further sharp fall in inflatioflft^psonsumer prices 
in the major industrialised countries have risen on only 2 per
cent over the past year. The consequent increases in real^jrfptomes, 
together with lower interest rates, should ensure a resumjW^pnXof 
reasonably vigorous growth, perhaps later this year.

m



P  5 . At home, the pattern has been broadly similar. Following its strong 
^performance in the four years up to early 1985, output, adjusted for the 
^/Soal strike, has since grown more slowly, and is now expected to grow at 
^^wjNnore than 2 \  per cent in 1986, instead of 3 per cent as forecast at 
v^Bwget time. The prospect of buoyant consumers' expenditure and better 
'̂ ¿pjfyrLs reflecting the expected upturn in world trade should mean a 
somejihW stronger increase in activity in 1987 than was envisaged at the 
timefl^he Budget.
6. Xj^tjlS.on has fallen steadily for the past few months: as measured
by the Price Index it is now down to 2 \  per cent. I expect it to
remain lw^imroughout the rest of this year and next year, although there 
will inevitably be some bounce back from the current artificially low 
level.
7. But this faLt—iri inflation has been matched and often surpassed in 
other industrial/y£eo\countries. Germany and Japan are now enjoying 
virtually stable\^ji<rB«. Moreover, there are clear signs in our 
competitor countr i/iftMt the slowdown in price increases is being 
reflected in lower 'eaKK^gs growth; and their unit cost increases are 
negligible or negati
8. In the United Kingidfi^'wn the other hand, there is as yet no sign of 
lower actual and expected iftfj^tion being reflected in lower wage 
settlements. Earnings so^arane continuing to grow at around 7£ per cent 
per year (as against an inc^^^s^Xn the Tax and Prices Index of little 
more than \  per cent) implyin^/aX^arp rise in our unit costs and a 
serious deterioration in our c^mp^Otiveness.
9. The consequences of this excv^^yev earnings growth are clear. 
Unemployment, despite all the measq^!^^^ have taken, continues to 
increase at an average of lO,OOO-15,Q03^£&r month. With a faster 
expansion of employment as output gro^J^jfcdcks up, and declining labour 
force growth, the best guess is still tft^L^here will be some improvement 
in the unemployment position next year. ^But excessive earnings growth is 
losing us jobs. Furthermore, the loss ofvcompetitiveness on our non-oil 
trade, superimposed on the deterioration in the oil account, is beginning 
to make the current account of the balance of payments look vulnerable.
10. Despite this the financial markets have sc((fawbeen remarkably steady 
since the Budget. The exchange rate has held pr̂ rtj£y~yirm in the face of a 
further fall in oil prices. Base rates have falleAjW/2̂  Per cent and 
long-term rates have fallen to their lowest level siiraf/the early 1970s.
11. But both nominal and real interest rates remain tf̂ ^hXrojnpared to 
those of our competitors. The major changes taking placeMjj^financial 
markets have made the task.of interpreting monetary condi<^fo5*s\very 
difficult. This has become something of a problem worldwirejyypt it is 
particularly marked in the United Kingdom. Although narrow m0m|Q^is 
towards the bottom of its target range, bank lending is expartoiiv^^apidly 
and broad money and particularly, but not exclusively, £M3 - cqf££^^p^s to

THE BRITISH ECONOMY



grow well beyond expectations. In these circumstances, with no clear 
guideline for the markets to look at, our approach to interest rates must 
inevitably remain cautious.

J j i l .  Given these uncertainties on the monetary front, the markets are 
-^^tching even more closely for any evidence of lack of resolution over the 

of Government borrowing; and with the further fall in the oil price - 
has been even more pronounced in sterling terms — the fiscal 

p l o o k s  more difficult than at the time of the Budget. As the 
CMep'irecretary, Treasury's paper shows, the pressures for higher public 
speMin«Pare intense and relentless. It will require great determination 
to m a ^ & i h  the firm control of public expenditure which is central to our 
econon^bS^tcategy and essential if we are to make further progress in 
reducin^>^erest rates and avoid increases in the tax burden.
13. " A summary of the most recent Treasury assessment is shown in the 
attached annex.
CONCLUSION
14. The economy W^pl^aen experiencing a pause in the steady growth seen
since the trough ox^go^Yecession in 1981. That pause, which is also 
occurring in the res^^^^ie industrialised world and has coincided with 
the collapse of oil pq4^^\is affecting short-term employment prospects. 
But inflation has been ̂ Sy<^J:han expected; and the prospect is still for 
a resumption of growth at later on this year, as activity worldwide
recovers its momentum. mm
15. But there are clear dang^rv|j\> Developments in the world economy are 
inevitably subject to much unokrp€££hty, and the failure so far of pay to 
adjust to sharply lower inflattef^s^ threat to competitiveness, jobs and 
confidence in the financial marke^S^Xgainst this background, we cannot 
afford to risk reversing the progr^£«wk have made in recent years in 
reducing the burden of taxation (sti W^iji^her than it was in 1978—79), in 
reducing borrowing and in holding dowjĵ r̂trlation. It is vital, therefore, 
that we maintain, as the Chief Secretai*/^>easury proposes, firm control 
of public expenditure.

% >
k |1

Treasury Chambers 
14 July 1986



ANNEX
MAJOR ECONOMIC INDICATORS

1983
United Kingdom 

1984 1985 1986 Summit 7 
(excl.UK) 

1986

A Demand and activity 
(per cent change on 
previous year)

GDP 3 Ì 2 \ It 2 \ 3

Domestic Demand 
of which:

consumer spending 
fixed investment

4 2
4
5

2 \

2
8

2
3
1

3
4 
4

3!
3| 
4 2

Exports of goods and 
services 2 \ 7 6J 1 ll

Imports of goods and 
services 6 9 Ì 3 2 6è

B Inflation
(per cent changes on a 
year earlier)
Retail prices, fourth 

quarter 5 4| 51 2 Ì
12

Average earnings, 
fourth quarter 8 6i lì n 3}'2>

C Other indicators 
(levels)
Current balance 
(£ billion) 3 n 4 3 -6

Unemployment level (per 
cent, narrow definition) 12 12 12| 13 lì

Interest rates (3 month 
inter-bank, per cent) 10 10 12 10(1> eìd»

Sterling Index, 1980=100 83

H|M00f" 78 75(1) -

Oil prices, $ North Sea 30 2 9 i 2 1 \ 10(3) -

(1) Current levels
(2) Manufacturing earnings only
(3) Brent price for delivery in July, as of 3rd July



CABINET

1986 PUBLIC EXPENDITURE SURVEY 
▲ Memorandum by the Chief Secretary, Treasury

« s  —The report^Sgjge baseline for the 1986 Survey, covering both 
expenditure incurred and the outputs and performance to be
achieved, was\fcrcMated on 30 May. Colleagues have also completed an 
examination of ̂ Btjir programmes and where they are seeking additional 
provision, have proposals to me. I have circulated a summary
of departmental bids^^By minute to the Prime Minister of 10 July. This 
paper examines the iko^kcts for public expenditure and makes proposals 
for the next stage oi^K^Survey.
2. In recent years it has been the practice to consider the prospects 
for local authority current expenditure separately in the Sub-Committee 
on Local Authority Expenditure of the Ministerial Steering Committee on 
Economic Strategy (E(LA)) a n < W t h e  aggregate objectives for 
nationalised industry extern^ fin^cing limits to be considered at a 
separate meeting of the Sub—Com^^ttee on Economic Affairs of the 
Ministerial Steering Committee ^^^•aomic strategy (E(A)). This year I 
believe it would be helpful, in ^ n R « r i n g  the overall objective for 
public spending, to take into acco^k^Ae position reached on local 
authority expenditure; and to set th^Wbjjpctives for the nationalised 
industries as part of the wider p i c t u r e . L o r d  President of the 
Council will be circulating separately a progress report on the 
discussions in E(LA). On nationalised ^Q^us®^es, Departments have 
already received copies of the Investment <and^inancing Review (IFR).
The position is further discussed in paragraph 12 below.

EXPENDITURE BASELINE
3. For 1987-88 and 1988-89 the baselines for indW^fcial programmes 
have been the figures in the 1986 public expendituAjwUe Paper 
(Cmnd 9702) plus the changes announced in the Budg<^»£c|PKmployment 
measures, together with a few minor technical adjustdfcW^^For 1989-90 
we agreed to construct the baseline for individual proytafMfcs by adding 
2 i  per cent to the provision for 1988-89, but consideraOion^f the 
aggregate planning total figure for that year was left un^ij^^w.



4. In my minute to the Prime Minister of 6 February I urged 
Departments to "live within their existing baselines with pressures for

) extra resources met by cutbacks elsewhere and - of particular 
^^portance - improvements in efficiency and effectiveness". Although 
^SjLleagues were asked to scrutinise personally priorities within their 
^pij^ammes, I regret to say that substantial additional bids have been 
^[^Torward, full details of which were set out in my minute of 10 July. 
It is very disappointing that so few offsetting savings were identified 
and that bids were not in general supported by statements of objectives. 
In my bilaterals I shall be pressing colleagues further on the setting 
of targets and the measures on which subsequent evaluation would be 
based. Lttfk clear that the bids made are far in excess of what can be 
accommod*»T»d that the problem of establishing priorities in the 
Survey w in tiii»*efore be severe.
5. Firm conĵ rô fcpf public spending is central to our economic policy. 
It is an esse^jtej^art of our efforts to improve the performance of the 
economy, and th0̂ |Bppects for both output and jobs, by limiting the 
role of the state^Hf^nabling us to reduce the burden of public 
borrowing and taxatiH^^k It has played an indispensable part in bringing 
inflation to the lo\%^: level for 19 years. Moreover it is largely 
because of these achiq^nShts, coupled with the reputation we have 
established for prudent financial management, that we succeeded in 
weathering both the miners' strike and the collapse in oil prices 
without any financial crisis. Over the past year both long and 
short-term interest rates have fallen by per cent, but further 
progress is critically dependeatffco our retaining the confidence of 
financial markets.
6. If we are not to put all thifc^^tisk, it is essential that in the
Survey we once again work within th^^Msting and published planning 
totals for 1987-88 and 1988-89. F o ^ ^ | ^ 9 0  we agreed to set the uplift
for individual programmes a little be^^^^se rate of inflation of 3 per 
cent assumed for that year in the Mediu^^Sihm Financial Strategy. I 
propose that we now confirm that the pla^pw^total should rise by 3 per 
cent. This will allow a margin for the a^Qstment of priorities between 
programmes. This gives broad planning tota^^^^r the three years of 
£144 billion, £149 billion and £153 billion.

RESERVES
7. In the White Paper, Reserves of £4i billion, £6^ip^>illion and
£8 billion were set for the three years of the planAm^hires which were 
large compared with those set in previous White PapewK^fcn the current 
year it is already clear that the Reserve of £4i billj^Pj^^ be under 
extreme pressure. I must, therefore, treat all applica^icB^^fcfor access 
to the Reserve in the current year most strictly and seel^^^^gues' 
co-operation in ensuring that cost increases are absorbed 
underspendings surrendered.

PROPOSALS FOR EXPENDITURE



8. The precise level of the Reserves required for future years depends 
in part on the decisions taken on programmes during the course of the 
Survey. If, for example, provision made in programmes is as realisitc 
as possible, lower Reserves can be set than if, as was the case with

I local authorities in the last Survey, provision is made on a notional 
flkhasis. I propose, therefore, to consider the precise level of the 
y^sprvpa later in the Survey, but we must leave, within the public 
W  ̂ J^nditure totals, scope for Reserves which are fully adequate, rising 
^Kirough the period and credible to the financial markets.

PRIVATISATION PROCEEDS
9. During the course of the last Survey the projections for
priVai-itJnkn proceeds were raised from £2^/4 billion to £4^/4 billion.
I indicf|ljj#̂ to my minute of 6 February that the privatisation programme 
was now^5^B^gear and that additions to the level of proceeds could 
not be exj^urad. Although preparations for the British Gas Corporation 
sale are prô r̂ecning well, and other issues are being worked upon, there 
is no scope ^^reaeipts to be significantly further increased.
Moreover, the ^I^Aaised by these issues will depend very much on 
market condition^^whtch in turn will be strongly influenced by the 
outcome of the Su^RkrJk
NATIONALISED INDUSTR^^*
10. I have circulated separately the officials' report on the
1986 IFR of the nationalised industries. This shows that the 
industries' own initial and unamended bids, made in April, are over the 
baseline by approximately £85^tf^Llion, £750 million and £575 million in 
each of the three years resp^^p^iy. These bids are clearly 
unrealistic and cannot be accoS^^^d. They now need to be scrutinised 
rigorously and a number of indu*^^^^are revising their proposals so 
that we will have a sounder basis f o,̂ »udging them. In the meantime we 
cannot take a firm view on the lil^^^|^rall outcome, but our aim must 
to be reduce the provision at least ̂ 0^^»eline and, where we can, below 
it. Failure to achieve this would pressure on departmental
programmes.
RUNNING COSTS AND MANPOWER
11. Additional bids for increases in provision for running costs amount 
to over £550 million in 1987-88 and higher sums for later years. If 
they were conceded the increase in total running costs expenditure would 
be more than 6i per cent on a year earlier, very substantially in excess 
of the present and expected rate of inflation. In^ ^ ^ g  of this order 
would scarcely demonstrate our intention to contro^wpenditure on 
departmental administration.
12. A significant part of this increase is accounted fo^^^^dditional 
bids for pay. But any real increases in pay must be matched growing 
productivity if the overall rise in departmental costs is TcBKgkept 
close to the rise in prices in the economy generally. Depa^pjg« 
should be planning the measures necessary to achieve this.



13. Another large part of the increase claimed for running costs is 
accounted for by bids for additional manpower. Colleagues will know¡from the minute 1 sent to the Prime Minister of 17 February that we must keep a very tight rein on manpower numbers if we are to hold to our 
published manpower targets. The position now is that if the additional 
^jLrmhoT-g sought by Departments were agreed, the target of 590,400 staff 

April 1988 would be exceeded by 14,000, reversing the downward 
trend achieved since we took office.
14. 1 must therefore ask colleagues to re-examine their departmental
programmes with a view to reducing the increase in running costs to much 
more modest levels and to keeping at or below their manpower targets.

C O N C L U S I f t ^ %

15. I invitefeJplleagues to agree:
a. thajfl should now conduct bilateral discussions with 
colleaguS%3(kheir individual public expenditure programmes; and 
on their t^R|§|p for running costs and manpower;
b. that ondB^feo we work within the existing and published 
public expendicKe planning totals of £144 billion and £149 billion 
for 1987-88 and ^58*^9 respectively, and £153 billion for 1989-90;
c. that we should aim to hold the provision for nationalised 
industries at least to baseline and where possible below that;
d. that we should seek A^^strain the growth of running costs 
and that existing manpow^ ta^^ts should be held.

Treasury Chambers 
15 July 1986
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CABINET

^  ------SELECT COMMITTEE ON DEFENCE: WESTLAND PLC
Note by the Secretary of the Cabinet

The Prime Minister has instructed me to circulate to members of the 
Cabinet herewith^S&ies of the Confidential Final Revise of the Command 
paper conta iningf(th^Government' s response to the Third and Fourth Reports 
of the Select CommlirJŜ v on Defence relating to Westland pic.
2. The Command p a p e ^ W  to be presented to Parliament and published on 
Monday 13 October 19ireyg!fĉ -30 pm, and should be treated as CONFIDENTIAL 
until that time.

% ROBERT ARMSTRONGm
%

Cabinet Office 
10 October 1986 lit
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W j V E S T L A N D  pic
In this memorandum the Government responds to the two reports from the 

Select Committee on Defence relating to Westland pic which were published on 
24 July 1986:

Third Report (HC 518, Session 1985-86)
The Defence Implications of the Future of Westland pic

Fourth Report (HC 519, Session 1985-86)
Westland pic: the Government’s decision-making

THIRD R E P O R T
2. The Government notes with interest the discussion of the various issues 

raised and the Committee’s views on a number of points. These are the subject of 
more detailed comments in the following paragraphs.

Future Developments of the Military Helicopter (paragraphs 30-32)
3. The Government shares the Committee’s view of the growing 

importance of helicopters in the land battle. Their inherent flexibility and 
mobility when allied to improving anti-armour weapons are likely to secure them 
a growing role in anti-armour operations, and the advent of systems to allow 
more comprehensive use at night and in bad weather will enhance their utility in 
all roles. Like any system, however, helicopters have their limitations and due 
regard will continue to need to be given both to the threats to their operations 
(which may be expected to grow in the battle area, not least in response to their 
own effectiveness) and to competing systems in each role for their relative cost 
effectiveness.

Helicopters in service with British forces (paragraphs 33-40)
4. The Government agrees generally with the Committee’s analysis, but 

considers that the “ sacrifice of quantity ” referred to in paragraph 36 should not 
be exaggerated. The current holding is 867 helicopters (excluding the 60 or so 
referred to in the Committee’s report as awaiting disposal or beyond economic 
repair) as against 940 in 1975.

5. The Government notes the Committee’s reference (paragraph 37) to 
replacement of current helicopter types. The E H  101 is, as the Committee say, 
planned to replace the A S W  Sea King (in this case, Sea King V/VI). It is, 
however, the Sea King IV which is already replacing the Wessex 5 in the 
C ommando role.

Future British Requirements (paragraphs 41-75)
6. The Government notes the Committee’s support for the idea of 

equipping E H  101 with the Sea Eagle anti-ship missile (paragraph 46) and will 
bear this in mind in future consideration of the possibility. It remains to be seen, 
however, whether such an enhancement of capability is feasible and can be 
afforded.



7. As regards support helicopters, the Government agrees that the option^^ 
for the future are much as the Committee have described them in paragraph 7 ^ ^  
though for the sake of completeness it could have been added that additiona^^ 
medium lift capacity could be obtained by purchasing additional Chinooks 
instead of additional EHlOls (paragraph 71(c)). It follows from the Committee’s 
analysis of the options that the statement in paragraph 68 that there is no doubt 
that a new support helicopter will be needed in substantial numbers in the early 
1990s goes too far at this stage, though plainly there is a strong possibility that 
such a requirement will be identified as a result of the studies currently being 
undertaken. The possibility of acquiring more medium lift capacity, which the 
Committee believe should remain open (paragraph 55), is being actively 
addressed in these studies.

8. The Government accepts the Committee’s view that the Services’ 
requirement for support helicopters, and the way in which any such requirement 
might be met, should be resolved quickly (paragraph 67). The Government 
welcomes the Committee’s recognition of the desirability of reappraising the 
military requirement for support helicopters from first principles before 
procurement decisions are taken (paragraph 68).

9. The Government notes the Committee’s preliminary view that there is a 
very good case for maintaining a fully airmobile brigade (paragraph 70), 
following the mechanisation of the present 6th Air Mobile Brigade which 
together with the addition of a new armoured regiment will begin in 1988. The 
Government will take account of the Committee’s view in its further 
consideration of the possibility of retaining an airmobile capability.

10. The Government notes the Committee’s view that there is a strong case 
for giving the Army, as users of support helicopters, full responsibility for them 
(paragraph 75). The Government points out, however, that account has to be 
taken of the breadth of helicopter tasks undertaken outside the Central Region 
and of the implications of transfer not only for command and control, but for 
training, manning and support arrangements. Nevertheless, the Government is 
bearing the Committee’s views in mind in their current examination.

International Helicopter Production (paragraphs 76-90)
11. The Government accepts the analysis of the international helicopter 

market set out in the Committee’s report; and it is specifically in 
acknowledgement of the high level of capital investment required for the design 
and development of advanced new helicopter types (paragraph 77) that the 
Government has for many years been looking towards collaborative solutions to 
its helicopter requirements whenever these are practicable. In the ijmovative 
arrangements established for the E H  101 project the United Kingdom and Italian 
Governments, together with Westland and Agusta, have also recognised the 
benefits that may be derived from maximising the market potential of a single 
basic design with military, commercial and utility variants.

12. The Government has confirmed its continued adherence to the 1978 
Four Nation Declaration of Principles, and our partner nations also maintain 
their support.



ëhe Recession in the Helicopter Industry and Westland’s Situation (paragraphs 
1-98)

13. The Government notes and generally accepts the Committee’s analysis 
of the effects of over-capacity in the world helicopter industry and the decline in 
opportunities in the civil and military markets.

European Collaboration in Helicopter Production (paragraphs 99-118)
14. Whilst the Committee are correct in pointing out that the collaborative 

projects launched in pursuance of the Declaration of Principles have not taken 
the precise form originally envisaged (paragraph 104), they do nevertheless offer 
the prospect of a substantial improvement in rationalisation within Europe. The 
E H  101 would be the European transport/ASW helicopter in the 13 tonne class, 
and N H 9 0  could still continue if the United Kingdom were to decide not to 
continue its participation due to lack of a requirement. Although for historical 
reasons it has not proved possible to arrive at a single anti-tank helicopter 
project, it must be remembered that the United Kingdom, France, Germany and 
Italy currently each operate different helicopters in this role.

15. It should also be remembered that N H 9 0  and A-129 M K I I  have 
attracted the support of nations w h o  were not signatories to the 1978 
Declaration— respectively the Netherlands, and the Netherlands and Spain. In 
addition, collaborative arrangements have been established with Europe for the 
development and production of a range of engines capable of powering all four 
of the collaborative helicopters.

16. Following the acquisition by U T C  of a stake in Westland, the 
Government has considered the status of the various collaborative helicopter 
projects in which the United Kingdom is participating. The current position is as 
follows.

EH101
17. The E H  101 programme remains a high priority project for the United 

Kingdom, and the Government is continuing to provide for its share of the cost 
of the helicopter development and introduction into service. The Italian 
Government and Agusta have indicated to us that their position has not changed.

Light Attack Helicopter
18. It is intended that a M e m o r a n d u m  of Understanding ( M O U )  for a 

Feasibility Study to be undertaken on a Light Attack Helicopter based on the 
Agusta A-129 will be signed shortly by the Ministries of Defence of Italy, 
Netherlands, Spain and the United Kingdom. The association between U T C  and 
Westland has not hindered the negotiations which led to this satisfactory 
conclusion.

19. Following agreement by the Secretary of State for Defence and his 
Italian counterpart, the French and German Governments have been notified of 
the intention to proceed with this collaborative project; and that we remain ready 
to discuss the possibility of harmonisation of the work on the A-129 with that of 
France and Germany on the P A H 2 / M  A P / H A C 3 G  if they so wish. This readiness 
to continue discussions on harmonisation has been noted by our allies.



NH90 ^
20. The N H 9 0  Feasibility Study is continuing and the participating^ 

companies are due to report to the five Governments during the autumn. United 
Kingdom future participation in this project will depend on the results of this 
study and of the extensive work being carried out within the Ministry of Defence 
on the future requirement for support helicopters. The next stage in the N H 9 0  
programme would be a Project Definition Study.

21. Whilst there are clearly a number of factors to take into account in 
determining how the United Kingdom should best work towards the 
replacement of the Wessex and P u ma  helicopters, the relationship between U T C  
and Westland has not so far been a problem in respect of the N H 9 0  studies. The 
Government reiterates its view that future participation by the United Kingdom 
in the N H 9 0  programme should not be precluded by that relationship. In that 
context the Government notes the Committee’s arguments in paragraphs 116- 
118, including the references to the potential relationship between the Super 
P u ma  and NH90.

Control (paragraphs 119-152)
22. The Government notes the Committee’s statement that “it is the 

responsibility of Government to satisfy itself that the ownership of shares in 
defence contractors of national importance has no implications for national 
security” (paragraph 144). It is important to distinguish between the influence 
that a foreign shareholder might bring to bear on commercial operation of a U K  
defence contractor on the one hand, and the protection of classified information 
or technology, in the interests of national security, on the other. The Committee 
can be assured that, whenever a foreign company becomes involved with a 
contractor to the Ministry of Defence, the Government takes the necessary steps 
to ensure that classified information is protected. Indeed, in the particular 
example of the Libyan involvement in Fiat, and therefore in Westland (after the 
company’s reconstruction), the protection of classified matters has been 
positively confirmed.

23. O n  the subject of commercial control, as noted by the Committee, 
action m a y  be taken in certain circumstances under the Fair Trading Act 1973 to 
refer the acquisition by a foreign company of material influence over the policy 
of a defence contractor for investigation by the Monopolies and Mergers 
Commission if the Secretary of State considers that the acquisition raises public 
interest issues. In the event of an adverse public interest finding by the 
Commission, powers are available to the Secretary of State to prevent or reverse 
the acquisition or to impose conditions. Moreover, powers under the Industry 
Act 1975 are available if the Government considers that commercial involvement 
by foreign parties is in itself against the national interest. The Secretary of State’s 
powers under the Companies Act 1985 to investigate the ownership of shares 
may also be used where there is good reason to do so. All these powers are 
currently exercisable by the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry.

24. It is noted that the Committee wish to examine this aspect when taking 
evidence on the next Statement on the Defence Estimates.



^ h e  Defence Industrial Base (paragraphs 153-175)
P  25. The Government notes the Committee’s discussion of the defence 
industrial base and Westland’s importance to it. The defence industrial base is a 
major national asset whose health and future are of great importance. The 
pursuit of value for money in defence procurement, to which the Committee refer 
in paragraph 156 of their report, takes full account of the longer-term 
considerations which bear on the continued existence of companies or 
capabilities within the defence industrial base. The considerations were set out 
in the Open Government Document “ Value for Money in Defence Equipment 
Procurement ” ( O G D  83/01) published by the Ministry of Defence in 1983. While 
the various considerations, short and longer term, will not always point in the 
same direction when selecting a procurement source, it is the Government’s view 
that only by bearing them all in mind can long-term value for money be secured. 
In this respect, as the Committee noted (paragraph 163), the benefits of 
collaboration have to be fully taken into account, though this m a y  involve 
difficult decisions.

26. As regards the importance of Westland to the defence industrial base, 
the Government notes the Committee’s conclusion (paragraph 173) that the 
Board of Westland had the right and responsibility to make and defend its 
decision whether to associate with UTC-Sikorsky or the European consortium. 
This was and remains the view of the Government.

27. The Government attaches at least as much importance as the 
Committee to the quality of the working relationships between the Ministry of 
Defence and the Department of Trade and Industry. It repeats the assurances 
given to the Committee in evidence that these relationships, both formal and 
informal, are excellent. For example, the Department of Trade and Industry is 
represented at meetings of the Ministry of Defence’s Equipment Policy 
Committee and Defence Research Committee, and both Departments are 
represented at senior level on the Board of Management of the British National 
Space Centre. A m o n g  the many less formal links Ministers of both Departments 
meet from time to time to discuss industrial issues of mutual interest, as do 
officials. Nevertheless, both Departments are always on the look-out for ways of 
strengthening the links and making consultation more effective. The 
Government does not believe, however, that the quality of these relationships 
would be enhanced by imposing on them the formal structure of a Ministerial 
Aerospace Board.

F O U R T H  R E P O R T
28. Full accounts of the matters with which the Fourth Report is concerned 

have already been given by Ministers in statements in Parliament, speeches in 
debates and Answers to Parliamentary Questions, and by the Head of the H o m e  
Civil Service in his evidence to the Committee. The Government stands by those 
accounts, sees no reason to qualify or add to them, and no point in repeating yet 
again the sequence of events and decisions covered by the report.



29. The Committee make a number of comments on the inquiry into t h j ^  
circumstances in which the existence and part of the gist of the Solicitor General^® 
letter of 6 January 1986 to the then Secretary of State for Defence came to be 
disclosed:

(a) that the fact that the disclosure had been authorised by the then Secretary 
of State for Trade and Industry must have been known to a number of 
people before the inquiry began (paragraph 196);

(b) that in undertaking the inquiry the Head of the H o m e  Civil Service was 
inquiring into the conduct of someone whose direct Civil Service superior 
he was (paragraph 215);

(c) that the inquiry did not result in disciplinary proceedings against any of 
the officials involved (paragraph 213).

30. The Attorney General said in his answer to a Parliamentary Question 
on 24 July:

“ At the time when I advised that an inquiry be instituted I did not k n ow  
by w h o m  the disclosure had been made or that it had been authorised by the 
then Secretary of State for Trade and Industry or at all.

At the time I granted immunity to the official concerned, while I had 
reason to believe that the disclosure had been made by the official concerned 
and that the official concerned had acted in complete good faith, I was not 
aware of the full circumstances. It was important that the inquiry should 
discover as fully as possible the circumstances in which the disclosure came to 
be made, and should provide those concerned with the opportunity of giving 
their accounts of their part in the affair ”.

(Official Report, 24 July 1986, Written Answers, cols 323 and 324.)
31. The Head of the H o m e  Civil Service had reason, before he began his 

investigations, to think that the disclosure had been made by an official wh o  
believed that due authority had been given for the disclosure, H e  did not, 
however, k n ow  at that time what that authority consisted of or h o w  it was 
conveyed or expressed. Like the Attorney General, he took the view that it was 
important to discover as fully as possible the circumstances in which the 
disclosures came to be made, and to hear the accounts of those concerned (all of 
w h o m  co-operated fully in his inquiry), before reporting his findings, so that 
conclusions and decisions could be based on as full a knowledge as possible of 
the facts and circumstances.

32. The officials questioned in the inquiry were in the Department of Trade 
and Industry and the Prime Minister’s Office. The Head of the H o m e  Civil 
Service is not the direct superior of officials in the Department of Trade and 
Industry. The Head of the H o m e  Civil Service does not supervise, and has never 
supervised, the day-to-day work of members of the Prime Minister’s Office: he is 
their superior only as a result of the Prime Minister’s Office being treated for 
“ pay and rations ” purposes as part of the Cabinet Office (Management and 
Personnel Office) (in exactly the same way as it had always been treated as part 
of the Department of which the Head of the H o m e  Civil Service has from time to 
time been the permanent head). The Head of the H o m e  Civil Service did not, by 
virtue of the “ dual role ” under which the post of Head of the H o m e  Civil Service 
is combined with that of Secretary of the Cabinet, face any problem that his 
predecessors as Head of the H o m e  Civil Service would not have faced in a similar 
situation.



^  33. As to the question of the “ dual role ”, the Government sees no reason 
m b  take a different view of the matter in the light of the Fourth Report from the 
defence Committee from that which it took in its response to the Seventh Report 
of the Treasury and Civil Service Committee (Cmnd. 9841):

“ 41. The current arrangement, under which the post of Head of the 
H o m e  Civil Service is combined with the Secretaryship of the Cabinet, has 
clear benefits. The Secretary of the Cabinet, although not ‘the Prime 
Minister’s Permanent Secretary’, is of all the Permanent Secretaries the 
closest to the Prime Minister. As Permanent Secretary for the Cabinet Office 
(including the Management and Personnel Office), he is responsible to the 
Minister of State, Privy Council Office, and to the Prime Minister for the 
matters for which she has particular responsibility as Minister for the Civil 
Service. H e  also sees m a ny  of the senior staff in action and is therefore in a 
good position to advise the Prime Minister, as Minister for the Civil Service, 
on Grade 1 and 2 appointments. As to the matter of the load of work, the 
Government believes that, provided that the incumbent delegates sensibly, 
his burden is manageable.

42. Against this background the Government sees no grounds for 
changing the existing organisation at the present time.”
34. The Government has already made clear to the House of Commons, in 

the Prime Minister’s answers to questions on 24 July (Official Report, 24 July 
1986, cols 587-590) and in the speech by the Minister of State, Privy Council 
Office on 25 July (ibid, 25 July 1986, cols 858-862), that it does not agree with the 
Committee’s suggestion that the Head of the H o m e  Civil Service failed to give a 
clear example and a lead in these matters. O n  the contrary, as the Minister of 
State said of his part in the matter:

“ Far from that being a failure of leadership, it demonstrates the exercise 
of leadership with great responsibility and integrity.”

(Official Report, 25 July 1986, col 862.)
35. The Committee say that they do not believe that the authority of the 

Secretary of State for Trade and Industry was sufficient to make public parts of 
a document which contained the advice of a L a w  Officer without the knowledge 
or permission of the L a w  Officer. As the Committee make clear, there is a rule 
that it is not permissible, save with the prior authority of the L a w  Officers, to 
disclose to anybody outside the United Kingdom Government service what 
advice the L a w  Officers have given in a particular question or whether they have 
given, or have been or m a y  be asked to give, such advice. In this case the prior 
authority of the L a w  Officer concerned was not sought or given.

36. The Prime Minister said in the House of C o m m o n s  on 23 and 27 
January:

“ H e  [the then Secretary of State for Trade and Industry] took the view 
that the fact that the Solicitor General had written to the then Secretary of 
State for Defence, and the opinion he had expressed, should be brought into 
the public domain as soon as possible. H e  asked his officials to discuss with 
m y  office whether the disclosure should be made, and, if so, whether it should 
be made from 10 Downing Street, as he said he would prefer.

H e  made it clear that, subject to the agreement of m y  office, he was giving 
authority for the disclosure to be made from the Department of Trade and



Industry, if it was not m a d e  from 10 Downing Street. H e  expressed no v i e ^ ^  
as to the form in which the disclosure should be made, though it was clear tl^B 
all concerned that in the circumstances it was not possible to proceed by way 
of an agreed statement.”

(Official Report, 23 January 1986, col 450.)
“ Officials in the Department of Trade and Industry approached officials 

in m y  office, w h o  m a d e  it clear that it was not intended to disclose the Solicitor 
General’s letter from 10 Downing Street; but, being told that the Secretary of 
State for Trade and Industry had authorised the disclosure, they accepted 
that the Department of Trade and Industry should m a k e  it and they accepted 
the means by which it was proposed that the disclosure should be made.

M y  officials m a d e  it dear to the inquiry that they did not seek m y  
agreement. They told the inquiry that they did not believe that they were 
being asked to give m y  authority, and they did not do so.”

(Official Report, 27 January 1986, col 655.)
“ They considered— and they were right— that I should agree with m y  

right hon. Friend the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry that the fact 
that the then Defence Secretary’s letter of 3 January was thought by the 
Solicitor General to contain material inaccuracies which needed to be 
corrected should become public knowledge as soon as possible, and before 
Sir John Cuckney’s press conference. It was accepted that the Department of 
Trade and Industry should disclose the fact and that, in view of the urgency 
of the matter, the disclosure should be m a d e  by means of a telephone 
communication to the Press Association. H a d  I been consulted, I should have 
said that a different w a y  must be found of making the relevant facts known.”

(Official Report, 23 January 1986, col 450.)

37. M r  Leon Brittan, w h o  was the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry 
at the relevant time, said in a speech in the House of C o m m o n s  on 27 January:

“ A s  m y  right hon. Friend said in her statement to the House last 
Thursday, I m a d e  it clear to m y  officials at the Department of Trade and 
Industry that— subject to the agreement of N o  10— I was giving authority for 
the disclosure of the Solicitor General’s letter to be made. I therefore accept 
full responsibility for the fact and the form of that disclosure.

The House knows of the extraordinary, perhaps unprecedented 
circumstances in which w e  were working— the circumstances of the persistent 
campaigning of m y  right hon. Friend the former Secretary of State for 
Defence and the urgency of the need to ensure that the contents of the 
Solicitor General’s letter should become known. But for all that, and in 
retrospect, I must m a k e  it clear to the House that I accept that the disclosure 
of that information— urgent and important as it was— should not have taken 
place in that way, and I profoundly regret that it happened.

I must also m a k e  it clear that at all times the Department of Trade and 
Industry officials acted in accordance with m y  wishes and instructions. W h a t  
they did was with m y  full authority. They are not to be blamed. Indeed they 
gave m e  good and loyal service throughout m y  time as Secretary of State for 
Trade and Industry.”

(Official Report, 27 January 1986, col 671.)



38. The Prime Minister, the then Secretary of State for Trade and Industry 
| ^ n d  the Head of the H o m e  Civil Service have all expressed their regret that the
“ Solicitor General’s letter was disclosed in the way it was disclosed. But the 
Government is satisfied that those concerned acted in good faith, and remains of 
the view that, having regard to all the circumstances, disciplinary proceedings 
were not called for. As the Prime Minister said in the House of C o m m o n s  on 
24 July:

“ M y  right hon. Friend [the Secretary of State for Trade and Industry] and
I have total confidence in our officials referred to in the Report.”

(Official Report, 24 July 1986, cols 588 and 589.)
39. The Defence Committee’s Fourth Report reverts, in its final 

paragraphs, to the matter of accountability.
40. The basic principles on this matter are clear:
— Each Minister is responsible to Parliament for the conduct of his 

Department, and for the actions carried out by his Department in pursuit 
of Government policies or in the discharge of responsibilities laid upon him 
as a Minister.

— A  Minister is accountable to Parliament, in the sense that he has a duty to 
explain in Parliament the exercise of his powers and duties and to give an 
account to Parliament of what is done by him in his capacity as a Minister 
or by his department.

— Civil servants are responsible to their Ministers for their actions and 
conduct.

41. As the Government’s response to the Seventh Report of the Treasury 
and Civil Service Committee suggested, these principles have implications for the 
relationship of Select Committees to Ministers and civil servants. Select 
Committees exercise their formal powers to inquire into the policies and actions 
of Departments by virtue of the accountability of Ministers to Parliament. Civil 
servants w h o  appear before them do so as representatives of, and subject to the 
instructions of, the Minister. The civil servant is accountable to his Minister for 
the evidence he gives to a Select Committee on his Minister’s behalf.

42. Though under Standing Orders a Select Committee has the right to send 
for any person w h o m  it chooses, it does not, and in the Government’s view 
should not attempt to, oblige a civil servant to answer a question or to disclose 
information which his Minister has instructed him not to answer or disclose, or 
which it is contrary to his duty of confidentiality to answer or disclose. If in giving 
evidence to a Select Committee a civil servant refuses to answer a question on the 
ground that his Minister has so instructed, the Committee’s recourse must in the 
end be to the Minister. Similarly, if a Select Committee is not satisfied with the 
manner in which or the extent to which the Minister’s accountability has been 
discharged, the Committee should not insist upon calling on a civil servant to 
remedy the deficiency, and thus in effect to exercise an accountability to 
Parliament separate from and overriding his accountability to his Minister. As 
the Select Committee on Procedure stated in its First Report of 1977-78 
( H C  588):

“ it would not, however, be appropriate for the House to seek directly or
through its Committees to enforce its right to secure information from the



Executive at a level below that of the Ministerial head of the department ^ 
concerned, since such a practice would tend to undermine rather t h a ^  
strengthen the accountability of Ministers to the H o u s e ” .
43. The individual civil servant is accountable through his senior officers to 

his Minister, and if he has done amiss, it is to his Minister that he and his seniors 
are ultimately answerable. There are established means available— eg internal 
inquiry, disciplinary proceedings— whereby the H e ad  of a Department can bring 
an individual civil servant* to account, and can penalise him if penalties are called 
for, with safeguards and rights of appeal as appropriate.

44. The Government does not believe that a Select Committee is a suitable 
instrument for inquiring into or passing judgment upon the actions or conduct of 
an individual civil servant. A s  a witness the civil servant is liable to be constrained 
in his answers by his instructions from or his accountability to his Minister or by 
his duty of confidentiality, and therefore unable to speak freely in his o w n  
defence. The fact that a Select Committee’s proceedings are privileged does not 
absolve him from the obligation to comply with those instructions and that duty. 
There is a further risk that the process of questioning m a y  be affected by political 
considerations, particularly if politically controversial matters are involved. A  
Select Committee inquiry into actions and conduct of an individual civil servant, 
conducted in public and protected by privilege, would give the civil servant 
concerned no safeguards and no rights, though his reputation and even his career 
might be at risk. These considerations reinforce the case for not blurring or 
cutting across the lines of accountability— from civil servants to Ministers, and 
from Ministers to Parliament— and confirm the Government in its view that it is 
not appropriate for the inquiries of Select Committees to be extended to cover 
the conduct of individual civil servants. Accordingly the Government proposes 
to m a k e  it clear to civil servants giving evidence to Select Committees that they 
should not answer questions which are or appear to be directed to the conduct of 
themselves or of other named individual civil servants.
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' S SPEECHES ON THE PROROGATION AND OPENING OF PARLIAMENT 
Memorandum by the Lord President of the Council

The attached drafts of The Queen's Speeches on the Prorogation of the 
present Session of Parliament and the Opening of the 1986-87 Session have 
been prepared b^T^e Queen's Speeches and Future Legislation Committee 
(QL) on the balls At the texts suggested by Departments. The draft 
Opening Speech the legislative programme approved by the Cabinet
on 27 February 19^>h4^the changes to the programme which QL and the 
Cabinet itself hav£-^&/^agreed. Thus, the Bill to privatise the water 
industry has been del/te£ka separate Local Government (Finance) Bill has 
been added to make chkrfgtfSVto the rate support grant system; and a Bill 
has been added to impl^eWp^>he recommendations of the Nugee Report on the 
management of privately If any further additions prove to be
essential, we shall need ider whether measures should be dropped
from the programme to make rt^mj^pr them.
2 The passage on inward S t ¥ ^ $ a i t s  remains provisional for the time 
bèing while discussions contin^/^kithe Heads of State concerned about 
the timing of their visits.
3 Subiect to any further decisio<i£>L<:h might be required in the light 
of developments before the Speeches ^ ^ e U v e r e d , I invite the Cabinet to 
approve the attached drafts.

%Privy Council Office

CABINET



V X V h E QUEEN'S SPEECH ON THE OPENING OF PARLIAMENT 1986fk Lords and members of the House of Commons 
[£/£pok forward with much pleasure to receiving His Majesty King Fahd of 
Saugjo^fcbia and His Majesty King Hassan of Morocco on State visits 
durinVfc^e^next twelve months.]

-2. I als6̂ ^^^£ forward to visiting Berlin in May during that city's 
750th anniv^p^«^ year and to being present on the occasion of the 
Commonwealth toSos of Government Meeting in Canada.

3. My Government^ will continue to attach the highest importance to 
maintaining national security and preserving peace with freedom and 
justice. They will enhyiceV\the United Kingdom's own defences and play an 
active part in the AtlaireSk^Sj^iance.

4. My Government will worl^^xj^new agreements on arms control and 
disarmament. They will seek gjj£a&£vco-operation and trust between East 
and West and work for progres^^rp\the Vienna Review Conference on 
Security and Cooperation in Europe

5. My Government will hold the Preside<£eyYp£ the Council of Ministers of 
the European Community until the end of w S o ^ ^ a r .  Within the Community 
they will work to promote enterprise an^^employment and to remove 
barriers to internal trade; for improvementi^^1'world trade rules; and 
for continuing reform of the common Agriculturar^^iicy.

6. My Government will honour their commitments to the people of the 
Falkland Islands while continuing to seek more norro^''y«lations with 
Argentina. They will discharge their obligations to cffiBy-iS&Dle of Hong 
Kong and will work closely with the Chinese Government out the 
Sino-British Joint Declaration. They will stand by their TOM^&jent to 
the people of Gibraltar.

< % k



/ W .  My Government will continue to work with their partners in the 
^zfrropean Community and with the Commonwealth for peaceful and fundamental 
''^eka^ne in South Africa. They will support Namibian independence. They 

Wi^X^o°k for solutions to the problems of the Middle East. They will 
supparo^attempts to achieve settlements in Afghanistan, in Cambodia, in 
Cypriis^a^jcK.in Central America.

8. My Gwepnment will make vigorous efforts to combat international 
terrorism amL^raff icking in drugs.

9. My Governmenf/will support the commonwealth and play a constructive 
role at the United Nations. They will maintain a substantial aid 
programme, play their part in the relief of famine and other natural 
disasters and encourage/Jfl^festment in the developing countries.

10. Members of the House ojL_C<^Wons
Estimates for the Public Ser<fd%4^ill be laid before you.

11. My Lords and Members of the Hpq^jQpf Commons
My Government's firm monetary seal policies will continue to
restrain inflation and foster th£VW>oditions necessary for further 
sustained economic growth. Within jtramework, my Government will
continue to promote enterprise; the (^gro&m] of employment and the 
education and training of young people. ''s'?

12. My Government will maintain firm controlC^/public expenditure, so 
that it may continue to fall as a proportion or^the Nation's income and 
permit further reductions in the burden of taxation. Consistently with 
this, my Government will continue to seek better vaJSfe. for money in 
public spending, so that vital services may be further V^w^^^d.

13. Action will be taken to further privatisation, b o i m p r o v e  
economic efficiency and to encourage wider share ownership. ■ 3 1



Legislation will be introduced to improve the system for the 
,^wipkrvision of banks.

will be brought forward to improve the working of criminal 
j u s t t ^ j ^ P  implement certain recommendations made by the Committee on 
Fr auaw^Uyife; and to make further provision for the confiscation of the 
proceeds ofx^yVne.

16. Measures <&U$T?be proposed to promote further competition m  order to 
secure greater^/^££iciency in the provision of local authorities 
services; and t<^mprove the basis for the payment of rate support grant 
in England and Wales.

17. A Bill will be in^£d^ed to extend the rights of people living in 
privately owned flats in l ^ ^ ^ d  and Wales.

18. A Bill will be introdp£«r\to facilitate the conservation and 
management of the Norfolk and sifw^fcBroads.

19. Measures will be proposed up to date the arrangements 
regulating oil and gas installations '^s^^^^^e^ations.

20. Measures will be brought forward fu^k£^> to reform family law in 
England and wales.

21. A Bill will be introduced to modify the astern for the control of 
fire risks and to make further provision for safety at sports grounds.

22. For Scotland, Bills will be introduced to abolish(^n^tic rates, to 
reform the enforcement of debts due under court ordeD^f”̂ Wi<3 to make 
various improvements to criminal justice.



//03. My Government will continue through the Anglo-Irish Agreement to 
/XdSyelop closer cooperation with the Government of the Republic of 
■^M^and. They will encourage elected representatives in Northern Ireland 

rch for an agreed basis for the return to a devolved 
adrain^^ation. They will continue to encourage economic and industrial 
develcrfShteft̂ .. A Bill will be introduced to amend Northern Ireland 
legislc^yj^&gainst terrorism.

24. MeasuresjrtAl be proposed to reform the administration of marine 
pilotage.

25. Legislation will again be before you to enable construction of a 
Channel Tunnel. A Bill will be introduced to authorise the construction 
of a third crossing of ^ e ^ h a m e s  at Dartford.

26. Measures will be propij^£d^i>o reform the law of copyright; to improve 
other aspects of the law rel£r1̂ > ^  to intellectual property and further to 
strengthen the law on consumer^cM^eption.

27. Other measures will be laid bex&r&him.

28. My Lords and Members of the House
I pray that the blessing of Almighty God v^y^Wst upon your counsels.mm



NJiy Lords and members of the House of Commons 
Tb^ÌQMke of Edinburgh and I were pleased to receive the State visits of 
His&^rortess Jthe Amir of Qatar in November, their Majesties the King and 
QueerM^^ jjpain in April, and the President of the Federal Republic of 
Germany<ificf>Freifrau von Weizsaecker in July.

2. We recall/^ith great pleasure the State Visit to Nepal followed by
visits to Nevi^iXaland and Australia earlier this year, as well as the 
recent State to the People's Republic of China and the visit to
Hong Kong. ^

3. My Government hav^'"ahtached great importance to relations with 
countries in the Far Easfc*/<3!lvis was marked by the Prime Minister's visit 
to the Republic of Korea \tnXi5ay and by visits here of the President of 
the Republic of Korea in AjdrSJ^^àd the General Secretary of the Central 
Committee of the Communist Pan$^^\China in June.

4. My Government and the Chines^^5£*j^gnment have made good progress in 
carrying out the Sino-British Joint B(s€^aM±ion on Hong Kong.

5. My Government have enhanced the Unioea Kingdom's defences and played
a full part in the Atlantic Alliance. Government have worked
vigorously for balanced and verifiable agré^amfcs on arms control in 
respect of nuclear, chemical and conventional>4i^rfpons, keeping in close 
consultation with the United Kingdom's allies, \fchey were active at the 
Stockholm Conference on Disarmament in Europe which reached agreement in 
September. They have continued to seek improved D^iayions with the 
Soviet Union and the countries of Eastern Europe.

6. My Government have assumed the Presidency of the Counci^^^inisters 
of the European Community. My Government signed the Single lUrap^n Act 
to amend the Treaty of Rome and legislation to give effect to itJm£been 
passed.

XTHE QUEEN'S SPEECH ON THE PROROGATION OF PARLIAMENT 1986



. My Government have worked with their partners in the European 
¿éânmunity and with the Commonwealth to bring about peaceful and 
✓f&cramental change in South Africa. They have supported efforts to 

the independence and non-aligned status of Afghanistan and 
My Government have honoured their commitments to the people of 

the FVli&a/tf islands, while continuing to seek more normal relations with 
ArgentifraY//^,

¿ A8. My Goverpijiin£-welcomed the resolution adopted at the United Nations 
Special S e s s i A f r i c a  concerning the economic recovery and 
development of ̂ rfCfrican countries. They have provided substantial 
emergency assistance to victims of famine in Africa, both directly and 
through the European Community.

9. My Government have hard for the launching of a new round of
multilateral trade negotiàî^w^) within the General Agreement on Tariffs 
and Trade. They welcome c^Y^^nitiative believing that a successful 
outcome to the negotiations i s < £ ^ ^  in order to preserve and strengthen 
the world's open trading system.

10. My Government have made vigorMs^eMorts to combat international 
terrorism and trafficking in drugs.

11. My Government have signed a treaty witi^Jré Government of France for 
a Channel Tunnel to be financed by private cSpfjreO- Legislation has been 
introduced to enable the treaty to be ratified

12. My Government and the Governments of the Cayman Islands and the 
United States of America have signed a treaty relatLraf'"Yb mutual legal 
assistance in criminal matters. My Government have i^c^cSfcsed measures 
for the better administration of the Turks and Caicos Islandê //"')4k
13. Members of the House of Commons
I thank you for the provision which you have made for the h^jjèj&^nd 
dignity of the Crown and for the Public Service.



. My Lords and Members of the House of Commons 
/«^«Government's policies have been successful in reducing inflation to 
^t^vowest level for almost 20 years. The output of the nation continues 
tc^3nre!5>\d and the number of people in work continues to grow.

15. Iiv<̂ ô <rar to give more help to the unemployed, my Government have 
through <£iSe//W>ges Act removed some outdated obstacles to the creation of 
new jobs ̂ kndo^iave expanded existing employment and training measures 
including the«¿production of the national Restart programme for the long 
term unemploy£d^%nd. the expansion of the Community Programme and the 
Enterprise Allowarce Scheme. The "Action for Jobs" information campaign 
has been introduced to ensure that employers, employees and unemployed 
people know what help is available to them.

16. My Government contiSk^^o attach the highest importance to the
education and training of wulm/t>eople and to improving the links between 
school and work. The new Youth Training Scheme was launched
successfully and the Technicaj^«£c&Vocational Education Initiative has 
been expanded to a nationwide «*j£fx&amme offering the opportunity of 
participation to all those between 18 years of age at school.

17. My Government have taken addit^etfrajK initiatives to encourage 
enterprise and improve the performance o^€hp^ôçonomy. The basic rate of 
income tax has been further reduced. syS

18. Continuing my Government's programme encouraging greater
industrial efficiency and promoting wider shared ownership, legislation 
has been enacted to provide for the setting up of new regulatory 
arrangements for the gas supply and airports industriesvSwS for the sale 
of shares in British Gas and British Airports AuthorîSÇ3y«<ÎSNthe public. 
An Act was also passed to enable the Atomic Energy AuthoAib^Ao operate 
as a trading fund from 1 April 1986 with a capital wio^pôjre and 
borrowing powers. The remaining warship yards of British sw^ou^lders



“̂feave been sold as have my Government's residual shares in Cable and 
Af£*eless. The National Bus Company has begun to sell its undertakings to 

ivate sector including sales to managers and employees.

has been passed to enable building societies to increase the 
rangevo&j^rvices offered to the public and to provide a new statutory 
framewow(!^0̂ >Jtheir supervision.

20. LegislatLd^Jjas been passed to extend and reform the regulation of
investment This will protect the interest of investors while
encouraging th^^^continued development of strong, efficient and
competitive financial services.

21. Legislation has beeir'enkcted to improve the management of schools in 
England and Wales a n d ^ ^^bromote the professional effectiveness of 
teachers.

22. An Act has been passed further effect to my Government's
policies towards agriculture and £w^£buntryside.

23. Legislation has been passed to w ^ M g e  the sale of publicly owned
flats to their tenants and the wider <|#w4v£ment of private business in 
the ownership and management of councvl^^x^ing, and to improve the 
planning system. //\***\

24. Legislation has been enacted to prohibi^expenditure on party 
political publicity by local authorities and to «quire local authorities 
to make a rate by 1 April each year.

25. An Act has been passed to reform social security.

26. In Northern Ireland the drive to eradicate t e r r o r v ^ / ^ s  been 
maintained. The security forces, assisted by the r estrain^*^& good 
sense shown by the broad majority of the people of Northern



preserved public order. My Government has entered into an Agreement with 
Government of the Republic of Ireland which it believes can benefit 

people of Northern Ireland and help achieve greater peace and 
st&û î ky.

27. FM^SfcSkland, measures have been passed to extend the rightSof public
sector facilitate the private ownership of public sector housing
and improtfe^^i^ building control system, and to improve legal aid 
a r r ang emen t s.

28. Further progress has been made in the consolidation of statute law. 
Legislation has been passed for England and Wales to set fair time limits 
for cases involving latent damage; provision has been made to settle 
conflicts of law relatiwfyb child abduction within the United Kingdom, 
and to reform the law'sSf'^Siind registration and the administration of 
funds by the Public Trustee^tup'fcther authorities.

29. An Act has been passed to the courts in England and Wales to
confiscate the proceeds of drug ^«M&icking, and to penalise those who 
assist traffickers to retain the bewef^t^of such proceeds.

30. An Act has been passed to reform th<^y&w^jelating to public order.

31. Legislation has been enacted to estabYistf/improved arrangements for 
the protection of animals used for experirie^Zi and other scientific 
purposes.

32. An Act has been passed to modify and extend the management structure 
of salmon fisheries in Scotland and to introduce fî tfiiys measures to 
prevent illegal fishing in Great Britain.

33. Proposals have been made to extend the accountabilf&w^jfc local 
authorities and for other reforms in the finance of local govenapent^lllll34. My Lords and Members of the House of Commons
I pray that the blessing of Almighty God may attend you. \Cv'>\
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< § >  ------<X^£AH00L TEACHERS' PAY, DUTIES AND CONDITIONS OF SERVICE

VS/ Note by the Secretary of the Cabinet
%  ------

I attach a paper prepared by the Ministerial Group on Teachers' Pay 
(MISC 122).

sB H
ROBERT ARMSTRONG

■
Cabinet Office 

29 October 1986
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^O^^CHOOL TEACHERS' PAY, DOTIES AND CONDITIONS OF SERVICE
Report by the MI SC 122 Group

%The CabirtefQi&reed in the spring that industrial action by 
teachers iiv%«c^land and Wales and in Scotland should be defused 
respectively^^yyendorsement of negotiations under the auspices 
of the Advisor^ Conciliation and Arbitration Service (ACAS) and 
by the appointment of the Committee of Inquiry chaired by Sir 
Peter Main. An inter£3in agreement for England and Wales was 
reached at Coventr^K^iup^July by the local authority employers and 
unions representing aum^jjarity of teachers, covering pay and pay 
structure and certain a<£p&p£s of conditions of service; that 
agreement envisaged a fii«£jX^reement being reached by the end 
of the year which would conf^^rK the understandings reached and 
settle major outstanding i s ^ ^ ^ o n  duties and conditions of 
service. The Main Report, wit^V're&ommendations on teachers' 
pay, duties and conditions of ŝ ral/ce, was published on 2 
October as Cmnd 9 893. y \

Coventry
2. The Coventry agreement did not me6t^the conditions laid 
down by the then Secretary of State for'©ducation and Science 
when he announced the Government's offer of additional provision 
for teachers' pay of £1 ,250 million (for Engl£»et\and Wales, with 
a further £125 million for Scotland) over foui^y^rs in return 
for a satisfactory agreement covering pay, pay s
structure, duties and conditions of service. It put all
unpromoted teachers, regardless of merit, on a basr^^^le 
running up to £14,500, i.e. 40 per cent higher than t^^^tesent 
scale; and it left for further negotiation the length 
teachers' working week, the amount of class contact time^/^j&dts 
on class size, and the circumstances under which teachers <c 
required to cover for absent colleagues - all of them points^ojyy^ 
which concessions by the employers would prove very expensively^



i t W c l  include, however, a broadly satisfactory list of 
* | L , .  duties, and it accepted the principle 
a ^ O ^ l -  Most participants at Coventry envisaged that

l S S > k a t u t o r y  Burnham Committee, whose remit is restnc e 
to P ^ & i t h e  voluntary Council of Local Education Authorities 
S c h o i S A e r s ,  Co-ittee. which covers conditions of service,

Id be W i k e d  by new voluntary joint negotiating machinery 
covering b I | L  and conditions; the Government would have no 
locus in thes^new arrangements.

The Main Repoi/^commendations on duties and conditions of
service are g e n e r a l i z e s  is tent with the Government s o  Dec

c • the auality of education andfives in terms of x w p b e ^ m  tne qnaix y
providing for the s m o c k i n g  of the schools. The scope for 
teachers to take disruPti<£§5ki°n without being clear y 
breach of their contracts W ^ ) b e  drastically reduced. On pay

i ohe^mekt the Government’s wish to <=fmcture. the recommendations^®^:structure, responsibility and proven
provide greater rewar recommends increases of
good performance. On pay, these are greater than
worth 16.4 per cen t h f ^ K  of Coventry would
^nvisacred at Coventry, although the
eventually exceed those of Main as u n i t e d  teachers moved up 
towards the maximum of a basic pay sca<nearly 20 per cent 
above that recommended for Scotland. The | g
would set pay scales to operate until March ^

would be no 'normal' annual settlement in pik y ^ \  present
negotiating machinery, Main envisages replacem^t^f P
statutory Joint Negotiating Committee (which ^
conditions) by a Standing Advisory Committee with
April 1988.

gnhfisguent developments , ^^yia^les
\----Practically no k i « s s  has been made for England a 5 ^
has been made since Coventry; a further negotiating sessionC^)\

. is scheduled at Nottingham on 8 November under ACAS auspices is scneauie



✓OThe English unions, seeing the larger immediate pay increases 
'/^^commended by Main, are seeking 'faster assimilation' to the 
</C^vwitry pay scales; the National Association of Schoolmasters/ 
USr^flXof Women Teachers, which was not a party to the Coventry 
agrSjajJt̂ nt, is seeking a further increase in the basic scale 
maxiSnunL/)and has called for further industrial action beginning 
next In Scotland there seems to be a good prospect that
the union«/^d local authority employers will accept the Main 
package an^/jiagotiate it into place through the existing 
machinery, prpvipded that the Government makes full public 
expenditure provision for it.

The Government's Response
5. The Ministers(air^ctly concerned, meeting under the Prime 
Minister's chairmansnpln MISC 122, have considered how the 
Government should respomy/to the Main Report, and to the 
situation developing in ¡̂rad̂ and and Wales. The Group's 
recommendations to the C^ima^are as follows:

(i) the Government sntprvKaccept the Main recommenda
tions on pay, duties and conditions of service.

(ii) The Government should an immediate initiative
to bring the 'Coventry process' end, so as to preclude
further expensive concessions by t̂ Jre/̂ ocal authority 
employers and prevent the implementation of the Coventry pay 
structure.

(iii) Accordingly the Government shoulq^nisite the parties 
to agree at Nottingham to a 'Main-equivalerfr^Osettlement for 
England and Wales on lines which the Educatiq^^epretary 
would lay down.

(iv) The Main and Main equivalent salary scale^X^nould be 
introduced in two stages, providing for average incresislgs of

W k



2 oer cent on 1 January 1987, and for the remaining 8.2 
cent increases on 1 October 1987.

Failing agreement following Nottingham (or in the 
ScoW^^} Joint Negotiating Committee), the Government should 
1 to impose the settlement. For England and Wales
they w^^jd-act in the light of recommendations made by an 
interimAovi^ory Committee, which would work within a cost 
envelope sfcnsistent with their response to the Main 
recommendations; given that the Main report already exists, 
there would be no-rieed for such a Committee in respect of 
Scotland until Q98$-89.

(vi) No additiorr^J^payments should be made to teachers 
until they have eith^^a&cepted the new specification of 
their duties and condxtrp^te of service in negotiation, or 
these have been put int'^mect
by means of regulations mcG^«'wider the new legislation 
imposing the Government1 s

(vii) Provision should be ma^e^^jp the full additional
costs of £118 million and £14 in 1986-87, and £490
million and £60 million in 1987-88^f^: England and Wales 
and for Scotland respectively. Thi^additional provision 
reoresents the whole of the additional costs of the proposed 
settlement beyond the 3.75 per cent allowe^^for in next 
year's Rate Support Grant settlements foik^n&Keased costs.
In recognition of the fact that local authqri£a/es will have 
been planning on an increase for teachers gra^wij?>than 3.75 
per cent, and in order to give them some incent^K^\£o find 
offsetting savings, especially in the education 
additional Exchequer grant for 1987-88 should be j^jjVj^ted 
to £200 million for England and Wales and £30 millio(f£^ur 
Scotland; the effect would be a small reduction in tnq^]/^^ 
overall Exchequer grant percentage for England from 46.



y 46.3, with corresponding reductions in the Scottish and 
(/X Welsh percentages.

The Government' s decisions should be announced on 30 
" O L b e r  in statements to be made by the Secretaries of 
^ I ^ W a t i o n  and Science and for Scotland.

more than £0.5 billion to public
6 . and more than £0.8 billion in 1988-89
eXp r Ur% i C a r s  Treasury Ministers have only accepted 
and subsequen^yea and on the strict condition
them with the g^ 3 ® * her incréases. They threaten very 
that there can ssi£ k n $ J |  sector pay settlements,
awkward repercuss resist. They will also mean some
which it will be e s s g  increases are already
further increase « authorities will be about 2 per 
in the pipeline, which therefore be
cent, in presenting the ^  ^
essential to emphasise:

JvTiVx'iVf f er represents an excep— i I \ that the Governments^ £er rep
U) M ^ á b e n s e  to the situation mtional - and very generous - ^ nse
the teaching profession;

H  that it is quite diff e r e S f l ^  other pay settle-
• that it requires acceptan^ of much more tightly ments, in that it requir . in return for the

specified duties and conditions of service
new pay deal;

(iii) that it represents the Government' word, and 
that no further concessions could be made;

(iv) that it inevitably imposes substantial t ^ c o s t s ,
• Edition to increases in expenditure (much o 
education) which local authorities are already p l a n ^ 0 ^  
which have to he met by the ratepayer and taxpayer



"0 improvements in the quantity and quality of public services 
have to be paid for.

Tire^Csbinet will have before them drafts of the statements to be 
madfe^$i\the Secretaries of State for Education and Science and 
for S&OT^nd.

Leqislat:jg#r^.
7. Legis^^^SNi will in any event be required in due course to 
repeal the Remuneration of Teachers Act and so abolish the 
Burnham Committee; that Committee has proved ineffective, deals 
only with pay and not with duties, and gives the Secretary of 
State no influence over the negotiations. This will be made 
clear in the annoui/rnn^nt of the Government's offer. It would 
not be appropriate to/pt&te at this stage precisely how the 
Government would impos^^/settlement on the lines set out above, 
if the local authority e ^ w e r s  and teachers' unions failed to 
negotiate it into place tnrmidK the existing machinery.
However, the Government will^iee)d to make their intentions clear 
as soon as it emerges that ne^^s^ions are failing; thus there 
may well be a need for a furthe^a^nouncement about the content 
of legislation in the second half^pfj^ext month. The precise 
timing and content of legislation wĉ Tlxjaeed to take account of 
the behaviour of the teachers, their~£arc£9ns, and the local 
authority employers in the developing qA}&kt\on; it will be 
essential to ensure that there can be nc^question of the 
existing Statutory Committees awarding further pay increases 
before 1988 once a settlement on the Governments terms has been 
accepted. The Education Ministers, in consulv^t^en with the 
Environment Secretary, the Chief Secretary, Treaspi^. the 
Attorney-General and the Government's Business Ma^agp^s, will be 
carrying forward work in preparation for legislatio^AV^

<#$)Conclusion
8. The Group seeks the endorsement of the Cabinet of t ^ ^ M .  
recommendations in paragraph 5 above.

Cabinet Office
29 October, 1986 6 <^<7/



CABINET

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE SURVEY 1986 

morandum by the Lord President of the Council

At their m e e t B l ^ ^ l 7  July the Cabinet decided that the Public 
Expenditure SvM^^%hould be conducted within the published public 
expenditure plalfcSkotals of £144 billion for 1987-88 and £149 billion 
for 1988-89, and a total of £153 billion for 1989-90, and invited
the Chief Secretary, Treasury to pursue bilateral discussion of 
expenditure programm^B»h the Ministers responsible on that basis. At 
their meeting on 2 0<^5e^CC(86) 32.2) the need to reach agreement with 
the Chief Secretary, Treast^r was reinforced, and the Cabinet noted that a 
Ministerial Group on Public Expenditure (MISC 130) was being set up to 
discuss matters which could not be agreed between Departments and the 
Chief Secretary, Treasury and to make recommendations to the Cabinet.

2. This memorandum reports on^^fcwork of the Group and sets out the 
recommendations of MISC 130. i f c j ^ l i k e  to express my gratitude both 
to the members of the Group and ^jBfcnding Ministers who have appeared 
before us for the care and thoroug™3§Jj7hich they have brought to the

3. A large number of programmes were in bilateral discussions
between the Chief Secretary, Treasury anJKl^pending Ministers 
concerned. The effects on the Survey bas^fl^^re set out in Annex A; 
brief descriptions of the policy implicati^p aA^in Annex B. MISC 130 
were, however, left with eight programmes to.,con%der, inevitably the most 
difficult.
4. Cabinet agreed on 17 July that discussions should be carried forward
within the existing published planning totals referred to above. These 
contained uncommitted Reserves of £6.1 billion, £7.9 and f9,6
billion respectively. However, the July decision of ftmM^-Committee on 
Local Authority Expenditure of the Ministerial SteerinfRommittee on 
Economic Strategy, on local authority current provision m  ̂ 87-88, 
together with the implications for the territories, added^ggj^^p.4 
billion to the previous total, using up more than half themjaW^ble 
1987-88 Reserve. The subsequent agreement with the Ministe^ t^^kerned to 
base provision for the two later years on i per cent real Tean^tmuBin 
local authority current spending also required additions to p r ^ ^ H k  of 
£4.3 billion and £5.1 billion in 1988-89 and 1989-90 respectively*In 
addition to these amounts it was necessary to allow for increases
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billion, £0.7 billion and £1.1 billion respectively over the three years ) to take * account of the agreements reached bilaterally by the Chief 
^Secretary, Treasury.
JEjL As a consequence of these changes, the Group were faced with the 
^ ^ ^ i o n  summarised in the following table at the beginning of their work:

£ billion

1987-88 1988-89 1989-90

Local authority additions: 3.4 4.3 5.1
Addit^J^^yrom bilateral settlement: 1.1 0.7 1.1

Giving increases on
programme
Compared w i t W t ^ t i n g  Reserve of: 6.1 7.9 9.6I kAGREED PROGRAMMES

6. I am glad to repor^RWt the Group have reached agreement on all 
programmes and made significant progress towards removing the outstanding 
excesses. Of total outstanding bids of £3.1 billion, £2.9 billion and £4.8 
billion in the three years on the programmes described below, the Group 
have agreed reductions of £0.7 bi^H.on, £0.7 billion and £1.3 billion, 
leaving additions of £2.4 b i l l i m ^ ^ . 2  billion and £3.5 billion, of which 
previously agreed demand-led ch^jyges^yid changes in administration costs on 
the social security programme a c ^ M W y > r  some £1.6 billion, £1.7 billion 
and £2.6 billion. On the basis o ^ J ^ ^ i d e n c e  presented to them the Group 
did not consider it practicable, in nja^^kases from a political point of 
view, to seek reductions in programme^b^gknd this.
7. The proposals on the agreed programiJJi^ summarised in paragraphs 8 
to 16 below. All figures are in £ millior^P^tes otherwise stated.

Defence
8. The Survey baseline is as follows:

18,817 18,990 19,268

Changes agreed outside the Group’s discussions, i n c l u Éj^^ntrrbutions to 
the cost of advancing the second Auxiliary Oiler Replelfement Vessel, are:

- 23 + 26 ^j|0

The Secretary of State for Defence had proposed the following ffl̂ jier 
additions to baseline:

+ 131 + 136 + 432



The Chief Secretary, Treasury sought reductions below baseline of £300 
million in each year.

k The Group agreed to recommend the following further changes to baseline, 
f a k i n g  account of the latest estimate of Falkland Islands costs, which it 
Disagreed will in future be subsumed within the baseline.

0 - 33 + 157

The Group have not been able to reach agreement on the cost of advancing 
the minehunter programme.

Electri<^^^
9. The^sujrVMt baseline is as follows:

- F,685 - 1,281 - 1,313
The Secretary for Energy had proposed the following additions to
baseline:

+ 450 + 171 + 427
The Chief Secretary, treasury was prepared to accept additions of £100 
million and £50 million in the first two years, but sought a reduction of 
- £150 million below baseline in the last year. After discussion with the 
Group and with the Chief Secretary, Treasury, the Secretary of State for 
Energy has agreed to reduce above baseline by £70 million, £80
million and £397 million r e s p ^ M J ^ y ,  leaving additions to baseline of:

The Secretary of State for Energy it clear that the large
reduction in the final year must in t*i^^kew be regarded as without 
commitment and subject to revision in JK ^ i g h t  of negotiations with the 
industry in due course. The Group are pr»H^ed to accept the External 
Financing Limits now proposed, but they that further planning
should be on the basis that the financial targ% for the period after 
1987-88 is assumed to be an average real r ^ e  of return on net assets of 
3.75 per cent in the years 1988-89 and 1989-90. (For the three years up to 
1987-88 a target of 2.75 per cent has already been set.) The Group believe 
that 3.75 per cent is a reasonable target to aim at, and that it would be 
right for the Government to press strongly for it to^i^ agreed m  time for 
it to be taken into account in the 1987 Survey. ThAm^erefore recommend 
the above figures on that basis.

Overseas Development Administration
10. MISC 130 and the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary ̂ ^ivA%|reed to 
recommend the following increase in the baseline provision^or fee -overall 
programme:

+ 5 +8  +15



This will maintain the net aid programme constant in real terms during the 
I Survey period.

%  ̂alth and Personal Social Services
The Survey baseline (excluding local authority current expenditure) is 

as follows:
15,937 16,617 17,032

The Secretary of State for Social Services sought additions of:
+ 408 + 772

Following ̂ fec||kions with the Group, and taking account of bids of £191 
million, £2()in2^on and £561 million for demographic growth and 
demand-determflS^%rvice (eg Family Practitioner Services) already agreed 
by the Chief Treasury, the Secretary of State for Social
Servcies has a g r e ^ B k  accept the following additions to the baseline:

+ 309 + 289 + 683
This will allow an incr^aJ^of 2.2 per cent in real terms on hospital and 
community health services current spending in 1987-88, and 1 per cent in 
each of the two following years. The Group recommend these figures.

Social Security

12. The Survey baseline is as
44, 197 46,758

are very large additions as a the effect of higher
estimates of take-up of benefits and r ^ i Q l  economic assumptions. In 
addition the Chief Secretary, TreasuryT|S jL^epted further revisions for 
increased administration costs and other changes. The combined
effect of these was to add the following n * ^ i ^ m t s  to the above baseline:

+ 1,585 + 1,734 + 2,605
In addition to this the Secretary of State for Social Services proposed 
further additions of £45 million, £35 million and £11 million, whereas the 
Chief Secretary, Treasury sought reductions of: A

- 150 - 300 - 550

13. After a very careful and detailed examination of th^^options for 
further savings, the Group, with the agreement of the Secr^Ui^^f State 
for Social Services, recommend the following changes:

+ 3 5  - 100 - 250 m



The savings in the later years will be achieved by a variety of policyi changes which the Secretary of State for Social Services will bekonsidering further with the Chief Secretary, Treasury. Some of them will 
P^uire primary legislation, which will need to be introduced in November 

jifcDecember 1987, or very early in 1988. The Group accept that the 
^HfeaLtary of State for Social Services should retain some flexibility over 
the prtecise measures, and commend the above reductions on this basis.

Arts and Libraries
14. The Minister of State, Privy Council Office (Minister for the Arts) 
sought subst^tial additions to his programme (£20 million, £29 million and 
£35 millio^^mthe three years respectively) in part to provide for 
overruns expenditure on the British Library St Pancras project,
and in part SflDLe Arts Council and for national museums and galleries. 
MISC 130 are aEyseflaed at the escalation of the British Library costs and 
agreed with thej^i* Secretary, Treasury that further study is required 
before decisions^fcj^ taken. These bids have therefore been withdrawn 
and the position dl^Obe reviewed in the light of the above study. MISC 
130 have agreed the^^3^^wing additions to the baseline provisions, with 
the Minister of Stat^, Pnty Council Office:

+ 7 + 7  + 8

Wales
15. In addition to formula conse^^entials on central Government and local 
authority capital programmes agi£^^^-n England, the Secretary of State for 
Wales sought the full formula c^j^lkntials for the increase in local 
authority current expenditure in Bnglanjl resulting from the Rate Support 
Grant (RSG) settlement. This exce^pa^j^ amounts agreed for local 
authority current provision in Wales by:^

+ 95 + 97 + 98
MISC 130 took the view that it would not to provide these full
consequentials which would be devoted to tl^^SeJ^tary of State for Wales s 
other programmes. After discussion with the <urou^ the Secretary of State 
for Wales agreed to surrender resources of £25 million, £27 million and £28 
million in the three years respectively. £8 million of this in each year 
reflects an adjustment to the baseline to reflect the change in population 
ratios since 1979.
Scotland
16. In addition to formula consequentials on central G^Eft^^t and local 
authority capital programmes agreed in England, the Secretary W t  State for 
Scotland sought the full formula consequentials for the i n < ^a»^n local 
authority current expenditure in England from the RSG settleme^^M This 
exceeded the amounts agreed for local authority current provis^^^Qi^^



Scotland. The Secretary of State for Scotland also sought additional i provision for regional and industrial expenditure. These sums totalled:
w%  + 107 + 76 + 91

the case of Wales, MISC 130 took the view that it would not be right 
^k>vide either these full consequentials or the extra provision for 

r^df^al and industrial assistance. After discussion with the Group the 
Secretary of State for Scotland agreed to reduce the additional sums he 
s ough t to:

+ 1 0  + 9  + 8.5
Part of t A * ™ s  foregone reflects the need to take some account of the 
change in pHgdkion ratios since 1979.

OVERALL POSI'OW^^k
17. Parallel Group' s discussions, the Cabinet agreed on 30
October to substantjl^^dditions for teachers' pay. Thus the overall 
position at the of the Group's work is as follows:

' >  £ billion
1987-88 1988-89 1989-90

Local Authority current: 3.4 4.3 5.1

Teachers' Pay: ^  ... ...
Agreements reached bilateral^^^j^^ 1.1 0.7 1.1

Demand-led and other Social S e c ^ t d ^ ^
Changes: 1.6 1.7 2.6

Additions recommended by MISC 130: 0.5 0.9

------------------------------ -----------------------Total additions to Programmes: 8.1 10.6

(compared with starting Reserves of:) 6.1 7.9 9.6

(Note: Figures may not sum due to rounding.)

The Group understand that the Chancellor of the Excheq^j^^ktends to 
consider and recommend to the Cabinet to what extent t h ^ Reserves need to 
be reconstituted in the light of the above outcome. SSv



RECOMMENDATIONS
S^8. I invite the Cabinet to endorse the agreements reached, as summarised 
^3in paragraphs 6 to 16 above.

%

Privy Council Office^^^^^kv \5 November 1986



ANNEX A

1986 SURVEY: PROGRAMMES AGREED BILATERALLY 
1907-001 1988-891 1909-90BASELINE AGREED 1 BASELINE CHANGE 1 AGREEDCHANGE BASELINE AGREEDCHANGE

1. ECO-Other ¿60 40 1 693 37 71.1 36
2.EC 1,150 •200 t 950 -510 975 85
3.IBAP(and CAP pref unded) 1.629 36 1 1.661 1 124 1,702 100

■  tUr6
720 27 1 734 1 26 752 7

5 6 "1 1 56 5 / — 2l l p l 953 13 1 960 29 964 3
7.ECG0^ ^ ^ ^ 220 60 1 J.28 •10 .131 -86
8.Energy 313 •43 1 323 -42 331 -55
9. Employmentŝ , 947 0 1 4,132 0 4,235 0
10.Transport l► 76 1 2.087 08 2,154 88
11. DOE-Hous i ng ^ 2,360 264 1 2,412 14 2,473 14
12.D0E-0t.her 880 70 1 907 13 930 0
13.D0E-PSA -109 60 1 -112 40 -115 60
14.Home Office 1,148 ▲ ̂ ^1 1,105 66 1,215 73
15.LCD 603 646 71 662 110
16.DES 3.588 106 3,750 211
17. C i v i lSupersnn. 1,314 -70 ^  iMo5¡ V 2 L -70 1,440 -33
18.N Ireland 4,691

6 5 ! ^  110 4,939 135
i 9.1 err i -Lor- i al Consequences 0

d  X \ r 0 90
20.Chancellor’s Depte< exc 1- LAPR/MIRAS)

2,046 112 1 2,073 1 1
2,125 202

21.LAPR/M1RAU 0 172 \ 0 75 0 9822.DPP/CPS 0 40 1 0 50 0 55
23.Other Depts. 

NAT INDS:

492 32 1 505 1 1 1

38 41

24 .-Industr i es 22 300 1 -37 284 -5925. -RMPS etc 277 -66 1 276 -101 28f ' ¡-£.45- ------- ---- !— -----  |-------— — __TOTALS AGREED IN BILATERALS
29,023 1,003 1 29,441 1 1

742 30,175



■gj BRIEF NOTES ON AGREEMENTS REACHED BILATERALLY

i S t  £ million
1987-88 1988-89 1989-90

1. Diplomatic Wing +40 +37 +36

Provi made for the costs of introducing the new visa regime
(largely^^fr set by increased fees in later years)/ for increased 
expenditure on security, and for increased overseas costs.

2. EC Contribufikons -280 -510 +85

—This reflects re-estimation of contributions to the
European Communiti^rT^ The drop in payments in 1988-89 mainly 
reflects an assumed ^lar4e correction to the UK's 1987 abatement 
during 1988.

3. I BAP W  W +36 +124 +180

The net change reflects estimated higher costs of CAP support 
in the UK

H A
4. Domestic Agriculture +27 +26 +7

Small additions to provision have been ^ K » d  in a number of areas, 
including flood defences and the estimateN^^^s of capital grants.

V \
5. Forestry -1 -2 -2

Net reductions result from increased estimates of receipts from 
timber harvesting. *.0^.%6. DTI +13 +3

Q i ,  iThe additions largely reflect increased spending on gî ^gtrial
R&D and support for the Cornish tin industry, partly in
the first year by receipts from sales from the strategic ̂ ^eral
stockpile. As agreed in last year's Survey, provision contl^m^
to be made for a further moratorium on regional development grant
payments; this will probably be announced and take effect when
the Public Expenditure White Paper is published in January 1987.

1



ECGD -60 -18 -84

The net reductions reflect latest estimates of the cost of the 
i^ilfcst support programme.

8. ^ M L r g y  -43 -42 -55

The agrefl^^t reflects reduced requirements on the departmental 
programme; and an agreement that the electricity industry should 
take over from the department some responsibility for financing 
the UKAEA's fast reactor programme, representing a switch of £30 
million a year r a  e industry's external financing limits.

9. Employment 0 0 0

This programme was s e ^ . 1 a t  baseline (which includes the effects 
of the 1986 Budget mea^HB^) in advance of the 17 July Cabinet. 
Provision includes addi^^M^l. expenditure, notably under the 
Technical and Vocational Education Initiative, offset by savings 
elsewhere especially on the Community Programme and Youth Training 
Scheme.

10. Transport +76 +88 +88
' A

Additional provision has been made ^^^koads, mainly to sustain 
road building by local authorities. C a m t ^  allocations to local 
authorities in 1987-88 will be at 95% of t^^^^^86-87 level.

11. Housing +264 +14 +14

Net additional provision of £239 million has been agreed for capital 
spending on housing in 1987-88. (The balance r e A A & s  increased 
costs of housing subsidies.) In addition, extra receipts
will yield some £950 million over the three years. T^se ^lcreases 
will enable the Government fully to meet the commi^|^|k given 
to local authorities that allocations in 1987-88 would less
than 80 per cent of the 1985-86 level, and will provide 0fcra 
resources for the renovation of the housing stock (esp^^J^r 
through the Urban Housing Renewal Unit) and for grants to housing 
associations.



^^2. DOE Other + 7 0 +13 0

r”#XtJr.a provision has been agreed for capital spending on local 
^^P^nmental services in 1987-88 which will fully meet the 80 per 
ce^fc! commitment. Extra receipts from the New Towns totalling 
flOO^Ji^^ion over the three years will be available to finance 
additilfliS^spending on these services and on other environmental 
program's. ^Expenditure arising from the designation of new urban 
development corporations will be met, as agreed in E(A) on 24 
September, from within the new baseline.

13. PSA + 40 + 40 +40vThe main increas^jjSIk to finance unavoidable increases m  rent 
payments; extra pro-^|^^ has also been agreed for major new works 
projects for which pi^frj^tains financial responsibility and for 
maintenance.

14. Home Office +62 +46 +73

Additional provision is planned to cover growing pressures on 
the Criminal Injuries Compensation Scheme, and for capital 
expenditure by Fire Joint Boards .̂ ^̂ Hb̂ tra provision is also made 
for design work on further new ^jJSftns, raising the building 
programme to 20 in all, and for a modest law and order
initiatives, partly offset by savings anf^J^-tional receipts.

15. Lord Chancellor's Department +71 +110

Additional provision is made for further growth in the cost of 
legal aid, and for extra staff to man the expanding court service 
(the latter partly offset by fees).

16. Education and Science +162

The main elements of the additional provision are for uri^^k^^^ties 
(£61 million rising to £81 million); science (£24 million in^H^-88 
and £20 million a year thereafter); local authority capit^ i£57 
million a year extra provision, enabling 1987-88 allocatioire to 
be maintained at their 1986—87 level); voluntary schools capital 
(an average of £8 million a year) ; and the new City Technological 
Colleges (£4 million rising tn f,ll million).



Ik7. Civil Superannuation -70 -70 -33

ifik# K | s  represents revised estimates of the costs of payments to 
service pensioners and their dependants, in the light of 

H i  st economic assumptions.

18. ^H^rahern Ireland +65 +110 +135
(^^Hpding 19 below)

These increases include an agreed addition to the block budget 
on account of ij^reases in GB local authority current expenditure, 
additional prdE^raon for the costs of policing the Anglo-Irish 
agreement, and r ^ S i o n s  to estimates of social security costs.

19. Terri tor ial_cj^^^|^^ntials +130 +80 +90

These are the estimateoB^pwuila consequentials for Scotland, Wales 
and Northern Ireland of fl*^jes in the comparable local authority 
capital and central government programmes detailed elsewhere in 
this annex.

20. Chancellor's Departments &  +112 +174 +202
(excluding LAPR/MIRAS)

Allowance is made for additional s t S ^ A a d  information technology 
in the Revenue Departments to deal wJjRiincreases in work load 
and to strengthen controls against dru^D|^^ggling. £24 million 
is provided in 1989-90 to meet the cost of t̂ he European elections.

21. LAPR/MIRAS +72 +75 +98

Revised estimates of the public expenditure costs fe assurance
premium and mortgage interest relief to those who«Mjcomes fall 
below the income tax threshold. SK22. Crown Prosecution Service +40 +5o^^Ja  +55

Revised estimates of the cost of this new service.



D  23. Other Departments +32 +38 +41

i f i .TlBis includes increases in various items for the Houses of 
ParMament and the House of Commons Commission, together with 

additional costs of the new Serious Fraud Office.

24. ^ ^ ^^lalised Industries +300 +284 -59

The ^ f o r i n d i v i d u a l  industries involve changes from 
baseline of:

BRITISH COAL +177 +283 +211
NORTH OF SCOTL^^dbRO-

ELECTRIC B O A R D ^ ^ ^  +2 +11 -8
SOUTH OF SCOTLAND

ELECTRICITY BOARD +88 +95 -36
BRITISH STEEL “20 -37 -37
POST OFFICE ▼  .JL +23 -2 0
GIRO +3 0 0
BRITISH RAIL +20 0 -50
BRITISH WATERWAYS BOARD 0 0 0
SCOTTISH TRANSPORT GROUP “4 ~3 -3
BRITISH SHIPBUILDERS -16 +12 +10
CIVIL AVIATION AUTHORITY +5 0 0
WATER +21 +6 -47
LONDON REGIONAL TRANSPORT -52 -100
BRITISH AIRPORTS AUTHORITY) ^ff/+10 -30 0
NATIONAL BUS COMPANY )

The main implications of Survey decisions for the nationalised 
industries are:

British Coal: The increases over plans reflect a ireappraisal of
BC' s prospects following the coal strike and oil p^k^^^|all, and 
the need to adjust their activities accordingly. The ̂ FLp^Dresume 
break even in 1988-89. They also allow for transf e r ^ J ^ B C  of 
responsibility for miners' redundancy costs from 1987-88.

Scottish Electricity Boards: Increases for the South of Scotland
Electricity Board arise partly because of slippage on Torness 
and on other capital requirements.



w British Steel: The figures reflect BSC's return to profitability,
\Bj^t make some allowance for the deregulation of the European steel 
^ m ^ c e t .

Post Office: The capital expenditure provision is substantially
high«K|;%. all three years. Profits are in line with the 5% required

British Rail: The provision reflects the recently announced
objectives for public service grant and for continued substantial 
investment. &

Water: The settl^M^^ implies tariff increases probably averaging
about 2-2*5% in realjieMis and further efficiency savings to maintain 
the present substant^gjf ^ vel of investment in the industry.

London Regional Transpoi%^^ The substantial reductions reflect 
continuing buoyant reven^r^together with further improvements 
in efficiency.

British Airports Authority)
National Bus Company ): The\J^^owance shown covers these
industries' external finance needs the time of privatisation.Cl25. Redundancy and Pensions Funds ^ k %-66 -101 -145

Reductions in provision for redundancy/pe^funds reflect higher 
than expected take-up under the Redundan^^Mneworkers Payments 
Scheme this year and, in consequence, reduced requirements for 
the Survey years. They also allow for transfer to BC of 
responsibility for miners' redundancy costs from 1987-&8.
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T H E  Q U E E N ’S S P E E C H  O N  T H E  O P E N I N G  
O F  P A R L I A M E N T

WEDNESDAY, I 2th NOVEMBER, 1986

M y Lords and M embers of the House of Commons
I look forward with much pleasure to receiving His Majesty 

King Fahd of Saudi Arabia and His Majesty King Hassan of Morocco 
on State visits during the next twelve months.

I also look forward to visiting Berlin in May during that city’s 
750th anniversary year and to being present on the occasion of the 
Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting in Canada.

My Government will continue to attach the highest 
importance to national security and to preserving peace with freedom 
and justice. They will maintain the United Kingdom’s own defences 
and play an active part in the Atlantic Alliance.

My Government will work for new agreements on arms 
control and disarmament. They will seek greater co-operation and 
trust between East and West and work for progress at the Vienna 
Review Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe.

My Government will hold the Presidency of the Council of 
Ministers of the European Community until the end of this 
year. Within the Community they will work to promote enterprise and 
employment; to remove barriers to internal trade; for improvements in 
world trade rules; and for continuing reform of the Common 
Agricultural Policy.

My Government will honour their commitments to the people 
of the Falkland Islands while continuing to seek more normal relations 
with Argentina. They will discharge their obligations to the people of 
Hong Kong and will work closely with the Chinese Government to carry 
out the Sino-British Joint Declaration. They will stand by their 
commitment to the people of Gibraltar.

My Government will continue to work for peaceful and 
fundamental change in South Africa, in consultation with their partners 
in the European Community and with the Commonwealth. They will 
support Namibian independence. They will look for solutions to the 
problems of the Middle East. They will support attempts to achieve 
settlements in Afghanistan, in Cambodia, in Cyprus and in Central 
America.

My Government will make vigorous efforts to combat 
international terrorism and trafficking in drugs.



My Government will play a constructive role in the 
Commonwealth and at the United Nations. They will maintain a 
substantial aid programme, play their part in the relief of famine and 
other natural disasters and encourage investment in the developing 
countries.

Members of the House of Commons
Estimates for the Public Service will be laid before you.

M y Lords and M embers of the House of Commons
My Government’s firm monetary and fiscal policies will 

continue to restrain inflation and foster the conditions necessary for 
further sustained economic growth. Within that framework, my 
Government will continue to promote enterprise, the growth of 
employment and the education and training of young people.

My Government will maintain firm control of public 
expenditure, so that it may continue to fall as a proportion of the 
Nation’s income and permit further reductions in the burden of 
taxation. Consistently with this, my Government will continue to seek 
better value for money in public spending, so that vital services may be 
further improved.

Action will be taken to further privatisation, both to improve 
economic efficiency and to encourage wider share ownership.

Legislation will be introduced to improve the system for the 
supervision of banks.

A Bill will be brought forward to improve the working of 
criminal justice, to implement certain recommendations made by the 
Committee on Fraud Trials and to make further provision for the 
confiscation of the proceeds of crime.

Measures will be proposed to promote further competition in 
order to secure greater efficiency in the provision of local authorities’ 
services, and to improve the basis for the payment of rate support grant 
in England and Wales.

Legislation will be brought before you to repeal the 
Remuneration of Teachers Act 1965 and to introduce new arrangements 
to settle schoolteachers’ pay, duties and conditions of service within the 
resources available.

A Bill will be introduced to extend the rights of people living in 
privately owned flats in England and Wales.



A Bill will be introduced to facilitate the conservation and 
management of the Norfolk and Suffolk Broads.

Legislation will be introduced to provide further financial 
assistance to support the coal industry’s progress to commercial 
viability and to enable fair representation of the workforce.

Measures will be proposed to bring up to date the 
arrangements regulating oil and gas installations and operations.

Measures will be brought forward further to reform family law 
in England and Wales.

A Bill will be introduced to modify the system for the control 
of fire risks and to make further provision for safety at sports grounds.

For Scotland, Bills will be introduced to abolish domestic 
rates, to reform the enforcement of debts due under court orders, and to 
make various improvements to criminal justice.

My Government will continue through the Anglo-Irish 
Agreement to co-operate with the Government of the Republic of 
Ireland. They will encourage elected representatives in Northern 
Ireland to search for an agreed basis for the return to a devolved 
administration. They will continue to encourage economic and 
industrial development. A Bill will be introduced to amend Northern 
Ireland legislation against terrorism.

Measures will be proposed to reform the administration of 
marine pilotage.

Legislation will again be brought before you to enable 
construction of a Channel Tunnel. A Bill will be introduced to 
authorise the construction of a third crossing of the Thames at Dartford.

Measures will be proposed to strengthen the law on consumer 
protection.

Other measures will be laid before you.

M y Lords and M embers of the House of Commons
I pray that the blessing of Almighty God may rest upon your

counsels.
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